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ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 28 March 2006
The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the
chair at 2.03 p.m. and read the prayer.

DEPUTY LEADER OF THE OPPOSITION
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) —
Following the resignation from that position of the
member for Warrandyte, I have great pleasure in
informing the house that the member for Brighton has
been elected Deputy Leader of the Liberal Party.

ABSENCE OF MINISTER
The SPEAKER — Order! I advise the house that
the Minister for Tourism, who is also the Minister for
Racing and the Minister for Gaming, will be absent
today, and questions addressed to him will be answered
by the Treasurer.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Southern Cross station: construction costs
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — My question is to the
Premier. Has an amount of compensation been agreed
with Leightons for Southern Cross station overruns, and
if so, how much?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Deputy
Leader of the Opposition for her question, and I
congratulate her on her new position as Deputy Leader
of the Opposition in Victoria.
As most members would know, Southern Cross station
is one of the most exciting developments here in
Victoria. The project will not only upgrade country and
interstate travel into that important hub in Melbourne, it
will also be a significant architectural statement for our
city and help rejuvenate that whole area of Melbourne
as well.
Leightons has agreed to an in-principle financial
settlement with Civic Nexus, which is in fact the
developer — Leightons is not the developer; it is the
contracting company to Civic Nexus, which is the
company which has contracted with the government as
the developer of the project — and has a contract with
the state. Contract documents are being finalised to
reflect the terms of the settlement to protect the position
of the state, as members can imagine. The details of the
settlement will not be disclosed until the documents are
completed and signed and secure on that basis.
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Commonwealth Games: achievements
Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — I refer the Premier
to the government’s commitment to making the
Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games the best ever
and ask him to update the house on the success of the
games.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Evelyn for her question and her commitment to the
Commonwealth Games, which extends to her recently
winning the politicians clay target shooting
championship against, I understand, members on the
opposition benches, including The Nationals. It was a
great victory to the member for Evelyn, who did very
well.
Can I firstly say we have all seen the commentary now
that the Commonwealth Games are concluded, and
everyone in this house should be very proud of the fact
that we ran the best Commonwealth Games ever in
their history. Sunday night marked the end of a great
12 days of contest and elite sportsmanship here in
Victoria, probably rivalled only by the 1956 Olympic
Games. The legacy left from 1956 is one which
members on both sides of this house have been
enjoying for a long time, having had superior logistical
capacity to hold major events in this state. Just as 1956
left a great legacy, so too will 2006 leave a significant
legacy for Victoria, particularly in the redevelopment of
the Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG), which
everyone saw at its best at the opening ceremony,
during the athletics championships and again at the
closing ceremony. This 100 000-seat stadium is
undoubtedly the best of its type in the world.
We also saw the legacy in the redeveloped Melbourne
Sports and Aquatic Centre with its new outdoor
competition pool and all the improved facilities which
are part of that redevelopment. We saw it in the State
Lawn Bowls Centre at Darebin, which is an excellent
new centre and an addition for elite-level lawn bowls in
this country. We saw it in the better access to our
sporting precincts, to the MCG and the Olympic Park
precinct through the Birrarung Marr park onto the
William Barak Bridge. That bridge was absolutely
jam-packed with people going to events. What a great
legacy, to make sure we get better access to the best
sporting facilities in the country!
One of the innovations of our Commonwealth Games is
an innovation that will be replicated in other major
events around the world — including, I understand,
London, when it holds the Olympics. Lord Sebastian
Coe was here to see what we did effectively and well,
and to take that information back for the organisation of
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the London Olympics. That innovation was involving
as many Victorians as possible in the games. Even if
they could not get there, even if they could not get
access to tickets, they could be part of the cultural
festival, the river festival or the regional events in
Ballarat, Bendigo, Traralgon, Moe and Geelong. All
those regional events worked successfully and well, as
did the river festival and the cultural festival.
In fact, more people from Victoria, interstate or
overseas went to the cultural festival, the river festival
and the outdoor sites than went to the Commonwealth
Games themselves. We sold a record 1.5 million tickets
for the Commonwealth Games — that is the highest
number ever in Commonwealth Games history — but
we had something like 2 million people who attended
the cultural events which were conducted around
Melbourne and our major provincial centres. That is an
outstanding outcome, involving so many people.
Whilst they were the friendly games, they were also the
inclusive games, with as many people as possible being
involved. I think that will be a hallmark of other games
events around the world. The games showcased the
livability of Melbourne to the rest of the world. I think
that was a stunning exposition in the opening and
closing ceremonies, and it was done effectively and
marketed our state effectively. I thank everyone
involved — it has been a great effort.
An enormous amount of planning and preparation went
into every part of the Commonwealth Games. Securing
resources was important; having a budget that was
achievable was important — which our government
undertook; and making sure we had the right legislation
in place, legislation that was adopted by this house, was
important to ensure that we had the right governance
arrangements backed up by legislation for the
Commonwealth Games. It was also important to make
sure that every organisational detail was covered
effectively.
I congratulate everyone involved, in particular the
Commonwealth Games minister; the head of the
Commonwealth Games organising committee, Ron
Walker, who did a great job with his committee; and
Meredith Sussex, who headed up the government
coordinating committee across government more
broadly. It was a combined effort which every
Victorian was a part of. I thank Victorians for coming
along in numbers, and I thank the people of Victoria
more broadly for holding what has been the best
Commonwealth Games in the history of the event.
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Snowy Hydro Ltd: sale
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is to the Premier. Will Catholic and
independent schools receive a fair share of the proceeds
from the sale of Snowy Hydro Ltd?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
The Nationals for his question. He would be aware that
in the last budget we provided a record amount of
money for Catholic and independent schools. I can
remember coming to government at a time when
Victoria had the lowest per capita spending on the
Catholic and independent systems of any state in
Australia, and members opposite know it! We have
more than doubled the expenditure going into Catholic
and independent schools. That is why we have had the
ringing endorsement of the Catholic and independent
systems for the extra money going in.
In relation to Snowy Hydro, we made it clear from the
start that that was to be an injection of capital into our
government school sector — and it will be. We made
that clear from the very start. The Catholic and
independent schools can be assured that the neglect that
happened under The Nationals and the Liberal Party in
the past has been redressed and that we are on target to
achieve a better funding base, a funding base which
reflects the average funding of other states in Australia.
We were the lowest spending state; we are now in a
better position. The previous Liberal Party and National
Party government starved independent schools of
funds.

Commonwealth Games: volunteers
Mr LIM (Clayton) — My question is to the Deputy
Premier in his capacity as the Minister for Victorian
Communities. Can the minister outline what action the
government is taking to build on the outstanding
contribution of the Commonwealth Games volunteers?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Victorian
Communities) — I thank the member for Clayton, who
is the parliamentary secretary responsible for
volunteers, for his question. I am sure that all members
of the house would acknowledge the outstanding effort
of the 15 000 volunteers during the Commonwealth
Games. What really stood out was their enthusiasm and
their friendliness, which was infectious and which
forged an excellent impression of Victoria for our
international and interstate visitors. We know that
Victoria is a very friendly and multicultural state and
that it is also a very socially cohesive one.
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The volunteers at the games certainly showcased those
traits. It is interesting to note that the volunteers came
from a range of backgrounds and spoke at least
10 different languages: English, Arabic, Turkish,
Cantonese, Mandarin, Croatian, Spanish, Greek,
Macedonian and Italian. And they came from all over
Victoria. The games demonstrated that volunteers help
build community pride and community spirit. We have
a great tradition of volunteering in this state.
Our government wants to build on that. That is why we
have established a $21 million program to support
volunteering and community enterprise through the
Department for Victorian Communities. I am very
pleased that $160 000 from that program will be
dedicated to helping link volunteers to new
volunteering opportunities after the Commonwealth
Games. Already some 7000 volunteers have indicated
that they want to do more volunteering after the games.
The Department for Victorian Communities will be
linking those 7000 people to local opportunities for
volunteering, such as helping in local sports clubs and
helping new migrants to settle in our state. On top of
that the department will also be providing another
$200 000 to help 1000 games volunteers to gain
accreditation in sports in order to become officials and
administrators.
The games have showcased to the world what a great
contribution our volunteers can make. Our government
recognises that volunteering contributions are made
every day all over the state. We have more than
1 million volunteers in Victoria, which is the equivalent
of a work force of about 100 000. Our Department for
Victorian Communities was established to help support
volunteers and encourage more people to become
volunteers, and that is exactly what we are doing.
I am very pleased to be able to advise the house that the
number of people who are volunteering in Victoria is
increasing, up from 33 per cent in 2000 to 41 per cent
in 2005. We will continue through the department to
support that expansion in volunteering. The last time I
looked the opposition supported the abolition of the
Department for Victorian Communities. Our
government will not go down that path; we will
continue to assist communities to help and support
volunteers so that communities and citizens right
around our state can help themselves.

Rail: regional links
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — My question is to the
Minister for Transport. I refer to the latest $3 million
cost blow-out in the regional fast rail project, and I ask:
what lame excuse can the minister offer this time?
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Mr Maxfield interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Narracan should not interject in that manner when a
question is being asked.
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — We
would like to extend our commiserations to the member
for Polwarth on being rolled in the deputy leadership
stakes. He had been practising for this big event for
such a long time. We were all going to vote for him!
The member for Polwarth asked me about normal
variations which are part of the fast rail project.
Mr Doyle interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to stop that continual interjection. The
minister will continue, without assistance.
Mr Mulder interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I remind the member for
Polwarth that it is inappropriate to continually interject
while the Chair is on her feet. If he does it again, I will
remove him from the chamber.
Mr BATCHELOR — Variations are a normal part
of any project, whether you are building a home or
building a piece of important infrastructure, such as
rebuilding the rail lines to country Victoria. On
22 March variations in relation to the regional fast rail
project were posted on the government web site, and
the member for Polwarth has accessed those variations.
We are a very transparent and open government, and
the member for Polwarth should be thankful for that.
All the additional costs that were revealed in those
variations are contained within the contingency amount
of the project and are within the project budget of
$750 million. This will provide a much better, safer,
quicker rail service to country Victoria.
This is not the first time the member for Polwarth has
asked this, so it is to be expected on this occasion, as
the member has done in the past, and I predict as the
member will do in the future when further variations
are posted on the web site in relation to the project
contingency — —
Mr Mulder — So there is more!
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member for
Polwarth to cease the continual interjection.
Mr BATCHELOR — As part of the $750 million
budget for this project there is a project contingency, as
there is with almost every — —
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Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass! I
warn members that if they persist in interjecting I will
remove them from the chamber. The member for
Polwarth has asked a question, and it would seem
reasonable to therefore allow the minister to answer the
question.
Mr BATCHELOR — As with all major
infrastructure projects — —
Dr Napthine interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
South-West Coast.
Mr BATCHELOR — As with all major
infrastructure projects there is a contingent arrangement
within the project budget for these variations — for
example, dealing with unexpected works like the
removal of asbestos. I suppose the member for
Polwarth assumes we should leave asbestos and not
deal with these types of unexpected issues, but they
have been provided for in the project budget, and it is
entirely in line with what happens on major projects.
Perhaps one day, if the member were ever to become
the transport minister, he would understand this.

Commonwealth Games: public transport
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — My question is to the
Minister for Transport. Can the minister detail for the
house how Victoria’s transport system contributed to
the success of the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth
Games?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) —
Passengers, transport operators, transport staff and
transport unions all made an outstanding contribution to
the overwhelming success of public transport during
our very successful Commonwealth Games. The public
transport system has put in a world-class performance
coping with a massive increase in demand over the last
12 days. Around 30 000 extra bus, tram and train
services were provided during this period of time.
About 1.8 million people travelled to and from the
games on top of the normal commuter load. In total
there were an additional 4 million trips on our buses,
trams and trains, and V/Line itself provided about
100 000 trips through the $10 tickets for people
travelling to and from the games in Melbourne or in
their regional areas.
About 75 per cent of all spectators used public transport
to get to and from those Commonwealth Games
venues. The concentration of events around the sports
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and entertainment precinct, coupled with the high use
of public transport, meant that on several nights the
system was coping with the equivalent of three grand
final crowds at once — that is, three grand final crowds
leaving that area at the same time — and it was able to
cope due to the cooperation of those parties I mentioned
before. The passengers, the operators, the staff and the
unions worked well to deliver the service.
Metlink has carried out surveys and found that 90 per
cent of people taking public transport to the
Commonwealth Games rated the service as good or
excellent. That was a fantastic response, but it is also a
recognition of how successful the task was. Importantly
people from country Victoria also benefited from extra
V/Line services to get people to events in Melbourne
and to get people to Commonwealth Games events in
regional centres. V/Line patronage was well up, and on
some days during the games patronage on those V/Line
services increased by more than 100 per cent on the
normal load for those services. The special $10 games
return fare was a huge hit — —
Mr Mulder — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is obviously reading from a document. I ask
that he table that document, and while he is on his feet I
ask him to explain how the $1.8 million — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Points of order are not
opportunities for members to try to sneak in other
questions. I ask the minister whether he is reading from
a document or quoting from notes.
The minister is quoting from notes. The minister, to
continue.
Mr BATCHELOR — This successful work on our
public transport system was the result of the detailed
planning that had been undertaken during the preceding
two-year period. It is clear that during the period of the
Commonwealth Games, public transport staff worked
tirelessly to meet the challenge that the games provided.
I am sure that all Melburnians — indeed, all
Victorians — would like to pass on their thanks to
those public transport workers for their fine efforts.

Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
conduct
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — My
question is to the Minister for Police and Emergency
Services. I refer to two further gangland killings, the
disappearance of accused drug dealer Tony Mokbel, yet
another breach of the confidential law enforcement
assistance program system, ongoing speed camera
bungles and the shortage of police prosecutors, police
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officers, police cars and essential police equipment, and
I ask: given the enormous problems that plague
Victoria Police requiring the minister’s urgent attention,
does he think it appropriate that he uses his time, his
ministerial car, his office resources and ministerial staff
to campaign against Labor colleague Dale Wilson and
former federal Labor leader Simon Crean?
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the Leader of the
Opposition to rephrase his question. I remind members
that under our guidelines they cannot ask for opinions
in question time, which I think the Leader of the
Opposition may have been doing.
Mr DOYLE — Given the enormous problems that
plague Victoria Police requiring the minister’s urgent
attention, why is it that he has spent his time using his
ministerial resources and his electorate office resources
on internal ALP matters, campaigning against his
colleagues, rather than working in the interests of the
state?
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services) — I thank the Leader of the Opposition for
his question. He reminds us that in the Labor Party we
have an enormous number of people who would like to
be in this Parliament, whereas on the Liberal Party side
there are an enormous number of people who cannot
wait to leave this Parliament! I invite the Leader of the
Opposition to reflect on his true friend sitting there on
the back bench, waiting to provide his support in
whatever way he can.
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Speaker,
question time is an opportunity for government
members to respond to matters of government
administration, not to reflect upon other members of the
house.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the minister to
return to answering the question.
Mr HOLDING — In recent months many issues
have occupied my attention as Minister for Police and
Emergency Services — whether it has been security for
the Commonwealth Games, which I would welcome a
question from the Leader of the Opposition on, the
extraordinary effort of volunteers across the state in
fighting fires between 19 and 29 January this year, or
the storm incidents that State Emergency Service
volunteers responded to. It has been a huge effort, and I
am pleased to have been closely involved with all our
emergency services agencies and Victoria Police in
responding to those issues.
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Commonwealth Games: security
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — My question is to
the Minister for Police and Emergency Services, and I
ask: can the minister update the house on the success of
Victoria Police in providing a safe and secure
Commonwealth Games?
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services) — I thank the member for Hastings for
getting in, even before the Leader of the Opposition, to
take up the invitation in relation to Commonwealth
Games security. It is a great opportunity for us to reflect
on what has been an enormously successful security
operation, not only by Victoria Police but also by
Australian Defence Force (ADF) personnel, by those
involved with the Country Fire Authority (CFA), the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade (MFB), the State Emergency
Service (SES) and indeed private security operators
from around Australia who have supported what has
been an extraordinarily successful event, and one that
we are very pleased has occurred in Victoria in a safe
and secure way.
I would like to begin by thanking and complimenting
both the Chief Commissioner of Police and also
Commander Bannan, who lead the Victoria Police
involvement in providing security for these games. The
preparations have occurred over many years and have
involved many thousands of Victoria Police personnel.
We thank those personnel for agreeing to the deferment
of training and cooperating with the postponement of
leave and a whole range of different arrangements
which enabled Victoria Police to increase by about
20 per cent the availability of police personnel to
support the Commonwealth Games.
We also want to recognise and thank police personnel
from across Australia who came to Victoria and were
sworn in as special constables to provide support with
bomb disposal, with tactical response capabilities and
also with forensic services. We thank and recognise the
Australian Defence Force personnel who also
supported our Commonwealth Games events. We had
something like 2500 ADF personnel from either
Victoria or other parts of Australia providing support
with Operation Acolyte, and we particularly recognise
Brigadier Andrew Smith, who led and coordinated
those efforts. Those personnel provided a huge amount
of support in securing the Commonwealth Games
athletes village itself as well as the games venue at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground, the Melbourne Sports and
Aquatic Centre and in many of the other games venues.
We thank them for that tremendous support.
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It would also be appropriate to recognise the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade personnel who not only
staffed a fire station at the games village, along with the
police station that was established there, but also
provided firefighting support for games venues in
different parts of the metropolitan area; and, of course,
Country Fire Authority volunteers and career staff who
also provided an enormous amount of support in
regional Victoria as well as providing a stand-by
capability to support the Metropolitan Fire Brigade.
We thank SES volunteers — something like
500 volunteers — who were also deployed in support
of the Commonwealth Games efforts and would have
been available if certain incidents had occurred, which
thankfully they did not. It was a huge effort by
volunteers and career personnel right across the state.
We thank Victoria Police, the ADF, the CFA, the MFB,
the SES, paramedics and ambulance staff — all of
those who provided support in making sure that these
games were a safe and secure event and one that could
be enjoyed not only by all Victorians but by people
from throughout Australia and across the world.

Royal Children’s Hospital: financial
management
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — My question is to
the Minister for Health. I refer the minister to the
Liberal Party’s freedom of information (FOI) request
that her department release the memo of 23 January
2006 that outlines a financial crisis at the Royal
Children’s Hospital, and I ask: why is the minister’s
department deliberately delaying release by insisting it
cannot find the document, despite the fact that its date,
author, title and content were detailed in the
opposition’s FOI request?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for Caulfield for her question. Freedom of
information processes are governed by an act of
Parliament, and my department is complying with those
procedures.

Commonwealth Games: benefits
Mr LONEY (Lara) — My question is to the
Minister for State and Regional Development and
acting Minister for Tourism, and I ask: can the minister
detail to the house the economic benefits of hosting the
2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games for the state of
Victoria?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — I thank the member for Lara for his
question. Of course, as the Premier has said today, the
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Commonwealth Games were a stunning success for
Melbourne, for Victoria and for Australia. The number
of tickets sold, 1.6 million, was an all-time
Commonwealth Games record. We now have
confirmation from Tourism Victoria that something like
90 000 visitors came to Melbourne. I can say that the
direct expenditure by those tourists was $270 million
and that around 30 per cent of all the ticket sales for the
Commonwealth Games were to interstate or overseas
visitors. We also had, of course, more than
4000 athletes and 15 000 volunteers.
In addition to all this, the Commonwealth Games
Business Benefits program, run by the state
government, was a great success. In partnership with
Austrade and the federal government we had the
Commonwealth Games Business Club, and that was
also an outstanding success. It had more than
6000 members, with 40 per cent from overseas,
including membership from Scotland, England, Wales,
India, New Zealand and Canada — with the biggest
contingent of all, of course, from India. Interestingly we
had more than 100 members of the business club from
China, even though it is not part of the
commonwealth — but it is now our largest trading
partner and the fastest growing world economy.
In addition, around 30 business club functions were
held throughout the games. I know that the Premier
attended many of those, and I attended many of those,
as did other economic ministers, the Minister for
Commonwealth Games and many federal ministers, as
well as the Governor and others. There were also
teamed arrangements with a number of provincial cities
across the state. Ballarat has built a great relationship
with India, and I attended the lunch there last Thursday.
Bendigo has built a great linkage with Scotland, which
I think will pay us great dividends building up to
Glasgow in 2014. We also held events in Geelong and
the Otways. There were also networking breakfasts,
and there were seminars on the latest developments in
biotechnology and design and on manufacturing and
financial services.
We also had something like 320 international observers
who came to the games from 31 countries. They were
representing the London Olympics 2012 bid committee,
the Delhi Commonwealth Games 2010, the Beijing
Olympics 2008 and the Doha Asian Games 2006, and
there were groups like that from Rio for the Pan
American Games in 2007.
The games in every sense were a huge success for
Victoria and Australia. They have shown that in event
management we have again proven to be a world
leader. We are the standout in terms of event
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management. Our major events are worth something
like $1 billion a year to Melbourne and Victoria. We
have more than 1900 sport and recreation businesses
operating in Victoria, and they provide jobs for almost
90 000 people and contribute $2.3 billion annually to
gross state product.
There were some great stories of businesses during the
games. One of the best would be Ramler Furniture,
which is based in Cheltenham. It of course provided the
furniture, the fit-out and a lot of the equipment for the
games. As a result of that and all the visitors who were
here during the games, that company is exceedingly
confident that it will pick up work in Beijing for 2008.
The Premier and I attended the China breakfast at
which the consul general from China spoke. Beijing
will be letting 500 contracts before the end of the year.
It just shows what an extraordinary opportunity this
market is for us internationally.
Overall we had something like 1800 Victorian
companies win $226 million worth of games-related
expenditure, and 340 companies participated in the
infrastructure projects across the state, including of
course the Melbourne Cricket Ground redevelopment.
Finally, I will give a couple of examples, if I can. An
email sent yesterday from Mike Power, the chief — —
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister has been speaking now for over 5 minutes.
Pursuant to the standing orders, 4 minutes is the
recommended amount of time for an answer. I
understand that there is a notice of motion to be debated
in the chamber this week which may canvass the
Commonwealth Games, and I ask that you direct the
minister to wind up and make his contribution on
Wednesday.
The SPEAKER — Order! I understood the minister
to have started that sentence with the word ‘finally’, so
I think he is winding up his answer.
Mr BRUMBY — The chief operating officer of the
London games organising committee, Mike Power,
said:
You have set the new gold standard for the Commonwealth
Games.

The Canadian games boss, Ross Outerbridge, is
reported in the Border Mail as saying:
Melbourne has raised the bar in every respect.

Finally, the general manager of Australian Pacific
Touring said that, based on his company’s experience
of the Sydney Olympics and the Brisbane expo, often
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you can get off a fall-off in tourist numbers, but in a
letter he sent today he said:
However, due to a number of factors and through the
cooperation of the City of Melbourne and Tourism Victoria, I
may just have to moderate our catchcry to ‘Business bonanza
for the future of tourism in Victoria’.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Notices of motion: removal
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to advise the
house that under standing order 144 notices of
motion 112 to 115 and 216 to 226 will be removed
from the notice paper on the next sitting day. A member
who requires a notice standing in their name to be
continued must advise the Clerk in writing by 6 o’clock
today.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Introduction and first reading
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I move:
That I have leave to bring in a bill to amend the Financial
Management Act 1994 in relation to budget management,
powers over land and financial regulations and directions and
for other purposes.

Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I ask the Treasurer to
give a brief explanation of the purposes of the bill.
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — The bill makes minor
and largely technical amendments to the Financial
Management Act. These are to do with the adoption of
accrual accounting rather than cash management
principles in relation to some revenue retention
appropriations, aligning the tabling provisions of the
annual budget estimates with current practice, as well
as a couple of other minor, technical amendments.
Motion agreed to.
Read first time.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Lake Mokoan: decommissioning
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
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The petition of water users in the Broken Valley and
concerned citizens draws to the attention of the house that the
government has discontinued irrigator involvement in the
decision-making process regarding the decommissioning of
Lake Mokoan.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria urge the government to:
reinstate the members of the Broken System Reliability
Reference Committee in decision making on the
decommissioning of Lake Mokoan and the Broken
system;
undertake an independent assessment of the current
reliability of water supply provided by the Broken
system, including Lake Mokoan;
ensure commitments given by the former and current
ministers for water that irrigators will not be adversely
affected by the decommissioning of Lake Mokoan are
honoured in full;
investigate the possibility of a permanent storage in the
bed of the lake to ensure reliability of supply to water
users.

By Dr SYKES (Benalla) (13 signatures)

Retirement villages: residents rights
To the Honourable the Speaker of the house and members of
the house assembled in Parliament:
The petition of the undersigned citizens of Victoria draws to
the attention of the house of the continuing distress of many
retirement village residents due to problems with the
implementation of the retirement villages legislation.
We believe that the Parliament’s decision, following the
review of the act, provided reasonable exit provisions for new
residents. These provisions have not yet been proclaimed.
Further, we believe that existing residents do not have
appropriate protection or avenues of redress where they have
entered into complex and unfair contracts.
The petitioners call on the house to ensure that the Victorian
government:
1.

takes immediate action to proclaim all the remainder of
the amendments to the Retirement Villages Act adopted
by the Parliament in 2005;

2.

requires retirement village contracts to specify and
protect residents rights;

3.

regulates for contracts to be in a form that can be
understood by residents, prospective residents and their
legal or financial advisors;

4.

provides accessible and affordable avenues of redress
for residents with current contracts that include unfair
provisions.

Education: home-schooling
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of Victorians who support home-schooling
points out to the house extensive research in America,
Canada, England and Australia has revealed that
home-education works both academically and socially and
produces ‘literate students with minimal government
interference at a fraction of the cost of any government
program’. Home-educated children enter conventional
schools, go on to university, enter the work force and become
responsible citizens. The government has provided no
evidence to show that regulation would have any beneficial
effect. Moreover, the powers granted to the Victorian
Registration and Qualifications Authority under the terms of
the exposure draft of the Education and Training Reform Bill
in regard to home-education are unlimited and would allow
unfair and ineffective regulations to be imposed on Victorian
parents to the detriment of their children.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria orders the redrafting of the clauses of
the Education and Training Reform Bill pertaining to
home-education in line with the existing Education Act’s
requirement that parents provide ‘regular and efficient
instruction’ without reference to a statutory authority. This
provides for the parents’ rights to determine the manner of
their children’s education and for the state’s responsibility to
ensure all children are educated.

By Dr SYKES (Benalla) (15 signatures)
Ms ALLAN (Bendigo East) (9 signatures)
Ms ASHER (Brighton) (6 signatures)
Mr LONEY (Lara) (6 signatures)
Mr DIXON (Nepean) (6 signatures)
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) (15 signatures)
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By Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) (82 signatures)

Melbourne Youth Music: funding
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the supporters of the Melbourne Youth Music
draws to the attention of the house that the MYM Saturday
music program is nationally and internationally recognised
for its unique and diverse musical education. The Bracks
government’s funding cut of $100 000 for 2006 and $250 000
in 2007 and 2008 will have a serious adverse impact on the
program offered to young talented musicians.
The petitioners therefore request that the house force the
government to restore the strategic partnerships program
grant to Melbourne Youth Music to ensure students may
continue to gain equitable access to the program.

By Mr PERTON (Doncaster) (1937 signatures)
Dr HARKNESS (Frankston) (7 signatures)

Schools: religious instruction
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of citizens of Victoria concerned to ensure the
continuation of religious instruction in Victorian government
schools draws out to the house that under the Bracks Labor
government review of education and training legislation, the
future of religious instruction in Victorian schools is in
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question and risks becoming subject to the discretion of local
school councils.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria take steps to ensure that there is no
change to legislation and the Victorian government schools
reference guide that would diminish the status of religious
instruction in Victorian government schools and, in addition,
urge the government to provide additional funding for
chaplaincy services in Victorian government schools.
The petition of citizens of Victoria [is] concerned to ensure
the continuation of religious instruction in Victorian
government schools, and to provide additional funding for
school chaplains.

By Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) (329 signatures)

Rosebud Hospital: upgrade
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house that the demand for hospital treatment has found
many people having to wait inordinate times for surgery at
Peninsula Health, Frankston Hospital, and that the emergency
ward at Frankston is overworked, leaving patients without
proper care.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria solve this problem by upgrading the
Rosebud Hospital to treat a wider range of medical
conditions.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (38 signatures)

Motor registration fees: concession
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth the state government’s decision to halve the
pensioner concession on car registration fees is discriminatory
to the people of Victoria. A large number of Mornington
peninsula pensioners rely on their car for transport because of
the low levels of public transport in the area.
Your petitioners therefore pray that the government reverse
its decision to halve the pensioner concession on car
registration fees.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr DIXON (Nepean) (21 signatures)

Racial and religious tolerance: legislation
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house that —
1.

Religious freedom essentially includes the freedom to
teach, preach and propagate one’s beliefs and to express
opinions about other world views. This applies to all
religions, and certainly to the Christian religion where
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Christ commands His followers to propagate their
faith — Matt 28:18–20.

2.

The Racial and Religious tolerance Act 2001 aims to
outlaw vilification, but its enforcement places ‘an
intolerable curb on religious freedom’ and threatens free
speech itself.

In any case the legislation is unnecessary in a community that
has always had effective mechanisms for correcting
intemperate or offensive statements (whether on religion, race
or any other topic) — namely, public forums in newspapers,
open debate and discussion, talkback radio et cetera.
In view of the fact that the Australian constitution:
forbids the making of any commonwealth law
‘prohibiting the free exercise of any religion’ (section
116), and
decrees that ‘when a state law is inconsistent with a law
of the commonwealth, the latter shall prevail’ (section
109) —
your petitioners therefore request that the Racial and
Religious Tolerance Act 2001 be repealed.

By Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) (61 signatures)

Hazardous waste: Nowingi
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria assembled:
The petition of certain citizens in the state of Victoria draws
attention of the house that the proposed toxic waste facility to
be located at Nowingi/Hattah, south of Mildura, is an absolute
disaster for the families and communities along the Calder
Highway.
The proposed toxic waste facility will destroy families, their
heritage, communities and the work of generations of farmers
who have developed highly successful local economies.
The proposed toxic waste facility will ruin the clean green
food status of the producers in the highway corridor due to the
toxic trucks passing through it and the associated risks.
The communities of the Calder Highway call upon the
government to implement its 2000 election promise to reduce
the waste stream and abandon landfill technology.

By Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) (627 signatures)

Hazardous waste: Nowingi
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly of Victoria assembled:
The petition of certain citizens in the state of Victoria draws
to the attention of the house that the proposed toxic waste
facility to be located at Nowingi/Hattah, south of Mildura, is
an absolute disaster for the families and communities directly
affected. The toxic waste facility would seriously impact on
the wider community.
The proposed toxic waste facility will destroy families, their
heritage, communities and the work of generations of farmers
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and horticulturists who have developed highly successful
local and export trade for their excellent produce.
The proposed toxic waste facility will ruin the clean good
status, for which Sunraysia has been widely recognised, and
turn north-west Victoria from a clean, green food bowl to the
toxic waste capital of Victoria.
Prayer
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria abandon the proposal to place atoxic
waste facility in the Mildura region.

By Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) (103 signatures)
Tabled.
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Statute Law (Further Revision) Bill
Sustainable Forests (Timber) (Amendment) Bill
Valuation of Land (Amendment) Bill
together with appendices.
Tabled.
Ordered to be printed.

Review 2005
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) presented report,
together with appendices.

Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for South-West Coast be considered next
day on motion of Dr NAPTHINE (South-West
Coast).

Tabled.

Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Seymour be considered next day on
motion of Mr HARDMAN (Seymour).

Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) presented report,
together with appendices.

Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Nepean be considered next day on
motion of Mr DIXON (Nepean).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Frankston be considered next day on
motion of Dr HARKNESS (Frankston).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Burwood be considered next day on
motion of Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood).
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Benalla be considered next day on
motion of Dr SYKES (Benalla).

SCRUTINY OF ACTS AND REGULATIONS
COMMITTEE
Alert Digest No. 3
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) presented Alert
Digest No. 3 of 2006 on:
Disability Bill
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Aged
Care Services) Bill
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
(Prohibition of Display and Sale of Cocaine
Kits) Bill
Melbourne Sailors’ Home (Repeal) Bill
Road Safety (Drugs) Bill

Ordered to be printed.

Statute Law (Further Revision) Bill

Tabled.
Ordered to be printed.

Terrorism (Community Protection)
(Amendment) Bill
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) presented minutes
of evidence relating to Alert Digest No. 1.
Tabled.

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Commonwealth Games Arrangements Act 2001 — Order
under s 18 (three orders)
Conservation, Forests and Lands Act 1987 — Code of
Practice for Fire Management on Public Land (Revision
No 1)
Crown Land (Reserves) Act 1978 — Section 17DA Order
granting under s 17D a lease over the Sorrento Public Park
Reserve
Financial Management Act 1994 — Budget Sector —
Mid-Year Financial Report for the year 2005–06
incorporating the Quarterly Financial Report for the period
ended 31 December 2005
Financial Management Act 1994:
Report from the Minister for Agriculture that he had
received the 2004–05 annual report of the Northern
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Victorian Fresh Tomato Industry Development
Committee, together with an explanation for the delay
Report from the Minister for Health that she had
received the report for the period 1 January 2004 to 30
June 2005 of the Mildura Cemetery Trust, together with
an explanation for the delay
National Environment Protection Council — Report for the
year 2004–05
Parliamentary Committees Act 2003:
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee — Inquiry into
Strategies to Reduce Harmful Alcohol Consumption,
Volumes 1 and 2, together with appendices and minutes
of evidence — Report and appendices ordered to be
printed
Response of the Minister for WorkCover on the action
taken with respect to the recommendations made by the
Rural and Regional Services and Development
Committee’s Inquiry into the Cause of Fatality and
Injury on Victorian Farms
Planning and Environment Act 1987 — Notices of approval
of amendments to the following Planning Schemes:
Baw Baw Planning Scheme — No C35
Boroondara Planning Scheme — Nos C36, C65
Brimbank Planning Scheme — No C90
Golden Plains Planning Scheme — No C17
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Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Ministers’ exemption
certificates in relation to Statutory Rule Nos 19, 20, 22, 23,
27.

ROYAL ASSENT
Message read advising royal assent on 7 March to:
Crimes (Family Violence) (Holding Powers) Bill
Crimes (Sexual Offences) Bill
Guardianship and Administration (Further
Amendment) Bill
Prahran Mechanics’ Institute (Amendment) Bill
Terrorism (Community Protection)
(Amendment) Bill.

APPROPRIATION MESSAGES
Messages read recommending appropriations for:
Disability Bill
Road Safety (Drugs) Bill.

DRUGS, POISONS AND CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES (VOLATILE SUBSTANCES)
(EXTENSION OF PROVISIONS) BILL
Extension of scope

Greater Bendigo Planning Scheme — No C60
Kingston Planning Scheme — No C47
Latrobe Planning Scheme — No C32
Mansfield Planning Scheme — No C1 Part 1
Mildura Planning Scheme — No C29 Part 2
Queenscliffe Planning Scheme — No C15
Surf Coast Planning Scheme — No C31
Victoria Planning Provisions — No VC38
Project Development and Construction Management Act
1994 — Nomination order under s 6, application order under
s 8 and a statement under s 9 of reasons for making a
nomination order (three documents)
Rural Finance Act 1988 — Direction by the Treasurer to the
Rural Finance Corporation to administer the Regional
Victoria 2006 Bushfire Assistance Scheme
Statutory Rules under the following Acts:
Commonwealth Games Arrangements Act 2001 —
SR Nos 20, 24
Fisheries Act 1995 — SR No 17
Legal Profession Act 2004 — SR Nos 19, 27
Magistrates’ Court Act 1989 — SR Nos 18, 25, 26
Road Safety Act 1986 — SR Nos 22, 23
Tobacco Act 1987 — SR No 21

Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — I desire to move, by
leave:
That, upon the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
(Volatile Substances) (Extension of Provisions) Bill being
considered in detail, I will move:
That the scope of the bill be extended to enable
consideration of amendments and a new clause to the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981, to
provide for the creation of a new offence to sell aerosol
spray cans containing paint or any prescribed volatile
substance to minors.

Leave refused.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Program
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — I
move:
That, under standing order 94(2), the orders of the day,
government business, relating to the following bills be
considered and completed by 4.00 pm on Thursday,
30 March 2006:
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Disability Bill
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile
Substances) (Extension of Provisions) Bill
Education and Training Reform Bill
Interpretation of Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill
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public importance (MPI), and its proposal to separate
that debate from a debate on the Commonwealth
Games is unfortunate, because the government will
utilise time outside the window of opportunity the
opposition has to use the MPI debate to enable a
number of speakers to make a contribution.

Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill.

These five bills on the notice paper, together with the
Premier’s motion on the Commonwealth Games, are
bills and a motion to which I believe a number of
members will want to make a contribution. In that
context, although the government is providing a smaller
government business program this week, these bills are
likely to engender a large number of contributions from
speakers from both sides of the house. Whilst there are
other bills on the notice paper that we would be keen to
proceed with, we are providing the opportunity this
week for debate around the Commonwealth Games
plus the opportunity for more members of the house to
speak than would have been the case if we had more
than five bills on the government business program.
The program achieves the right balance between bills
and speaking opportunities as well as the additional
motion that was foreshadowed by the Premier today. I
commend the program to the house.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The
opposition does not support the government business
program for a number of reasons. Firstly, there has been
some disarray in the presentation of bills to be debated
this week. As recently as yesterday the Building and
Construction Industry Security of Payment
(Amendment) Bill was to be part of the program but it
has now been taken off, and the Land (St Kilda
Triangle) Bill also formed part of the original program.
There is some difficulty in members having the
necessary briefings from the government on the range
of bills and then preparing for the sitting in a timely
fashion. The house may not be aware that the
opposition generally does not receive notification of the
bills to be debated until the Thursday before a sitting
week, and it may be that some briefings have not been
arranged by that time, which complicates the process.
The second issue relates to the motion on the
Commonwealth Games. The Commonwealth Games in
Melbourne were an outstanding success. The
government used question time today to canvass a
range of issues on the benefits of the games to Victoria,
benefits which the opposition when in government was
very much aware of in attracting the games to this state.
We do not need to be persuaded about the merits of the
games or their success in overall terms. However, this
week the government has the debate on a matter of

I have a further comment in relation to the size of the
bills being debated this week. The Education and
Training Reform Bill is a very significant bill, and there
is widespread interest in it in the community. It will
absorb a fair amount of debating time. The Disability
Bill has attracted widespread comment, and more
careful deliberation on elements of it may be warranted.
It is for those reasons that the opposition does not
support the government business program for this
week.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — The Nationals will
not be supporting this week’s government business
program for very similar reasons. I will deal firstly with
the matter of the special motion which will be brought
before the house in relation to the Commonwealth
Games. The government has plenty of opportunity to
use its matter of public importance (MPI) debate
tomorrow if it wants to extol the virtues of the games. It
goes without saying that all members of the house
believe the games were an outstanding success, but we
do not want to devote the time the government is now
going to take to congratulating ourselves on a
wonderful event. I think the government is
unnecessarily taking time by using its MPI debate,
which one would suspect will also be about the
Commonwealth Games, and then having a special
motion on the games. That is my first point.
The second point is that we have two very important
bills before us this week. The Education and Training
Reform Bill, which the minister says is one of the most
significant changes to education legislation since 1876
or some time around then — —
Mr Robinson — It was 1872.
Mr MAUGHAN — Yes, it was 1872. It is a very
significant piece of legislation, and this house should
devote a great deal of time to it. It involves some very
controversial matters concerning home-schooling, and
the home-educators want an opportunity to have their
views heard in that debate. It is a big bill.
The Disability Bill will bring very significant change to
the legislation dealing with people with disabilities. The
disability community is not happy with the way this has
been rushed through. The government claims it has had
extensive consultation and says you can look at the
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table showing where it has had meetings and so on. But
if you look at the number of people who have actually
attended those meetings and take out the number of
Department of Human Services staff and government
representatives, there have not been all that many
people. Given that we have 900 000 people with a
disability in the state, there has not been extensive
consultation.
Under a great deal of pressure the government at least
introduced a draft bill prior to Christmas. I suggest that
it would not have done so without a great deal of
pressure from the disability community. The draft came
out before Christmas so that the disability community
would have time to put in submissions — but for
heaven’s sake, it was Christmas time and we are all
busy over Christmas. Particularly for carers who are
dealing with a disabled person, Christmas and New
Year is a very busy time, and they have had little time
to get their minds around the implications of the bill
and all the changes — from memory I think there are
19 separate pieces of legislation that will be amended
by this bill, so it has extensive implications for the
whole of the community.
This government says it is all about honest, accountable
and open government and about consultation and so on,
but the message we are getting on this side of the house
is that there has not been sufficient time for
consultation. We do not think it appropriate for the
Disability Bill to go through this week. Both the
opposition and The Nationals opposed the relatively
short period that was given for community debate when
this bill was introduced, and we now oppose it being
debated this week because we believe the community
should have more time to look at the very serious
implications of the bill and so that we can all make a
more informed contribution to the debate, representing
community views.
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — Like the opposition and
The Nationals I oppose the government business
program, but not for the same reasons. Like many other
members I have had a large number of emails and
letters from disability groups in Victoria — some very
complimentary of the government, especially from the
Yooralla Society — saying there needs to be more
consultation on some elements of the Disability Bill.
On that basis I think the bill could be removed from the
business program, and I therefore move:
That the words ‘Disability Bill’ be removed from the motion.

The other issue I want to raise is that some other
elements will impact on the business program —
namely, the Commonwealth Games motion the Premier
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foreshadowed. I have also had contact with the Christie
Centre, which is a local disability group in Mildura,
which has asked me to raise this issue on the basis that
it wants more time to go through the bill in a
consultative process. On that basis I am opposed to the
government business program.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I also rise
to oppose the government business program and
support the comments made by the members for
Sandringham, Rodney and Mildura. I want to oppose
the program for a number of reasons. Firstly, to
highlight the mismanagement of the government
business program under the Leader of the House. Last
week we were told there would be six bills to be
debated this week; yesterday it was four bills. Then
there were five bills to be debated this week, and today
we were given notice of the introduction of another bill.
I believe we are heading towards another crisis, and
when we come towards the end of the session we will
have a whole range of bills being jammed through with
weeks where 10 to 15 bills will be passed without
adequate debating time simply because of
mismanagement. There are other bills on the table
which could be debated this week.
I also raise concerns about the way the government is
misusing the Parliament in relation to notices of
motion. The government has the matter of public
importance (MPI) debate this week, and if it wants to
debate the Commonwealth Games and thank the
volunteers and congratulate those involved, that is the
ideal opportunity to do that. If it wants to do it by
replacing the MPI with a motion, that is its prerogative,
but to have a government MPI followed by a motion
about the Commonwealth Games is a bit self-indulgent
and denies members of this house effective debating
time on important legislation.
In particular I highlight the legislation before the house
this week, and that leads me to the third reason why I
oppose the business program. Other speakers have
made the point about the Disability Bill, which is a very
significant piece of legislation that will affect all
Victorians, but it will particularly affect people who
have a disability or those who have a family member
with a disability. It is vital that this bill is given proper
consideration by this Parliament and that every member
has an opportunity to express the views of their
community.
One of the views that has been expressed quite strongly
by people involved in the provision of services to
people with disabilities and by families who have
members with disabilities is that this bill is being rushed
through Parliament, and therefore it should not be
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included in the guillotine on this government business
program. It should be allowed to be debated this week,
if the government wishes to do so, but it should lie over
for further debate and consideration and give the
government an opportunity to listen to the people who
have wise counsel and advice on this issue so that the
bill can be amended and improved to deliver the best
outcome for people with disabilities and their families.
The other major bill this week is the Education and
Training Reform Bill, which is a massive piece of
legislation which will require an enormous amount of
debate. I understand, from what I hear, that virtually
every member on the government side is very keen to
debate that issue, as is every member of the Liberal
Party and The Nationals. They are very keen to raise
issues about education in their community, about their
local schools’ need for maintenance and redevelopment
and the needs of their local school communities. These
are very important issues which many members will
wish to speak on.
We have the situation here, when significant bills need
to be debated, that the government is using its numbers
to impose on the Parliament both a government matter
of public importance and further debate on a
government-sponsored Commonwealth Games motion
when those two could easily be rolled into one so that
we could have one period of government debate on the
Commonwealth Games, be it under the MPI heading or
using the Commonwealth Games motion to replace the
government’s MPI. That would be more than sufficient
to allow each member more time to debate the
important issues as the Disability Bill, the education
and training bill, the drugs, poisons and controlled
substances bill and the public sector employment bill.
Finally, I reiterate my genuine concern and that of the
people in my community about the inordinate rush on
the Disability Bill. Every person involved in the
provision of services to people with disabilities across
Victoria is contacting their members of Parliament,
including government members, and saying, ‘Please
delay this important legislation. Don’t rush it. Don’t get
it wrong. Delay it. Listen to the community and get it
right’. I urge the government to drop this bill from the
program. It should not be guillotined this week.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — I also rise to
speak on the government’s business program. Previous
members have expressed my concern that in a normal
week we would get through the number of bills on the
business program. Like other members, I may not be
speaking quite as favourably on the motion about the
Commonwealth Games. I would be raising a couple of
issues there, but that is beside the point.
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I would also like to support the move to remove the
Disability Bill from the program, as all members have
received a large amount of correspondence on that bill.
I would like to raise an additional point about the
Education and Training Reform Bill. It is an important
piece of legislation. I think the majority of that bill is
correct, but many members in this place have received
communication on the bill. Some have not received as
much correspondence as others, but I have been
requested by — —
An honourable member — Where from?
Mr INGRAM — No, I said this was serious. I have
been requested to move amendments to address some
of the concerns from home-schoolers in my electorate,
and it is important that this place addresses the needs of
our constituents. Because of that I will be moving
amendments to that bill. The nature of the guillotine
means that if we are to have extensive debates — and I
know that large numbers of members in this place will
be hoping to speak on the education bill and on the
Disability Bill — it is important that this Parliament
gets to debate amendments moved by individual
members of Parliament, irrespective of whether those
amendments have the support of the chamber, to make
sure that the legislation meets the needs of all the
community. That is one of the main reasons why the
Disability Bill needs to be removed.
We need to make sure there is time available to debate
second readings and discuss amendments in the
consideration-in-detail stage. I understand that The
Nationals may also be proposing amendments to the
education bill. It is important that this house gets the
opportunity of discussing them in the
consideration-in-detail stage of the bill. That is what I
seek from the government — to make sure that occurs.
The SPEAKER — Order! I have heard six speakers
on the motion. I will now put the question.
House divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):
Ayes, 57
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr

Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
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Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Dr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment defeated.
House divided on motion:
Ayes, 57
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Brumby, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Dr
Helper, Mr
Herbert, Mr
Holding, Mr
Howard, Mr

Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Wilson, Mr
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Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr

Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Motion agreed to.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Victorian Volunteer Small Grants program:
funding
Mr LIM (Clayton) — In the wake of the
tremendous success of the Commonwealth Games and
the role the volunteers played in that success, today I
would like to congratulate the Bracks government on
the ongoing success of the Victorian Volunteer Small
Grants program. Some $3 million will be awarded to
community organisations over three years under the
innovative scheme. Already $1.8 million has been
awarded through about 600 grants since the program
was launched in September 2004.
Victorian volunteer small grants are provided directly
to community organisations so they can extend local
volunteering opportunities. The grants are to encourage
local community organisations to attract new volunteers
from diverse backgrounds and create new volunteer
opportunities. The Minister for Victorian Communities,
on behalf of the Bracks government, will be providing
grants up to the value of $5000 to encourage people
from diverse backgrounds to become volunteers. This is
a great opportunity for all Victorians to experience the
benefits of volunteering and at the same time help their
communities.
One successful example of such a grant entailed a
community organisation being awarded $5000 for a
festival volunteer recruitment project that aimed to
increase the involvement of new volunteers from the
community by promoting and staging a demonstration
and practical workshop at a local community festival.
These grants reflect the Bracks government initiative to
recognise the wonderful contribution volunteers make
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to maintaining an active, confident and resilient
community.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Fruit bats: control
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I wish to
raise the concerns of fruit growers in the Yarra Valley
about the enormous damage being done to their crops
and their livelihoods by fruit bats. The bats fly into their
area in their thousands — there are flocks of up to
15 000 — from their roosts in Ivanhoe and decimate
crops of cherries, apples, pears, peaches and nectarines,
causing millions of dollars of damage to the orchards
and putting jobs and those orchards at real risk.
I recently visited the fruit growers in the company of
Clive Larkham, the Liberal candidate for Monbulk, and
Christine Fyffe, the Liberal candidate for Evelyn, who
are locals who genuinely understand fruit growers and
the importance of fruit growing to the economy of the
Yarra Valley. In contrast to the Liberal Party, which is
listening and responding to fruit growers, the only thing
the Bracks government has done is to move the bats
from the Royal Botanic Gardens to Ivanhoe so that they
can more quickly get to the Yarra Valley to eat the fruit
crops. Action must be taken to control these fruit bats.
They can be described as nothing more than rabbits on
wings. Action must be taken to cull the fruit bats.
The government needs to consult with the Royal
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals and
cull the bats at their roost sites. That might involve
netting, gassing and destroying thousands of fruit bats,
but it is absolutely essential. They are vermin. They are
not native to Victoria; they are nothing more than
rabbits on wings, and they deserve to be culled.

Commonwealth Games: achievements
Ms MORAND (Mount Waverley) — I am very
pleased to take the opportunity to congratulate everyone
involved with the Commonwealth Games on the
outstanding success of this event. I bought tickets in the
ballot for my family for the opening ceremony, the
swimming and the hockey, and each event was
thoroughly enjoyed, particularly by my children.
Everywhere we went during the games, whether it was
attending a sporting event or taking in the amazing
atmosphere at Federation Square, we enjoyed the great
positive atmosphere and felt really proud of our
beautiful city.
The volunteers were just fantastic and managed to keep
their smiles and enthusiasm going all day and well into
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the evening. I acknowledge the residents of my
electorate who volunteered during the games. The
Connex staff I came across were equally friendly and
keen to help, and the staff at Royal Park on the night we
went to the hockey kept the waiting commuters
amused.
Victoria Police did an outstanding job, and the presence
of its officers was a reassuring sight everywhere. I
congratulate the chief commissioner and all her team on
their effort. I extend my congratulations to Ron Walker
and the organising committee, the chief executive
officer, John Harden, and all the staff at Melbourne
2006 on the amazing organisational effort that was put
into this event, which went so well at every level.
I also extend my congratulations to the Minister for
Commonwealth Games in the other place, the
Honourable Justin Madden, and his staff on the job they
did, as well as to the Minister for Transport and other
ministers involved in ensuring the smooth running of
public transport during the games.
I am sure that anyone who has just spent the last two
weeks in marvellous Melbourne and enjoyed the
glorious, perfect autumn weather would agree there is
no better place to be than in Melbourne and Victoria.

Marcus Wills
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I take this
opportunity to congratulate Archibald Prize winner,
Marcus Wills, who was born and raised in Kaniva in
the Lowan electorate. With all the hype of the
Commonwealth Games this achievement has not been
given the recognition it deserves here in Melbourne.
Marcus is 34 years of age, and his enormous 6 foot by
8 foot painting, The Paul Juraszek Monolith, was one
of the 35 finalists selected from 700 entries. I am told it
is a very engaging painting that took two years of work
to complete. Marcus is one of the youngest winners to
receive Australia’s oldest and most prestigious art prize,
which was announced in Sydney last Friday.
Interestingly, he was also the inaugural winner of the
Brett Whiteley award. Not only were his parents,
Wendy and Murray, delighted with his win, western
Victorians were ecstatic because it again highlights the
depth of talent we have in country Victoria.
In 1979 Marcus studied at the Wimmera Community
College of TAFE, now the University of Ballarat,
before moving on to the Victorian College of the Arts.
At Horsham he had good teachers and appropriate
materials, and he would even sneak back after hours to
paint and draw until he fell asleep. His former TAFE
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teachers, Ewen Ross, Trevor Tagliabeu and Graham
Brindley, all spoke highly of his special talent and his
vision in particular.
This award is a great reflection of what we can do in the
region. It highlights the fact that Lowan is a vibrant arts
community and needs the support of government,
business and the general community. The Horsham
Regional Art Gallery is looking to purchase Marcus’s
award-winning painting, and I trust the state
government will assist with funding.

Belmont Bowling Club: centenary
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — On
Saturday, 18 March, Julie and I had the pleasure of
attending Belmont Bowling Club’s gala centenary
dinner. This is something the club has been planning
for years, and the subcommittee consisting of John
Wilson, Dick Caldow and Peter Blincoe should be
commended on a very successful eight days of
celebration.
Special mention must go to master of ceremonies John
‘Always on Time’ Wilson, director Os Nelson, men’s
president Steve Davies and ladies’ president Lyn
Barlow. Past director Richard Caldow entertainingly
interviewed Glad Bell, Ken Nankervis, Bruce Davies
and Maurie Redfern about their collective recollections
of the club, some of which cannot be repeated here!
We were also entertained by the Grovedale College
Band and by Charles Smith on guitar. Director Os
made it clear at the end of the night that the celebrations
had been a real team effort. The ladies did their own
catering for all the events over the week, and volunteers
had painted inside and outside the building and weeded
and tended the gardens, as well as making decorations
and a magnificent new lectern. I was pleased to present
a thankyou letter from the Premier and to acknowledge
the significant, positive and enduring contribution the
club makes to the Belmont community.
Finally, congratulations to Belmont’s B3 team for
winning the premiership that day. The team included
people aged from 12 to their 80s, and I congratulate
Tayla Rhodes, who is a 12-year-old, Andrew Walker,
Hugh Wood and Ray Fitzgerald, the skipper; Peter
O’Brien, Stan Batson, Richard Caldow and Bill
Gibson, the skipper; Keith Moore, Cam Cuthbertson,
Bill McLennan and Eric Carbines, the skipper of the
group, who is 83 years old and the father of Elaine
Carbines from the other place; and Jim Connors, Phil
Meulblok, Rowland Wissing and Ernie Simpson, the
skipper. Well done to them all!
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Land tax: increases
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I raise yet another case
where the Bracks government’s massive increases in
land tax are threatening to close the doors of a small
business and put 12 people out of work. Alan and
Myriam Webster, who run DeMar Timber and
Hardware in Hoddle Street, Clifton Hill, have seen their
land tax bill rise from $4000 a few years ago to $24 000
last year and now almost $30 000 this year. They
operate in an industry where they must be competitive
and hold down the prices they charge to their
customers, but they are finding that the Bracks
government is sending them bills that rise by thousands
of dollars each year in order to pay for its waste,
mismanagement and bungled projects.
The Websters have been in business for almost
22 years, but their ever-rising land tax bill is making it
harder for them to stay in business and continue to
provide jobs. Already they have had to scrap their plans
to take on a trainee so they can pay their land tax bill.
The government has followed a deliberate strategy of
leaving land tax and stamp duty rates unchanged for as
long as possible and using the bracket creep effects of
rising property valuations to generate huge increases in
tax revenue. It is clear that only a Liberal government
will wind back as much as is possible of the massive
increases of recent years, regularly revise the land tax
scale to take account of changes in land values, scrap
indexation factors, base land tax on genuine
assessments of market value and give taxpayers the
right to object to their land tax valuations when they
receive their tax bills instead of having to object months
earlier when they get their council rate notices.

Commonwealth Games: cultural events
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) —
Congratulations to Minister Delahunty, Minister
Madden in the other place, the chair Sue Nattrass and
the whole organising team for the outstanding success
of Festival Melbourne 2006. As the Premier revealed
during question time, it is estimated that around
2 million people attended the cultural events, a greater
number than purchased tickets to sporting events.
From visual arts exhibitions such as the textile display
at the Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology gallery
and the Flash sports photography at the Silvershot
Gallery to the spectacular performing arts program
centred on the Alexandra Gardens and the Yarra River,
the community embraced the events with great
enthusiasm. Particular congratulations also go to the
young people from the Footscray Community Arts
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Centre and from other areas such as Reservoir,
Broadmeadows and Dandenong for their performances
in the electric hip hop at the Festival Big Top. They did
their communities proud.
It was also my pleasure to assist with the opening of
two extraordinary geoglyph sculptures by
world-renowned artist, Andrew Rogers — Bunjil and
the Rhythm of Life — in the Geelong area last Friday.
Developed in consultation with the Wauthorong people,
a Bunjil has been built in a spectacular You Yangs site.
It has a wingspan of over 100 metres and is visible from
Flinders Peak. Congratulations to Andrew Rogers for
this creative and monumental work, the partner
organisations, the City of Greater Geelong, Parks
Victoria and the Wauthorong community.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Public transport: Bass Coast
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I rise to condemn the
Minister for Transport for his don’t-care attitude to the
public transport crisis in the Bass Coast area. I have
raised this issue many times in this house and in writing
to the minister. The best I can get is an insipid and
uncaring response from the minister’s chief of staff
suggesting that Bass Coast residents are able to use
three bus services a day to go from Inverloch to the
city, Dandenong, or Cranbourne. That is great! One
service leaves at 6.05 a.m., another leaves at 7.35 a.m.
and the other one leaves at 12.35 p.m. What a great
choice people have if they want to go to the city: three
services a day! What about people from Cowes and
other parts of the shire? This is no way to treat people
in rural Victoria, and it would not be acceptable in the
minister’s electorate or in the electorates of some of
those knuckleheads on the other side. It might be good
enough for the minister, but it is not good enough for
me.
The minister’s chief of staff suggested that the
department is looking at improving the service from
Wonthaggi to Traralgon, but who wants to go to
Traralgon — unless they are forced to by the
government’s health department, which is trying to
force people to go to Latrobe Regional Hospital. It is
not that the health service is faulty, but it is a 11/2-hour
drive through two sets of ranges and into unfamiliar
territory. Most people from Bass Coast would rather go
to Monash or Dandenong — or even, should I suggest,
to the uncaring Casey Hospital.
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Rail: Ballarat line
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I wish to
commend the Leader of the Opposition, who, on
Ballarat radio 3BA, recently endorsed the Bracks
government’s upgraded rail service between Ballarat
and Melbourne. Having given the new V/Locity train
service ‘a try’, as he put it, the opposition leader
advised listeners that:
They’re quieter and they’re smoother than the old ones, that’s
for sure, and I enjoyed it, I must say.

This statement clearly contradicts all comments made
to date by the shadow Minister for Transport, the
member for Polwarth, who continues to deny the reality
that the new fast rail service provided by the Bracks
government has already brought about a significant
improvement for travellers on both the Bendigo line
and the Ballarat line within my electorate. The member
for Polwarth continues to be in a state of denial. The
opposition leader’s positive comments align with all the
comments I have received from many of the people
who have travelled on the services to date. However, it
was unfortunate that the Leader of the Opposition,
based on the lack of advice he had received from local
Ballarat advisors, then went on to embarrass himself by
calling for an additional early morning service to
Ballarat. This was, of course, announced in December
2005 and introduced on 23 January this year. I was very
pleased — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.

John Galvin
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — Last week, along with
hundreds of other people, I buried a friend and
colleague, John Galvin. John was born and raised in the
western suburbs of Melbourne by a loving family, and
through hard work and the application of his natural
abilities he became a very successful and respected
senior veterinarian in the Victorian Department of
Primary Industries. John’s career of over 20 years in the
DPI was outstanding. John was a clear and logical
thinker, decisive and prepared to live with the
consequences of his decisions.
John was at his best under the pressure of managing his
animal health team through fire, flood, droughts and
outbreaks of anthrax and fowl plague. John liked his
staff and they liked him. He had loyalty from his staff
that other managers could only dream of. This loyalty
was engendered by his integrity, work ethic, ability and
compassion. John was also respected by professional
colleagues throughout the world, by livestock
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organisations and, most importantly, by those people
who were impacted by the regulations that he was
obliged to enforce upon them.
John loved footy, the horses, duck shooting, a beer, a
good red wine and a port — and he had a larrikin grin.
John also loved his family — his mum, dad and
brother, his wife, Jenni, and their three children,
Michael, Sally and Abby, of whom he was justly very
proud and protective. John Galvin was the complete
package — capable, hardworking, respected; a loyal
friend and loving son, brother, husband and father. We
will miss you, Galvo.

Nillumbik: WaterSmart strategy
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — As I informed the
house last year, both I and the member for Yan Yean
chaired a local WaterSmart committee made up of
Nillumbik council and sporting clubs, which developed
an exciting plan to improve the condition of local
sportsgrounds and make them water smart. It is a
long-term project that seeks to link the state
government, council and local sports clubs in
water-saving efforts. The initiative sought to
complement and showcase the government’s
water-saving agenda.
The work of the sports clubs and all involved to
develop such an exciting plan has been well received by
the local community. I am pleased to inform the house
that the next and critical step to achieve the committee’s
aim has taken place with the completion of detailed
ground audits. This process was officially launched by
the Minister for Water last November. It has given
Nillumbik the crucial details it needs to move forward.
Importantly it has sharpened the original focus of the
committee by identifying what types of water-saving
initiatives are possible on our local sportsgrounds and
how they would be best implemented. This week the
WaterSmart committee met to discuss some of the key
aspects of the audit, recommendations made and
Nillumbik’s submission to the state government. This is
an incredibly exciting moment for the Nillumbik sports
community. I congratulate both the Nillumbik council
for the quality of its submission and sporting clubs for
helping to generate such strong support for this
initiative in the local community.

Police: Commonwealth Games
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — This statement
congratulates Victoria Police and its dedicated,
hardworking members on their outstanding work
during the Commonwealth Games. Victoria Police
members can take a bow for the high level of
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professionalism displayed during the games. They have
really done us proud in the way they have performed
their duties. The level of friendliness and good spirit
shown by police members has been exemplary, and
they have made games patrons, including many
interstate and overseas visitors, feel safe.
The high police visibility, not just around games venues
but right throughout Melbourne, was a major factor in
ensuring that the games were largely incident free. It
allowed people to move freely around the city in the
comfort of knowing that police officers were close by if
they required assistance. The visibility of police
patrolling public transport, on railway stations and at all
venues was very reassuring to many. Incredible
goodwill was shown between the police and members
of the public, exemplified by the very low number of
reported incidents during the games. The manner in
which police worked seamlessly with private security
personnel, volunteers and other law enforcement
agencies to provide a safe environment for the games
must also be given special mention. The excellent spirit
in which everyone worked was extremely refreshing
and a pleasure to see.
Special thanks must be given to the many police who
did an outstanding job by remaining in country Victoria
to provide a high-quality service to local communities
at a time when their resources were stretched to the
limit by secondments to the games. I again congratulate
Victoria Police. Well done!

Kalorama Park
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) — On 14 March I was
very pleased to take part in the official opening of new
barbecue facilities at Kalorama Park. The 22-hectare
park, located on Mount Dandenong Tourist Road, is
part of the Dandenong Ranges National Park. It is a
particularly important location as it is often the first
stop for visitors entering the Dandenong Ranges via
Montrose. The park offers panoramic views of the
national park and the Silvan Reservoir. I take this
opportunity to thank Friends of Kalorama Park, which
in partnership with Parks Victoria developed the
Kalorama Park concept plan. The plan outlines future
management and improvements to the park. Other
works completed include the rebuilding of the timber
deck of the viewing platform at Five Ways lookout and
disabled facilities in the existing toilet block.
Congratulations to president David Morrow and the
Friends of Kalorama Park, Parks Victoria and Optus,
who contributed to the new facilities.
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Selby Primary School: signage

Lindsay Hewitt

Mr MERLINO — For the last 10 years Selby
Primary School has lobbied for the installation of
directional signage to the school. While this may seem
a small issue, it has been an ongoing source of
frustration to the school community. Selby Primary
School is located on Morley Street, just off
Belgrave-Gembrook Road. If you are not familiar with
the school it is incredibly easy to miss. Visitors to the
school, applicants for teaching positions, gasfitters
responding to emergencies and even police and
emergency services responding to a serious car accident
last year have all had trouble locating the school. The
member for Gembrook and I intervened on behalf of
the school and spoke to the Minister for Transport. I am
pleased to say that this year everyone who has needed
to find Selby Primary School has been able to.

Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I congratulate
Mr Lindsay Hewitt of Blackburn. Lindsay recently
retired after more than 10 years service as the school
crossing supervisor at Blackburn Primary School. His
highly valued contribution has been greatly appreciated
by staff, students and parents of students at the school,
all of whom wish him well in his retirement, as do I.

Country Fire Authority: enterprise bargaining
agreement
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — All government
MPs, particularly those in marginal seats where fire
protection is provided by Country Fire Authority (CFA)
brigades, need to understand the concern and very real
anger that has been generated among the
58 000 volunteer firefighters in Victoria by the current
enterprise bargaining agreement (EBA) campaign being
waged by the United Firefighters Union of behalf of
career firefighters. In 2001 the Bracks government and
the Country Fire Authority signed a volunteers charter
that committed them to consult with volunteers on all
matters which might reasonably be expected to impact
on them. The new EBA contains clauses which impact
adversely on volunteers, and it is not unreasonable for
the government to agree with the call that these clauses
be reworded.
The current negotiations for a new EBA for career
firefighters has seen no consultation with volunteers or
the organisations that represent their interests. This is a
blatant and disturbing breach of faith by the
government and the CFA which demonstrates that
volunteers come a very bad last when this government
negotiates with its union mates. There are 400 career
firefighters in the CFA and 58 000 volunteer
firefighters. Government MPs need to understand the
ramifications of those respective numbers for their
re-election. Volunteer firefighters, their families and
their many thousands of supporters will make sure the
government pays the price for this treachery at the
ballot box next November.

Australian Political Exchange Council: Japan
visit
Mr ROBINSON — I would also like to
acknowledge the continuing valuable work of the
Australian Political Exchange Council. I recently had
the privilege of participating in an APEC visit to Japan
that was hosted by the Japan Centre for International
Exchange (JCIE), which did a magnificent job. The
delegation was ably lead by federal MP Michael
Keenan and included a combination of state and federal
members of Parliament as well as Victorian Liberal
Party president Helen Kroger. The group gained
tremendous insights — —
Ms Asher interjected.
Mr ROBINSON — Yes, we all got along very well.
The group gained tremendous insights into the culture
and politics of Japan. I would particularly like to thank
the JCIE founder and president Mr Tadashi Yamamoto,
who has had a lifelong enthusiasm for fostering closer
ties between Australia and Japan, as well as JCIE
program officer, Mr Hyoma Ito, who was ably assisted
by Ms Ayako Eto.

Goan community carnival
Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — It was my very great
pleasure and privilege on 25 February to attend with
Ted and over 400 others a carnival evening organised
by Melbourne’s Goan community held at Kingston
town hall. Constituents of mine originally from Goa
invited me to this function, which was in many ways
like our own Moomba festival, even to having a festival
or carnival king, King Momo.
The carnival, which is three days of celebration, is
traditionally held before the commencement of Lent.
Highlights of the evening were the dances performed
by young men and women of the Goan community,
reflecting their Portuguese and Indian cultures. The
dancers were stunning, as was the band After Dark.
Everyone was requested to wear red and black, and this
made a spectacular display.
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Melbourne’s Goan community is industrious and
vibrant. While fully embracing our culture they are
pleased and proud to invite us to share in their culture.
We are fortunate to be the beneficiaries of this group of
people opting to join our community. Only the
mean-spirited and ignorant would denigrate the benefits
we have received as a community from
multiculturalism.
I congratulate Salus Correia and Oscar Lobo for their
valuable contribution to this event and all those
associated with the organising of this celebration, which
was designed not to make profit but simply for the
enjoyment of their community. I thank Linda, Andrea,
Michelle, Chris, Roger and Jean Correia, Jan and Mick
Watson, and Lorraine and Boyd and Rachael and
Leanne Ewing for the wonderful opportunity to join
them on this special occasion. Congratulations again to
all those involved in organising this wonderful Goan
community carnival.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Commonwealth Games: Cleanevent
Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — Cleanevent was
contracted to provide housekeeping duties to the
Commonwealth Games residential village. To facilitate
the coordination of the work force necessary to perform
the task, Cleanevent and Rotary entered into a
partnership which in turn resulted in a huge effort by
my local community of Chelsea. Led by the Rotary
Club of Chelsea and involving students from Patterson
River Secondary College, members of the Chelsea
Historical Society, our local neighbourhood house,
Longbeach Place, and members of the Bonbeach
Baseball Club, 15 to 16 volunteers left Chelsea at
6.45 every morning for nearly three weeks, transported
by the City of Kingston community bus or the Patterson
River school bus to the athletes village at Royal Park to
spend 5 or 6 hours making beds, vacuuming, cleaning
bathrooms and clearing away rubbish. The funding
received from this terrific effort will be directed to a
community project that all participants have agreed
upon — a sound shell in Bicentennial Park in Chelsea.
I was very honoured to share in this task with local
community members. While it is difficult to single out
individuals in such a joint effort, mention must be made
of the tireless efforts of Kevin Harrison, from the
Rotary Club of Chelsea, who coordinated the team of
volunteers; Rod Bullen, who stepped up to the plate and
oversaw the volunteer teams on many, many days; and
the students of Patterson River Secondary College who
gave up their holidays to volunteer. Congratulations!
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Pharmaceutical industry: children’s health
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — It is better late than
never for our children, with investigations finally being
made into a society that increasingly accepts the
rampant medicalisation of our children through the use
of mentally and physically damaging pharmaceuticals
under the pretence of providing treatment. The
Australian is to be commended for its investigation this
week into the mind-altering effects endured by our
children after being prescribed dexamphetamine to treat
a diagnosis of so-called ADHD, a term created by the
pharmaceutical companies in order to produce a
so-called cure, to the detriment of the health and
wellbeing of our children.
Does anyone wonder why, in a period of six months,
prescriptions on the pharmaceutical benefits scheme for
Ritalin increased 1000 per cent nationally? The
Australian wrote about Janine Ritson and her son, who
was demonstrating some challenging behaviour. She
was told that Ritalin was their only effective remedy.
Janine’s son and the rest of her family suffered much
trauma because of this ill advice, and after much
research she started treating her son naturally, targeting
his food and excluding all toxins, chemicals and
preservatives. Janine Ritson now proudly claims her
son is like a different child.
Provided with education instead of prescriptions, I
believe every parent would conclude that providing
nutritious foods and natural healing methods is the only
option for the ultimate wellbeing of the next generation.
The exposure of this profit-driven evil is timely, as on
Thursday evening I will have the pleasure of launching
the Children’s Whole Health Foundation, an
organisation committed to happy, healthy children
reaching their full potential. I will also be launching its
new book.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The honourable member’s time has expired.

Yan Yean electorate: bowls tournament
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — After the success of the
Commonwealth Games I want to particularly
recommend the fantastic sport of bowls and the
contribution this sport makes to the competitive spirit,
health and indeed social scene in my electorate.
Recently I had the privilege of hosting the first annual
Yan Yean bowls tournament, played between the four
clubs in my electorate — Hurstbridge, Whittlesea,
Epping RSL and Diamond Creek — which did a great
job in hosting the day due to the renovations here at
Parliament.
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The home ground advantage proved significant:
Diamond Creek won the day, with new club Epping
RSL runners up. I would like to thank all those who
made the day a great success, including the players and
club representatives who helped plan the day, and in
particular Diamond Creek president Jack Davey and
secretary Fay Penman. All enjoyed themselves, and I
look forward to hosting the 2007 tournament here at
Parliament House.

The original legislation, which was introduced in 2003
and came into operation on 1 July 2004, amended the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances Act 1981.
Within that legislation there is a sunset clause that
provides for its expiry on 30 June this year. The
primary purpose of this bill is to extend the provisions
of the act for a further two years in order to continue to
protect young people, as the government has said, from
the risk of inhaling volatile substances.

I want to thank Epping RSL Bowls Club president
George Cairns for having me as his guest at Sunday’s
president’s breakfast. I extend my congratulation to this
new club, which is going from strength to strength.
Awards went to singles champion Paul O’Farrell;
runner-up Tony Towns; pairs winners Steve and Julie
Brindley, who are playing in only their second year;
10-year-old Jack Brindley, who won the president’s
award; veteran Tom Culbertson; and many others.
George very generously described me as the Bowling
MP, which is a big exaggeration; but maybe I will be
one day, given that I have access to the best coaching at
Hurstbridge, Epping RSL, Diamond Creek and
Whittlesea.

This legislation, which gave police certain powers to
take away from children the various things they use as
inhalants in what is known as chroming, has the support
of the Volatile Substance Abuse Protocols Advisory
Committee, which I acknowledge has wide
representation from within both government and the
relevant community groups. The terms of reference for
the advisory committee are: to offer advice on
stakeholder consultation; to advise on the development
of a protocol framework to support the implementation
of the act; to assist in organising forums for specific
sectors; to review existing operating practices that will
inform protocol development; to provide advice on
communicating to inform stakeholders and the broader
community of the proposed legislation — as it was
brought in — and protocol development; to provide
advice on education and training needs for relevant
stakeholders; and to advise on future monitoring
mechanisms for the implementation of the act. There
are quite a large number of people who are members of
this body. I note that it is fairly representative,
particularly of Aboriginal groups, youth groups,
substance abuse groups and youth legal rights groups et
cetera, and of course of the various departments which
have dealings with justice and children.

Bowls is alive and well in Yan Yean. The players are
good sports and caring community members, as is seen
on Anzac Day and as was shown by Whittlesea’s recent
fundraising effort of $29 500 for the Make a Wish
Foundation, which brought the total raised by this
fantastic club over 12 years to $300 000.

DRUGS, POISONS AND CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES (VOLATILE SUBSTANCES)
(EXTENSION OF PROVISIONS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 March; motion of Ms PIKE
(Minister for Health).
Opposition amendments circulated by
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) pursuant to standing
orders.
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — I rise to speak on
the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile
Substances) (Extension of Provisions) Bill 2006. I note
with some disappointment that the government did not
give me leave to bring forward the amendment, so I
will have to wait until the end of the second-reading
debate to see what transpires. However, I hope the
government will see its way clear to offering an
opportunity for this legislation to go into the
consideration-in-detail stage some time tomorrow.

There are issues in relation to what this review process
has achieved, and I was disappointed to see that not
much in the way of data has been collected. I will be
asking for an update on some of that information. At
the briefing that was kindly provided to us by the
department we were informed that there was little data
available at this point in time but there was an ongoing
process. I hope there will be some data available very
shortly. It is important for us to participate in reviewing
the implementation of legislation and its success. The
Liberal Party has a particular view in relation to what
else could be done, and that goes to the heart of my
amendment which seeks to ban the sale of spray cans to
children under the age of 18. We think that would assist
in this effort, but I will go into that later.
I thought it would be worthwhile to some extent to go
back and reflect upon the original debate, because a
great deal that is important was brought up during that
debate. I suppose it also gives the background as to why
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it was necessary to bring in legislation. Not everyone
will like going back over some of those issues, but it is
important for us to remember the problems and to
acknowledge that perhaps they have not been solved. In
some areas there are children, particularly children in
care, who are continuing to participate in this habit, and
this is having a disastrous effect upon them.
The legislation, as it was introduced, enabled police
officers to detain youths whom they suspected were
inhaling or were likely to inhale a volatile substance. In
particular, it contained provisions stating that the officer
may confiscate volatile substances and detain the youth
until the youth was no longer under the influence of a
volatile substance. It stated that the police can release a
detained young person into the care of a parent,
guardian or willing carer such as a youth worker and
may use reasonable force to search a young person,
seize a volatile substance or apprehend or detain a
young person.
Most people will have been aware of the environment
in which that bill and that debate came about. It
involved chroming which had occurred in some of our
taxpayer-funded children’s care agencies. At that time,
unfortunately, the then minister was said to have been
aware of what was going on, and it caused a great many
problems within the community and within the sector.
A lot of the evidence in relation to this issue was
revealed by the parliamentary Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee which was conducting an
inquiry into the inhalation of volatile substances at the
time. There was a lot of press coverage, but the only
part of that I want to refer to is an editorial which
appeared in the Age of 24 January in the year preceding
the introduction of the bill and which said it would be
wrong to demonise the Berry Street centre where this
crime was apparently occurring. The article states:
It would … be wrong to demonise Berry Street for adopting a
policy that operated with the knowledge of Community
Services staff and police. Somewhere along the line in
Victoria there has been a failure to devise a consistent strategy
to tackle substance abuse in children. According to welfare
agencies chroming and glue sniffing are prevalent among
children aged 11 to 14 because the inhalants are relatively
cheap and accessible.

Obviously there was a huge problem that needed to be
dealt with. The Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee had been given a reference to look at the
issue in April 2001, and it completed its report in
September 2002.
I would like to reiterate some of the principles
underlying the recommendations of the report brought
down by that committee. The first principle states:
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It is an extremely complex problem that requires a
coordinated, multifaceted all-of-community response.

I think we all agree with that. The second principle
reads, in part:
The committee notes the totally inadequate level of research
that has been undertaken in relation to volatile substance
abuse …

I think there are further questions to be asked about that
issue, and I would like some updating.
In the third principle the committee acknowledged that
volatile substance abuse is a problem for both younger
and older people and adult users but recognised that it
was primarily associated with younger people. It said
that many of its recommendations were targeted at
younger people, which of course they were. In its sixth
principle the committee said that it considered it
essential that partnerships be established at local levels
between relevant stakeholders concerned about or
affected by volatile substance abuse.
Finally the committee acknowledged that children in
state residential care are some of the most
disadvantaged, troubled and marginalised young people
in Victoria and that many of these children use
inhalants. It said that such children have specific needs
and require special and intensive services.
We are all aware of those issues. I would like to look at
the conclusion of the committee about mortality and
morbidity, and usage in Victoria. On page 79 under the
heading ‘Volatile Substance Abuse in Victoria — age
of users’, it states:
The 1996 Victorian school students and drug use survey
reported that 24 per cent of students had deliberately sniffed
inhalants at least once during their lives … Year 7 students
were nine times more likely than those in year 12 to report
having used inhalants in the last month (18 per cent compared
to 2 per cent) …

We would like an update on what is happening in this
area because that study is now 10 years old and we
would like to have a better and clearer understanding of
the incidents of this kind of abuse among children in
our schools.
In relation to morbidity and mortality, on page 110 it
states:
Volatile substance abuse is a problem of significant
proportions in Victoria. Despite the limitations of current data
collection techniques, anecdotal evidence from a variety of
sources consistently warns of increasing prevalence among
young Victorians. Although mortality figures are relatively
low these figures represent young lives cut short, often
unexpectedly.
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I will quote further from the committee:
Perhaps the most important issue that has emerged in the
context of the above information, however, is a necessity for
further data collection.

Again, I raise that as an issue because it is important. I,
and I think this Parliament, would certainly like to have
more detail as to what is occurring in this area. One of
the recommendations of the committee — and, of
course, this found its way into legislation — is
recommendation 5b which sets out the basis for things.
It states:
The committee recommends further that police be given
power to seize and confiscate from an apprehended person
any intoxicant, including a volatile substance product, and
any instrument, article or receptacle associated with volatile
substance abuse including, but not restricted to, plastic bags.
A police officer should also be able to seize an intoxicant,
including a volatile substance, and any instrument, article or
receptacle associated with volatile substances from a person
who is not an apprehended person if in the judgment of the
police officer the person is using or is likely to use the
substance or product for a purpose of intoxication and/or
graffiti.

That is another area our community is tackling and
which I believe my amendment would help address,
but, of course, this government is not willing to go
down that path.
Mr Andrews interjected.
Mrs SHARDEY — The member for Mulgrave, on
his way past, throws off a little interjection about it not
working. I do not think anyone in this place or
anywhere else for that matter considers that just one
thing is going to work — just one rule, one piece of
legislation, one more effort to ban something. It takes a
collection of — —
Mr Andrews — Workable options!
Mrs SHARDEY — Good word. I really think we
need to look at all options and we need to be prepared
to put together a number of things to try to ensure that
we make our lives safer for children, particularly
children who are likely to get involved in substance
abuse, and also make our suburbs much more pleasant
places to live without disgusting graffiti all over the
walls.
There was a further recommendation about supply
reduction. The recommendation with regard to supply
reduction was particularly important. Although the
committee did not directly support the restriction of
supply, as the Liberal Party did in its policy prior to the
last election, significant interest groups also supported
this notion of restricting supply, including the Victoria
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Police and sectors of the indigenous community. Those
things are very important, and we should certainly be
prepared to take as much action as possible to assist.
The committee recommended that the proposed
national steering coordinating committee undertake a
further investigation into introducing mandatory age
restriction on the purchase of volatile substance
products, including spray cans. I seek the government’s
response — and perhaps the Attorney-General knows
more about this — and we would like there to be some
report to this Parliament on what work the national
steering coordinating committee has done in relation to
this issue.
In addition the government introduced and responded
positively to the introduction of kits for retailers to try
and reduce the sale of spray cans to teenagers suspected
of using them as inhalants. I had actually asked to see a
copy of one of those kits and I am not sure whether in
the end I received it, but in any event I certainly think
there should be some real assessment as to how
effective this has been. I know there are some claims
that it has been effective, but we need to continue to
research this and to ensure that this particular step has
achieved something.
The committee recommended that a state committee
known as a volatile substance abuse coordinating
committee be established, that a person be appointed as
a volatile substance abuse coordinator, and that an
emergency service protocol be developed by the state
coordinating committee which should be implemented
for use by police, ambulance services and the response
network, and also that the state volatile substance abuse
coordinating committee should at all times undertake its
duties in accordance with the principles and guidelines
established by the national steering and coordinating
committee.
During the previous debate I asked for an update on
what had happened in that respect. I now ask for a
further update and I hope the government will oblige.
At that time in debate I congratulated the committee on
what it had done in this important area. Subsequently I
managed to see a copy of guidelines that were made
available for the Department of Human Services and
other people who were working in facilities that care
for children. Some of these guidelines I found a little
disturbing. There were some observations about
chroming in the guidelines which I thought were
important. We need to continue to understand and
continue to examine the effects of chroming. I will refer
to some of the observations.
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Page 12 of the management response to inhalant use
guidelines for the community care and alcohol sector
says this about children:
There is no safe level of inhalant use. They have the capacity
to suddenly and unpredictability cause death. There are two
primary causes of death in people who use inhalants.
1.

2.

Direct toxic effects of the substance, such as cardiac
arrhythmia … depression of breathing, vaso-vagal
inhibition … and hypoxia … Deaths resulting directly
from the toxic effects of inhaling volatile substances are
known as ‘sudden sniffing death’ …
Accidental injury whilst intoxicated, such as falling,
inhalation of vomit, asphyxia from plastic bag, fire or
explosion from ignited vapour.

This document notes that in Victoria between 1991 and
2000, 44 deaths associated with inhalants had been
reported. In addition Page 18 under ‘Detection and
assessment’ states:
Inhalants are absorbed into the bloodstream quickly and the
onset of action is rapid. Recovery from the acute effects is
also rapid, unless the person is heavily intoxicated. This
recovery depends on the volatility and the length of exposure
to the substance.

This document then outlined four progressive stages of
intoxication. The initial stage, which occurs within
minutes of use, is euphoria, excitement, sneezing,
coughing and wheezing, heart palpitations, nausea,
vomiting and diarrhoea. Secondly, in relation to the
central nervous system there is slurred speech,
delusions, disorientation, confusion, tremor and
hallucinations. Thirdly, also in relation to the central
nervous system, the effect is depression, and there is
poor balance, ataxia and staggering. Fourthly, in
relation to stupor the person can experience seizures,
coma, cardiopulmonary arrest and death. This is very
frightening, and it really tells us how important it is to
understand the terrible effects of sniffing these
inhalants.
I was somewhat concerned while reading these
guidelines at what was being suggested. I would like to
know if the guidelines have been changed, because this
is very serious:
A proportion of people use inhalants as part of a group social
activity. In this instance there are likely to be young people
who are still in the experimental stage as well as at least one
group member more experienced at inhalant use and possibly
a chronic user. It is important that workers take into account
the importance of social bonds and the sense of belonging
derived from group activities, including when abusing
inhalants in a group.

At that time I was totally shocked by reading that
message in the guidelines that were being distributed
within our residential units. I would like to ask if those
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guidelines have been updated and changed. I would
certainly like to think that the attitude might be
somewhat different, because we all know that this is a
very serious issue and that while bonding and group
and social activities amongst children are very
important, that does not include sitting around sniffing
inhalants.
This is a huge issue. In my electorate of Caulfield I
came out of my office one day and, after turning right
onto Balaclava Road, saw four young kids on the
corner of Hawthorn Road, two of whom had plastic
bags into which bright blue paint had obviously been
sprayed. They were standing right in the middle of the
street, inhaling. I called my local police station and
asked that someone do something about seeing that
those kids got looked after. I do not think anyone
underrates the importance of this issue.
While looking for clearer updates on what has occurred,
I reiterate that the Liberal Party would like to see this
next step taken. I do not say that banning the sale of
spray cans to under-18s is a panacea, but it just might
be something that helps. We should all be trying to take
every step we can to assist on this issue, so although I
have circulated an amendment to this bill, the Liberal
Party supports the legislation and will be supporting it
in the house. Therefore, along with my amendment, I
wish it a speedy passage.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I rise on behalf of
The Nationals to speak on the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances) (Extension
of Provisions) Bill. The primary purpose of this
important bill is to amend the 2003 act so it can run for
another two years. The amended Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act 1981 allows the searching of
persons without a warrant in certain circumstances for
the purposes of seizing volatile substances or items
used to inhale volatile substances and the apprehension
and detaining of persons under the age of 18 years to
protect them and others from the effects of inhaling
volatile substances.
The Nationals have consulted — not extensively,
because we did so back in 2003, when we did not
oppose the legislation — with Berry Street Victoria,
which is about protecting our young people, and the
Youth Substance Abuse Service. They do not see too
many problems with the extension of the act. I am
grateful for the briefing that was held by the department
during the Commonwealth Games. It was very difficult
to get a lot of things happening during the games, but
we got the briefing, and I thank the department very
much for that. The current act sunsets on 30 June this
year. I say right up front that The Nationals will not be
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opposing the extension of the 2003 act for another two
years, but we think it is important to evaluate further the
effectiveness of the 2003 legislation.
We are told that data on the 2003 legislation is being
collected by Victoria Police, child protection services,
alcohol and drug agencies and other relevant groups. I
read in the second-reading speech that the data to date
suggests that the 2003 legislation has been effective in
responding to and protecting the health of young people
found to be chroming. I asked for the data that the
member for Caulfield has also spoken about today, and
I thank Jodie for sending me that information. I will
come back to that a little later in my contribution.
The background to this legislation can be found in
2002. At that stage there was a lot of controversy and a
lot of media and political commentary about chroming,
and in the autumn sitting of 2002 the Liberal Party
introduced in the upper house a private member’s bill
on the issue which was passed but which the
government did not bring into this chamber. At about
that time the Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee
issued a report that included 16 recommendations. One
of those recommendations was that police be given
search and seizure powers relative to volatile substance
abuse, particularly by children. In 2003 the legislation
that this bill is intended to extend was brought into the
Parliament and was supported by a majority of people.
In particular it gave the police detention, search and
seizure powers and gave other powers to health and
welfare agencies, and importantly it required that
records be kept. As the act has been in existence for
nearly three years now, we should be able to see a little
bit more of the data. However, I have some, and it is
pleasing to see that it shows an improving trend.
I often say that our youth are our investment in the
future, and we must do everything we can to provide
them with not only education and training but also jobs
and the right environment so that they can develop their
skills and become worthwhile members of our society.
Unfortunately drug and alcohol abuse, and in this case
volatile substance abuse, can have damaging effects on
their lives; therefore, we are keen to see anything done
that assists our youth to grow and develop.
Back in 1999 a secondary school survey showed that
over 15 per cent of our year 7 students had used
inhalants in the past month, and 35 per cent of them
reported having used inhalants at that stage of their
lives.
Volatile substances work as a depressant. They also
have short-term effects such as aggression, vomiting,
drowsiness and increased risk of accident. The health
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implications of using volatile substances range from
minor problems such as tremors, weight loss and
irritability — and that can impact on a lot of people —
through to extensive problems such as organ and nerve
damage. In certain circumstances death can occur as a
result of chroming.
I looked at the definition of ‘volatile substances’ in the
act. It includes plastic solvent, adhesive cement,
cleaning agent, glue, dope, nail polish remover, lighter
fluid, gasoline or any other volatile product derived
from petroleum, paint thinner and lacquer thinner. So
many things are covered under the definition of a
volatile substance.
During 2002 the chroming issue created a lot of
headlines, and we all remember the unfortunate
circumstances that lead to those headlines. The
Nationals raised some concerns when the original bill
was debated in 2003. We have not identified any
further problems since then. However, we have
identified problems with detention powers, particularly
in country facilities. We have also identified problems
with ambulance costs and whether there is appropriate
training for police, ambulance staff and drug and
alcohol workers who work in this area. From
discussions we have had on this bill everything seems
to be going all right.
I would like to talk about detention powers. Back in
2002 — and I am not sure if it has changed since
then — there were only eight residential, long-term
treatment beds in Victoria and only eight secure welfare
beds available to clients. That is not good enough and I
would be interested to know whether those figures have
improved. In western Victoria the only facility is in
Ballarat, which is 31/2 hours from the border. I am not
sure whether Ballarat services Mildura, which is
5 hours away.
Under the act police have an opportunity to detain
persons. They can take them home or put them in an
ambulance and take them to hospital. If the costs
associated with that are passed on to those young
people they could find themselves with a bill for $500
or $1000 depending on the distance travelled to their
local hospital, particularly in country Victoria. I am not
sure whether that has been a problem. We raised it as a
concern in 2003. We have not identified it as a
problem, but it is of concern to us. The other issue is
that if they go to hospital and are assessed as needing
further treatment they may need to go to Ballarat or
Melbourne and, as I said, it is 31⁄2 hours to Ballarat for
some of my western Victoria hospitals. That cost is
borne by the hospital. As the parliamentary secretary
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knows, most hospitals are running on a thin budget and
these unexpected costs are a burden on them.
The 2003 act does not make substance abuse a criminal
act. A person under the age of 18 years picked up under
the act must be told that it is not a criminal offence. But
the police have detention powers. Persons cannot be
held in lockups, in police cells or in jail, and that is a
problem for us in country areas because it can be a long
way to a hospital or to an approved facility. As I said,
there are only eight in the whole of Victoria, and only
one in Ballarat.
It is interesting to note that the police have worked with
retailers who sell paints or solvents. I want to
compliment Laurie Thomas who works at the Horsham
police station. He did a lot of work with retailers to
minimise the impact of our young people chroming. I
have a copy of the retailer’s chroming kit which was
put out by the government in 2002. It is a good
document and I know that other states including
Queensland and the Northern Territory are using it. I
compliment the Darebin council because I have been
informed that it has translated the kit into other
languages which is important for retailers who speak
languages other than English. Again, I compliment the
work done in relation to the retailer’s kit. It highlights
the work being done by people like Laurie Thomas and
others.
The act has been in operation since 2003, and I thank
Jodie for sending me some further information on the
data that has been collected. A document she sent to me
states:
The 2004 National Drug Household Survey found that 2.5 per
cent of Australians aged 14 years and older had used inhalants
in their lifetime. About 70 000 (0.4 per cent) had used
inhalants within the last 12 months. Males were found to be
more likely to use inhalants than females.

It continues:
The 2002 Australian Secondary Students Alcohol and Drug
Survey (ASSAD) reported that 23 per cent of 12–15-year-olds
had used inhalants in their lifetime, down from 29 per cent in
the previous survey in 1999. In 2002, 11 per cent of students
reported having used inhalants in the previous month as
opposed to 13 per cent in 1999.
Reported recent use of inhalants decreased with age in both
the 1999 and 2002 ASSAD surveys.

I think we all know that a lot of this stuff is
experimental. We all experimented with things in our
younger life.
Mr Cooper — You might have. I didn’t!
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Mr DELAHUNTY — I experimented with
cigarettes although I did not touch alcohol too much. I
think most people experiment with things and
unfortunately we have a lot of young people
experimenting with solvents and inhaling substances
which is not good for their long-term health.
The data I have been given also includes three case
studies. One concerns a young lady called Emma who
lives at home with her parents in a metropolitan area.
The second concerns Paul, a 17-year-old indigenous
person who has a long history of inhalant abuse. The
third case concerns Rachel, a 17-year-old living in a
Department of Human Services-funded residential
facility as a result of child protection intervention in her
life two years ago. I will not go through the details, but
they are good case studies.
It is important for us all to understand the data
contained in a table I have which shows the number of
clients in treatment who nominate volatile substances as
their primary drug of concern. In 2000–01 there were
127 clients; in 2002–02 there were 195 clients — an
increase of 53.5 per cent; in 2002–03 there were
229 clients — an increase of 17.4 per cent; in 2003–04
there were 385 clients, an increase of 68.1 per cent. But
it is pleasing to see that in 2004–05 there were
316 clients who nominated volatile substances as their
primary drug of concern, which is a decrease of nearly
18 per cent. So the figures seem to be turning, and I
would be pleased to see any further figures that show
that to be the case. Again, it is the reason why we are
not opposing this legislation because we think it is
pointing in the right direction and having some effect.
Obviously we would like to see more. The figures and
information I have collected show it to be pointing in
the right direction.
Section 60A under division 2 of the act headed
‘Volatile substances’ states that the purpose of the
division is to protect the health and welfare of persons
under the age of 18 years. As I said earlier, youth are
our investment in the future. All of us in this chamber,
and the community in general, will do anything we can
to assist our young people, and that is the main purpose
of the act. We are pleased to see it is having an effect.
We are also pleased to see that the figures are pointing
in the right direction. Section 60B states that police are
to take into account the best interests of the person
under 18 years of age.
Like others I was fortunate enough to attend some of
the Commonwealth Games events, and I compliment
the volunteers on their work. They did a fantastic job,
and so did the police force, from what I saw and heard.
Obviously there was not too much trouble, although I
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had a bit of trouble with a local policeman who had
been called down here. He came up behind me, put his
hand on my shoulder and said he had got me! That gave
me a little bit of a fright for a while, but I do
compliment the majority of the police on taking into
account the best interests of these young people — and
this legislation enforces that.
Section 60D of the act states that the police may use
reasonable force, and unfortunately they have to use
that on occasion, as shown by section 60E, which states
that police may search persons under the age of
18 years of age without a warrant. It goes through the
reasons for that, and The Nationals support it. At
page 90 section 60K talks about the seizure of volatile
substances and items used to inhale, and that people do
not have to give the police an explanation of why they
are doing it. Section 60N(2) and (3) talk about the
retention time if people want to go back and collect
those items. They have to do this within seven days, but
there is a process there for young people to get back the
items if they need to or want to. But the apprehension
and detention orders are there under section 60L(1),
which states:
A member of the police force may apprehend and detain a
person if the member has reasonable grounds for believing
that the person —
(a) is under 18 years of age; and
(b) is inhaling a volatile substance or has recently inhaled a
volatile substance …

I will just go on a couple more pages and mention
section 60Q, a key part of which relates to records
concerning searches, seizure, receipt or disposal of
property, apprehensions and detentions. Section 60Q(1)
goes on to say:
A member of the police force who conducts a search under
section 60E must make a written record of the search
containing the prescribed particulars.

That would be interesting to see. My information is that
about 80 people have been detained or spoken to by
police under this act in the last 12 months, but I am
interested to know whether the figures have gone up or
down in the last couple of years since this legislation
has been in operation.
Overall the 2003 act is working well, and it is important
that we give it time to make sure that continues. It will
be interesting to see the feedback from the police and
others because changing drug use and injection patterns
pose significant challenges and volatile substances, as
part of that package, are a problem for us all. This is
particularly so when our young people probably will
not learn from experience and there is obviously peer
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pressure to experiment with these things. However, The
Nationals are always keen to make sure that our youth
are given every opportunity to grow and develop in
their communities, whether that be in metropolitan
areas or rural and regional Victoria. We want to make
sure that we have the right legal process and laws in
place to protect not only them but also others in their
community. With those few words, I indicate that The
Nationals will not be opposing this legislation.
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — I am very pleased to
rise in support of the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances (Volatile Substances) (Extension of
Provisions) Bill before the house today. I begin by
acknowledging the support for these important
measures of both the Liberal Party and The Nationals.
There is some context to these matters and I also
appreciate the support over the last two years from
those opposite. The extension of provisions introduced
in 2003, as has been mentioned, is sensible. The
provisions will help build on positive experience to date
and also allow for further critical analysis and
evaluation of issues relating to inhalant abuse and the
new regime or system we have put in place since the
passage of legislation in 2003.
I wish to put forward some background issues in the
time available to me and will then try to address some
of the questions raised by the member for Caulfield and
the member for Lowan. Time may be against me, but I
am happy to give a commitment to provide answers to
those questions either later in the debate or while the
bill is between the houses. By way of background I will
briefly go through the issue at hand. Inhalant abuse, or
chroming as it is otherwise known, involves the sniffing
of volatile substances from petrol to cleaning products
and other aerosol sprays — quite a wide range of
different substances. The issues relating to chroming
which we are dealing with today are both complex and
serious. It is important to note that the Victorian
Coroner’s Court estimates that some 38 Victorians died
as the result of inhalant abuse between 1991 and 2000,
so it is clear that a very high price is being paid for this
particular substance abuse.
It is also clear that consistent chroming or consistent
inhalant abuse has very real impacts in other ways, in a
less drastic but equally important manner — for
instance, on a person’s cognitive abilities, general
health and wellbeing and in the way they behave
towards others. It is against that backdrop that the
government introduced legislation in 2003 to give
Victoria Police new powers to establish a new process
for dealing with chroming in the Victorian community.
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Other members have gone through the nature of the
2003 changes and the way in which they have operated,
but essentially this Parliament gave Victoria Police the
power to confiscate chroming paraphernalia and the
power to detain a young person — that is, a person
under 18 — who was reasonably suspected of
chroming, and transport them to an adult. That
appropriate adult, as defined by the act, could be a
parent or guardian, a carer or somebody providing a
service to that person — for instance, a drug and
alcohol worker or a child protection worker. It is
important to note that this was not and is not a
heavy-handed approach to these complex and serious
issues. Rather, it is a carefully considered and
well-targeted response to a complex set of
circumstances, and a substantial challenge in relation to
the broader issues of substance abuse in our Victorian
community. As has been said, the arrangements and
provisions as enacted by this Parliament in 2003 sunset
in June this year, so there is a need, and indeed it is seen
to be an opportunity, for us to again address these
issues and set a course for the future.
Before moving to some of the questions raised by
honourable members opposite, can I say that it is
important to note that whilst we are extending the
provisions of the act here now, that is by no means the
only feature of the government’s response to these
important issues. For instance, in terms of a retailers
campaign — and other members have made reference
to this — a kit entitled ‘Responsible sale of volatile
solvents’ was developed in consultation with retailers to
prevent the sale of volatile solvents to people who may
abuse them. Some 4500 retailers have received a kit.
The reception has been overwhelmingly positive, and it
has had a great impact in terms of educating those who
sell these types of products about their possible abuse.
Another government response has involved providing
guidelines for the community care and drug and alcohol
sectors — in other words, the members of our dedicated
work force, both those who work for non-government
organisations and the employees of the Department of
Human Services. They have received guidelines and
protocols regarding the way in which these issues are to
be managed and care is to be given. That is very
important in terms of bringing our dedicated work force
along with us.
In relation to another target group, Koori or indigenous
Victorians, those who work specifically with those
often disadvantaged communities have been trained
and have received comprehensive chroming
information kits to make sure that they have the tools
they need in order to provide the best possible care. On
a similar theme, the Department of Education and
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Training has also given its work force — teachers right
across the state — a whole range of other resources to
bring them up to speed on some of the challenges they
face and to better equip them to meet the challenges we
are here talking about today. So this is a detailed
package, and the legislative provisions that are before
the house today are only one part of it.
The member for Lowan raised a number of issues. I
will go through them, and I will be happy to come back
to them again either later in the debate or while the bill
is between the houses. When ambulance costs were last
raised I made the point that, just as with a heroin
overdose, if someone were in need of ambulance
transport following a chroming incident, then unless
they had an ambulance subscription or a
commonwealth health care card they would have to pay
for that transport. I am not aware of any difficulties in
that: I think that system has worked well.
In relation to the training of staff, I am advised and can
advise the member for Lowan that drug and alcohol
workers with Victoria Police and in other areas, but
particularly with Victoria Police, have been well trained
and well educated and that a whole range of programs
has been put in place to make sure they are across the
details of the new act and some of these issues.
I am happy to have a further discussion with the
member for Lowan in relation to non-emergency
patient transport, which is the issue he raised regarding
costs. That is an issue many country hospitals have
raised with me and with the Minister for Health.
Budgets are provided, and there is a range of funding
available to country hospitals to manage those matters.
If the member is aware of instances where the call upon
those resources has become greater because of the
issues that are before the house today, I will be more
than happy to speak with him about them.
The member for Caulfield raised a number of
matters, firstly in relation to guidelines. I am somewhat
at a loss, because I do not have the guidelines in front of
me at the moment. The member for Caulfield was very
critical of a section of them which sought to indicate to
service providers and to staff that young people may
chrome as part of a larger group and that there may be
4, 5 or 6 young people who chrome as a group. Can I
say that the government’s view is that that is
unacceptable and we in no way condone it. The point
is, though — and the guidelines speak to this — that
staff and others who act on behalf of the government
should recognise that one person’s behaviour may well
influence the behaviour of someone else and that in
providing appropriate care you need to recognise that.
We are not condoning it in any way, shape or form — I
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want to be very clear about that — but if people are
undertaking an activity as a group, then that is a
material point in terms of providing appropriate care. I
am not entirely sure what the member for Caulfield’s
criticism is, but again I see no problem with that.
I turn to the amendment circulated by the member for
Caulfield and just say that it is the government’s view
that banning the sale of aerosol products to minors is
not a feasible or practical option. As was indicated by
the member for Caulfield, there are some 200 different
products that could fall under such a ban. Most are sold
for perfectly legitimate purposes, whether to minors or
to people over the age of 18. Banning their sale to
minors would be an unworkable thing for us to do, and
on that basis we will not be doing it. It is far preferable
in our view to educate retailers about some of the risks
involved. As the member for Lowan has pointed out,
the kit that was distributed to some 4500 retailers right
across the state — and that has been picked up by other
states — has led the way in educating retailers. A
heavy-handed approach that would ultimately prove to
be completely unworkable is no answer.
The member for Caulfield and the member for Lowan
also raised some issues in relation to data. The act,
although it was passed by this Parliament in 2003, did
not come into effect until 1 July 2004, so it has operated
for some 18 months. We have 12 months worth of data
that indicates that over those 12 months under this act
Victoria Police made some 80 individual contacts with
young people. Most of them were young men, and most
were in Melbourne’s metropolitan areas. All the
evidence to this point suggests that the system has
worked well.
The member for Lowan also quoted some figures
showing a substantial decrease in the number of people
who have been subject to this act. I am happy to give a
commitment to provide further information when that
becomes available. I do not think that will happen in the
next little while, but over time, and with the significant
interest and goodwill shown by other parties in this
house, I will be happy to keep them briefed on these
important matters. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I rise to
speak on the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
(Volatile Substances) (Extension of Provisions) Bill.
This bill is quite simple in itself, but it deals with a very
important issue. The original legislation covering this
area was due to sunset in the middle of this year. This
bill extends the sunset period for another couple of
years to enable the powers contained in the legislation
to continue to be used by the police and others within
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the community to help reduce the risks with respect to
chroming and other uses of volatile substances.
Chroming is a very serious issue. It is particularly
dangerous for young people, particularly the vulnerable
young people in our community. As the member for
Mulgrave said, according to the Victorian coroner
chroming was directly responsible for 38 deaths
between 1991 and 2000. Chroming has also resulted in
some very serious physical and mental health problems
for young people across Victoria. To say that chroming
is a minor matter or only involves young people
experimenting is totally inappropriate. It is a very
serious issue that has very serious health consequences.
The second-reading speech points out clearly on more
than one occasion that it is an issue particularly linked
to young people. The third and fourth paragraphs state
that chroming ‘has re-emerged among some young
people’ and that the ‘abuse of volatile substances is
concentrated among adolescents’ — and that is true.
While it is not exclusive to young people and
adolescents, it is a practice that is most often seen
among young people, particularly young people who
are facing challenges and difficulties in life.
It is also important to note that while there are many
substances that can be used for chroming or inhalation,
within the Victorian context — and I make it clear that
I am talking about the Victorian context — spray cans
are used as the method of choice. They are commonly
available, and they are the most widely used. Those
who work dealing with the young people involved in
chroming say that that is clearly the method of choice.
While I acknowledge what other speakers have said
and what is said in the general community about our
not being able to ban all the products that have the
potential to be used for chroming, I suggest that we can
do something about the most commonly used and
commonly available substance. This is where this
legislation falls short of the mark, and it is where this
government falls short of the mark. I urge the
government to give serious consideration to banning the
sale of aerosol spray paint cans to people under the age
of 18 and to immediately bring in legislation to do so.
The member for Mulgrave said that that is not feasible
or practical. The truth is that it is feasible and practical.
It is workable and it will make a difference, because it
will make it harder for those young people to get spray
paint cans, which are their main method of choice for
chroming. Making it harder to get them will actually
save lives. I do not think you can put that in the
too-hard category. The member for Mulgrave and the
rest of the government are copping out. They are
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passing the buck by saying that the government is
educating retailers. They are passing the buck onto
retailers so that retailers will have to make judgments as
to who they sell cans to and who they do not sell cans
to. That is completely unacceptable; it is an abrogation
of responsibility. That is the government duck-shoving
on an issue of life and death.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member has taken offence to comments made by
the member for South-West Coast. The practice of this
house is that when a member takes offence to
comments made by another member directly relating to
the member, that member is entitled to ask for a
withdrawal.

This government ought to accept more responsibility
than that. This government knows that chroming is a
major cause of death and injury among particular
sections of our young people. The government knows
that the main source of the product used by those young
people for chroming is spray paint cans. The
government knows that banning the sale of spray paint
cans to under-18s will reduce the use of those products
and reduce the extent of chroming among those young
people, which will therefore reduce injuries, mortality
and other problems caused by chroming in our
community. The government knows all that, yet it still
does nothing. I think that is a dereliction of duty. The
government is glossing over what would be a simple,
easy-to-enforce and practical way of saving lives and
reducing the problems associated with chroming in our
community.

Dr NAPTHINE — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, I am unsure as to what the member has taken
offence to.

Mr Andrews interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member for Mulgrave has had his opportunity.
Dr NAPTHINE — Unfortunately this
government’s track record on chroming is not good.
We saw the previous Minister for Community Services
get sacked because she failed to act on chroming.
Indeed she had policies under her stewardship as
minister whereby she permitted chroming to take place
in government houses where young people were
involved — —
Ms Campbell — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, that is a blatant lie. I ask the previous minister
to withdraw.
Mr Cooper — That is not a point of order.
Ms Campbell — It is.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
On a point of clarification on the point of order, a
member can only ask for a withdrawal when it refers to
the individual member.
Ms Campbell — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, he did refer to me, and I ask that he withdraw.
Honourable members interjecting.

Ms Campbell — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, I ask the member to withdraw because he
stated a blatant lie to this house, and he caused offence
when he did so.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The honourable member for Pascoe Vale has taken
offence to words that the member for South-West Coast
has made directly relating to her, so I request that the
member for South-West Coast withdraw the comments.
Dr NAPTHINE — On the point of order, the
member for — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
Is the member withdrawing?
Dr NAPTHINE — I have nothing to withdraw.
There is nothing to withdraw. If the member feels that
there is a point made in debate that she disagrees with,
she is welcome to make that point in her contribution to
the debate or she can move a substantive motion.
Mr Andrews — Withdraw or sit down!
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) —
Order! The practice of this house is that when a
member takes offence to comments made directly to
the person the — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Dr NAPTHINE — Through you, Chair, I ask the
member to identify which comments she has taken
offence to. She has not told me what comments she has
taken offence to.
Mr Andrews interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member for Mulgrave!
I again request that the member withdraw.
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Dr NAPTHINE — Acting Speaker, with due
deference to you, I am completely at a loss to know
what words are asked to be withdrawn.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
The member’s time has expired. I cease to hear the
member for South-West Coast.
Ms MORAND (Mount Waverley) — It is a
pleasure to make a contribution to the debate on the
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile
Substances) (Extension of Provisions) Bill. This
legislation is about preventing substance abuse and
protecting our young people. The powers that came into
effect in 2004 allow the police to detain a person they
believe is abusing volatile substances or is at risk of
doing so. The police can search that person and take
away volatile substances if they think the substances are
being used to inhale, but most importantly the police
link that person to a caring adult, a health service or a
drug treatment service.
This legislation is not about a punitive response, a
punitive approach to inhaling. It is not and will not be
an offence to inhale, and we do not want these
vulnerable people to be diverted to the criminal justice
system, rather we want them diverted to somewhere
where they can get appropriate care, attention and
treatment. The police can take the person to what they
consider to be a most appropriate place, depending on
the circumstances. It might be a hospital emergency
department, a drug and alcohol treatment service or
back to their homes and families, or perhaps back to
their residential care service.
It is important that the effectiveness of this approach be
evaluated, and therefore the provisions enacted in 2004,
which are due to expire in June this year, should be
extended for a further two years to June 2008. The
evaluation being conducted will be on data collected
from Victoria Police, child protection and alcohol and
drug services, and this will inform the decision-making
process on this approach and perhaps on how effective
it is in helping young people. It is really important that
new approaches are evaluated and determinations are
made about whether there could be any changes that
might improve the way this problem is dealt with.
Volatile substance abuse is a dangerous practice and
one that unfortunately led to 38 deaths in Victoria
between 1991 and 2000. Unfortunately products that
are used as inhalants are very common household
products such as aerosol sprays, gas and petrol. There
have been mixed findings regarding the trends in the
prevalence of substance abuse. The prevalence of abuse
is reported to be decreasing in one study, and the
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number of adults who are getting treatment has
increased. The Australian Secondary Students Alcohol
and Drug Survey (ASSAD) — which by coincidence I
did some work on during my time at the Cancer
Council — is a study looking at the prevalence of
alcohol, drug and tobacco use by secondary students
that is conducted every three years across Australia.
That study found that the percentage of Australian
secondary students aged 12 to 17 years who had ever
used inhalants decreased from 26 per cent in 1999 to
21 per cent in 2002.
I also want to refer to some other information on
prevalence, and I am quoting now from the National
Directions on Inhalant Abuse consultation paper by the
National Inhalant Abuse Taskforce in June 2005. It says
that inhalant abuse tends to occur in highly localised
and spasmodic waves and that the number of people
engaged in inhalant abuse fluctuates significantly,
which makes it difficult to actually estimate the
prevalence.
The 2004 National Drug Strategy Household Survey
found that about 2.5 per cent of Australians aged
14 years and older had used inhalants in their lifetime,
which I think is a very significant number. About
70 000 or 0.4 per cent had used inhalants within the last
12 months. Males were found to be more likely to have
used inhalants than females. Inhalant use was found to
be more likely to occur in metropolitan rather than
regional locations. The 1994 National Drug Strategy
Household Survey Urban Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Island Supplement is the only national survey of drug
use by indigenous Australians. This survey found that
indigenous Australians were almost twice as likely as
members of the general population to have inhaled
solvents in their lifetime.
I will refer just briefly back to the ASSAD study, the
report showing the decrease in use between 1999 and
2000. This was also consistent with research that
suggested that young people’s use of the substance is
often experimental and that decreased reported lifetime
use is a common finding in this sort of study. There are
a number of probable explanations for this, and one is
that some students might forget that they had used it in
the past or perhaps do not want to go back to something
that they consider they have experimented with and
which they do not consider to be a drug use. It also
should be noted that the ASSAD study only looks at
people who are in mainstream education, so the results
should be interpreted with care. It is not looking at
people who are not in education, which of course is a
factor for increased inhalant abuse.
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As to the member for Caulfield’s amendment and also
the comments made by the member for South-West
Coast about the banning of the sale of aerosol products,
I agree with the member for Mulgrave: it is not really
feasible. There are approximately 200 different
products that are used for inhalant abuse, and most are
sold for legitimate purposes, whether to minors or to
adults. In fact the most common substances being used
and abused are paint and glue. If you wanted to ban
paint in aerosol sprays you would also need to ban the
sale of glue to be effective in reducing the abuse of
inhalants. I do not think that is the answer; the answer is
responsible selling by retailers.
A couple of other initiatives I want to refer to in the
government’s approach to reducing inhalant abuse are
the inter-agency protocol between Victoria Police and
the nominated agencies, the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances Act agreement — and that of
course was developed to help the implementation of
this legislation — and the information package for
schools entitled Volatile Solvents — A Resource for
Schools, which was developed and distributed by the
Department of Education and Training. Also of interest
is that the CSIRO has conducted scientific and
technical trials to explore the feasibility of product
modification, specifically to petrol, butane gas and
aerosol spray paint, to deter abuse. Social research into
the impact of product modification on the behaviour of
inhalant users has been undertaken by Melbourne
University, and we wait for more information on this
research and how it might be effective in reducing the
damage caused by young people’s use of these
substances.
In August 2003 the Ministerial Council on Drug
Strategy approved the establishment of the National
Inhalant Abuse Task Force. Information kits on
inhalant use have been developed for Koori, health and
community workers and parents and distributed widely
throughout Victoria.
Finally, I commend the bill to the house. The extension
of these provisions for another two years will protect
young people and, importantly, allow time to properly
evaluate the outcome of what is already in effect.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Ingram) — Order!
Before calling the honourable member for Mornington,
I inform members that I will refer to the Speaker the
matter of the point of order that was raised by the
member for Pascoe Vale regarding the member for
South-West Coast.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — As has been said,
this bill has as its primary purpose the extension of the
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provisions of the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances (Volatile Substances) Act 2003 for a further
two years. The opposition supports this bill in itself.
However, the legitimate question we ask — and, we
believe, it would be asked by a great many people in
the community — is: does the bill go far enough?
Whilst the bill extends the provisions of the act, the
damage from inhaling volatile substances continues.
While we have the tag that further evaluation is being
carried out on the question of giving police additional
powers over young people who are using volatile
substances to take away their spray cans and put those
young people into some sort of protective care, the
government says it does not want to make this
permanent and is waiting for further evaluation. There
are legitimate calls from the community for stronger
action; they should not be ignored by the government or
anybody else. As we have seen elsewhere in this
country and the world, action has been taken to ban the
sale of spray cans and substances in an attempt to deal
with the issue.
This issue was considered in some depth by the Drugs
and Crime Prevention Committee in its report on its
inquiry into the inhalation of volatile substances. I
served, and still serve, on that committee, and the
member for Footscray and the member for Richmond
were also members of the committee at the time. Prior
to this report it issued a discussion paper. I wish to
quote from page 90 of the discussion paper, because it
is very relevant to the issues we have heard about today
in regard to the banning of the sale of volatile
substances:
A further problem associated with the banning or restriction
of sales of volatile substance products to juveniles is simply
the huge range of products that can be used as inhalants,
including many household products such as cleaners. It would
be impractical, if not impossible, to ban the sale of all possible
products. Moreover, some workers in the field have made the
blunt comment that if some young people cannot purchase the
products they will simply steal them. For example, the
committee has received a submission from a Victorian
supermarket manager …

The discussion paper quotes from this submission:
In my employment as a supermarket duty manager I have had
experiences with young people who use spray paint and
plastic produce bags to obtain these highs. Occasionally the
paint is purchased but generally it is stolen.
Initially when we had our problems, in agreement with the
local police, we refused to sell spray paint to anyone who was
not 18 years of age. This worked for a short time until it
became easier for chromers to steal than buy.

The report goes on to make this important point:
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Nonetheless, the restriction of substances is worth some
consideration. The drugs policy branch of Human Services
Victoria in a submission to this inquiry states:
To reduce the supply of solvents to young people a
campaign directed at retailers may be equally effective
as legal sanctions and could be conducted in lieu of or in
support of additional legislation.

Now we have the situation where, while there is a
strong case to be made out, as the committee said at that
time, it is a very difficult matter to ban the sale of
volatile substances — spray-can products — to some
people. Nevertheless the drugs policy branch of the
government’s own Department of Human Services
said:
To reduce the supply of solvents to young people … may be
equally as effective as legal sanctions …

So there was consideration of it, and I assume there are
still people at Human Services who are saying that we
should be looking at this.
Mr Andrews interjected.
Mr COOPER — I know the member for Mulgrave,
who has had his turn but still wants to debate across the
chamber and does not want to listen, has his mind made
up on this, and he says this will not work. He is quite
clear, and he has obviously been briefed that this sort of
approach will not work, yet the United Kingdom has
brought in such restrictions. South Australia has
brought in such restrictions. I would like to know
whether this government has had a serious look at what
has gone on in the United Kingdom and in South
Australia in regard to that ban, or is it not prepared to
have a further look at it?
I acknowledge, as the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee acknowledged quite clearly at the time it
presented its report to this Parliament, that it is a
difficult and complicated issue and certainly cannot be
regarded as simple. But as the member for South-West
Coast said, the reality is that this is a major health issue.
This is not something that can just be brushed aside as
being of little moment or as being just another thing
that can be equated with other forms of illegal
substances use. This is an issue that muddles and
corrupts the minds of the young people who become
involved with it. It destroys their brains.
The committee heard evidence from young people who
had been chromers and who displayed tremendous
courage in coming before the committee and telling us
of their experiences. I well remember a young girl of
19 or 20 years of age who asked to come to the
committee and give us her story. She came with her
mother, and she went through how she had become
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involved in it and how she had been persuaded by her
friends to become involved. They used to go on stealing
campaigns down in the Werribee and Geelong areas;
they used to steal the product. Then finally some sort of
light shone in her head and she decided she wanted to
stop it, and she did.
She told us this horror story of her three or four years as
a very active and involved person who was abusing
volatile substances. Just before the session of the
committee closed she was asked by one of the
members: is there anything that you now see has
affected you? She looked at us all, tears welled up in
her eyes, and she said, ‘I do not remember things now
as well as I used to. My memory has gone’. If ever
there were a moment in the work of that committee that
really impacted upon me and I think every member, it
was that girl’s evidence showing how dangerous this is.
That is the point I want to make to this Parliament
today: this is a dangerous, terrible issue, and it is one
that we cannot step back from and say, ‘We will just
take a couple of little steps. We will deal with this in a
small way, and we will just evaluate and go on’,
because while we are doing that, while we are avoiding
taking the drastic steps, the strong steps, more damage
is being done out there. As we speak now in this debate
there are young people in this state and elsewhere in
this country — certainly in this state — who have their
mouths and their noses in plastic bags inhaling these
substances and destroying their minds, their brains and
their futures. That is the point that everyone in this
Parliament needs to have in mind as they consider this
kind of legislation.
The point I made when I started to speak was that we
on this side of the house support the bill but wonder
whether it goes far enough. I think the answer is that it
does not go far enough. It is a small step, perhaps an
important step, but it is really a continuation of a step
this Parliament took a couple of years ago. The
situation now requires stronger action. It requires the
government to bite the bullet and take much stronger
steps. If that includes actively canvassing banning the
sale of volatile substance products to people of 18 years
and younger, then that should be canvassed, and it
should be looked at very thoroughly. It should not be
walked away from as if it will not work. Let us find out
if there are aspects of that that will work. Let us see if
there are other things we can do to ensure that our
young people are safe and healthy.
We all remember the debacle, the scandal and the
community outrage over the Berry Street incident when
employees of the Berry Street home just stood to one
side and watched young people who were in their care
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inhaling substances. They said that they watched over
them and made sure harm minimisation was taking
place. Harm minimisation! There is no such thing when
it comes to volatile substance abuse. Either you do it
and damage yourself or you do not do it and you have a
healthy life. That is the point I want to make to this
Parliament. This is an important and vital issue; it needs
to be addressed as such.

the parliamentary Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee inquired into the issue of the inhalation of
volatile substances for the purposes of intoxication it
made some 16 recommendations, including a proposal
that police be given search and seizure powers in
relation to volatile substance abuse by children. That
was the main thrust of the act we are now seeking to
modify.

Dr HARKNESS (Frankston) — I rise to make a
brief contribution to the debate on the bill before us. I
note that the inhalation of volatile substances,
commonly known as chroming, is an extraordinarily
dangerous practice with both short-term and long-term
physical and mental health consequences for those
engaged in it. It is absolutely incumbent upon
governments to ensure that every possible protection is
put in place to discourage such dangerous examples of
self-inflicted harm.

The legislation sunsets in June of this year, and it is
vitally important not to let it lapse, as I believe it offers
protection to young people at risk of abusing volatile
substances. The implementation of the act is being
monitored and reviewed and so far the data suggests
that the provisions have been pretty effective. However,
more time is required to determine the longer term
effectiveness of the legislation in protecting young
people, and it is for this reason that an extension to
these provisions without further amendment has been
sought for a further two years. This will allow for the
review to be completed and for recommendations to be
made about possible ongoing legislation including
whether amendments will be required into the future.

So far the government has implemented a very broad
strategy to combat this problem, including, among a
variety of initiatives, the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances (Volatile Substances) Act 2003. The bill
before us today seeks simply to extend the provisions of
the 2003 act for a further two years until 30 June 2008
for the completion of a more comprehensive review of
the effectiveness of that legislation in protecting young
people in particular who are at risk of volatile substance
abuse.
The original bill was introduced and passed by this
Parliament in 2003, and it came into operation the
following year. That legislative initiative resulted from
the recommendations of the 2002 Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee’s inquiry into the inhalation of
volatile substances, extracts from which have already
been read into Hansard. As the Attorney-General noted
in his second-reading speech on the original bill in May
2003, the Bracks government is committed to
protecting the health and welfare of Victoria’s children
and young persons, who are often the most vulnerable
members of our community. The very dangerous
practice of chroming was identified as a particular
problem, a prevalent behaviour by some young people
and also a very disturbing trend among our indigenous
communities. The inhalation of a volatile substance
produces a depressive effect, which often results in a
feeling of wellbeing, confusion, drowsiness, aggression,
enhanced risk taking, vomiting and hallucinations. Of
course there is also an increased risk of accidents,
including fatal accidents, occurring while a person is in
an intoxicated state.
Chroming over a long term results in very serious
health problems, both physical and emotional. When

The act and this bill provide an appropriate balance
between the right of people to possess legal substances
and the need to protect vulnerable people from
self-harm. Under the act police are able to search
persons and seize volatile substances and items used to
inhale and to link a young person with appropriate
caring adults such as a parent, a care giver or a health or
drug treatment service. Both the act and this bill are part
of a commonsense effort that provides the police with
the additional tools they need to deal with this problem.
The bill has widespread support across the entire
community, and I certainly wish it a very speedy
passage through this Parliament.
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — I rise to join the debate
on the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
(Volatile Substances) (Extension of Provisions) Bill
2006 and to make a couple of comments.
The bill re-enacts the current legislation that grants the
police powers to apprehend and detain persons under
the age of 18 whom they suspect have been chroming.
A number of speakers have mentioned that over recent
years there have been about 38 deaths linked to
chroming. As parents, that would bother us all.
However, the act does not create the offence of
inhaling, nor does it criminalise the possession of
inhalants. It merely allows the police to detain and then
release the young person into the care of a person
whom the officer reasonably believes is capable of
taking care of that person and who consents to taking
care of them.
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The other part of the bill will extend the provisions of
the act until 30 June 2008.
On looking at some of the results of the work of the
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee which has also
been referred to, it bothers me to read that the
conclusion to its 2002 report states that:
The 1996 Victorian school students and drug-use survey
reported that 24 per cent of students had deliberately sniffed
inhalants at least once during their lives … Year 7 students
were nine times more likely than those in year 12 to report
having used inhalants in the last month (18 per cent compared
to 2 per cent) …

The conclusion continues, noting the 1999 report:
While 16.8 per cent of year 7 students reported having used
inhalants in the past month, this gradually declined to …
1.9 per cent —

when they reached year 12. I guess it is the issue of the
experimental stage; and then, getting out of that stage,
what bothers all of us is that, just by being part of a
group with their mates, those people will have become
hooked, obviously leading to serious health effects.
The member for Caulfield raised an important point —
that is, that the opposition does not consider that the bill
goes far enough. I understand the arguments on both
sides, but the Liberal Party maintains very strongly that
the sale of spray cans to people under the age of 18
should be banned. It is not good enough for the
government to just say, ‘Oh, it’s too hard — there are
too many complications; there are too many
difficulties’. Clearly we do not allow people under the
age of 18 to purchase cigarettes or alcohol. Members of
the opposition want the same situation to apply to the
purchase of spray cans. People are fed up with the ease
with which young people can buy spray cans, whether
they use them for chroming or for graffiti. People need
look only in the outer suburbs to see the amount of
graffiti that is being applied. Some people describe it as
art. It is a criminal act and those people need to be
punished.
The Liberal Party has already announced that on
election to government it will be banning the sale of
spray cans to minors under the age of 18. I understand it
works well in Casey, where graffiti in any place is
removed quickly through painting over or cleaning.
That is an effective way of addressing the issue. In
Knox, where I live, the same issue arises. Spray cans
can be purchased by young people who can increase the
amount of graffiti in our area. Now people employed by
the Knox council have to paint over fences and
buildings to try to clean up the place.
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With just those few comments, I indicate that members
of the Liberal Party support the bill but do not consider
it goes far enough. It is not good enough for the
government to say that it is too hard to ban the sale of
spray cans. The government needs to start somewhere,
and banning the sale of spray cans to minors would be a
positive step forward.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I rise to support the
very important extension for a further two years of the
sunset clause of the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances (Volatile Substances) Act. With the
member for Scoresby I served on the all-party Drugs
and Crime Prevention Committee, whose members did
very important work in bringing together a
comprehensive response to the very serious and quite
insidious social problem of the inhalation of volatile
substances.
All members know of the deleterious health effects of
that very dangerous practice, which is undertaken
primarily by young people, and often vulnerable and
unattached young people. It was in that context that the
members of the committee sought to both grapple with
the social issues pertaining to the problem of inhalation
and to have a comprehensive government response to
the issue, but from a harm-minimisation perspective.
We certainly did not wish to criminalise those young
people but to indicate that there was a social problem
that most particularly Victoria Police and the other
emergency services people were having to confront and
to find how best the government should seek to respond
to that.
The Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee brought
down a thorough and balanced report, and its
recommendations were picked up by the government.
Providing the power of a civil detention model to
Victoria Police means that its members are able to
detain a young person under the age of 18 who they
believe has obviously been chroming. It is not difficult
to recognise the signs. Anyone who has been
confronted with a young person who has been
chroming will know that it is very clear that they have
done so. Often the young person’s face is covered in
paint and their demeanour is such that through the
inhalation of volatile substances they put themselves or
the broader community in a vulnerable situation. In that
circumstance members of Victoria Police can take that
person to their family, to friends or to some other safe
environment so that they have the opportunity to
recover from the episode. It is very clear, from the
evidence available to us, that the particular model that
the committee recommended and has been taken up by
Victoria Police has been very successful.
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The committee looked very carefully at the question of
banning access by young people to spray cans at retail
outlets. The only state in Australia that undertook that
strategy was South Australia, where spray cans are
locked in cupboards behind the counter where the
retailer can get access to them.
Members of the opposition who are proposing a ban on
the sale of spray cans to young people under the age of
18 fail to realise two things. First, retailers in Victoria
can in fact refuse to sell spray cans to a young person if
they are of the view that that young person is going to
use the product inappropriately. Second, in the Coles,
Safeway or other grocery outlets in any shopping centre
there is any number of products available legally to
young people if they wish to undertake the activity of
inhaling. They include hair sprays, deodorants and
various other aerosol products. In fact it is the
accelerant in the cans that produces the toxic effect for
a person inhaling. To suggest that the restriction of the
sale of spray cans that are widely available in hardware
stores and so forth will solve the problem is a complete
nonsense. Members of the opposition then make that
completely inappropriate linkage between the
inhalation of volatile substances and graffiti. The view
of the Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee, of
which I was a member, was that no such link has been
established.
I finish by indicating briefly that the government is very
serious about graffiti. It is an urban blight. It is not art; it
is a blight on the community. Only a very short time
ago the Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
who is at the table, indicated the seriousness with which
the government is tackling graffiti — by the
establishment of an anti-graffiti task force, a tag
database and in fact dollars to clean up various sites
around metropolitan Melbourne — and that work is
proceeding well.
I really reject this notion that there is some linkage
between the inhalation of these volatile substances and
graffiti. In the view of the Drugs and Crime Prevention
Committee on which I served, no such link was
established. What we should be doing is dealing with
the issue of today. The issue of today is an extension of
what has been an important and balanced strategy by
this government, implemented primarily and
successfully by Victoria Police, to protect young
people’s lives. That is what this legislation is about, and
I commend it to the house.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — The Drugs,
Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile
Substances) (Extension of Provisions) Bill makes a
couple of changes insofar as it re-enacts the current
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legislation which grants police the power to apprehend
and detain persons under the age of 18 whom they
suspect of chroming. It then provides the opportunity
for the police to release such people into the care of
someone capable of looking after that young person.
A number of years ago the parliamentary Law Reform
Committee, of which I was then chair, took evidence
from all around Victoria on a range of issues prevalent in
rural and regional Victoria. We visited the towns of
Mildura, Robinvale, Swan Hill, Echuca, Morwell,
Bairnsdale, Geelong, Bendigo, Ballarat, Portland and
Warrnambool and took evidence from youth workers,
police, lawyers, clerks of court and other people in
relation to issues that were relevant to them in their local
communities. The feedback we received across a wide
frontier of matters was very interesting.
The committee, which included the member for Kew,
who made a very capable contribution to its work,
finalised approximately 125 recommendations, a number
of which have been implemented. They dealt with issues
relating to public access to legal information, legal aid,
community legal centres, people with disabilities, issues
confronting women, people from non-English-speaking
background communities, indigenous Victorians,
children and young people, private legal professional
services, the Magistrates Court in rural and regional
Victoria, the circuit courts and alternative dispute
resolutions.
One of the most striking observations I confronted
during the course of that inquiry occurred during
evidence we took in Gippsland. A local worker came
along and explained the pattern of chroming that was
prevalent among some members of the community.
There were issues that were addressed by the local
authorities and a lot of care was provided. In Gippsland
there was a specialist alcohol officer whose funding
was withdrawn by the current government, and that was
an issue of major concern. People were referred to more
generic services in the region when there were specific
problems affecting specific communities in that
particular part of Victoria.
The opposition does not oppose the bill. However, it
has sought to take the matter further with its own
amendment dealing with some other issues. The
principal focus of my comments today is to point out
the seriousness of chroming. The shadow Minister for
Police and Emergency Services indicated that
according to one framework of analysis some 24 per
cent of young people had inhaled a substance which
was not beneficial to them and which might be broadly
considered as coming under the heading of chroming.
My view is that one person on one occasion is one
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person on one occasion too many. There are areas
where the pattern of chroming is more widespread and
the practice has been undertaken over a longer period of
time. It would perhaps be one of the more
heartbreaking situations I have encountered in my
political life to see a young kid with some sort of can
around their neck, which is another dimension of
chroming, and the consequent loss of intellectual
capacity and mobility for those for whom the practice
has been widespread.
I wish to record it as a very serious problem in my
capacity as Liberal spokesperson on indigenous affairs.
I want to mark it as an issue that is of major concern
across Australia. All legislative measures designed to
address some of the issues which affect young
indigenous Victorians should be implemented.
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I am pleased to
speak on the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
(Volatile Substances) (Extension of Provisions) Bill
because, as are many others in the house, I am
concerned about inhalant solvent abuse happening
around this state. Clearly it is affecting a number of
young people within my electorate. It is a very
disturbing habit and, as we have heard, a very
damaging and dangerous habit.
The legislation before the house today is a very
important component of the Bracks government’s
actions in response to this serious problem, but it is only
one component and it adds to the range of other actions
the government has taken which include an extensive
retailers’ campaign that has been put into something
like 4500 stores around the state advising them of their
responsibilities in relation to not selling solvents to
people they believe are likely to abuse them and
offering other advice on ways these products should be
presented, and so on. That is one important thing.
Guidelines for the community care sector in dealing
with young people who may be affected in such a way
have also gone out. There is certainly special support
for Koori health workers across the state, including
within my electorate, and a kit for teachers to use in
schools.
The bill aims, as we have heard, not to criminalise the
act of chroming but to ensure that police who believe
that young people are chroming have the powers to
have them detained and then put into appropriate care.
This does not mean they will be interviewed by the
police as such; rather it means they will quickly be
directed to either a parent, if it is believed the parent can
adequately take care of them, to an accredited worker in
the youth services area or to another person with skills
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who can clearly provide appropriate support for that
young person.
The aim of this legislation is to ensure that there is
adequate support and that the police can intervene in
circumstances where they believe a young person has
been chroming and, as quickly as possible, get them
into the appropriate support services.
This government, I am pleased to say, has taken a lot of
action to support young people over the full range of
drug and alcohol concern areas, as it has with older
Victorians. Substantial additional funding — something
like 50 per cent additional funding — has been put into
overall drug and alcohol services since 1999, just as
additional funding has been spent in a range of ways
that deal with the broader problem of drug and alcohol
abuse.
We have a broad range of services that we have been
building upon in order to act in a proactive way to
dissuade young people within our community from
taking any interest in habits like chroming. We now
have an extensive network of youth outreach workers
around the state, including around my electorate. Youth
alcohol and drug day programs are in operation, as are
rehabilitation treatment services and residential
withdrawal care, if that is needed in extreme cases.
There are also youth home-based withdrawal services,
youth peer support programs and extensive services
within the youth counselling and consultancy area, and
that of course has been extended into supporting people
within the Koori community.
I believe this legislation is very important, because it
adds to the very broad range of actions that the
government has undertaken to ensure that not only
young people but all people across the community are
taken care of. However we always have a particular
concern when young people are involved. They should
have bright, healthy futures, and we want to ensure that,
as much as possible, they are supported to have bright,
healthy futures. This legislation helps to achieve that, as
do the other actions of the government, and I support
the bill.
Mr LIM (Clayton) — I rise to support the bill
before the house. The health and welfare of our young
people are of seminal importance to us all, not just to
the parents concerned. As a father I worry when I am
not there to protect my sons from the wicked ways of
the world, and I grieve when I see young people who
have gone off the rails.
Young people have an energy and zest for life which is
admirable but which sometimes leads them astray. We
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cannot prepare young people for every danger that will
face them in the world, but we should try our best.
What sensible person would deliberately inhale the
contents of a spray can of paint, we imagine? The
answer is that young people do not always do the
sensible thing, and some young people are either in
such despair or are so easily led by others that they take
up the practice of chroming, as it is commonly called,
despite the well-known risks.
According to a report by Tom Stylli, alcohol and drug
youth consultant for the Salvation Army, chronic
chromers are generally young people, both male and
female, between the ages of 14 and 17. They have low
or damaged self-esteem and self-image, poor literacy
and numeracy skills, and little connection with school,
family and the wider community.
They are often on protective and justice orders and have
little or no hope for the future. Further criminal
sanctions against such disadvantaged young people are
clearly not the answer. The Bracks government, to its
credit, took a very sensible approach to chroming when
it introduced the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances (Volatile Substances) Bill in 2003. This
legislation did not seek to criminalise young people
who abused solvents, since the government took the
view that this would not be the best approach. Instead it
amended the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances
Act 1981 to enable police officers to apprehend and
detain young people who they believe are either
chroming or at risk of doing so.
Police may search young persons for paint cans and the
like and may then refer them to appropriate caring
adults or to a drug treatment service. The sole purpose
of that legislation, no doubt, is to protect the health and
welfare of children. The operation of the legislation has
been monitored throughout its currency, and it appears
that it has been effective in protecting the health and
welfare of young people from suspected solvent abuse.
The 2003 act has a sunset clause which means that it
expires on 30 June this year. The bill extends the date
for a further two years to enable a more thorough
review of the effectiveness of this legislation and to
continue the protection that it affords our young people.
The Volatile Substance Abuse Protocols Advisory
Committee has oversight of the effectiveness of the
legislation. This committee comprises a wide range of
people from both government and non-government
agencies, including the police, youth residential care
services, indigenous organisations and community legal
services. This is indeed a worthwhile bill that will do
much to alleviate and prevent the pain experienced by
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our young people as a result of substance abuse. I
thoroughly commend the bill to the house.
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I rise with great
pleasure to support the Drugs, Poisons and Controlled
Substances (Volatile Substances) (Extension of
Provisions) Bill. I begin by congratulating the all-party
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee on its work,
which began so many of the great initiatives that we
have had outlined in this house today. At the time of its
inquiry the committee was ably chaired by the member
for Richmond, and I place on the record my admiration
for the work of that committee and the work of the
member for Richmond in his capacity as chair.
The house has heard of the catastrophic health effects
that chroming has on individual users. We have also
had the opportunity to hear about the impact on the
wider community of the inappropriate behaviour of
people affected by chroming. Then, of course, we have
heard — both here and from others’ experiences — of
the long-term effect of chroming on the mental health
and capacity of users.
We have to acknowledge that the committee’s
recommendations have allowed the community to put
in place excellent strategies to help young people before
they turn to chroming — particularly those who may be
interested in experimenting. And in the event that they
begin to chrome, we have put in place measures to
ensure that they do not become chronic chromers. The
results of the initiatives begun by the parliamentary
committee’s recommendations are now being seen, and
they are very positive.
The government has acted on many fronts, and I want
to outline a number of those. Some of them I was
familiar with in my time in the ministry when I was
responsible for children in state care. Again, I want to
emphasise the importance of the work of the
parliamentary committee in highlighting solutions and
enabling funding to increase the provision of services.
The first excellent response is the legislation which will
sunset in June. We have had the chance to reflect on
that and extend it for another two years. That will
enable us to further evaluate the results of the initiatives
in place.
A retailers campaign included a kit, ‘Responsible sale
of volatile solvents’, developed in consultation with
retailers, and that has been successful. The guidelines
for the state’s community care services and the drug
and alcohol sector have been distributed to aid workers
to manage and respond to inhalant abuse among
children and young people. Since December 2001 there
have been very clear instructions issued to all funded
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agencies that any person who is a drug user is to be
linked to either appropriate alcohol and drug detox or
rehabilitation services. Prior to that time the clarity of
guidelines was in question, but they have been even
further enhanced since December 2001.
Koori health care workers have been provided with an
information kit, and there is a kit for teachers. In no
way should anyone believe that as a result of these
initiatives chroming is being endorsed. These are
positive initiatives that will minimise and hopefully
eliminate chroming and minimise or eliminate any
health damage. The treatment achievement statistics of
this government are impressive. I remember instances
that were brought to my attention in regard to linking
people to alcohol and drug services when I was first
responsible for state care, but the services were not
there. They have been put in place as a result of funding
initiatives and, again, the good work of that joint party
committee.
The government has increased state funding for drug
and alcohol services by 50 per cent since it came into
office. We have increased the number of treatment beds
from 431 in 1999 to 796 in 2006. Obviously if you have
more beds, you can treat more people, and that is the
best way to ensure that young people do not get on the
merry-go-round of alcohol and drug abuse. Counselling
waiting times have decreased from seven days in 2000
to less than one day in 2006. At the time the
parliamentary committee took its evidence many of the
state care providers were battling with inadequate
resources, and that has been addressed.
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funding boost in 2003–04 you are looking at 385, and
the following year it dropped to 316. When that figure
of 385 was released and it became apparent that more
people were accessing services we had the
sensationalism of tabloid media claiming that the
situation was out of control.
We need a level of sophistication in our media that
highlights that there is not a great trauma associated
with the rise in treatment when people access services;
that trauma existed beforehand. The fact that people are
accessing services is something that should be
commended. As an aside, the same thing could be said
when we look at the increase in the number of women
who are now reporting family violence. That should not
be seen as a new trauma; the trauma existed before. It is
now being highlighted and addressed. That is
something that I, as a member of the Bracks
government, am extremely proud of — that people are
now being provided with services.
I will conclude on the final point I made in relation to
sensationalism in the media and the many ways in
which people’s grave misfortunes in life are used to sell
newspapers. It is extremely important that we as a
community — the Parliament, parents, schools,
out-of-home care and, very much so, the media —
recognise that it is the responsibility of all of us to
report accurately and not sensationalise people’s
misfortune.

The government has reduced waiting times for
community withdrawal services by over 72 per cent
and continued to keep waiting times under 10 days
since 1999. What is particularly important is that there
has been a 17 per cent increase in the provision of
youth treatment in the age group from 12 to 21 since
1999. There has been a 100 per cent increase since
2000–01 in the number of clients treated where the
primary drug of concern is ecstasy or amphetamines.
We have a statewide strategy in place, and it is a good
strategy.

Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — As a former health
professional who worked in mental health I had contact
in a clinical setting with patients suffering from alcohol
and drug abuse. The effect on the mind can be quite
frightening. In the 1970s when we admitted patients
who were acutely psychotic, at the back of our minds
we asked the question of whether it could be a
drug-induced psychosis. Back then I do not think we
anticipated the prevalence of such incidents a couple of
decades later. Drug-induced psychosis can be quite
frightening, as is the long-term brain damage that can
occur to people suffering chronic substance abuse. As a
society we have an obligation to protect our young
people from harm. Therefore, this is a very good bill.

The other figure that I particularly want to refer to
relates to clients in treatment who nominate volatile
substances as the primary drug of concern. I have
outlined that we have provided far more beds and
services, and as a result of the work of the
parliamentary committee the funding was provided to
enable this. The number of clients who were in
treatment in 2000–01 who nominated volatile
substances as their primary drug of concern was 127; in
2001–02, 195; in 2002–03, 229; and then with the big

Only a couple of years ago the situation with volatile
substances looked a lot bleaker. I recall having the
debate in my local community in the city of Darebin
when we asked whether we should lock up our parks at
night in an attempt to keep people out of them and
away from chroming. Only a couple of years later the
incidence has dropped substantially. I hope the
legislation is working, but we certainly need more time
to review what is going on. It would seem to be doing
so but as it only came into operation on 1 July 2004, we
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need more time. The act will sunset if this bill is not
passed.

search and detain substance abusers is also warranted,
hence the reason we are here today.

As a former health professional, when we debated the
legislation in 2003 I was nervous about the involvement
of the police. Certainly my approach has always been to
treat the problem under a health model and to go for
harm minimisation. But the evidence so far is that the
police are not abusing their powers. They are not using
this power to detain young people and hand them over
to a guardian or to put them into contact with health
professionals. It is being used sensibly and moderately,
and as a legislator I have no difficulty in extending that
power for another couple of years.

The legislation is working, as is evidenced by the
reduction in the number of people detained under this
act. The two-year extension will allow for a more
thorough review of the effectiveness of the legislation.
We want to be able to support our outstanding police
force to undertake what is a combination of proactive
and harm minimisation techniques. Inhaling any of the
range of volatile organic substances can induce effects
varying from intoxication to death. It is a game of
Russian roulette for the participants, and we want to
reduce those odds substantially. Part of it is
understanding why such high-risk behaviour continues
to occur, and this is where the subsequent critical
analysis is so integral to protecting our young
Victorians. Any adult who has come across a young
chromer just after the event, and I have had the
misfortunate to do that, knows it is a terrifying sight.
You have no sense of the extent of the impact of the
substance on the victim’s body.

The aspect that I have been particularly interested in
over the years is dual orders. When I trained, the then
alcohol and drug branch of the health commission was
part of mental health services. As each of those services
has become more specialised, we have run the risk of a
silo effect where people can be defined out of services,
with each service pointing the finger at the other. I
believe the work the government is doing on dual
diagnosis is very important and welcome, especially the
development of a statewide initiative aimed at building
the capacity of mental health and alcohol and other
drug services to respond to these issues effectively.
I hope the reduction of chroming in our community is a
continuing trend, but we have to be vigilant as a whole
range of new designer drugs appear, and make sure it is
not replaced with other drugs such as ecstasy and
speed. With those comments I support the legislation.
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — The issue of
teenagers and risk taking is not new; it is a generational
reality. What is of concern to all Victorians today is the
greater potency of the drugs that young people are now
accessing. The reality of Australian society in 2006 is
that some members of our community —
predominantly our youth — continue to participate in
high risk-taking behaviour such as the inhalation of
volatile substances. Protecting Victorians so they realise
their full potential is the greatest priority of our
government.
When the legislation was enacted in 2004 it gave the
police powers under which they could detain under-age
substance abusers along with those at risk of
participating in substance abuse activity, as well as the
power to remove the offending substances and
associated equipment. The legislation had a sunset
clause of two years. The available evidence-based
research to date indicates that the requirement to
continue with this legislation is just, and the opportunity
for police to have the power to continue to apprehend,

In conclusion, I thank the Premier and the work that has
been done through the Premier’s drug committee to
support disconnected youth to minimise their
risk-taking behaviour to that of any normal teenager,
relatively speaking. It has combined with the very
supportive business sector to provide employment and
training opportunities and has assisted with the sensible
commercial selling of volatile substances, courtesy of
the very informative and educational kit distributed to
some of our 4500 businesses. I support the bill and
commend it to the house.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I rise to make a brief
contribution on the bill before the house. In 2003 the
government introduced legislation to provide a
well-targeted and supportive response to deal with the
problem of chroming, primarily by young people. The
primary purpose of the bill before the house today is to
extend the provisions of the Drugs, Poisons and
Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances) Act 2003
for a further two years in order to continue to protect
our young people from the risks of inhaling these
volatile substances.
The act has accorded police with limited civil powers to
apprehend and detain persons under 18 years who they
reasonably suspect are abusing volatile substances or
are at risk of doing so. These powers enable police to
search a person and seize volatile substances and items
used to inhale, and to link the young person with an
appropriate caring adult such as a parent, caregiver,
health service or drug treatment service. It does not
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bring young people into the criminal justice system but
provides them with much-needed help.
I welcome the fact that this bill extends those
provisions until June 2008 and contains provisions to
allow further evaluation to assist our young people. I
commend the bill to the house.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr KOTSIRAS
(Bulleen).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

INTERPRETATION OF LEGISLATION
(FURTHER AMENDMENT) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 8 February; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I rise to make a
contribution on the Interpretation of Legislation
(Further Amendment) Bill, and from the outset I say
that the opposition will be supporting the bill. It is very
much a technical bill. While it is significant, it is
unlikely to raise too much emotion in either chamber.
Essentially the bill makes a number of amendments to
the Interpretation of Legislation Act. The first provides
that acts will be chronologically numbered in
accordance with their passage through the chamber,
which would seem to be axiomatic, since that appears
to be what occurs at the moment — apart from last
year, when there was a slight accident and there was no
act no. 68. Perhaps in an abundance of enthusiasm the
government moved straight to no. 69 without dealing
with no. 68, and accordingly there is no act no. 68.
The bill clarifies this by saying that despite the
requirement to have bills numbered chronologically the
lack of a no. 68 in no ways upsets the validity of
subsequent acts. It is simple and easily understood, and
it is worthwhile doing it.
I note that the Scrutiny of Acts and Regulations
Committee has merely raised the issue of this being a
declaratory provision that puts beyond doubt anybody’s
right to challenge legislation due to an administrative
oversight. However, this is regrettable, and it is
certainly incumbent upon the government to get these
things right. Administrative challenges occur from time
to time, and any citizen is entitled to ensure that the
government and the Parliament get these matters right.
If anybody should get them right it is the government. It
is regrettable that the government has had to make this
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clarification, but having said that, I have no objection to
ensuring that none of the acts passed due to an accident
of numbering is prevented from coming into operation.
The bill also provides for the default commencement of
an act of Parliament. Currently the Interpretation of
Legislation Act provides that a bill comes into
operation 28 days after royal assent if the act itself is
otherwise silent as to its commencement. The vast
majority of bills have a default commencement date,
which is usually on proclamation. The operational
effect of this amendment is to remove the current
regime, which says that a bill comes into operation
28 days after royal assent, the reason being that, given
that bills are online very quickly, the need to wait
28 days after assent is probably unnecessary. I certainly
accept that a bill could come into operation upon
proclamation or upon the first anniversary, if you like,
of royal assent, whichever comes earlier. Certainly the
vast majority of bills that go through this place come
into operation upon proclamation, but this puts it
beyond doubt.
I will raise one further matter, Acting Speaker, of which
you would be intimately aware, which is the
government’s behaviour in relation to the Racing and
Gaming Acts (Amendment) Act, which of course had
no default commencement date, apart from the date
when royal assent was given. On that occasion we saw
the unprecedented step of the government advising the
Governor to withhold consent. It had to be done by the
Premier, and it could not be done in writing but had to
be orally done — and that has never been clarified by
the government. But it had to be oral advice given by
the Premier and not by another person, so one would
hope it was not a government flunky doing the
Premier’s bidding. However, the Premier orally advised
the Governor that he should withhold royal assent to the
Racing and Gaming Acts (Amendment) Act. It was
done amid a whole lot of speculation that the
government was seeking to assist the Tasmanian
Premier in securing the location of Betfair in Tasmania
at the time of the Melbourne Cup carnival. There was a
lot of controversy, but it was controversy of the
government’s own making, because I believe it was not
aware of the significance of the unprecedented step it
was taking.
I say ‘unprecedented’, because there is no precedent
anywhere in Australia for a government — that is, a
premier or a prime minister — advising a Governor or
Governor-General to withhold royal assent for a bill
passed by Parliament. Having spoken to a former
parliamentary counsel I understand that the accepted
conventional wisdom is that a Governor, in providing
royal assent, is undertaking a legislative function rather
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than an executive function. In undertaking that
legislative function it is without precedent that a
representative of the Crown would withhold consent.
But on this occasion, based on oral advice provided by
the Premier alone — not written advice, because under
the Australia Act written advice can have no authority
or any constitutional validity at all, so we presume that
is how it was done — the Governor withheld his
consent to the racing and gambling bill.
The closest precedent in Australia is in New South
Wales, but after a political controversy the Governor
finally relented and gave royal assent. There is no
instance where assent has not been given here, except
in the case of the Racing and Gaming Acts
(Amendment) Act, and the circumstances of that
political storm have not been satisfactorily explained to
the people of Victoria.
For the only other precedent you have to go back some
300 years to Queen Anne. She exercised her royal
prerogative in not providing royal assent to a bill
relating to the location of militia in Scotland. That is the
last occasion when something like this occurred — but
it has no constitutional precedent in Australia.
However, this particular bill gets over that problem,
because even if royal assent is not given and even if the
government does not proclaim a bill or refuses to
proclaim it — which is certainly a decision of the
executive government — there is a default mechanism:
at the anniversary of the passing of the bill, 12 months
later, the bill will come into operation.
People on the other side of the house talk about the
separation of powers, but it is very important that they
and others understand that they took an unprecedented
step in the way they behaved. The Governor, in
exercising the ability to provide royal assent, is carrying
out a legislative function, not an executive function.
While the Governor must act on the advice of the
Premier of the day, any written instrument that provides
advice to withhold royal assent has no constitutional
validity at all. Therefore it had to be oral advice. But I
emphasise that in that circumstance the Governor is
undertaking a legislative function.
Importantly — though it may seem trivial, and it would
appear there has not been much political controversy
about this — what the Premier was doing in advising
the Governor to withhold consent was asserting the
executive’s primacy over the legislature. He was
asserting that notwithstanding the legislature’s will, the
Parliament’s will, to pass a particular bill, at the end of
the day he could say, ‘I have the right to advise the
Governor orally not to provide royal assent and
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therefore to override the legislative will of the
Parliament’.
That is the significance of what occurred last year. It
may have been a trivial matter; it may have been a
trivial bill — and I say that advisedly in the
circumstances, given the political controversy that
unfolded — but this is a significant matter that should
give us all pause. I put it down to the fact that perhaps
the government did not quite understand the
constitutional significance of that advice. But that
advice was given, the Governor acted upon it and that
royal assent was refused. The bill was ultimately
assented to on 29 November, some two months after
the passage of the bill through this house. Hopefully we
can put that behind us.
But the most important thing that comes out of this is
that the government demonstrated — probably through
sheer ignorance rather than deliberate action — that it
has no understanding of the constitutional make-up of
this country or indeed of this state. Essentially the
Premier was asserting that at the end of the day the
Premier of Victoria, who is responsible to this house,
and the executive could assert their rights over the
rights of the legislature. That is the matter that is of
enormous concern.
I do not propose to go through all the individual parts of
this act.
Mr Ryan — I think you should.
Mr McINTOSH — I want to make sure you get on
before dinner!
I will just mention one other matter, which is that there
is a provision here in relation to overcoming a decision
of the High Court in a case called the McNamara case.
Traditionally Crown immunity can be bestowed upon
statutory bodies or corporations that represent the
Crown through the use in a statute of the words
‘representing the Crown’. That has been traditionally
accepted as providing all of the immunities that would
otherwise vest in the Crown in the operation of an act
of Parliament, but the High Court has now said that it
does not necessarily by itself provide Crown immunity.
One of the amendments in this bill provides that
immunity, so that the use of the words ‘representing the
Crown’ is sufficient to bestow upon a body or person
all of the natural immunities of the Crown when the
body or person is representing the Crown.
The opposition accepts that that is a worthwhile
amendment, but it is worth taking note of another
provision here which is something we have seen often
in this place and something I comment on at every
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opportunity, because it is a very important matter. The
provision says that if somebody has commenced legal
proceedings on the basis of the High Court’s
declaration — that is, if, given the High Court’s ruling,
a person is challenging the immunity of the Crown
through legal proceedings — then that particular
commencement of that particular proceeding is
specifically preserved and that person’s rights and
entitlements are specifically preserved.
This is not the first time I have seen such a provision. It
is important to note that it is very common. It relates to
occasions when Parliament is seeking to change by
legislation the rights and entitlements that might
otherwise have been declared in courts. Then if
someone has actually commenced proceedings on that
understanding, that proceeding is actually specifically
reserved.
We have seen one occasion when this government has
sought to change that. Whether it was right or wrong, a
fisherman in Gippsland chose to exercise his right to
have the Supreme Court declare the rights between
himself and the Minister for Agriculture, who purported
to revoke a fishing licence. This was a very trivial and
insignificant matter. It may have been done for all the
right reasons, but what happened was —
notwithstanding the fact that the fisherman had sought
to challenge the administrative action of the minister in
the Supreme Court — that by passing legislation the
government chose to override that individual’s right to
have his rights properly declared and vindicated by a
court.
The government did that on the basis that there were
five other fishermen whose compensation would have
been held up. It may have been done for all sorts of
noble reasons, but it is a very significant step when any
government seeks to introduce legislation in this place
to override an individual who is seeking to have their
rights vindicated by the courts. Those matters are not
significant in themselves but are significant in relation
to these amendments which are worthwhile, sensible
and appropriate. With those brief comments, I indicate
that the opposition will be supporting this legislation.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — It is a great
pleasure to join this debate on what some would say is
an apparently innocuous but, as many would also say,
extremely important piece of legislation. One of the
many joys of practising law is the use of language and
its proper construction. This legislation is at the very
pointy end of the use and interpretation of language.
One of the joys of being in Parliament is that we are
often engaged in a necessary process involving the
enunciation of a particular policy, its translation into a
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form of legislation and then its interpretation by the
courts where necessary — and it is a process which
may eventually end up back in Parliament.
Often amendments have to be made to existing pieces
of legislation, as opposed to the general thought that
prevails in the community at large — namely, that all
legislation that comes before the house is new and has a
unique element to it. In fact I think about half the
legislation which is debated in this place — ‘half’ in the
sense of the number of bills that go through — have to
do with amending bills and therefore making changes
to legislation which is already in existence. The bill we
are now debating is of that ilk, because it seeks to make
amendments to the principal act which was passed in
1984.
It is significant because the content of the legislation
before the house once again emphasises how important
it is that when you want to communicate an idea and
then translate it into the written word which is going to
be the law of the land, or in this instance the law of the
state, you have to be absolutely precise about how you
do it. That is particularly the case in situations when
people’s rights are likely to be affected, when a remedy
which may have been available to an individual is
sought to be removed by a government of any
persuasion or when people find that there is a legislative
impact of a particular provision so that a course of
action which they may have intended to adopt has been
removed from them because of the content of a
legislative instrument that has gone through this place
or because of a subordinate instrument which has
followed the passage of a bill through this place.
Therefore it is imperative that there be utter accuracy
about the way in which the legislation is expressed and
the manner in which it is constructed.
That is why, in turn, the Interpretation of Legislation
Act 1984 has been so critical in the way in which our
laws operate in the state of Victoria. When I was
practising law many were the occasions when reference
was made to the principal act for the purpose of
interpreting some aspect of a legislative instrument
which was before the court. That highlights again how
imperative it is that there should be utter accuracy in the
way in which that process occurs.
This legislation makes a series of apparently innocuous
amendments. The member for Kew has done an
analysis of what I think are the main aspects of the bill.
The thing of most interest from the point of view of
someone who is looking at this from relatively afar is
the position that applied in McNamara’s case. The
legislative amendments contained within clause 12 are
precisely reflective of the comments I have made.
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Sometimes assumptions or presumptions are made as to
the import and impact of a bill that is before the house
for debate, whereas when those provisions are
subjected to the careful scrutiny that occurs in a court,
and more particularly in the environment which, as I
have also just described, may relate to the impact upon
someone’s rights, those provisions are sometimes found
wanting.
Such was the case in the proceedings in re McNamara.
Clause 12 inserts into the principal act new
section 46A, which will make it absolutely beyond any
doubt as to which entities may or may not have the
immunity which flows from representing or, as it may
be, not representing the Crown. It is just reflective in
one small part of the necessity for this sort of accuracy
to be in the statutes so that the people who are subject
to them — namely, the citizens of Victoria — can be
utterly assured that the laws are drawn in a fashion
which does justice to the very important ways in which
people live their lives in our state and, most
particularly, where rights are sought to be affected in
some way, shape or form.
I have described the content of this bill as being
innocuous. I say that with respect to those who have
drawn it, because to actually go through it on a
clause-by-clause basis would be a task that I certainly
do not intend to undertake. I notice the member for
Footscray, on behalf of the government, is warming up
in the traces, and it may well be that he will take the
house through these important provisions line by line.
Bearing in mind that the honourable member must be
anxious to climb to his feet and make a contribution on
this important bill, I simply say that the legislation is
supported by The Nationals. Subject to the contribution
to debate by the member for Footscray, we wish the bill
a speedy passage.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — The
opportunity to make a contribution to this debate
becomes an awesome responsibility, Acting Speaker.
The house is blessed on this occasion by one of the
more detailed second-reading speeches to have been
provided for a bill in this house, where each clause is
analysed and explained in some detail, and I note it has
formed the basis of the contribution by the member for
Kew. I note the support for the bill by the members for
Kew and Gippsland South.
I reiterate the significance of the bill; while its contents
do not seek to make major changes to the Interpretation
of Legislation Act 1984, as previous speakers have
indicated, the importance of the accurate construction,
effective operation and appropriate shortening of
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language used in acts of Parliament and subordinate
instruments is a matter of some importance for this
house and for the statute book.
It is also the case, unfortunately, that inadvertent errors
and slight oversights in either the numbering or the
expression of provisions in statutes can form the basis
of legal challenge and can provide unintended
weaknesses or vulnerability, or indeed consequences
for the proper administration of government if these
things occur.
The major feature of this bill, as other members have
indicated, is the focus on the numbering of the bills that
go through the house in any year. There is a fear about
a gap in the numbering of acts. As was indicated, there
was no act no. 68 in the acts that received royal assent
in 2005; whilst the government would certainly argue
that that gap represents a citation issue with no legal
consequence, some concerns have been expressed that
the failure to comply with the requirements in relation
to numbering may leave open a technical or legal
challenge to the acts that have been numbered
following that gap. Again, it would certainly be an
unintended vulnerability — a vulnerability that this bill
seeks to remove. So it is that this bill amends the act to
provide that a failure to number the acts as provided in
the 1984 act does not affect the validity, operation or
effect of an act passed in any given year.
In an attempt to add a bit of interest to an otherwise
reasonably technical bill, the member for Kew has
raised what is now a tired, trivial and already a hoary
old chestnut regarding the delay in royal assent for the
Racing and Gambling Acts (Amendment) Bill. This
issue has been subject to an explanation to the house, so
that matter ought to be despatched and, for the sake of
removing tedium from the house, not referred to again
by the opposition.
The other significant issue is the Crown immunity for
statutory bodies, as a result of a recent High Court
decision in McNamara v. Consumer Trader and
Tenancy Tribunal and Roads and Traffic Authority,
which found that a statutory body did not have the
benefit of Crown immunity even though it was
described in legislation as representing the Crown.
Again I would argue that it was clearly the intent of that
legislation that Crown immunity would be conferred on
that statutory body. It is felt that there is certainly a
need, via these amendments, to strengthen and clarify
that intent.
A number of Victorian statutes have been drafted on the
basis that describing an entity as representing the
Crown gives the entity the benefit of Crown immunity,
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but there is a fear that as a result of that High Court
decision these bodies may now be exposed to liabilities
and obligations to which it was never intended that they
be exposed. Thus this bill seeks to strengthen the
provisions regarding the intent to provide that statutory
immunity — and we would certainly argue that it
successfully does that. This is housekeeping in one
sense, but it is, as other speakers have said, necessary. It
is vital that not only the statute book be kept in good
order, but the tool by which we do that via the
Interpretation of Legislation Act 1984 be constantly
updated, and this bill certainly successfully does that. I
would urge the speedy passage of this bill by both
houses of Parliament.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I comment briefly
on the Interpretation of Legislation (Further
Amendment) Bill. The member for Kew has indicated
that the opposition supports this bill, but at the same
time he has raised concerns, particularly about the
origins of clause 4 and related clauses in regard to
commencement of acts. I want to make brief comments
in support of the member for Kew’s remarks about the
commencement of acts.
The commencement provisions of the bills that come
before this house are often overlooked in terms of their
importance and members are often inclined to overlook
also the difference between passage, assent,
proclamation and gazettal. This government has had an
interesting record on the way in which it uses
commencement clauses, and the member for Kew has
raised concerns about the Racing and Gambling Acts
(Amendment) Bill and the shenanigans which went on
in that regard.
Clause 4 deals with those provisions and sets out
basically that the control of the executive under this
legislation is now supreme. In some ways that is to be
regretted, but at least we will have a degree of clarity
about what can and cannot be done, which should be to
the advantage of succeeding Parliaments. With those
few remarks I support the bill.
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — I will speak
briefly in support of this bill, because I realise that time
is marching on. It is one of those bills that keeps our
democracy ticking over. In this case a little bit of oil is
going onto the wheels and the cogs to make sure we are
up to date in terms of language as well as being ahead
of any possibilities of appeals in the courts over the use
of language as well as correcting a case which has
come before the courts and clearing up what is meant
by ‘Crown immunity’. I support this bill and wish it a
speedy passage.
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Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) — I
am delighted to have the opportunity to sum up on this
bill and particularly thank the member for Kew from
the Liberal Party for his contribution, the Leader of The
Nationals, the member for Hawthorn — we cannot
forget and overlook his important contribution on this
bill — and also the very fine contributions of my
colleagues the members for Footscray and Burwood.
This is an important piece of legislation which will
continue to ensure the smooth and efficient running of
this Parliament. It involves the numbering of legislation
that comes before the house. It is an important
opportunity for us to take stock and really reflect that as
we pass a number of significant pieces of legislation, as
we are this week and hopefully with the passage of the
education legislation, the disability legislation — these
are important pieces of legislation that this house has to
pass — we cannot forget the efficient operation of the
Parliament. This bill addresses that, and I am very
pleased to commend the bill to the house.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.
Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORM
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 9 February; motion of
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and Training).
Opposition amendments circulated by Mr DIXON
(Nepean) pursuant to standing orders.
Independent amendments circulated by
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) pursuant to
standing orders.
The Nationals amendments circulated by
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) pursuant to standing
orders.
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — As I have foreshadowed
the opposition will be moving amendments to this bill.
We also wish to advise the house that we are very
happy with the bulk of the bill because basically it is a
mechanical bill. It might be of very large size and
complex, but it draws together into one bill a large
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number of various acts of Parliament that are relevant
to education. There is an updating of language and a lot
of mechanical work that needed to be done, plus a
reaffirmation of the principles of education in this state
that was overdue and certainly needed to be attacked.
But we have a fundamental problem with parts of the
bill, and because they are very important to the Liberal
Party we will be opposing the bill.
Before I start working through the bill I would like to
thank the department and the minister’s office for the
briefings and help they gave me. It certainly helped me
a great deal. This bill had its genesis back in February
2005 with a discussion paper. A white paper followed
in September 2005 and an exposure draft in December
2005. That exposure draft was out in the public for
comment and had to be in by late January 2006. A
number of people have said to me — and it is just
obvious when you look at those dates — in relation to
education it is the end of the school year, training year
or whatever it might be. The long Christmas and school
holidays did not leave a lot of time — even though
previous work had been done — for comment, work
and distribution of the exposure draft. The bill was
second read in this chamber in February 2006.
I wish to go through various aspects of the bill and
make some comments, talk about my concerns and, if
time permits, make this bill relevant to some of the
educational issues in my electorate. The school leaving
age is being raised in this bill from 15 to 16 years. I
looked at the Organisation for Economic Cooperation
and Development figures and school leaving ages range
from 14 in Greece to 18 in Germany.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DIXON — I rest my case. In Australia 15 and
16 are the usual school finishing ages. Let us be
consistent around the country when we are raising the
age to 16. I know there is research that shows the longer
a young person stays at school, the more likely they are
to move on to a higher paying job and higher
qualifications. But we have to perhaps drill down a little
more deeply, as we often have to do in education.
Education is often seen as a black and white issue, but
there is quite a grey area here. It is okay for a child to
stay at school as long as the pathway, course and
subjects they are doing are relevant to them, they are
gaining something out of them and they are going to
lead to better further education and training and
employment. If they are at school just because they
have to stay because they are still 15, that does not do
them or the school any good. We have to be very
careful when we raise the school leaving age that we
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have a realistic plan for those individual children who
might have left while they were 15 years old.
The other measure it reminds me of is retention rates,
which are often used as a measure of quality education.
That is not necessarily so, especially when you look at
year 12 retention rates. This government I know is very
keen to have as many young people as possible finish
year 12, whether it be through the Victorian certificate
of applied learning, vocational education and training or
the Victorian certificate of education. You have to look
a little more deeply at retention rates. If it is better for
that young person to be out there in training away from
formal school, whether it be in a Council of Adult
Education course, in a TAFE institute or actually
employed, and that is the best thing for that person, that
is a good pathway and it is no reflection on the retention
rates and preoccupation with retention rates in our
schools.
On the issue of compulsory attendance, at the moment a
parent can be fined $20; that has been raised to
1 penalty unit, which is now $104.81 — and I presume
that is an indexed amount. I think it is very good that
we are formalising school attendance, which is a
parental responsibility. It is not the responsibility of the
child to turn up to school, it is the responsibility of the
parents to ensure their children attend school; and I
believe the parents should be penalised heavily for not
complying with that. There are often reasons behind
non-attendance, but the onus is still on the parents.
I welcome this part of the bill because regular
attendance at school builds up a lifelong skill — that is,
an attendance to whatever commitment one makes.
Whether it is a work commitment, a further education
commitment or a commitment to turn up to team
training in a sport, it is a very important skill to learn;
and it is very important that it is instilled in those early
years.
The bill updates what I think has been an understanding
about voluntary contributions — that is, free education
has to be provided for the eight key learning areas —
the arts, English, health, physical education, languages
other than English, maths, science, studies of the
society and the environment, and technology. Every
year we hear the recurring argument when parents
complain to the media, to the opposition and to the
government that they are being forced to pay a
‘voluntary’ contribution. If it is not in writing, all sorts
of coercion can happen.
The minister has been coming out every year — it has
become a regular event — and saying that is not the
case, that this is a voluntary levy and schools should not
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be coercing parents. I am glad the bill actually clarifies
that point. It clarifies where free education comes from
and what is the place of voluntary levies.
You wonder a bit about schools that insist on
‘voluntary’ levies, because it begs the question: why are
they desperate for cash, why are they so short of cash?
Perhaps it is a symptom of a disease: schools have a
shortfall of cash to pay for their educational programs,
therefore they pass that onus on to the parents rather
than through these so-called voluntary levies and rather
than going to the government from whence the cash
should come.
Under this legislation government schools will remain
secular. This is a very important point. ‘Secular’ means
‘outside of religion’. I was amused to see the Defence
of Government Schools advertisement yesterday in the
Age. It is an interesting reading of the legislation. They
seem to be reading a different piece of legislation from
the one I was reading. I had a phone call from a very
irate constituent who believed everything she read in
that advertisement, and being a forthright sort of person
I gave her the minister’s phone number so she could
have a discussion with the minister about it. I actually
found myself defending the government and defending
the minister, which was pretty outrageous!
The bill clarifies that schools can teach comparative
religion. It is a subject and is part of the courses in our
schools. Religion is a very important part of current
issues, and this is a time in our history where religion
plays a huge part. Whether we are talking about
multiculturalism or world events, religion plays a part
in it. That is recognised in this bill, and I think that is
very good.
Schools may offer religious education as long as
attendance is voluntary and the education is offered by
instructors who are not only qualified in the teaching of
religion but who have also passed police checks,
because they are working in our schools. While this bill
was under discussion, about 198 separate petitions were
presented in this place with over 15 000 signatures on
them, ensuring the government understood how
important it is for parents who choose to have voluntary
religious education in their children’s schools to be able
to send their children along to those classes. I have a
sneaking suspicion that the government was perhaps
looking at an alternative to that sort of religious
instruction in schools and that the overwhelming
number of petitions and the public outcry put paid to
any such thoughts members of the government may
have had.
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In this context I mention the chaplaincy services which
operate in many of our schools. The chaplains do a
fantastic job — not in a religious but a values sense —
in working with children and in counselling them and
their families. That is a very important contribution to
our schools. Obviously the bill is silent on those
services, but chaplains do a great job. Four schools in
my electorate have a chaplain working in them and I
commend their work.
Choice is another aspect of the bill. It provides that
parents will send their children to the designated
neighbourhood government school and clarifies that,
but provides also that children can attend a school in
another area, for whatever reason, as long as there is a
place for them at that school and it is not to the
detriment of children who live in the neighbourhood of
that other school. One of the main reasons that parents
want to send their child to another school is that that
school specialises in a curriculum program in which
they consider their child has some expertise and talent.
It is an excellent model that allows schools to develop
an expertise and specialise in a curriculum area. There
should be more of it.
We have some hidden gems in our schools, and they
should be encouraged to promote themselves and
expand on the good work they do in certain curriculum
areas. Not only should they do so for the students they
teach, but they should pass on their knowledge,
learning and experience to other schools as well, so that
in the end the whole education system benefits from
schools that specialise in certain areas.
The concept of choice includes choice of system and
setting. Again, the notion of choice is very important
and does not apply to just deciding which government
school a child will attend. The notion of choice is an
essential part of a democratic and fair society and it
makes schools more accountable to the parents and
their community, as they need to be. If parents are able
to choose between schools, systems and settings,
schools have to be accountable so that they can work
within that framework of choice.
It is important that choice also encourages competition
between schools. Competition is not a dirty word when
applied to schools because it is great for schools to be
competing for students. Parents will send their child to
a school that has the combination of the best facilities,
the best teachers, the best curriculum and the best
atmosphere — whatever attracts them to a school. If
one school is offering something that suits their child
better, that is great because it means that that child will
receive an education that suits them. It encourages
teachers at the other schools to say, ‘We are missing out
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on students’; to ask, ‘Why are we missing out on
students?’; and to say, ‘Perhaps we should be looking at
what we are doing’. Therefore choice is a very healthy
thing in our schools — and it is a strong Liberal ideal.
Passing on information to parents is also part of the bill.
It provides that schools must prepare annual reports to
their school community. At this stage the actual detail
of what those reports might contain is missing —
presumably that will be included in the regulations. We
need not just general things but to be quite specific on
the sorts of things that schools should be reporting to
their parents, students and in some cases teachers.
Sometimes in quite large schools some teachers are not
quite sure of the full picture of their school. Those sorts
of measurements and comparisons should be available
for the school community — not only the results the
school is achieving but how it compares with like
schools, neighbouring schools, other schools in the state
and in a national and perhaps even an international
sense.
As much information as possible needs to be out there
for parents so that they can make a good choice about
the future education of their child. When that
information is given to parents and to the school
community it must also be very relevant, free of jargon
and in a language that is understandable. Having
worked in the school system for a long while I know
how prone we can be to jargon — we do it in politics;
every profession does it — but it is very important that
parents understand what is happening in their children’s
schools.
The Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority
(VRQA) is established by this bill. It will be registering
all schools, all training providers and all non-university
higher education providers in this state, and it will also
be monitoring home-schooling. All of those schools
and education providers must satisfy the authority that
they are providing minimum standards. Again, there is
not too much detail in the bill about what those
minimum standards might be, and it is important that
we are very particular about the content of those
minimum standards, whether they are curriculum
standards, whether they are infrastructure standards or
whether they are teaching qualification standards. It is
also important that we establish how those standards
are going to be monitored. It is very important that that
is covered in the bill as well. We need to know how that
information, again in plain language and in a relevant
form, will be given out to the school community.
One of my amendments goes to the issue of
home-schooling. It depends on whom you listen to. The
department says there are about 2000 children being
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home-schooled; the home-schoolers say there are up to
8000. Whatever we might think about home-schooling
in a professional sense or in a political sense, that is a
parental choice, and members of the Liberal Party
respect that. Again that ideal of choice is something we
hold very dear. It is paramount that parents have the
choice of the setting, the system and what school their
children go to.
There are various motivations for parents who want to
home-school their children. Some parents think they
can do better than their local school. They may have
had a bad experience at one school or another, and they
think they can do better at home. Some do it for
religious or philosophical purposes, others do it for the
safety of their children or perhaps because their
children have been bullied at a school or a number of
schools and they feel they would be safer being taught
in a home environment. As a professional educator I do
not agree with home-schooling. I can understand why
some parents do it, but I chose to have my children
educated in a formal school setting. The bottom line is
that it is important that parents make the best decision
for their child. The personal choice that parents make is
very important, and they need to have that option.
This bill is not about home-schooling of children, it is
about the registering of home-schooled children, and
that is all it talks about. Even though parents have been
assured they are not signing a blank cheque, they are
convinced that they are. They do not know the
regulations they will be signing up for. They do not
know whether they are going to be charged, which is
what happens in Queensland, which has even increased
its charge to parents who have registered their child for
home-schooling. They do not know what is in it for
them. I quite understand their concerns, and I do not
think they should sign up for a whole bunch of
regulations that they do not even know are out there. I
have been assured and they have been assured that it
will be light-touch regulation and will not be onerous.
Another complaint we have received about this is that it
is quite a late inclusion. At the start of my contribution
to the debate I talked about how this bill came about. It
was quite late in the process that home-schooling all of
a sudden appeared. It was not in the discussion paper
and it was not in the white paper. I wonder what was
the motivation. Who whispered in the ears of the
bureaucrats or the minister about home-schooling and
came up with these very onerous regulations, which as I
said are about regulation, not about education?
Corporal punishment is mentioned in the bill, and I
totally agree with the provisions relating to corporal
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punishment. There should not be a place for it in our
schools.
The bill also provides that no person up to 20 years of
age should pay for their education, which is laudable.
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr DIXON — Just laudable! However, the bill is
silent about people over 20 years of age.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr DIXON — If the minister reads the legislation
she will see that it can be easily interpreted that way. I
am not the only one; a lot of people have interpreted
that legislation as meaning — —
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mr DIXON — I take up the interjection. I hope that
the minister sorts that out and makes an iron-clad
guarantee in this place that anyone over 20 years of age
who wants to complete their Victorian certificate of
education in any setting can do so free of charge. They
should not have to pay for it; education should be free,
secular and compulsory.
In a philosophical sense I believe that government
schools are often talked about as institutions that
provide public education, but I think all schools provide
public education. No matter what school children go to,
they come from the same neighbourhoods and the same
socioeconomic environment. To me, that is public
education. It is not about some elite group being
plucked out to be educated in some sort of system or
school. The majority of children in all our schools come
from, as the name implies, the public. All schools
provide public education. It is not solely the domain of
government schools.
I wish to address a few issues regarding the Victorian
Registration and Qualifications Authority. I want to
mention a review of the Registered Schools Board
which was conducted in March 2004. A number of
recommendations were made about the board, which
was in charge of the registration of non-government
schools and teachers. A number of interesting
recommendations were made in that review, some of
which were about new schools policies and the power
of governance of non-government schools. If the
minister had responded to and issued policy about some
of these recommendations, there might have been a bit
of educational fur flying and there would have been a
very interesting debate throughout the Victorian
community. I fear that some of those recommendations
have been snuck into this bill in answer to that review.
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The Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority
will introduce further regulations for the registration of
schools. These further regulations will be under general
headings such as ‘enrolment policy’, ‘student welfare’,
‘curriculum programs’ and ‘governance and probity’.
They are very important details regarding all of our
schools, and they need to be addressed. The VRQA will
be a very powerful authority, make no mistake about
that. There are guidelines about who it should contain
and who the minister can appoint, but they are very
broad. The minister will have a tremendous amount of
power and could make appointments in a very broad
sense and, I dare say, stack the authority. I am sure the
present minister will not do that, but I am sure a
minister could stack the VRQA and play political and
sectarian games.
I have real concerns about the power of the VRQA on
that level. For example, the bill provides for absolutely
no representation on the authority — or no requirement
for the minister to have representation on the VRQA —
from anyone from a non-government school. There are
broad statements about non-government schools —
about the Catholic system and about independent
schools — but there is no requirement for them to be
represented. This governing body will have all the
power in the world over the basic structures of our
schools, no matter what system they are in. I do not
think that is good enough, and one of the our
amendments is about that matter.
I am told that the VRQA will delegate authority to
systems and schools to self-regulate and to self-review,
and no Catholic or independent school is hiding from
that sort of review. In a previous occupation before I
came to this place part of my job was to review schools.
It is a thorough process and needs to be done, because
parents need to know what is happening so they can
have confidence in their children’s schools.
This sort of regulation or delegation of authority to
schools might work. It is going to happen, I have been
assured, but I cannot see why the legitimate Catholic
system and the legitimate independent schools in our
state should, within this bill, be given the authority to
do those things rather than through delegation. It is a
concern that I know the Association of Independent
Schools of Victoria (AISV) and the Catholic Education
Commission of Victoria have. I do not think it is a huge
change, but here is an opportunity — a total rewrite of
our Education Act — and I think that opportunity
should have been taken. I am sad that the opportunity
has been missed to give that direct authority through
this bill to those systems.
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The AISV has also made recommendations — firstly,
that it would like the legislation to provide that a
non-government school of a particular faith has the
right to teach and promote that faith, and that should be
enshrined in law as well; and secondly, that the
Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority
must consider the independent nature of the schools.
That recognition is not in the bill. It should be included
among the principles of the bill and it is very
disappointing that it is not there.
It has also been interesting, as we heard today, to learn
of the non-recognition of our independent schools in
terms of the Snowy money. The $600 million bonus
will hopefully be spent on investment in the future of
our schools, but apparently not in any of those
independent schools. They will still receive their
regular funding from the government, but there will be
none of that extra bonus, so again that probably puts
flesh on the bones of what the Leader of The Nationals
was talking about today.
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr DIXON — I am talking about your Snowy
money.
Ms Allan — And I’m talking about your federal
government.
Mr DIXON — In summary, the majority of this bill
is fine. It is an update. It is about principles of education
that we have no problem with; we are comfortable with
them. Even putting aside my political preferences as an
educator, I am comfortable with the vast majority of the
bill.
However, this lack of choice and lack of recognition of
other systems and settings and other sorts of schools is
missing in the bill. It is not articulated in the bill and
that is a basic tenet of ours. Choice is a very basic tenet
of the Liberal Party, and its members think that has
been left out of the bill. After all, 40 per cent of children
in this state go to schools that are not government
schools. That equivalent recognition should be in this
bill, but it is missing.
Finally, I have talked about education on the broad
level, but we need to bring it down to the local level and
consider how the sorts of issues we have talked about in
the bill draw down into our own local areas — for
example, let us talk about the Mornington Peninsula.
There are some tremendous schools with wonderful
programs on the Mornington Peninsula, but they also
have their challenges. One of the challenges is Boneo
Primary School, which has the reputation of being the
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only school in Victoria without a permanent building.
Even the dunny is a portable. Everything is a portable!
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mr DIXON — At Boneo Primary School they call
it a dunny, I am afraid; they do not call it a toilet!
The office is portable, the classrooms are portable, the
staff room is portable, everything is portable. Although
there are over 300 children attending the school, the
department will not give them any recognition that they
have a future on that site and they are not allowed to
even plan for a permanent building on that site.
The former shadow education minister, the honourable
member for Doncaster, gave the assurance that under a
Liberal Party government that school will undergo a
planning process. We will guarantee that it will stay on
that site. If that school community wants it to stay on
that site in a permanent building, we will certainly
allow that to happen.
There are not only great government schools in my
electorate but also some tremendous non-government
schools. Padua College, St Joseph’s School and Our
Lady of Fatima School, of which I was principal, all do
a wonderful job in their local community. When you
look at my local community and all of these schools —
government and non-government — you can see that
they all provide public education. The children who
attend them come from the same suburbs or townships,
and they are the same children who on the weekends
mix together. All of them, no matter what the system or
school they attend, should be treated fairly and equally.
I pay tribute to the schools in my electorate for the
wonderful work they do. At another stage — not in this
debate but leading up to the budget — I will talk more
specifically about some of those schools and some of
their needs.
In the couple of minutes left for my contribution I will
give a few musings about education that I believe are
relevant to this bill. I talked about retention rates as one
of those black and white measures used to measure a
very grey area — that is, education.
Class sizes are another one I wish to mention. Class
sizes are a very easy measure of whether a class, school
or government is doing a good job, but it is not black
and white. It is the quality of teaching, the quality of
leadership and the school facilities and the maintenance
of those schools. There is some incredibly low
maintenance in some of our schools, but I do not have
time to talk about that today. But class sizes are not the
true measure.
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I would rather have my child taught by a fantastic
teacher with a great principal in a class of 28 than by an
average teacher and an average principal in a class of
21; you cannot tell me that the child will not get a better
education in that larger class than in the smaller class.
There are variations on this: it is a totally grey area and
you cannot be black and white or specific about it.
Class size is not the only measure of education but like
retention rates, it is often trotted out as a measure of the
quality of a school system — but it is not.
It is not specifically mentioned in this bill, and I do not
know whether it will be picked up in the legislation or
later amendments, but as well as having primary and
secondary schools, the government proposes to
introduce the so-called tech schools following the lead
of the member for Warrandyte’s 2002 policy of
technical schools and the Australian technical colleges
established by the Howard government. This
government has finally come on board.
There is no specific recognition, and perhaps there does
not need to be, but the thought occurred to me in the
last couple of days that perhaps there should be some
recognition of the importance of technical education
and of that stream of education for our young people. It
is vital in our community now, and perhaps it should be
recognised specifically within the legislation. I may
have missed it, but I do not think it is there.
I will end my speech today by saying that most of this
bill is fine, but we have real concerns about the choice
aspects that we feel are missing from this bill and which
are very dear to us.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I am pleased to be
able to speak on the Education and Training Reform
Bill. I preface my remarks by saying that we have a
very good education system in Victoria, and while we
will differ as to the emphases in that, we can all be
proud of the education system, the teaching service and
the outcomes that we achieve in education generally.
Having said that, I indicate that The Nationals will not
be opposing this legislation, although we will seek to
amend it in terms of home-schooling through the
amendments that have already been presented to the
house. I will speak in more detail on that later.
I pay tribute to the Honourable Peter Hall, my
colleague in the other place, for the enormous amount
of work that he has done, particularly through speaking
to home-schoolers, and in the preparation of
amendments in the form that have been circulated
tonight. I hope that the house sees fit to accept those
amendments, which I think are very fair and
reasonable.
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The bill is good generally. It rewrites the 11 acts
relating to education and training and brings them
under one act. That is certainly desirable. There has not
been a major rewrite of education in Victoria since
1958. As the minister pointed out in her speech, some
of the provisions in the existing education act go right
back to 1872, so certainly a review is necessary.
The main provisions of this bill — and most will be
welcomed by all members of the house — insert a set
of principles that underlie education in Victoria. They
are clearly spelt out on pages 12 and 13 of the
explanatory memorandum to the bill. They are a very
good set of principles that I think we would all agree
with. Amongst those it says:
… all providers of education and training, both Government
and non-Government, must ensure that their programs and
teaching are delivered in a manner that supports and promotes
the —

following —
principles and practice …

It talks about those things which we all subscribe to and
which are all important: democratically elected
governments, the rule of law, equal rights before the
law, freedom of religion — I am very pleased to see
that the government has allowed the continuation of
religious education in schools — freedom of speech
and association, and openness and tolerance.
On page 13 the bill states that the learning areas in
schedule 1 are to be provided free of charge to all
students. That essentially means those eight key
learning areas, including the arts, English, health and
physical education, languages, mathematics and so on,
should be free and open to anybody who wants to
access the government school system. The bill also
makes a number of semantic changes. It changes the
name of state schools to government schools. That is a
minor change, and there is nothing wrong with that.
Schools and home-schoolers will have to be registered
with a new, single registration authority, the Victorian
Registration and Qualifications Authority, and meet
yet-to-be prescribed standards. This is a problem,
because those standards have not yet been articulated or
prescribed. There is obviously some concern out there
in the community about what these are going to be,
what the government’s intentions are and how it is all
going to be done. The bill increases the school-leaving
age from 15 to 16 years. That sounds good, but one is
sometimes concerned about those children who do not
go until the age of 16, who are not academically
inclined and who need to get vocational education and
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training. I will be interested to hear the minister’s
comments on that at a later stage.
I am pleased to note that the status quo has been
maintained on religious education in schools. That is
very important, and I support the comments made by
the member for Nepean about the vital role chaplains
play in our schools. They should be supported, and we
need to acknowledge the role they play. The bill also
indicates that parents seeking to home-school their
children will need to seek the approval of and have their
applications assessed and monitored by the Victorian
Registration and Qualifications Authority. Again, this is
an area of some concern, and I will speak a little more
about that shortly.
Matters involving free instruction and voluntary
contributions are referred to but are not being
significantly changed, so the notion of free education is
still there. The reality is that voluntary fees are provided
for and there is a fair bit of pressure on parents to pay
them. Clearly there is no problem for those who cannot
afford to pay, but there is concern about people who do
not pay as a matter of principle, which then increases
the cost to those other families that are prepared and
willing to pay the voluntary fees. The Victorian
Learning and Employment Skills Commission, which
was once the State Training Board, has been renamed
yet again and will become the Victorian Skills
Commission. There are no dramatic changes there and
nothing we vigorously object to, except the
home-schooling changes. I note that there is absolutely
no reference to neighbourhood houses, which provide
important educational services to people in the
community.
There is not sufficient reference to preschools. I would
argue that preschools are by far the most important part
of our educational sector. They are far important than
the primary, secondary and even tertiary sector, because
in the first six years of a child’s life you can certainly
make an enormous difference: you can determine the
outcome an individual is going to have 10 or 15 years
down the track. As a Parliament we do not pay enough
heed to the simple fact that a dollar not spent in the first
five or six years of a child’s life costs us seven or eight
dollars further down the track. I would like to see a
much greater emphasis on preschool education in this
bill. I contend that preschool education should be part
of the education portfolio, not because it is an
educational thing but because the preschool sector is the
poor relation out there in the community.
It is badly funded. It is up to the community in which it
is based as to whether there are decent facilities or not.
It depends on whether the local council is interested or
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concerned enough to run preschools. It depends on
whether the preschools are in a centre of high
population or whether they are in remote areas.
We would argue that preschools are by far the most
important part of the whole education sector and
therefore should rightly be under the education
department. Some of the benefits of that are, firstly, the
parity of preschool teachers. We would argue that the
best and brightest of our teaching fraternity should be in
the preschool sector where they can make an enormous
difference. Equally important is the provision of
facilities. It just does not make sense that the
government provides the facilities for primary schools
and secondary schools, and preschools are left to the
whim of local councils or the goodwill of the local
community. In those smaller rural communities there
might be only 20 or 30 families in that area and 10 or
12 families supporting the preschool. It is an enormous
burden on those families to be able to raise the money
to actually build and equip their preschool and, in many
cases, to raise $8000 or $10 000 in order to subsidise
the employment of the teacher. Kids in the more remote
areas of Victoria are denied the same sort of
opportunity that children in the metropolitan area or in
larger regional centres obtain.
Preschool education is vitally important and should be
included in this legislation before the house. The
amendments that we have circulated will require those
wishing to home-school to register their children for
home-schooling. However, that registration is not to be
subjected to satisfying the yet-to-be prescribed
standards, and the Victorian Registration and
Qualifications Authority should have no powers to
audit home-schoolers.
Mr Delahunty — Home-educators.
Mr MAUGHAN — ‘Home-educators’; I thank my
colleague from Lowan. If the government believes the
child is not being home-schooled appropriately, then
they will have the option of taking the children to court,
as is the current situation. I would be interested to know
why the government is taking this heavy-handed
approach — the nanny-state approach — of wanting to
regulate it and to tie it up with red tape. We have not
been presented with one shred of evidence that suggests
that home-educators are anything other than very
conscientious and dedicated people, on the whole, or
that there is any problem out there in the home-school
sector.
Mr Helper — On the whole we do not actually
speed either.
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Mr MAUGHAN — I do know something about
home-schooling. I note that in this state there are
probably 5000 to 10 000 home-schoolers, and I
understand that there are about 60 000 home-schoolers
throughout Australia. I have had quite a lot of
experience with home-schooling in Canada. I have
nieces and nephews who have been home-schooled
themselves. They are all now young professionals and
are home-schooling their own children with excellent
results. I have seen what can happen in overseas
communities. I have seen the dedication of
home-schoolers. I know that those children are not
denied the social activities that many members say is
the case. They do engage in a whole range of social,
sporting and cultural activities, and I pay tribute to
those people who are in home-schooling.
I also pick up the point that was emphasised by the
member for Nepean regarding the Snowy River money
that is going to be spent in government schools. Where
is the equity in that when you have a third of the
population who pay their taxes — you have the
home-schoolers, who are paying the whole cost of their
children’s education, and you have those in
independent schools, who are getting some assistance
from the commonwealth — and are saving the state an
enormous amount of money?
I am looking forward to some of the Snowy River
money coming to both Kyabram and Echuca: I will
have my hand up for that!
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — I will take the minister’s advice
and back off! But I make the point that those who are
home-schooling and those who send their children to
non-government schools — they are not all wealthy
parents, and the vast majority who send their children to
non-government schools do so for very good reasons in
most cases — pay a considerable price for choosing to
educate their children in that environment.
I could go through the bill chapter by chapter. I have
already said I agree with a number of things the
minister has said on the general principles. In her
second-reading speech she says:
The successful provision of quality education and training for
all is the critical requirement of all modern democracies to
enable their citizens to flourish personally and to maximise
economic, social and cultural opportunities.

We all agree with that. The difference is how we
achieve those objectives. I note there were changes to
the training legislation in recent years including to the
Vocational Education and Training Act 1990, but the
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Schools Education Act 1958 is now almost 50 years old
and contains provisions that date right back to 1872.
I will not go through all the provisions of the bill
because we agree with most of them. I want to pick up
one other point in the minister’s speech and will then
spend the rest of my allocated time dealing with
home-education. On page 9 of her second-reading
speech the minister says:
Whilst we consider that the decision of the minister to
discontinue a particular school should be final, it is the
processes that lead to that decision which will be critical. Our
policy will not see government schools being closed without
community support and ensuring there are other appropriate
education services in place for students.

I note the government still reserves the right, which is
not subject to appeal, for the minister to take that
decision to close government schools. That is fair
enough; I do not argue with that, but I think it is a bit
hypocritical when the government has been so critical
on previous occasions when there have been very
sound decisions to close government schools. This
government is now reserving for itself the right to close
government schools, but it is not subject to appeal,
whereas under previous legislation it was subject to
appeal in the courts. The government talks with two
tongues when it talks about sections 85 and 86. It cries
out about what the previous government did but is now
doing exactly the same itself.
Let us now get onto home-education, because I think
that is very important. Section 53(1) of the Education
Act 1958 states:
The parents of every child of school age shall, unless there is
a reasonable excuse for the child’s non-attendance, cause
such child to attend a State school on every school half-day in
each week.

The Community Services Act virtually repeats the same
phrase. It states:
Attendance at a school on any school day for two hours
before noon or two hours after noon shall in each case be
attendance on a school half day.

Section 53(3) of the Education Act states:
It shall be a reasonable excuse as regards any child that —

and this is the important bit —
(a) the child is under efficient and regular instruction in
some other manner and is complying with the like
conditions of attendance as are required under this
section with regard to attendance at State schools;

That has worked remarkably well until now. There
have been no problems that the government has
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informed us about. There are no problems that we are
aware of with those provisions relating to
home-schooling. I ask the government: how many
parents have been prosecuted in the last 16 years for not
complying with that legislation? I can tell them the
answer: not one in the last 16 years. The adage is, ‘If it
ain’t broke, don’t fix it’. Why bring in this prescriptive
legislation that is tying up home-schoolers in red tape?
There have been no prosecutions under the Community
Services Act in the last 16 years. There are no clear
examples of instances where home-education has been
abused, but under this legislation parents must comply
with standards that are yet to be published. Parents
should have the right to educate their children as they
see fit. The government sees it differently, and, as I
indicated before, it is yet another example of a nanny
state that wants to regulate every aspect of its citizens’
lives. Now it wants to get its fingers into education.
I will speak briefly about home-education. Dr Alan
Thomas has done quite a lot of study into
200 home-educating families. He says:
Learning at home is on a one-to-one basis and is therefore
highly intensive. In consequence the ‘school day’ is typically
shortened to an hour or two daily … Informal and incidental
learning feature a great deal in home-education though not in
school.

He goes on to say:
Children … have the time to follow their own interests,
sometimes in great depth. Most are avid readers.

I can attest to that from my own personal experience of
observing home-schooling. Dr Thomas goes on to say:
I believe it is essential that any proposed legislation that has a
bearing on home-education needs to be based on an
understanding of its diverse nature and its successful use of
informal educational approaches.

I think that is very important. I have a number of letters;
we, on the opposition side, have been inundated with
emails and letters. I will pick out a couple of relevant
points in a fairly typical letter from Robert Withall, a
constituent in Kyabram. A matter of immediate concern
to him is:
… the proposed new education bill as it applies to those who
exercise their responsibility and right to home-school their
children.

He refers back to when this proposal was put forward
by the Cain and Kirner governments in 1991–92 and
quotes some headlines and articles at that time:
‘KGB blast on school law’, ‘This will create a Victorian
KGB’, ‘Police state’ et cetera …
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He says:
My great concern back then and it is the same now that such
legislation in fact removes parents rights over their children
and transfers those rights to the state … This must not be
allowed to happen.

He goes on to talk about a parent’s rights and the
powers given to attendance officers. One wonders what
these attendance officers are going to do. He poses the
question — and I think it is one of a number of
reasonable questions:
If something is not broken and it is working well, why change
it?

Robert continues:
I maintain the present act in regard to home-schooling is
working well and sets a good balance.

We would agree with that. He goes on:
If minimum standards are to be set, why are they not set yet
so we can know where we stand?
…
I note the proposed legislation equates to giving the relevant
authorities a blank cheque, the details to be filled in later.

I have another pertinent quote:
When Steve Bracks came to power he promised open
government and public consultation. Why is it that the
proposed legislation was only released just prior to Christmas,
and the date set for submissions set early in the new year …

Home-schoolers are put out because they have not had
sufficient time for consultation. They have not had
sufficient interaction with the government. I refer to an
article in the Age of Monday, 6 March, on
home-schooling. It says:
But the Home Education Network fears the bill will give
unlimited powers to the regulatory authority, including the
right to dictate curriculums …

I have several other letters, including one from Niven
Neyland, who says:
As a home-schooler for the past 10 years I am alarmed at the
content which pertains to home-educators. This bill can
effectively put us out of business!

There are many more letters along those lines. I
commend to the house the amendments which have
been put forward by The Nationals.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) — I
am delighted to join the debate in this house as the
Minister for Education Services and as a member of the
Bracks government, because this is important and
historic legislation that is going to mean a fundamental
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overhaul of the education acts in this state. I think it was
just a little bit mean spirited of the member for Nepean
to refer to this legislation as simply a mechanical bill,
because this is not just a mechanical bill.
Yes, the legislation addresses a number of technical
amendments, but this is a fundamental overhaul that
will produce a modern legislative framework to govern
every educational institution and the provision of
education in this state. When you consider that parts of
the current acts have not been touched since 1872, you
realise that this bill will not simply be modernising
some sections of the legislation, it will also be
providing a beacon for the future — a future where, for
example, we see the compulsory minimum leaving age
raised to 16 years of age. The bill is enshrining firmly
in our legislation the principles of free instruction.
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legislation we are modernising the provisions that relate
to school council governance. We are really
recognising the important role school councils have in
policy direction setting within schools and in enshrining
that in legislation.
The background to this bill is that as part of the changes
to the education act a technical analysis of the existing
legislation was undertaken by the department. That was
a considerable piece of work, and it identified the need
not only to modernise but also to consolidate the school
council powers provided for throughout the Education
Act and also to clarify the roles and responsibilities of
school councils in government schools. The
developmental work associated with the blueprint for
government schools highlighted the need to look at the
practice and legislation in this area.

In an Australian first and a first among the countries of
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and
Development we are also seeing the establishment of a
new statutory authority that is going to cover all
education providers. When you couple this legislation
with the enormous efforts that the Bracks government
has been putting into rebuilding the education system in
this state — whether that is through the additional
teachers, through the lifting of the year 12 retention
rates or through a massive $1.2 billion injection into
school capital works — you see that this is a very
complementary approach to the enormous efforts we
have been making over the last six and a half years.
And they were very positive years, which I am sure the
member for Swan Hill will agree with me about!

In March of 2005 I commissioned a review of school
governance in Victorian government schools. We
released a discussion paper that went right throughout
the school communities, calling on those communities,
school representatives and the community in general to
give us their views on how school councils should be
governed and how they should operate. We had
significant consultation. As the consultation on the
Education Act was rolling on, we also undertook
significant consultation just looking at the operation of
school councils. I am pleased to say that more than
350 people attended forums right across the state and
more than 130 submissions were received.

I want to confine my comments on the legislation to
one area within my portfolio responsibility, and that is
the area of school councils. As we know — and as
every member of the house would no doubt agree —
school councils play a very valuable role in the
governance and operation of our schools. They are the
one place where all those interested in a school come
together around the table. You have principals,
teachers, staff, departmental representatives,
community representatives and parents, and in some
cases students as well. They all come together around
the table in the school council, which establishes the
broad direction and vision for the school.

Ms ALLAN — The member for Lowan should
remember that this consultation was just on the one
area. This is just one area of the act. The department
had an enormous response to the entirety of the
education reforms, and this was just focusing on one
area. It was a terrific response.

School councils have wide-ranging responsibilities to
set general educational policy, to develop the school
plan, to report annually to their school community —
which is a critical role — and to approve and monitor
the school’s budget. Considering those roles, it is
important that school councils have a very sound
governance practice that sits over them. That is why
through these changes we are making to the entire

Honourable members interjecting.

A strong and consistent theme which many people
identified and raised throughout these consultations was
the need to articulate the respective roles and
responsibilities of school councillors and their
relationship to school principals. The passing of the
Education and Training Reform Bill through this
Parliament will provide for these issues to be addressed
through legislative change. It will improve governance
structures by giving school councils a more clearly
defined role.
I am also very pleased to say that, for the first time, this
bill includes a clear statement of the objectives,
functions and powers of school councils, thereby
providing for a transparent structure under which
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school councils and therefore the broader school
community can not only operate on a day-to-day basis
but also undertake relations with each other. Through
the passing of this legislation we will see school
governance structures improved to accommodate the
different models of education provision, and the new
cooperative arrangements which are developing
between schools and other education and training
providers will make sure we have a modern framework
which will enable those future relationships and
arrangements to be covered. We are doing all of this,
recognising the important role that school councils play
within school communities.
We are also recognising the important role a school
council plays in reaching out to the broader community
which sits around the school while strengthening the
link between a school and the school community it
serves. That is why community representation on
school councils is very important. We want to make
sure we continue to support school councils and school
communities to play a role in the running of their
schools, because we know that schools are very much
at the heart of every single local community they sit
within. As all members of this house know,
communities feel incredibly passionate about their
schools. The enormous number of voluntary hours that
school councillors put into the operation of their school
councils reflects this.
This bill also articulates the key role that school
councils play in the development of important and
practical things like school plans and annual reports,
which are provided to every school community. The
bill also highlights the financial management
responsibilities of government school councils.
In conclusion, I would like to thank everyone who
made a submission as a part of the school governance
review and also recognise the role of two key
stakeholders in this area who have worked closely with
me, my office and the department — namely, the
Association of School Councils in Victoria and the
Victorian Council of School Organisations. These two
peak organisations represent school councils in this
state, and they have made valuable contributions not
just to this review but by providing advice to me more
generally.
I would also like to acknowledge the huge amount of
work that has been undertaken by the department on
school councils and on the enormous bill we have
before us. Everyone who has been involved in the
drafting of and consultation on this bill should be very
proud that they have played a role in putting in place a
modern framework which not only deals with the issues
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of today and the issues of tomorrow but ensures that as
a government we can provide the best possible support
to every educational institution in this state, particularly
to our schools. When you consider that we have over
half a million students in Victorian government
schools, you realise that that is a very big role. On this
side of the house we are very proud of the work we
have done in the last six and a half years in rebuilding
our education system. It is work that we will continue
to do.
I would also like to congratulate the Minister for
Education and Training for bringing forward this bill.
As I have said, it is the result of a significant amount of
work. The bill is a flag for the future. It is the Bracks
government that puts education first. Education is our
no. 1 priority, and we will strongly support it through
legislation and strongly support it through funding.
Most of all, we will support our schools. I am very
pleased to commend this bill to the house.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — On the face
of it you would want to support any piece of legislation
which reduces 12 acts of Parliament to 1 and 700-plus
pages to approximately 400. I would like to
congratulate some of the key people involved from the
Department of Education and Training. In particular I
congratulate John Livi, who has done an incredible job
in education for various governments over the years,
Michael Kane and others for the enormous work they
put into this mammoth task.
However, as with any large piece of legislation, the
devil is always in the detail. So much more could have
been achieved given the amount of work that has gone
into this incredible undertaking that we have here
before us. Apart from my support for the opposition’s
four important amendments, I have a number of key
concerns, and I turn to the bill to cite some of them.
Firstly, I refer to page 12 of the introduction bill before
us. Part 1.2 is entitled ‘Principles’, and principle 1.2.1(d)
states that:
parents have the right to choose an appropriate education for
their child …

We all know that is fine rhetoric, but let us look at the
reality. In New South Wales alone there are
32 academic selective-entry secondary schools that are
government secondary schools. Most of those
32 academic selective-entry government secondary
schools have been established by Labor governments
over the years. Yet what do we have here in Victoria?
We have two — MacRobertson Girls High School and
Melbourne High School. What does that mean? That
means that we have young people who have to travel
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2 hours each way — many come from Gippsland,
Warragul and further afield, from way over in your
electorate, Acting Speaker, and further afield in the
western suburbs, even from Geelong. They spend half
the day travelling to access the only academic
selective-entry government school for their gender in
the state.
Let us look at the rhetoric and the reality. In Victoria,
even with this legislation, parents do not have the right
to choose an appropriate education for their child if, for
example, they want to choose a selective-entry
academic high school. Of course, we do have some
high schools that have the select entry accelerated
learning programs for specific learning areas, but they
are very few and far between and, by and large,
specialise in certain subjects only.
If we take that rhetoric further and look at the issue of
kindergartens in primary schools, we must ask: how
many parents actually have the right to choose to send
their kindergarten-aged child to a kindergarten that is in
a primary school setting? The reality is that
kindergartens are quite separate from primary schools,
and in this state it is the Department of Human Services
which, for some reason, has jurisdiction over
kindergartens, and it is the Department of Education of
Training that has jurisdiction thereafter. Again, parents
do not have the right to choose an appropriate education
for their child if they want their child to go to a
kindergarten that is in a primary school setting. That
choice is not there in reality.
And again, as we found from the representation on the
matter of home-schooling, this legislation will actually
require greater hurdles, or high jumps, in terms of the
home-school option. Again we see the rhetoric versus
the reality and the principles versus the practice when it
comes to education in this state.
Part 1.2.1(e) states:
a school community has a right to information concerning the
performance of its school …

We know the reality versus the rhetoric, because it is
the teachers’ union that runs the education system and
not the minister here in the state of Victoria, so only
certain data is made available for parents to do a real
comparative analysis. Only certain data is made
available, not a full range of transparent data that would
give parents a clear and genuine indication of their
child’s performance in a like school — and I stress ‘a
like school’ because we want to ensure that we are not
just comparing schools in one suburban area; we want
to compare schools that have genuine socioeconomic
factors that relate to one another.
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For example, as you would be aware, Acting Speaker,
about 30 per cent of the students at St Albans
Secondary College are Vietnamese Australians. Since
the influx of Vietnamese-Australian students, the
academic standards and indeed the academic rigour of
its students have actually increased and been enhanced,
but when compared to other schools in the area on a
demographic basis you would have to say that
St Albans Secondary College rates similarly, except for
the particular cultural issues that prevail at that
secondary school.
When it comes to parents actually having the right to
get information concerning the performance of the
government school that their child attends, they are
given very restricted data; it is only the data that the
Australian Education Union wants released, because it
does not want poor teaching to be identified. It does not
want schools that do not have excellent teaching or
excellent leadership to be identified by any parent, let
alone by anybody else in the community. Again, it is
rhetoric versus reality. Community scrutiny of the
performance of government schools is again going to
be left hidden because, as we all know, this government
is beholden to the trade union movement. That is my
principal concern.
If we go over to page 14 of the bill we find section 1.2.3
and this wonderful Labor Party camouflage defence
which I will quote from:
Nothing in sections 1.2.1 or 1.2.2 gives rise to, or can be
taken into account in, any civil cause of action.

So in this wonderful democratic education system
which we are meant to believe in and to which great
reference is made in the 400 pages of the bill, anybody
who takes umbrage or has a philosophical difference
with the Labor Party’s philosophical dictate will be
gagged from doing anything about their concerns. They
will not be allowed to do anything about their concerns,
because, again, the reality is that this government does
not want anybody to dissent. This government hates
dissent and does not like genuine, informed community
debate.
We are told time and again that the relevant regulations
will come in later to clarify the principles and
everything else in the bill, so whether it be home
teaching or the principles I have just quoted, we are told
in the ministerial briefing, ‘Don’t worry, everything is
going to be clarified further down the track by
regulations’; in other words, we are told, ‘Just trust the
Labor government’ when it comes to the detailed and
high impact of regulations yet to be formalised.
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I will quote one of the government people at the
ministerial briefing. I will not name the person, but the
quote was:
It will be the wording of the regulations that will have the
greatest impact on the principles.

So we have to trust them. I was at the briefing for I
think 21/2 hours, so the minister might like to get
informed on the legislation as well. The regulations, as
we all know from many years experience in this place,
are often what brings things unstuck, and often that is
the camouflage again. The bill is a camouflage; the
regulations have the impact.
The third concern that really drives home the rhetoric
versus reality of the Labor Party’s education principles
on page 57 of the act compared to page 21 of the bill.
That is reflected in the fourth amendment circulated by
the shadow minister. The concern is that whereas the
previous Liberal government did not charge mature age
students who wanted to study for the Victorian
certificate of education (VCE), this Labor government,
which is meant to care for people who want to enhance
their education and meant to care for people who want
to reskill and get better jobs and better work experience,
is going to force over-20-year-old students to pay for
the privilege of studying for the VCE. What an
indictment of a Labor Party socialist principle of free
education for all!
That is why we have come forward with this
amendment. When we were in government we did not
charge over-18-year-olds to study for the VCE.
Equally, it is not surprising this will happen under a
government that has increased TAFE tuition fees in
public TAFE institutes by 25 per cent since it has come
to government. The previous Liberal government did
not increase TAFE tuition fees by $1 in the seven years
it was in government from 1992 to 1999, but in the
seven years the Labor Party has been in government
there has been a 25 per cent increase. That is quite apart
from the fact that when we were in government with a
$35 billion debt we found $125 million to pay for
5000 state-funded university places. This government
has provided zero funding for higher education places
when we have the highest demand rate.
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — It gives me great
pleasure to speak on the Education and Training
Reform Bill. What a document it is — almost
430 pages long! In my contribution I will talk about the
process which led us here, some of the broad-brush
principles and a little bit about choice as well.
The process that led us here is that the government has
been committed to developing a bill that meets the
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community’s expectations for education and training in
the modern world. To ensure this we have consulted
widely over more than 12 months; we did not want to
waste any opportunity for public consultation on
education and training legislation, and this is the first
review of the Education Act since it was passed in
1872, so it is high time; the Labor government has
grasped the nettle and has got on with the job.
The project, which began in 2003, was part of the
Bracks government’s endorsement of the development
of a program of policy-driven legislative reviews with
education and training legislation as a key priority for
reform because it is our no. 1 priority in government.
During 2004 the Department of Education and Training
conducted an internal technical review of the
16 education and training acts that constituted the
legislative framework, excluding the university acts.
In February 2005 the minister launched a discussion
paper which began the public consultation process for
this review. The government received significant
feedback to the discussion paper. It received 135 formal
submissions from right across the community. In
addition, several thousand people wrote to the minister
or signed petitions. These views, along with the
research, formed the development of a white paper that
the minister, with the Premier, launched on
15 September 2005. The original discussion paper was
followed by the white paper. The white paper outlined
the government’s intention and was very well received,
I must say. In response to the white paper the minister
also received a large number of phone calls, another
20 submissions and again a small amount of written
correspondence.
Following the white paper — we have already had the
discussion paper and the white paper — in December
2005 the exposure draft was released, so the process
has already been through three stages. The exposure
draft provided further opportunity for community and
stakeholder input into the bill prior to it coming into this
house. Response to the exposure draft closed in January
2006; over 100 letters and more formal submissions
were received in response to it.
I will also mention some members of Parliament who
held community forums. About half a dozen or so
community forums were held, and I note from that list
that not one member of the Liberal Party or The
Nationals held a community forum. Six Labor
members, including those representing the inner
suburbs and the outer suburbs, held forums, but not one
member of the lazy opposition did likewise.
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Over the last 12 months members of the legislative
review project team met formally and informally with a
range of stakeholder and community groups; that
consultation is still going on. I have chaired one
consultation into home-schooling, another two are
proposed, and we expect more of them. I would like to
echo the thanks expressed by the member for
Warrandyte to the legislative review project team that
has worked tirelessly — to John Livi, to Michael Kane
who worked tirelessly on this document of more than
400 pages, to Rebecca McTernan who has also been on
hand all through that procedure, and also to the
minister’s chief of staff, Brendan Sheehan.
I will talk about some of the broad-brush principles of
the bill.
Mr Smith interjected.
Ms BEATTIE — It is contemporary legislation,
unlike the member for Bass, who is not contemporary
in the least. We cannot say he is contemporary; he is an
old classic!
Mr Smith interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member, without assistance.
Ms BEATTIE — The bill has high-level principles.
It raises the minimum school leaving age to 16. It
reaffirms the principle of free instruction in government
schools for the eight key learning areas.
Mr Smith interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
The honourable member for Bass is out of his place,
and interjections are disorderly.
Ms BEATTIE — The Minister for Education
Services talked about school councils. The bill will
enable government school councils to seek voluntary
contributions while having regard to a set of principles
that protects both students and parents. It enables
government schools to charge for goods or
co-curricular or extracurricular activities that are not
voluntary.
The bill reaffirms the secular nature of the government
school system, which is a hallmark of this. It continues
the provision for voluntary religious instruction and
makes it clear that government school teachers can
discuss religious issues and teach subjects involving
comparative religion. It also establishes a new statutory
authority, the Victorian Registration and Qualifications
Authority, with responsibility for the light-touch
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regulation of all schools, training and non-university
higher education providers, as well as home-schooling.
Some members have touched on home-schooling, and I
will too. In this bill, for the first time ever, we have
enshrined the right to home-school. There was never a
provision for parents to choose home-schooling for
their children before; now they can choose it. We have
light-touch regulation.
Mr Maughan — What was wrong with what was
happening before?
Ms BEATTIE — The member for Rodney screams
about ‘if it ain’t broke, don’t fix it’. I ask him: how is
his horse going? Is it still working? He would not have
a car otherwise, so I hope his horse is okay. If it ain’t
broke, don’t fix it.
I would like to talk about some of the other points that
have been raised. The member for Nepean talked about
Boneo Primary School and said that the member for
Doncaster has promised that it will be preserved on its
current site. But the member for Doncaster is nowhere
to be seen. He can make all the promises he likes; he
will not be here. He has been out in every electorate
making promises, and he will not be here to see the
fulfilment of any of them. He will be gone out of this
place as soon as he can, so he is not interested at all.
This is a fantastic bill. It moves the government forward
and delivers on our key promise that education will be
the no. 1 priority in this state. It puts in print the things
we hold dear to our hearts — that is, ensuring that every
child between the ages of 6 and 16 is educated and
ensuring that parents can choose what sort of education
they want for their children, whether it is government,
non-government or home-schooling. They now have
the right to choose between these three options.
This is light-touch regulation. There is nothing in it to
be feared. Members opposite know that you must bring
in legislation before you can do the regulation, and I do
not think they are proposing to change that. I commend
this bill to the house. It is a great bill.
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — It is a pleasure to
stand to speak on this bill. This was this government’s
chance to make a difference; this time it had the
opportunity to make a real difference and yet it has
failed miserably. Apart from the fact of bringing in the
12 pieces of legislation, this bill is no reform. Can I say
why? There was very little consultation. The forums the
member was referring to were nothing more than show,
because whatever was said at those forums was ignored
by this government which did not take it into account
when it was drafting this legislation.
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The title of the bill is the Education and Training Reform
Bill. When you use the word ‘reform’ it implies
improvement, enhancement, progress and change for the
better. Unfortunately this bill does not do that. This bill is
all about union control and embracing the lowest
common denominator. It is nothing to do with standards
or improvement; it is all about the lowest common
denominator and social engineering. This government
claims that it cares about our students — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
There is too much audible conversation, which is
discourteous to the member on his feet. I ask members
to be quiet.
Mr KOTSIRAS — Schools will be forced to close
under this bill, and they will not be able to challenge the
decision by the minister.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr KOTSIRAS — I will get to the clause in a
minute. Parents will have to pay a fee for the first time,
and students over the age of 18 will have to pay a fee
for the first time. They have increased TAFE fees by
25 per cent; it only took them two or three years to
ensure that TAFE fees have increased by 25 per cent.
This government is all about providing a second-class
education system in Victoria.
Home-schooling is under threat. This bill will force
parents to register or face hefty fines. There is not an
issue if parents have to sign, but it would be nice if
parents knew what they were signing. They are being
asked to sign a blank piece of paper without having the
regulations.
Let us have a look at some of the problems with this
bill. We need to look at the various ministerial boards
that are established, and there are a few. If we look at
the merit protection boards, we see the chairperson is
nominated by the minister, one member is nominated
by the secretary and one is nominated by the minister
after calling for expressions of interest. It is all stacked.
Unless you are supportive of the minister, you will not
get a guernsey.
The disciplinary appeals boards consist of the Governor
in Council, one member nominated by the minister, one
nominated by the secretary and a person who has been
admitted to legal practice in Victoria for at least five
years. Again the majority are appointed by the minister.
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the department and the remaining members are
nominated by the minister. The Victorian Institute of
Teaching has not more than 20 members: a secretary, a
chairperson who is appointed by the minister,
3 teachers who are nominated by the minister,
1 principal who is nominated by the minister, 1 parent
nominated by the minister, 2 persons nominated by the
minister from non-government schools and
1 nominated by the minister from tertiary institutions
that prepare people to be teachers. That is a subtotal of
10. It goes on: 2 are elected by teachers in government
primary schools, 1 is elected from registered teachers in
Catholic primary schools, 2 are elected from teachers in
government schools, 1 is elected by registered teachers
in non-government schools, 1 is elected by registered
teachers in Catholic schools, and 3 other teachers are
elected as well. Again it is stacked with yes people
because they are nominated by the minister.
The Victorian Learning and Employment Skills
Commission consists of a chairperson who is appointed
on the nomination of the minister; the Victorian
Registration and Qualifications Authority chairperson,
who is appointed by the minister; the chairperson of the
Adult, Community and Further Education Board, who
is appointed by the minister; a secretary and up to seven
more members who are nominated by the minister.
The TAFE boards are made up of between 9 and
15 people. More than half are appointed by the
minister. On the ACFE board all 12 are appointed on
the recommendation of the minister. The adult
multicultural education services has between 9 and
15 members; not less than one half are appointed by the
minister. The new board, the Victorian Registration and
Qualifications Authority, will have between 9 and
12 members: a chairperson nominated by the minister,
a secretary, and the remaining nominated by the
minister. There is no representative from the Catholic
or independent schools system.
In all cases all the board members are nominated by
this government and this minister. They will be made
up, as I said, of Labor mates and ministerial
appointments. They will not be representative of the
schools or communities. I draw the attention of the
house to parts of this bill, especially the following:
2.2.1 Establishment of Government schools and educational
services
(1) The Minister may from time to time —
…
(d) discontinue a Government school.

The Victorian Curriculum and Assessment Authority
has between 8 and 15 members; there is the secretary of
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Clause 2.2.2 states that a decision by the Minister to
discontinue or continue any government school is not
liable to be challenged.
This is the same mob which, when in opposition,
criticised the Kennett government for doing the same
thing. This was its chance to do something about it, yet
the government left it as it is because it wants the
minister to close schools.
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Government members are interjecting and out of their
seats, so they are doubly disorderly. The honourable
member shall ignore interjections.
Mr KOTSIRAS — Clause 2.2.5 is headed,
‘Students over 20 may be charged fees’. I think this
provision will discourage people who wish to improve
their education. If they have to pay fees, why would
they go to school? Clause 2.2.11 states:
Special religious instruction.
…
(c) attendance for the special religious instruction is
not to be compulsory for any student whose parents
desire that he or she be excused from attending.

This is an opt-in rather than an opt-out basis. The
problem I have with this is that a school might offer
instructions and send a letter home to the parents. If the
parents do not respond to the school, that child will
have to take part in those instructions. I would have
thought it better if the parents had to agree to the child
taking part before the child would be included.
Clause 2.4.30 states:
2.4.30 Restriction on employees doing other work
(1) Except with the express permission of the
Secretary, a full time employee must not —
(a) engage in any other paid employment …

This means that a teacher who wishes to do some
private tuition after school will no longer be allowed to
do that unless they get permission from the secretary of
the department.
Clause 2.4.30(2) states that even a part-time employee
cannot tutor outside the school hours. There are many
teachers out there who tutor on the weekends or after
school but who will now be stopped from tutoring
students; some of these students gain a lot from tuition
after school and on weekends. Unfortunately this bill
restricts that.
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Ms Eckstein interjected.
Mr KOTSIRAS — The member for Ferntree Gully
is saying, ‘But this was part of the act’. It has changed.
If she compares the old act to the new act, she will find
some changes. Teachers will not be allowed to tutor
students unless they get permission from the
department. This will hurt a lot of teachers and a lot of
students.
This government had the opportunity to make a
difference. It had the opportunity to bring in a bill
which looks not just at this year but for beyond 2010
and 2020. Unfortunately it failed. Yes, it has combined
12 pieces of legislation into one. It had the chance to
make a difference, it had the chance to put its rhetoric
into this bill, to say, ‘This is what we believe in. We
think of the students first rather than our union mates,
rather than our political agendas’. Unfortunately, again
our students have been used as political tools simply for
political mileage, for government members to try to get
as much mileage from this legislation as possible. It is a
pity and a shame. The government had the opportunity.
I hope members on the government back benches stand
up and point out the problems with this bill. It is about
time they spoke to their minister, because they have
avoided talking to her. They do not care about what is
going on. They have to put students first and the Labor
Party last, not the other way around. Our students are
our future, and we must look after them.
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — I am very pleased to
speak on this very significant piece of legislation. The
member for Bullen might not be surprised to learn that I
disagree with him. This very significant rewriting of the
original Education Act will ensure that in this state we
have legislation that is relevant today. It will deliver us
an integrated education and training system with
multiple pathways and will allow Victorians to pursue
gaining the qualifications and skills they require to live
the life of their choosing. The legislation will not only
deliver that today but will take us into the future.
The bill is lengthy and I will concentrate on just a few
aspects of it that have been raised with me. Before
doing so, I congratulate the Minister for Education and
Training, the Parliamentary Secretary for Education,
my colleague the member for Yuroke, and the officers
of the department on the way they have developed the
bill. My colleague the member for Yuroke very
eloquently outlined the good consultation process by
which the government has brought the bill to the
Parliament. I will not go through that but again
congratulate those people for the work done in
developing this very important and relevant legislation.
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A major issue that has been raised with me and is dealt
with in the bill is the minimum school leaving age,
which in the original 1872 act was set at 15. It has been
expressed strongly to me by both parents and educators
that it should be set at 16. It is the reality that by the age
of 15 most young people have not yet completed
year 12 or equivalent. All members are aware that
completing that very important year 12 or equivalent is
absolutely necessary today. The demands of the labour
market mean that our young people need higher skill
levels than before to find employment or move on to
further education. It is absolutely essential that we
maintain the year 12 or equivalent completion rate.
The government has invested significant resources in a
number of strategies and reforms to increase that
year 12 or equivalent completion rate. Those strategies
include Managed Individual Pathways, the Victorian
certificate of applied learning — which has been well
taken up and is extremely popular — and the Leading
Schools Fund, and reforms that have been implemented
are part of the Blueprint for Government Schools and
Future Directions for Adult Community Education in
Victoria statements.
Again I disagree with the opposition about the results in
terms of retention — I consider them to be very
important. The proportion of year 7 students
completing year 12 or its equivalent rose to 85 per cent
in 2005, up from 82.9 per cent in 1999 and higher than
the national average of 82.7 per cent and that of every
other state except the Australian Capital Territory.
Building on raising the minimum school leaving age
from 15 to 16, the bill also provides for students under
20 years of age as at 1 January of the relevant academic
year a guarantee of free instruction until year 12 or
equivalent in a government school or a place at a
technical and further education institute (TAFE) or
public training provider. During the public consultation
process there was very strong support for ensuring that
those students in that age group who wish to complete
their secondary education in a non-school setting such
as a TAFE will find a place available, so that is what
the government is providing. That guarantee and the
encouragement for young people who have, for
whatever reason, missed out on gaining that important
year 12 qualification, mean that they will not be left
behind and will not be disengaged from education and
training without qualifications.
The second major issue about the bill raised with me by
residents in my electorate was voluntary religious
instruction in government schools. I must say I was
quite surprised at the level of interest in that issue. I was
very impressed with those who wrote to me requesting
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that the current practice remain in place. Most if not all
of those who wrote to me are volunteers who give their
time to provide religious instruction in schools. I
commended them and still commend them on the
volunteer work they do. When they wrote to me I
ensured that their thoughts and concerns were passed
on to the people in the section of the department who
were conducting the review. I know that they are very
pleased that the current practice, which has been in
place since 1950 and allows parents to have their child
or children opt out of religious instruction, will continue
under the new act.
I touch on the issue of choice. The bill includes as a
principle the right of every child to attend their
designated neighbourhood government school. For the
majority of parents and children in this state that
designated school, particularly for secondary education,
will be the school nearest to a student’s permanent
residential address. However, I need to emphasise again
to residents in my electorate of Oakleigh that a lack of
infrastructure and facilities in a school will still see the
department needing to sometimes restrict new
enrolments and designate a neighbourhood area, or as
we currently call it, a ‘zone’.
I emphasise this, because unfortunately there are no
government secondary colleges in the electorate of
Oakleigh. Many people view McKinnon Secondary
College as their local neighbourhood secondary college,
but due to its zoning they find they are unable to gain a
place for their child at that school — and it is also
because McKinnon Secondary College is full. This
causes a great deal of anguish at the end of each year,
particularly for residents in Murrumbeena, Carnegie
and Glen Huntly. We also now have families moving
back into the area, and the pressure on government
secondary education is growing.
The Minister for Gaming, who is at the table, asked me
why we do not have schools in those areas. I point out
to the minister that Murrumbeena Secondary College
was a great school and should never have been closed.
However, it was closed by the previous government.
Unfortunately it has been replaced with housing, so we
do not even have any space in which to provide a
school.
In closing I want to refer briefly to the information that
will be put out and say that I am confident it will assist
parents and students in my electorate, particularly in
regard to choosing secondary education. As I said, there
are no secondary colleges in my electorate, but a school
I am very pleased to work with is South Oakleigh
Secondary College. This is a great secondary college,
and if parents are seeking a college that focuses on
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whole student development, then they should select
South Oakleigh. The college works with a diverse
group of students, it provides a diverse range of
programs, and it works with young people from very
different backgrounds to ensure they achieve their
potential.
South Oakleigh Secondary College has a retention rate
of 90 per cent — well above the state and national
average. It has great leadership in principal Vincent La
Ragy; it has terrific staff who provide goals, and it has
outstanding educational opportunities for young people
who attend it. In 2005, of the 77 students at year 12
level, 74 received first-round university offers from the
Victorian Tertiary Admissions Centre, with nine of
those students choosing to study engineering. South
Oakleigh Secondary College is a great school. When
schools in the area are reported on, it will become quite
clear that South Oakleigh Secondary College is the
place to be in my area. I highly recommend it, and I
will certainly continue to work with this school.
We as a government are committed to improving the
quality of education and training in this state. This bill
makes it very clear that we are committed to all
students, no matter what their background or what
education and training institution they attend, and we
will ensure that they have access to high-quality
education. I am very proud of the schools in my
electorate. I am very pleased to be able to work with
them to continue to obtain extra funding for them in
capital works and in program areas. I firmly believe the
new legislation will ensure that we can continue to
build on the excellent work we have already done, and
we will continue to provide high-quality education not
only for the children and young people whom I
represent but for all young people and children in
Victoria. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I am pleased to be
able to make a contribution to the debate on what is
definitely a significant piece of legislation. In her
opening remarks the member for Oakleigh said that she
disagreed with pretty much everything the member for
Bulleen said, so it should come as no surprise to her to
hear me say that I disagree with a lot that she said in her
unremitting litany of praise for this bill.
I do, however, support her views and comments in
regard to the question of religious education in
government schools, but in doing so I take a slightly
different tack. The member for Oakleigh said that she
had received a number of significant representations in
regard to religious education and she had been happy to
pass on that information to the department. My view is
that the representations that were made concerning the
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prospect that voluntary religious education would be
banned from government schools were part of a major
campaign that dragged this government kicking and
screaming to the point where it had to buckle down and
understand that it was going to pay a significant
electoral penalty if it proceeded with what it clearly
intended to do, which was to ban religious education in
government schools and take away the freedom of
choice that is currently available to parents and
certainly should continue into the future.
It was that campaign that persuaded this government to
change its mind and to continue religious education in
government schools. I welcome the government’s
decision to listen to the community in that particular
instance and allow voluntary religious instruction and
discussion of events and topics involving religion in
government schools, which is part of this bill. I am sure
that is welcomed by all sides of the house and certainly
by the wider community, which had considerable
concerns about what it clearly understood to be the
agenda of this government.
But putting that aside — because of the actions of the
wider community we can all now say that a good result
has occurred within this legislation — there are many
other aspects of this legislation which need to be
questioned and which should be further considered by
this government, and I want to touch upon those in the
very short time I have available to me.
In making that particular comment I might add that the
short time allocated to members to make their
contributions to debates again demonstrates that with
bills of moment and substance that come before this
Parliament, for members of Parliament to be restricted
to making 10-minute contributions to debate on a bill of
such significance — and we will see that later this week
with the Disability Bill — is a disgrace and a blight
upon what most people in the community would see as
a reasonable opportunity for their elected
representatives to make considered contributions to
debates on bills such as this. It is certainly a
demonstration of just how restricted members of
Parliament are in making contributions to legislation of
note such as this bill.
I want to touch briefly on two or three matters
contained within this legislation. Firstly, I want to
highlight the fact that under this legislation people who
want to resume their education and go through to
Victorian certificate of education (VCE) standard —
people who may have left school at 15 or 16 years of
age and gone out and got a job and then found when
they were 19, 20 or 21 years of age that they wanted to
continue their education so as to make something of
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themselves and qualify for tertiary education and
therefore needed to get their VCE — will be charged a
fee if they are over 20 years of age.
Mr Smith — What a disgrace!
Mr COOPER — As the member for Bass says,
what a disgrace! Whatever happened to not only free
education in this state but to wanting to encourage
people to go a little bit further with their education?
Some people may have left school early and then
realised that doing so was a mistake and that they
needed to go a bit further and get their VCE. Whatever
happened to the encouragement to allow them to get
that qualification? That is no longer available to them
unless the government’s hand is put in their pockets.
The government will be tapping the wallets of those
people before allowing them into further education. It
will not be a situation of saying to somebody, ‘We want
you to come along. We want you to better yourself. We
want you to further educate yourself’. If they are 21 or
22 years of age, the first thing this government will do
will be to check their bank balances and credit ratings
before they can get their VCE qualifications. As my
colleague the member for Bass said earlier, this is a
disgrace, and it is something that this government
should further consider. No matter what age, people
who are seeking to have government education in this
state should not be subjected to a financial check-up
and to making a payment, yet that is what this
government has put into this bill.
I move on to another area of the bill that interests me —
that is, the question of school councils. I note that the
bill provides for school council members to have their
expenses reimbursed. However, there is no detailing of
the sorts of expenses, and the bill contains no reference
to where the money will come from. This certainly
opens a door, does it not? As a former school councillor
of some years standing I can tell the house that I did the
job because I wanted to do the job for my local
secondary school — a school that my children
attended — and I wanted to do it to better that school; I
was quite happy to give my time.
To now have a situation where school councillors will
be able to dip into the school funds — which are low
enough as they are anyway, but which will be further
diminished — and get their snouts in the trough is a
disgrace. It is uncalled for and not in the best interests
of schools.
That is something the government needs to reconsider.
Most communities will be outraged. Hardworking
parents who put their money into schools, who
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volunteer their time and who are not school councillors,
will see the school funds diminished by school
councillors being able to stick their snouts in the trough.
It is not good enough, and it will not be accepted by
school communities in my electorate. Again the
government has pulled the wrong cord on this issue and
needs to think about it again.
While talking about lack of funds, I want to refer to
school maintenance, which in my electorate is certainly
an issue, as it is in electorates around mine. I know the
endorsed Liberal candidate for Mornington, David
Morris, is very interested in this issue. He has visited
every school in the electorate, spoken to school
principals, and has reported back to me about the
problems that the schools face with regard to
maintenance.
Rochelle McArthur, the endorsed Liberal candidate for
Frankston, has done exactly the same thing. Both
candidates are very heavily involved in their electorates
and are doing the job. Rochelle McArthur is doing the
job that the honourable member for Frankston is not
doing — she is getting around the schools and actually
giving the support to those schools that the honourable
member for Frankston has walked away from.
The government needs to start thinking about the black
hole of school maintenance funding. It was a black hole
that the Kirner government left in 1992, and it is a black
hole that this government is going to leave when it gets
kicked out of office next November, because it is a
disgrace that the government has avoided providing the
proper level of funds to schools to maintain those
schools properly, and again it is something that this
whole community will be outraged about as it becomes
more public prior to the election next November.
While this is a major bill, it again shows that the
government does not really get the true story and does
not really understand what is necessary. There are a
large number of issues in the bill that need to be
exposed. Unfortunately I do not have the time to do it,
nor do any of my colleagues in the 10 minutes available
to each of us, but this bill needs to be reconsidered by
the government.
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — It is a pleasure to
talk about the Education and Training Reform Bill. In
the brief time before the close of business tonight I
would like members to think about the Liberals who
have talked tonight about closing schools, second-class
education systems and the lack of funds for schools.
Some good advice for them would be to continue
talking about those things — they should stick to what
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they know — because that is what they did when they
were in government.
The Liberals have no credibility in education. The
damage they did when in government to our education
system has left the education system reeling, and the
people of Victoria know that the Bracks government
needs at least one more term, if not two, to repair the
damage the Liberals did while they were in
government.
This education bill consolidates 11 education and
training acts and 1 community service act — 12 acts in
total — into one. It reforms and modernises the
education and training act so that the people of Victoria
will have a good education act for the future.
I support the bill because it supports education and
training in the future, and it allows the government to
be contemporary and responsible. It allows the
government to be effective and, most importantly,
flexible in the way it regulates and in the quality
assurance it imposes upon our education system,
regardless of whether it involves government schools,
private schools, Catholic schools and, controversially,
the home-education system.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The time has come for me to interrupt the
proceedings of the house. The honourable member will
have the call when the bill is next before the house.

ADJOURNMENT
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The question is:
That the house do now adjourn.

Commonwealth Games: sporting equipment
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I raise with the Minister
for Agriculture for the attention of the Minister for
Commonwealth Games in the other place the issue of
making surplus Commonwealth Games equipment
available to Victorian sporting clubs. Given the
government’s announcement today I ask the minister to
finalise and make public as soon as possible details of
the arrangements and the criteria and procedures to be
followed so that clubs can know where they stand and
so the benefits to clubs and the community can be
maximised.
The Box Hill Athletic Club is one of the leading
athletics clubs in Victoria. Thanks to its own efforts and
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the support of the Whitehorse council it has generally
good facilities at Hagenauer’s Reserve, where it is able
to host numerous athletics meets in which many clubs
can take part. However, to maintain good facilities
requires ongoing effort and resources. The club’s
running track is developing serious cracks in its inside
lanes and is at risk of being declared unsuitable for the
Athletics Victoria competition next year. The club is
also anxious to obtain a pole vault pit from the games,
if at all possible, to support what it considers to be one
of the best groups of pole vaulters in the country —
including the new Commonwealth Games champion,
Steve Hooker — as well as a high-jump pit and
equipment like starting blocks and trolleys for hurdles.
The club tells me that it first contacted officials of the
Commonwealth Games Association some 12 months
ago but did not receive a response to its numerous
inquiries regarding equipment after the games. The club
also emailed the minister on 8 March, desperately
seeking further information, but as of yesterday it had
not received a reply. The government has for some time
been displaying on the Department for Victorian
Communities Commonwealth Games web page
material proclaiming its games legacy program,
together with the statement that, I quote:
Ensuring the 2006 Commonwealth Games provide enduring
benefits to Victoria is a focus for the Department for
Victorian Communities in planning for and delivering the
games.

It is therefore surprising that there is no mention at all
of what arrangements if any the government has been
planning to ensure that Victorians obtain enduring
benefits from the equipment left over from the games.
It is also disappointing that the first-class athletics track
installed for the games is being torn up and cannot be
reused. The announcement that the government made
today that equipment will be donated to Victorian
sporting clubs shows every sign of being an
afterthought developed in haste. According to news
wire reports the government has variously said the
equipment will be given to clubs where the benefit will
be greatest, distributed on advice from peak sporting
bodies, used for both training facilities and some elite
events, used to support areas of disadvantage and
distributed as part of the Staying Involved program.
The Box Hill Athletic Club, with a venue that is much
used by athletes from many different clubs, has a strong
case for receiving some of the surplus equipment I have
mentioned. For the sake of the club and all the other
interested parties, I ask the minister to quickly establish
and make known the criteria and arrangements by
which clubs such as Box Hill can apply for and receive
proper and fair consideration of their case.
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Industrial relations: WorkChoices
Dr HARKNESS (Frankston) — Tonight I raise a
matter for the Minister for Industrial Relations. I ask
that the minister do everything possible to protect
working Victorian families from the draconian
workplace relations laws that have been implemented
by the Howard government this week. Specifically the
action that I seek is for the minister to publicise the
government’s response to this issue on its various
government web sites.
Whilst almost every Victorian knows that the new
unjust and unfair industrial relations laws are going to
negatively impact on them, they are never going to get
the facts from the federal government. So it is vital that
the state provide constant and timely advice to
Victorian workers, as these draconian laws are now
beginning to punish them. These laws are simply
another example of the Howard government’s
governing for corporate Australia and not for ordinary
working families — and particularly not for those in
Frankston. I congratulate the Minister for Industrial
Relations for challenging these repulsive workplace
laws in the High Court, because they are
unconstitutional. The Liberal Party members are simply
constitutional vandals.
The minister has recently initiated the Office of the
Victorian Workplace Rights Advocate, which will
investigate unfair employment practices and provide
free telephone advice and web site information to
people struggling with the federal changes. These
actions are in stark contrast with those of the Howard
government, which has become arrogant and hungry
for power, losing touch with ordinary Australians. In
fact according to a recent Australian research group
workplace survey 78 per cent of Victorians are
concerned about the so-called WorkChoices legislation.
This indicates that Victorians need protection from the
Howard government.
Even the federal Minister for Finance and
Administration, Senator Nick Minchin, acknowledged
that the WorkChoices legislation is not fair and that the
government just does not care by recently noting:
Poll after poll demonstrated that the Australian people don’t
agree at all with anything we’re doing on this — we have
minority support for what we’re doing.

With the removal of unfair dismissal provisions for
those who work for companies with less than 100 staff
and the probable lowering of the minimum wage,
workplace conditions will be comparable with those of
China. If a worker does not like the conditions they are
provided with in their individual agreement, they do not
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have to sign it, as John Howard has astutely observed,
but will they keep their job or will they lose it? I think
the latter is much more likely. Our disposable society
has now been extended to include people. While
workers were once valued and treasured, unscrupulous
companies can easily replace those who will not
comply with their sickening workplace conditions.
What other basic rights does the Howard government
want to take away from ordinary working Victorian
families?
I congratulate the Minister for Industrial Relations on
his actions to date to protect ordinary Victorian workers
rights, and I ask that he continue to do all that is in his
power — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.

Rail: Horsham station
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I wish to raise a
matter for the Minister for Transport about the
Horsham railway station. The action I request is that he
ensure the condition of the station, in particular that the
passenger platform is upgraded urgently to bring it up
to a standard that is not only visually attractive but also
meets the requirements of public safety. The station
which is owned by the government is currently under
lease to Horsham Rural City Council, but I am
informed that the lease has expired. Horsham Rural
City Council is concerned about its condition and has
agreed to undertake minimal works to an approximate
value of $1000 to address minimal safety provisions.
The council is asking the government to endorse those
works, but the silence is deafening: ‘No response, Your
Honour’!
I have seen the station and have with me today photos
which highlight its unsightly and dangerous condition.
In late February this year the Minister for Transport
announced a $2.4 million upgrade of the Overland
passenger service in partnership with South Australia
and Great Southern Railway. This will ensure the future
of one of Australia’s great and well-known rail
journeys, the Overland, which travels through
Horsham. A media release of 28 February states:
The refurbishment will really bring the train into the
21st century and help to ensure a new generation of
passengers are attracted to the train for its comfort and
aesthetics.

It goes on to talk about a number of other initiatives
which will be put in place to encourage people to use
the service, starting with a new timetable. As we know,
the Overland was an overnight service, but now it will
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travel during daylight hours. According to the media
release, this will give:
… a greater feeling of security and convenience for
passengers, in particular the elderly.

Unfortunately they forgot to talk about the railway
stations. The dangerous condition of the platform at
Horsham makes it unsafe for any passengers but
particularly for the elderly and those with disabilities.
The government must bring the standard of
government-owned railway stations like Horsham that
are along the western link between Melbourne and
Adelaide up to a standard which caters for the
travelling public. The community I represent wants a
long-term improvement to the station in the best
interests of not only the travelling public but also the
users of the station.
I again call on the minister to take action to ensure that
the urgently needed upgrades are carried out quickly to
bring the station up to a standard which is not only
visually attractive but also meets the safety
requirements of the travelling public just as the people
who use the Overland service will have those needs
met.

Maribyrnong College: sports programs
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — I raise a matter
for the Minister for Education and Training. I request
the minister to ask the planning and design consultants
for the Maribyrnong Sports School to consult with and
take into account the Westgate Soccer Club soccer
facility development in their work.
Just prior to Victoria’s greatest ever sports and cultural
festival the Minister for Sport and Recreation came to
the Whitten Oval to announce a $1 million planning
and design exercise with master planning for Victoria’s
first government sports school at Maribyrnong College.
Joining forces with the Victorian Institute of Sport,
Victoria University and the Western Bulldogs, the new
school will offer students a flexible curriculum and
programs with high-performance coaches and
first-class sporting and academic facilities as well as the
latest in sports science and medicine. Initial sports
identified include Australian Rules football, soccer,
basketball, tennis, swimming, netball and badminton.
Apart from the opportunities offered by this
partnership — and the location, which is next to the
new Maribyrnong Aquatic Centre and close to the
Whitten Oval, the Victoria University sport and
recreation complex, the Maribyrnong River and
adjacent oval areas — work has already been
completed on a community soccer complex at the
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school itself. The 320-member-strong Westgate Soccer
Club, through its incorporated group MSC West Inc.,
has invested an estimated $500 000 in cash and in kind
on ground works, irrigation and supply of services to a
difficult, filled site on the northern boundary of the
school adjacent to Highpoint Shopping Centre. The
plans are geared for a Premier League-standard facility,
and the sharing of the pitch areas are outlined in an
existing joint-use agreement. A planning agreement
also exists, which enables separate road access and
parking for the facility. It also permits the construction
of the change facility to proceed.
I request the minister to invite the consultants who will
be engaged to produce the master plan to consult with
MSC West and to consider the contribution the already
considerable amount of work and planning could make
to the new school. This is a great project that is going to
strengthen not only the perception but also the reality of
that Maribyrnong area as one of the great sporting
precincts in this state. With its combination of
tertiary-based research and the opportunities from the
aquatic centre — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The honourable member’s time has expired.

Planning: Deauville estate, Beaumaris
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — I wish to raise
a matter for the attention of the Minister for Planning. I
seek from the minister the reception of a delegation
comprising local residents, local interest groups, local
members of Parliament and council representatives to
consider the implications of a recent court decision and
its impact upon a restrictive covenant in the area known
as the Deauville estate. The Deauville estate is a
much-valued single-dwelling subdivision in Beaumaris
under a restrictive covenant scheme.
Planning across many suburbs in Melbourne is a
contentious issue. Residents in Beaumaris have had the
benefit of a restrictive covenant expressed in the
following terms:
The said Evans Stewart, his heirs, executors, administrators
and transferees, shall not at any time erect on any one of the
lots … 58 … on the said plan of subdivision any building
other than a dwelling house …

The majority of residents have had some sense of
security that their existing residential amenity will be
preserved for posterity. I am advised that a decision by
Justice Bongiorno in the case of Tonks and Anor v.
Tonks & Ors (2003) VSC 105 indicated that ‘a’ did not
mean ‘one’ in law, and a covenant was overthrown on a
three-lot subdivision of a battleaxe lot. On the basis of
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Justice Bongiorno’s ruling, if ‘a’ does not mean ‘one’,
which in the Beaumaris example is contrary to the spirit
of the 1940s Deauville estate sales brochure indication
in any event, it could mean two or six dwellings,
especially as the allotments in the Deauville estate are
above average size.
On behalf of my constituents and as a matter of
urgency, I seek the advice of the Attorney-General and
the Minister for Planning as to whether all other
restrictive covenant schemes in Melbourne will now be
open to dual occupancy or multi-occupancy
development in the light of this particular decision. The
concerns of the residents have been raised at local
government level, but the implications extend well
beyond Sandringham.
As planning was a very important issue in the past,
people were invited to enter into 173 covenant
agreements under the Planning and Environment Act as
a means of protecting their residential amenity or,
alternatively, rely upon the strength of a restrictive
covenant. It is an important mechanism. In some cases,
if it related to out-of-date matters or to a matter in
which all the beneficiaries of the covenant acquiesced
and assented to the removal of the covenant, that has
certainly been a different matter. On behalf of the
residents of Beaumaris and local members, local
interest groups and council representatives, I seek a
deputation with the minister to discuss the implications
of that particular case.

Edith Bendall Lodge: community bus
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Victorian
Communities. The action I seek is funding for a
community bus with lifting facilities to be auspiced by
the Edith Bendall Lodge, which would enable many
locals to actively engage in community activities.
The Edith Bendall community was founded on a
philosophy of community benefit and volunteer
contribution. At its last annual meeting I was impressed
with the quality of the committee and its very strong
links with local service clubs and community
organisations. I thank the tireless efforts of the
chairman Anthony Mutton, treasurer Raymond Boyce,
and secretary Alf Diggerson, who also works on
op shop deliveries and drives the Edith Bendall bus.
Ordinary members include Victor Harcourt, Nicola
Martinelli, Steven Pappas, Denise O’Brien, Neville
Walker and Kenneth Hobday with a great chief
executive officer in Kath Turner.
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This is a joint project of the Lions Club of
Strathmore-Gladstone Park and the Rotary Club of
Pascoe Vale. I thank the op shop volunteers led by
Norma Willoughby, Cheryl Rowan and the many other
fundraising volunteers; I again mention Alf
Diggerson’s role in collecting, distributing and taking
goods down to the shop.
The beneficiaries of the bus would be the Pascoe Vale
Returned and Services League, Bluestone Day Club,
Robinson Reserve Neighbourhood House, West
Coburg ladies bowling club, Pascoe Vale Probus,
Pascoe Vale Senior Citizens Club and Coburg Legacy
women’s club, to name just a few. We are in desperate
need of a community bus with a lifting facility in our
area because we have many older people who would be
isolated without transport. Their brains are active; they
are extremely outgoing and very social and community
minded, and this bus would enable them to be active
participants in a way that no other transport can
currently provide.
The bus project embodies principles of community
strengthening that will directly improve the wellbeing
of Victorians in a very practical way and it aligns with
the — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The member’s time has expired!

Port of Melbourne: Footscray wharf
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — The matter I raise is
for the attention of the Minister for Transport, the
minister responsible for ports. I ask him to provide the
leadership required to ensure that the Port of Melbourne
Corporation adheres to its stated commitment which is
to view local government as a major stakeholder and to
balance community, business and industry priorities.
I ask the minister to convene an urgent meeting with
the chairman of the corporation and counsel him to
instruct the chief executive officer to undertake any
required repair work to Footscray wharf to enable it to
stay open for use by boats, thereby allowing and
supporting the City of Maribyrnong to fulfil its vision
for the wharf and its surrounding light commercial area.
Over the past nine months the minister’s department,
and indeed the government, have most noticeably been
unwilling to resolve this very important western
suburbs impasse. It is time for the minister to do
something and save the Port of Melbourne Corporation
from further public embarrassment; it obviously needs
leadership on this issue.
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During this nine-month period representatives of the
Port of Melbourne Corporation have been seen on
national TV and been heard on radio; it has been quoted
in the broadsheets and local newspapers as saying it
wished to close Footscray wharf on the Maribyrnong
River. It seems determined to close the wharf to the
public and boaties despite the clear public interest in
keeping it open. It is obvious that the corporation is not
listening to the reasons why the wharf should remain
open.
Closing the wharf is clearly against the Maribyrnong
City Council’s long-term plans for the area and for the
wharf. This area is the gateway to Footscray, which the
council sees as an active and vibrant waterfront and is
critical to further investment and tourism. The wharf is
seen as pivotal in improving the council’s financial
position and ability to provide the much-needed
services to the Maribyrnong community.
With its light commercial environs, Footscray wharf
surely falls outside the corporation’s core business of
running the port of Melbourne. The Maribyrnong City
Council, and the Footscray community whose members
live and work in the area, have clearly indicated they
are and wish to continue to be proud neighbours of
Australia’s largest port. However, they remain confused
and frustrated as to why the Port of Melbourne
Corporation and its tenants refuse to take the view of
other large successful businesses by embracing and
supporting the community and its major stakeholders. I
repeat: it is time for the minister to show the
long-awaited leadership that is required in order to
provide the Port of Melbourne Corporation with the
opportunity to fulfil its appropriate role as a proud
partner of local government and the Footscray
community.
I have had the benefit of visiting the wharf with
Mr Grenville Sylvester and sitting on that lovely boat of
his. I must admit the amenity there is somewhat
different from what I am used to at Apollo Bay and
Lorne, sitting back in the boat watching the trucks
rumbling across the road and that beautiful outlook
across the port of Melbourne! However, it is home to a
number of boaties who feel it is an integral part of their
lifestyle. There are a number of people there, and the
tourist potential is unlimited, as the member for
Footscray said. I call on the minister to act, and to act
immediately.

Courts: interpreter services
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I raise an issue for
the attention of the Attorney-General that relates to the
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adequacy of the translation services provided in
criminal trials in Victoria.
An honourable member — Do you need some?
Mr ROBINSON — No, but I am perhaps thinking
of some colleagues! It is a very serious issue, and I am
seeking the Attorney-General’s undertaking to have his
department examine the provision of these services in
Victoria.
The issue came to my attention recently while I was in
Japan on a political exchange visit. The essence of the
issue is contained in an article which I will make
available to the Attorney-General. The article appeared
in the English language newspaper Asahi Shimbun on
23 February and essentially deals with a Mr Masaharu
Katsuno, who was released recently after serving
10 years in a Victorian prison for heroin trafficking. He
and a number of other people were convicted in 1992, I
understand. They claimed at the time that they were
duped by their Malaysian guides into acting as couriers
and that their innocence was prejudiced by very poor
interpreter services and the translations thereafter
during their criminal trial.
The point I am making is not that that case needs to be
revisited, although it has been highlighted in this article,
as indeed has another case in Japan. Even though that is
a separate jurisdiction and has no relevance to Victorian
law, the issue of the accuracy of interpretations is very
pertinent. I will quote from the article, which relates to
the trial of a British national, Nicholas Baker, whom the
Tokyo High Court sentenced to 11 years in prison for
smuggling cocaine and ecstasy.
His defence team analysed the testimony and the
translations and concluded that they were complicated
and compromised by the fact that he had a strong
Cockney accent. According to the article:
When he said ‘antibiotic drug’, the court-appointed interpreter
translated it to ‘an import-banned drug’. When Baker said, ‘It
ain’t mine’, she translated it as, ‘I don’t mind’. The tapes also
show that prosecutors blamed the defendant for apparently
contradicting his testimony. The contradiction was in fact
caused by mistranslations.

A lot can depend on the value that is put on words and
the definition of words, all the more so if you are facing
a criminal trial in the state of Victoria and are relying
on translators. This is a matter which, given the gravity
of the consequences, if it is not done correctly — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
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Bright: Easter trading restrictions
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — My issue concerns the
impact of Easter trading restrictions on the supply of
food and other essential goods to visitors to Bright this
Easter. I ask the Minister for Small Business to
reconsider his rejection of the request by the Shire of
Alpine for an exemption from Easter trading
restrictions.
Bright is nestled in the Upper Ovens Valley. It is an
enjoyable tourist destination for 30 000 people each
Easter and has been so for many years. Bright is similar
to other northern Victorian towns such as Beechworth,
Yarrawonga, Cobram, Swan Hill and Mildura, to which
people flock to enjoy the fantastic autumn weather and
local entertainment. However, while exemptions from
Easter trading restrictions have been rightly granted to
Beechworth, Yarrawonga, Cobram, Swan Hill and
Mildura, Bright’s request has been denied twice.
The minister, in rejecting my request to reconsider his
initial decision, has made reference to the pressures on
small businesses to stay open coming from large
businesses. The minister then stated that most
businesses in Bright will in fact be allowed to open,
either because of the exemptions for hardware stores,
video shops and nurseries or because they have less
than 20 staff. We have a situation where Bright’s
30 000 visitors will be able to watch videos, plant a few
trees and do a few repairs on their caravans but will
have great difficulty in getting food and other essential
items, because Bright’s only supermarket will be forced
to operate with a skeleton staff.
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on a holiday. A family on a camping holiday often does
not have the refrigerated storage capacity for more than
one day’s meals, and of course people do not want to be
worried about planning for the following couple of
days.
I ask that the minister or some of his most senior staff
immediately visit Bright and speak to the Alpine Shire
Council and the chamber of commerce, and, when he
fully understands the need for the supermarket to be
fully staffed over Easter, that he give Bright an
exemption from the Easter trading restrictions.

Mill Park Lakes P–9 school: access
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I wish to raise a matter
for attention of the Minister for Education and Training.
The action I seek is for the minister to have her
department seek urgent discussions with the City of
Whittlesea to ensure that students of Mill Park Lakes
school, due to open next year, have road access to this
great new school.
The Bracks government has shown its commitment to
South Morang families through its $11.2 million of
funding from last year’s budget for the building of a P–9
school servicing students in the Mill Park Lakes,
Waterstone Hill and Hillcroft estates. Indeed, the Premier
personally came out last year to meet prospective
students when he kicked off this great project, unveiling
the sign on the junior school site. And I am privileged to
serve on the planning committee for this brand new
school, which is now taking enrolments for term 1 next
year.

The argument regarding pressure from big business is
somewhat weak, given that there are no big businesses
in Bright. And when he suggests that this has not been a
problem in the past, does the minister realise that in the
past Bright has had two locally owned supermarkets,
each with about 20 staff? Now one of those
supermarkets has closed, and the other locally owned
and operated supermarket has expanded. Does the
minister wish to penalise a local small business operator
for being successful?

Families in the Hillcroft estate have expressed to me
their distress at the City of Whittlesea’s decision to
defer connection of both ends of Lakes Boulevard,
which bounds one side of the new school. Hundreds of
families will be stranded only 400 to 500 metres, as the
crow flies across the paddocks, from the new school
and will instead have to take a long drive along a busy
arterial road — for up to 20 minutes — rather than
having a 3-minute drive or a 5-minute stroll, which
would surely be better for their health.

The Bright Chamber of Commerce and the Alpine
Shire Council are extremely disappointed with the
minister’s decision and are very concerned about the
long-term impact on tourist revisitations after those
tourists experience trouble in getting food and essentials
over this Easter. Local media commentary reflects this
concern. The Border Mail of 24 March says ‘Minister
defends retail ban by saying tourists don’t shop’. This is
the minister suggesting that holidaymakers, especially
campers and those in caravans, do not shop daily when

I have for some time been concerned about the City of
Whittlesea’s failure to provide reasonable access in a
timely manner to new estates so that emergency
vehicles can attend accidents or fire. A doctor’s wife
living in the Hillcroft estate told me her husband could
not leave the estate via Lakes Boulevard during last
year’s floods because there was only one way out.
Cr Pam McLeod and I campaigned hard last year to
resolve this issue not only to ensure emergency vehicle
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access but to deal with the now-heavily congested
traffic leaving the Mill Park Lakes estate at peak hour.
Cr McLeod was successful in having the Lakes
Boulevard connection funded in the City of
Whittlesea’s current budget. I welcome this but am now
disturbed to read, in last week’s Whittlesea Leader,
Mayor John Fry quoted as saying the road may take up
to two years to finish. This is not good enough. This
will jeopardise the ability to get buses into this brand
new school and will also cause undue difficulty for the
families in the Hillcroft estate.
It beggars belief that the City of Whittlesea, a local
government with what must be one of the greatest
numbers of transmission lines traversing its area of any
local government, did not understand that it required a
higher clearance to build a road underneath them. The
city is also saying that it had not acquired enough
parcels of land. I think the mayor needs to do a much
better job for the local families in the area, and I would
also think that as an official with the Australian
Education Union, he would also have some concerns
for the teachers who will be teaching in that school and
who are going to have to take a packed lunch to
actually get to it.
I urge the minister to ask her department to seek
discussions with the City of Whittlesea to sort out this
matter as soon as possible. If the city cannot get the
road in, it should at least build a footpath or a pathway
to enable those families to get to Mill Park Lakes
school.

Responses
Mr CAMERON (Minister for Agriculture) — The
honourable members for Box Hill, Frankston, Lowan,
Footscray, Sandringham, Pascoe Vale, Polwarth,
Mitcham, Benalla and Yan Yean have raised matters
for ministers. I will refer those matters to them.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Nardella) —
Order! The house now stands adjourned.
House adjourned 10.29 p.m.
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Wednesday, 29 March 2006
The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE
Notices of motion: removal
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to advise the
house that under standing order 144 notices of
motion 112 to 114, 221 to 232 and 347 to 349 will be
removed from the notice paper on the next sitting day.
A member who requires a notice standing in his or her
name to be continued must advise the Clerk in writing
by 6.00 p.m. today.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Education: home-schooling
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of Victorians who support home-schooling
points out to the house extensive research in America,
Canada, England and Australia has revealed that home
education works both academically and socially and produces
‘literate students with minimal government interference at a
fraction of the cost of any government program’.
Home-educated children enter conventional schools, go on to
university, enter the work force and become responsible
citizens. The government has provided no evidence to show
that regulation would have any beneficial effect. Moreover,
the powers granted to the Victorian Registration and
Qualifications Authority under the terms of the exposure draft
of the Education and Training Reform Bill in regard to home
education are unlimited and would allow unfair and
ineffective regulations to be imposed on Victorian parents to
the detriment of their children.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria orders the redrafting of the clauses of
the Education and Training Reform Bill pertaining to home
education in line with the existing requirements of the
Education Act of 1958 and Community Services Act of 1970
that parents provide ‘regular and efficient instruction’ without
reference to a statutory authority. This provides for the
parents’ rights to determine the manner of their children’s
education and for the state’s responsibility to ensure all
children are educated.

By Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) (7 signatures)
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) (142 signatures)
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) (6 signatures)
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) (4 signatures)
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) (5 signatures)

Rail: Cranbourne station
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth that as a matter of urgency parking at
Cranbourne railway station be increased to meet demand.
Cranbourne is in the municipality of Casey, which is one of
the fastest growing municipalities in Australia. Current
parking is insufficient, which necessitates commuters having
to use surrounding streets for parking, which causes safety
issues.
Your petitioners therefore pray that consideration be given to
increasing car parking facilities at the Cranbourne railway
station to alleviate this problem.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

By Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) (15 signatures)

Racial and religious tolerance: legislation
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house that:
1.

Religious freedom essentially includes the freedom to
teach, preach and propagate one’s beliefs, and to express
opinions about other world views. This applies to all
religions, and certainly to the Christian religion where
Christ commands His followers to propagate their
faith — Matt 28:18–20.

2.

The Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001 aims to
outlaw vilification, but its enforcement places ‘an
intolerable curb on religious freedom’ and threatens free
speech itself.

In any case, the legislation is unnecessary in a community that
has always had effective mechanisms for correcting
intemperate or offensive statements (whether on religion, race
or any other topic) — namely public forums in newspapers,
open debate and discussion, talkback radio etc.
In view of the fact that the Australian constitution:
forbids the making of any commonwealth law
‘prohibiting the free exercise of any religion’
(section 116), and
decrees that ‘when a State law is inconsistent with a law
of the Commonwealth, the latter shall prevail …’
(section 109) —
Your petitioners therefore request that the Racial and
Religious Tolerance Act 2001 be repealed.

By Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) (18 signatures)
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) (19 signatures)

Retirement villages: residents rights
To the Honourable the Speaker of the house and members of
the house assembled in Parliament:
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The petition of the undersigned citizens of Victoria draws to
the attention of the house the continuing distress of many
retirement village residents due to problems with the
implementation of the retirement villages legislation.
We believe that the Parliament’s decision, following the
review of the act, provided reasonable exit provisions for new
residents. These provisions have not yet been proclaimed.
Further, we believe that existing residents do not have
appropriate protection or avenues of redress where they have
entered into complex and unfair contracts.
The petitioners call on the house to ensure that the Victorian
government:
1.

takes immediate action to proclaim all the amendments
to the Retirement Villages Act adopted by the
Parliament;

2.

requires retirement village contracts to specify and
protect residents rights;

3.

regulates for contracts to be in a form that can be
understood by residents, prospective residents and their
legal or financial advisers;

4.

provides accessible and affordable avenues of redress
for residents with current contracts that include unfair
provisions.

By Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) (66 signatures)

Schools: religious instruction
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In view of the questionable ethics of this practice, the
contradiction regarding health benefits and the lack of
community consultation, your petitioners pray that:
the Victorian government acknowledges our opposition
to mass fluoridation pending a referendum of the
citizens of Wangaratta.
the government to be bound by the results of such
referendum.
Mass medication is in direct contravention of the 1949
Nuremberg court ruling relative to compulsory medication.
‘The voluntary consent of the human subject is absolutely
essential’ (Nuremberg Code).

By Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) (701 signatures)
Tabled.
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Bellarine be considered next day on
motion of Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Murray Valley be considered next day
on motion of Mr JASPER (Murray Valley).
Ordered that petitions presented by honourable
member for Hastings be considered next day on
motion of Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings).

To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of citizens of Victoria concerned to ensure the
continuation of religious instruction in Victorian government
schools draws out to the house that, under the Bracks Labor
government review of education and training legislation, the
future of religious instruction in Victorian schools is in
question and risks becoming subject to the discretion of local
school councils.
The petitioners therefore request that the Legislative
Assembly of Victoria take steps to ensure that there is no
change to legislation and the Victorian government schools
reference guide that would diminish the status of religious
instruction in Victorian government schools and, in addition,
urge the government to provide additional funding for
chaplaincy services in Victorian government schools.
The petition of citizens of Victoria [is] concerned to ensure
the continuation of religious instruction in Victorian
government schools, and to provide additional funding for
school chaplains.

By Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) (24 signatures)

Water: fluoridation
To the Honourable Speaker and members of the Legislative
Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the undersigned citizens of the state of
Victoria sheweth that the Victorian government has moved to
mass medicate the population of Wangaratta by the
fluoridation of the domestic water supply.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Glenroy West Primary School: student leaders
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — Congratulations
to the Glenroy West Primary School student leaders
who were elected by their fellow students to the
students representative council: Christian Neofotistos,
Emma Lang, Chloe Bushell, Bridget LeRoy, Taylah
Lambert, Stephanie Wong, Aida Zepcan, Jack Hurley,
Jordan McLeish, Tara Ellison and treasurer Omar
Ghazala. Congratulations also to the student leadership
team of Casey O’Connell, Ben Van Mierlo and Kiarra
Nicholson who gave great speeches.
This house should also acknowledge the house captains
and vice-captains. The captains for York are Sarah
Shirreff and Laura Shirreff and the vice-captains are
Jessica Galea and Lauren Hill. In Clovelly the captains
are Oshani Warnakulasuriya and Matthew Bushell and
the vice-captains are Nicolette Kruse and Cory Bushell.
In Chapman the captains are Daniella Megaloudis and
Kyle Wills and the vice-captains are James Bruce and
Lachlan Hart. In William the captains are Nicole
Lonergan and Madeleine McGuigan and the
vice-captains are Jack Tanner and Caitlin McGuigan.
The flag monitor is Cody Lovell, the house challenges
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monitors are John Faulks and Brendan Doyle and the
house points monitors are Emily Bennett and Johanna
Taylor. Congratulations to Ms Julie White for pulling
together a fantastic school assembly, at which I,
together with all the students, proud parents, staff and
friends, enjoyed a very well-presented ceremony.

Land tax: increases
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — Do not ever stand between
this government and a Victorian business on a valuable
piece of land. In February the member for Box Hill and
I raised the issue of the land tax bill issued to the owner
of Arthurs Hotel in Arthurs Seat in my electorate.
Arthurs Hotel’s land tax bill increased by 1300 per cent
from $1200 to $21 000 — obviously making a mockery
of the government’s 50 per cent cap. As a result this
successful business was going to close and 20 young
people were to lose their jobs. Only after extensive
media coverage did the government back down and
reduce Arthurs Hotel’s land tax bill to the 50 per cent
cap. Under this government the only way you can get a
mistake recognised and reversed is to haul it before the
media. What a disgraceful way to run a state. Where is
the openness and accountability? How many other
businesses in my electorate and indeed in Victoria have
had unfair and wrong land tax bills sent to them? They
cannot all go to the media to force the government to
back down.
Arthurs Hotel is happy with the Treasurer’s backdown
this year but the 50 per cent cap is only for one year.
Will they have to go through it all again when the
business and 20 jobs are under threat next year? I hope
not. The Treasurer must sort his land tax farce out
immediately, before any more Victorian businesses
give up and have to sack their employees due to his
incompetence.

Tarrawingee Primary School: site
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I wish to bring to
the attention of the house my concern about the action
taken by the Victorian government when seeking to
maximise the financial return to the government
through the sale of small parcels of Crown land when
other, better options are available. This issue is
highlighted even more when cast against the huge
expense involved in providing the highly successful and
acclaimed Commonwealth Games. I refer in particular
to the closed Tarrawingee Primary School site east of
the city of Wangaratta on the Great Alpine Road. The
school site is adjacent to the Tarrawingee recreation
reserve and ideally placed to be added to the reserve for
management and development.
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The recreation reserve committee sought my assistance
in securing the land to develop tourist facilities, to
beautify the area and to make it an attractive area for
tourists and for local people generally. However, the
response from the education minister to my
representations was that the government policy was to
offer land to other government departments first
through the Minister for Finance, then to offer the land
to the Rural City of Wangaratta for purchase or
presumably for auction to the general public. Surely
commonsense should prevail with a closed school site
being offered to the voluntary recreation reserve
committee to develop and manage for the benefit of
local people, visitors to the area or others just passing
through on the Great Alpine Road from Wangaratta
East into the high country of Victoria.

Nathan Deakes
Mr LONEY (Lara) — It is time for Geelong to
recognise the athletic feats of Nathan Deakes in a
tangible manner. The efforts of Nathan Deakes in
winning both the 20-kilometre and 50-kilometre walk
events of the Melbourne Commonwealth Games, thus
defending the titles he previously won at Manchester,
make him the first Australian male track and field
athlete to achieve four individual gold medals.
Deakes’s efforts in both these events were truly world
class. We recall the way that he spread the field
winning by a number of minutes. The manner of his
walking and the efforts that he has put in over recent
years have certainly made him one of the world’s top
walkers in a sport that is more normally associated with
parts of Europe than with the southern hemisphere.
Perhaps an appropriate recognition of Nathan Deakes’s
achievements may be to have a look at renaming part of
the waterfront in Geelong as the Nathan Deakes Walk.
It would seem to me that this would be quite an
appropriate recognition of his achievements over recent
years. Finally, I congratulate all involved in the
Commonwealth Games, it was a magnificent
achievement for the state, from the minister — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Industrial relations: WorkChoices
Mr JENKINS (Morwell) — It has not taken long
for some reprehensible employers to take advantage of
that disgusting WorkChoices legislation that has been
put in place by the Howard government in complete
concord with The Nationals. John Howard and Kevin
Andrews have decided to wreak havoc on Victorian
families, Australian families and workers. Now,
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according to Kevin Andrews, an employer can dismiss
an employee for a personality clash. An employee
could walk in one day, having spent 10 years working
hard for a company, and be summarily dismissed for
doing nothing but smiling the wrong way at the boss.
There goes the worker, there goes their family, there
goes the mortgage, but we do not seem to care.

What a joke — a new signalling system that cannot
cope with bad weather. Those close to the project
inform me that extreme political pressure has been
applied to all to get the project finished and the trains
running.

The worst people in this are The Nationals, the Homer
Simpsons of the political process — ‘It wasn’t us; we
did not do it’. The Nationals have been part of this
legislation that is going to persecute in particular people
in regional areas where work choices are slimmer than
they have been in the past. Gone is the system of a fair
go, gone is the feeling of mutual respect for employers
and employees, gone are the principles of natural
justice under the WorkChoices legislation, this
disgusting reprehensible legislation that will be
dismantled under Labor — but people will be on the
scrap heap before it happens, and that is the sad thing.

Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — On Sunday,
19 March, I had the honour of presenting a
Commonwealth Games flag to the family of the late
Major J. E. (Jim) Killender, RFD, ED, RAA (retired),
who passed away suddenly and unexpectedly on
21 November 2005.

Rail: regional links
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — The legendary Ghan
is in danger of losing its icon status to a Victorian rail
project, but for all the wrong reasons. Never in rail
history has so little been achieved, for so few, with so
much, than with Victoria’s botched farce rail project —
a $1.3 billion flop.
Originally the butt of all jokes, Victoria’s farce rail
project has now become a constant source of anger and
frustration for those who dare to put their jobs,
education and health on the line by relying on this
totally unreliable project. This so-called flagship project
for the Bracks government has turned into a great white
elephant. Commuters being offloaded from the new
V/Locity trains and herded onto buses is becoming a
regular event. One could argue that the Bracks
government’s new public transport slogan should be
‘Better late than never’.
From personal observation the Premier and his
hangers-on always seem to have a fleet of stand-by
buses parked around the corner for each new farce rail
train trip, just in case they are left stranded on opening
day. No sooner has the Premier cut the ribbon and
bolted than buses arrive to collect stranded passengers
and get them to school, work and medical
appointments — late yet again.
Recently the $750 million upgrade failed dismally
because the signalling failed on the Bendigo line due to
bad weather. The only take you could get on that
explanation is that every time the Minister for Transport
gets a runny nose the farce trains will grind to a halt.

Jim Killender

Jim was to be a volunteer in the Commonwealth Games
and had been chosen to be involved in the flag-raising
ceremony at the exhibition centre, a task he was really
looking forward to. Jim had a lifetime of voluntary
work, including involvement in the Banyule historical
house friends group, the West Heidelberg community
recreation centre, Life Education Victoria, the
Nunawading Community Chest, the Rosanna fire
station community house, the Deafblind Association
and the Royal Australian Artillery Association. He was
a tour guide for the Shrine of Remembrance and an
Anzac Day marshal.
Jim worked for 31 years in the citizen military forces
and army reserve, retiring on 31 March 1984. He then
worked for 18 years for the Red Cross, many of those
years as state coordinator for Red Cross Calling, before
retiring from paid work in 1997.
Today I pay tribute to the life of Jim Killender. My
condolences go out to his wife, Gloria, his two
daughters, Lauren and Danielle, their husbands,
Graeme and Darren, and his grandchildren, Todd, Josh,
Chase, Kruse, Jesse, Zayn, Jett, Bailey, Max, Takoda,
Deakin, Blaise and Emilie-Rose. Jim’s funeral was held
on 28 November last year, and all the grandchildren let
off balloons for Jim in heaven.

Templestowe Road: upgrade
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I call on the Minister
for Transport to provide funds for Templestowe Road. I
have raised this matter on numerous occasions, but
unfortunately the minister has not listened.
The Templestowe Reference Group has had two recent
meetings with VicRoads seeking money for four
pedestrian crossings and five centre-turning lanes for
vehicles turning westwards to the parks on the north
side of Templestowe Road. However, it seems that
VicRoads is not interested. According to VicRoads
‘funding commitment is dependent on so many
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variants, but mainly funding is given to areas which
have had three deaths’. It appears that Templestowe
Road is considered a lower priority because it has had
only one death. As far as we are concerned, one death is
one too many.
I quote from a recent email from Mervyn, the
spokesperson for the group:
It is a pity that the duty of care and commonsense in assessing
the need for safety conditions for residents and vehicles is not
taken into account.

He goes on to say that the reference group sincerely
hopes commonsense will prevail and funding will be
forthcoming.
I plead with the minister and this government to
allocate money to ensure that no-one is killed or
seriously injured. Once again I invite the Minister for
Transport to visit my electorate and see for himself the
poor condition of Templestowe Road. While he is
there, he can also visit King Street. Both these roads are
appalling, and they need to be upgraded as soon as
possible before someone gets seriously hurt.

Eight-Hour Day: 150th anniversary
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — On 27 March
2006, in celebration of the 150th anniversary of the
Eight-Hour Day, a walking group with members Frank
and Leslie Whitby, John and Margaret Mottram, Mike
Hassett, Peter Spehr, Bernie Shanahan, Bob Brook and
my good friends Mike and Noeline Moore came to
Parliament House via the Brunswick and Carlton
quarry sites as well as Trades Hall with its nearby
888 monument commemorating the Eight-Hour Day. It
was my great pleasure to show the group first hand the
impressive workmanship on display here.
In April 1856 construction began on the Assembly
chamber, a month later on the Council. There was a
short delay on the Assembly building when, in the
strike culminating on 21 April, stonemasons working at
Melbourne University joined the Parliament House
workers, downed tools and marched on Parliament
House. Only two days later contractors were instructed
by the Victorian government to accept an 8-hour
working day and allow the stonemasons to proceed
with construction. Following the brief interruption of
their work, the government added industrial invention
to the various constitutional innovations later claimed
by the Parliament.
Having made their point and won their case, back went
the labourers, masons, carpenters, plasterers, painters
and foremen, and — with hardly a pause and at a pace
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that now seems remarkable — they completed the
chambers. By November 1856, just 12 months after
work commenced, both the Legislative Council and
Legislative Assembly rooms were usable.
While Mike Moore and the walking group made a point
of viewing the exceptional building created at that time,
we here in the house are given the pleasure every day,
and I thank those involved for creating such a beautiful
working environment.

Snowy Hydro Ltd: sale
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I wish to raise the issue
of the sale of Snowy Hydro, which is something that
will have an adverse impact on irrigators in the future. I
received a letter from Mr Max Talbot from Cooma
North, who was an executive on the Snowy Mountains
Authority at the time of the drafting of these
agreements, including the 70-year water licence leading
up to the corporatisation of the scheme.
He says that he does not believe the licence reflects
contemporary thinking on water resource management
and certainly does not optimise the use of our scarcest
natural resource — water. He also says it is not
recognised that the scheme was built with taxpayers
money loaned to the Snowy Mountains Hydro
Authority by the commonwealth. This was paid back
after corporatisation, and now the states have had a
windfall from that process. He also says:
As irrigators have the most to lose by having to negotiate with
a private entity with a focus on profits, it is irrigators and their
various associations that need to take up the cause.

This will be a very difficult future for irrigators, and it
will be a very difficult future for the taxpayers, because
this complicated system of channels generation will
decline in serviceability and it will be the taxpayer who
will be called upon or will lose the service.

Bellarine Agricultural Show
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — On 12 March I was
pleased to open, jointly with the Minister for
Agriculture, the Bellarine Agricultural Show in
Portarlington. The new president, John Harris, the
honorary secretary, Beryl Downey, the treasurer, Rick
Peacock, and the committee did a fantastic job. They
were ably supported by a great team, including Graeme
Brown, the grounds manager, Marie Harcombe, Kath
Caulfield and Kaye Harris, to name just a few.
Unfortunately Roma Burns, who has been secretary and
a committee member, is ill and was unable to be there
this year. I take this opportunity to send my best wishes
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to Roma and her husband, Bill Burns, who have both
contributed so much over the years.
The show has become an important fixture on the
Bellarine Peninsula’s calendar of events and attracts
visitors from Geelong and Bellarine and holiday
makers from across Victoria. It is a powerful reminder
of the region’s agricultural heritage and the importance
of the ongoing contribution from those involved in
farming and country life in the Bellarine Peninsula.
Despite the 38-degree heat, everyone seemed to be
having a great time — although the dogs in the dog
jumping competition did not want to jump.
The show provides a wonderful opportunity to
showcase local agricultural produce and livestock and
activities and displays of interest to all ages. Bellarine
Estate is a great sponsor of the show, and it provided a
number of gifts and prizes. Wonderful handcrafts were
on display, and there were great competitions for the
children. Warren the Magician was also very
popular — I think he took $10 from the minister; I am
not sure if he got that back! Portarlington Church by the
Bay did a great job with catering. Congratulations again
on this show.

Crime: Sandringham electorate
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — I wish to raise
a matter during the 90-second members statements in
relation to the lack of cohesion in a sector of the
Sandringham electorate. I had a call from a constituent
who raised her concerns regarding the screams, the
bashings, people making demands for money, a
shooting, drug dealing and a rape associated with a
local neighbourhood.
In December last year there was a rape on this person’s
property, and she was concerned about the lack of
advice she received from the local authorities. She is
concerned about drug dealing in properties across the
road from where she resides, and another woman in her
street had her windscreen smashed because she had
contacted the police. It is also a matter of concern in the
neighbourhood that people are reluctant to contact the
police because there is a fear of reprisal in the local area
if the police come around. According to my constituent
it is horrific living in the neighbourhood, and residents
are in fear for their personal safety.
This particular constituent has two children and she is
concerned for their welfare when they are in the street.
She also raises the fact that people are too scared to
open their mouths and raise this matter with the
appropriate authorities. She asks what must she do to
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protect herself. She would like to move away from the
area, but she is not able to do so at the present time.

Preston: Creating Better Places program
Mr LEIGHTON (Preston) — The Preston district
centre is a key retail and business centre and transport
hub in my electorate which draws large numbers of
people from across Melbourne and therefore has a
major impact on the local economy. Preston was
designated a principal activity centre under
Melbourne 2030. It is a lively and vibrant area focused
on the Preston Market and the High Street strip
shopping centre. Future retail developments have the
potential to contribute to economic growth and
residential developments to provide exciting
opportunities to live in a major business and transport
hub. I predict that the population decline has plateaued
and will in fact increase in central Preston by 2030.
The Preston community will receive $300 000 from the
2005–06 Creating Better Places grants program. The
funding will allow the Darebin City Council to improve
the Preston railway station precinct. The Darebin City
Council’s Station Avenue, Preston, project will
improve the area between Preston police station and
Preston Market bounded by Murray Road, the railway
line to the west, Cramer Street and the Preston Market.
The project will involve the construction of a public
transport interchange and a new road, to be known as
Station Avenue, alongside the Preston railway station.
It will involve both state and local governments and the
Preston Market owners who are planning a substantial
redevelopment of the market. The grant is part of the
Creating Better Places program. With a $13.5 million
funding package over four years, the program is
designed to implement Melbourne 2030.

Swan Hill: development
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — I would like to inform
the house of exciting developments happening around
Swan Hill. Some 22 development projects worth more
than $840 million have been started since July 2005, or
will be started in the next two years. They will create
1870 jobs — three times greater than the number of
people currently unemployed in the region. They are
principally large-scale horticultural operations, but
there are also three major manufacturing projects.
The projects include an expansion of Bob Woodard’s
Swan Hill Abattoirs, an almond-processing plant and
the exciting development of a large-scale ethanol plant
at Woorinen. The investments range in size from
$5 million to $120 million and will employ between
8 and 217 extra people. This does not include projects
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that are worth less than $5 million or employ less than
10 people. The 22 projects have the capacity to increase
employment in the rural city of Swan Hill by 19 per
cent.
The water reforms of the Kennett government, and
particularly the vision of the then member for Swan
Hill, Barry Steggall, have been helpful in facilitating
these exciting developments. I also want to praise the
efforts of Gary Tepper, the Swan Hill Rural City
Council’s economic development manager, for his
contribution to the region over the last decade. The
concern I want to express is that if the Bracks
government does not implement the current round of
water legislation changes well, these projects will be
placed at risk.

Crib Point: development
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — Community-spirited
residents of Crib Point have rallied to the call to provide
ideas on how to improve their township at several recent
public meetings that I have chaired. On 23 March they
were joined by Mayor Brian Stahl and senior staff from
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council, along with Elise
Howard from the Department for Victorian
Communities and Otama submarine representative, Max
Bryant, to prioritise and progress key township
improvement ideas.
Three local women, Sue Hawke, Wanda Tearle and
Mary Budd, have impressed all with their passion and
vision for their community, and in turn their enthusiasm
has spread to a group of great residents who are
committed to seeing local projects through. These
residents and improvement plan supporters include
Toni Munday, John Buckwell, Martin Purcell, Cecelia
Witton, Peter and Jill Anderson, Bill Dickinson, Vince
Raymond, Alison Adams, Roger Stanley, Rosemary
Evans, Giselle Napiorkowski, Mandy Dietrich, Darren
Adams and Danny Griffin from the mighty Crib Point
junior football club, Nanette Cuming from the
community garden project, Victoria Johnson from
Communities That Care and Shane Murphy and Tania
Treasure from the shire council. With the actions
planned over the forthcoming months all Crib Point
residents and businesses will have the opportunity to
see many community building projects eventuate that
will provide greater economic, social and
environmental wealth for this community.
I thank the great staff at the Department for Victorian
Communities who have shown through their actions
that they care about Crib Point. They have done more
than make the token gestures that this township has had
to endure from previous governments. I am confident
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that in the next few short years Crib Point will be one of
the most popular and well-visited townships across the
Mornington Peninsula because of the collaborative
vision of local residents and businesses working with
the local and state governments. Crib Point, it is your
turn to shine!

VicUrban: Docklands marina
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to bring to the
house’s attention another example of government
waste, and it shows that yet again the Minister for
Major Projects has lost the plot. Earlier this year he
announced that the government had spent $645 000 on
a new five-berth super yacht marina at Docklands,
which he described as ‘the ultimate status symbol for
the rich and famous’.
According to the minister this will make Melbourne an
attractive destination for people like Tiger Woods and
Greg Norman. This, of course, is completely different
from cruise ships, which add to the economy by the
numbers of people who get off the ships and by the
volume of supplies purchased in Melbourne. However,
$645 000 to provide facilities for the rich and famous is
a waste of taxpayers money. It is unlikely to have the
massive economic benefits — like those from cruise
ships — that the government envisages. Even worse,
this money came from VicUrban. One of the core
principles of VicUrban is housing affordability.
Funding for yachting berths for the world’s super
wealthy is not consistent with this objective.
In December last year I called for an inquiry into
whether taxpayers were getting maximum benefit from
VicUrban’s land management. This needs to happen
immediately. VicUrban is an authority that should be
providing affordable housing, not yachting berths for
the super yachts owned by the rich and famous.

Cranbourne and District Greek Senior Citizens
Club
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — Last Monday I had
the pleasure of visiting the Cranbourne and District
Greek Senior Citizens Club, whose members have put
so much into our local community since the early
1960s.
Victoria is leading the way in celebrating diversity and
fostering community harmony. Members from the
Cranbourne and District Greek Senior Citizens Club
joined me in celebrating Cultural Diversity Week. This
provided them with an opportunity to reflect on our
achievements as a vibrant, inclusive and progressive
state, to acknowledge the contribution migrants from
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around the world have made to our great state, and to
celebrate both our differences and the many things we
have in common. We are different but the same.
I take my hat off to the members of the Cranbourne and
District Greek Senior Citizens Club and also to the
Cranbourne Italian Senior Citizens Club, which also
meets in Cranbourne every week.

Mental health: Springvale centre
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — On Friday,
10 March, I was very pleased to officially open the
prevention and recovery care service at Springvale,
marking a new era in the care of people with a mental
illness in both the southern and peninsula regions. It
was an opportunity to acknowledge the generosity,
imagination and hard work of the people who had made
it happen. All good ideas have their time, and the
prevention and recovery care service — or PARC, as it
is known — is one that has found the right moment in
the history of mental health service development.
Consumers, families and mental health staff alike have
made it clear that this kind of short-term, step-down and
step-up service holds a vital position in the mental
health service system. The project at Springvale has
been a strong partnership, bringing together not only
Southern Health, the Eastern Region Mental Health
Association and Peninsula Health but also the City of
Greater Dandenong and many other organisations.
In a most generous move the City of Greater
Dandenong, which owned the property, transferred the
title to the Department of Human Services. This is a
wonderful service, and I commend all those involved in
it. It is about proper and appropriate care for the
mentally ill in our Victorian community. I am pleased
to have officially opened the facility, and I am pleased
to say the government is further supporting those in our
community who suffer a mental illness. I congratulate
all those involved for building a better future for our
mental health clients.

Hogar Espanol International Festival Day
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — On Saturday,
25 March, I represented Minister Pandazopoulos, who
is the Minister assisting the Premier on Multicultural
Affairs, at the Hogar Espanol International Festival
Day. I wish to take this opportunity to commend the
organisers for a wonderful evening — Senor Philip
Sacca, the president of the Beit Jala Palestinian
Association; Senor Ricardo Pascua, who is the
president of Hogar Espanol; and the many other
community leaders who attended that wonderful event.
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The celebration of our Cultural Diversity Week has
grown from 50 events in the first year to more than
300 events this year right across the state. The theme
for this year’s week was ‘Different but the same — all
Victorians’. It recognises the spirit of commonality and
solidarity that exists among the rich diversity that
defines our state. Over the years our country’s talented
artists have led the way in promoting this ideal, as we
saw that night. Throughout the evening we were treated
to traditional folk dances from Russia, Greece, Ireland,
Palestine, Spain, Uruguay and Asturias, in Spain.
I congratulate everyone involved on their enthusiasm
and cooperative spirit. It was truly inspiring and a
perfect example of what celebrating Cultural Diversity
Week and multicultural Victoria in general is all about.
Again I commend the organisers of that wonderful
event.

Commonwealth Games: baton relay
Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — I wish to outline to the
house some of the exciting events that occurred in the
Macedon electorate in the lead-up to the
Commonwealth Games. We had the Queen’s baton
relay go through Gisborne as it headed down the
highway towards Sunbury. Gisborne looked a treat as
the baton arrived, and schoolchildren and their parents
lined the route of the relay. Music and activities for
children began well before the baton arrived, and a real
festival atmosphere was evident. The baton runners
were so excited and were looking forward to their
contribution to this event. I must acknowledge the work
done by Gisborne Region Events and Tourism, known
as GREAT, in organising this event in Gisborne.
In Sunbury the crowds were huge. It is estimated that
up to 15 000 people turned out to see the Queen’s baton
relay, and again a real party atmosphere was evident.
The live telecast at Hanging Rock of the opening
ceremony was another hugely successful event. I
congratulate the Bracks government on its financial
contributions to all councils to allow them to support
the Commonwealth Games by holding these local
events. They ensured that regardless of where you lived
around Victoria you did not need to have a ticket to the
games to be united by the moment. We could all share
in this wonderful celebration of sport and culture, and
that is what these Commonwealth Games were all
about — a celebration of our position in the
commonwealth along with all the wonderful nations
that make it up.
I congratulate the Minister for Commonwealth Games,
the Premier, the organising committee and of course all
the wonderful volunteers on making this such a
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memorable event. I think Melbourne will never see the
likes of it again.

MATTER OF PUBLIC IMPORTANCE
Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The Speaker
has accepted a statement from the member for Oakleigh
proposing the following matter of public importance for
discussion:
That this house congratulates the Bracks government for
ensuring that our training system will meet Victoria’s future
needs through the introduction of the Maintaining the
Advantage — Skilled Victorians package, which builds on
this government’s already substantial investment in education
and training and will deliver a highly skilled, adaptable and
innovative work force into the future.

Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — It is a great pleasure to
propose this matter of public importance today to
congratulate the Bracks government on the introduction
of the Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians
package, which certainly builds on our government’s
investment in education and training and will deliver a
highly skilled, adaptable and innovative work force into
the future. This new investment of $241 million over
the next four years was announced on 7 March this year
by both the Premier and the Minister for Education and
Training. It will make it easier for Victorians to get the
right skills for the future and certainly encourage them
to start earlier, learn longer and get smarter.
We recognise that we need to further invest in the skills
of the current and future generations of workers if we
are to meet the challenges of an ageing population, skill
shortages and increased global competition. Since
coming to office in 1999 the Bracks government has
already invested an extra $5.45 billion in the education
and training system. Specifically in relation to
Victoria’s vocational education and training system we
have invested an additional $620 million —
$230 million for TAFE capital works, $90 million for
innovative training programs, $12.5 million for
1600 additional pre-apprenticeship training places,
$11 million to assist parents returning to work, over
$65 million to employers in relation to the completion
bonus for apprenticeship and traineeship contracts, and
over $10 million annually in fee concessions that
enable access to vocational education and training
(VET) for over 100 000 Victorians.
While we have already increased our efforts to provide
an effective education and training system, we certainly
recognise the number of challenges we face now and
particularly in the years ahead — an ageing population,
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businesses and industries which are demanding better
skills and more of them across a range of sectors, and
increasingly skilled and emerging economies which we
must compete with. To do this we have identified four
key actions to ensure that we can deliver a highly
skilled, adaptable and innovative work force into the
future, and those key actions are very clear. ‘Starting
earlier’ is action no. 1 and will provide greater
opportunities for students to participate in vocational
education and training while at school. Action no. 2 is
‘Learning longer’, which will encourage new entrants,
existing workers and adult learners to develop skills
throughout their working lives, which means we retain
workers and meet the future needs of industry.
Action no. 3 is ‘Getting smarter’, which is about
providing access to all Victorians to increase their skill
levels, particularly in a growing economy which is
increasingly driven by innovation. Action no. 4 is
‘Making it easier’, which is about providing individuals
and employers with easy access to information about
training options.
Within the area of action no. 1 we will invest
$93.44 million to help Victorians start vocational
education and training earlier. As outlined in the
Education and Training Reform Bill which is currently
before the house, we are guaranteeing to support young
Victorians aged less than 20 years to complete year 12
or an equivalent training qualification. An amount of
$28.22 million will be provided for an estimated
6200 students and will support the provision of a
guaranteed place in a TAFE institute or other public
provider of education and training. We will invest
$33.22 million over four years to expand opportunities
and provide an additional 4500 places for young people
through pre-apprenticeship programs in areas with
identified skill shortages. The priority areas in this part
of the package include engineering, automotive,
electrical and electronic engineering, building and
construction, cookery, child care and aged care.
Pre-apprenticeship programs are very important to
young people. They provide a unique opportunity to get
to know a trade before they decide whether that trade is
likely to become their future career. It is certainly
welcomed by employers because they can select young
people who already have a knowledge of the trade; they
have more skilled and job-ready candidates for
apprenticeships. Completion rates are improved in that
area, because those entering an apprenticeship both
have a better understanding of their chosen career
option and enter it wanting that career option.
An earlier initiative in pre-apprenticeships in the
automotive industry announced in late 2005 by the
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Minister for Education and Training clearly shows that,
with agreement with industry and unions, we can
recognise competency in trade skills rather than relying
entirely on the amount of time served as an apprentice.
That agreement announced in late 2005 between the
Victorian Automotive Chamber of Commerce and the
Australian Manufacturing Workers Union means that
young people who complete a pre-apprenticeship
course and choose to go into an automotive
apprenticeship will get full recognition for their
completed training, and they commence their
apprenticeship on second-year wage rates and have
their apprenticeship reduced by a minimum of one year.
That is an extremely important and exciting initiative
that again is picked up within this skill statement.
We know that jobs in skill shortage areas can be filled
faster by increasing both the number of apprentices and
the time in which those apprentices fulfil their
contracts. We will work with industry to ensure that
early completion is a common feature, but we will also
work to ensure that the quality assurance system for
training organisations is rigorous.
An important part of the funding allocated in this area,
and one which has attracted a good amount of publicity
and very positive feedback, is the provision of
$32 million over three years to establish the technical
education centres — or TECs, as they are being
called — for senior secondary students. These new
senior secondary campuses will cater for up to
300 students interested in taking up a trade and will
offer a variety of programs. They will also offer
high-tech, modern facilities and, importantly, trade
teachers with current industry knowledge and
equipment.
The new TECs will be linked to TAFE institutes. It
should be emphasised that some people have wrongly
attempted to link these exciting new facilities to the
concept of the old technical colleges. The new TECs
are for senior secondary students and will provide them
with exciting career options that address our needs for a
skilled work force into the future. Students will not
enter these facilities after the grade 6 level as they did
with the old system; they will make decisions to step
into an environment at a senior level where they can
begin their study and transition to a trade.
The first four technical education centres will be in
Ballarat, Wangaratta, Heidelberg and Berwick, and I
know a number of my colleagues will speak more on
this very exciting area. However, I want to congratulate
the member for Ivanhoe for his work in ensuring the
establishment of a TEC in Heidelberg. I also note that
this initiative has been welcomed by the Victorian
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Farmers Federation (VFF) president, Simon Ramsay, as
reported in the Leongatha Star of 14 March. He said:
The government’s $32 million commitment to establish four
technical education centres in Wangaratta, Ballarat,
Heidelberg and Berwick will go a long way towards
improving education choices for young people in the final
years of secondary education.

The second action in this important package is the
investment of $12.88 million to help Victorians learn
longer. As I indicated earlier, one of the challenges we
face is an ageing population which naturally means an
ageing work force and therefore a heavy reliance on the
skills of those older workers. A significant proportion
of existing mature-age workers do not have
post-secondary education and some do not hold a
year 12 or equivalent qualification which most of our
new entrants to the work force do. In terms of learning
longer and continuing to learn throughout life it is
easier to gain further skills and qualifications if you do
hold that year 12 or equivalent qualification.
Some $10.88 million will be invested to provide
1800 places for 35 to 64-year-olds to access
certificate III level and above training. Research shows
that more than one-third of Victorians aged 35 to 44 do
not have a year 12 qualification and for people aged 45
to 64 that number is almost halved. It is also clear that
many existing adult workers already have the skills and
experience to meet the requirements of a certificate III,
but they do not have the formal qualification — that bit
of paper, if you like. Through the introduction of a
process for mandatory recognition of prior learning for
this age group we can ensure a formalising of the
qualifications they already have with encouragement to
either undertake that formalisation of their
qualifications or go on to further training.
With the remaining $2 million we will introduce
industry skills advisers in high-priority areas. These
advisers will build relationships between companies in
selected industries, industry associations and training
associations to develop better training opportunities.
This initiative of the industry skills advisers will also
ensure relevant and accessible opportunities for small to
medium-sized companies and will also help with
flexibility within the training system, which is very
important. We will also assist adult workers by
modernising trade qualifications, and by exploring
whether some apprenticeships should lead to diplomas
rather than certificates. I am aware of the perception
that trade qualifications are sometimes perhaps
considered to be less prestigious than diplomas or
higher education qualifications. I consider that to be an
incorrect perception. However, I recognise the need to
ensure that we modernise our trade qualifications.
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Action no. 3, ‘Getting smarter’, will see an investment
of $94 million over four years to encourage Victorian
workers to upgrade qualifications. It will update TAFE
equipment and boost specialist training in key
industries. Some $42 million will fund up to
3500 training places for higher level qualifications in
key occupations, and importantly $48 million will be
available to ensure that our TAFEs keep pace with new
and emerging technological changes and better align
teaching equipment through obtaining better
equipment.
I note that in the Leongatha Star of 14 March the VFF
president, Simon Ramsay, also said:
We expect the $48 million investment in upgrading TAFE
equipment will be warmly welcomed by all regional TAFE
institutions as the cost of keeping pace with modern industry
standards continues to increase each year.

Again, this is recognition from one of the more highly
recognised bodies in the state.
Within action no. 3, $3.7 million will expand the
specialist training centres in building and construction,
information and communications technology, and
automotive design. New VET specialist networks will
be established in energy, competitive manufacturing,
transport and logistics.
The final action, ‘Making it easier’, will see an
investment of $41.19 million to make it easier for
Victorians to increase their skills. Part of the funding
for that action — $23 million — will be used to
develop 13 skills stores across Victoria. This is a great
initiative to create one-stop skills information shops
which will provide one-to-one, face-to-face advice
about further education and training. I think it is
certainly recognised that there are a lot of occasions
when people give up on the idea of undertaking further
training or obtaining educational qualifications because
they simply do not know where to get information and
advice about them.
Nine of the skills stores will be based in regional
Victoria in Ballarat, Bendigo, central Gippsland, East
Gippsland, Goulburn, south-west Victoria, Sunraysia
and Wodonga — and the Deputy Speaker will be
pleased to note that there will be one in Geelong.
Again, the skills stores have been welcomed by the
Victorian Farmers Federation, whose representatives
believe the stores are an excellent idea and will provide
that essential advice to students. In conclusion, there are
many more initiatives relating to the four key actions
that will ensure we can invest in education and training
and upgrade the skills of our workers into the future.
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Unfortunately, time does not allow me to go through all
of them today.
As a government we have recognised the need to invest
in education and training. We also recognise the need to
continually improve, reshape and invest in our systems.
With this very important, very comprehensive and very
well-funded package we will be able to continue our
important investment in our people — our current and
future workers. We will create in Victoria a highly
skilled, adaptable and innovative work force, and we
will build on our prosperity as a state and therefore
create that important prosperity for our people and our
economy.
It is a shame that while we are investing in our work
force and ensuring it is ready to assist our economy in
Victoria, the federal government is doing everything in
its power to ensure that workers in this state are
condemned to an industrial relations system which
strips them of basic rights. It is doing everything in its
power — —
Mr Delahunty — You said that 10 years ago.
Ms BARKER — The member for Lowan says I
said this 10 years ago, but what I am saying is
absolutely correct. We are doing what we can to
provide a skilled, trained, happy and contributing work
force so that our economy thrives and prospers. The
Howard government is doing everything in its power to
strip away basic rights from workers in this state and
this country, and it should be absolutely ashamed of
itself.
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — As usual, when it is the
government’s turn to suggest a matter of public
importance for discussion we get a nice,
self-congratulatory MPI and/or a knocking of the
federal government. We have had a bit of both today
from the member for Oakleigh.
When the skills document arrived you could see it was
just another glossy red, white and blue brochure. I
photocopied mine, because I think it should be black
and white. It is a document about skills: it should not be
a document that is all nice and glossy. However, there
are aspects to it that I think are positive, and I
congratulate the government on making up ground on
some of the spending that should have occurred in our
training and TAFE sectors during the past six and a half
dark years of this government.
I want to go through some of the issues that the member
for Oakleigh mentioned with regard to where this
money is going. As I said, I welcome the spending,
because money is certainly needed in this sector. We
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are seeing money going into guaranteed places in
TAFE institutes so that anybody under 20 can complete
year 12 or the equivalent. That is interesting, because
we have an issue with the Education and Training
Reform Bill which is going through this place at the
moment and in which there really is no guarantee that
anyone over 20 who wishes to complete their Victorian
certificate of education will be able to do so free of cost.
Quite a few speakers on that bill have asked for that
guarantee from the government. We have yet to hear
about that.
There is money for pre-apprenticeships, so there is
money for the government to work with industry to
accelerate apprenticeships. There are new technical
schools, which I will talk about in a moment. There is
money for 1800 places for 25 to 64-year-olds to take
high-level certificates, which is welcome. There are
3500 vocational and education and training places
relating to key occupations where there are real
shortages, and that is welcome.
In relation to quality assurance, there is $48 million to
enable TAFE institutions to keep pace with
technological changes. That is welcome too, because
the capital needs of our TAFE institutes is a very
important issue. Young people who are going through
our TAFE institutes need to know how to use and be
familiar with the equipment that is used in industry, and
they need to do training on that equipment. It is very
important to ensure that what they do in their TAFE
institute is relevant to the business, the occupation and
the trade they are moving into so as to make their
training and them more relevant.
There are the 12 skills stores, and there is money from
the government to help Victorian businesses plan for
their future work forces, which is very important, and
provide better access to information. A lot of what this
skills document is about is the sorts of things that
governments should be doing and should be spending
money on. We still have our TAFE institutes, the most
important providers of training in our state, but 17 out
of our 18 TAFE institutes are in deficit.
Mr Kotsiras — How many?
Mr DIXON — Seventeen out of 18. The funding
that goes into our TAFE institutes is the lowest in the
country per capita. So here is some make-up money
because, I hope, the government has finally recognised
this. We have been saying this for years, and it is very
important that the government has put some money
back into the TAFE institutes to try to bring them up to
the national standard. We are competing on a national
level for the funding of our TAFE institutes. It is
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incredible what they can do. They are the most efficient
in the country because they are the least funded, but
they provide great results. It is the government’s job to
provide the funding to keep that level up there. We are
seeing a little bit of that money coming through with
this document.
We have a real skill shortage in this state; we have it
right around this country. It is very important for this
government not only to provide money — that is just
part of the story — but also to show some leadership in
this and change community attitudes about trades. A
good example of this occurs around January when the
university places are offered. All we hear is bleating
from the minister about all the thousands of Victorians
who wanted to go to university but missed out on
places because of the nasty federal government! It is a
line we have heard during every single January over the
last six years. I was talking to some journalists earlier in
the week. They said, ‘It is one of those things we expect
every January. It is very regular’, and a lot of the
journalists just fall into it and run the same old stories.
What the minister and the rest of the government are
saying is that you have nothing if you do not have a
university place. Nothing could be further from the
truth. What the government should be saying is:
congratulations to those who got into university, and,
equally, congratulations to those who got into the
TAFE institute they wanted. They are going to be paid
while they are training, and they are going to be trained
in an occupation which will get them immediate
employment, unlike a lot of students who come out of
universities with a degree but cannot find employment.
If you have a trade, you will get immediate
employment in this state, and that is something that
should be celebrated. Sometimes the government says,
‘We think they are just as important’, but I will be
watching very carefully in January next year to see
whether the minister comes out and complains about
the thousands of young people who have missed out on
university places, because all that does is denigrate
those who get into our TAFE institutes.
And another thing has backfired. This government is
complicit in the occupational health and safety
advertisements. I have talked to a number of businesses
over the last couple of weeks; instead of being here for
the games, I have been meeting business people and
training groups around country Victoria. What the
employers and trainers said to me is that one of the
things that puts young people and their parents off is
seeing the occupational health and safety
advertisements which make it look as if every single
boss is a nasty person who is ripping off an apprentice
and putting everything in their way so they will trip
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over or get bastardised or burnt. They show all the
horrible things that can happen with horrible bosses in
horrible businesses.
Those sorts of advertisements fly in the face of any
encouragement for young people to join the trades.
Their parents see them and say, ‘I do not want my child
there. They should be going to uni. It is nice and safe at
uni; there might be the occasional protest, but it is nice
and safe within those bluestone walls’. That is
symptomatic of why our society needs to change. Our
teachers need to have a different attitude, as do the
career counsellors in our schools. It is a very important
job, and they should be awake to what is out there in
industry: the occupations that are available and the
great opportunities for young people in the trades
throughout this state.
I return to my visit to the country. I was up in
Shepparton the other day when I came across another
disincentive to young people entering into the trades. A
training accommodation allowance is given to young
people if they have to move — obviously it applies
mostly in country Victoria — to another country town
to do their training or in some cases have to travel,
which often involves quite long distances. The
allowance in Victoria is $8 a day — $8 will not buy
very much petrol, accommodation or food. When you
compare that to the allowance across the border — and
this is an important issue along the border regions in
country Victoria — you find that New South Wales
students receive $28 a day and a travel allowance. I
know that has been raised by the Honourable Wendy
Lovell in the other place because her electorate is very
much caught up in the issues along the Murray River. I
do not think it would cost a lot. I know the government
has said it is going to review it, which is good, but I
would welcome some announcement on that, because
young people need to be given all the incentives
possible to encourage them to take up a trade.
I also want to talk about technical schools. The
government, particularly the member for Oakleigh, has
said that the emphasis of this government is on
technical schools not being like the old technical
schools. It is interesting that members of the
government are now coming out and saying that,
because they were accused by me and others of
changing the course of history back in the Cain and
Kirner days when our technical schools were closed
down because they were seen as some sort of failed
social experiment.
I used to live over the road from the Heidelberg
Technical School. In fact my parents still live over the
road from that site, which is now part of the Northern
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Melbourne Institute of Technology. The old Heidelberg
tech was closed down by the Cain and Kirner
governments as a technical college and now they are
getting a technical college back there. It is quite ironic.
When the local paper rang me up for a comment about
it and I told them about my connection to the old
Heidelberg tech they thought it was quite amusing that
it has come full circle. I am not sure where the new
Heidelberg technical education centre (TEC) is going,
but it is good to see the government following the lead
of the opposition.
If you read the member for Warrandyte’s 2002 policy,
as the government obviously has, you will see it says
that in government we will bring back technical
schools. The federal government will be establishing
24 Australian technical colleges around the country,
and they will also have an emphasis on senior students.
I hope this government will work with the Australian
government on the siting of these colleges and the
possibility of their working together. I think the federal
and state colleges should work together, complement
each other and perhaps even look at specialisation so
we do not have duplication between the two levels of
government and the technical colleges they are
offering.
I think technical education and specialised technical
schools are also very important for the middle years.
That is where we have our greatest problems with
young people leaving formalised schooling. Victoria
has the second or third-lowest rate of retention in those
middle years. For all sorts of reason young people in
the middle years are not being challenged enough or
attracted to formal education. I think the government
has missed an opportunity. It has been interesting to
hear the debate today; I thought the government’s
technical schools were going to be year 7 to 12 schools
but they seem to be concentrating on the senior years. I
think years 7 to 10 are very important, and specialised
technical schools are a model that should be looked at
in some areas.
To expand further about technical schools, we have
talked about the model, where they should go and the
year levels they should perhaps be centred on, but I
think it is very important that they not operate in
isolation. They should have very close links — working
links, not just paper links — with local industry and
local training providers in the area and group training
organisations. All of those groups should be working
together. Perhaps they should be part of the school
councils. I think the school councils and the governance
of these technical schools should be looked at very
carefully. We should take the opportunity to do
something different in terms of governance and
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establishing close relationships with the community. I
think these schools should be in areas where there are
employment issues for young people. They should be
established in areas where there are businesses that
need these young people.
That close link between our TEC schools and colleges
and local industry is vital. The businesses and industries
in an area know where the skill shortages are, and if
they have very close relationships with the schools, the
schools can react very quickly. Often there is lag time
between a lack of skilled workers being recognised and
the right people coming through training to take up that
slack. We can lose two or three years of employment
while the training catches up to industry needs. The
way to cut down that lag is to have very close
relationships between the TEC schools and their
governance and local businesses and industry. When
the government is looking at the governance of these
TEC schools I hope it looks very closely at a model in
which there is a very close relationship — not just on
paper or through a once-a-year meeting but in the
everyday governance and school councils of these TEC
schools.
My time is up. I welcome this money for technical
training in Victoria. It is money that is well and truly
needed. We still lag well behind the other states in the
amount of money that is put into our institutes and
training, but any extra money is welcome.
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — It is my pleasure to
speak on the matter of public importance brought
forward by the member for Oakleigh. I thank the
member for Oakleigh for bringing this matter before the
house. Indeed, it has been a big week in this house for
education and training and matters concerning this area.
I listened very carefully to the contribution from the
member for Nepean. He did not criticise the package at
all. He sees the package we have brought forward for
what it is — a good package. I would like to commend
the member for praising the Minister for Education and
Training and the package that has been brought
forward.
I would like to talk about the introduction of the
Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians
package. It has four hallmarks, if you like. They are:
‘Starting earlier’, ‘Learning longer’, ‘Getting smarter’
and ‘Making it easier’. Those four hallmarks are clearly
understood by people. Not only do we have those four
hallmarks but this government has backed them up with
dollars — that is, it has put the investment in. These are
not hollow words, they are backed up by that
investment. They are also backed up by consultation
with key groups. As we all know, consultation is a
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hallmark of the Bracks government, and we have
consulted widely on this.
Under the ‘Starting earlier’ hallmark we want to
increase the qualifications and skills of our young
people to continue to improve Victoria’s competitive
edge. We will invest $93.4 million to help Victorians
start vocational education and training earlier. We are
committed to providing those employment
opportunities for young people to achieve the highest
level of education possible and remain at school for
longer while they are training. That will enable our
young, and older, people to meet the changing demands
of business and industry for higher skills and
qualifications. We all know that industry is changing
rapidly. If any person in this house wants to see a great
example of new manufacturing, I invite them to go out
to the new Ford factory and see how it works.
If I have one criticism of the member for Nepean’s
contribution, it concerns the advertising for WorkSafe. I
think it is really important that when our young people
go into any of the manufacturing industries — or
indeed any industry — —
Mr Delahunty interjected.
Ms BEATTIE — The member for Lowan agrees
with me. It is really important that people know about
the WorkSafe initiatives and that they are safe at work.
We all know that injured workers cost the economy
money. Anything we can do to contribute to the health
and safety of our workers is very important. I was a
little bit disappointed with that churlishness around
workplace safety.
I would now like to talk about ‘Learning longer’.
Existing workers and adult learners will now have more
opportunities to increase and update their skills to meet
the challenges of an economy increasingly driven by
innovation. When I say ‘adult learners’, I would like to
give members of the house an example of a young
woman who worked for me. Many members might
recall Marcelle Bagu, who worked as my electorate
officer for some years. She always wanted to take up an
outdoor job. With my encouragement Marcelle Bagu
got an apprenticeship in the construction industry. She
has now worked on many of the big building sites in
and around the city and has absolutely flourished in that
career. Here is a young woman in her early 30s who has
had a complete change and absolutely loves it. There
are many people like that. There are many women who
want to change places — —
Mr Baillieu interjected.
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Ms BEATTIE — That is interesting coming from
somebody who has never had his hands dirty in his
life — except perhaps when the ink on his shares is a
bit wet!
The third hallmark of the package is ‘Getting smarter’.
The Victorian economy needs a skilled and innovative
work force that can respond quickly to the changing
demands of industry and the wider community.
The fourth hallmark of the package is ‘Making it
easier’, and that is about encouraging all Victorians to
update their existing skills or undertake new training
through the provision of high-quality information about
training options. It is certainly no good having all these
things if we do not go out and advertise them and make
people aware of what is available.
I will mention some of the funding that is available,
because it is no good having all these things if we do
not put the dollars where our mouths are, and certainly
with the Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled
Victorians package, we have put the dollars in. There is
$23 million for the introduction of new skills stores
across Victoria, which will provide Victorians with the
information they need about the range of education,
training and employment options. There is $28 million
to guarantee that all Victorians up to the age of 20 can
complete year 12 or the equivalent qualification. There
is another $33 million to provide pre-apprenticeships in
areas of skill shortage. There is $11 million to
encourage older, existing workers who did not
complete year 12 to go back to study and gain a
qualification, and again I point to the example of the
young woman who worked for me to show how one
can change careers.
There is $2 million to employ skills advisers for
business — —
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$11 million will help businesses plan for work-force
and industry-skills needs, and there is $4 million to
employ more field officers to help apprentices, trainees
and employers. As the member for Oakleigh said, the
schools that are going to be built will be nothing like
the old technical schools but will be senior schools for
people who have some experience and who will not go,
for example, from year 6 to year 7. Theirs will be a
more thoughtful career path.
I would like to thank the Victorian Farmers Federation
for their support for the package.
I mention the industry sector, because at the moment
we are seeing a great campaign going on to defend the
rights of workers. We must not bring in skilled workers
from overseas as a substitute for training our own
skilled work force. We must make our workplaces
attractive for people to be in — and if you are
threatened with the sack, they are certainly not
attractive work places to be in. We have already seen
the first onslaught of the Howard industrial relations
laws, and I commend the Trades Hall Council on its
ongoing campaign to beat these draconian laws.
I reflect on the Australian Fair Pay Commission and the
Howard government’s appointment of Hugh Armstrong
to the commission. Hugh Armstrong was with the old
Federated Clerks Union. After being defeated by
Lindsay Tanner, now the federal member for
Melbourne, he was pushed upstairs to the Australian
Services Union. I think it is quite a disgrace that he has
accepted that appointment — —
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! I ask the
member to dwell briefly on that and return to the
debate.

Mr Perton — We would like to change your career.

Ms BEATTIE — I will return to the debate. I
commend the member for Oakleigh for bringing on this
matter of public importance.

Ms BEATTIE — The member for Doncaster
knows all about changing careers at this stage of his
life. I commend the member for his change in career.
He has obviously decided that politics is not for him
and that he is not going to go any further, and I
congratulate him on that. Perhaps one of these packages
could apply to the member for Doncaster.

Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I am happy to
speak on this matter of importance, which is about
having a highly skilled, adaptable and innovative work
force and the importance of education and training,
because education and training is vital to the continuing
development of a person, a community, a service, an
industry, this state and this country.

There is $2 million to employ skills advisers for
business, and there is $42 million to help existing
workers to upgrade their skills and keep pace with
modern technology. There is a further $3 million for an
information campaign to encourage the taking up of
careers in trades and manufacturing. We have all heard
about the skill shortages in manufacturing. A further

We operate in a global environment, and we must
always be looking at ways to improve our knowledge,
our training, our skills and our opportunities to grow
given the many challenges we face. I have heard a
couple of speakers this morning. The members for
Oakleigh and Yuroke seem to have a fascination with
money, but it is outcomes that really drive industries,
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and that is what we should be looking for. I will touch
briefly on their comments about the changes to
industrial relations. Industrial relations changes were
talked about 10 years ago, when Labor and the unions
said the sky was going to fall in. The reality is that real
wages have improved, and we have to look at ways of
improving our industrial relations so that we are
competitive in a global economy. That is why it is
important to have this type of initiative by the
government in relation to education and training.
It is interesting to note that we are still debating
education bills. The bill touches on improving the
education of people under 20, but importantly for the
sake of lifelong learning those over 20 must be given
the opportunity. But under the Education and Training
Reform Bill those people doing their Victorian
certificates of education will now have a cost put on
them by this Labor government — a cost put on them
by those who, so they say, think about education and
training. It is important that more money goes into
technical and further education institutions, because at
the end of the day, as highlighted by the member for
Nepean, Victoria is the lowest per capita funder of
TAFE in Australia. There is a lot of work to be done,
and that is why I think some of this package is good.
But self-praise is no praise. Even though the
government has put more into this issue through this
program — and so it should — the total budget for
Victoria has gone up 50 per cent in six years: from
$20 billion to about $30 billion. Some of these things
are well overdue. The government cannot blame
anyone else for some of the things that have happened.
Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians says
almost at the start:
… Victoria needs more skilled people to support its
skilled-based economy.

I could not agree more. The document continues by
saying that the government wants to:
… increase young Victorians’ involvement in education and
training …

If given the time, I will touch on the need for VET
(vocational education and training) buses to allow our
country students to get to schools.
I think it was the member for Oakleigh who last night
said her electorate does not have a secondary school. I
have 51 schools in my electorate; 14 of them are
non-government schools — —
Mr Kotsiras — Name them!
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Mr DELAHUNTY — I could name them all, but it
would take more than the 7 minutes I have left. There
are 51 schools in my electorate, many of which are
secondary schools. The government says it wants to
increase young Victorians’ involvement in education
and training, but it has increased TAFE fees by 25 per
cent since it has come to power. That really goes
against some of the issues talked about in this
document.
Education and training are vital to maintaining the
leadership position of our community and providing
opportunities for all. I am very disappointed when I
hear the Minister for Education and Training and the
Minister for Education Services talk down tradies,
builders or people involved in machine operations or
the agricultural industry. We should always encourage
students of whatever age to make the most of their
abilities, and we should not talk down the tradies all the
time. If someone is getting an apprenticeship or
traineeship or something along those lines, we should
encourage them, because we need these people just as
much as we need doctors, nurses, scientists and the like,
because they are the backbone of many of our
communities.
This document talks about starting earlier, but the
disgraceful performance of this government in relation
to preschools goes against this. It talks about learning
longer — again, I highlight the higher fees. It talks
about getting smarter, and that is very important. The
document also talks about making it easier, and I want
to congratulate organisations like the Wimmera
Manufacturers Association for their career days. A lot
of schools have career days towards the end of the year.
Students have a chance to meet with representatives of
various organisations, particularly tertiary education
facilities but also manufacturers associations, which
highlight career opportunities. There is not enough
work done in promoting those sorts of opportunities in
the trades.
There are some good things in this document — for
example, the guaranteed places in TAFE institutions or
other providers to students under 20 to complete
year 12. That is good. We want to see action, though.
The government talks about those things, but the reality
is that that has not happened in the six and a half years
the government has been in power.
The government says in this document that it wants to
expand opportunities for young people through
additional pre-apprenticeship programs, but the reality
is that since the government has been in power it has
taken away some of the support for apprenticeship and
traineeship programs. It also talks about working with
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industry to accelerate the completion of
apprenticeships. Again I highlight the fact that the
government has taken away some of the initiatives that
really assisted apprentices.
The document also talks about enabling TAFE
institutions to keep pace with new and emerging
technological changes and to better align teaching
equipment to industry standards. This is a big challenge
for any training provider, because equipment changes
rapidly on a daily basis, and innovation is important out
there. That is why institutions have problems providing
the necessary equipment: it becomes out of date just
about on a daily basis, and certainly on a yearly basis.
Students — for example, student diesel mechanics —
need to work on the latest equipment to make sure they
have up-to-date skills. So there are some good things in
this document, but let us make sure that the
government’s actions back up the words we have heard
today.
In rural and regional Victoria — in fact across most of
Victoria and Australia — we still have skill shortages,
which limits our growth and the opportunities we have,
particularly in country Victoria. In the Lowan electorate
we have a shortage of diesel mechanics and machine
operators. A couple of weeks ago I met with a training
organisation dealing with blue gums. It estimates that
450 skilled operators are necessary for the growth of
the industry and feels it will not be able to provide
them. Other agricultural industries have enormous
shortages in skilled workers. We have shortages of
shearers. The Wimmera Regional Manufacturers
Network is dealing with plastics and furniture
construction and other machinery jobs and is doing a lot
of work to highlight not only the good jobs but also the
benefits of working in those industries.
A report of the Economic Development Committee,
which I am on, highlighted Victoria’s skill shortages. I
quote from page 53 of the report of the inquiry into
export opportunities for Victorian rural industries:
While the state boasts high employment rates, many rural
Victorian towns are faced with significant shortages of skilled
and unskilled labour … New and expanding industries in
regional Victoria are also creating additional pressure on
existing labour shortages.

John Millington, general manager of Luv-A-Duck Pty
Ltd in Nhill, is quoted by the report as saying:
Labour shortages are probably one of the most serious
problems we have in country Victoria, but that extends across
regional and rural Australia and to a lesser extent in the urban
areas. We have taken some initiatives such as bringing people
in from overseas because we have been unsuccessful in
getting them here.
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That is not highlighted only by this report. Last week
when Peter McGauran, the federal Minister for
Agriculture, Fisheries and Forestry, was in
Warracknabeal, O’Connor’s, a company in the
Wimmera, said it had been in Indonesia interviewing
15 people in the hope of picking up five diesel
mechanics. I hear that Brumbies, a food manufacturer
that makes pastries, is importing people from overseas
too.
Dr Napthine — Not diesel mechanics?
Mr DELAHUNTY — Not diesel mechanics. It
again highlights that there are many skill shortages in
our community.
To reinforce the importance of this skill shortage I refer
to a couple of documents I picked up from the library. I
do not have time to go through both of them, but they
are both good reports. One is Educational Access for
Australia’s Young People — A Case of Social
Exclusion and the other is What’s Skilling Rural
Australia? This document was put out by Warne
Cornish, the chairman of Rural Skills Australia. I quote
from the document:
Over the past decade there has been a change in the way
training and skills improvement has been developed and
delivered, as competency-based training has come to the fore.
Extensive changes have been made to the design and delivery
of training and education throughout Australia. Skills
development, workplace readiness and delivery of training
have changed dramatically.
Changes have also occurred in demand for skilled workers in
rural industries. There is no pool of potential employees
available for the local regions’ demands. Even those demands
have changed dramatically.

This highlights the many problems we have. I have
touched on the issue of VET places. If the government
really wants to do something about education,
vocational education and training is a great program for
kids in secondary schools, but we need to fund the
buses to get them to places like Longerenong
Agricultural College. I criticise Melbourne University
for the way it has handled Longerenong but
congratulate WorkCo and others who are trying to
develop that facility. Merna Curnow, the chair of the
Victorian Farmers Federation education committee,
raised concerns.
We need real action to combat the skill and labour
shortages. We need to work together to improve the
industries and provide an understanding of the skill
shortage and the skill development issues. We also need
to work together to identify available resources.
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The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The
member’s time has expired.
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I am pleased to
speak about this significant initiative brought forward
by the Bracks Labor government called Maintaining the
Advantage — Skilled Victorians. It is interesting that
this morning, while we are supposedly having a debate
across the house, we are in fact in fervent agreement.
All of those who have spoken in the house today could
have been from the government side of house. It has
been very encouraging to see that they recognise that
this initiative has brought forward some very sensible
moves to keep Victoria at the cutting edge by ensuring
that we support our young people going into areas
where we see skill shortages around the state, as well as
supporting older Victorians who may be finding that
things in their employment areas are closing in by
making sure they have the opportunity to up-skill so
they have the skills that are needed to provide them
with good, ongoing job opportunities in other areas.
The sum of $241 million has been attached to the broad
range of initiatives we have already heard about for this
very significant program, and I am very pleased to see
that provincial Victoria will gain substantially through
the various ways in which this program will be rolled
out. As I said, one key focus is to ensure that our young
people are given encouragement to consider going into
trade areas where we know there are significant
shortages. We have heard that to meet the shortages in
the short term we need to bring in employees from
overseas — something that the state government is
prepared to support as a short-term measure — but
clearly we must aim to encourage our own young
people who want to get into the work force to look at
these opportunities.
We need to ensure that some of the negativities that
have been out there in the community attached to
working in some trade areas are seen to be false. The
truth is that there are good opportunities in trades —
good, clean workplaces requiring sound skills that
people can enjoy getting their teeth into, skills with
good prospects for work and future advancement. All
those things are there, and we need to sell that message
a little more strongly.
One of the key elements I want to speak on this
morning is the technical education centres (TECs)
announced by the government in this package. In the
Melbourne metropolitan area they will be in Heidelberg
and Berwick and in regional Victoria in Wangaratta and
Ballarat, which from my point of view is very exciting.
A total of $32 million has been put aside to establish
these TECs. The centres will focus on existing
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strengths, unlike the federal government’s grab bag of
promises ahead of the last federal election when it came
up with the idea of establishing technical schools —
‘Let us get back to the old technical school system’ —
in an attempt, fairly unsuccessful to date, to establish
entirely new entities: private schools that do not seem to
take on board any of the things we have already
developed.
This model recognises that within the existing TAFE
system we have a great deal to offer and to build upon
and that it needs to be linked across to our existing
secondary school system and tied in with industry. We
need to ensure that we can offer top-quality facilities for
year 11 and 12 students who come to these centres to
do courses that will see them going into trades that we
have identified as being areas of potential skill
shortages.
We are certainly not going back to the old technical
school system, because it was never appropriate for
children at year 7 level to have to make a decision
between going into an academic stream of education or
a practical trade stream of education. It was never
appropriate to try to make that decision, so in moving
forward it was appropriate that all secondary schools
offer all alternatives. That is exactly what has happened
in our secondary college system these days: technical
trade subjects continue to be offered. We need to ensure
that they continue to be offered and that we continue to
encourage, as we do, that broad range of education so
that at the later stage, when students come through
year 10 and then determine they want to go even more
strongly into a trade area, that opportunity will be there.
Since this package was announced I have had
discussions with Terry Lloyd, the pro-vice-chancellor at
Ballarat University, who is responsible for the TAFE
areas. Once he had been briefed on this, Terry Lloyd
and I discussed how he was going to go about
establishing the program. We agreed that it was vitally
important that the secondary schools be involved in
discussions so that we do not cut across any of the great
things that are happening with vocational education and
training. We have a great cluster operating within the
Ballarat region, and we offer a great range of Victorian
certificate of applied learning subjects across our
secondary school system, so it is vitally important that
we do not cut across that.
It is important that we build into the TAFE system the
opportunity for students to travel very smoothly from
the secondary schools they have been attending into the
new technical education centres and that both systems
work collaboratively and cooperatively. The other arm
is the need to work with industry and to be very closely
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in touch with the needs of industry, so that the courses
are designed to enable students to move on from the
technical education centres into industry.
I am very excited about this opportunity and look
forward to working closely with Terry Lloyd, the
secondary principals and others across the Ballarat
region to see that the system is a great success. I am
very pleased that through an initiative I helped to build
upon we have now established the Ballarat Learning
Exchange — the BLX — a $5 million Bracks
government project which started this concept and is
now established in Camp Street. It is a hive of activity.
One of the key concepts we identified in Ballarat was
the need to ensure that young people could go to a
one-stop shop to get information about education and
training opportunities that were available to them. So
right at the front of the Ballarat Learning Exchange we
have what is called ‘that place’, where young people
can come in, gain information about all the training
opportunities available to them and be directed into
those areas. We are also bringing career teachers into
the centre, and the commonwealth employment
agency-type people are coming in and using the centre
too.
I am pleased about a further $23 million initiative
within the package which will see the establishment of
13 skill stores around the state, 9 of which will be
established in regional centres, building on the concept
established in Ballarat. Young people as well as older
people will be able to go to a place where they can
quickly get information about the myriad of training
opportunities that are available across the community.
They can find out which one is going to be right for
them and where the job vacancies or the skill shortage
areas are that will lead them into ongoing, sound
employment opportunities. I am very pleased about the
skill stores concept right across Victoria — with 9 of
them, as I said, being established in provincial
Victorian cities. Ballarat is on that list, as is Bendigo
and other towns and cities right across regional
Victoria.
This is a very sound package that will ensure we stay at
the forefront of skilling up young and older people in
parts of the state where we know there are skills needs.
We are also looking at the high-tech area — others will
talk about that too — to ensure we are at the cutting
edge so we can maximise our opportunities to keep
people in employment, keep the skill bases we need and
provide a sound way forward for the whole Victorian
community. I am glad that opposition members are also
supporting this package.
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Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I listened very closely
to the member for Oakleigh, and I must say I disagree
with most of the things she said. Her contribution to the
debate was mainly an attack on the federal government.
In fact she should have paid tribute to the federal
government, and this matter of public importance
should say that this house congratulates the Howard
government for ensuring that our training system will
meet Victoria’s future needs.
It has taken this government close to seven years to
come up with something! It was not until the federal
government put forward a plan through the federal
Minister for Vocational and Technical Education, the
Honourable Gary Hardgrave, who is a fantastic
minister, that this government woke up and actually
decided to do something. It is about time Victoria
showed some willingness to move the training system
forward, but as I said, this has only come about as a
result of the actions of the federal government. Under
the Skilling Australia’s Workforce agreement, the states
will receive nearly $5 billion over four years, including
$215 million in additional funding. That is new money
from the federal government for the states for the
four years from 2005 to 2008. It is needed, because we
have a shortage of skilled workers.
That has been caused by a number of factors, which
include the economic boom, a consequence of the
Howard government’s strategies, an ageing population
and lower fertility rates. The challenge for us and for
business is to find skilled people to take up jobs. Indeed
an article in the Herald Sun of 27 March that carried the
headline ‘Flood of migrants tipped’ states:
Australia could be accepting up to 180 000 migrants within
two years — the highest annual intake since the late 1960s.
The federal government is under strong pressure from big
business to keep increasing the numbers to help plug the skill
shortage.
…
The Australian Industry Group has lobbied the government to
add 20 000 skilled places in 2006 and 2007, bringing the total
to 160 000. The AIG is also calling for a further 20 000 places
the following year, boosting the intake to 180 000.

The federal government, however, is doing something
to alleviate this shortage. As a result the state
government has decided to wake up and take some
action. It has had an inquiry into vocational education
and training and has come up with the paper that is
before us.
The federal government has provided Victoria with
over $1.16 billion in funding for vocational and
technical education (VTE) for 2005–08, and this
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includes $41.4 million in additional funding. This
document is unclear about what proportion of funding
is being provided by the Victorian government and how
much is coming from the federal government. It is
typical of this government that it has used smoke and
mirrors to ensure that no-one knows how much new
money it is putting into the program and how much
money has come from the federal government.
This paper also seems to have misrepresented the
federal government’s contribution to VTE. The federal
government’s contribution to Victoria through recurrent
funding for VTE increased by nearly 33 per cent
between 1997 and 2003 — and of course we will now
get an extra $1.16 billion over the next four years.
While the paper before us commits to examining
resourcing levels and responsibilities for funding, the
package appears to be directed only at the public TAFE
network and not at private providers. We have to
remember that the majority of TAFEs in this state are in
a financial mess, and this government has done nothing
in seven years to try and resolve that problem. The first
thing the Minister for Education and Training did when
she came into office was to increase fees by 25 per cent.
Some students are unable to find that extra money and
are therefore unable to attend TAFEs.
We had a fantastic Minister for Tertiary Education and
Training under the Kennett government, and he is still a
fantastic member. Unfortunately with the change of
government the current minister has failed — she is
asleep — and TAFEs have gone backwards. Victoria
pays the least amount per hour to TAFEs of any other
state. In 2004 Victoria paid $12.15 per hour, compared
with New South Wales, which paid $14.03 per hour,
and Queensland, which paid $15.25 per hour. That is
why most of our TAFEs are hurting, and this
government has not done anything to resolve that issue.
But it is good to see that the Victorian government, a
Labor government, supports the federal government’s
initiative in establishing technical colleges. It is great to
see that the Victorian government is planning to mirror
that initiative by establishing four technical education
centres that will be feeders into new apprenticeships. It
is also good to see that Labor members are saying the
federal government is doing a wonderful job. They are
saying, ‘You are doing such a wonderful job that we are
going to copy you. We are going to do the same thing
you are doing’. That is fantastic.
It is not just this government that is saying these
colleges are a great idea. Heather Ridout, chief
executive officer of the Australian Industry Group, said:
The Australian Industry Group looks forward to taking an
active role in supporting the new technical colleges
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announced … by the federal government. The … colleges
will be an important part of the longer term solution dealing
with skill shortages in industry. We are excited by the benefits
for industry which will flow from the government project,
and particularly by the benefits it will bring to regions that are
hard hit by skill shortages. We congratulate Minister
Hardgrave —

here we go again: Minister Hardgrave is a great
minister —
on successfully taking forward this important project.

This comes from someone outside politics who thinks
that what the federal government is doing is fantastic
because it is proactive rather than reactive, which is
what the Howard government is all about. This state
government did nothing for six or seven years until
someone else said, ‘You need to do something to move
forward. You have to look to 2010 and to 2020’. Only
then did it do something.
I will tell members opposite what they need to do from
now on. For the next 10 to 20 years this government
needs to assist in removing industrial relations
impediments to the establishment of school-based new
apprenticeships in a range of skill-needs trades. It also
needs to support the removal of the time-based
requirement for new apprenticeships in key trades in
order to encourage more young and mature-aged people
into those trades and to support user choice for
employers and individuals to choose their training
providers. That is very important.
The government also needs to support the creation of
specialised qualifications in key industries such as the
building and construction industry and support
employer calls to introduce part-time work into awards
for the traditional trade areas to facilitate the entry of
job seekers or those wishing to re-enter the work force.
It should also support the introduction of part-time
training wages into industrial awards to enable
employers and employees to offer and gain part-time
work, support flexible working arrangements for VTE
teachers, particularly those employed in TAFEs, and
support third-party access to public training facilities.
Those are some of the initiatives that all states should
be looking at and supporting to enable our training
system to move forward from hereon in.
It is disappointing when an MPI is brought into this
house by the government saying what a wonderful job
it is doing. It amazes me that it has taken the
government seven long, dark years to do something
with our training system. Of course if it had not done
something it would have been left behind by the other
states. So it is good to see that the minister and her
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ministerial advisers have finally woken up, taken on
board what the federal government is saying and
noticed what a wonderful job it is doing with training
and with apprenticeships, which are up across
Australia — all as a result of the federal government’s
good work.
It has nothing to do with the state government. It is the
federal government’s good work that is the reason why
the economy is booming, apprenticeships are up and
technical colleges will be operating again. It was this
government, if I recall correctly, which did away with
technical schools because it thought everyone should be
equal and should have the same type of education.
We support giving people opportunities and believe that
everyone should have the same opportunities, but
people should have the opportunity to choose what they
want to go into. Unfortunately this government took
that away from them, and it was not until the federal
government came up with the idea that this government
finally woke up and said, ‘Yes, we will go back to
technical colleges’. It has taken the government seven
long years. Despite the fact that the minister has had
10 or 12 ministerial advisers in her office, it has taken
her seven long years to come up with this paper.
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I rise to support this
matter of public importance by congratulating the
Bracks government on its commitment to education and
training, and in particular on the recent release of the
education and training package entitled Maintaining the
Advantage — Skilled Victorians, which will invest
$240 million into skilling Victoria. Unlike the member
for Bulleen, I want to speak about this fantastic
package. The member for Bulleen may have been
thinking that for some reason the matter of public
importance is about congratulating the federal Minister
for Vocational and Technical Education, Gary
Hardgrave, because he spoke a lot about that.
Mr Perton — He said you should congratulate
Minister Hardgrave!
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Its main aims are to skill Victorians, and it has four
main areas that set out to provide opportunities and
address and respond to the current and future needs of
industry. The ‘Starting earlier’ component of the
package provides opportunities for students while still
at school. ‘Starting earlier’ will also provide
$93.44 million towards guaranteeing a place in TAFE
college or another public provider and will also support
more young people completing year 12 or equivalent
training.
Another focus in ‘Starting earlier’ is its expansion of
pre-apprenticeship programs, which are very popular
among our youth and so are very important.
Pre-apprenticeship places will increase by 4500.
Pre-apprenticeships have provided many young people
with much success by encouraging them to remain at
school longer and encouraging them into
apprenticeships through the prospect of better
remuneration, the lack of which at the moment is a real
disincentive to people entering into apprenticeships.
They also offer an attractive level of skilled apprentices
to employers.
Also within the ‘Starting earlier’ component is the
establishment of technical education centres (TECs),
which has been talked about a lot in this morning’s
contributions by members on both sides of the house.
Everyone has learnt that such centres play a vital role in
our community in providing education and training to
our youth. The initiative is one that I am most
passionate about, probably because of the lack of
choices presented to young people and students since
the closure of our technical colleges by the previous
government, which was opposed to offering choice to
our communities.
I am pleased that the establishment of the technical
centres includes a location in the south-east, where
there is a high demand for both technical education and
skilled trades people. I will speak further on that
announcement shortly.

Ms LOBATO — He talked about what the federal
government had done to skill our communities, but I
am still left thinking, given all the supposed money that
is being injected into our states, ‘Where are the
doctors?’. Why on earth are our communities still
struggling to find GPs? He has no idea, but obviously it
is not working.

I also wanted to touch on some of the other progressive
initiatives unveiled in this package. I am very pleased
that there is a commitment to providing the opportunity
for people to learn longer. I am a big believer in
lifelong learning, and while I am speaking on this I will
take the opportunity to congratulate the universities of
the third age in our community, which are doing an
outstanding job in providing lifelong learning.

This package builds upon the Bracks government’s
contribution to education. I think we are somewhere up
around $6 billion now, so it has been a massive
investment in education, and this package goes further.

An amount of $10.8 million will fund 1800 places for
35 to 64-year-olds to access certificate III level training
and above. That area will also ensure that trade
qualifications will be modernised as well, which will
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improve the system. Other actions that will result in
many opportunities for students include increased
funding to regional TAFE institutions. There were
fairly ridiculous comments made previously about the
lack of funding given to TAFE institutions throughout
Victoria. This government has been committed to
maintaining, upgrading and recognising the massive
importance of TAFE colleges in our communities.
As a TAFE graduate, having completed a diploma of
community development, and then having gone on to
Victoria University, I can talk about the benefits of and
praise the role that TAFE colleges in Victoria play. I
congratulate the government for maintaining those fine
institutions.
While there are many fantastic initiatives outlined in the
package, I refer to the announcement made in relation
to technical education centres. For some time now I
have been lobbying for a technical education centre in
the south-east. Many members would be aware that the
south-east of Melbourne is a massive growth area,
demanding more and more education facilities. While
our secondary colleges are providing excellent
vocational education and training (VET) and Victorian
certificate of applied learning options with very
successful outcomes in retention and skilled job
seekers, one of the most common issues brought up
with me by young people is their need for choices in
further education — for alternative pathways.
Youth in the south-east, predominantly around the
Pakenham area, have taken up the opportunities
provided by the VET courses on offer, with 55 per cent
of 15 to 19-year-olds enrolled — a demonstration of
success. Another pathway taken up by south-east youth
is apprenticeships, but according to the South East
Local Learning and Employment Network many
year 10 students are leaving school for unknown
destinations. That is very concerning, and I am sure that
with the implementation of an alternative pathway we
will have fewer students leaving for unknown
destinations. That there are no further-education
facilities beyond Berwick may be a factor in the lower
retention rate in the south-east, but certainly the new
technical education centre will assist in that area.
The south-east TEC is proposed for the Berwick
campus of Chisholm. I announced the good news to
TAFE executives and students a couple of weeks ago,
and the Gazette reported on the announcement with the
headline ‘TEC school welcomed’. It reported that the
mayor and chief executive officer of Casey welcomed
the announcement and spoke of the importance of
providing local vocational skills to the high number of
young people in the area.
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Michael Hall, the very effective president of the
Berwick Chamber of Commerce, responded that he
applauded this outstanding decision which will provide
opportunities for educational training courses needed in
the region. He went on to say that commonsense has
prevailed, that not all of our 40 000 young people will
want to go off to university to become brain surgeons
and that we need people who can lay bricks, build
houses and fix cars. That is very true in the south-east,
where an absolute housing boom is going on, so
localised training feeding into localised employment
will be very important. The new TEC will receive up to
$8 million and cater for 300 students.
In closing, I was very pleased to see that this
announcement was made at Northland Secondary
College, a fantastic model of technical education.
Congratulations to the college and congratulations to
the Parliamentary Secretary for Education, the minister,
the Premier and the government.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — It gives me great
pleasure to join this debate following my friend the
member for Gembrook and the members for Bulleen,
Warrandyte and Nepean. Listening to the contributions
from the Labor Party one would wonder why there is a
skill shortage. If this document provides all the
answers, if all the projects the member for Gembrook
has just referred to and if Ballarat University,
mentioned by the member for Ballarat East, are
working so well and operating in an optimal way, why
is it that we have a skill shortage? Melbourne is
adjudged the best city on earth to live in. That is not just
our own judgment; the Economist magazine in its
annual review of cities described Melbourne as the best
place to live, and one can take from that that the region
in which it is placed, Victoria, is itself a great place to
live.
Would we have a skill shortage if young Australians
were not travelling and working overseas? There are
literally hundreds of thousands of young Victorians
taking up the opportunities of the global economy. The
member for Gembrook asked where are the doctors.
We will find them in London, we will find them in
New York and we will find them working for
non-government organisations in Africa and Asia. The
fact is that young Victorians are, like citizens of every
other Western country, taking up the global
opportunities that are available to them. The question
arises then: if there are so many young Victorians with
trade skills, teaching skills and skills in various areas
travelling overseas, why is that not being balanced by
an inflow of people with equivalent skills wanting to
live and work in Melbourne?
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The interesting thing is that the debate we are having in
this Parliament today is the same debate that is taking
place in the parliaments of the United States and
Canada. We could be in the parliaments of London,
Paris or Berlin, and the same discussion would be
taking place: skill shortages in Western societies. To
my mind the answers are probably beyond the scope of
a 10-minute contribution to debate, but it occurs to me
that there are deeply ingrained problems in Western
societies that maybe we cannot solve. Maybe they are
beyond the wit of government to solve and maybe
beyond this package, no matter how noble it is. I could
say it needs more funding in some areas and greater
emphasis in others, but that would not be a fruitful
exercise. Is it beyond the wit of government to actually
drive the skills problems of a community like this?
I have just left the job of shadow minister for education,
and in that area it is one’s task to emphasise the
negatives, but it still shocks me that one in five children
leaves the Victorian state secondary system
functionally illiterate — it may be higher, it may be
lower, but from the Kennett government on we have
had systems in place for reading recovery. We have
numeracy blocks and all sorts of new methods for
measuring the performance of children, teachers and
the like. Reading the documents of the Labor Party
today, one could be forgiven for sometimes thinking
they were written by Don Hayward, and one suspects
they have certainly been written by the same people
who advised him.
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is not going to become a self-starter after two years of
intervention.
The current claim by the primary principals for
extended funding and reading intervention recognises
that after Reading Recovery children drop back to poor
performances in literacy. So if, for instance, we could
lift the level of literacy in this community from what
appears to be 80 per cent to 90 per cent or 95 per cent I
think the skill shortage would disappear. It would be so
much easier to train existing workers who were literate
and numerate to do the technical tasks that are needed. I
recently visited a factory in the northern suburbs of
Melbourne. Its management cannot get young
apprentices with the talents it needs in mathematics and
English communication. Typically this company is now
taking its 30 and 35-year-old workers, people who are
already earning $40 000 and $45 000 a year or more,
and putting them through apprenticeship training
because they are reliable and because the literacy and
numeracy problems that seem to be getting worse today
are not so marked in workers of that age.
Firstly, in response to the motion I say to the Parliament
that we have to deal with this problem at a much earlier
phase. We have to deal with the problems of illiteracy
and innumeracy and those problems are almost
insoluble in most adults. We need to deal with the
problem before the age of three or four years and we
need to work with people like Frank Oberklaid, Mem
Fox and others to find solutions.

When we have produced, as people said yesterday, a
very good education system across Australia, what is
going wrong when one in five kids cannot read? What
is going wrong when one in four children leave school
unable to do sufficient mathematics to do their job? I
had an email the other day from someone who had
handed a fairly simple amount of money to a shop
assistant only to find the person needed to use a
calculator to calculate 85 cents change. What is going
wrong in our society that we have this problem?

Secondly, with respect to training, government does not
have all the answers. I well remember American
President Ronald Reagan making the controversial
statement that government is not the solution,
government is the problem, and maybe in this instance
it is too. This community has got used to suckling from
the nutrition of government and expecting government
to take the lead in education and training and provide
the support for apprenticeships and the like. Maybe we
have forgotten how to do it ourselves.

I think it goes back to very early periods. We are not
going to solve it with 16-year-olds. We are not going to
solve it with adults. Mem Fox, the children’s author
who gave me great advice during the time I was
shadow minister for education, says that the problem
starts before children reach the age of three or
four years. If parents are not reading to their children
and if children are not familiar with the text in a book,
what can a teacher do in prep or grade 1? The reality is,
as Fred Ackerman from the Victorian Principals
Association would say, that in the intervention
programs we now have in prep, grade 1 and grade 2,
the kid who is not a self-starter and reading at that point

If we talk about lifelong learning, what we have to do is
inspire the community to make greater efforts to build
its own skills. There are many people who do it. As
members of Parliament each of us would know
hundreds of people who are paying their own way
through TAFE or university courses, private vocational
education and training courses or correspondence
courses and the like while employed in other areas or
doing work at home. But my strong impression is that
there are not enough people who are taking that on. I
think back to one of the failures of both Liberal and
Labor in this state — that is, to create a teaching
community and to get teachers to become more
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computer and information and communications
technology (ICT) literate so they can work better in the
classroom and lead their children who themselves are
becoming quite ICT literate. I think one of the things
that has stunned me — —
Mr Baillieu — Maybe one of the problems is that
they are too computer literate!
Mr PERTON — I disagree with the member, but
that is another debate. One of the things that has
shocked me, and it probably shocks the Minister for
Education and Training and her colleagues, is how
many teachers have not been willing to take up the
challenge of ICT and are not willing to do the work in
their own time. Again, each of us could name scores or
hundreds of people who have, but the overall
impression from government reports and surveys in this
area indicates that the teaching work force has not
empowered itself using ICT in the ways that one would
expect of people who are meant to lead lifelong
learning and to inspire children to learn more.
These are a few of my thoughts. This is a long and
complex debate, but most importantly as a community
we have to inspire in the individual a love of learning
and a need to inspire — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Savage) — Order!
The member’s time has expired.
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North) — It is a
pleasure to talk today on this matter of public
importance. It is great to see that the government has
tied the Victorian economy to increasing the skills of
our work force. Unfortunately the announcement made
recently in the Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled
Victorians initiative was in my eyes a little diminished
in the lead-up to the Commonwealth Games; it was
very much overlooked. I say ‘unfortunately’ because
Victoria has decided to take a high-growth, high-wages
approach to the future investment in education and
training — some $241 million worth — to provide
Victorians with a chance to upgrade their skills and
help business match skills and training to their industry
priorities. This, of course, excludes the $5 billion-plus
we have put back into the school-based education
system over the years.
In my electorate of Narre Warren North I am fortunate
that we have made a commitment to build a new
technical education centre to train some 300 students to
take up a trade, or through links with local TAFE
institutes to provide years 11 and 12 students with a
range of vocational opportunities.
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Currently the Australian economy is riding high on the
wave of a boom in mineral prices. That is great, but the
problem is that our current account deficit worsens and
the federal government has not addressed the issue of
dealing with elaborately transformed manufactures —
exports that are not reliant on world prices. We are
relying on an old model of the sheep’s back like they
did in the Menzies era. The federal government’s
solution to this problem to do with the current account
deficit is that it is waiting for the dollar to drop. This
policy is more like a crystal ball than a serious attempt
to deal with the structural problems underlying the
deficit, which is that we are simply not exporting
enough elaborately transformed manufactures.
Apart from the lack of growth in those elaborately
transformed manufactures, productivity is coming to a
standstill.
Between 1993 and 1998 labour growth productivity
was set at a rate of 3.2 per cent. Since 1998 the labour
growth productivity rate has dropped to 1.8 per cent,
which is an indictment of the federal government and
its lack of reform. It appears to me that if the Treasurer
and the Premier had not pushed the issue at the last
Council of Australian Governments meeting on reform,
nothing would be happening in this serious area. In
many ways the Howard government is very much
living off the reforms of the Hawke-Keating
government which restructured the whole economy.
What is the federal government doing about reform at
the moment? It has its new industrial relations
system — WorkChoices — and all that will do is
deliver lower wages to the unskilled work force.
What will the changes lead to? Supposedly some
growth in employment, although I am not convinced of
that, but worst of all it will lead to a drop in
consumption, which is what the New Zealand economy
is currently experiencing. Its economy is going
nowhere: it has limited growth and no productivity. But
somehow or another the federal government has
ignored this basic message. The simple lesson in this
new WorkChoices policy is that if you pay people less
they are not going to work any harder and they are not
going to deliver any more products per hour of work.
You do not need to be an economist to work that out.
We will have a future with low growth, low wages and
low productivity, nothing to address the skill shortages
and nothing to deal with the current account deficit.
The history books will mark us down quite severely. I
really think the federal government has missed the boat
and is focusing on industrial relations reform to drop
the wages of the unskilled. I cannot find one
conservative economist, including from the Australian
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Mining Institute, the H. R. Nicholls Society and others,
who will say this current WorkChoices reform is going
to deliver anything.
What will the history books tell us about the Bracks
government? Simply that we have recognised that the
future lies in high wages, high growth and high
productivity. Along with our broad-based economy, the
agricultural sector, some mining and a focus on
research and development and innovation this will lead
us to a great future. We will have a skilled work force
and a thriving manufacturing sector. But the problem is
that the federal government is very much working in
the opposite direction.
Currently we are training 130 000-plus apprentices and
trainees, including 46 000 in the traditional trades. This
is up from five years ago when the figures were 91 000
overall, with 35 000 undertaking the traditional trades.
Every year since 1998 we have been improving this
scorecard. Further, we are funding substantial research
and development programs in biotech and agriculture
and we have a department dealing specifically with the
sector of manufacturing.
I want to focus on specific components of the
Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians
package. One part of that is careers in manufacturing.
This program is here to convince young students that
there is actually a great future for skilled workers in
manufacturing. The program was piloted in 2004 in
about 30 schools. It has now been extended to
100 schools across the state. It gives students in years 9
and 10 exposure to the manufacturing sector. The sector
offers great, well-paid careers in everything from
design engineering and project management to IT and
finance. Victoria is dependent for its future growth on
the advanced manufacturing sector. Most of these
manufacturers compete in niche international markets
and require a highly skilled work force. They compete
on brains and skills, not on pricing. They are not reliant
upon a low dollar or world prices in the same way as
are our commodities.
Another part of this new program which we have
introduced is Business Skills for the Future, which has
two components. The first will look at the micro level
of an enterprise and will look at skills development and
training needs in that enterprise. It includes work force
planning, retraining current skilled workers and options
for upskilling the work force. The second part will
provide practical financial assistance to upskill and
reskill existing employees of firms for which skill
development training plans have been prepared as
above. Funding for this is approximately $10 million
over four years. This program will apply to small,
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medium and large businesses with the focus on the
manufacturing sector.
I am particularly happy about this initiative because this
issue of finding skilled workers is raised time and time
again when I and other backbenchers are out there as
part of the ministerial task force for the Minister for
Small Business, talking to small business operators.
Small business is time poor and often does not have the
capacity to establish a human resources section to
ensure it keeps or retains staff or plan for future skills
and growth. This includes the manufacturing sector, but
it applies generally to small business operators. There
will be assistance in strategies for attracting and
retraining skilled workers, evaluating options for
skilling, cost-effective training investments and
referrals to independent third parties who will provide
training skills. Training will be customised to that
specific enterprise.
In the most recent Sensis business survey the second
most important issue for small business was the finding
of skilled workers. The first issue, of course, was cash
flow, which the government has addressed by requiring
all state government departments to pay small to
medium-sized enterprises within 30 days.
Another part of this program is the business support
organisation (BSO) which will engage facilitators to
assess the training needs of their associated businesses
and liaise with training providers to provide customised
and relevant training. BSOs could be business industry
associations, business enterprise centres or business and
professional associations. Under this model training can
address both management skills and employee skills, so
realistically it will also provide small business
enterprises with the capacity to train a small business
operator as well as their staff, because, as we know, if
you are running the business you do not have a lot of
time to look at what skills you need to upgrade; you are
probably focusing more on your employees. This BSO
program arises largely from the relatively low take-up
rate of management training by small business
operators and the lack of flexibility within the
vocational education and training system.
The initiative shifts from the supply-driven training
model to a demand-driven training model at the
enterprise level. I congratulate the government for its
vision and desire to create a better future for this state.
However, I think it is swimming against the tide
because the Howard government is actually working
against this in many ways by delivering a low-wage,
low-growth, low-productivity future, which is what the
figures currently suggest.
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Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — In joining the
debate in reviewing the Maintaining the Advantage —
Skilled Victorians package, the subject of the matter of
public importance introduced by the member for
Oakleigh today, I make the following remarks. The key
issue to understand is that skills follow investment and
development rather than the reverse. There has to be a
range of critical drivers in the Victorian economy and
in the workplace that underpin economic growth. The
example overseas of Ireland, which in the 1980s had a
floundering work force but through policy settings at
government level and in particular a decision by the
then government to reduce the tax rate from some
47 per cent to 10 per cent, fixed for 20 years, provided a
very important policy driver that saw enormous
international investment flow through to Ireland, which
led to the situation a few years ago where it had a skill
shortage of 200 000 workers and an unemployment rate
of 4.1 per cent.

that the country would grind to a halt. However, Ireland
developed a national consensus that certain policy
settings would be required and a 25-year policy
whereby successive Irish governments were to
implement a long-term strategic approach to the
country’s industrial policies.

In Australia today it is important to understand that
governments across the nation and in Victoria need to
have the appropriate background framework for
investment to take place in Victoria. It reflects a
number of areas such as the accident compensation
scheme, various tax regimes such as land tax and
property taxes, the degree of red tape and bureaucracy,
and the degree of government regulation. There has
been a large outflow of resources or enterprises from
Victoria to the lower-cost labour market of China.
While Australian know-how and technical expertise
can guide the work that is undertaken in developing
economies, it is important that as far as possible we
retain investment and businesses in this state.

A critical mass of firms in three sectors was targeted.
The new entrants chose Ireland partly due to the skill
concentration, thus reinforcing those advantages. Thus,
after Microsoft entered Ireland in 1984, Lotus came the
following year, followed by Oracle and IBM. Part of
the reason they came was that there was this critical
massing of expertise. There was a strong demonstration
effect by the early successful investors. Even though
Ireland was exporting people, it was better for them to
emigrate with rather than without an education. In
Ireland 50 per cent of the population was under the age
of 29, and government spending was 20 per cent on
education, which was comparatively very high.

One of the leading businesses in Victoria was in my
electorate — Gale Australia — a very successful
enterprise which pioneered the development of a form
of shade cloth and supplied it to the Australian and
overseas market. Their product protected fruit crops,
car yards and military installations in the Middle East.
In recent years the management of the company, which
has now been floated, saw fit to relocate a large
proportion of its manufacturing operations overseas.
There are complications in establishing operations in an
overseas environment. For mass production it may
work well, but for shorter term production levels it is
better to be reliant upon a domestic work force that
requires a higher level of skill.
In relation to the Irish experience — the development
of the Celtic Tiger — I note that Ireland’s Prime
Minister Sean Lemass developed a visionary approach.
The historical context was that Ireland had a population
of 3 million people, which was down from 8 million
150 years or so ago, and in political circles it was felt

There was a policy focus on one question: in what
industries could Ireland best maximise its international
competitive advantage? The conclusion was that
Ireland should focus on high value-added sectors. The
availability, quality and cost of an educated work force
was going to be the key driver of international
competitive advantage. Ireland focused on three high
value-added sectors: information technology,
pharmaceuticals and internationally traded services.
There were strong benefits from a self-reinforcing
clustering effect, and the ‘silicon isle’ mirrored the
development of Silicon Valley in California.

The successful Celtic Tiger is a model which can be
observed in other areas. During the 1980s in Victoria
we saw an increase in prices in the manufacturing
sector and an increase in industrial disputes which was
adverse to the operation of a number of Australian
manufacturers. Whatever investment there is in
technology and whatever investment there is in
education, there has to be an underpinning level of
investment in key industries if there are to be
opportunities for Victorians in the work force later on.
In 1992, when the then Liberal government came to
office, unemployment was running at 11 per cent.
Despite all the then government’s rhetoric, all the key
government reports that were produced and all the
initiatives which were developed, without a certain
level of investor confidence in the state, jobs were
declining. At that stage in Victoria, numbers of people
who were seeking employment in this state were unable
to find jobs, and migrant families were going overseas
to find employment opportunities for their children in
particular.
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It is interesting that in the present context I have not
seen expansive commentary on contributions assisting
recently arrived migrants. One thing the Labor
government did when it came to office was to breach an
election promise that it would continue the community
business employment program. This was a sector
specific, community specific program that helped to
utilise skills within communities — within language
and social groupings — to provide pathways into
employment. But the Labor Party, contrary to a clear
political promise, abandoned that program. It has
rendered more vulnerable a sizeable section of the
Victorian community as a consequence of its failure to
implement a political promise. The Liberal Party
recognises the importance of community
self-sufficiency and independence, and it is critical that
newly established communities have the tools to
achieve this particular outcome. The Labor Party has
failed in this particular area.
Another area of concern is recently arrived
communities. Communities from the Horn of Africa are
a case in point. Their particular skill levels are a
consequence of their coming from war-torn countries
where there have not been functional education
systems. Many refugees arriving in Melbourne have not
had the benefits of a continuous primary and secondary
education. There are a number of people who have
been seriously displaced, but the education system in
this state has failed them and they do not have the
requisite standards in literacy and numeracy to be able
to re-enter the work force. I do not see the problems of
Horn of African communities being addressed in this
particular report before the Parliament.
In addition there are the indigenous communities. The
Victorian government has accepted reduced
performance indicators for indigenous Victorian
students in this state compared with other Victorian
students, and as we speak there are high levels of
truancy among indigenous Victorians. Those
communities are being deprived of the opportunity to
contribute productively to the economic development
of this state.
There is a lot of rhetoric about this. The government
has spent $80 million on an advertising campaign
lauding the virtues of the education sector while at the
same time there is a lack of engagement of indigenous
Victorians in Victorian schools and a lack of
opportunity for Horn of African Victorians and other
refugees arriving in this state.
In concluding I would like to summarise by making
these comments. The key drivers for employment
opportunities in this state boil down to the provision of
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appropriate incentives and appropriate levels of
investment. You can have all the training schemes in
the world, but unless there is that key investment, any
program will fail. Investment is determined by the right
signals coming from government in terms of
WorkCover schemes, industrial relations schemes and
employment schemes. We have seen the federal
reforms being bagged by the Labor Party, but it is
flexibility in the marketplace which will enable more
Victorian workers to have jobs in an internationally
competitive environment. The Labor Party has failed to
recognise this, and it has also failed to look after
vulnerable sections of the Victorian community.
Ms D’AMBROSIO (Mill Park) — I rise to add my
voice of support to the matter of public importance
raised by the member for Oakleigh and to give my
congratulations to the Bracks Labor government on
returning an agenda of skills development to Victoria.
The Bracks government has restored people’s faith in
services that were for many years lacking in funding,
and skills development and training are one such
service.
All Victorians are now enthusiastically welcoming the
government’s $241 million investment package, which
will be provided over the next four years. It will drive
our local industries and maintain Victoria’s status as the
industrial and skills capital of Australia. The
Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians
package offers young Victorians a real future in skilled
employment by providing opportunities for trade
training and apprenticeships. It will help to restore
value to trade qualifications, which have suffered under
the regime of the federal government, which has
abrogated its responsibility to prepare our work force in
light of the so-called advantages that less developed
countries in our region have due to very low wages and
inferior regulations — for example, in occupational
health and safety and workers compensation.
This government sees life very differently — and thank
goodness for that! We see a Victoria of highly skilled
young people going from secondary school into further
education and then into highly sought-after jobs to
tackle our skill shortages. We see a Victoria of older
workers who can update their skills to help businesses
match training to industry priorities and modern needs
through innovation and research. Unlike the federal
government and its supporters on the other side, we are
putting into action an agenda which we can be truly
proud of, knowing that all Victorians will benefit
through a higher standard of living. I am especially
pleased that the skills package establishes technical
education centres. This comes on the heels of the
establishment of the northern technical education
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centre, which is located in Preston and has a very proud
record of achievement.
My electorate of Mill Park has a very high
concentration of people working in the manufacturing
industry, and that is reflected throughout the outer
northern suburbs around Mill Park. We have seen a
steady decline in the manufacturing industry in
Australia because of a lack of foresight by our federal
government. The new technical education centres —
one of which will be established in Heidelberg to
augment the fine work of the northern centre — will
provide a most welcome opportunity to augment
opportunities for many young people in electorates such
as Mill Park to enter into further education.
These technical education centres will provide an array
of programs designed to produce highly skilled and
motivated people at the end, and that is what the focus
is on. We are focused on outcomes, and to achieve
those outcomes we need assistance from the
government. This government is certainly stepping
forward to grasp the opportunity by creating this
package. Programs such as the Victorian certificate of
applied learning and pre-apprenticeships and
traineeships will be offered, with a focus on
school-aged students, to help local industry skill
shortages.
In my electorate we take these matters very seriously.
Local members of Parliament, both state and federal,
have a very good working relationship with local
businesses and their representative bodies. Bodies such
as NORTH Link/ NIETL and the Northern Area
Consultative Committee, for example, have an ongoing
dialogue with us, and the issues confronting industry
are debated and acted upon so common ground can be
found. More often than not common ground is found,
because we are interested in establishing and nurturing
partnerships with all the community. The issues include
the lack of sufficient office space in the outer north, the
need to create greater synergies between further
education opportunities and the needs of industry and
of course secondary schools in the north. These are not
just talk-fests.
As a sign of how the state government engages with
stakeholders in the community out in the north to form
real and productive partnerships we have now identified
an opportunity for the establishment of a biosecurity
centre in the region. I know discussions with and a lot
of vigorous lobbying of the relevant department are
occurring to see whether this opportunity can be turned
into a reality. Time will tell, and a lot of issues in terms
of economic viability will need to be looked at very
carefully. But what is also important in considering
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such options is the connections that can be made by all
stakeholders with secondary schools, local industries,
the new technical education centre in Heidelberg and
local TAFEs, thanks to this government’s commitment
to establishing technical education centres and
promoting firm partnerships with those stakeholders.
I wish to take the opportunity to remind the house of
the state government’s active support and promotion of
Siemens VDO and its commitment to the northern
suburbs of Melbourne. Some members will know that
the Premier announced at the end of last year that
Siemens VDO would be building a new state-of-the-art
instrument manufacturing plant in the University Hill
industrial precinct in my electorate. This plant, once
fully operational, will create an additional 320 highly
skilled jobs. What a boon this will be for my area! Why
should our local young people not have the opportunity
to fill these very highly skilled jobs?
We recognise the learning and job needs of our
community, and I am very proud to be able to stand
here and give due recognition to a government that has
given a helping hand to business and has given new
hope to schools in the local area and to other
businesses — and let us not forget that Siemens VDO,
as one example, is part of the chain of manufacturing in
the broader automotive industry, being a car component
manufacturer. As well as the direct benefits, we also
need to look at what indirect benefits can come out of
such partnerships. Backed up by real training,
pre-apprenticeship and apprenticeship opportunities
will also be there. The automotive industry is vital to
our state’s economy. The industry employs more than
27 000 people and generates about $10 billion in
economic activity each year, and the outer northern
suburbs of Melbourne have a fair share of that.
Through the Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled
Victorians package our young people will have the
opportunities to achieve the best they can through an
education system that values initiative, competence,
lifelong learning, ongoing research and innovation.
What better opportunities are there to provide to our
young people? The outcomes, of course, will be a more
cohesive community, a more economically secure state
and a great place in which to live and raise a family.
This package builds on solid ground. This is not the
first injection of funds for skills development and
lifelong education this government has provided. Since
1999 we have increased apprentice/trainee funding
from $109 million to $188 million in 2005. That is no
mean feat. Right from the beginning this government
was prepared to take solid action to build opportunities
for our young people and to build a better Victoria in
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terms of prosperity. Since 1999 we have allocated
$230 million for TAFE capital works, $12.5 million for
additional pre-apprenticeship places, $65 million for an
apprenticeship/traineeship completion bonus scheme
and $10 million in concessions on fees and charges —
many first and second-year apprentices now qualify for
this.
Our commitment and vision have resulted in massive
increases in take-up rates. As at December 1999 there
were approximately 76 000 apprentices in training. As
at December 2005 this figure was a whopping 134 000,
approximately. Think very carefully about how wide a
gap that is and how much progress we have made in
this area. In terms of apprenticeship commencements,
from 1 January 1999 to 31 December 1999 there were
approximately 57 000 apprentice and trainee
commencements. From 1 January 2005 to the end of
December 2005 there were approximately 81 500
people commencing apprenticeships and traineeships.
This is not the beginning; this is merely another step in
our very strong march to building a very strong
Victoria, to keeping Victoria an economically strong
state and to building a future for our young people well
into the future — a future of highly skilled jobs, of
prosperity, of high living standards and of a community
which is united, secure and cohesive. I congratulate the
Bracks government on this next chapter in this funding.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

STATEMENTS ON REPORTS
Education and Training Committee: promotion
of mathematics and science education
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — It is with great pleasure
that I speak on a report tabled by the Education and
Training Committee on 2 March 2006 on the promotion
of mathematics and science education. I must thank my
fellow committee members — the member for Bulleen,
who is the deputy chair of the committee, and other
members of the committee — whose dedication and
commitment throughout this inquiry has produced a
report that is truly a tribute to an effective, all-party
committee. It is a report I am proud of. I hope it makes
a lasting contribution not only to government policy
and strategy but to discussion, debate and practice
among teachers and experts in the field. This report is
extremely relevant to the matter of public importance
on skills education the house has just finished debating.
Mathematics and science education are becoming
increasingly important in today’s society. The
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economic prosperity of Victoria and Australia is highly
dependent on our ability to develop scientists who can
compete globally. Furthermore, Victorians need to be
mathematically and scientifically literate to participate
and compete in a world increasingly dominated by
technological innovation. Fortunately Victorian schools
perform well in maths and science education, by both
national and international standards. The committee had
the pleasure of seeing first hand some outstanding
innovative schools and highly capable, dynamic and
effective teachers.
However, in a world where technology changes by the
second, we need to continually change and innovate.
The committee identified 23 areas that would help
boost mathematics and science education in Victoria.
The 23 recommendations made by the committee were
genuinely all-party recommendations — the Liberal
and Labor parties and The Nationals were unanimous
on the need for these recommendations and supported
them wholeheartedly. People often see division and
debate in this Parliament, but in areas such as this
within the committee system we can often find that no
matter what your party allegiance you can come
together with recommendations and ideas for the
genuine benefit of Victoria, and that is good for
democracy in Australia as well as education.
The committee saw a need for a senior science subject
that is multidisciplinary and has a strong focus on
scientific literacy and new science and recommended
that new contemporary senior science courses be
considered. This is particularly the case in the area of
engineering where the country faces a serious skill
shortage. Additionally the committee recommended an
equipment boost to both primary and secondary schools
and that schools share more substantial contemporary
equipment. Such a boost would assist the capacity of
schools to embrace the expansion of new and
innovative sciences in the introduction and
consolidation of new Victorian essential learning
standards. Let us face it, a lot of equipment in schools
nowadays is expensive. Keeping abreast and making
sure students are learning what is relevant to the society
we have and the technology that is in place is an
expensive proposition. There is no reason why primary
and secondary schools cannot share those resources and
buy things by region. I will sit down now and resume
my contribution on this at another time.

Education and Training Committee: promotion
of mathematics and science education
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I too wish to speak
briefly on the inquiry into the promotion of
mathematics and science education. I would like to pay
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tribute to the committee staff: Karen Ellingford,
Andrew Butler and Eva Tench. They did an outstanding
job and this report is a tribute to their hard work. I
would also like to put on the record my appreciation of
the work done by my colleagues. The Nationals, the
Labor Party and the Liberals worked very closely on
this report. This shows what you can do if you work
together as a team. I have to pay tribute to the chair of
the committee, the member for Eltham, who I think
also did a wonderful job.
We found a few interesting things during the inquiry.
As a former maths and science teacher I was concerned
about the lack of understanding among some teachers
in primary schools when it comes to science. The
majority of our maths and science teachers do a
wonderful job and look out for the interests of all of
their students. However, there are teachers in primary
schools especially who find it very difficult to teach
science in the school so they avoid teaching it. They
might only do it for one period or half an hour a week,
which is not enough for students once they go on to
secondary school. Equally there are a number of
teachers who take up science or mathematics in senior
school but who are not qualified to do so; the schools
ask them to teach those subjects because they have
taught for many years. There is a concern from that
point of view. If a teacher has no interest, shows no
interest and does not have the expertise or knowledge, it
is very hard for students to be motivated and excited
when it comes to science and mathematics.
I wish to look at two recommendations.
Recommendation 7.4 states:
That the Victorian government fund a science ‘equipment
boost’ for primary and secondary schools to encourage
greater innovation, scientific practice and experimentation as
part of the consolidation of the Victorian essential learning
standards in Victorian schools.

We found that some schools did not have the science
equipment necessary for students to participate in
experiments. It is very hard for students to appreciate,
understand and go on with science if they do not take
part in experiments. If they do not have the equipment,
if they do not have the facilities and if they do not have
the labs, it is difficult for students to go on with science.
I urge the government to put some money into ensuring
that schools have the equipment and the science rooms
to ensure that students find science interesting and enrol
to do it in years 11 and 12.
Recommendation 8.1 states:
That the Victorian government consider offering additional
incentives to attract postgraduate entrants into teaching in the
mathematics and science disciplines.
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We found that some teachers did not have the
knowledge of mathematics or science and yet were
offered science and mathematics classes. We need
more maths and science teachers. Whether it is extra
pay or they move one level up when they first go into
the school or they are given other concessions,
something has to be done to ensure that all students are
taught by qualified maths and science teachers. It is
unfair that some students are not. They might be taught
by a teacher who is qualified in geography or history
who is thrust into the classroom and asked to teach
mathematics or science. It is a problem and I ask the
department, the minister and the government to look at
how to get more maths and science teachers into the
schools, especially in regional Victoria where it is very
hard to get qualified maths and science teachers.
I congratulate the committee and the staff once again. I
look forward to the response from the government and
the department, I hope they take the recommendations
seriously and put up the money to ensure that we have a
first-class education system in Victoria. Yes, there is a
role there for the federal government, and we have
called upon it to assist with the education of our
children in maths and science, but it is up to this
government to ensure that the money is put into our
education system for our students, not just for today but
for the future as well.

Family and Community Development
Committee: development of body image among
young people
Dr HARKNESS (Frankston) — It is with pleasure
that I rise to talk about the Family and Community
Development Committee’s report on the development
of body image amongst young people. This committee
deserves strong applause for developing this report on
body image amongst young people, and congratulations
are also due to the government for its response to the
report. Some members of the committee noted that this
report and the response have received national acclaim.
Body image issues are vitally important because body
image has an enormous and often very negative and
adverse effect on many young people throughout
Victoria. Some of the facts identified by the committee
which I found particularly startling were that anorexia
nervosa is the third most common chronic illness for
adolescent girls in Australia, that 62 per cent of males
are dissatisfied with their bodies and half wish to lose
weight, and that some young people are encouraged to
engage in particular exercise programs in order to look
more toned or more attractive or to control their weight,
and the young people are doing these things for those
reasons rather than for enjoyment.
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I think it is absolutely vital that teachers and health care
workers in our schools and community health services
have the information and the tools they need to support
the young people they are working with. In Frankston
several schools are already aware of this issue and have
it at the top of their list of priorities. I note that
Frankston High School focuses very heavily on body
image issues, and both the Karingal and Karingal
Heights primary schools have implemented some very
strong and positive healthy eating and healthy living
programs.
There needs to be a continuing and targeted focus on
research as well as an evaluation of the various
programs which are in place, particularly for primary
school-age children. Certainly negative body image is
linked to a wide range of conditions and risk-taking
behaviours such as depression and eating disorders. It
also leads to some particularly poor outcomes for
young people at every level — their health, their
wellbeing, their education, their employment and also
their participation within the community.
I reiterate my congratulations to the committee for its
report and the government for its response. I hope as a
community and as a government we can continue to
tackle some of these issues, particularly for the sake of
our youngest community members.

Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee:
strategies to reduce harmful alcohol
consumption
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I want to comment
on the recently presented report of the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee on its inquiry into strategies to
reduce harmful alcohol consumption. I am not sure if I
should claim credit for this, but I certainly did at one
stage say to my fellow committee members that this is a
report that is bigger than Ben Hur — it is certainly
bigger than the Bible. It is a two-volume report, and I
cannot remember the last time a two-volume report was
presented in this Parliament. Nevertheless when one
looks at the requirements placed on the committee one
sees how extensive the ramifications of an inquiry into
strategies to reduce harmful alcohol consumption are.
In my initial remarks I want to pay tribute to the
committee staff, led very ably by our excellent
executive officer, Sandy Cook, and our principal
researcher — clearly a man who loves to write — Pete
Johnston. Both of those people were ably supported by
quite a number of other people. I also want to pay due
respects and tribute to the committee chairman,
Mr Scheffer from another place, who did an excellent
job. Chairing this committee was not an easy task,
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because the extent of the committee’s inquiry was so
wide.
In delivering the report the committee put out a media
release, from which I will quote because it is important
to put these words on the record of this Parliament.
That media release says:
The committee recognises that most Victorians consume
alcohol moderately and responsibly. Good public health
policy that minimises alcohol-related harm relies on a
partnership of government, health professionals, health
service providers, community organisations and the alcohol
industry.

It goes on to say that the final report contains
165 recommendations and recognises that alcohol is a
legal product that is part and parcel of the fabric of
Australian culture and that to change the negative
aspects of this culture requires incremental
interventions.
I particularly want to praise the alcohol industry for its
involvement in this inquiry and the positive way it
approached the inquiry. The industry was nervous
about what the committee was going to do, and you
could understand an industry being nervous about that,
but the alcohol industry really did step up to the line
and do all it could to assist the committee in its work.
A lot of other organisations did too. There was
apprehension among a lot of these organisations, which
felt they might be crucified in some way, and I single
out in that regard the Australian Football League.
Initially the AFL was not at all keen to talk to the
committee, but when it did the committee was
impressed and grateful for the contribution and the
input of the AFL to this inquiry. I would like to
particularly thank the chief executive of the AFL and
his staff for the work they did; we were very impressed
with them.
It is a matter of regret that the honourable member for
Scoresby and I felt the necessity to put in a minority
report on two matters. I will touch on them briefly and
urge members of this Parliament and in particular
members of the government to read our minority report.
The two matters contained in our minority report were
the question of the recommendation that public
drunkenness be decriminalised and the question of the
provision and operation of alcohol vending machines.
The minority report speaks for itself, but the matter of
the decriminalisation of public drunkenness has now
been before this government for some four years or
longer. An earlier report of the committee
recommended that public drunkenness be
decriminalised with three major provisos. The
government has done absolutely nothing about that, and
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that is the reason why the honourable member for
Scoresby and I did not support those recommendations
in the committee.
With regard to alcohol vending machines, we were
implacably opposed to them when the government
decided to legalise them and we still are. In no way will
we put our hands up to support the installation and
operation of alcohol vending machines. However, I
commend the report to members of Parliament. It is a
good read.

Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee:
strategies to reduce harmful alcohol
consumption
Mr LONEY (Lara) — I also want to make some
comments on the report of the Drugs and Crime
Prevention Committee’s inquiry into strategies to
reduce harmful alcohol consumption. As the previous
member said, it is a comprehensive and voluminous
report. At this stage I cannot own up to having read it in
its entirety, and I certainly have not got to the minority
report yet!
I want to comment on some of the recommendations, in
particular recommendations 42, 43, 44 and 45, which
deal with local alcohol accords. I think these are of
tremendous importance in local areas. At one stage
Geelong was the leading municipality in alcohol
accords, but unfortunately it has fallen off the wagon —
if I can use that term. This is very disturbing to the local
community. So I am very interested in the
recommendations in this report and I hope they are
taken notice of in my local community. Unfortunately
we have got to a position where in the last fortnight the
local paper ran a feature article headed something like
‘Geelong has an alcohol problem’.
Certainly in relation to the operation of venues and the
breakdown of the accord, rather than having a
controlled environment we are now suffering from
places wishing to push extended hours, free drink
cards — the sorts of things mentioned in this report as
not being the appropriate way to manage a responsible
alcohol environment. For some reason the nightclub
industry, particularly in Geelong, has developed an
attitude that pays little regard to what the community in
general wants. So I hope this particular document, as
big as it is — and particularly recommendations 42 to
45 — is picked up within the Geelong community and
well read.
Victoria Police has strived hard to get good accords in
the Geelong community, similar to those in place in
Ballarat. Voluntary lockouts in places like Ballarat,
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Warrnambool and others have mitigated some of the
violence around late-night drinking establishments. I
hope it will be supported. Certainly the
recommendations of this report regarding this issue go
to support the work that Victoria Police is trying to do
within my community. Based on the parts of the report
I have read, I commend the work of this committee. It
has presented to Parliament a comprehensive report
which will be highly useful.

Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee:
strategies to reduce harmful alcohol
consumption
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I wish to comment on the
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee’s report on its
inquiry into strategies to reduce harmful alcohol
consumption. First of all I acknowledge the work of the
staff: Sandy Cook, researcher Pete Johnston, Michelle
Summerhill and Chantel Churchus. I particularly
acknowledge the efforts of chair Johan Scheffer for
keeping everyone on track and working well as a team.
As stated previously, for most Victorians alcohol
consumption is a pleasurable and safe activity.
However, misuse of alcohol is a significant cause of
drug-related harm. Alcohol is second only to tobacco as
a preventable cause of death and hospitalisation in
Australia.
The report is massive — over 1400 pages — so I would
like to concentrate on one or two specific areas. Firstly,
I note that there is a proposal in the report that there be
a coordinated approach to the management of alcohol
issues via a new office of alcohol policy and
coordination. Secondly, I would like to look at the issue
of the continuing unacceptably high level of
alcohol-related road injuries and deaths in young males
aged 18 to 26. As a result of that, our committee has
suggested that the government investigate extending the
introduction of zero blood-alcohol tolerance for young
drivers up to the age of 26. There seems to be quite
broad community support for that, with some even
suggesting that we go further and make it zero blood
alcohol for all drivers, as there is already a zero
blood-alcohol limit for bus drivers and drivers of heavy
vehicles. There are other proposals to address the
drink-driving issue, such as including alcohol-related
training in driver training and further consideration of
ignition-locking devices.
Rural issues are a particular concern in that alcohol can
be a major problem in rural communities. Some of the
issues we have made recommendations on include the
recruitment and retention of appropriately qualified and
experienced staff, rural input into policy development
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and particular focus on alcohol problems in young
people.

the next sitting of this Parliament to ensure that
everyone has read the 1400 pages.

Following on from the rural considerations are
considerations in relation to sporting clubs, with
sporting clubs, particularly football and netball clubs,
being an extremely important component of rural
communities. The committee acknowledged the
wonderful efforts of the Australian Football League to
reduce the harmful effects of alcohol — the warnings
and training of players and the code of conduct that
imposes an obligation to consume alcohol only in
moderation and in a responsible manner. The
committee encourages other peak sporting bodies to
follow the example of the AFL. At a country football
and netball club level, where there is a high dependence
on alcohol sales for income generation, the committee
supports the wider operation of good sports programs
and other programs that encourage country football and
netball clubs and other country clubs to be more
family-oriented and generate money with less
dependence on alcohol sales.

The SPEAKER — Order! I think that is outside my
powers!

We should never walk away from the fundamental
principle that people should take responsibility for their
own actions. Whilst we have initiatives such as the
responsible service of alcohol and programs such as
Good Sports, people — whether they are adults or
young people — must remember that they are
responsible for their own actions.
If we look at the issues facing young people, we see
that there are a number of factors that need to be
considered in addressing the problems of under-age
drinking: firstly, the role modelling of parents and
siblings; secondly, peer group pressure; and thirdly,
ensuring that advertising and promotions do not
specifically target young people and do not encourage
binge-type drinking. We are talking about happy hour
promotions and those sorts of things, where the
temptation is to consume an excessive amount in a
short time.
We need to encourage young people to take
responsibility for their own actions and to moderate
their risk-taking behaviour, and we also need to try and
address that bulletproof mentality, which most of us
had when we were young. We also recommend that
local liquor reports and lockouts be considered and
broadened, because in various communities they are
working.
In closing, the report is extensive and addresses a wide
range of issues, and I recommend that all 1400 pages of
it be read. I request that you, Speaker, ask for a test at

COMMONWEALTH GAMES:
ACHIEVEMENTS
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I move:
That this house congratulates all those involved in making the
2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games the most successful
Commonwealth Games ever held and a credit to all the
people of Victoria, and specifically congratulates:
(1) the games volunteers, whose dedication ensured
the smooth running of all events and who put a
charming and helpful face on Victoria;
(2) the hardworking staff from organisations including
the organising committee, M2006, the Office of
Commonwealth Games Coordination within the
Department for Victorian Communities, Victoria
Police and transport operators, who were the
backbone of the games;
(3) the 4500 athletes from across the commonwealth,
who brought so much entertainment and joy
through their courageous and inspiring efforts;
(4) all those involved in the Commonwealth Games
cultural program, Festival Melbourne 2006, who
provided another element to the games, making it a
truly unique festival; and
(5) all the people of Victoria, who through their
unparalleled support and enthusiasm once again
showed to the world that Melbourne is simply the
best.

The Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games were
more than a resounding success. Our games also
defined Victoria and Victorians. They defined us as
creative and cultural, as shown by the spectacular
opening ceremony and the vibrant cultural festivals
which were also part of the games themselves. They
defined us as sports loving and tolerant, as
demonstrated by the large, good-natured crowds at
venues around the state. I know the Chief
Commissioner of Police was stunned by the fact that
while so many people gathered around regional
Victoria, around our live sites and around the centre of
the city, the number of arrests and the number of people
who were unruly were almost infinitesimal by
comparison. The atmosphere created was a great credit
to the Victorian families and individuals who were
involved.
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More than anything, the games defined us as a diverse
and multicultural community yet again. As international
newspapers such as Canada’s Toronto Star noted:
With some 15 000 smiling volunteers willing to help,
Melbourne is living up to its reputation as a friendly, cultured,
sports-mad city.

That international attention from Canada was also
replicated by the British Broadcasting Corporation and
other organisations right around the world as the
international media wrote up the Friendly Games, or the
Inclusive Games, saying how well they were being
done.
Our creativity, diversity and tolerance existed before
the Commonwealth Games, of course. We have always
had a strong community spirit, as shown by the
comprehensive response to the January bushfires, when
some 10 000 volunteers risked their lives to protect our
community. That is another, more recent example of
how people have contributed to the effort across our
state. This community-mindedness is one of the major
reasons why Victoria is such a great place in which to
live and to raise a family, and that is exemplified even
further by the Commonwealth Games.
Why is Melbourne one of the world’s most livable
cities? Yet again, we have further evidence of that
livability. We have been either the most livable or the
second most livable city for a long period now, and this
is a further testament to that. It is also why a recent
wellbeing survey found that ours is one of the happiest
states in Australia.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — It is! That was the result of a
recent survey, and I suspect the Lord Mayor had
something to do with that, with his very happy
disposition. Whatever he is doing, it is absolutely
working, I can tell you that.
Our diversity, our tolerance, our acceptance of people
from many nations who have settled here and the
wonderful way of life that has been created in our state
have been broadcast to a global audience of up to
1.5 billion people, who have seen what we do well and
effectively. That audience has seen our best and shared
in the brightest international moments in our history —
even bigger than the 1956 Olympic Games. They have
seen us at a time when we are more outgoing and
accepting than ever before, when Melbourne is growing
faster than Brisbane and Sydney, when provincial
Victoria is growing faster than Melbourne itself and
when more and more migrants are finding that
whatever their passion, whatever their ambition and
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whatever their background, it is evident that they are
welcome in our state of Victoria.
No wonder the president of the Commonwealth Games
Federation, Mike Fennell, said at the closing ceremony
of the Commonwealth Games, ‘Melbourne, simply the
best!’ — and he was quite correct. Certainly that
summed up the feeling of everyone in our state for the
Commonwealth Games.
Our games were simply the best because they
epitomised Victoria and our community of 5 million
people. They displayed to the rest of the world what we
in this state have known for some time. That is why our
government has sought to move this motion today, to
thank the people of Victoria for their support, their hard
work and their unparalleled enthusiasm for the games
and the lead-up to them.
We want to thank our ambassadors, the 15 000 games
volunteers — the Aqua Army — many of whom took
leave from their jobs to serve their community. There
were many like our oldest volunteer, Albert Cymons,
who turned 88 during the Commonwealth Games and
who was still willing and keen to take part as a member
of the games family. The volunteers showcased our
capital city and our great regional cities. Their good
humour and enthusiasm were infectious. You could not
help but be infected by their great disposition as you
walked up to any of our venues, and that was a lasting
impression for all those people who came to see the
games. The Commonwealth Games would not have
been the same without them. The volunteers, more than
anyone else, made our games the Friendly Games,
building on the Friendly Games of 1956. Without their
efforts the games would not have been possible, and
they deserve our thanks. That is why every volunteer
will receive a commemorative medal, which has been
struck in conjunction with the federal and state
governments, and up to two free tickets to an Australian
Football League match, which has been organised
through Toyota, the state government and the
Australian Football League (AFL).
There was also the dedication and hard work of the
many people in the organising committees who ensured
that the games went smoothly. I refer to the enormous
work force of men and women who worked for six and
a half years, and much more intensively so over the last
12 months, to make sure ours were the best games ever.
The staff of the organising committee, Melbourne
2006, and the staff of the Office of the Commonwealth
Games Coordination within the Department for
Victorian Communities showed how well we run
events in Victoria, and the coordination between those
organising committees was seamless.
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They helped stage an even bigger event than the 1956
Olympic Games, an event so big it can be compared to
holding the AFL Grand Final, the Spring Racing
Carnival and the Australian Tennis Open at the same
time every day for two weeks. That was the scale of the
event we have just held in Victoria. They did it all with
Olympian efficiency and professionalism. Sandy
Holloway, who was a key organiser of the Sydney
Olympics, provided advisory support to the
Commonwealth Games — and he is also supporting
Beijing and Delhi in their games.
He indicated while addressing a business breakfast as
part of the games that what Victoria and Melbourne had
achieved was effectively the equivalent of running the
Commonwealth Games at an Olympic standard. That
was the comment he made, and that was very evident
when you saw what happened as part of the work we
undertook. Every detail was looked after precisely. All
the venues were prepared and ready well ahead of time.
We had the significant inclusion of a large range of
people around the river and around our provincial areas
as part of the cultural festival, all making up one of the
best games we have ever held.
The work of the Victoria Police was also world class,
and I want to congratulate its members. Our police,
with assistance from the Australian Defence Force and
the many contract security firms, provided spectators
and athletes with the safest environment possible. I
indicated before the games that I thought the safest
place to be during that period would be at a games
event, and I think that was true. The security was
second to none.
We must not forget the transport providers. Our public
transport system carried over 1.8 million spectators
during the games. That was a magnificent achievement,
and congratulations go to our transport companies for a
great job. An average of 75 per cent of spectators
travelled by public transport, a record figure for a major
event in Victoria. Our transport systems, thanks to the
work of everyone from the drivers to the station
attendants, coped admirably with the extra demand.
I must also pay tribute to the magnificent
Commonwealth Games athletes, who inspired us. I pay
tribute to those 4500 athletes, and of course to our own
Australian Commonwealth Games team, who did such
a superb job. I pay particular tribute to the Victorian
members of the team. I can reveal for the first time that
Victorian athletes won 30 of Australia’s 84 gold
medals. That is a much larger proportion than our
population share; 30 out of 84 gold medals is a great
achievement. Australia’s total medal haul was 221, and
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75 of those were won by Victorians. Almost one in
three Australian medals was won by a Victorian.
Here is an interesting statistic: if Victoria had been
counted separately — let us say as a Wales or a
Scotland or somewhere else — it would have finished
third in the medal tally, just behind England. A great
achievement.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — First, the rest of Australia; second,
England; third, Victoria.
Ms Asher — We’ve got the logic.
Mr BRACKS — Yes, you’ve got the logic.
Obviously it is a great achievement by our state.
It is of course not just the medal winners who deserve
recognition. Australia’s entire team represented our
nation brilliantly. Whether or not members of our team
won gold, silver or bronze medals, whether or not they
achieved their personal best, they were great sportsmen
and women, and we congratulate them for that. Like
Australia’s 1956 Olympians, they all won a place in the
hearts of Victorians.
There was another extremely successful element to the
Commonwealth Games which I referred to earlier, and
that is the cultural festival. More than 2 million
people — more than the number of people who
attended Commonwealth Games events — attended
activities or live sites across Victoria. More than
1 million people lined the Yarra River to watch the
sculptured fish and the river festival and the sound and
light show that ran on the hour every night as part of the
festival itself. Those spectators were entertained by
2500 artists from 120 different performing companies
around our country, with some from other
commonwealth nations as well. It was Australia’s
largest ever free cultural festival and made the
Commonwealth Games an experience all Victorians
could enjoy.
Our government said that the games would be
accessible and affordable, and the cultural program
delivered on that promise. As I said, our games
epitomised the best of Victoria and Victorians. Not only
did we stage the greatest ever Commonwealth Games,
we also emulated the friendly legacy of the 1956
Olympics. In doing so we showed the world how
people of different backgrounds and beliefs can form
new communities successfully. That is what our state
epitomises — new communities of diversity, of
tolerance and of equal opportunity.
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I believe the legacy of 2006 is in keeping with the
legacy of 1956. It is a legacy that goes beyond physical
monuments such as the magnificent and mighty
redeveloped Melbourne Cricket Ground, for which we
can all take credit. It is a legacy that directly relates to
how our community of 5 million people defines itself,
both in actions and in attitudes. The task before us will
be to keep building on our diversity and tolerance,
because those characteristics are the secret of Victoria’s
social and economic success and because, as our army
of Commonwealth Games volunteers demonstrated so
aptly, Victoria’s most precious resource and its most
important commodity is its people. They deserve our
thanks because they made these games special, friendly
and inclusive — the best Commonwealth Games ever
in the history of the games!
Mr DOYLE (Leader of the Opposition) — I am
very pleased to join the Premier in supporting this
motion, and I want to say at the outset congratulations,
of course, to our athletes, congratulations to our
volunteers and congratulations to our officials of
Melbourne 2006. Congratulations also go to the
participants, the organisers and the planners of the
cultural events, the Queen’s baton relay and the
opening and closing ceremonies. Congratulations to the
remarkable Melbourne 2006 team. Congratulations to
the professionals who went about their business,
whether they were police or emergency service
workers, the public servants who were behind so many
of the events, the security teams that were in place or
members of the Australian Defence Force as well as
many others. Finally, congratulations also go to the
people of Victoria and our visitors who helped to make
the games such a great success. Thank you and well
done to all of them.
It is very difficult to single out people in such a
remarkable team effort, but I would like to do that in
three instances. First of all I would like to pay tribute to
the team of Jeff Kennett and Ron Walker, who had the
original vision and pursued it with some aggression.
Members may recall that when Jeff first proposed this
there were other cities that were interested in bidding,
but I believe the drive and aggression with which Ron
pursued the games meant that at the last moment we
were the only viable bid. Great credit goes to the former
Premier and to Ron Walker for the work they did. I also
pay tribute to John Harnden, the chief executive officer
of Melbourne 2006, and his remarkable team. It was an
incredible performance from John from the smallest
detail to the very largest of conceptions. Finally I offer
congratulations to Justin Madden, the Minister for
Commonwealth Games in the other place, and to
Senator Rod Kemp, the federal Minister for the Arts
and Sport. In terms of cooperation between state and
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federal governments and performance by ministers,
they did an outstanding job, and I want to put that on
the record.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DOYLE — I will come to John So eventually, I
promise — or maybe I will not. We can be justly proud
of our city, we can be proud of our state and we can be
proud of our people.
It may well be that people do not realise that the
commonwealth as an institution is not very well known.
I had the honour of being a Commonwealth Foundation
fellow a number of years ago, and I met with many
people, many members of parliaments from around the
commonwealth, and there is a great warmth of feeling
towards Australia, particularly from many of the
smaller countries that are in our region. One of the
things we did by creating such a successful games event
was to cement the idea of the fellowship, the warmth,
the cooperation and the diversity and tolerance that
exist between the disparate 71 nations of the
commonwealth. It is a remarkable institution, one that
is certainly worth promoting and encouraging, and the
games went a long way in helping us do that.
Many stories will come out of these games, such as the
integration of the elite athletes with a disability — that
is a remarkable, untold story — and the individual
athletics stories: Craig Mottram’s fall in the
1500 metres; Jana Pittman’s amazing 400 metres hurdle
win; seeing the diminutive Melissa Wu at the top of
that 10-metre platform; Leisel Jones’s power in the
swimming pool; Jane Saville putting those Olympic
demons to rest; and the amazing run and finish by
Kerryn McCann.
I know we won 221 medals, and we should celebrate
that, and that is great, but I also pay tribute to the
athletes who did not win a medal. They too were an
important part of the games. And there is another group
that we sometimes forget: how heartbreaking it would
be to do exactly the same amount of hard work, all that
preparation and training, and not quite make it into the
Commonwealth Games team. But for all of the other
athletes out there who helped to push our athletes to
those great performances — thank you and well done.
There are plenty of stories around concerning our
15 000 volunteers — the amazing hours they worked,
the courtesy they displayed and the friendly face, as the
Premier said, of Victoria that they showed to the world;
and that comes down even to individual stories like the
three volunteers who carried Leisel Jones’s
wheelchair-bound grandmother down onto the pool
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deck on each of those three nights so she could watch
Leisel win her gold medals.
There will be many stories that come out of Festival
Melbourne 2006. I know the Premier visited the live
site at Ballarat, as I did, and it was remarkable to see
people encouraged to be a part of the games through a
broader cultural festival. I thought the river looked
great. For so long we Melburnians turned our backs on
the river, but over succeeding governments on both
sides of politics we have embraced the river as our front
door, and to see the Yarra on display like that was
remarkable for Melbourne. In the end that is what it
was all about — we really did showcase Melbourne.
I must say I still do not get the duck. I was very pleased
to see the duck make a reappearance at the closing
ceremony, and to see that it had survived the first week
of duck season, but I still do not get the duck.
I want to make a proposal in the few minutes I have
left. I offer it in very good faith to the government: it
would be a pity if we closed this chapter in our history
by just moving on and making this gesture in
Parliament. I want to propose that the government
consider commissioning a commemorative book, a
definitive record of the Commonwealth Games.
Certainly we would have the competitors and the
results in that book; certainly we would detail the
volunteers, the officials, the participants in the opening
and closing ceremonies, the baton relay and Festival
Melbourne 2006; and certainly we would highlight the
Melbourne 2006 team — the people behind John
Harnden — in a permanent record of the contribution
they made to the games.
But if such a proposal were to meet with approval from
the government, could I also suggest that we throw
open to the people of Victoria and Australia, and the
media for that matter, the ability to submit their
photographs to such a project. Those photographs
would capture the essence or spirit or moment or
highlight that was important to those individuals. I am
not just talking about all the finishing lines and the
winning athletes, I am talking about all those special
moments that go to make up a remarkable event like the
Commonwealth Games.
I would suggest that as well as a document of record of
all those people who have taken part, there could be a
public photographic essay which captures many of
those moments and preserves them for all time. If we
had such a document of record, it could be on
display — perhaps here in Parliament House, as we do
sometimes have those displays. It could travel to
regional galleries or regional cities in Victoria and be
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on display there, and it could be housed at the State
Library or the Museum or the National Gallery of
Victoria. But what it would provide for succeeding
generations is how we saw our games at the time. It
would be a contemporaneous document of record.
I do not see it as being a particularly expensive
exercise. I would like to see that photographic
contribution by wider members of the public, and it
could be of great interest to succeeding generations. We
will never see the like of this sort of event again in our
lifetimes. Why not commemorate it in such a way? Of
course we could also make it available online. I think it
would be good to have a permanent record of such a
momentous event, and I offer that in good faith to the
government as a project that could be investigated for
commission.
Finally, I say good luck to Delhi. It will be a hard act to
follow, and I am sure the people of Delhi will do their
best and produce another wonderful Commonwealth
Games. But in the end, when we tally up the gold
medals, the real gold medal was won by Melbourne.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — It is my
pleasure to join this debate on behalf of The Nationals
and to support the motion which has been moved by the
Premier and supported by the Leader of the Opposition.
I start by saying that I endorse the expressions of
congratulations from both the Premier and the Leader
of the Opposition in so far as they have expressed them
today to the various individuals and groups who have
contributed to the games and made them the great
success that they were. For my part, and given the
limited time that we have all agreed will be devoted to
today’s contributions, I want to outline a few specifics
that I think bear consideration in terms of one’s
reflections on the games.
First, it was a wonderful thing to have Her Majesty here
to be part of the games opening ceremony. I had the
honour of being at the lunch at the Exhibition Buildings
when the royal anthem was played, together with
Advance Australia Fair. It was a wonderful occasion,
and I was delighted to see so many Labor members
there, standing to respect the presence of Her Majesty.
Secondly, on the issue of John So, the Lord Mayor of
Melbourne, I say with the greatest respect to him that
he has become an absolute cult figure. Again with the
greatest respect, I say to the house that I would love to
have him as a candidate at the next election, but the
problem is that he cannot stand for The Nationals
because he is not a country resident, and it is important
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in this place that all members of Parliament actually
reside in the areas they represent in Parliament.

for me and, I am sure, for many it added so much to the
games.

I pay regard to both Ron Walker and Jeff Kennett, and I
recognise the presence in the chamber as I speak of the
Attorney-General, who I am sure joins with the rest of
us in these warm and sincere congratulations to both
Ron Walker and Jeff Kennett for the work both of them
did in bringing the games to Victoria in the first
instance. I also support the words of congratulations to
the Minister for Commonwealth Games, the
Honourable Justin Madden.

One of the great successes of the games was the
$10 tickets for country Victorians using V/Line. It was
a wonderful idea, and I am delighted that the Premier
and the government saw fit to take it up. As the
Minister for Transport said yesterday, 100 000 trips
were undertaken. We now find out that that converts to
46 000 tickets having been purchased — that is, coming
to Melbourne and then going home. But let us not
worry about the fineries; the fact is that it was a great
success. It meant that a lot of country Victorians were
able to come to the games and participate in that great
celebration when otherwise they would not have been
able to do so. I thought the public transport system at
large functioned very well. Country Victorians
embraced the games, and as I travelled throughout other
parts of the state during the course of the games there
was general commentary in strong support of the event
itself.

One of the events at which we met was the festival in
the Alexandra Gardens. We were both there when a
group called Golden Pride, comprising about
30 children from Tanzania, came together to sing and
entertain the magnificent crowd that was present during
the course of the festival. That, for me, was one of the
outstanding moments — coming along and listening to
the choir — and I am pleased to say that it was where I
met the minister, although I met him at other venues too
during the course of the games. I offer my
congratulations to him for the work that was
undertaken.
For the many volunteers, it was an extraordinary effort
on their part. Much has been said about them and will
continue to be said, I am sure, as debate on this motion
proceeds today, but wherever you went they were there,
faithfully doing the task which they did on this
volunteer basis, always greeting you with a warm
smile, as they discharged their tasks superbly. Having
our Governor, John Landy, put the baton finally in its
place of residence during the course of the
Commonwealth Games was, if I may say so, an
inspired decision and a true reflection of a man who
represents so much of what Victoria stands for.
For the athletes themselves of course, there were so
many achievements from so many nations. All 4500 of
them were contributing their efforts on behalf of their
respective countries, and what they all did jointly was
wonderful.
As a moment of sheer inspiration in the performance of
an athlete, on the Saturday night I saw Matthew
Cowdrey swim in the 50 metres final for elite athletes
with a disability, and if my notes serve me correctly, he
swam the 50 metres in a world record time of
26.06 seconds. He subsequently swam 100 metres in
56.73 seconds, and the Attorney-General was there to
see that. For sheer inspirational effort on the part of a
man who contends with the physical disability he
has — and that is not patronising him at all — I thought
both those instances were remarkable efforts. Certainly

I cannot resist the opportunity to say in conclusion that
the government’s advertising campaign during the
course of the games was of gold medal-winning
proportions. I can only think of Norman May’s ‘Gold!
Gold! Gold!’. In the sense of awarding a medal for
advertising excellence — or more particularly should I
say ‘regularity’ — during the course of the games, there
was not even room for anybody else on the podium
when the government stood up to receive its gold
medal. The extent of the advertising that was
undertaken was absolutely staggering, and as I travelled
around the country areas of the state the many
comments made to me showed it was something that
people reflected on. I must say I do not think it was
necessary to the extent it was undertaken, and I thought
it unfortunate that it occurred with the regularity it did
and no doubt huge the expense it entailed.
But let us not be churlish about this. The games were a
huge success, and Victoria can quite properly celebrate
the memory of what will be of one of its most
wonderful legacies. The greatest legacy of all is that it
demonstrates once more how sport can cross all
divisions of nations and people and how it has an ability
to unite people in a manner that is seldom seen in so
many other aspects of life — and that is the thing that
Victoria can take greatest pride in.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
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Seal Rocks Sea Life Centre: building report
Mr SMITH (Bass) — My question is to the
Minister for Environment. I refer to the Seal Rocks
building reports commissioned by the government,
which show that the Seal Rocks complex is dangerous
and a disaster waiting to happen, and I ask: why has the
minister put the public and his staff in danger for two
years despite knowing of these grave safety risks?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) — I
am very pleased to get a question from the member for
Bass. The building to which he refers is a building that
was built by the Kennett government under a flawed
contract — —
Mr Wells interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Scoresby!
Mr THWAITES — This government announced
last year in the budget the allocation of some $7 million
for the restoration of the building that the previous
government was responsible for. The problems of Seal
Rocks, which the state of Victoria inherited from the
Kennett government — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! It is not appropriate that
the minister should have to yell to be heard. The
opposition has asked the question, and I suggest it stop
that high level of interjection and allow the minister to
answer it. The minister, to continue.
Mr THWAITES — We announced in the
budget — —
Mr Cooper — Look us in the eye!
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mornington!
Mr THWAITES — We announced that we are
restoring that building with some $7 million of funds,
and I am pleased to say not only that we have
announced it but that we have gone on and done it. The
works have been undertaken at Seal Rocks to make it
safe, to fix the problems that the previous government
left us with — —
Mr Plowman interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Benambra!
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Mr THWAITES — Beyond that, we are now
proceeding to improve the building to make it more
accessible and better for tourists. There is a tender
process out now: we have the tenders, and they are
being considered. We have completed works to make
that building safe. We are now undertaking a tender
process to improve it and make it accessible and a
better tourist location.

Commonwealth Games: benefits
Mr DONNELLAN (Narre Warren North) — My
question is to the Premier. I ask the Premier to detail
how the government is ensuring that the long-term
benefits of the Commonwealth Games will help
Victoria into the future?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Narre Warren North for his question and his support for
what has been one of the biggest and best events ever
held in Victoria. Before I address the total legacy, one
of the key legacies of these games will be the reputation
of our state and the reputation of our city. That
reputation is enhanced when we receive figures such as
those we have received today. The Australian Hotels
Association (AHA) has released figures which show
that Melbourne hotels as a group recorded an average
occupancy rate over the period of 93.93 per cent, with
many hotels having 100 per cent occupancy. This is the
highest occupancy rate for this period ever in Victoria’s
and Melbourne’s history. Those figures released today
by the AHA are from a survey of 60 major Melbourne
accommodation hotels with 5-star, 4-star and 3-star
ratings which are members of the AHA. They are
further evidence that this is a legacy which is going to
stand the state in good stead for some time to come.
As well, I have mentioned in the past the legacy of the
redeveloped Melbourne Cricket Ground. That puts us
in a good position to attract major international events.
The first of those will be held this year when Australia
plays Greece, the European champions in soccer, which
will be just before the World Cup soccer finals, and we
will see the 100 000-seat capacity MCG come alive
again in that great lead-up to the World Cup itself. Of
course we will see it with the Australian Football
League and with the Boxing Day test when we try to
defeat England and win the Ashes back. That will be a
great event as well.
We have the legacy of the new aquatic centre, which
will again be trialled in 2007 during the world
swimming championships. We also have the new
walkway into our precinct.
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Finally, on top of the announcement yesterday of
$2 million worth of sporting equipment which will go
to Victorian sporting clubs as a result of the
Commonwealth Games, today I was able to
announce — with the Lord Mayor of Melbourne, John
So — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — Good. It works even here! Along
with the Lord Mayor John So and the Minister for
Commonwealth Games, I was able to announce that the
72 sculptured fish will now be offered to councils
around Victoria through expressions of interest. Sixty
of the 72 sculptured fish will be offered to
municipalities around Victoria on the basis of their
submission, particularly in covering the relocation costs
and the upkeep of the fish. A further eight fish will be
retained for special events and river festivals in the
future so that they can be utilised for that purpose. One
particular fish will go to the City of Melbourne, one
will go to the Couta Boat Club and two will go to the
Melbourne Museum as part of its ongoing Spirit of the
Games exhibition. I had the pleasure of being involved
in the launch of that exhibition during the
Commonwealth Games; it is worth seeing the
memorabilia from the games which is now housed at
the museum.
The best legacy is our reputation, and that is
exemplified by the enormous number of people who
were here and the highest bed occupancy rate we have
ever had in our hotels for this period in Victoria. It is
also our built infrastructure, which is now in a state
which we can now further capitalise on with major
events in the future. Also the equipment and the
resources will now be distributed to a wide range of
communities around Victoria so they can enjoy an
ongoing legacy from the games as well.

Snowy Hydro Ltd: sale
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is to the Minister for Education Services.
Given the invaluable contribution which even this
government acknowledges is made by the Catholic and
independent school system, how can the minister
possibly justify discriminating against the — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask members of the
government to be quiet to allow the Leader of The
Nationals to ask his question.
Mr RYAN — Given the invaluable contribution
which even this government acknowledges is made by
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the Catholic and independent school system, how can
the minister possibly justify discriminating against the
300 000 students in those schools by refusing to allow
them to share in any of the proceeds from the
$600 million-plus windfall gain to the education sector
arising from the sale of Snowy Hydro?
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) —
The Nationals certainly knew about punishing students
when it punished them during its seven dark years in
government. Perhaps when we talk about education
funding we might need an education lesson for the
Leader of The Nationals because, as he should be
aware, it is a question best directed to his mates in
Canberra. The federal government has the primary
responsibility for funding non-government schools. I
will repeat that for the Leader of The Nationals: the
federal government has the primary responsibility for
funding non-government schools. However,
recognising that and recognising that there are
considerable inequities in the way the federal
government allocates its funding, in last year’s budget
the Minister for Education and Training provided an
extra $150 million — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The level of interjection
is far too high. I ask members on my left to be quiet.
Mr Ryan — On a point of order, Speaker, while the
minister is getting advice — —
The SPEAKER — Order! What is the point of
order?
Mr Ryan — On the question of relevance, Speaker,
I asked a question regarding the $600 million-plus
windfall gain that the government is getting and I asked
that the minister — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I do not uphold the point
of order.
Ms ALLAN — It is just a shame that the Leader of
The Nationals was not this vocal between 1992 and
1999 in supporting government schools. As I was
saying, the federal government has the primary
responsibility for funding non-government schools.
However, in last year’s budget the Minister for
Education and Training, in conjunction with the
Catholic Education Office and the Association of
Independent Schools of Victoria, released an historic
package including an additional $150 million funding
for students in those schools. That was an historic
announcement that has been welcomed by those
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schools who recognise the state’s role in funding
non-government schools.
The funding of government capital works through the
sale of Snowy Hydro is a record amount that is going to
go into the government schools capital works program,
and comes on top of the $1.2 billion that we have
already allocated during our six years in office. That is
a record we are proud of, and it is just a shame the
Leader of The Nationals lost his voice for seven years.

Commonwealth Games: cultural events
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — My question is to the
Minister for the Arts. Can the minister advise the house
on what the enduring legacy of the Commonwealth
Games cultural festival will be for all of Victoria?
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for the Arts) — I
thank the member for Gembrook for her question. It is
often argued that the most successful cities in the
21st century will be cities that combine the three Ts —
tolerance, technology and talent.
Ms Asher — Who said that?
Ms DELAHUNTY — Actually it was Richard
Florida, in The Rise of the Creative Class, which is a
fairly strong piece of academic evidence about the most
modern cities of the world. Most cities in the world are
having a look at that thesis. The Commonwealth Games
festival showed that Melbourne and Victoria have all
three in abundance. As we know, Festival
Melbourne 2006 was the largest free cultural festival
anywhere in Australia. It was 12 days of music, dance,
circus arts, street theatre and visual arts from all over
the commonwealth and all around Australia. If you
look at the figures, it is clear that residents and visitors
absolutely loved it.
As the Premier said yesterday, around 2 million
people came to the arts precinct along the Yarra River
and to the live sites in our regional centres, which
were totally embraced, and about 80 000 people came
to the regional areas of Ballarat, Bendigo, Geelong
and Moe. I was down in the Latrobe Valley this
morning with the member for Narracan hearing about
the numbers. We came back to talk about how
successful the live sites — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the house to
contain its enthusiasm for the member for Narracan and
allow the minister to continue.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — He is a Renaissance man!
We heard about just how popular the live sites were
when we were down in Morwell. So what is the legacy?
The Herald Sun said they were ‘12 enchanted days’.
The Age said it was ‘a raging success’ and went on to
say that the Commonwealth Games festival was a
lesson in culture. It said all the buzz words —
‘heritage’, ‘diversity’, ‘cultural identity’ and
‘creativity’ — that permeate public policy language
were manifest.
The professor of architecture and urban design at the
University of Melbourne, Kim Dovey, wrote about the
benefits to the public realm of this festival:
… as a 100 000-strong crowd lined both sides of the river
down to the G the river became alive. The festival on both
sides of the river was great.
The green spaces of Birrarung Marr and the southern bank of
the Yarra have been fully embraced.
Many will forever see the Yarra River and its surrounds
differently.

The festival — —
Dr Napthine interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I could get to Northcote,
actually, because we had a very successful bowls
competition in Northcote.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
South-West Coast!
Ms DELAHUNTY — It was extremely successful.
The Premier was there and the minister was there. But
the highlights culturally were at the Sidney Myer Music
Bowl, where night after night we had capacity crowds.
The Deputy Premier was there regularly, and John So
was there a couple of times. Hooray! There was
percussion and Bollywood, and there was the Lord
Mayor. There was also Legs on the Wall flying across
the exterior of the National Gallery. There was the
Urban Dream capsule in the Myer window. A lot of
people went down to Bourke Street because they
thought it was the opposition in the Urban Dream
capsule, but it was a team of artists. Doing street theatre
were the Five Angry Men — they were the supporters
of the member for Hawthorn.
An honourable member — The anger hasn’t
started yet, Mary!
Ms DELAHUNTY — Not yet, but it is about to!
We have the fish, and the Premier talked about where
they will go. Also, one of the big surprises was the
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beach at the arts centre. That has been a big success for
families and young children.
Mr Cooper interjected.
Ms DELAHUNTY — There is not much noise
from the departure lounge up there, Robin! They are
very quiet up there.
Mr Doyle interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The Leader of the
Opposition will cease interjecting, and the minister will
address her comments through the Chair.
Ms DELAHUNTY — I am pleased to advise the
house that the beach will resurface in the summer after
the end of the Spiegel Tent, around Christmas. That will
be a great addition to the city through the arts centre. The
question was about the legacy and celebrating the
diversity and harmony of Victoria and the
commonwealth. I think the gift of this festival will be a
lasting legacy. I would like to thank Sue Nattrass and
Andrew Bleby and the 2500 artists — —
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Speaker,
under the rules of proceedings of this chamber
introduced by the government it was suggested that
answers to questions be limited to 4 minutes. The
Minister for the Arts has now been speaking for well
over 5 minutes, and I ask you to direct her to conclude
her answer.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Members are entitled to
raise points of order without offensive comments across
or around the chamber. I ask members to be quiet and
allow the member for Sandringham to complete his
point of order.
Mr Thompson — This is consistent with the rules
of debate agreed upon by both sides of the house.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister has been
speaking for some time and I ask her to draw her
speech to a conclusion.
Ms DELAHUNTY — To conclude, I was thanking
Sue Nattrass, the patron of this festival, and Andrew
Bleby and his team, who could not imagine a world
without the arts. We have shown that in Victoria this
festival has certainly demonstrated a tremendous
appreciation of arts and culture. It is a shame that the
Opposition does imagine a world without a culture
festival. In conclusion, I think the Herald Sun summed
it up well:
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The XVIII Commonwealth Games will go down not so much
as a great festival of sport but more as a superb celebration of
human fellowship and the arts.
…
You didn’t have to love sport to enjoy it.

Seal Rocks Sea Life Centre: building report
Mr SMITH (Bass) — My question is to the
Minister for Environment. Given that the Seal Rocks
building reports detail the dangerous condition of the
derelict complex and that this warning has been ignored
by the government, I ask: will the minister confirm that
this is the real reason why he has spent hundreds of
thousands of dollars on lawyers fighting my application
for documents at the Victorian Civil and Administrative
Tribunal, and that his departmental head, Professor
Lyndsay Neilson, has personally intervened to block
the release of the report and to hide the continued
bungling and mismanagement of the Seal Rocks fiasco?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) —
Clearly the member for Bass is hard of hearing. I made
it very clear in my previous answer that the government
has invested more than $1 million this financial year in
making the buildings — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! Once again the
opposition has asked a question and is yelling at such a
level that it is not possible to hear the Minister for
Environment. I must insist that members of the
opposition cease interjecting in that manner and allow
the minister to answer the question.
Mr THWAITES — The government has had to
make the buildings safe because of the activities of the
previous government. We have done that this financial
year. We have invested more than $1 million in
completing safety works on the building.

Commonwealth Games: youth
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — Will the Minister
for Employment and Youth Affairs detail for the house
how the government’s efforts to involve Victoria’s
youth in the Commonwealth Games will benefit them
in the future?
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Employment and Youth
Affairs) — I thank the member for Narracan for his
question. As he and probably the Leader of The
Nationals would agree, the Commonwealth Games
were great for young people, great to watch, great to
participate in and great in ensuring a lasting legacy for
young people and for all Victorians. Certainly
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involving young people in their communities has been a
key focus of the Bracks government. No event has
provided a greater opportunity for young people to get
involved in their local communities than our wonderful
Commonwealth Games. We know that many young
people participated as athletes and we have all
celebrated over the past two weeks their wonderful
endeavours, their successes and, of course, their great
spirit of sportsmanship that was shown throughout the
games.
Many more young people joined in the games by
attending events such as the cultural events the Minister
for the Arts has just outlined to the house and the
sporting events. I am also very pleased to report to the
house that over 1000 of the Commonwealth Games
volunteers were young people who gave up their time
and made a great contribution as volunteers to the
games. The Bracks government worked very hard to
make sure, as we have heard, that all Victorians got to
celebrate through the cultural program and had this
chance to share in the spirit of the Commonwealth
Games.
As part of this the government supported additional
events for young people across Victoria. The very
popular government programs, FReeZA and FReeZA
Central, ran special youth music events in our four
regional centres in conjunction with live sites across
Bendigo, Ballarat, Geelong and Moe. I am very pleased
to report that young people worked at these events
behind the scenes. They worked as assistant stage
managers, publicity and marketing assistants, artist
liaison assistants and photographers. All these young
people gained terrific and valuable skills, and they also
gained great confidence, which will benefit them well
into the future. Also the popular chart-toppers from
Violet Town, Killing Heidi — which the member for
Benalla would probably know about — headlined these
shows. Killing Heidi was supported by young local
bands and young musicians.
I am very pleased to report to the house that over
10 000 people attended these Killing Heidi shows
across the four live sites. The feedback from these
events has just been fantastic. In the Ballarat Courier
we had a young person reporting that it was ‘an
impressive show’ and that Killing Heidi sounded
‘great’. WIN Television in Gippsland reported that
‘5000 people packed Moe racecourse for one of the
biggest live site performances’ and that ‘Killing Heidi
headlined a huge night of talent’.
I will also share with the house a quote in the Moe and
Narracan News by a local resident, Kelly Mether, who
attended the concert and said the atmosphere was
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fantastic — and I think the members for Narracan and
Morwell were also at this concert. Kelly Mether said:
The thing I liked most was that it was a really good family
environment — there were grandparents, families and
teenagers all together. It was very good to have a band like
that for free in Moe …

I can also personally report to the house that the
Bendigo concert also rocked. They were terrific
concerts. The young volunteers who got involved —
who organised, delivered and participated in all of these
events — are to be congratulated. They will take away
a great experience which, as I said, will boost their
confidence and skills into the future. The concerts have
left a great legacy for those people, and in turn the
games have been a great legacy for our state, ensuring
that Victoria remains a great place to be young.

Snowy Hydro Ltd: sale
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — My question
without notice is to the Premier. Snowy Hydro chief
executive officer and managing director, Terry
Charlton, has stated that the compensation bill for the
government’s commitment to a Snowy River
environmental flow increase from 21 to 28 per cent will
be hundreds of millions of dollars, and I ask: has the
state government made any independent financial
assessment of this liability to Snowy Hydro, and in
what year will the government be required to pay
Snowy Hydro this compensation bill?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Gippsland East for his question. The provisions for the
increased flow in the Snowy from 21 to 28 per cent are
identical, in the arrangements that have been struck for
the sale of Snowy Hydro, to those which were there
previously under corporatisation. They are exactly the
same arrangements. We have also improved our
position considerably by contributing money towards
that very effort. That is, $60 million will be put towards
the 21 to 28 per cent increase, with some of the early
works to be done now — involving I think $10 million
of the $60 million, both in New South Wales and
Victoria — and the remaining $50 million to be spent at
a later date.
We are confident that this can be done at a price which
is achievable, and it is our ambition to achieve the 28
per cent. In relation to other costings, obviously we are
not up to that stage, because the requirement is not yet
in position. But of course we will do that work as we
get closer to those arrangements, once we have the 21
per cent and once we are leading up to the 28 per cent.
We will have funds to do more, and we also have the
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capacity to make sure that it is done at an economic
rate.

Commonwealth Games: volunteers
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — My question is to the
Minister for Education and Training. I refer the minister
to the outstanding contributions made by the volunteers
to the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games, and I
ask the minister to outline the role played by the
Victorian education and training system in ensuring that
the volunteers were fully prepared to perform their
complex and varied roles.
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I thank the member for Eltham for his
question. Many people right around Victoria know the
value of the volunteers to the Commonwealth Games,
including the contributions they made and the fact that
there were 15 000 volunteers right across Victoria who
gave of their time. Probably what is not so well known
is that around 13 500 volunteers were trained for their
role in the games. Some $1.3 million was provided for
the training, and Holmesglen Institute of TAFE
provided that training. It was the official training
provider for the volunteers in cooperation with M2006.
The corporation delivered over 23 000 training sessions
to games volunteers. It was a very large effort. They
included 23 event leadership programs,
63 venue-specific programs and 171 role-specific
training programs, including 15 sports-specific
sessions. There were a lot of different programs of
training that went on for the range of different roles of
the volunteers. Some of those roles obviously were
related to the area of sport, but they also included the
medical, driver, protocol assistant, spectator services,
print distribution and technology roles. For each of
these different roles — and there were approximately
500 — there was a different training program, and the
volunteers had to undertake those training programs.
A key component of the program was the training of
1500 disadvantaged Victorians, around 400 of whom
went on to become games volunteers. The majority of
those disadvantaged Victorians are now playing an
active role in their local communities. That is a fantastic
outcome of the volunteer training. Not only did they
volunteer for the games, but now they are also well
trained to continue to volunteer within their
communities. That focus on disadvantaged Victorians
is very important.
I congratulate and thank the Holmesglen Institute of
TAFE. It put in an enormous effort. It is a very good
TAFE, and it did a fantastic job in the training of the
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volunteers. It took it very seriously. It provided training
on a very large scale, and that has now been
internationally recognised. I am pleased to announce
that Holmesglen Institute of TAFE has now entered
into a partnership to provide training for the Asian
games in Doha, Qatar. It has put in a fantastic effort.
I spoke with the Indian delegation, and they were
amazed that not only did we have so many volunteers
but also that we officially trained those volunteers. I
extend my congratulations to all of the volunteers on
their efforts. I know they will continue to contribute to
their communities in other volunteering roles.

Casey Hospital: emergency alarm system
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — My question is to
the Minister for Health. I refer to the Bracks
government’s political advertising campaign claiming
that Victoria has a world-class health system, and I ask:
what is world class about not replacing an emergency
alarm system at Casey Hospital and making medical
staff use whistles instead?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for her question.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask members on both
sides of the house, particularly the Attorney-General, to
be quiet to allow the Minister for Health to answer the
question.
Ms PIKE — The claim that Victoria’s hospitals are
performing very well has been made in an independent
assessment. The commonwealth annually reviews the
performance of hospitals right around the country, and
on every key indicator — emergency departments,
waiting times for elective surgery and a whole range of
others — Victoria’s hospitals perform at or above the
national average, and in many cases we are the best in
the country.
Mr Cooper interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Mornington will not address the minister in that
manner.
Ms PIKE — With regard to the Casey Hospital, let
us go back a little bit and recall some of the history. The
previous government was quite incapable of providing
appropriate health services to the people in the Casey
area — —
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Mrs Shardey — On a point of order, Speaker, the
minister is now debating the issue. I ask you to draw
her back to the actual question that I asked.
The SPEAKER — Order! The minister is entitled
to give the history of the issue on which she is
answering, but she is not entitled to attack the
opposition.
Ms PIKE — What this government has delivered
with the Casey Hospital is the first new public hospital
in this state for 20 years, on time and on budget. People
in that community now have access to a modern
hospital, with an emergency department, paediatrics,
elective surgery, maternity services and mental health
services. All of these services, which the previous
government failed to deliver, are now available for
people in the Casey area.
The member referred to the buzzer system that was put
into the hospital. The buzzer system was embedded into
the hospital at the beginning of the works and was
operational, but it is true that the buzzer could not be
heard in a couple of areas within the theatre complex.
Contractors have now commenced the installation of a
more elaborate, more comprehensive system, and
additional buzzers are being put in place, as well as a
visual communication system. I am assured by the
people who run Casey Hospital that there will be no
need for whistles in the future.
Mr Cooper interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
Mornington.
Ms PIKE — I am also advised that we do have
whistles left over, which we could hand over to the new
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, because they might
improve communication in the Liberal Party!

Australian Formula One Grand Prix: public
transport
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — My question is to the
Minister for Transport. Can the minister advise the
house of the public transport arrangements for
Melbourne’s next major event, the Australian Formula
One Grand Prix?
Mr BATCHELOR (Minister for Transport) — Due
to the cooperation of Victoria’s travelling public the
public transport system in Melbourne, and indeed
across Victoria, put in a world-class performance for
the Commonwealth Games. Four million extra trips
were taken on our public transport system. Because of
that, commuters had to adjust their travel arrangements
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and their expectations. They were given advice and
they followed that advice, and it proved to be the right
advice in the circumstances with those 4 million extra
trips on our public transport system.
Today I joined staff from Connex, V/Line, Yarra
Trams, Metlink and the Southern Cross Station
Authority to express our thanks to commuters as they
arrived at the new Southern Cross station. We provided
them with a voucher for a free cup of coffee, which was
particularly appreciated first thing in the morning.
While we rightfully celebrate the success of the
travelling public, we should acknowledge that the
post-games period will bring its own challenges. The
most immediate challenge is to cater for the Australian
Formula One Grand Prix and the commencement of the
Australian Football League season. I would like to take
this opportunity to remind people that there will be no
parking at Albert Park for the grand prix. The easiest
way, the best way, to get to and from the grand prix is
by tram. For grand prix ticket-holders there will be a
free shuttle tram service operating between the city and
the grand prix circuit. Those who are going to gates 1
and 2 should catch the shuttle service from the corner of
Spencer and Collins streets and travel via the St Kilda
light rail. Those going to gates 3 and 4 can catch a
shuttle from the same location — the corner of Spencer
and Collins streets — but take the tram via Clarendon
Street. Those who are going to gates 5, 8, 9 and 10
should catch the shuttle tram from Flinders Street and
travel along St Kilda Road.
We would like to remind all people going to the
Commonwealth Games — —
Mr Doyle interjected.
Mr BATCHELOR — All those people going to the
grand prix — I am glad the Leader of the Opposition is
listening because he needs to listen. We ask all those
people going to the grand prix to continue the spirit of
the Commonwealth Games and get along and support
Mark Webber.

COMMONWEALTH GAMES:
ACHIEVEMENTS
Debate resumed.
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) — It
is my pleasure to speak in support of the motion
congratulating all of those associated with the
Commonwealth Games. There were so many great
things about the games that it is hard to know where to
start. However, I believe it is appropriate to start with
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the athletes. The athletes provided enormous inspiration
to so many people. I am sure all of those who had a
chance to attend the venues or see the events on
television would have been inspired and at times would
have shared the tragedy of those who did not do as well
as they would have liked. I think they would have
inspired many to go out and get more involved in sport
themselves.
A few particular events stand out in my mind. The first
is Kerryn McCann in the marathon. As she came into
the stadium I, like I am sure about 80 000 other people
there, had a tear in my eye. She managed to fight back
from behind and finally took the lead and won that
amazing race. Also, Craig Mottram in the 5000 metres,
and the Australian women’s 4 x 100 metres medley
relay swimming team which was just extraordinary in
setting a world record. Finally I would like to pay
tribute to the Australian men’s and women’s hockey
teams. I have played a little bit of hockey and I was
sitting next to the Minister for Manufacturing and
Export who has played a little but they were playing a
very different game on Saturday and Sunday — quite
outstanding.
I would also like to mention the arts festival. The
opportunity to see Miriam Makeba from South
Africa — one of the greatest singers of all time — was
a great personal thrill for me. Listening to the choir of
some 600, with Paul Kelly, as part of Sing for Water
which was raising funds for East Timor was another
great experience. To top it all off on Saturday night the
minister and I were at Bollywood at the Bowl, which
was absolutely sensational. I learnt a bit of Bollywood
dancing from the Indian delegation on the Thursday
night; that was something most people probably would
not have wanted to see.
I referred yesterday to the volunteers. I will emphasise
again how much they meant to the games.
I want to mention the environmental works as part of
the games. I thank Rob Jell who was the environmental
ambassador for the games. The games were carbon
neutral, water wise and waste wise. We will be doing
an audit to ensure that all of the environmental activities
are properly undertaken.
I want to pay tribute to the councils around Victoria
which played their part in the games. There was that
great idea of linking up local councils with the teams
from the 71 nations which took part. My local council,
the City of Port Phillip, linked up with Papua New
Guinea and had a lot of activities both before and
during the games. I also want to pay tribute to those
councils which directly took part in the games.
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Obviously there was the Melbourne City Council, with
Lord Mayor John So leading the way. I would like to
mention my local council, Port Phillip, which played a
key role in the staging of the triathlon. It was an
outstanding event. David Spokes and his team at the
City of Port Phillip, and Janet Bolitho, the mayor,
deserve our congratulations.
Finally, I would like to personally pay tribute to the
Minister for Commonwealth Games in another place.
He did an outstanding job. His staff — Phil Martin,
Nataly Kucan and the others — did an outstanding job
over a long period of time. All the staff of Melbourne
2006 and the Office of Commonwealth Games
Coordination worked way beyond the call of duty —
many, many hours a day. I know that during the games
themselves, as we were hosting delegations from
around the world and business, people like Ria Charles,
Jen Fischer and others did an outstanding job of making
our guests feel at home to get the very best out of what
were friendly and inspiring games.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — In short, the games
were great. I support the motion, I congratulate
everybody involved and I support the remarks made by
the Leader of the Opposition. It was a great party, a
great celebration. I think we have all very much
enjoyed it — certainly the people of Victoria have
enjoyed it. Melbourne’s reputation as the sporting
capital of Australia has been reinforced, and I am one
who believes that reputation ought to be nurtured,
nourished and never underestimated or taken for
granted.
There were many great moments in the games. We all
have our own favourites. As someone who played
rugby, watching Scott Fava take a head hit in the
rugby 7s against Fiji was extraordinary; Craig
Mottram’s efforts and the fall; Melissa Wu’s 10-point
dive; and that extraordinary bronze medal that Peter
Robertson fought for and won in the triathlon was an
amazing effort.
There were many other memorable individual
performances from gold medallists: Emma Snowsill;
John Steffensen, who made such a huge impact; Leisel
Jones; Libby Lenton; Ryan Bayley; the extraordinary
Matthew Cowdrey in EAD (elite athletes with a
disability) swimming; Brad Kahlefeldt’s triathlon gold
was just amazing television and even better on the
streets; Kerryn McCann, as the minister just mentioned;
Jana Pittman, of course, who has overcome a lot of
obstacles; the ever-dancing Scott Martin; and many
others. There were many memorable team
performances and they are to be commended as well. In
swimming particularly our relay teams were fantastic.
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The legacy here is what I want to focus on for sport in
this state. This was an Australian event, but it was very
much a Victorian event as well, and as this is the
Victorian Parliament I want to focus on what this
means for Victoria as a sporting capital. Obviously we
have got a lot of goodwill out of this exercise. We have
got the stadiums reinforced and rehabilitated, and
looking sharp. The Melbourne Sports and Aquatic
Centre is looking wonderful, although for the life of me
I cannot understand why we built a competition pool
which will not be used next year in the world
championships. I have been to the bowls centre and it
looks great. The hockey centre has been upgraded
again; and, of course, we have the Melbourne Cricket
Ground. Our reputation in the sporting field for
production and TV quality is probably already at the
forefront in the world.
What does the Victorian sporting legacy actually mean
for athletes in Victoria? I am prompted to look at this
because as one who attended the opening ceremony and
loved it, I came away thinking it was a fantastic
ceremony but it was very much a baby boomers event.
We had the legends receiving the baton and presenting
the baton; they did so in great style and we all loved it.
But for those under 45 they might have wondered,
‘Where do these people fit in with me?’. It prompted
me to ask, ‘Who are our Victorian sporting heroes of
tomorrow and where do we look to see them?’.
It was interesting when I did some numbers on our
Victorian competitors and found Victoria was
overrepresented in a number of sports. In fact in
shooting — some would say that is not a surprise —
table tennis, synchronised swimming, badminton and
women’s basketball more than half the competitors
were from Victoria. Victoria was underrepresented in a
number of sports: boxing, hockey, lawn bowls, netball,
rugby 7s, squash, triathlon and men’s basketball where
we had fewer than 10 per cent of the athletes. In most
of the other sports we were on average and, as the
Premier suggested earlier, of the 84 gold medals won,
some 30 were shared by Victorians. What the Premier
did not mention — this is no disrespect at all because I
think all those efforts were fantastic — was that there
were only 10 Victorians who won individual gold
medals. However, many Victorians participated in team
events and did brilliantly.
In focusing on the Victorian performance we should
ask: who were our best performers, how are we
celebrating them and what are we doing for them to
ensure that they will be a part of tomorrow, that they
will be the legends of tomorrow? In reality many of
them are lesser known lights at the moment. We had
two dual gold medallists in the individual sports. I have
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asked a lot of colleagues and a lot of people involved in
sport and they have struggled to remember who those
two dual gold medallists are and I suspect that some in
the chamber will know and others may not. Nathan
Deakes, a good Geelong boy, won two gold medals in
the walk. That is perhaps not a mainstream sport, but he
is very much an athlete of international stature. Our
other dual gold medallist was Lalita Yauhleuskaya in
the shooting — a lesser known light, but nevertheless
one of only two Victorian dual gold medallists.
Of the other gold medallists, Jana Pittman is a
world-class international athlete, a former world
champion, and she has to contend with the publicity
and the status that goes with it. Craig Mottram did not
win a gold medal, but is right up there in international
class. I refer to the likes of Scott Martin whose
performance in my view was an absolute sensation, and
particularly the way he handled the media. He is a
potential superstar and we need to be playing on it and
using him as an inspiration. He was probably not a
well-known individual beforehand, but he certainly is
now.
Katie Mactier was another memorable performer in
winning the individual pursuit. Danni Miatke is our
only individual swimming gold medallist in Victoria,
and that in my view is enormously significant. We have
to lift her profile and make her a hero and a legend of
the future. Steve Hooker in the pole vault — again a
lesser known light. Brad Pitt is known for other things
internationally, but this Brad Pitt was the winner of the
heavyweight boxing gold medal — a fantastic effort.
My conclusion from all that is that we have an
enormous number of individuals who are making a
contribution.
But many of the Victorians who have made a
contribution have been around for a while and they
might be described as veterans; many of them, I hope,
will continue on to the Beijing Olympics. They are the
likes of Nathan Deakes, Michael Klim and Matt Welsh.
Maybe Kyle Vander Kuyp will saddle up again, but he
has been to four games already. Lauren Hewitt has been
to multiple games, as has Matt Welsh, who is a
Hawthorn boy. Brooke Hanson, at the age of 27, has
been to three games already and has done it all in style.
There is also Shane Kelly. Russell Mark has been to
four games. Brett Hawke, the 50 metres freestyler who
only just fell short, is 30 years old. We have the
Newberrys, Chantelle and Robert. Loudy Tourky took a
brilliant gold in the 10-metre platform. Tamsyn Lewis
has been to three games, Kathy Watt has been to four
games and Sharelle McMahon has been to three games.
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I want to particularly mention Gian Rooney, who
missed a gold medal by only one hundredth of a
second, which was a great disappointment. However, I
want to focus on the fact that she was captain of the
swimming team and the performance of the swimming
team, particularly the women, was extraordinary. It is
no small credit to her and she is a fantastic individual.
She has been a great representative of Victoria and
Victorian sport. Gian has been to three Commonwealth
Games.
It is tomorrow’s champions that we have got to look to.
Luke Doermer hit the winning goal in the hockey. We
also have Scott Martin and Steve Hooker. We do have
to look to the future. We have got the stadiums right in
this state in terms of sport, but have we got our stars
right for tomorrow? We want our reputation as a
sporting capital to continue. We have great spectators
and great spectacles, and we want to make sure we
have great sportspeople as well for the future. It is time
to look again, to use this opportunity to assess where
we are with Victorian sport, to look at the Victorian
Institute of Sport (VIS) and look at the legacy for sport.
Last night I heard athletics officials lamenting that out
of these games there will not be a particular legacy for
athletes in terms of stadiums or facilities. I have heard
since that there is a desperate desire for the VIS to
expand its funding of other sports in Victoria,
particularly sports like water polo.
An awful lot of money was spent on the games, but not
much of it actually trickles down to athletes. Think of
Bradley Pitt, who won a gold medal and inspired us all
in the heavyweight boxing. He is basically living on the
poverty line. We might have chucked $1.5 billion at the
games, but the athletes are the ones who make the
games. If athletes in the future are going to be legends
and we are going to keep our sporting capital status, not
just in terms of spectacles and spectators but in terms of
sportspeople, then we need to do more. The athletes of
tomorrow need that. I hope in future we will not just be
about our stadiums but will also continue to be about
our stars on the sports field.
Ms DELAHUNTY (Minister for Women’s
Affairs) — I too would like to join the debate on this
motion and give it my support. I will speak very briefly
about the arts, because I have commented about that in
question time. I take issue with the member for
Hawthorn’s assertion that there is nothing much in this
games legacy for athletes. I find that an astonishing
comment. In terms of support for athletes, you can just
go to the wonderful netball centre, where our champion
netball team — —
Mr Baillieu — Athletics.
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Ms DELAHUNTY — You talked about our
sportsmen and sportswomen.
Mr Baillieu — It was a comment from an athletics
official.
Ms DELAHUNTY — You have had your go.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Hawthorn has had his turn.
Ms DELAHUNTY — Look at our fantastic
women’s netball team. I want to speak about the
outstanding performances of women at these games. At
the netball centre, which is a great asset to our state and
a wonderful gift to our netballers and hockey players,
among others, we saw the courage of the Australian
netball team, led by Sharelle McMahon, against a fiery
and very powerful New Zealand team. I watched
several games, and I could not be more proud of their
courage and skill. Silver is a huge achievement.
It has been winning women at these games. We have
probably not seen such a gold rush by our women
athletes since the golden girls of the 1950s. Women in
the Australian team won 49 gold medals at the
Commonwealth Games. In all 16 sports, female teams
and individuals absolutely starred — in fact you could
probably say dominated.
The Deputy Premier mentioned that exhilarating
moment when Kerryn McCann ran into the Melbourne
Cricket Ground, but it was so exciting when she
struggled up William Barak Bridge after running
something like 41 kilometres. Here was this
neck-and-neck duel with the other runner on her
shoulder. Kerryn was buoyed by the roars of the
crowd — a great way to, if you like, reopen the G and
reintroduce it to the public as an athletics forum.
I also want to talk about Magic Monday at the pool.
Night after night we saw our women swimmers
absolutely cleaning up. I had the pleasure of presenting
bouquets on that night to the women’s relay
record-holders and winners for the 4 x 100. These are
young, fit, fabulous women — very poised, composed
and gracious about their achievements. They were
sensational. We also had the cycling sisters; we saw
quite a few sisters win gold at these games, which was
a thrill for everybody.
I want to mention a woman who is an inspiration to us
all — Roma Dunn. She is 63 years of age. This was her
third consecutive Commonwealth Games. She was the
oldest competitor at the games, and she brought home a
silver medal in the triples lawn bowls, which was held
at the new bowls centre in my own electorate. She is a
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great role model for the 90 per cent of Australians who
at this stage do not do enough physical activity. We
could almost run a campaign around Roma Dunn —
she was sensational.
I also want to pay tribute to the thousands of women
who were part of the volunteer army. They were so
helpful they even anticipated your requirements before
you asked. They were absolutely fantastic!
I mentioned the arts in question time, but I want to say
that I think this was a changing moment for Melbourne,
given that we saw just how arts and culture could link
in an exquisite way with sport and with the other events
that go into the calendar of major events here in
Melbourne. The important point about it was that there
was something for everybody. Young or old, it did not
matter whether you were in Bendigo, whether you were
at one of the live sites, whether you were along the
Yarra River watching, with hundreds of thousands of
others, those magic, water-spouting, music-making fish,
or whether you were at the beach at the arts centre or
the Alexandra Gardens: you could be part of this great
festival of celebration and you did not need a ticket.
There has been criticism in the past of other states and
of big name events where the cost of tickets day after
day might have been prohibitive for some families. You
did not need a ticket in Melbourne. You could enjoy the
games and enjoy the events on the live screens all
around Federation Square and up and down the Yarra,
and you could be part of a fabulous world-class
festival — and of course people responded to that in
droves.
I want to mention the importance of these games to my
own electorate of Northcote. We built the Darebin
International Sports Centre for the games, and it has
shown itself to be a world-class venue. I was out there
quite a few times watching the bowls and talking to the
visiting bowls officials, and a Canadian said to me, ‘It
is so good we would love to pick up this centre and take
it across to Canada’. He was not alone in giving us
compliments about the quality of that centre.
I also heard that the security people at the games, both
the police and others, had dubbed the Darebin
International Sports Centre as the friendliest venue,
which I think is a compliment both to the organisers
and to the volunteers. The centre was packed every day
by spectators, many of whom had never watched bowls
before. I must say I have watched a little bit out there at
the centre, but I was pretty enchanted by the youth of
some of these bowlers. I saw a silver medal playoff
between a 23-year-old and a 28-year-old, and that was
immensely entertaining, so we can see that the future of
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lawn bowls is in very good hands. A lot of people have
promised to take up the sport — and that is the other
feature of the games. There is a warm and fuzzy glow
among Victorians at the moment, and people are
talking about seeing more of the arts and perhaps taking
up sport as well. I think that would be a great legacy.
In conclusion I would like to congratulate Sue Nattrass
and Andrew Bleby in particular for the magnificent arts
festival and the Melbourne 2006 staff for their
exemplary work and their cooperation with the three
levels of government, including the federal government
and local government. I particularly congratulate the
Premier and the minister, who were indefatigable for
months and months — indeed years — before the
games. They were absolutely ubiquitous in terms of
their presence at sporting venues and cultural venues
throughout the games period.
Lastly, I think the artists were absolutely superb. Our
visiting artists and our local artists have done the arts
proud, and I am delighted to say that this will be a
lasting legacy for Melbourne.
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — There are positives and
negatives to come out of the games but the positives are
overwhelming, and I would like to go through a few of
them. First of all, Brad Pitt, a constituent of mine from
Blairgowrie, is a wonderful person who has done an
extraordinary amount of good for heavyweight boxing.
I congratulate him on the efforts he put in to get as far
as he did. He also impressed the most powerful woman
in the United States, Secretary of State Condoleezza
Rice, who was there watching him. He is a great
person, and all the people of the Mornington Peninsula
are very proud of him.
We go right back to the Kennett government’s vision in
having applied for the games, and once Melbourne got
in all the other cities that were interested just fell by the
wayside, because we are very good at doing these
things. This government delivered on the vision of the
Kennett government in a very positive way.
I congratulate the volunteers on their happy smiling
faces and their helpful hints when you arrived at a
venue and they told you where to go. They were
brilliant. Whenever they were seen in their T-shirts
around Melbourne people said hello and ‘Good on
you!’. So congratulations to the volunteers, many of
whom gave up their holidays and quite a few hours of
their time to work for the Commonwealth Games.
All the officials, the Melbourne 2006 staff and the
security people, whether they were members of private
security firms, the police force or the defence forces,
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were there in great numbers. The games were very
secure and everyone felt safe at all times. It was a bit
scary during the weekend before the games, when the
night sky in the Mornington Peninsula was full of
fighter jets rehearsing and firing rockets. It was a bit of
a reminder that things could go wrong. I am very
pleased that nothing did go wrong.
Another positive was the way Melbourne embraced all
the aspects of the games. Whether it was for the arts or
just to get out into the street, they turned up in
unbelievable numbers — and it did not matter whether
it was free or they had to pay, they turned up to all sorts
of sports. I do not think there would be another city in
the world that has those sorts of attendance at such a
wide range of sports.
The closing ceremony was wonderful. Seeing the
Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) as a stage and a
concert venue rather than as a sporting venue is a sight
to behold. The fireworks and the use of lights and
technology in the actual performance were absolutely
wonderful, and it was a great way to close the games.
Many of the athletes’ performances have been talked
about today. I will not go through them, but they
included not only those who won medals but those who
qualified for the games. I take my hat off to them all,
because it is a feat in itself to qualify and get to the
games. I know they all gave their very best at the
games.
We have a lot of infrastructure as a legacy as well,
whether it is the games village, the William Barak
Bridge, the expanded facilities of the MCG, the State
Netball Hockey Centre or the extensions at the
Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre. We have some
wonderful sporting facilities, and again I do not think
there would be a city in the world that has so many
first-class facilities not only so close to the centre of the
city but also connected by public transport and within
easy walking access as well. We have only enhanced
what we already had in Melbourne.
Some people have been a bit derisive, saying that there
was not a field of world-class athletes competing. One
of the great positives was the feats of the Australian
athletes, regardless of what sport they performed in,
who were under the pressure of being in their home
town and who carried the weight of great expectations
as they performed in venues that were world-class and
absolutely full of people. It does not matter what the
quality of the other athletes in a particular sport might
have been, even if they were not all world class,
because to have actually performed in those venues
under those circumstances would have been a great
experience for them. No matter where they go,
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whichever world championships they attend or
whatever they might do in sport from now on, they will
have experienced and learnt a lot from competing in the
Melbourne Commonwealth Games.
I have just a couple of negatives to finish up with. I did
not understand the duck. And when I found out it had
something to do with Michael Leunig, who I think is
certifiable, I just thought, ‘No wonder!’. It explained
everything. No-one has ever mentioned this, but I think
the boy with the duck — I do not know his name —
looked a lot like the Premier. I know he was not the
Premier’s child, but he certainly had a Bracks look
about him.
Mr Kotsiras — What are you trying to say?
Mr DIXON — I will just leave it at that. I said the
boy looked like him, not the duck, all right? I should
clear that bit up!
Unfortunately it looks like the games went over budget,
but we are used to that. Spencer Street station was not
quite finished. I know the shopping complex was not
meant to be finished for the games, and that is fine, but
it was disappointing that with all those visitors around
there were still makeshift facilities such as the kiosks
selling tickets, lollies and chocolates, and newspapers.
The station was not quite finished, and it is a pity that
over such a long time when it could have been finished
for the big occasion, it was not.
Finally, I pay tribute to the Parliamentary Secretary for
the Commonwealth Games, the member for Tarneit. I
do not think anyone has mentioned her, but she did a lot
of background work with a lot of groups. I know she
was also very involved with the games village and
working with the locals there. Unfortunately her
rewards within the party have not been great, but I pay
tribute to her for the work she has done.
Congratulations to all those who were involved. It gives
me great pleasure to support the motion.
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services) — I would like to speak on behalf of, I think,
all Victorians and take the opportunity this afternoon to
support the motion moved by the Premier in respect of
the Commonwealth Games. I want to thank and
congratulate all of the personnel who provided
protection and security during the games themselves or
in many different ways supported our emergency
service organisations in the important job they did to
make sure that Victorians enjoyed a safe and secure
Commonwealth Games.
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I will start with police personnel. This was obviously a
huge operation by Victoria Police, with planning
extending over many years and an intense period in the
months leading up to the games themselves, followed
by the involvement of thousands of police personnel
over the 12 days of the games. I offer my
congratulations to Commander Brendan Bannon, who
commanded the police presence. He worked very hard
for several years and is to be congratulated on the
exemplary leadership he showed. His deputy, Bob
Graham, also provided a huge amount of support. The
Chief Commissioner of Police, Christine Nixon, who
led the entire organisation, also did a huge amount of
work in supporting all the police personnel who offered
their services.
I also had several meetings during the games
themselves and in the lead-up to them with Inspector
Matthew Ryan, who was responsible for the games
village. He led a very dedicated group of police
personnel at the police station in the games village.
Inspector Dennis Godfrey from the Commonwealth
Games planning office also did a lot of work on behalf
of Victoria Police to make sure the games were well
organised, well planned and well executed from a
security perspective. We also acknowledge all the
thousands of police personnel who had their leave
postponed or training deferred and were part of making
sure we were able to expand by about 20 per cent the
availability of police resources to support the
Commonwealth Games security effort.
We recognise our interstate police colleagues who were
sworn in as special constables. They assisted with
bomb disposal activities and provided tactical and
forensic support. We also recognise the 2500 Australian
Defence Force (ADF) personnel from Operation
Acolyte. Under the command of Brigadier Andrew
Smith they did a fantastic job. During the games I had
the opportunity of visiting HMAS Norman, which is a
Huon class mine destroyer that was undertaking
activities and operations in the Docklands precinct and
along the Yarra, making sure that area was secure.
Lieutenant Commander Tim Watson provided the
opportunity for me to visit and was my host. I thank all
of those personnel and the many thousands of other
ADF officers who supported the Operation Acolyte
efforts in respect of the games in so many different
ways.
I would also like to again acknowledge the
Metropolitan Fire Brigade personnel who provided
support, not only at the Commonwealth Games village
fire station but also to stations close to the various
venues. Many of those personnel were based at
different times in the venues to provide the close
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protection that was required. We recognise that and
thank them for it. We also thank Country Fire Authority
personnel, both career staff and volunteers, who not
only provided support to our regional venues but acted
in lots of other ways to enhance the emergency services
protection that supplemented the games activities.
Thanks also go the 500 State Emergency Service
volunteers who were available to provide, if it had been
necessary, urban search-and-rescue support and other
support to enhance our emergency service capabilities
during the games. We thank all of them; we recognise
them, and we thank as well the private security
companies and their contracted employees who also
provided security at many of the games venues.
I also thank Melbourne Girls Grammar, under the
leadership of principal, Christine Briggs, which during
the holiday period allowed its school to provide a
command centre for Victoria Police. It is not the first
time this school has been used for a security operation;
it was used for the air department during the Second
World War, when its facilities were commandeered. I
had the opportunity of visiting that facility during the
Commonwealth Games, and everyone complimented
the school on the great resources it made available.
Thanks also go to John Harnden and Ron Walker of
Melbourne 2006, Meredith Sussex from the Office of
Commonwealth Games Coordination and all the team
involved in delivering the games. It has been an
enormously successful event. We recognise the close
role that security played in an unobtrusive way to make
sure these games were the best Commonwealth Games
ever and that Victorians, all Australians and our friends
and visitors from interstate and overseas were able to
enjoy a safe and secure event.
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I am pleased to
speak in support of this motion and to congratulate
everyone who was involved in making the
18th Commonwealth Games so successful and, as was
said on the closing day, simply the best.
I did not attend the Commonwealth Games, but I did
watch them on television. Great coverage was provided
by Channel 9 and on other channels. I attended the
Prime Minister’s lunch for Her Majesty the Queen. A
number of other members of Parliament also attended,
and it was a great occasion at the Royal Exhibition
Building, where I saw some of the former and current
athletes and some of the games administration
personnel as well. I also attended the Queen’s baton
relay when it passed through Shepparton. It was a
fantastic event that provided locals in regional Victoria
with the opportunity to be part of the Commonwealth
Games.
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I pay tribute to the 15 000 volunteers. They did a
fantastic job. Many of them were from rural and
regional Victoria, and in fact Don Kilgour, the former
member for Shepparton, and his wife, Cheryl, were
volunteers. I spoke to Cheryl today and asked her about
her experience. In her words, it was one of the best
experiences she had ever had and she would not have
missed it for the world. She also said the training was
exceptional, so congratulations to those training
organisations. She said that the professionalism of the
organisation was of a very high standard and that the
eye for detail was of a high standard also, so the
running of the games was exceptional.
I congratulate chairman Ron Walker on his 10-year
involvement, and I also congratulate his administrative
staff and all the other staff involved. Also, as others
have said, former Premier Jeff Kennett lobbied very
strongly for the games. I also add my praise for Victoria
Police and the security staff. A number of Shepparton
and district police were there, and the games would
have been well covered by having them there.
I congratulate the 4500 elite athletes from across the
commonwealth nations who gave us some great
sporting moments — people like Jana Pittman, John
Steffensen, Leisel Jones, Kerryn McCann, Scott Martin
and many others, as well as the inspiring contribution of
the athletes with disabilities.
As has been said, Australia won more than 200 medals,
which was absolutely fantastic, but I also congratulate
those who competed but who did not win medals,
because the world’s best athletes were there, and
sometimes it is a great honour just to be actually chosen
for the games. I am very proud of one of the medal
winners, Shepparton’s Bruce Quick, who represented
Australia in pistol shooting. He won silver in the pairs
event, with Queensland’s David Moore, and bronze in
the individual competition. Bruce has competed in four
Commonwealth Games and has won 1 gold medal,
7 silver and 5 bronze.
My electorate officer, Greg Barr, who is president of
the Katandra Bowls Club, attended the lawn bowling
competition, and the Minister for Women’s Affairs
talked about bowling earlier on in her contribution. He
was there when Australia won gold in the women’s
pairs. Australia also won gold in the men’s triples, and
gold in the men’s singles.
A lot of people also took advantage of the free
entertainment. There was dance, music and art — and
not just in the central business district but at a number
of different venues around regional Victoria. I
congratulate Lord Mayor John So and the Melbourne
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City Council for the great way Melbourne looked. A
number of people who came to Melbourne and visited
the games talked about how wonderful the city looked
and how it put in an extra effort, so I congratulate Lord
Mayor John So for the appearance of our capital city.
I also would like to say that the Commonwealth Games
flags provided to the schools were a great success. I
was able to present 30 flags to government schools and
10 to non-government schools, and there was great
excitement as the children, parents and teachers felt
they were part of the Commonwealth Games.
Also there has been discussion about the fish sculptures
on the Yarra. They have been very popular, and I have
been advised that the City of Greater Shepparton has
put in an expression of interest for one of the fish.
Shepparton hosted a number of athletes from Gambia,
so we hope that puts us at the forefront of receiving one
of the fish. I congratulate all those involved in what has
been known as the friendly Commonwealth Games.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — I strongly support the motion and sincerely
congratulate the athletes, the wonderful friendly
volunteers, all the hardworking staff from a number of
organisations, including the organising committee and
the Office of Commonwealth Games Coordination,
Victoria Police, the transport operators and those who
organised the cultural program as well.
I will highlight one aspect of the games, and that was its
inclusiveness — in particular, the focus on including
people with disabilities. Many people commented to
me over the time of the games that they really enjoyed
having the events for elite athletes with disabilities
included as a routine part of the various sports. The
crowds obviously appreciated that too. I can still
remember the enthusiastic applause for Matthew
Cowdrey, who won two gold medals in the swimming
pool. It demonstrated that people enjoy seeing the
achievements of these great athletes and having them
integrated into the regular events.
I also had many comments about the accessibility of the
events for people with disabilities, and of course the
games village itself was very accessible, and this was
also commented on. There were volunteers with
disabilities as well, and we all cheered for the elite
athletes with disabilities as they came in with their
teams on opening night. I must say that those features
were an outstanding characteristic of the games.
I also want to comment on the Melbourne Cricket
Ground and how magnificent it looks now, and people
with disabilities have commented to me that it is very
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accessible. You come straight from the park into the
MCG and out into the seating areas, and you have a
great view. There are no steps and no barriers at all to
accessibility, and that was also a feature of the games. It
demonstrates very clearly the importance of
accessibility and inclusion for people with disabilities,
which has been a strong part of the government’s
approach.
We have said continually that this needs to have a
whole-of-government and whole-of-community
focus. It is not about segregated facilities or separate
games but about including people with disabilities in
what the community participates in. We demonstrated
that on a world stage, and that was a great success.
There were other features that demonstrated that
inclusiveness. You did not need a ticket to enjoy the
games. You could have gone to the events held on the
streets, whether it was the triathlon, the cycling or the
marathon. I enjoyed seeing the marathon down in
Carlton. I saw the women’s and then the men’s, and it
was all free.
You could also have attended any of the wonderful
events in the cultural festival, as I did, for free, and that
was an outstanding feature. That brought out the
crowds and brought the city to life. Melbourne looked
stunning, and all of us who live in Melbourne felt very
proud; but we also included the regional areas in the
events and the cultural festival.
The Queen’s baton relay built up the tension and
excitement as it visited every one of our local
government areas, and many people have commented
on how they appreciated each local government area
being linked up with a team of athletes from a
commonwealth country. People learnt about other
commonwealth countries, their teams and their
particular events, and they supported them while they
were there during the games. That was a great feature.
The schools also got really involved. Many members,
myself included, presented flags to the schools, and the
children were very well informed about the games.
They knew about the country they were linked up with,
and they learnt a lot about the commonwealth and
about the games through that process. So it was an
extraordinary fortnight.
This was a great demonstration of inclusiveness, and I
particularly highlight the aspects of inclusion and of
making these games accessible for people with
disabilities. I congratulate again all those involved,
particularly the Premier, the Minister for
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Commonwealth Games and all those who have been
thanked absolutely conclusively in this motion.
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I stand to support the
motion before the house. I pay tribute and thank the
15 000 volunteers who made the games successful. I
also thank the large number of volunteers from my
electorate of Bulleen who participated and helped in the
games. I seek the patience of the house, as I would like
to name some of them because it is important that they
are acknowledged for the hard work they put in and the
time they spent to ensure we had one of the best games
ever.
They are as follows: Phil Allen, Templestowe; Stacey
Allport, Doncaster East; Annette Angelovski, Bulleen;
Pat Armstrong, Templestowe; Navin Arunasalam, East
Doncaster; Don Bartlett, Lower Templestowe; Judy
Baxter, Templestowe; Aaron Beaton, Doncaster East;
Peter Bennett, Doncaster East; Jeanette Bernet,
Templestowe; Pat Bond, Templestowe; Sarah Breare,
Lower Templestowe; Caitlin Breare, Lower
Templestowe; Marg Breare, Lower Templestowe; John
and Patricia Bruce, Bulleen; David Buerckner, Bulleen;
Annie Bugeja, Templestowe; Lawry Bugeja,
Templestowe; Ellen Byrne, Lower Templestowe; Liz
Carlin-Smith, Lower Templestowe; Joe Cassino,
Bulleen; Fave Chalmers, Templestowe; Sone Chen,
Lower Templestowe; Stanley Chu, Bulleen; Lynsey
Cook, Templestowe; Lorraine Cooper, Lower
Templestowe; Ray Cooper, Lower Templestowe; Fay
Crews, Doncaster East; Kirsten Cunningham, Lower
Templestowe; Ken Davis, Lower Templestowe; Bruce
Dite, Lower Templestowe; Daniel Falcone, Doncaster
East; Julie Fithie, Templestowe; Harold Fletcher,
Lower Templestowe; Lee Flynn, Doncaster East;
Mylene Funke Kupper, Templestowe; Colin Gamble,
Lower Templestowe; Christine Ganas, Templestowe;
Lisa Gandolfo, Lower Templestowe; George Gauci,
Lower Templestowe; Shirley Gee, Doncaster East;
George Georgiadis, Doncaster East; Amy German,
Lower Templestowe; Deidre Gilham, Lower
Templestowe; Deborah Goldfinch, Doncaster East;
Satish Gosai, Doncaster East; Herman Harberts,
Bulleen; Faye Harvey, Lower Templestowe; Brad
Hellman, Doncaster East; Mary Heslop, Doncaster
East; Paul Hill, Templestowe; Beryl Hunter, Doncaster
East; Alec Huze, Doncaster East; Mary Ionnidis,
Doncaster East; Sophia Ionnidis, Doncaster East; Rajan
Johan, Templestowe; Sheryl Kamal, Doncaster East;
Shaun Kelly, Lower Templestowe; Stephanie Kounelis,
Templestowe; Marcus Lai, Templestowe; Presulla Lai,
Templestowe; Louise Lamont, Templestowe; Victor
Le, Doncaster East; Samantha Lee, Doncaster East;
Arthur Leoncelli, Bulleen; Margaret Liddiard, Lower
Templestowe; Mei Lim, Templestowe; Sophia Liow,
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Bulleen; Sandra Martin, Lower Templestowe; Deborah
Martinov, Doncaster East; Marg McCrohan, Lower
Templestowe; Anne McDermott, Doncaster East; Arch
McDougall, Bulleen; Erika McKeon, Templestowe;
Glen McCleod, Lower Templestowe; Nic Michaelides,
Templestowe; July Middenway, Doncaster East;
Trivesi Moore, Doncaster East; Jenny Morcom,
Bulleen; Jeff Moy, Doncaster East; Jackie Nathanietz,
Doncaster East; Betteke Norman, Templestowe; Rhys
O’Shannassy, Templestowe; Rebecca Payne,
Templestowe; Harvey Pearce, Templestowe; Michael
Pennefather, Doncaster East; Anne Phillips,
Templestowe; Daniel Pozzebon, Bulleen; Mandy
Ratcliffe, Doncaster East; Alma Ross, Lower
Templestowe; Sam Ryan, Lower Templestowe; John
Ryan, Bulleen; Martin Rule, Templestowe; Viorica
Schwarz, Templestowe; John Senior, Templestowe;
Callum Storey, Doncaster East; Barbara Sutherland,
Lower Templestowe; Daniel Tan and Rosy Tan,
Templestowe; Rohan Taylor, Templestowe; Grace
Tham, Templestowe; Marcus Teo, Lower
Templestowe; Bree Teh, Doncaster East; Chrissy
Velissaris, Templestowe; Ken Wensor, Lower
Templestowe; Mike Westbrook, Lower Templestowe;
Rohan Wheeler, Templestowe; Marlene Wiltshire,
Lower Templestowe; Braddon Wong, Lower
Templestowe; and Alex Wragg and Ken Wragg, Lower
Templestowe. I thank all those volunteers for their
fantastic work. They gave up their valuable time to
ensure that we had one of the best games in many
years.
Can I also pay tribute to the former Premier of this
state, the Honourable Jeff Kennett. If not for Jeff this
mob on the other side would never have secured the
games, because they are incompetent. I need to thank
Jeff for the work that he did in securing the
Commonwealth Games, and I have to say that, having
secured the games, the work of this government and the
volunteers ensured that the games were successful.
They were a tribute to everyone. But we must not forget
that the former Premier was responsible for securing
the games and we should pay tribute to him for doing
so. We have learnt a lot and, as I said, the success is a
tribute to the volunteers, the organisers and the athletes.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — Along with my
colleagues I rise to pay tribute to the Commonwealth
Games organising committee and the state government
departmental officers who did a sensational amount of
work in putting on what by any measure has been an
extraordinarily successful Commonwealth Games. The
work of the volunteers has already been widely
commended both in the house and the broader
community.
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In my own experience of representing the state
government on the occasions I attended the
Commonwealth Games at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, where I was rostered to provide support, the
work of the volunteers was simply sensational. They
were incredibly enthusiastic, very well informed and
really captured the essence of Melbourne and the spirit
of the Commonwealth Games, our love for this great
city of Melbourne, our love of sport and our love of
these great occasions. Obviously the work of the
15 000 volunteers was an integral part of that. I had the
opportunity to talk to some of the athletes, and certainly
our athletes and indeed those from all over the world
who came to participate in the games thought that the
facilities provided by the state government at the
Commonwealth Games village in Parkville and all
competition venues were absolutely first class. It is a
great credit to the government that we produced
facilities of such high quality, but that will be merely
one of a range of enduring legacies of the
Commonwealth Games.
As we have the Minister for the Arts here, it is
incumbent upon me to indicate that I, along with my
family, enjoyed some wonderful afternoons down on
the river. The first Sunday was a particularly beautiful
mellow afternoon, and the community came out in
absolute droves to all the activities on the river. There
were the beautiful sculptured fish on the Yarra, we had
the opportunity to visit the beach installation at the arts
centre, and the display in the Myer windows was
absolutely wonderful. Many people were crowding
around to enjoy the extraordinary range of pursuits that
were available during the games were highlights of the
12 days.
Finally, and on a personal note, I want to acknowledge
the brother of Paul Erickson, a member of my staff.
Chris is Paul’s brother, and in the 50-kilometre walk he
did us proud. Young Chris Erickson received a bronze
medal, and of course, the family was very proud of his
efforts. We commend him on that; it was a fantastic
effort. He is a young athlete on his way, and no doubt
he will be competing in further national and
international events. We acknowledge Chris Erickson
today.
This was a fantastic event for Melbourne, and we will
build further on what has been a wonderful
international event for our city.
Mr SMITH (Bass) — It is a pleasure to get up and
speak about the Commonwealth Games in support of
the Premier’s motion. I do not think any of us could say
that these games were anything other than a huge
success. They were great for Melbourne, they were
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great for Victoria and they were great for Australia.
You could not help but feel extremely proud of all our
athletes of all ages who competed for this great country
of ours. We saw them in every form of competition,
and they shone. They were magnificent. Some of their
struggles to achieve for their country brought tears to
the eyes of a lot of us as we either sat and watched them
on the television or listened to them on the radio. You
could not but help think about the marathon — —
Mr Cooper — The weight-lifters brought tears to
my eyes!
Mr SMITH — Yes, I am sure the weight-lifters
brought tears to my eyes too! The 5000 metres race, the
pole vault, the discus, the hammer throw and the
swimming were great. Even some of the synchronised
swimming was good. I never thought I would be taken
in by it, until I saw how good it was. Every sport that
our people competed in was terrific. They should all be
congratulated for the great way in which they
competed.
Mr Cooper — What about the synchronised
swimming?
Mr SMITH — I mentioned the synchronised
swimming and said it was very good. All our athletes,
whether or not they won — that does not matter —
achieved the pinnacle of their sporting careers by
competing here in Melbourne in the last couple of
weeks and representing their country. I could not think
of anything better than to be an athlete and to reach a
standard where you are chosen to represent your
country. The Commonwealth Games came at a time
when most of the athletes had been training for years
and had timed themselves to reach a peak in order to
compete and be very successful.
The other very successful group were our volunteers,
the thousands of people who voluntarily gave up their
time to help visitors to our city and to help locals who
were unaware of a lot of the changes that had been
made and a lot of the events that were happening in the
streets of Melbourne. Our volunteers gave directions to
help people who were cut off by traffic barriers and
who could not get around the events.
Last Friday night my wife and I had the great pleasure
of going to the banks of the Yarra River, along with
hundreds of thousands of other people, to enjoy the
spectacle of the Commonwealth Games fish and their
light and water display. I thought it was fantastic. We
walked along the river to see the fish lined up — and
from where we were standing you could only see about
30 of the fish, but I think there were 72. It was just
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magnificent. The music, the lights and the water that
was coming from them, as well as the shrieks of delight
from the kids and some of the other people along the
river banks when it was happening, were absolutely
fantastic. The people who conceived the idea are to be
congratulated on their endeavours and the way they put
the event across.
I understand the fish are going to be offered to local
councils, as the Premier said today, to be displayed in
their communities. I would like to put in a claim for the
bass fish, which I would like to go to the Cardinia shire
to be displayed as a constant reminder to the people of
Cardinia of the great Commonwealth Games that were
held in Melbourne. I think that would be marvellous.
We have a lake on the outskirts of Pakenham, and there
is a big development in that area. I am sure the council
would be able to find a very prominent position, and by
the lake would be an ideal spot.
Mr Cooper — Have a chat to the mayor about it.
Mr SMITH — I will probably talk to my friend the
mayor, Bill Ronald, about it. I think he will probably
want to throw me in the lake! The trout that was on
display representing one of the countries could go to
north-east Victoria, because that is where the very best
trout fishing in Australia is. It could be set up as a
display at the entrance to one of the towns. It would let
people know that Australian trout fishing is at its very
best up in north-eastern Victoria. You could look to this
to remind the greenies in the department that trout are
as good to catch and eat as any of the native fish, if not
better.
We could also have the eel, which I understand was the
symbol for Australia, although I cannot quite figure that
out.
Mr Cooper — It went with the duck!
Mr SMITH — Yes, it went with the duck. It could
go up to Lake Modewarre or even to Lake Colac, where
tens of thousands of eels have been dying. It could be a
symbol for the Environment Protection Authority and
for the minister, because after nearly two years they still
do not know what has been killing the eels. We would
like them to find out.
I have a couple of other small issues that I would like to
raise. The Commonwealth Games flags that we
distributed to our state schools were terrific, but I later
found out that we were supposed to distribute flags to
our independent schools as well, and I did not receive
any. Even when I rang up to find out where they were
they were not forthcoming, and I was very disappointed
about that. I apologised to my independent schools for
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that reason. There was also the rejection of the Leader
of the Opposition, who was to have had an opportunity
to speak at the volunteers day on Monday. The
government rejected him in what was a purely political
exercise. I also want to congratulate former Premier
Jeffrey Kennett for having got the games here, and I
also congratulate that other great trouper who
represented all of Melbourne, Cr John So, who was
absolutely fabulous. I think it was a disgrace the way
the government gave him short shrift when he should
have been presenting the flag to the mayor of New
Delhi.
Ms ALLAN (Minister for Education Services) — I
am delighted to join the debate on the motion and to say
a few words about the Commonwealth Games. We
have already heard in many different ways about how
fantastic the games were and what a showcase they
were for sport, culture and volunteering, our business
community and, of course, our regions. I want to limit
my remarks to the Bendigo region today.
As the member for Bendigo East I am very proud of the
way in which Bendigo took centre stage throughout the
Commonwealth Games. It all started a little while ago
when Bendigo was fortunate enough to adopt Scotland
as its second team. We certainly took the Scots to heart.
They visited our region, and we were fortunate that the
team chose to train in Bendigo. They chose it as a
training venue, which is an outstanding reflection on
the high-quality sporting infrastructure we have in our
city. The team trained in Bendigo in the weeks leading
up to the games. I know the Scottish swimming team
and more broadly the teams from Great Britain had a
change of coach in recent times, but I think some of the
credit should go to the Bendigo Aquatic Centre for the
Scottish team winning six gold medals in the pool.
Bendigo also hosted visits from the Minister for
Tourism, Culture and Sport in the Scottish Parliament,
Patricia Ferguson, along with the Lord Provost of the
City of Glasgow, Liz Cameron, whose city is bidding
for the 2014 Commonwealth Games. Scotland made a
terrific impression on the city and we certainly
appreciate their choosing Bendigo as their home in the
lead-up to the Commonwealth Games.
Athletes also called Bendigo home during the
Commonwealth Games, as Bendigo hosted the only
athletes village to be sited outside Melbourne. We also
had the only gold medal event outside Melbourne,
which was the full-bore rifle shooting held at the
picturesque Wellsford Rifle Range in my electorate.
Pictures of this range were beamed around the world as
they saw Australians Bruce Scott and James Corbett
from Benalla win gold and bronze in this event. The
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Premier was very fortunate to be on hand to witness
their achievement and congratulate them last Thursday.
Bendigo also hosted more basketball events than any
regional city in the state. We had 10 games over five
nights featuring two Australian men’s games and one
Australian women’s game. They were absolutely
fantastic events. The Bracks government put in
$2 million a few years ago for the expansion of the
West Bendigo Basketball Stadium which not only
hosted this games but was the live broadcast venue for
the regional basketball events. It was great to see the
Australian teams in Bendigo and local girl Emily
McInerney perform as one of the Opals team members.
I congratulate all the volunteers from my electorate and
throughout the central Victoria region at venues in both
Bendigo and Melbourne. They were dedicated, helpful
and, most pleasingly, very happy volunteers. Also to be
congratulated were the workers at the various venues
who performed a fantastic job, obviously supported
very well by the volunteers. I also briefly mention the
Bendigo Live Site at the Civic Gardens for which the
Bracks government provided the funding. As I
mentioned in the house today, Killing Heidi performed
a concert there. We had parts of the cultural program
there and many thousands of Bendigonians turned up
throughout the games to be part of those activities in the
garden as well as other events.
Bendigo also hosted two business events as part of the
Bendigo Business@The Games program and I thank
the government for also providing funding for these
two very successful functions, one held at Perseverance
Corporation’s mine and the other, a dinner, at the All
Seasons Bendigo restaurant, showcasing the best of
Bendigo’s local business and the best of our region.
I would also like to comment briefly on public transport
during the games. Public transport between Bendigo
and Melbourne on our new fast trains and improved
services was fantastic. Also important is the fact that we
provided trains late at night so that Bendigo people
could get back from Melbourne. It was a terrific
late-night service.
I am proud of Bendigo. I am proud of the way the city
shone throughout the games. I am proud of the way we
made our visitors feel welcome. I particularly
congratulate the City of Greater Bendigo for the way it
worked very hard to make sure that Bendigonians
enjoyed the games. Certainly the Bracks government
worked very hard to make sure that all Victorians, and
particularly Bendigonians, shared in the great spirit of
the Commonwealth Games.
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Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I rise to make some
points about the Commonwealth Games. There were
some magnificent outcomes in terms of Australia’s
medal tally. There was some great sporting competition
there, and a local girl from my area, Deserie Baynes,
won gold in one of the shooting events.
You would have to recognise the thousands of
volunteers who willingly, in that great Australian
tradition, helped out to make sure that this event was a
success. Also, there was the multitude of security
forces — Victoria Police and others who make
Melbourne safe — that made it possible for people to
get access to events in a very competent way.
One would also have to recognise the contribution
made by Justin Madden as the Minister for Sport and
Recreation in this state to the success of the
Commonwealth Games. I do not think anyone in this
place would not share that view. However, having said
that, we need to have a bit of balance in this motion.
Mr Thompson interjected.
Mr SAVAGE — The baton was a great event, and
that is one of the good and positive outcomes of the
games. It is a community thing and ordinary people
carried the baton. It was a very successful route from
interstate through Mildura. We hosted the Tongan
team, so I am thankful that the member for
Sandringham has reminded me of my failure to
recognise that component.
As I said, we have to also balance what we get out of
the Commonwealth Games. I think we can do these
things in a way that provides first-class sporting
facilities and safety, but we do not have to have the
extravagance. Let us bear in mind that some of these
competitors come from countries that are exceedingly
poor and would have had difficulty with the
extravagance that we indulged in, especially spending
$55 million on the opening and closing ceremonies.
Some people said that the person who drafted the script
must have been on drugs because there was a lack of
cohesive direction as to where it was going and where it
was going to end up.
Every Commonwealth Games tries to beat the previous
host, in this case Manchester, but I do not think that is
the purpose of it. It is a gathering of Commonwealth
nations to see who the best sporting achievers are. It is
not about putting more fireworks into the air or about
squandering money on things that are not essential to
society. If you are suffering from the requirement to
have a hip operation and you are waiting in agony for
12 months, it does not cut much ice to see that amount
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of money spent in that way. Let us keep some
perspective on the reality here. I am not saying we
should not hold the Commonwealth Games, although
there was $50 million in hidden licence fees that were
not up front — —
Mr Thompson — You want a fast train to Mildura!
Mr SAVAGE — I am not going to put that sort of
component that the member for Sandringham is
suggesting in his interjection.
One of the most disappointing things is the loss of
26 hectares of Royal Park, now owned by a company
which is basically owned by the Singapore
government — Citta and Australand. There were
eucalypt trees in Royal Park that predated white
settlement and we lost control of the heritage buildings
there.
I am going to say that we had a great games, but I do
not want to see this or any other state or a federal
government go down a path where it has no measure of
financial responsibility, because when you subsidise
tickets that cost between $500 and $800 per ticket, that
is too much money. You do not have to do that.
I could bring this back via an analogy to the fact that we
are going to sell Snowy Hydro — the share for Victoria
is $600 million or $500 million — on the basis that if
we do not do that we cannot fix up a large number of
schools. I am sorry, but why are we spending
$1.5 billion on the Commonwealth Games if we cannot
afford to fix schools? That is the point I want to make.
With that I will let other members make a contribution.
We have had a good games, but I also want us to have
some measure of responsibility in the way that we
administer public moneys. I do not believe that has
been the case in this event; I think we have gone over
the top. We should concentrate on the sporting event
and not on trying to have some major entertainment
factor in the opening and closing ceremonies.
Mr CARLI (Brunswick) — I am pleased to rise in
support of the motion on the Commonwealth Games.
Firstly, I would like to say that the games were also
terrific for children. I spent a fair bit of the time at the
games. I went to both the games events and the cultural
program events, with my children and children from
other families around my area, and it was a terrific time
for them. I saw the impact the experience had on them
in terms of their interest in sport, in terms of their
interest in the arts and also just in terms of the fun they
had over those days. What the games have meant for
children has not been referred to in this debate so far,
but just going by my own children and their friends, it
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was a fantastic and memorable experience. I can
imagine that they will carry the memory of the
Commonwealth Games through their entire lives.
I also want to take this opportunity to pay tribute to
transport workers. The great transport event that these
Commonwealth Games were was not a fluke, not
something that was rushed into, but something that was
planned, and planned over a number of years. It was
planned through government and through the various
providers of public transport in this state: Connex,
V/Line, Yarra Trams, the bus association and the taxi
industry. They planned it; they worked on it. VicRoads
and local government were also involved, because the
work involved markings on roads and street closures.
It was a tremendous effort, but the real effort was
actually during those 12 days. One person in the
transport area told me it was like planning and
managing 34 grand final crowds in a row: over 12 days
there were 34 grand final crowds that had to be taken
care of. There were actually more than 34 grand final
crowds, because transport operators also had to carry
the usual number of people that were travelling on the
transport system. It was the usual number on the
transport system plus the equivalent of 34 grand final
crowds. It was just an amazing effort. It involved
1.8 million extra passengers on the system over those
12 days and 30 000 more tram, train and bus trips. It
was just a fantastic effort.
I also want to make a few comments about the cultural
program, particularly since the Minister for the Arts is
in the house. I went to quite a lot of the program events,
and there were some amazing highlights. I think
Miriam Makeba was an extraordinary highlight. A
74-year-old woman who has spent virtually half her life
in political exile, she was an immense presence on
stage, with a terrific band. Her politics over these years
have not mellowed. One of the things she wanted to do
was to come to Australia and thank those Australians
who stood up for the struggle of the South Africans
against apartheid, and I think that for all those who
were there it was a very memorable night.
I was also very keen to hear La Bottine Souriante from
Québec, who performed a mixture of French and Irish
folk music with a bit of jazz and a bit of Latin salsa.
They are a terrific band. I also saw Bollywood at the
Bowl. The gates had closed more than an hour before
the event, it was so popular. It made you want to go to
Delhi for the Commonwealth Games in four years
time! It was an amazing show, and the Indian
community of Melbourne came out in force on that
night.
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In terms of the local legacy in Brunswick, although the
games village is just outside the seat of Brunswick, the
village has a big impact on West Brunswick in my
electorate. I want to thank local residents for their
patience, given the number of road closures that
occurred. There were also clubs — the Reggio Calabria
Club and the Essendon Royals football club — that had
to give up their facilities and rent them out: the facilities
became integrated into the games village. They did that
in a very amicable, friendly way and were very much
part of and involved in that whole process. I think that
has left a very strong legacy of support in that
community. Even though the relationship with the local
community may have started out a bit rocky, it turned
out to be a very successful relationship.
In terms of the games village itself, 20 per cent of it is
going to be used for social housing, particularly for
aged people, and that is a really big area of need in my
community. I am very pleased that that has been an
outcome. I must say that the village is a terrific
development. The ancient eucalypts were preserved,
and it is a really fine addition to the western side of my
electorate and the Parkville area.
I want to commend everyone that was involved in this
fantastic event. I think it will be an incredible memory
and legacy for the city of Melbourne and for Victoria.
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I have great pleasure in
joining this discussion. I would like to add my
congratulations to those given to people and
organisations previously congratulated. I congratulate
particularly the previous government, for its efforts in
winning the games in the first instance; Ron Walker
and his committee, for a fantastic job in making it all
come together; the current government for its efforts,
and in particular the Minister for Commonwealth
Games; and the public transport system and its staff,
who are very friendly and very efficient — I take my
hat off to them for that service being provided in the
central business district.
Congratulations also go to all of the athletes and all of
those who competed, particularly to those who did
personal bests and of course to those who won gold.
There were also many support staff who deserve
congratulations and thanks. Particular congratulations
and thanks — as have been given by other members —
go to the 15 000 volunteers who truly added to the
atmosphere of Melbourne, a friendly and great place to
visit and live.
Interestingly this morning as I was going for a jog at the
ungodly hour of 6.15 and was passing between the
Melbourne Cricket Ground and the Rod Laver Arena,
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there was still one volunteer making her way to work. I
said, ‘You must be lost’, and she said, ‘No, I’m still
working. I’m still a volunteer. I’m about to return a car
to Toyota’, which was a job to complete her fortnight of
40 to 60-hour weeks — an amazing contribution. That
is the sort of contribution that many volunteers made.
From the perspective of my electorate, a large number
of people from Benalla came down to be volunteers.
They had a great time and added to the atmosphere. We
were fortunate to have James Corbett win a couple of
bronze medals. The gold medal still continues to elude
him, but James is a great marksman who will no doubt
be continuing to strive for gold. We were also very
fortunate to host a number of visiting countries. Benalla
hosted Fiji, the Shire of Strathbogie hosted Cameroon
and a number of other shires hosted countries from the
Caribbean area.
In a previous members statement I made some criticism
of those fish that are slowly swimming upstream along
the Yarra River. I also got my count wrong — I said
there were 37, but I acknowledge there are 72. I am
prepared to soften my criticism of those fish if the
minister goes ahead with the proposal to make them
available to parts of Victoria. In particular Benalla has
put in a bid for — —
An honourable member interjected.
Dr SYKES — I am prepared to be persuaded by the
right amount of fish! Benalla has put in a bid to have
the clown fish — which may be relevant to some
members opposite! — go to Lake Benalla to
complement the magnificent regional art gallery that we
have in our area. It is the most frequently visited art
gallery in regional Victoria, and it is deserving of more
visits by more important people.
I refer to some issues of concern that have been raised
in my electorate. I note the member for Bendigo spoke
about the rail system working very well. The $10 fare
arrangements — thanks to the efforts of Nationals
colleagues — was very handy, but we had a little
problem with extra trains not being put on our line
beyond Seymour. In a large number of instances people
living up the line from there were unfortunately not
able to take advantage of the cheap fare because there
was an insufficient number of trains to meet their needs.
The government threw a great party, but the people of
my electorate have some nagging doubts about
accountability. They have drawn to my attention
Aesop’s fable about the grasshopper and the ant. I
guess the issue is that, like the grasshopper, the good
times have been had and there needs to be some effort
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put into planning for the future and ensuring that we are
able to continue to generate wealth for our great state.
That requires significant infrastructure investment to
support agriculture in communities in country Victoria,
because while we no longer live off the sheep’s back,
the reality is that the dairy industry is Victoria’s biggest
export income earner. We need to continue to support
the development of infrastructure — and I am talking
about simple things like roads and bridges. We also
need to support the delivery of services in our areas
through things like neighbourhood centres and rural
ambulances.
My highlight — and there were many, as I had the
opportunity through the ballot system of going to a
number of events — was John Landy’s being given the
honour to take the baton up to the royal area, because
he is my hero. During my jogs along the river I often
stop and read the inscription below the statue of John
Landy and Ron Clarke, and I always go away inspired.
I get sufficient inspiration to endure a week or two in
this place each time after going there! It was a great
games, but we need to ensure that we continue to have
an economically sound and viable state, which means
looking after country Victoria.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — It is a pleasure to
rise this afternoon to talk about the wonderful
Commonwealth Games we have experienced,
particularly in Gippsland, where we were certainly very
actively involved. We know that one of the hallmarks
of the Bracks government is its involvement in making
sure that regional and rural Victoria is at the heart of
this state. Certainly we are no longer the toenails.
What we saw in Gippsland was quite exciting. Not only
did we have the basketball in Traralgon, but we also
had that magnificent — and comments were made
about this earlier — live site in Moe, where we had a
whole range of cultural activities over the course of the
Commonwealth Games. The Killing Heidi concert was
one of those fantastic events that was very well loved. I
can assure you that my 14-year-old daughter and her
friends particularly loved that concert and were
certainly excited about the chance to view the band at
that venue.
I want to talk a little bit about some of our local
achievements. Jarrod Fletcher won a gold medal in
boxing. Jarrod is from Moe — as, of course, you would
expect, because we have a great sporting tradition in
Moe. Although Jarrod now resides in Queensland, he
knows where he came from, and all of us in the area
wish him a wonderful career. We were so glad as a
community to be able to cheer him on during his
boxing at the Commonwealth Games. Then, of course,
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there was Kathy Watt. Although she has previously
won an Olympic gold medal and Commonwealth
Games medals, at 41 years of age it was a remarkable
achievement to win a silver medal. We want to
congratulate Kathy on her achievements. I understand
she is about to head overseas to do some more cycling,
so she is certainly not someone who is looking at
retirement. Kathy is one of our great sporting heroes
from Warragul, and we are very pleased about her
achievements.
In terms of what was achieved with the live site, I want
to thank a small number of the people involved in the
process, who were very helpful. It took a huge amount
of work to put together the program for the live site,
and I want to particularly thank those involved in
supporting it, as well as the Minister for
Commonwealth Games in the other place, the
Honourable Justin Madden, the rest of the government
and also the minister’s office. I must also thank the
Latrobe City Council for its tremendous amount of hard
work.
A number of council staff put in an enormous number
of hours and worked very hard to make the cultural side
of the Commonwealth Games a great success. They
include the live site coordinators, Meaghan Jewson and
Josh Graham, who certainly worked very hard and did
an outstanding job — the live site was really
appreciated by the local community — and the Latrobe
City Council marketing and communications team,
Grantley Switzer, Chris Repetowski, Wendy
Hrynyszyn and Jessica Kennedy. I also want to thank
the Moe Racing Club, where we held the live site event,
and the combined service clubs of the Latrobe Valley,
the Apex, Lions and Rotary clubs, as well as the
500 local artists who volunteered to perform on stage
and be part of a successful event.
This was a wonderful experience. I am sure the
member for Morwell will talk more about the other
events that took place in the Latrobe Valley during the
Commonwealth Games. It was a really exciting time. A
lot of people worked very hard. I have never seen such
wonderful community involvement. We watched the
opening ceremony on a big screen and when the
fireworks went off at 10 o’clock at night it was quite an
exciting time for all who were there. That set the scene
for the whole 11 days. Well done to all those who were
involved in bringing about such a great outcome for our
community.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I support the
motion. In doing so I want to praise the work of the
volunteers, not only the 15 000 who volunteered
directly but also all the other volunteers throughout
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Victoria who had a part to play. I note that the
government took up the Liberal Party’s idea of giving
volunteer firefighters free tickets to the games. I think
that was an admirable decision. Those are the sorts of
volunteers we should be praising all the time, but in this
particular instance we had the volunteers who put their
hands up. I note that many of them came from interstate
and some of them came from overseas — some New
Zealanders even came over and volunteered. It was not
just a Victorian effort, it was an Australian effort,
although the volunteers were predominantly Victorians.
That was fantastic.
Anybody who had any part to play in these games
should feel proud of what was achieved right from the
time of Victoria seeking the games. As has been
mentioned by previous speakers, the Kennett
government, together with Ron Walker, set out to get
the games. I happened to be a cabinet minister in the
Kennett government during that time and I was part of
the group which talked on many occasions to
Commonwealth Games delegates in order to persuade
them that this was the best place to hold the games. We
were successful and that showed in the results.
I was very interested in a television interview the
Premier did last Monday night. He was clearly being
interviewed in the Treasury Gardens and he was asked
the question, ‘How do you justify the amount of money
that was spent?’. This question was raised by the
member for Mildura in his contribution on this motion.
The Premier said that there was no option, that
Melbourne had been awarded the Commonwealth
Games and it was a responsibility of the government to
do the very best possible job in the interests of
Melbourne, in the interests of Victoria and ultimately in
the interests of Australia. I agree completely with what
the Premier said. The government had no option. In fact
it had an obligation to go ahead and do the very best
possible job it could, and it did do an excellent job. The
government deserves to be praised for the job it did,
along with all of the other bodies. Victoria Police, the
Australian Army and the federal government were all
involved and they all deserve to be praised for what
occurred.
People were quoted before the games and towards the
end of the games as saying, ‘Look at the massive
amount of money that was spent on security’. If the
money had not been spent and something serious had
happened, the finger would have been pointed at the
army, the police and both governments and the question
asked would have been, ‘Why did you not have a
proper level of security?’. It is a matter of being
damned if you do and damned if you do not. Both
governments made the right decisions. They cranked up
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the level of security to a very high level and as a result
we had a safe and peaceful Commonwealth Games —
something everybody wanted to see occur. It occurred
and therefore the right decisions were made.
I was very disappointed to see a poll in the Herald Sun
the other day asking a fairly simplistic question about
whether the money spent on the Commonwealth
Games was justified. A majority of people voted no. I
stand to be corrected, but something like 60 per cent
voted that it was not justified and 40 per cent voted that
it was. That is a disappointing result. In fact I think it is
a skewed result. The people of Melbourne showed by
their turnout and the support they gave to the games
that there was wide support and that they appreciated
the efforts made by everybody, the athletes included.
I have no time for the doomsayers and the negative
people who come along now and say it was just a minor
sporting event. This was a major event for Melbourne,
it was a major event for Victoria, it was a major event
for Australia. It certainly did not do us any harm; in fact
it did us an enormous amount of good both nationally
and internationally. Events like this, including the
Australian Formula One Grand Prix, do a great deal for
this state and that is why they should be supported. I am
very pleased that this government is now a strong
supporter of the formula one grand prix, because it was
not when the Kennett government obtained it for
Victoria.
Finally, I want to speak in particular about the
volunteers from my electorate, and there were many
hundreds of them. I congratulate them all. I think they
did a wonderful task for the games and this state. They
deserve every bit of congratulations they can be given.
They will be contacted by me and given my personal
congratulations.
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — I am very pleased
to rise in support of this motion. Having a sporting
background I can talk first hand about some of the
experiences I had — —
Mr Mulder — Can you?
Ms MARSHALL — Yes, I can; unfortunately you
cannot. I have been able to participate in world cup
competitions, national competitions, world
championship competitions and the Olympic Games.
The Melbourne 2006 competition was the best I have
ever seen. Maybe that is partially because I was
privileged to have the perspective of an athlete and the
enjoyment level of one of the hundreds of spectators
who attended the events. I was lucky enough to go to
some of the events — I went to the rugby 7s, I saw
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some of the gymnastics and I went to the shooting.
However, I also participated in many of the free events.
With my children and husband I walked down and saw
the marathon and the cycling events. The highlight for
us was watching the fish display at night. We walked
down and had a barbecue on the Yarra, listened to the
music and watched the fabulous display. I was one of
thousands of people on each of the two occasions I
went down there.
Watching it on television, the coverage was absolutely
brilliant. I congratulate Channel 9 for its superb
coverage. It was quite tricky to look at all the different
events and make sure people understood who was
competing. They showed the Australians in great detail
and I think that was one of the reasons the support grew
as the days progressed. I am sure the ratings for the
television coverage would show that.
The highlight for me was Scott Martin and the magical
moment when he embraced his coach, Gus Puopolo,
displaying the sheer excitement and almost disbelief
that he had succeeded. He was known as our ballet
dancing representative in the discus. I know him quite
well and he pointed out that he never did have a ballet
lesson, but looking at the way he performed during the
Commonwealth Games he was spurred on by the
support from the spectators and by the mere notion of a
home crowd. Having competed I know the difference a
home crowd cheer can make and it was fantastic to be a
part of it.
The final moment was the closing ceremony. We
watched the fireworks display from our balcony and we
were able to see not only the Melbourne Cricket
Ground but also the fireworks on top of all of the
buildings. It was an absolutely beautiful display. I went
to Sydney for the 2000 Olympics and saw what they
produced and this well and truly capped their efforts. I
was very proud to be a Melburnian and a Victorian. I
congratulate everybody involved for one of the most
fantastic events I have seen in my lifetime.
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I also rise, as my
colleagues have done, to support the motion moved by
the Premier in relation to the Commonwealth Games —
and what a fantastic Commonwealth Games it was! I
open my contribution to the debate with a reference to
an interjection I directed to the member for Forest Hill,
which I am not sure she heard. When I said, ‘You were
a champion’ I was recognising the work and effort and
the amount of time highly trained athletes actually put
in for the sake of those one or two occasions a year
when their efforts are recognised. It is an extraordinary
feat of personal discipline, and I admire the work they
put in.
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What really struck me as my wife and I moved around
the city, down through Federation Square, along the
Yarra River and up through the streets, was the attitude
of the people — the families and the younger people. If
you did not know better, you would have sworn on a lot
of occasions that you were in a big country town. I have
never seen Melbourne quite like that before. I have
never seen that spirit of goodwill before and that degree
of hospitality being extended by Victorians to
international visitors. In a couple of restaurants during
the week I heard international visitors talk about
Melbourne, Melburnians and Victorians and the
friendship that had been extended to them, and it made
me proud indeed to be part and parcel of the
Commonwealth Games.
I pay my respects and thanks to the former Premier of
Victoria, the Honourable Jeffrey Kennett, and Ron
Walker and his committee. One thing this government
did well was to retain the services of Ron Walker, who
has done a splendid job for the government of the day,
particularly when you think of his background, the
work that he carried on behind the scenes and his
association with the Liberal Party over the years — the
fact is that Ron Walker has always put Victoria first.
The games were an enormously successful event, and it
is only the experience and commitment of people like
him who are prepared to give of their own time and
their own selves in such an unselfish manner that make
such a great occasion possible.
My wife, Sue, and I were fortunate enough to go to the
games on Thursday night, and it was quite obvious to
me from when they met us at the gate of the Melbourne
Cricket Ground right through until we reached the
escalators that there were a lot of country people
amongst the volunteers. The country people stand out. I
felt quite proud, and I spoke to a lot of them. On my
way around I ran into John Renyard from Timboon,
one of the older volunteers. A lot of our volunteers
were older people, and it must be remembered that a lot
of the people from country Victoria had to find their
own accommodation and in the early stages were
paying full rail fares and paying for their own petrol to
get to and from country Victoria. I do not want to
downplay the efforts of the people who live in the city,
but it must be remembered that in their contribution to
the Commonwealth Games those from the country and
interstate bore an enormous cost burden. It was
fantastic to see them there working the way they did
and doing their bit.
On the night I was there I saw Jana Pittman win the
hurdle race, and being a trainer of hurdlers many years
ago — not the human type, but the old horses — I
would say that Jana Pittman was one who dashed in
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and had a go. We used to have those racehorses that
would prop and those that would try to run off, but I
thought her effort was spectacular. The crowd was
extremely gracious, given what had taken place prior to
the evening, and I was thankful for her that she was
accepted and greeted in such a way. I would say that in
the future when he is attending such events with the
Lord Mayor of Melbourne, John So, the Premier may
need to insist that he is introduced with John So — in
other words, ‘The Premier of Victoria and John So,
Lord Mayor of Melbourne’. That would be safe, given
the popularity of Lord Mayor John So. He is a goer, as
someone said to me yesterday.
A great role was played by the City of Melbourne in
these tremendous games, and I would have to direct
some praise towards the transport planners whom the
government brought in to get the planning right for
transport for the Commonwealth Games. I was
fortunate enough to meet them. I am not sure whether it
is possible to retain the services of some of those
people, but no doubt they did a good job to move that
many people. What I would be hoping and expecting to
see is that our transport system does not go backwards.
If that type of service can be delivered over the period
of 12 days, there is no reason why, when we revert back
to normal patterns, we cannot provide an equally good
transport system for the people of Melbourne and for
the regions.
The 15 000 volunteers made a tremendous effort. There
is no doubt that as the Commonwealth Games move to
other countries they will be trying to emulate the
performances of Melbourne and Australia. However, I
think we are special, especially when you look at the
number of medals that were gained by Australian
athletes. I have always said that for a small country, we
punch above our weight. We are a young gene pool of
risk-takers and very brave people. Our grandfathers and
our great-grandfathers brought with them a spirit of
adventure, a spirit of being extremely game and brave,
and I think that shows through in a lot of our
performances on the field with a lot of our athletes and
sporting people. On that note I conclude my
contribution — a great job, and well done to all
concerned!
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — It is a pleasure to speak
today on this Commonwealth Games motion. It is fair
to say that the people in my electorate of Eltham, in
Melbourne, in Australia and in fact in the whole world,
have just witnessed the greatest Commonwealth Games
ever staged. I say that in every sense. There simply was
not an aspect of these games that did not set the bar to
an all-time high. In every sense the people of Eltham
helped to make it the great success it was. They were a
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major part of the army of dedicated volunteers, they
were part of the gold medallist athletes and they were
certainly part of the passionate spectators. In fact the
people of Eltham love sport quite dearly. Eltham has
some fantastic sporting clubs, but in regard to the
Commonwealth Games it had the fourth highest
take-up of Commonwealth Games tickets in
Victoria — quite a remarkable feat for a fairly small
part of Melbourne.

world in such a stunning manner. The colour, festivity
and creative edge of these games are things this
government can be proud of.

I comment in particular on a couple of aspects of the
Commonwealth Games because many speakers here
today have commented on the fantastic way Melbourne
looked. Anyone who walked along the Yarra River,
around Federation Square, was absolutely astounded at
what a fantastic city this was during the games. I
comment on the amazing quality of the opening and
closing ceremonies, which I observed. It is perhaps the
first time that a ceremony has incorporated an entire
city, and underpinning this was a level of organisation
and professionalism I believe has never before been
seen on such a scale in Melbourne. There could not
have been a single Melburnian who was not proud of
their city or who was not reminded that Melbourne is
truly the sports and major events capital of Australia.

Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — What a
marvellous event the Commonwealth Games 2006
were for Mighty Melbourne! Firstly, I acknowledge the
outstanding contribution made by volunteers across
Victoria, and in particular those volunteers from my
electorate, including the suburbs of Hampton, Highett,
Sandringham, Black Rock, Cheltenham, Beaumaris and
Mentone. I pay tribute to their sense of community
spirit, enthusiasm and selflessness and the skills they
brought to the various contributions they made.

After the opening ceremony came the gold rush, as our
athletes piled on outstanding performances in the pool,
on the track and on the court. Once again Eltham was
there, with gold medal performances. I congratulate
Hollie Grima, who helped steer the Australian women’s
basketball team to a crushing victory, and Danni
Miatke, who gave a powerhouse performance in the
women’s 50 metres butterfly. Danni also managed to
smash the games record in the process. These are two
shining examples of the talented and driven sports stars
that the clubs and schools of Eltham are working on all
the time.
All up, some 221 gold medals were won for
Australia — a fantastic effort — but that only tells half
the story. It does not adequately summarise the stories
of personal triumph, inspiring highs and heartbreaking
lows that came with the games. I am sure that both
Hollie and Danni, like the other 4500 athletes who
came here to compete from all parts of the world, were
happy enough simply to share in the experience and
proud of being games athletes.
I congratulate all the volunteers, the members of the
police and emergency services and the public servants
who worked exceptionally hard to make these games
such a success. In particular I would like to thank and
congratulate Minister Madden and his ministerial and
departmental staff on the outstanding job they did to
ensure that this event truly showcased the city to the

Finally, I would like to say that although the games are
over the flow-on benefits of the games through tourism,
investment and future events will be enjoyed by
Melburnians for a long time to come. I commend the
motion to the house.

The Commonwealth Games was marked by the
contributions not only from the volunteers but from the
athletes. From my own point of view, the 400 metres
win by John Steffensen was a great highlight, as were
performances across the whole gamut of events.
I had the privilege of attending a number of athletics
events, the gymnastics, the cycling, and the closing
ceremony. I also acknowledge the contribution made
by the former coalition government under the
leadership of Jeff Kennett, as well as the direction of
Ron Walker and Campbell Rose and their great work in
bringing the games to Melbourne sine qua non, without
which none of it would have taken place.
Another perspective of the games I would like to focus
on concerns the role of sports coaches. I pay tribute to
the outstanding career of Mr Roy Boyd, supported by
his wife, Bev, who over a 40-year period has
contributed to the successful participation and
contribution of a number of Australian athletes. Roy
resides in Cheltenham and has been an active coach
through the Sandringham Athletics Club. The
highlights of his career have been Debbie
Flintoff-King’s 1988 Olympic gold medal and Kyle
Vander Kuyp’s run in the final of the World Cup in
1995, which set an Australian record that will not be
beaten for a long time.
Roy had a number of remarks to make in relation to the
future of athletics in Australia. He said that athletics has
to capitalise on the success of the Commonwealth
Games. A lot of children will want to take up the sport,
and coaching needs to be organised on two levels —
one at the elite level for athletes to go on and represent
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the country, and another at the club level. Only a small
number of athletes go on to become elite athletes. The
competition needs to be coordinated so that all athletes
have a chance to compete in the future. The standard of
coaching in Australia at the elite level is very good, but
not enough coaching is undertaken at the club level to
satisfy those who wish to compete. A lot of part-time
coaches work extremely hard with very little reward,
but there is great satisfaction in sharing in the success of
athletes.
The highlight of the career of Debbie Flintoff-King —
one of Roy’s protégées — was winning a
Commonwealth Games medal in Brisbane in 1982. She
won two gold medals — one in the 400 metres flat and
one in the 400 metres hurdles — at the games in 1986.
At Seoul she had that marvellous win over Tatyana
Ledovskaya, where she won by one-hundredth of a
second in a new Commonwealth Games record time.
I also acknowledge the outstanding athletic career of
Kyle Vander Kuyp, a role model for young and
indigenous Australians. I also acknowledge that over
the last three years he and Roy Boyd worked closely
together to prepare for the games. While Kyle did not
make the hurdles final in Melbourne 2006, in the spirit
of Cavafy it is not necessarily the destination that is
important but the journey along the way. Kyle has spent
a very successful time as an outstanding role model. An
article on the web quotes Kyle as saying:
I do my sport for myself. I do it to feel proud about who I am
and what I am but also for my family and the people that are
around be to say he’s out there having a go! Doing hurdles is
a sideline thing. It’s about getting up and doing something
and showing people what you can do. That was a great
moment! I got the Charles Perkins Award and the Deadly
Award …

These are indigenous awards in Australia. He went on
to add that he liked:
… telling my story, getting everyone that’s been close to me
and getting their side of it … I suppose just showing the
journey and getting kids to realise that you can do anything,
that you don’t have to be from a certain background. I didn’t
have wealthy parents. It wasn’t about being wealthy, it’s
about having a drive, a motivation, being passionate about
something, having a lot of love around you!

In closing this brief contribution I again pay tribute to
the outstanding work done by Roy and Bev Boyd in the
development of amateur athletics in this nation and for
the welfare of the young Australian athletes who have
had the benefit of their support.
Finally, I note for the record a request from George
Greig, a teacher at the Beaumaris campus of
Sandringham Secondary College. He seeks access to
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some of the flags from the games. That request has
been made to the sports minister and the Melbourne
2006 committee. I trust that we hear back from them in
time so that the school may benefit in the wake of a
very successful Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth
Games.
Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — It is with great
pleasure that I rise to contribute to this motion, to pay
tribute to and thank everyone involved in the
Commonwealth Games. The 18th Commonwealth
Games in Melbourne have been an overwhelming
success. It was the greatest event the state has ever
hosted, and there are many people to be congratulated:
the Bracks government; chairman Ron Walker; Lord
Mayor John So; Melbourne 2006; the Office of
Commonwealth Games Coordination and the 15 000
volunteers who worked tirelessly throughout the
games — all are to be commended on their remarkable
efforts, which were certainly evident at the events I
attended; the volunteers did a lot of work. I also want to
mention local identity Geoff Brown, a County Fire
Authority (CFA) volunteer in my electorate, who came
into my office to proudly show me his uniform and to
let me know that he was working down at Birrarung
Marr during the games. I commend Geoff on his role as
a volunteer for the games and also as a voluntary local
CFA member.
Last year many members would have had the pleasure
of presenting Commonwealth Games flags to their
schools. During those presentations I spoke to the
children about the representatives of the 71 countries
who would come to Victoria and the 4500 athletes who
would be participating in this sporting and cultural
event. The students were very enthusiastic. During a
recent visit to Manchester Primary School in
Mooroolbark, the Minister for Commonwealth Games
and I were shown projects, artworks and sports
demonstrations by the students, but the main highlight
of the day was Karak, the wonderful mascot of the
games.
This enthusiasm spread throughout my electorate and
beyond with events organised by the shire as a result of
the $70 000 funding it received through the Getting
Involved program. I have commended the shire on
many occasions on the success of its programs. There
were many successful events, but one that will stay
with me always was the twilight festival at Lilydale
Lake for the opening ceremony of the games, when
6000 residents attended. They enjoyed food, wine and
local craft, and there was a wonderful atmosphere as we
sat on the grass and watched the opening ceremony on
the large screen. We were entertained in the lead-up to
the opening ceremony by local youth musicians and
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indigenous performers. It made me proud to see so
many families getting involved in our local community.

remember that those who live in country areas need
strong support.

I have spoken many times in this place about the
Melbourne Gun Club and the clay target shooting. The
club and its surrounds looked absolutely amazing
during the games, and I was very fortunate to play a
part in the medal presentations to Russell Mark and
Craig Trembath — congratulations to them and to
Lauren Mark, who also won medals. Being the current
parliamentary shooting champion, it was with great
delight that I attended those events. Also, Danni Miatke
broke the games record in her swimming event.
Members should understand that she left her family in
Darwin at the age of 14 to come and live in Melbourne.
To achieve such wonderful results was outstanding.

Like many members of Parliament and others, I took
the opportunity of being in the ballot for tickets to a
number of events and was successful in receiving
tickets for some of them. The highlights of the events in
the Melbourne Cricket Ground last Sunday week were
the two marathon events, particularly the win by Karen
McCann. There is no doubt that the massive crowd
there helped support her, leading to her success in
winning that event.

I think we have all been inspired by the athletics,
cycling, weight-lifting, and the elite athletes with
disabilities have truly inspired us. I commend the
minister, his staff, the parliamentary secretary and
everyone involved in the games. We were all truly
united by the moment.

The public transport system worked extremely well
during the games, and I congratulate the government
and particularly the Minister for Transport for that. My
family and I were at the aquatic centre one morning and
had to come back into central Melbourne. We were
among hundreds of people who lined up to catch the
tram back into the city. The crowds moved quietly and
extremely well, and there is no doubt that the highly
successful organisation of transport played a great part
in the conduct of the games.

Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I want to say from
the outset that I am a great sports-loving person and it is
well known in my electorate that I am a great supporter
of sporting activities within the area. A large proportion
of people living in my electorate participate in sport in
north-eastern Victoria and utilise the great facilities
available in Wangaratta. I would say we are a mecca for
sports people in north-eastern Victoria and indeed at the
Barr Reserve, which has seen an enormous
development of facilities within the rural city.

Country members were originally concerned about the
offer of a $10 ticket to country people, to have them use
the passenger rail services into Melbourne. We
expressed concern because of the difficulty of utilising
that $10 ticket on the same day. Again I support the
actions taken by the Minister for Sport and Recreation
in the other place and others in making sure that that
ticketing was extended beyond just a single day so that
people could come down one day and travel home on
the following day.

Families in my electorate strongly supported the
18th Commonwealth Games in Melbourne. As has
been highlighted by many members, the games were
very successful and were acclaimed generously by
everybody. We need to recognise the role of the
organising committee, the various government
organisations, the volunteer organisations, competitors
from the various commonwealth countries, the huge
number of volunteers from all over Victoria who came
in and assisted with the successful conduct of the
games, and of course the friendly people who were part
of the audiences along with the crowds that participated
and attended many of the functions that were held.

I personally made representations to the minister on that
matter, having had a number of complaints made to me
by constituents. Later I heard from some who had
successfully got those tickets, when in the first place
they were unable to get them, to travel to Melbourne.
While I am a great supporter of passenger rail services
in country Victoria, I remind the house again that rail
services up to the north-east are not up to standard; that
is another issue on which I will be talking to the
Minister for Transport and raising in further
contributions to debate on other occasions in the house.

Melbourne is a great city; it is one of the great cities of
the world, and I say that to people wherever I go. The
games have demonstrated Melbourne’s capacity to host
major events. I represent a country electorate, and I
recognise the importance of Melbourne as being the
nucleus of the state of Victoria, but at the same time I

We also attended the gymnastics conducted at the Rod
Laver Arena. Those events were absolutely fantastic. I
remind the house that in the 1980s the then National
Party, through the strong leadership of Peter
Ross-Edwards, supported the then Labor government to
ensure the tennis centre, as it was called then, was built.
It is worthwhile members of the government
recognising that the support of the National Party in the
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upper house made sure that that legislation went
through Parliament.
The government took over that area and built the tennis
centre; what great facilities we now have at what was
the tennis centre, then Flinders Park and now
Melbourne Park. The sporting facilities around the
Melbourne Cricket Ground are absolutely second to
none. Melbourne Park is a great example of
Melbourne’s sporting facilities.
I again remind members that the then National Party,
with the balance of power in the Legislative Council,
supported the Labor government’s legislation which led
to the construction of those facilities; we made sure
they were built. I pay tribute to a former Leader of The
Nationals, the Honourable Peter Ross-Edwards, for the
work he did. He was a trustee of the MCG and a
founding trustee for the centre.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr JASPER — Excuse me, what was the
comment?
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
Interjections are disorderly. I ask the honourable
member for Murray Valley to continue and ignore the
interjections.
Mr JASPER — We are always getting stupid
comments from across the house — and that one was
absolutely stupid! I will not respond now but will on
another occasion, because the interjection deserves
comment. Those sorts of comments are disgraceful.
I trust that with the distribution of excess equipment
and the floating fish on the Yarra River that some of
that equipment will come to country areas. Melbourne
has demonstrated its place as the sporting capital of the
world, and the events at the MCG and the other
surrounding areas were electric as far as sports venues
are concerned. There is no doubt that with the support
of the crowds, the events were made even better.
Surely this showcased to the world that we are a
peace-loving country. We live in harmony, in total
contrast to what is happening in trouble spots in the
Middle East and Africa. I hope people who viewed the
events that took place during the Commonwealth
Games will recognise that they, too, can live in
harmony and see it as a way they can live in the future.
We trust we can transfer that experience to other parts
of the world where there are huge problems.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Tourism) — I too support the Premier’s motion and
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congratulate and thank all the organisers of the
Commonwealth Games. I certainly congratulate Ron
Walker and John Harnden and their massive team along
the river at the old World Trade Centre site. I
congratulate the president of the Commonwealth
Games Federation, Mike Fennell, and thank him for the
support from the federation. Thanks also go to Sam
Coffa and Perry Crosswhite of the Commonwealth
Games Association. I also congratulate all the
Australian athletes and all visiting athletes.
As Minister for Tourism, I particularly congratulate
some of those who may be less known to us. There is
Clive Dwyer, who was group manager for tourism and
destination marketing for the Commonwealth Games in
the Melbourne 2006 office. He leveraged maximum
opportunities from a tourism point of view. We heard
from the Premier today that the Australian Hotels
Association said that a record amount of
accommodation was provided in Melbourne with a
93.9 per cent occupancy rate, the highest level we have
ever seen in Melbourne’s history, with some hotels
reporting 100 per cent occupancy.
My thanks go to the Australian Hotels Association and
Clive Dwyer, who set up a room-banking service so we
could make sure that, if people wanted to come to
Melbourne or to regional Victoria to visit any games
venues, they were not going to see signs saying that all
our hotels were full. This room-banking service ensured
that anyone who wanted to come to Melbourne could
do so, resulting in such a phenomenal games attendance
record.
About one-third of the people who visited, about
30 000 visitors, were people who lodged with families
and friends out in the suburbs of Melbourne and
regional Victoria where some of the games sites were
located. It was certainly a record in respect of the
number of tourists we have had at any one point in time
in the history of Melbourne and Victoria. I want to
thank Clive and also Tourism Victoria staff who have
worked for a long period of time in our interstate office
in Sydney and our overseas offices in commonwealth
countries such as New Zealand, the United Kingdom,
Canada and Singapore to gain leverage in some of the
commonwealth countries.
Not only did we get great visitation from those
countries, but we also got exceptional coverage. In
some of the markets where we wanted to make more of
an impression and where it has been very hard to work
in the past, such as South Africa, Malaysia, Canada and
India, the Commonwealth Games gave us a huge
opportunity to have Melbourne noticed. When I saw
last Friday the photos on the front pages of the main
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Indian media I knew the Melbourne Commonwealth
Games were going to be a resounding success because
of the way we portrayed ourselves to the rest of the
world. The success of the games will make it easier for
us to chase up business and encourage people to travel
to Victoria, to live in Victoria and to invest in Victoria.
We will continue to work hard to do that because we
have worked hard during the games to be noticed.
I was on the cabinet committee and was responsible for
working with Tourism Victoria and Clive Dwyer on
our tourism marketing programs. And when we were
not in government I was the shadow Minister for Sport
and Recreation, having supported, as did the Treasurer,
who was the Leader of the Opposition at the time, our
bid for the Commonwealth Games. When you actually
look at the bid document — and I know that some of
the other members have reminded us that it was the
previous government that bid for the games — one of
the uncanny quirks of the bidding process that the
former Premier, Jeff Kennett, found a bit awkward was
that the bidding document stipulated that he had to have
a letter of support from and a photo of the Leader of the
Opposition. We were there supporting the bid for nine
years, as we should have been. There is no doubt that
whilst the previous government did the bidding, we are
the government that actually delivered the best event
Victoria has ever hosted. Personnel from the office of
Justin Madden, Minister for Commonwealth Games in
the other place, and the Office of Commonwealth
Games Coordination also did an exceptional job.
There are a couple of other unsung people I would like
to recognise. We have heard a huge amount about the
volunteers, and they were really great. One of the
greatest volunteers I have known lives in my area of
Endeavour Hills. He is Juan Carlos Loyola, who runs a
Special Olympics soccer program for disabled people.
Carlos was one of the people at the Melbourne Cricket
Ground who escorted dignitaries during medal
presentations. I had the great honour of offering
bouquets to the women’s 4 x 100 metres relay, and
Carlos was there doing a great job. There was probably
no better way to recognise Carlos, and not just as a
volunteer for the Commonwealth Games, than by
giving him this exceptional role of meeting dignitaries
such as our Prime Minister, Prince Edward and visiting
officials from overseas and assisting them in the medal
presentation ceremonies. I thank and commend Carlos.
Other volunteers we have not heard about are people
such as the attachés. There is Gerald Hendricks from
my electorate, who was the attaché for Uganda. Gerry
Hendricks is a mad, passionate sports fan who is
involved with his own family and his kids’ sporting
activities. He was born in South Africa and he was
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asked to support the South African attaché. A few
weeks before the games — where else would you see
this but in a place like Australia — he was asked to be
attaché for the Ugandan team. He was just a retired guy
from the suburb of Dandenong North who was out
there supporting a team from a visiting country. It was a
country from his own region of Africa and not the
country he was born in, but he massively supported that
team. All the teams that had local attachés supporting
them have left this country thinking what a great
hospitable, welcoming, friendly and diverse place this
is, and I want to thank all of those attaches.
There were other attachés like Louis Appleby, chief
executive officer (CEO) of Tourism Victoria, who was
the attaché for the Canadian team. Peter Abraam, CEO
of the Victorian Major Events Company, was the
attaché for the Cypriot team. I want to commend both
of them because they gave us huge and significant
exposure. I was fortunate enough to attend a Cypriot
function that sent off the team the other night. I also had
the opportunity of meeting the English team when they
were in the city of Casey and the team from
Mozambique when they visited the city of Greater
Dandenong last weekend. We had great feedback. Peter
Abraam got all the Greek media behind the Cypriot
team — as well as Australia, of course. It was great to
see the ethnic media supporting our Commonwealth
Games, and it was people like Peter Abraam who did
that.
I would also like to say that I was a volunteer for a
volunteer. Mr Lenders, the Minister for Finance in the
other place, is renowned for being a volunteer, and I
had to volunteer for one of his ministerial portfolios, so
I am claiming that I was a volunteer as well, as was
Minister Kosky, who took on another of the minister’s
portfolios. We all did our bit, but I was really pleased
with the way we showcased Melbourne and how the
people of Melbourne and Victoria and visitors from
other states just wanted to make sure that anyone who
was visiting Melbourne had the best of best
experiences. That is exactly what we saw, and it is
reflected in the comments that members are making in
this house.
Certainly they were the Friendly Games, not only in the
way that everyone was supporting Australia but in the
way they were supporting the underdog teams as well.
The most memorable moments for me in these games
were at the Rugby events, when the crowd was
cheering on the Ugandan team, the Samoan team and
the Tongan team. Even though they were never going
to win a medal, still the crowd was out there supporting
them.
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Another highlight was being at the MCG, watching one
of the Papua New Guinean runners. He was miles
behind anyone else, but he was cheered on by the
crowd and encouraged to finish the race. That was the
great thing we showed about fair-go Australia — we
are welcoming to people, we are respectful of people
and we are supportive of the underdog.
I am very proud and honoured to have been involved in
it, and I know that all members of this house are very
pleased with the efforts of Ron Walker, John Harnden,
the Minister for Commonwealth Games, Meredith
Sussex and the Commonwealth Games Association,
and the Commonwealth Games Federation
internationally.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — I would like to add my
congratulations and thanks to the many thousands of
people who helped make the Commonwealth Games
such an enjoyable and memorable occasion for so many
Victorians and visitors to Victoria. It has been remarked
that these have been friendly games, as were the
Olympic Games of 1956, and it is marvellous to see
that Melbourne, Victoria and Australia’s reputation for
friendliness and being a welcoming place to be has
continued for so many years and looks set to continue
for so many years into the future.
It is noticeable that this friendliness and openness and
welcoming came without being mandated by any law
and without being urged on by any advertising
campaign. It is something that is intrinsic to our nature
and way of life as Victorians and Australians. It is
something that is, in a way, best recognised and
acknowledged and then taken for granted as something
that is expected to continue without being too focused
on. It was certainly noticeable over the games just past
and something marvellous to have seen.
There are many aspects of the games which can be
remarked on. I want to express a few thoughts on
various aspects related to the local area in the Box Hill
electorate and surrounds, and in no particular order I
reflect at the outset on the Queen’s baton relay, which
came to Walker Park in Nunawading in the city of
Whitehorse and was received with great acclaim, as it
was in many other centres around Victoria and other
parts of Australia. Then the following morning it
proceeded through Box Hill along Nelson and Elgar
roads, and departed the city of Whitehorse. That was a
great opportunity for many local people to get involved
with the excitement.
Another memorable aspect was the opportunity and
privilege that I had as a local member, along with other
members of this house, to present Commonwealth
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Games flags to both government and non-government
schools in the electorate. The coming of the
Commonwealth Games was a great opportunity for
schools to teach and show students a bit more about the
commonwealth and its history — the great tradition of
friendliness and unity among nations of the former
British Empire and commonwealth — and it was
noticeable how students’ knowledge of the
commonwealth developed as the games drew closer. It
was a privilege to be able to take part as a local member
in helping to raise that enthusiasm through presenting
flags to the various schools.
The City of Whitehorse was notable in sponsoring the
Sierra Leonean team and raising funds for it, and again
that is a demonstration of the enormous spontaneous
willingness of the community to pitch in and to raise
funds, either through corporate donors or as individual
citizens. I was privileged to meet a number of the
athletes at a civic reception, and I noted their
enthusiasm. We certainly all hope for the best possible
outcome for the future for those athletes, who now face
some difficult issues.
Another notable involvement in the local area was that
of the Box Hill Rugby Union football club, which made
its ground at the corner of Middleborough Road and
Canterbury Road available for some of the training of
the Rugby 7s teams that took part in the games,
particularly the teams from Kenya, Samoa, Niue and
Sri Lanka. Again there was enormous involvement by
the local rugby community in supporting and assisting
those teams.
Looking to the future, I mentioned to the house last
night the hope that the Box Hill athletic club may be
able to receive a share of the surplus equipment that is
now going to become available upon the conclusion of
the games, and I certainly hope the government is able
to finalise and make clear and public very quickly what
those arrangements will be so that Box Hill and many
other clubs that could make good use of that equipment
have every opportunity to submit their applications and
receive fair and proper consideration of their case.
In conclusion, the Commonwealth Games just past
have been yet another demonstration of the enormous
strengths and good qualities of Melbourne and Victoria
as a community, and let us all hope that those strengths
and good qualities continue for many years to come.
Mr LANGDON (Ivanhoe) — The Melbourne
Commonwealth Games were not just simply the best,
they were fabulous. The spirit of goodwill, happiness
and enthusiasm was everywhere to be seen and
experienced. Like many other families and many other
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Melburnians my family and I went out as many times
as possible to experience the occasion, and it was most
rewarding. I advised all the schools in my electorate
that I visited to present the Commonwealth Games
flags that this would be an historic occasion and
something that all the school kids should get out there
and enjoy because it may not come back again.

come from rural and regional Victoria and some from
the Lowan electorate. I would like to congratulate the
organising committee, the games staff and the officials
because they played a very important role in officiating
at many of these events. I know there were some
controversies, but overall the games went extremely
well.

It is 50 years since the Olympic Games, and in another
50 years time perhaps Melbourne could hold such an
event again. I know there has been some criticism of
the opening ceremony because people did not
understand it. I thought it was fabulous. I have been a
regular visitor to the Melbourne Cricket Ground to
watch football games over the years, and there have
been many passages of play that my and many other
football teams have played that I did not understand
either, but I certainly experienced them and enjoyed the
occasion. The opening ceremony was brilliant.

I paid for and attended three events; the opening
ceremony and the track and field events at the
Melbourne Cricket Ground (MCG) last Thursday and
Saturday, which were inspiring. When time permitted I
watched some of the events on television at home. I
talked to my youngest son, who was at the MCG when
Craig Mottram ran the 5000 metres race. He said he
had been to three grand finals and the atmosphere at the
MCG when the race was being run was greater than at
any of the grand finals he has been to. It shows again
that we have a magic city and a magic state for hosting
major events, and the MCG is the type of venue that
can do it very well.

I was present on the banks of the Yarra River for the
opening ceremony. I do not know who came up with
the concept of the fish along the Yarra River, but that
was breathtaking — it really was — and the crowds
thoroughly enjoyed it. There was a cast of hundreds of
thousands there, and the fireworks and the music and
the lighting from the fish were magnificent. I, like
many Melburnians, went back on more than one
occasion to experience it.
I went to many events, like many Melburnians, and all
those running the public transport and the volunteers
should be congratulated. They were brilliant at their
job. The enthusiasm and friendliness was coming
through, smiles were everywhere and people were just
having an excellent time, so I take off my hat to all the
volunteers, staff and people who contributed to the
Commonwealth Games. It was an outstanding event.
Aspects of the arts festival along the Yarra River and in
the Alexandra Gardens were everywhere to be seen. I
did not get to see everything, and I know there were
long queues, and my kids, like all other kids, would
rather not have queues, but when thousands of people
go out to see these events, clearly they want to enjoy
the experience. The closing ceremony, which I was
present at, was moving. I thought the Indians put on a
brilliant show, and I look forward to the Delhi games,
but Melbourne should be proud of the experience we
had. I commend everyone involved.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I would also, on
behalf of the Lowan electorate which I represent,
congratulate all involved with the Commonwealth
Games, from the athletes to the volunteers — and I
agree the volunteers did a fantastic job. Many of them

It was great to see the support given not only to our
Australian athletes but to athletes from the other
71 countries that participated in the games. As I said, I
watched some of the events on television, and I would
like to highlight two that particularly inspired me. One
was Matt Cowdrey, who won the 50 metres freestyle in
the EAD (elite athletes with a disability) event.
Dr Sykes interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — As the member for Benalla
says, he also swam in the 100 metres event. It was
inspiring. His efforts with one arm show that people of
all abilities can be involved in the Commonwealth
Games. But the one that really stood out for me was
Kerry McCann in the women’s marathon. I have often
wanted to see a marathon that was closely fought, and I
think the lead changed five times in the last half
kilometre. It was inspiring to see the crowd lift her, and
her ability to win the women’s marathon.
In rural and regional Victoria, the flags going to schools
was a great opportunity for schools to be involved. The
baton relay went through my electorate for one day. It
started in Branxholme and then went to Hamilton,
Coleraine, Casterton, Edenhope, Nhill, Dimboola and
Horsham. Many people attended, particularly in the
smaller towns of Coleraine and Edenhope, and those
places put on a fantastic show when the baton went
through. Basketball events were held in Ballarat,
Bendigo and Traralgon, and some other events were
held in rural and regional Victoria.
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I want to make sure we get some lasting benefits from
the Commonwealth Games in rural and regional
Victoria. One way of doing that would be to obtain one
of the fish from the Yarra River — and I saw the fish
on the river. There have been applications from Lake
Bolac and from Horsham and other areas in my
electorate that would like to get one of the fish. We
must realise that the people of Melbourne not only had
great access to the games events but also to the free
events on the river and other events. We want to make
sure that some of our country people see the long-term
benefits, not only with the fish but also with some of
the other equipment that could be used.
I want to compliment a couple of athletes who come
from my electorate. One is Lauren Hewitt, who comes
from Warracknabeal. She competed in the
4 x 100 metres relay and won a bronze medal. Katherine
Mitchell is a young lady from Casterton who came sixth
in the javelin event. They are a couple of athletes from
the electorate of Lowan who did very well.
In finishing, there are some concerns about the expense
of the games, and it will be interesting to see what
comes out about that. But overall it was a fantastic
event. It shows that Victoria and Melbourne can put on
events comparable to any around the world. The
weather was kind and Ron Walker has been
congratulated on his efforts. I heard someone on the
ABC saying that they congratulated him on his efforts
in making sure that the weather was good for the
games. That really capped off — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr DELAHUNTY — Sir Ron! The reality is that it
was a good event. There are some concerns, but with
those few words I congratulate all those involved.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr HOWARD
(Ballarat East).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

DISABILITY BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 1 March; motion of
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community Services).
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order! A
question has been raised about the time the member for
Caulfield has to speak on this bill as the opposition’s
lead speaker. As the minister’s second-reading speech
went 32 minutes over the half hour for reading a
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speech, the member for Caulfield will have 62 minutes
to respond.
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — Thank you, Acting
Speaker. I rise to speak on the Disability Bill. I wish to
move a reasoned amendment. Therefore I move:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until full and proper consultation has
taken place with the disability sector over the impact of the
bill on the disabled’.

The Liberal Party initiated a call for this bill to be
withdrawn to allow the disability sector, including
families and the disabled, a respectable time to examine
and consider this large, final bill. This call has been
strongly supported by the sector, but unfortunately it
has fallen on very deaf ears. The minister’s retort in this
place when I made the suggestion was that she had
heard it all before, and her response in this place has
been to try to throw a few insults in my direction.
Ms Garbutt — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
I want to make it very clear that I have never made such
remarks.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
There is no point of order, and the minister has a right
to refute the remark when she replies.
Mrs SHARDEY — Perhaps with some
graciousness I will clarify what I intended to say, which
was that the minister’s retort to those who have raised
this issue with her has been that she has heard it all
before, and her response — —
Ms Garbutt — On a point of order, Acting Speaker,
I request that be withdrawn. It is a blatant untruth!
Dr Napthine — On the point of order, Acting
Speaker, it is not a case of the member having to
withdraw. The minister is deliberately wasting the time
of the lead speaker for the opposition because she is
afraid of what is to be said. It is time for the minister to
sit down and let the member for Caulfield get on with
her speech.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Seitz) — Order!
There is no point of order. No unparliamentary
language was used and there was no reflection on the
minister, but rather argument in debate. I will be
listening very intently to the member for Caulfield from
now on.
Mrs SHARDEY — Thank you very much, Acting
Speaker. I add that the minister’s response to me when I
moved for extra time was to try to throw a few insults
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in my direction. I say to the minister that I can cop
insults, but the disabled and their families, carers and
those bodies that seek to represent them will not, and
they have written to me to voice their disgust. In
addition I have a news flash for the Minister for
Community Services. Interested disability groups are
not across all the detail of this final bill, as was so
arrogantly claimed in this place.
There are very deep concerns that the bill in its current
form has many flaws and will make it harder for the
disabled to access services. The minister was criticised
for not allowing enough time for the exposure draft to
be read and responded to with the deadline being just
before Christmas. Indeed, only some 71 written
submissions got in to represent the views of some
940 000 Victorians with a disability. Now the minister
is cutting short the debate again. This is after Minister
Garbutt was dragged kicking and screaming to agree to
provide an exposure draft of the bill in the first place,
something she desperately tried to avoid. It took months
to get her to agree to that.
One really has to ask what the government is afraid of.
Disabled people having a voice that can actually be
heard? Let me give the minister a few quotes from
those who really understand the issues and who really
represent people with disabilities. Firstly, a letter from
Sue Jackson of the Council of Intellectual Disability
Agencies (CIDA) who wrote to me saying:
I write to congratulate you on your attempt in the Parliament
on 1 March 2006 to have debate on the Disability Bill
adjourned for two months rather than for the two weeks
proposed by Minister Garbutt. CIDA supports your call for a
longer adjournment of debate on the bill in order to allow
time for proper public consideration and discussion of what is
an extremely large (242 pages) complex and important piece
of legislation.

Others voiced their concerns. A letter from Carers
Victoria said:
If such delay means that the government’s legislative
program has to be revised in light of such strong views in the
disability sector, then surely this is a small price to pay.

The Equal Opportunity Commission said:
The time frame allowed for public comment about this bill is
inadequate.

High Point Industries said:
Not enough prior notice to stakeholders to provide considered
comment to this bill and implications of it.

South Gippsland Carers Group said:
The response time to this document highlights the disregard
to family carers.
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CIDA made another comment:
We would suggest that even the most favourable reading of
the submissions received in response to the exposure draft
does not support the contention that the disability community
wants the bill to go through as quickly as possible. Rather, the
dominant concern is to get right legislation that will affect
people’s lives now and for many years in the future.

I think those comments really reflect the community
sector’s views.
The final point that should be made in this regard is that
the minister’s claim that the exposure draft had all the
detail is simply untrue. There are hundreds of changes
with whole sections having been added. I must admit I
was appreciative of the disability services division
executive director, Arthur Rogers, taking me through
the changes in a very competent manner.
In particular, the Victorian Council of Social Service
(VCOSS) has noted some changes and also wrote to me
about its concerns. The letter, subheaded ‘Request for
adjournment of debate on Disability Bill’ starts:
We strongly urge you to delay the debate on the Disability
Bill by two months.

This is what they wrote to Minister Garbutt.
This adjournment of the debate on the bill would allow time
for full consideration and discussion of this very complex and
significant piece of legislation by those who it will most
affect — people with disabilities, their families and carers,
and providers of disability services.
This Disability Bill is an important, far-reaching and complex
piece of legislation which has enormous implications for
people with disabilities, their families and service providers in
Victoria. In our letter dated 8 December 2005 we expressed
concern about the extremely short time line for analysis of,
and response to, the exposure draft of the bill. Many received
information about the exposure draft from the Department of
Human Services at the end of November.

It is very clear that the deep concerns expressed on this
issue go right across the board. The Liberal Party agrees
that the disability legislation needs to be rewritten. We
took that policy to the last election. However, if the
Bracks government and Minister Garbutt refuse to
withdraw this legislation to allow a respectable period
of time for consultation on the details of the final bill,
the Liberal Party will not give this bill its support.
I will now turn to debate the bill itself. The purpose of
this bill, as has been made clear, is the repeal of two
acts of Parliament — the Intellectual Disability
Persons’ Services Act 1986 and the Disability Services
Act 1991, and creates a new regime to administer
disability services. These two acts have been in place
for many years and were the result of a bipartisan
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process of the entire Parliament. The member for
Rodney explained very carefully the process that took
place in this Parliament before I became a member. He
described a process which was indeed bipartisan and
something for the Parliament to be very proud of.
To understand the importance of this legislation one
needs to understand the proportion of the population
that is going to be affected by it. There are around
940 000 Victorians with some kind of disability. That is
one in five people. Of these, around 273 000 have a
severe or profound disability. According to the
Australian Institute of Health and Welfare, two-thirds
of Australians with a disability are under 65 years of
age and a large number are children. The 700 000
Victorian carers who live in households supporting
disabled Victorians are a unique and very amazing
group of people who should receive key recognition as
part of this debate.
In my time as shadow minister I have had the pleasure
of meeting very many of these carers and have had the
opportunity to understand what they are trying to do.
As I have mentioned in the past, I too lived in a family
with a disabled person and understand the challenges to
families to stay together and support their loved one
who has a disability. There are 389 government and
non-government disability service organisations which
operate at least one service outlet, and many of those
would operate more than one.
Disability affects different people in different ways. It
varies from intellectual, psychiatric and sensory
disability, including acquired brain injury, to physical
disability. Disability also affects people in varying
degrees. For some it is life altering, while for others it
provides challenges that are more easily overcome.
The responsibility of government is not only to give
recognition to the needs of the disabled and their
families but to minimise the spin and the rhetoric and
streamline the ways in which the service system can be
navigated and services are planned, funded and
delivered. This should be what government is about.
Forget the spin and the rhetoric about how much money
we are spending or what we have done to make things
better!
The point is that we are here to make the system better.
That is what is being looked for. If that is not achieved,
and if a lack of resources leaves thousands of disabled
people out in the cold, then plans, reviews, legislation
and systems count for nothing. Many would know the
extent of the disability needs register and appreciate
that there are thousands of people in the state without
services. There are some 3000 looking for supported
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accommodation, with at least 1000 of those on the
urgent list. We do not get information about that too
often, but I think people know that they are more or less
the figures.
In the context of this legislation it should be noted that
43 organisations funded for information and/or
advocacy in Victoria did not make submissions at any
stage of the review process, which by and large means
it is most unlikely that those organisations actually
engaged their constituencies in the process.
The response of the peak bodies representing the
intellectually disabled, who make up the bulk of people
with disabilities in Victoria, is that they are concerned
that the intellectually disabled will be disadvantaged by
this legislation because they will lose the specific status
which meets their special needs. I would like to quote
from the Council of Intellectual Agencies, which wrote:
It is our very strong view that amalgamation of the two
current acts into one piece of legislation is inappropriate and
not in the interests of people with intellectual disabilities. The
strengths of the IDPSA —

that is, the previous act —
must not be lost in efforts to further progress the rights of
people with disabilities.
…
Much of the enthusiasm for amalgamation of the acts appears
to derive from a view that disability supports should ‘no
longer be based on the type of disability that a person has’.
This view has been reflected in a continuing shift away from
a specific focus on people with intellectual disabilities in
favour of a ‘non-diagnosis-specific’ approach. CIDA has
serious concerns about this approach, especially since it
appears to be based on unargued assumptions and could result
in a loss of hard-won gains for people with intellectual
disabilities and a reduction in emphasis on the specific
supports, programs, safeguards and approaches needed to
facilitate their participation as equal citizens.

Jewish Care also expressed concern about the watering
down of the eligibility criteria for people with an
intellectual disability. One quote from it was that:
… broadening the accepted criteria means we may lose touch
with people who need the most support.

CIDA even questioned the timing of the legislative
review, as it is most concerned that while the process of
giving effect to the state disability plan is being
undertaken there has been little time to identify, trial
and evaluate different approaches of service delivery
such as individualised funding frameworks and
planning, and quality frameworks and standards.
I would now like to turn to some of the main provisions
of this legislation. Part 1 establishes the bill’s
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commencement as 1 July 2007. Given this time frame, I
again question what the rush is. Another couple of
months to allow the sector to discuss the detail of the
bill would go a long way towards ensuring that it has
the proper capacity to have an input. When the actual
implementation is not until the middle of next year, two
more months would be quite reasonable.
As I said, I think two months of community
consultation should be undertaken. The one reason for
the minister’s rush which stands out is that the Bracks
government merely wants this bill out of the way. This
is part of its re-election agenda, and it is trying to bed
down its legislation prior to the campaign fully opening
up. Obviously it does not want this agenda to be
complicated by debates about the needs of the disabled.
It is a great pity that the government has gone down this
track. It should be able to put politics aside and work in
favour of delivering a proper piece of legislation.
In relation to the definitions, controversy also arose as
to whether to include psychiatric disability and mental
illness in the definition of disability. The final bill does
not include these illnesses, and it is therefore somewhat
at odds with the definitions in the commonwealth
antidiscrimination legislation and the state disability
plan. This is complicated by the clause which defines a
disability action plan as one which complies with the
commonwealth Disability Discrimination Act 1992. To
be really consistent with the federal legislation the
definition would have to include mental illness, but it
does not.
Part 2 sets out the objectives and principles upon which
disability services are to be based. The one deletion in
the objects of the bill, which was in the response to the
exposure draft, is clause 4(2), the clause which was
designed to give the government an out if it could not
provide adequate resources for the provision of
services. The disability sector, in particular those bodies
representing the intellectually disabled, was in strong
support of the retention of the explicit principles in the
original legislation, which provide a broad
philosophical framework within which the legislation
should be read.
I note principles have been included in the response to
the exposure draft to recognise the needs of children
with disabilities and their families, although there is
enormous concern that the role of parents is not
properly recognised in the remainder of the bill. I will
quote from Margaret Ryan’s letter, which describes her
concern about this very issue. She said:
The most telling omission from the Disability Bill 2006 is the
word ‘parent’. The Disability Bill 2006 totally neglects the
role and legal authority of parents of babies, children and
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young persons under the age of 18. Under the new act, for all
intents and purposes, babies, children and young people with
disabilities in Victoria are orphans; their parents do not exist.
The Disability Bill barely recognises children. You would
think that Victoria’s 75 600 children aged 0 to 15 years with
disabilities also do not exist. There are five mentions about
children which have been written into the Disability Bill after
the chorus of protests at the original omission. These sections
are either machinery or pay lip-service to the key issues.
… the legal authority of parents for those under 18 years
means that there is an absolute need to differentiate between
adults and non-adults. As well, the service system for children
and young people — in child care, health and education to
name but three key areas — is very different.
While the government denies the existence of babies, children
and young people with disabilities and their parents, it can
conveniently ignore its responsibilities towards these
vulnerable and disadvantaged citizens of Victoria.

That is a very heartfelt letter, which to my mind carries
great weight.
The need to be able to access services close to your
home is recognised in the new bill, and I congratulate
the government on that. I note that the Intellectual
Disability Review Panel queries why the bill needs to
include reference to people with disabilities having the
same responsibilities as other members of the
community when the objectives of the bill and its
various provisions are concerned with the protection
and promotion of the rights of people with disabilities.
The concern is that the disabled may well be viewed as
not complying with their responsibilities even if they do
not have the capacity to understand or exercise them.
In response to the objectives and principles of this
legislation, the concerns are borne out by the strong
feeling in the sector that they reflect the tension, if you
like, between the rights and needs of the disabled —
that is, the rights on one hand and the needs on the other
hand — and many people feel that people with
disabilities have no right to services in Victoria even if
they have an obvious need. In fact the request to change
the principles to reflect a right to services has not been
acceded to, and that is a very glaring omission.
Part 3 of this bill establishes the structure for the
administration of services for the disabled. Firstly, it
grants the Secretary of the Department of Human
Services the powers to allocate funding and enter into
contracts with service providers. Concern has been
raised that the rights and functions of the secretary are
weaker than the role of the department under the
existing legislation and the onus and responsibility on
government is reduced in significant areas, making the
role of the department narrower and more
administratively focused. In fact many of the
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commitments and responsibilities set out in section 6 of
the Intellectually Disabled Persons’ Services Act do not
appear to be reflected in the role and functions of the
secretary — for example, the role of ensuring access to
a range of services was omitted.
Concern has also been raised in relation to the power of
the secretary to provide funds to a person as well as to
councils and non-government organisations. The query
is whether a person can become a service provider and
have their details not recorded on the register of
disability service providers. The additional question is
whether this allows for direct payments to people with
disabilities and/or families and what quality provisions
would be made under these circumstances. I would like
to receive some sort of clarification on this. I am
pleased to see that the parliamentary secretary is
present; perhaps he will explore that definition. The
issue of concern is that people with a mental illness are
also not covered in this bill. Will this mean that there
will be a failure to provide services to those people with
dual or multiple disabilities — for example, a mental
illness and an intellectual disability?
Secondly, it will establish the Victorian Disability
Advisory Council to advise the minister. There seems
to be general support for giving the advisory council
legislative basis, so I will not go into the detail of that
further.
Thirdly, the bill will create a disability services
commissioner to handle complaints about services for
the disabled. This position, which is to be appointed by
the Governor in Council, is for a maximum of five
years, but after five years the person in the position is
eligible for re-appointment. He or she is not subject to
the Public Administration Act but must provide an
annual report. It is unclear whether this annual report of
the commissioner will be tabled in Parliament. I would
have thought that would be mandatory, so this is
another area where I would like some clarification —
perhaps from the parliamentary secretary — as to
whether the annual report of the commissioner is to be
tabled in his house. The independence of the disability
services commissioner will be completely lost if that is
not the case.
The concern expressed in relation to this position is that
the commissioner should have the power to initiate
their own investigations on behalf of individuals and
groups and not just respond to complaints made to
them. That is a very sensible suggestion. It would mean
that the commissioner would be able to embark upon
some investigations at their own instigation.
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Individuals in particular may be unwilling or unable to
lodge a complaint about their service provider,
especially when they are reliant on the service provider
for their day-to-day needs. I think we should give the
commissioner that flexibility. The sector would also
like the commissioner to have the power to review
departmental decisions; for example, in relation to a
person’s plan. This idea was put forward by the
intellectual disability review panel.
The bill establishes a Disability Services Board to
advise both the minister and the disability services
commissioner with respect to complaints. This body of
11 members will be appointed by the minister to be
representative of service providers, service users and
children with disabilities but not parents. Three other
members are to have certain expertise and there will be
further single representatives of the secretary of the
department and the health services commissioner.
The bill also provides for a senior practitioner to
regulate restrictive interventions and compulsory
treatment. I will refer to that later. This is a sensitive
area in relation to the use of restrictive interventions
such as restraint and seclusion as determined by the
secretary of the department as a result of an application.
Such restraint must be part of a behaviour management
plan developed with the assistance of an authorised
program officer. The senior practitioner will be
responsible for guidelines and standards and the
provision of rights for the disabled. While I do not
propose to detail all of the functions and powers of this
office I wish to raise a major concern detailed by the
intellectual disability review panel in relation to:
… the need for an independent body to regulate the systemic
use of such practices and report these issues to Parliament.

That was on page 15 of its report.
Finally, the Disability Advisory Council of Victoria has
expressed strong concern about the continued use of
physical restraint and seclusion. It is of the view that the
bill allows such practices to be extended to all people
with a disability if they are attending a disability service
provider. Perhaps the Parliamentary Secretary for
Community Services could seek some clarification on
this very important issue.
The bill provides community visitors with the
responsibility of reviewing the performance of
residential service providers. These provisions appear
to replicate those contained in the Intellectually
Disabled Persons’ Services Act, although it is noted
that with the closure of Kew Residential Services the
issue of whether we will need many more community
visitors to attend to the people who have been shifted
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out of Kew and into individual homes has been raised.
Of course, this would need to be resourced.
Part 4 of the bill deals with the provision of disability
services. It requires the minister to ensure that a state
disability plan is prepared, as well as requiring public
sector bodies to prepare similar plans and to report
annually on their implementation. It provides a
framework for the registration of service providers,
including both the application process and the process
of review. It establishes a right of review where a
request for support is refused by a provider.
This portion of the bill gives effect to that state
disability plan and provides that the new state disability
plan will be prepared by 1 January 2013 and that the
plan will be reviewed every four years. It is not clear
whether the requirement for a review every four years
applies to the current plan. If so, it would require a
review this year. Clause 37(2) would indicate that this
is the case. I would therefore ask how this review is
progressing if it is progressing at all.
Some concerns have been raised in relation to the state
disability plan, and I would like to quote from some of
the letters and submissions I have received expressing
those concerns. I quote again from Margaret Ryan:
In the 10-year 2002–12 state disability plan the government
gives commitments to ensuring progress by, inter alia,
undertaking a yearly review of the priority strategies,
evaluating the outcomes and ensuring the views of people
with a disability, their parents, families and carers, service
providers and members of the broader community are listened
to and taken into account.
This commitment is not worth the paper it is written on. The
first implementation plan on finished 30 June 2005, nine
months ago.
The minister’s advice is that work has commenced on the
development of the second implementation plan and as part
of this work a review of initiatives is being undertaken …
There has been no public call for views on the state plan.

I think that speak volumes about the way this
government implements its responsibilities under the
disability plan.
In its submission the Victorian Council of Social
Service said the following:
One of the key goals of the state disability plan is to build
more inclusive communities — to ‘strengthen the Victorian
community so that it is more welcoming and accessible, so
that people with a disability can fully and equally participate
in the life of the Victorian community’. This is reflected in the
purpose of the exposure draft of the Disability Bill, which
states that strengthening the rights and responsibilities of
people with disabilities ‘requires support across the
government sector and within the community’.
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It should be noted at the outset that the scope of the bill is not
nearly broad enough to realise these objectives. Despite being
called a ‘disability bill’ the bill applies predominantly to the
operation of the Department of Human Services and to
disability services funded by the Victorian government, and
to some extent, to other Victorian government departments.
Its provisions do not apply specifically to public infrastructure
or other amenities in the broader Victorian community, and
do not apply at all to business or industry. It is disappointing
that the new disability legislation in its current form will thus
not contribute significantly to furthering some of the key
objectives of A Fairer Victoria and the state disability plan as
outlined above.

There is also a requirement in this part of the legislation
for public sector bodies — that is, departments,
statutory authorities and statutory corporations — to
prepare disability action plans. This includes a
provision for local government which is aimed at
achieving a whole-of-government approach to the
provision of disability actions. However, as you can
see, organisations such as VCOSS do not believe this is
possible. The intellectual disability review panel is of
the view that such plans should have to be monitored
and reviewed in consultation with people with
disabilities if they are to have proper effect; that is its
slant on it.
In its response the Council of Intellectual Disability
Agencies also raised some issues of concern in relation
to state plans. I turn to page 19 of its submission where
it states:
We are particularly concerned that the particular needs of
people with intellectual disabilities should not become
submerged or lost within broader, less specific data and plans.
The Public Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC) in its
December 2004 Report on the Review of the
Auditor-General’s Performance Audit Report — Services for
People with an Intellectual Disability noted that:
The Auditor-General pointed to an inconsistency
between the legislative requirements to produce a state
plan for services for people with an intellectual disability
and the department’s wider responsibility to provide
quality and appropriate services for all people with any
disability … the Auditor-General found there is a risk
that the legislative emphasis on provision of services to
people with an intellectual disability will be muted in a
combined plan.

There is also a new clause requiring information
systems to be maintained to enable planning,
monitoring and evaluation. Hopefully this will mean
the department keeps data and will be able to answer
many of the questions I have put on notice seeking
information the department has not been able to
provide.
Clause 40 provides a framework for the registration of
service providers. This provision is broader than that in
the current legislation in that it potentially allows more
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people to apply for registration. Clause 43 contains
provision for the revocation of registration by the
secretary, which is reviewable by the Victorian Civil
and Administrative Tribunal. A lot of concern has been
expressed about the power the department holds over
organisations and its capacity to control almost every
aspect of the running of organisations, including the
fact it can remove their registration.
Part 4, division 2, of the bill relates to the provision for
access and eligibility. Clauses 49 and 50 appear to shift
the assessment of eligibility to the service provider, and
this is an area of grave concern throughout the sector.
Currently the secretary has the responsibility to declare
a person’s eligibility, and these clauses provide that an
individual wanting a disability service should apply to a
service provider, who can refuse the application. The
applicant then has to apply to the secretary to have the
decision reviewed or changed. In its submission the
Intellectual Disability Review Panel (IDRP) had some
concerns about this very issue. At page 21 of its
submission it states:
The provisions of accessing disability services and
determination of eligibility for services appear unclear and to
shift the assessment of eligibility to the service provider in the
first instance, compared to the current responsibilities held by
the secretary to determine and declare eligibility under the
IDPS act. Section 50 of the proposed bill provides for the
secretary to determine whether or not a person has a disability
only in circumstances where a person’s request for services
has been refused on the basis of an assessment and that the
person does not have a disability.

That makes very clear the deep concerns of the sector
in relation to this issue. There appears to be a lack of
clarity, therefore, in these provisions, and there is no
provision for the resourcing of service providers to
conduct the assessments. It is possible that one person
could apply to several providers. That would hardly be
a way to provide planned and coordinated care for
people with disabilities, and it causes me alarm. The
IDRP also suggests a need to amend this provision to
provide a clearer process and responsibilities for
decisions as to whether a person has a disability as an
entitlement to services.
Part 4, division 3, covers planning for the disabled. This
part provides for individual plans to be drawn up when
a service provider is requested by a disabled person to
assist with planning. However, the drawing-up of such
plans can only be provided to those disabled people
currently in receipt of a disability service. I will later
discuss in greater detail my concerns with these
provisions.
On page 21 of its submission the Council for
Intellectual Disabilities Agencies finds the whole of
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division 2 in part 4 totally unacceptable and believes it
should be reworked. It states:
CIDA states in the strongest possible terms that division 2
part 4 is fundamentally inadequate and unacceptable in its
current form and requires substantial reworking and
redrafting before the bill is considered by Parliament.

That has not occurred. The Intellectual Disability
Review Panel is also greatly concerned that the bill
does not address substantive issues in relation to
people’s entitlements to plans, whole-of-life planning,
statutory responsibility for planning and the right for
independent reviews of plans.
Part 5 of the bill deals with residential services for the
disabled. It requires disability service providers who
provide residential services to produce a residential
statement outlining the essential terms and conditions
of their service provision. It outlines the important
duties of both service providers and residents. The bill
also provides frameworks for the operation of both
community residential units and residential institutions.
Concern in this area relates to clause 76, which
provides for a notice to vacate when no reason is
specified. Calls have been made for its deletion as the
panel believes it obviates the protection of rights
intended by this division. Concern has also been raised
as to the potential conflicts with provisions relating to
the right of the senior practitioner, community visitors
and the secretary to inspect premises. It believes there
are conflicts with all those people having those rights.
Part 6 of the bill places further requirements on service
providers and provides accountability mechanisms for
performance in service provision. The bill requires
service providers to provide written information for
those receiving services. It also regulates the
management of moneys with the consent of the resident
and provides for accountability and security. I note that
sections of the IDPS legislation relating to residents’
trust funds found its way back into the legislation
between the exposure draft and the final draft. I suppose
that is something to be grateful for. These provisions
give the minister and the secretary responsibility for
setting standards and for the review of performance
against those standards.
It may well be commendable to make the minister
responsible for setting standards in the provision of
disability services and provide for monitoring to ensure
compliance. It is not unreasonable to question whether
the government will actually provide appropriate levels
of funding to organisations for them to comply with
standards. Given the productivity cuts applied to the
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community sector by the Bracks government, one
really has to wonder if this will be the case.
I refer to a letter I received in relation to this whole
issue of indexation and the productivity cuts applied by
this government. It is from the chief executive officer of
Disability Opportunities Victoria, Greg Merrett. He
wrote:
We have requested details of the impact of inadequate
funding provided by the state government under the DHS
NGO Price Index since its implementation in 2003.
A copy of that advice is attached to this letter and it clearly
demonstrates funding cutbacks over the years 2003–04,
2004–05 and 2005–06.
Further, the inadequacy of funding for commuter vehicles and
the offer of indexed funding of 2.42 per cent for 2006–07
accentuates the funding shortfall.

The letter goes into the details but basically says that
even with the changes the government has applied
through its productivity cuts, the shortfall is still around
$12.5 million. This government should be held
accountable for the way in which it has cut funding to
front-line services in the disabilities area. If service
providers are to be punished for not meeting standards,
it should not just be for the reason that the government
has failed to provide adequate funding. In other words
you cannot take an organisation to task for not meeting
standards if you have not provided enough resources to
actually comply with those standards.
CIDA raised issues in relation to this part of the
legislation when it referred to the Public Accounts and
Estimates Committee report for 2004, which states:
… the committee has some concerns about the resourcing
requirements of these proposed approaches. The committee
believes that if service providers need additional resources to
comply with new requirements, this should be recognised in
funding arrangements.

In giving the secretary the power to give directions to
service providers for non-compliance the section fails
to recognise that the secretary is a disability service
provider himself. Therefore, under these provisions the
secretary could be in the very strange position of
imposing a penalty on himself. The question must be
asked: will the secretary be held accountable for
government-run providers who breach or fail to meet
performance measures? Perhaps the parliamentary
secretary will be able to answer that question as well.
There is enormous concern in relation to the
sovereignty of non-government organisations that
provide services to the disabled.
Part 7 of the bill relates to restrictive interventions. This
is a whole new section. I have discussed some of the
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issues in relation to the use of restrictive interventions,
and in particular to the role of the senior practitioner.
Further concerns have been raised which reiterate a call
for the provision of an automatic, external review of
decisions on the use of restrictive interventions, similar
to the protections provided under the Mental Health
Act. Similarly there are calls for a process of reporting
and monitoring the use of chemical restraints and a
more objective definition of their use. These issues
have been raised, even though there has been a
recognition of the provisions which protect and
strengthen the rights of the disabled in this area and the
consequent penalties for breaches of the legislation.
One of the other issues that has been raised is the desire
to see that those people appointed as authorised
program officers for the actual running of this section,
who will have the responsibility of ensuring that
interventions are administered in accordance with
legislation, have a clear level of expertise, and that is
not obvious in the legislation. A point of clarification
has been raised as to whether a behaviour management
plan drawn up by one service provider as the basis of
restraint and seclusion can be relied upon by another
service provider or whether another plan is required.
That is a question I also pose.
In relation to the provision for independent persons to
make sure that disabled persons understand the use of
the restraint or seclusion, concern has been raised about
the need for a specific program to ensure the
availability of such people to service providers, similar
to that which operates under the Office of the Public
Advocate. Finally, concern was expressed that, if there
is to be a capacity to apply to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal for a review of the inclusion of
restraint and seclusion, there is a need for specialist
knowledge of and expertise in intellectual disability for
that review process to be effective. This concern about
the need for specialist knowledge and expertise in
relation to reviews conducted by VCAT applies to other
areas of the bill and has also been expressed by the
sector.
Part 8 of the bill relates to compulsory treatment. The
bill provides for residential treatment facilities to be
part of the intense residential treatment program of the
statewide forensic service and to be run by an
authorised program officer. This program will only be
for those with an intellectual disability who represent a
risk of violence to another person. The senior
practitioner must be advised of such a person’s
admission to a facility. There has been support for the
provision of a legal framework for compulsory
treatment, with judicial review and decision making.
However, the intellectual disability review panel
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believes that compulsory treatment and the significant
restrictions on the rights of a person with an intellectual
disability are somewhat problematic. The panel also
claims that the bill represents significant changes in
relation to compulsory treatment. These are to be tested
and include variations and departures from the
recommendations set out in the Law Reform
Commission’s report on compulsory care, which I
believe was published in 2003.
In summary, what are some of the concerns that we
have which support a reasoned amendment? Firstly,
there is the haste with which the final part of the
process of reviewing disability legislation has taken
place. As I said earlier, when the exposure draft was
released those in the community sector were only given
six weeks to respond. For many, particularly families
and their carers, that would have been a difficult thing
to achieve. The disability sector is furious at the speed
with which this legislation will be finally enacted. We
have called for a delay of two months, which many in
the community sector have called for.
There is also an ongoing debate in the sector about
whether two existing acts should be consolidated into
one. Those organisations concerned about intellectual
disabilities are quite anxious to retain two separate acts.
Another area which we raised concerns about is the
access to services. At present the intellectually disabled
access all services through the Department of Human
Services. DHS assesses their eligibility and then plans,
refers and coordinates their support. Under this bill the
intellectually disabled will need to identify and
approach individual service providers to request
services. Service providers will either agree to or refuse
these requests or ask for further information or
assessment of eligibility. If a person has been refused
access to services, they can ask the secretary to review
the matter. However, service providers will not have
the power or authority to grant access to some services
such as supported accommodation which is where
many disabled people find themselves living. It is
unclear what the process is to access these services.
The coordination of access to disability service is a
crucial support that must be maintained. The bill shifts
responsibility for assessment from DHS to individual
service providers at significant expense, but makes
absolutely no provision for the resources for this extra
work and in fact has made productivity cuts. It is
unclear in many cases how many of these individual
service providers will be carrying out the task they have
been allocated under this piece of legislation. As the
government is ultimately responsible for the provision
of these services, it is more appropriate for the task of
determining eligibility to be retained by the department.
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In relation to planning, under the current act the
intellectually disabled may request that the DHS
prepare a general service plan regardless of whether
they are currently receiving ongoing disability services.
This plan outlines the major areas in which support is
required and the strategies to be implemented to
provide that support. In addition, individual service
providers must annually prepare and review an
individual program plan for their clients. This plan
specifies ways to achieve goals identified in the general
service plan. In this way individual service plans
developed by service providers are certain to be
consistent with the broader general plan.
Under the new bill, when someone with an intellectual
disability requests a service from a provider, that
provider must offer assistance with planning, but it will
only be required to prepare a plan if the person is
currently receiving services. Part of the planning
process should be identifying which, if any, services are
needed. When individuals receive services from more
than one provider, the lack of coordination, as it is
presently provided, may mean that either individuals
will have multiple plans that are not integrated and may
therefore miss out on the benefits that flow from
complementary plans or, at worst, they may have plans
that conflict and negate each other. As in the case of
access, DHS bears ultimate responsibility for planning
and should retain its coordinating role. Again,
individual providers are being given no money to carry
out these new roles.
Despite the extensive resources devoted to coordinating
planning by DHS, the Auditor-General found that it
failed to meet its existing requirements. An unfunded
shift of responsibility is likely to make the situation
worse. Concern has also been raised about the
effectiveness and expense of the administrative
structure proposed under the bill as well as potential
conflicts of interest associated with questions of
independence. That the senior practitioner is to be
subject to the direction and control of the secretary is
questionable given that DHS is a service provider and
the senior practitioner is responsible for ensuring the
rights of those using DHS services.
The bill allows the government to exempt itself from
compliance with the residential rights provisions of the
bill — another concern. It also allows the secretary to
set different standards and performance measures for
different categories of service providers that could be
used to set less onerous standards for the Department of
Human Services as a provider.
The fact that the penalties for non-compliance with
standards are imposed by the secretary fails to
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recognise that DHS is itself a provider. Similarly, the
disability services commissioner’s powers to initiate
inquiries into complaints is subject to approval by the
minister. The sector is highly concerned at the prospect
of DHS continuing as a service provider whilst taking
on a new role as umpire.
In relation to compliance, key stakeholders argue that
the degree of control given to the government over the
operation of service providers will circumscribe the
capacity of their management to meet their legal and
fiduciary obligations. They worry that the government
will set not only their funding levels but also their fee
levels with respect to certain charges. In addition the
government will control their expenditure through its
ability to mandate staffing levels and structures. This
also has the potential to undermine the capacity of
service providers to innovate in their operations to best
meet their performance obligations.
Another concern is that the liability of service providers
for acts or omissions at the direction of the relevant
authority is unclear under the bill. The current
Intellectually Disabled Persons’ Services Act provides
an indemnity for service providers for any liability
incurred where the service provider has acted in good
faith and with reasonable care. This bill contains no
such provision. The degree of government control over
their operations may also potentially jeopardise service
providers’ taxation status, something I would like some
clarification on.
Finally, the sector is unanimous in its fury at the speed
with which this bill has been introduced. It is aware of
and grateful for our support in seeking to have it
withdrawn. Yet the government has been adamant that
the bill proceed in its current form and be debated in the
shortest possible time. Given this behaviour, one cannot
help but be of the view that this is a bill which has been
drafted by and for the Department of Human Services,
not the disabled. We on this side of the chamber in the
Liberal Party will give a commitment to rewrite the
legislation in keeping with our election promise and in
a way that is more reflective of the needs of the sector.
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I am very pleased to
speak on this very important disability bill, firstly
because of my personal interest in disabilities and
secondly because of the number of people in our
community who suffer from disabilities. There are in
excess of 900 000 people in the Victorian community
who have a disability of one sort or another. About
315 000 people of all ages have a severe or profound
disability, and they are identified as a potential
population for disability services. I could go on with
those statistics. There are a very large number of people
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with disabilities in our community, and it is a very
important issue.
I want to start by complimenting the minister’s
parliamentary secretary, the member for Derrimut, on
the efforts he has made to consult with the community.
I note that the government has done a good job in some
respects, and I will come to the rest of it in a minute.
We have the state disability plan, which is a good
document, and all of these other documents — the
review of disability legislation, May 2003; the report of
recommendations, October 2004; and the Disability
Bill overview, 2005, and all the paperwork that goes
with it. All of that is good stuff, and I know that the
parliamentary secretary has spent a great deal of time
and effort, with a great deal of sincerity, in consulting
with a wide group of people in the community.
But I put it to the house that it is a pity that this has not
gone on just a little bit longer. A lot of good work has
been done, a lot of talking has been done, but those in
the disability community are not happy with the
outcome, and they want more time. I urge the
government to give that additional time. This is
important legislation. It contains, as the minister says,
the most important amendments for many years. It is
going to determine the shape of disability services for at
least the next generation and we need to get it right
rather than just get it through. I urge the government to
take more time.
I note that the member for Caulfield has moved a
reasoned amendment. I also had a reasoned amendment
prepared earlier today. It was a little bit more specific
than that of the member for Caulfield. I intend moving
an amendment to the member for Caulfield’s reasoned
amendment to be a little bit more specific. It gives a
specific time. Therefore I move:
That all the words after ‘a second time’ be omitted with the
view of inserting in their place the words ‘for a period of three
months to give disability service providers, non-government
agencies, carers and clients the opportunity to seriously
consider the detail of the bill and its implications and make
their views known to the government’.

I appreciate the sentiments put forward by the member
for Caulfield. We are not far apart on it; we want to be a
little more specific and prescriptive. We want to have a
time limit on it, and we want all of those people and
others, but certainly all of those who I have listed in the
amendment, to be included in those discussions with
the government. I urge the government — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Smith) — Order! I
remind members that they will now be speaking on the
bill itself, the amendment by the member for Caulfield
and the member for Rodney’s separate amendment.
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Mr MAUGHAN — It is an important piece of
legislation. The government has done a good job so far
in talking to a wide range of people, so why rush it?
Why not take a little more time to bring the community
with it? Let us get it right and make sure we have really
good legislation.
I have gone through all the various documents and said
it is important legislation because of the number of
people involved. There are very sound objectives and
principles in the document and I will go through them
in a little more detail as we go through.
I want to pay tribute to a range of people who have
written to us on this legislation. We have had lots of
correspondence from people who are very concerned
about the legislation. In particular I want to
acknowledge the efforts of Sue Jackson from the
Council of Intellectual Disability Agencies (CIDA),
Margaret Ryan, the president of Disability Network,
and Jean Topps from the Gippsland Carers Association,
all of whom are or have been in the gallery during this
evening’s debate. Certainly they have been following
the progress of the bill with a great deal of interest and
have been providing members with a great deal of very
good information.
The member for Caulfield in her presentation went
through a lot of the arguments that are being put
forward by the disability community. I do not intend to
canvass all those except to just briefly go through issues
that were raised by CIDA with Minister Garbutt as
recently as 16 March. I will just go through the
headings of those because I think they are important
and we will go through some of the detail as we go
through. They involve access to services, individual
planning issues, problems and concerns with that
individual planning process, and shifting of
responsibilities to non-government service providers.
This government is not bad at doing that. It is pretty
hypocritical in terms of blaming others.
At question time today the Minister for Education
Services was very good at shifting the blame when
taking about using some of the money from the sale of
the Snowy Hydro Ltd for non-government schools. She
said it was all the responsibility of the commonwealth;
she shifted the blame elsewhere and said it was not her
responsibility. We hear it so many times in health, aged
care and roads — it is all that wicked federal
government that does not give the state government all
the money it is entitled to. The state government is also
very good at shifting its responsibility. There are
concerns in the disability sector that this legislation is
the thin end of the wedge in shifting some of that
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responsibility. I am sure that during the debate some of
those issues will come out. There is genuine concern.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — The member for Melton can
object if he wants. The fact is that if you talk to the
people out there in the disability community, that is
what they are saying. If he hangs around for a little
while I will read him a whole host of letters that say
exactly that, so he should not rubbish it. The fact is that
the disability community is concerned that the
government is looking at cost shifting. Given its record
in a whole range of areas — local government is a very
good example and there are lots of others — that is not
a surprise and it is a valid concern.
There is also concern about infringements of the
sovereignty of non-government organisations, and I
intend dealing with that in a little more detail; conflicts
of interest for the Department of Human Services, the
secretary and the minister; and finally the time line for
the passage of the bill and the process for amendments.
On behalf of a very broad range of disability
organisations the Council for Intellectual Disabilities
Agencies pleaded with the minister for an extension of
time. So both the opposition and The Nationals will
certainly be arguing for that extension of time so we
can get this legislation right rather than simply see it
rushed through.
Having said all that, let me make a few general
comments before getting back to some of the specifics.
I agree with the minister, who said in her
second-reading speech that people with a disability
have the right to enjoy the same range of civil,
economic, social and cultural rights that are available to
all Victorians. That is a principle that I think every
member of this house would agree to. I also applaud the
significant progress that has been made over recent
decades — and I say ‘decades’, because it goes right
back to Cunningham Dax, who started it all. I have not
looked up the research, but it is probably 40 years ago
that Cunningham Dax really started to change the
mental health system as it then was.
We have made enormous changes over recent decades,
and we have certainly made enormous changes in our
attitude to people with a disability. We still have a long
way to go, I acknowledge that, but we also need to look
back and say that we have made some progress —
albeit all too slow — with respect to community
attitudes towards disability. Much, much more remains
to be done, and this legislation gives us a chance to take
a further step forward. Therefore I again appeal for a
little bit more time so we can get it right and so the
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disability community, members on both sides of the
house and the broader community can move forward
together. There is no urgency for it, and there is no rush
to get it through. Let us get it right and make sure that
we make another quantum leap forward, as we did with
the two pieces of legislation we are currently looking at
amending. They were for their time significant steps
forward, and we need to make sure this is also a
significant step forward.
I also agree with the minister when she says that
legislation is important. It provides a framework for a
just and civil society, and incorporates the values that
are important to us. Changes of legislation over time are
equally important, because they recognise and reflect
social change, and that is reflected in this legislation in
terms of its aims, objects and principles. They are all
very high sounding — there are three or four pages of
them — and none of us has any argument with them.
The question is about the follow up and about the
funding that is provided. It is fine to have
high-sounding, praiseworthy principles, but we have to
ensure that the funding flows through to implement
them.
We have had changes in community attitudes and
expectations and we have had changes in the delivery
of support services, and although they have been slow,
they have certainly been for the better. We have had a
growth in the commitment of governments of all
political persuasions to ensuring that people with a
disability and their carers can exercise their rights and
responsibilities. I would argue, as have members of
groups such as the Gippsland carers and others, that
carers have not been adequately considered in this
whole equation. They are the unpaid, unsung heroes of
the disability industry. They are dealing with
disabilities day after day. As a community we are not
paying sufficient respect to the unpaid work those
carers do, year in, year out.
I have met many of those people, now in their 70s and
their 80s, who have a severely disabled son or daughter
for whom they have been caring with very little
assistance from government for the last 50 years. They
are now very keen to get that son or daughter into
permanent residential accommodation before their
health fails. I have worked darned hard to try to assist
some of those people. The reality is that we simply do
not have enough accommodation for all those people.
Today we have been congratulating ourselves on the
Commonwealth Games — and that is great; they have
been a great success and we all feel good about them —
but the question is: where are our priorities? There are
plenty of quotes along the lines of: you judge a society
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by the way it looks after its most disadvantaged people.
We have been on a bit of a trip with the
Commonwealth Games. For those of us who are in
good health and have funds to buy tickets and are free
to do what we want with our time, it has been a
wonderful time. Yes, the state has benefited from the
games and we have heard all about that today. Let’s get
our priorities right and make sure that we give a little
more funding — that is all we will do, practically — to
this area, particularly to those unsung heroes who are
the carers in our society.
As I said, all the principles expressed in the bill are
hollow rhetoric without a genuine commitment by the
government and the community to providing resources.
I appreciate that governments can move only so far
ahead of the community but governments can give a
lead and in this case governments have not given the
strong lead they should be giving in this area by
providing additional funding for disability services —
particularly, as I said, for carers.
At best, we have shown a half-hearted commitment to
providing the resources needed. Yet we can point to
progress — in disabled access and the like and the
move away from institutions. We need to be careful
that our ideology does not run too far ahead of us so
that we move people out of institutions only to find that
they are then a darned sight worse off than they were.
That certainly applies to some. I am a great believer in
having those who are able living in community
residential units. The majority of people benefit from
that move, but there is a group who do not.
We need to be careful that our ideological views that
everybody is entitled to have freedoms in the
community do not encourage us to push people out into
the community and that we do not fail to provide the
necessary resources and then find, as I did this morning,
that homeless people with disabilities of various sorts
are wandering the streets and now are dependent on
charity to be able to live. This morning my colleague
the member for Benambra and I were helping some of
those people in Fitzroy. There are many of them not far
north of where we are right now in Parliament House.
So yes, we need to get people out of institutions, but not
all of them, and we need to make sure that our ideology
does not take us too far ahead of the practicalities.
What about the rights of carers? We have some
60 000 carers in Victoria and, as I have already
indicated, they are the unsung heroes of our
community.
It is time for a change in the current legislation. The
Intellectually Disabled Persons’ Services Act 1986 has
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been in place for 20 years; it is time we had another
look at it, and likewise the Disability Services Act
1991. Both those acts have served the community well
but they do need changing and amending. We have
different approaches in those two pieces of legislation
and to some degree that leads to some conflict and
confusion. Hence the need for new legislation and
greater flexibility — if we can get it right. There is
some concern out there in the disability community that
we have not yet got it right, that there is still the
possibility for misunderstanding, confusion and so on.
We need to make sure that we have it right before we
rush the bill through simply to meet a mythical deadline
that really is not driven by anything of any great
consequence.
I ask: why then are so many people in the disability
community not happy with what is being proposed?
Why are they claiming that they have not been listened
to? Why are they saying that they need more time to
properly consider all the implications of the bill? Why
are they asking that consideration of the bill be
deferred, to give them more time?
Why have I received virtually no letters encouraging
me to support this bill? I think I have received one letter
that says I should vote for the bill. I have a heap of
letters telling me that I should at least vote to have it
deferred and lots of others saying that I should vote
against it. If there has been so much good
consultation — and there has — that it has got to go to
the next stage, why then are people in the disability
community saying, ‘Hang on a minute, we want a bit
more time to make sure we get it right’?
A lot of people with goodwill out in the disability
community will work with the government if they are
given the time and if they are listened to. This is part of
the problem. I am sure that as we go through the debate
members of the government will say they have spoken
to this group, another group and that group — ‘We
have spoken to 276 individuals and 354 organisations’,
or whatever. But they have not listened much,
according to many who have put in submissions and
found that their hard work, time and effort have been
ignored.
Why is the government so hell-bent on rushing this bill
through, unless it wants to go to the election saying it
has changed the legislation. I suspect that is what it is.
Victoria will go to an election on 25 November, and I
suspect the government wants to hold its hand over its
heart and say, ‘We promised we would do something
about this legislation. We will tick it off, and then we
have done it’. The fact that it is not right does not seem
to concern the government at this stage.
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I stress again that this is important legislation. It is
important that we get it right, and I hope the member
for Melton is going to assist in giving us a bit more time
to get it right, rather than just getting it through prior to
the time allowed. It is important that we consult all
those in the community who are affected by the
legislation. That is what the amendment is about: going
out and consulting with and listening to all those
groups. That is what our amendment amounts to, so I
encourage — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — We will come to that in a
minute. It is therefore important that we defer
consideration of this legislation for another day. We
will move that consideration of the bill be deferred for
three months, to give us time to do that.
The minister says that many of these matters or
concerns are better dealt with through policies,
guidelines and regulations. I understand that you cannot
have those without first getting the legislation through,
but that does not stop the government giving us some
idea of what is going to be in those policies, guidelines
and regulations before the community, through the
Parliament, gives it a blank cheque to write what it
wants in those policies, guidelines and regulations.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — The member for Melton again
is very good — —
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — I understand the process, but
there is nothing at all that stops the government from
saying that when this legislation — —
Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — None at all, as the member for
South-West Coast points out. There is no reason at all
why the government cannot at least articulate what it
has in mind for those regulations, policies and
guidelines. As the member for Melton will understand,
the devil is in the detail and what is in those guidelines,
what is in those regulations and what is in those policies
is going to affect services for the disabled out in the
community.
What input will the disabled community have into those
regulations, policies and guidelines? I would suggest,
on the government’s present record, that they are going
to have precious little, if any. It will be done by the
government, it will be done by the bureaucrats and we
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will read about it when those regulations and guidelines
are ultimately published. As I said, the devil is in the
detail and the government alone will fill in that detail,
as it proposes to do with the Education and Training
Reform Bill we dealt with earlier in the week. Again,
the devil is in the detail and it will be in those
regulations, guidelines and so on.
I ask again: why will this honest, accountable and open
government not give us details of what it plans to have
in those regulations? Why is it not prepared to give us
those. They are to complement the bill; they are an
important part of the legislative process, and what
commitment is there by the government to adequately
fund these initiatives? That is the big bit missing —
what commitment is there?
I know that members of the government will stand up
and say, ‘Since we have been in power we have
increased funding by’ this or that amount, and they will
give percentage and dollar figures. But in real terms
what does that mean? I acknowledge that there has
been some increase in real terms, but I would argue that
there has been nowhere near enough. That is what this
should be about. It should not be about the increase in
percentage or dollar terms, but in real terms in
comparison to all the other things that we do in
government.
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Dr Napthine interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — Precisely. The government
should tell the disability service providers that it had an
exposure draft.
Mr Nardella — We did.
Mr MAUGHAN — You did; I know you did, but
there were changes between that and the bill.
The government has not given the providers very much
time to get their minds around whatever it is. How
many pages are in this bill? There are 241 pages. If you
have a severely disabled child and you are trying to run
an organisation — and you may have a disabled child
who may be up to 40 or 50 years of age — to try to get
your mind around that and talk with other interested
people and then try to get all of that together and form a
reasonable response in the time given is not possible.
The time allowed is nowhere near adequate. To be here
tonight debating 241 pages of detailed legislation —
from memory I think it amends 19 acts — and to have a
look at what effect it will have — —
Mr Nardella — The consultation was for three
years.
Mr MAUGHAN — Come on!

Are we paying greater respect to those with disabilities
by increasing funding as opposed to what is happening
in a whole range of other areas of government that one
could enumerate? I would argue that we are not. I
would argue that there are many other areas of
government in which we build infrastructure, such as
roads, hospitals and schools. Those sorts of things take
priority and they are important — I acknowledge
that — but they take priority over funding for this area.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Smith) — Order! I
note that the name of the member for Melton is not on
the speakers list. If he wants to join the list, he can do
so at dinner time.

As I said, the principles — and there are fine principles
in this bill — are absolutely useless without the
resources that follow on. After three years of
consultation why do we have only a little more than
four weeks to consider the actual legislation? We have
had this great lead-up and build-up, and then the bill
comes into the house in one of the busiest periods of the
year. The disability community has — —

… a bill to enact a new legislative scheme for persons with a
disability, to repeal the Intellectually Disabled Persons’
Services Act 1986 and the Disability Services Act 1991, to
amend certain other Acts and for other purposes.

Mr Nardella — We had the exposure draft.
Mr MAUGHAN — The government did have an
exposure draft, but it was a bit tardy in getting it out. It
was only because of pressure from the community,
which wanted to see what was in the bill, that it actually
was released. The government did have an exposure
draft, but there is a difference between the bill — —

Mr MAUGHAN — I think I could at least get
through the purposes before dinner; they are pretty
simple and straightforward. Page 1 of the bill sums it up
very nicely. It states that this is:

That is a good and broad definition of the legislation.
There is a definition of disability on page 4, and I note
that in the community there is some divergence of
opinion about whether this definition of disability is, as
the government says it is, the one that is widely
accepted by other states and the commonwealth. It
describes disability in relation to a person as meaning:
a sensory, physical or neurological impairment or acquired
brain injury or any combination thereof …

It also includes intellectual disability and
developmental delay, but it does not include autism,
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and I think that is a gross deficiency in the bill. I will
not go into the detail now, I will wait until the debate
resumes after dinner, but I have correspondence from
Patsy Pepper, who lives at Genoa in East Gippsland. I
will read her correspondence later. I also have
correspondence from Autism Aspergers Advocacy
Australia (A4), which says:
The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare cites autism as
the disability category most likely to cause severe disability.

Yet it is not included in the definition of disability.
Parents of children with autism are worried by the Victorian
government’s exposure draft of the Disability Bill …

For the benefit of the member for Melton, it has not
changed in this bill. It still does not include autism,
because, as A4 says, it does not recognise autism as a
disability. The letter goes on to say:
People with autism and their carers depend on you —

the members of this Parliament —
to change the Disability Bill to ensure it provides the help
they need and does not impose additional disadvantage.

Sitting suspended 6.30 p.m. until 8.02 p.m.
Mr MAUGHAN — Before dinner I was talking
about the definition of ‘disability’ and pointing out to
the house that autism, which is a very important aspect
of disability, is not included in the definition. I quoted
one letter prior to dinner, and I have another letter here
from a Patsy Pepper from Genoa in East Gippsland.
The legislation indicates that if a person with autism has
an intellectual disability they can come under the act. In
her letter Patsy Pepper said:
Autism and its disabling effects have absolutely nothing to do
with one’s IQ levels. The World Health Organisation …
states quite clearly that autism spectrum disorder is a
disability in its own right, irrespective of intellectual
disability.

That is what the World Health Organisation says. She
went on to say that that is:
… contrary to accepted knowledge and practice in every
other state and territory in Australia, where autism is
acknowledged to be a disability in its own right …

She said we are going against current practice in the
other states, where autism is a disability in its own right.
She also said:
… there are no qualifying restrictions as to level of IQ, and all
recognise autism as a disability in its own right —

and anybody who has had anything to do with autism
would know that it is a severe disability in its own right.
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To say they are not disabled because of IQ in certain fields
is akin to saying Stephen Hawking, the physicist
astronomer —

who is absolutely brilliant —
was not disabled …

Of course he is disabled. He has, I think, motor neurone
disease and is severely disabled — but he has an
enormous IQ and has made an enormous contribution
to the world. I conclude with the letter from Patsy
Pepper:
Further, the Australian and New Zealand Journal of
Psychiatry states:
Autism disorder is consistently associated with severe
disabilities of an emotional, social, psychiatric, sensory
and behavioural nature.

Yet this government has excluded autism from the
definition of ‘disability’.
Mr Jenkins — You know that is not right.
Mr MAUGHAN — That is what the definition
says.
Mr Jenkins interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for Morwell will have his call later
on. The member for Rodney has the call.
Mr MAUGHAN — The member will have the
opportunity to explain that later. That is the way it is
read. If the minister wants to get up and indicate that
autism is included, I would be absolutely delighted. The
member for Morwell knows, as I know, what a
debilitating condition autism is. Autism is only
included, as I read it, if there is also an intellectual
disability.
Mr Jenkins interjected.
Mr MAUGHAN — As I read — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for Rodney will disregard
interjections and get on with his speech.
Mr MAUGHAN — If the member for Morwell
cares to read his own party’s bill, he will note that
people who have autism but do not have an intellectual
disability are excluded from this legislation. That is the
point I am making.
We could go through all the definitions, go through the
bill — the member for Caulfield has already done that.
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As I said earlier, there are some great objectives and
principles in the bill — three pages of them — but they
mean absolutely nothing if they are not backed up with
funding. I hope the minister will give us some
indication as to what resources will be provided to
implement these very high-sounding principles.
There are obviously some good things about the bill.
The Victorian disability advisory council has been
upgraded, which is certainly a step in the right
direction. It will provide advice direct to the minister in
respect of a whole range of things to do with disability
services. The establishment of a disability services
commissioner is a good innovation, and it will be a very
important appointment. The commissioner’s function
will essentially be to investigate complaints relating to
disability services and review and identify the causes of
complaints.
Then there is the role of the senior practitioner — again
a very important role — which will be essentially to
develop guidelines and standards with respect to
restrictive interventions and compulsory treatment. One
of the functions, which I think is most important, is to
develop links and access to professionals, professional
bodies and academic institutions for the purpose of
facilitating knowledge and training in clinical practice
for persons working with people with a disability.
We could go right through the bill and look at all the
definitions about disability service providers and
residential services, and I will touch on those. Page 64
of the bill explains what residential services are and
what is meant to happen there. I quote from a letter
from Tony and Heather Tregale:
The main focus of our small family support group is the
residents of DHS group homes, with our vast experience right
at the service point.

They are speaking on behalf of the group. The letter
continues:
For years we have seen residents afforded no rights by the
DHS and HACSU juggernauts!
Government finally got severely disadvantaged people out of
the institutions and into group homes in the community. But
the same care system followed and turned these group homes
into mini-institutions.
The residents pay rent for the home the government intended
should be their home. Yet the residents can be moved easily,
and the staff can’t! The service provider staff have all the
rights, the residents none!
DHS and HACSU are making more and more staff
permanent. Permanent means permanent in the residents
home.
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They go on to further discuss their concerns about that
situation, which certainly is not a very satisfactory one.
Part 6 of the bill deals with rights and accountability.
Residents’ rights are outlined on page 31 of the
minister’s second-reading speech. Then you get onto
the topic of the residents’ trust fund which is dealt with
on page 96 of the bill. Let us look at what that says,
because there is a bit of concern about that too.
Clause 90 of the bill headed ‘Management of money’
states:
(1) Except in accordance with this Division, a disability
service provider, or a person employed by a disability
service provider, must not act as a financial
administrator for a person with a disability provided
with disability services by that disability service
provider.

Some providers have taken exception to that, and I
quote from a letter from Ric Walsh, the chief executive
officer of Woodbine, which is up in Horsham or
Warracknabeal:
Woodbine has a number of concerns about the bill and the
government’s desire to rush the bill through Parliament. Our
concerns relate to the following proposals —

and he goes through those, but I will not deal with them
now. It then states:
We also have concerns about the managing of clients’ money.
Woodbine maintains a residents trust which manages
investments on behalf of 38 clients. My understanding is that
Woodbine will be forced to dissolve the residents trust, and
that all clients’ funds will be placed in the hands of the state
trustees or an independent administrator. This is an insult to
Woodbine as it implies that the organisation cannot be trusted
to manage clients’ moneys effectively. Further, Woodbine
will have to seek permission from the independent
administrator every time a client needs to spend money on
clothing, holidays, furniture —

and the like. That is a concern on behalf of a number of
those service providers. I have a letter from Vernon
Knight, executive director of Mallee Family Care. He
draws my attention to the fact that this same clause
dealing with the management of money concerns his
organisation. The letter states:
… the clause which concerned my organisation in connection
with the Children’s Bill is replicated in the Disability Bill, and
you might care to question the minister on the provisions of
clause 102.
You will recall that I raised with you the difficulties of the
counterpart clause in the Children’s Bill and the government’s
ability to impose administration on community service
organisations.

It is exactly the same provision in this bill. The
government can appoint an administrator to a
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completely independent organisation that might receive
funding from a range of different sources, not just from
the government. I think it is fair enough that the
government, if it is not happy with the way that
organisation is dealing with the funds provided by
government, can stop the funding. But I do not think
government has any right to appoint an administrator to
go into a completely independent organisation and have
all those powers to look at the books, and so on. I just
do not think that it is reasonable to do that, and a
number of service providers feel exactly the same way.
I am concerned about places in residential
accommodation, and I want to commend the role of the
community visitors. I have the annual report on
community visitors from the Office of the Public
Advocate. The executive summary states that there
were 289 disability services community visitors in 2005
who made more than 3000 visits to people living in
over 1000 different places of residences. I will go
through briefly the summary of issues of concern. I am
not going to deal with them at great length:
Community visitors continue to express concern about
outdated institutions and congregate care accommodation.

This report of the Office of the Public Advocate
expresses concern about congregate care and states:
The delay in announcing plans for the redevelopment of the
Kew Residential Services site is in turn leading to a likely
delay in the closure of all residential units, which is
unacceptable for the residents affected.
There are many people who are still waiting for a suitable
place to live.

Any local member who has had anything to do with
this area at all would know that there is a huge unmet
need in terms of suitable places for those requiring
residential care. The public advocate goes on to say:
Risk management practices and occupational health and
safety requirements are turning homes into workplaces.
…
Restrictive practices combined with a lack of appropriately
trained and experienced staff impact on the quality of life and
wellbeing of residents.
The sharing of bedrooms when not by resident choice, most
frequently reported in respite facilities, is totally unacceptable.

So there are a number of real areas of concern. I will
touch on the issue of restrictive interventions before I
read to the house some of the myriad letters I have
received. Restrictive interventions are where a person
has to be either put in isolation or restrained, and that
certainly happens from time to time for the safety of the
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person, the safety of other persons and for the safety of
people in the community.
I note that the department has responded to the report of
a review panel, which I have here, chaired by
Justice Frank Vincent. The report is headed ‘Report of
the review panel appointed to consider the operation of
the disability services’. It indicates that people were
receiving those treatments without a proper framework.
This legislation now provides that framework and
proper mechanisms for supervising, reporting on and
looking after the interests of those people.
There are two ways it can be accessed: either by a
residential treatment order in the civil system or, as in
most cases, through the criminal system; and it is
usually — but not always — people who have been
convicted of a sexual offence and who need ongoing
treatment who in most cases should be held beyond the
two years it is possible to keep a person in that facility.
That important part of this legislation has been
addressed.
Prior to the dinner break I quoted some statistics, and I
just want to clarify them. They were approximately
right, but I will now quote from the Victorian state
disability plan, which says that in Victoria there are
834 800 people with a disability; of those, 269 200 have
a profound to severe disability — that is 5.8 per cent
and a very significant part of the population.
In the time that I have available I will go through some
of the many letters we have received. One was sent on
behalf of Council of Intellectual Disability Agencies
(CIDA). It is dated 7 March and states:
We acknowledge that the review of Victoria’s disability
legislation has been under way since 2003 and that there have
been opportunities for input and consultation during this
period. However, at critical stages the time allowed for
comment and input has been inappropriately brief. This was
certainly the case in relation to the time lines for feedback on
the 2004 Report of Recommendations. A period of just six
weeks — with a deadline of one week before Christmas —
was allowed for comment and feedback on that report.
Further those opportunities for input focused on potential
options and broad proposals for change rather than on the
detailed actual provisions contained in the bill. CIDA
appreciated and welcomed the minister’s decision to release
an exposure draft of the bill. However, the six weeks time
frame allowed for responses to the draft was clearly
inadequate to enable ‘everyone who is interested in disability
issues in the state’ … to be ‘across’ a 220-page complex
document.

CIDA’s letter goes on to say:
The timing of the period for responses to the exposure
draft — with responses due by the last working day before
Christmas — exacerbated this problem …
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It then talks about the responses that were submitted to
the draft, a substantial number of which did not go onto
the web site and which expressed concern about the
time lines for and the timing of the feedback period.
There is some very good information in CIDA’s letter.
A later letter from CIDA, dated 21 March — a very
recent one — said:
The Council of Intellectual Disability Agencies (CIDA) is
extremely concerned about apparent plans by the state
government to rush through Parliament new disability
legislation …

It continued:
Whilst CIDA welcomes a number of aspects of the bill we are
deeply concerned that this time line does not allow adequate
time for significant flaws, deficiencies, anomalies and
shortcomings in the bill to be rectified.

I hear this message all the time from a range of
disability providers. I point out that CIDA is an
umbrella organisation that speaks on behalf of a large
number of these organisations. The letter goes on to say
why CIDA believes there is no reason for the bill being
rushed through Parliament.
In its letter to me Carers Victoria said, in part:
Carers Victoria have prepared the attached summary
outlining our position, which can be broadly described as
‘disappointed’ but not completely disheartened. This further
highlights the fact that we still have a long way to go in
getting family carers recognised as the important force that
they are, in providing care in the community.

In its submission Carers Victoria said:
On behalf of carers we strongly objected to the bill’s very
limited acknowledgment of the historic and ongoing role and
function of carers in the lives of many people with disabilities
and of the contribution made by family carers to the wider
disability sector.

I spoke about that before dinner; it is a very important
point. The submission goes on:
We believe there is a need to enshrine in legislation the
pivotal role of family carers of many people with disabilities
for their role in providing, through their own means, most of
the care, accommodation and support to children and adults
with disabilities living in the community.

As I said earlier, carers are one of those groups of
forgotten heroes out there in the community, and in
Victoria we have about 60 000 of them doing a
marvellous job looking after their disabled family
members, in many cases from 30 to 50 years old with
very little help from the government.
An article in Carers Victoria’s newsletter said:
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Carers Victoria, in its previous response to stage 2 of the
consultations, made the comment to government that the
legislation should not be rushed. This legislation has a long
‘shelf life’ so we need to spend however long it takes to get
the provisions of the legislation substantially right for
everyone whose lives will be impacted by it.

Carers Victoria and CIDA are both saying exactly the
same sort of thing — as are individual agencies. I have
a letter from Len Hubbard, a board member of
Northern Support Services in Northcote. He said:
Our agency believes that the DHS is unwilling or unable to
meet their current legislative requirements and will transfer
the obligations onto non-government agencies without any
additional funding. We also have a concern about the tight
time lines …

Margaret Ryan from the One Voice Disability
Network, whom I have quoted before and who has
done a marvellous job in putting together a lot of very
useful information, talks about the lack of open,
transparent and informed conduct. She said:
The conduct of the review has not been open, transparent or
informative:
…
the phase one submissions were not made publicly
accessible because advice was not provided about any
intention to publish submissions … Submissions were
selectively quoted in the phase one report.

She has made other very pertinent comments, but I will
not go into that detail because there are lots of others
for me to refer to.
The executive officer of Murray Human Services in
Echuca, Karen Witney, said:
I have been to two consultative sessions — most with large
numbers of DHS present, and mainly service providers. It
would have been better if families and carers had been at the
same meetings to hear their points of view.

She talked about the fact that Murray Human Services
has been affected by productivity cuts. It comes back to
what I was alluding to earlier, when I said that the
government will talk about how many additional
dollars and what a percentage increase it has put into
this area but the reality is that with these productivity
cuts, and cuts in other areas, there are fewer resources
available because over time the cost for service
providers doing their jobs has gone up.
Karen Witney went on to say:
A concern is that the department is abrogating some of its
responsibilities to the non-government sector, while wanting
to remain in control through regulations.
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In a letter to the Minister for Community Services, the
Australian Disability Support Alliance said:
The members of the Australian Disability Support Alliance
Inc (ADSA) hold considerable concerns in relation to the
Victorian state government’s proposal for major legislative
reform affecting the plight of people with disabilities within
the state.

In case someone on the other side says, ‘Okay, what the
heck are you going to do about it?’ I do not think it is
our role in opposition to come up with all of that detail.
There are numerous submissions. I have at least three
here that give a very detailed view, each of which has
been given to the government by people who are out in
the industry and who really know what it is all about,
and who really should be listened to. I do not think it is
up to the opposition parties to provide all of that detail
to the government. It is there; the government has it
available and could use it.
In another letter John Jago from Sale also expresses
concern about what the government intends to do to
support family carers. There is a letter from a good
friend of mine, David Goldsworthy, who happens to be
the chairman of Onemda, a non-government
organisation in East Doncaster, that is strongly in
support of delaying the introduction of the bill to allow
for further scrutiny by the public. There are many of
these letters. There is one from Karkana Support
Services in Horsham expressing three concerns. It says:
It appears to me that there has been inadequate time for
consultation. The problem appears to be that the minister is
not prepared to budge on several key issues.

We also have advice from Jean Tops from the
Gippsland Carers Association saying that this bill
should be opposed in its entirety. She goes on in a
detailed submission to explain why.
I think I have quoted enough to indicate that there is
considerable concern out there in the disability
community about the rush to get this legislation
through. Yes, we all want good disability legislation.
We all want better legislation, but as many of those
who have written in have said, we need to take a little
more time and get it right rather than get it through. It is
for that reason that this morning The Nationals
prepared an amendment that sets a specific time frame
about what should be done in having this consultation.
We chose to amend the reasoned amendment put
forward by the member for Caulfield as follows:
That all the words after ‘a second time’ be omitted with the
view of inserting in their place the words ‘for a period of three
months — —
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The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — It is with great
pleasure and pride that I rise today in support of the
disability legislation. Can I say that, having had a direct
role in the process of constructing this legislation, I
have — like all legislators — given very careful
consideration to the reforms proposed by this
government. When I first moved into that role I knew
one thing: we were in the business of ensuring that we
delivered to people with disabilities in Victoria the best
possible deal. I knew that to this government, and
indeed to myself, this was fundamentally a matter of
human rights, one which I definitely would — as would
all of my colleagues — fight for strenuously.
When I took the position of chair of the legislative
review committee I had to give very careful
consideration to the type of legislation that this
Parliament and this government would end up with. I
was doing so very responsibly on behalf of the
government and on behalf of the minister. The choices
open to us, and to me personally as a legislator, were
either to consider legislation which was fundamentally
based on diagnosis — diagnosis-based legislation — or
alternatively to give consideration to whether we would
end up with legislation that was needs based. Another
option was rights-based legislation. We came to the
conclusion collectively — and it was very much on
balance — that this Parliament and the state of Victoria
would end up with legislation which was fundamentally
needs based and rights based.
This legislation is about stronger rights for people with
disabilities. This government would do nothing else but
deliver those. We are very proud of our track record. I
can assure the sector — and I am very cognisant of
concerns that have been expressed to us and to the
opposition — that no government legislator would do
anything but deliver legislation which created better
and more rights for people with disabilities.
This legislation is about improved the accountability of
government and other agencies. I repeat that it is about
accountability of government agencies. We make no
apologies about that. People are entitled to be sure that
government agencies involved in the provision of
services are doing the best they can. This legislation is
also about providing more choice, not fewer choices. It
is about more flexibility. This legislation is about what
people with intellectual disabilities told us in the course
of consultations and in the context of the state disability
plan. This legislation is about what people told me, as
the chair of the committee.
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Members of this chamber know that I took the time to
meet with each and every organisation and indeed with
many people with disabilities — I would say,
dozens — and attended most of the workshops. People
with disabilities told me and the rest of the committee
that they wanted more flexible services and more
choices. This legislation is about the whole of
government and the whole of the community. It is
about moving away from a system which effectively
sees the Department of Human Services as the sole
government department responsible for the provision of
services to people with disabilities. This government
and this Parliament will today or tomorrow pass
legislation which will tell every government
department, the community sector and local
government that everyone has the responsibility to take
up the challenge.
This is not about doing away with the existing services,
this is about providing more flexible choices. This is
not about cutbacks; this is not about taking away the
services and entitlements that people with
disabilities currently have — and I qualify this
particularly for people with intellectual disabilities.
They will retain them but in a more flexible manner
because they will have more choices.
It will increasingly meet the expectation put to us in the
course of developing the state disability plan that it
should be about self-determination, integration and
inclusion. This is not about taking away the services
that people with disabilities have today; I am very
confident of that. I can give an assurance on behalf of
my colleagues in the government that we will see eye to
eye with the sector and with the many individuals with
whom we worked and whose contributions we
appreciated, even though we might have had
differences. Twelve months or two years down the
track we will be able to confirm that this is good
legislation and that it has improved the rights of people
with disabilities, and the services and supports that are
provided to them.
This is about needs and rights. This legislation will
deliver residential tenancy rights, which people with
disabilities have not had until now. It will deliver the
disability commissioner. If there is one thing that has
been put to us since I came to Parliament, or indeed
since I came into the position of parliamentary secretary
and chair of the committee, it is that there is a need to
provide a disability commissioner.
Tonight we can confirm that there will be a disability
commissioner. Let me advance the following
proposition: if, as the opposition has somehow
suggested — and I think wrongly; time will
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demonstrate that it is wrong, and I say that absolutely
respectfully, particularly in relation to the contribution
made by the member representing The Nationals —
this is not about improving the rights and services
provided to people with disabilities, why on earth
would this government or any other government
provide a disability commissioner?
Let us be absolutely clear: the disability commissioner
will be independent. The disability commissioner will
be able to report to Parliament. The disability
commissioner will take on complaints in relation to a
whole range of matters associated with people with
disabilities, relating to services or otherwise, and will be
able to produce and table a report to this Parliament.
This government is absolutely fair dinkum about its
intentions, about its philosophy and about the
fundamentals that it wants to bring about, because it is
confident that this will improve the lives of people with
disabilities. For the first time we can begin to be
confident that people with disabilities will be treated as
citizens. It is a matter of providing equal opportunities.
It is about saying to everyone that they will increasingly
be able to become part of the communities they want to
be part of.
As other members have referred to, this legislation will
deliver increased powers to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal in relation to that jurisdiction. I
have only 10 minutes to make my contribution, so
unfortunately members need to understand that I will
not be able to cover the many questions that other
members have raised and the many concerns that the
sector has put to us.
Unfortunately I will conclude. I want to especially
thank a number of people. I want to thank the
contributions made to me personally in our endless
communications which helped me in my capacity as
committee chair. I want to thank Julian Gardner, John
Morkham, Licia Kokocinski, Sue Jackson, Penny
Gallaghar, Lloyd Williams, Kevin Stone, Arthur
Rogers, Carmel Benhan, Christine Reynolds, Henry
Pinskier, Margaret Ryan and, if I may, my wife,
Constantina Dertimanis, who was the chief of staff of
the Minister for Community Services in New South
Wales and helped me enormously in this task.
I wish to extend a special appreciation to the role of the
Minister for Community Services who has been
absolutely committed to ensuring that this legislation is
about the things that I have just said. On my behalf I
want to thank Minister Garbutt for her commitment and
the energy — intellectual and otherwise — put into
this. If I may I will add thanks to Ian Parsons, who is a
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good friend and a great adviser and without whom we
could not have gone through the very difficult task of
putting this legislation together.
I seek leave — and I have requested this — to
incorporate the list of members who were members of
the legislative reform committee because there would
not be enough time to read the list, but I want to thank
them all.
Leave granted; see table page 721.
Mr LANGUILLER — In conclusion, we give
assurances to the sector that this is good legislation and
we are very confident that we will be able to work
through this and the many challenges ahead of us.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I admire the
passion of the previous speaker, the member for
Derrimut, but it is a pity that his minister and he are so
out of touch with the sector that he purports to
represent. The reality is that the sector is telling
members of Parliament in droves that this legislation
has fundamental problems. The sector in droves is
telling members of Parliament to delay consideration of
this bill, not to rush it through the Parliament but to
allow further time for consideration, amendment and
improvement of it.
Instead of the arrogance of pushing ahead — and I
understand the personal commitment of the member for
Derrimut — he and his minister should be taking a deep
breath, listening to the sector, responding to its
concerns, making this legislation better and getting it
right for the people of Victoria, particularly those
people with disabilities.
I will speak in two parts on this legislation. I will
highlight some comments from organisations involved
in the provision of services for people with disabilities.
I will refer to information from the Council of
Intellectual Disability Agencies (CIDA) because it is
the peak body that is involved with the delivery of a lot
of these services — and with the time limit it is very
difficult to go to all the submissions that I have
received. Then I will refer to some examples from my
own electorate, where there is a huge and increasing
gap between the rhetoric that comes from the member
for Derrimut and his minister and what is espoused in
this bill and the reality on the ground for people with
disabilities and their families.
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Let me refer to the letter from CIDA that I, and I
presume other members, received on 21 March 2006. I
quote:
The Council of Intellectual Disability Agencies (CIDA) is
extremely concerned about apparent plans by the state
government to rush through Parliament new disability
legislation …

Further it says:
There is no reason for the bill to be rushed through — the act
is not scheduled to come into force until July 2007.

That letter was from Ms Sue Jackson, executive officer
of CIDA. She went into detail on some of the issues
raised, and they are raised not just by CIDA but by
many other agencies in this field. I believe it would be
right and proper for the minister and the parliamentary
secretary, instead of standing here congratulating
themselves on this legislation, to step down from that
high horse, to get out and listen to the people who are
administering this bill and who have to deliver the
services.
Let us look at what CIDA has to say about access to
services. One of the points it makes is:
Under the bill, as it currently reads, the process for accessing
services will be more complex and confusing and less
streamlined for people with intellectual disabilities.

What an indictment. Under this legislation, as CIDA
sees it, it will be harder for people with intellectual
disabilities to access services so as to improve their
quality of life. It will be harder for families with a
family member with an intellectual disability to get
access to services. It is already hard enough. If any
legislation makes it harder for people to access services,
then that legislation is wrong and needs to be changed.
That is all we are saying to the government: listen to the
people who are telling you. It is not the member for
South-West Coast; it is not Denis Napthine saying this.
This is CIDA that is saying this.
CIDA also makes a number of points in relation to
individual planning:
The provisions in the bill regarding individual planning are a
recipe for poor practice and will lead to fragmentation of
planning and support provision.
The bill’s provisions involve a loss of statutory entitlements
for people with intellectual disabilities.
The bill allows government/the department to abrogate its
responsibility for planning with people with intellectual
disabilities.
It shifts responsibility from government onto non-government
service providers.
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This is a fairly damning indictment of supposedly
reforming legislation. What they are saying is that this
legislation will make it worse for people with
intellectual disabilities and their families. It will make it
worse for agencies on the front line delivering services.
It is about shifting responsibility from the department
and the government onto those non-government
agencies.
That is unfair and it is wrong, and that is why this
legislation is wrong and should be held over. There
should be further discussion, and the parliamentary
secretary should put a halt to the passage of the bill. If
he has the interests of people with intellectual
disabilities and their families at heart, he should call a
halt and listen to the people who are delivering the
services. It is not the Liberal Party saying this; it is not
The Nationals saying this. This is the people who are on
the front line delivering the services. Through CIDA
they say:
In a number of significant areas the bill shifts responsibility
from government/the department onto non-government
service providers.

Its letter further says:
This allows government to abrogate responsibility in areas
where responsibility should as a matter of principle and
practice remain with government.

CIDA has made some fairly damning criticisms of this
legislation, and its members should be listened to.
Autism Aspergers Advocacy Australia says to members
of Parliament:
I write to tell you that Autism Aspergers Advocacy Australia
(A4) strongly opposes the Disability Bill.

They go on in their letter to outline some of their
concerns:
The Disability Bill prescribes choice and inclusion but does
not address a possible conflict between inclusion and choice.
The bill should also address conflict between inclusion and
best practice early intervention, education and treatment.
The Disability Bill needs to recognise the status and needs of
children with disability. The bill needs definitions of early
intervention and treatment. The bill needs to recognise that
inclusion is not early intervention or treatment.

Jean Tops has been a long-term advocate for carers and
for people who support families with disabilities. She
writes:
We are so alarmed at the implications of this bad legislation
and its impact on the future of unpaid family caring that we
believe this bill should be opposed in its entirety.
…
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Vote with your heart and vote against this bill.

These people are eminent leaders out in the field, and
that is what they are saying about the bill.
Let me talk in the couple of minutes I have left about
the huge gap between the rhetoric and the realities of
what the bill promises. Let me refer particularly to the
situation in my electorate, where in South-West Coast
there has not been one new bed opened for people with
disabilities since the election of the Bracks Labor
government — that is, not one new bed providing
permanent accommodation has been opened in that
time. So while we can talk in theory about needs and
rights, the reality is there is a lack of services on the
ground, and the government is simply failing to deliver.
Let us look at what it said. On 22 March 2002 Tim
Harrop, manager community services, said:
The Department of Human Services is about to expand the
shared supported accommodation options within the
Warrnambool area. The new facilities will accommodate up
to five people, with three being located in the purpose-built
home, and the other two persons being located in
self-contained units being built adjacent to the home.
… It is anticipated that this residential service will commence
by May 2002.

Here we are in March 2006 and they are not yet built.
In January 2004 the acting minister, Gavin Jennings,
said:
… I have authorised the allocation of funding for a five-bed
purpose-built facility to be located in the Warrnambool area. I
have been advised that the earliest anticipated completion
date will be within the vicinity of 18 months …

It still has not even commenced building the facility, so
there is a huge gap between what this government
promises and what it actually delivers. In Portland it has
expanded its service by turning respite beds into
permanent beds, and it has done that by using $80 000
of money donated to it by south-west residential
services association, not government money. How do I
know that? Because I am president of that association
and I gave that cheque for $80 000 to the department
two years ago and it still has not delivered those beds. It
is an absolute disgrace. This government’s rhetoric and
its lack of ability to deliver services is unbelievable.
There have been no new beds in South-West Coast
since Labor was elected in 1999.
What it is doing to provide permanent accommodation
in Portland is actually taking away respite beds. It is an
absolute disgrace. This government needs to remember
it is not words that will make a difference to people
with disabilities. It is actions on the ground, it is
services on the ground, it is permanent accommodation
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places, it is respite places and it is day programs. Yet
this government has scrapped the Futures for Young
Adults program.
When we were in government we were proud of the
Futures for Young Adults program, we were proud of
the Making a Difference program and we were proud of
the Early Choices program. We were proud of closing a
number of institutions because every time we closed
institutions we opened beds for those people in the
community. We were proud of the fact that when we
left office we were spending more dollars per head on
disability services than any other state or territory. This
government talks big, but fails to deliver.
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — I am very pleased to
be speaking tonight in support of the Disability Bill. I
was not going to start on this, but I would just like to
review and compare some records in responding to
several points raised by the member for South-West
Coast. It is my memory that one of the first things the
Kennett government did after it was elected was to cut
$28.4 million from disability services. My memory is
that disability advocacy groups were basically
completely cut off at the knees.
This is the record that I am proud of: a government that
has invested or increased funding by 73 per cent since
coming to office. It is a government that has put in
place the first state disability plan, a government that is
modernising homes for people with a disability, and
certainly I have seen some of that housing in my
electorate. I have been visiting and met with the new
residents of that accommodation and I can tell you it is
years ahead. This is what they are entitled to. This is
contemporary housing. We have introduced the
companion card. We have introduced a $10 million
disability housing trust. We have increased funding to
disability advocacy groups by 100 per cent. That is the
record I am proud of.
What I know and what I would like to acknowledge
certainly is that there are people with concerns about
the bill, and those people have contacted us. There are
also people who support the bill and part of the process
for government is that at times somebody needs to
make a decision about what is the best way forward and
we need to do that by extensive consultation. What we
have heard tonight is an incredible debate in which we
have one party suggesting an amendment of two
months extra consultation, another suggesting three
months, so I am not sure what is the ideal level of
consultation.
I will go through the level of consultation that has
occurred on this bill over three years. There has been
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three years of consultation. We have had a
comprehensive review of the disability legislation, the
release of discussion papers, an issues paper and an
exposure draft. During the first phase of this
consultation 1200 individuals and organisations were
involved in public consultation. That is not just about
people who write submissions but is about those who
actually go out to communities and meet a diverse
range of members of the disability community and talk
to them about what is important to them and what needs
to be included in this legislation.
We moved further on from that after the report and
recommendations in 2004. There was further
consultation, and at that stage more than 500 people
participated in focus groups across Victoria and
80 organisations made submissions. There was then the
exposure draft, and around 77 submissions were made
as part of that process. So we have had extensive
consultation over three years, all along the way.
That is what governments do, and that is what
governments should do. But at some point decisions
need to be made. At some point it is about balancing
the different views that exist, and it is exactly the same
with any community. There will be different views in
the disability community — and rightly so. We all have
different views, different needs and different
expectations, and at some point governments need to
play the role that they are elected to play — that is, to
make decisions. Extending this consultation is not
going to resolve the differences that exist. I think this
legislation has attempted to balance the different views
that exist amongst people within the disability
community, and I think it has done that very well.
Over the last six years there is no question that the
Bracks government has taken seriously the need to
ensure that we continue to move forward as community
expectations and the needs of people with a disability
change. We must make sure that we get better at
ensuring there is active participation in all aspects of
Victorian life. We are better than we were, but there is
still a way to go. That will be a continuing challenge for
all of us — all members of the community and all
members of government — now and into the future.
How do we continue to improve the ability of people to
participate actively and fully in our community life
while ensuring that we have the services and the
supports that are necessary to meet what is obviously a
continuing and growing issue in our community?
I also want to touch on a couple of other issues that
were raised earlier by the member for Caulfield. She
said that the legislation fails to talk about parents or
children. If you look at the principles that underpin the
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legislation, which seem to me to be almost the most
important part of it, a number of the provisions in those
principles make it clear that we are acknowledging
families. They certainly do not mention the word
‘parent’, but they talk about ‘families’, which I think is
appropriate because people have different forms of
parenting and families. Within those principles it is
clear that we must all consider and respect the role of
families and other persons who are significant in the
lives of persons with a disability. Believe me, there are
tensions for people with a disability as well.
With older people with a disability — I am obviously
not talking about young children here — there are
tensions between them and their families and their
rights and their responsibilities to participate as they
choose in our community. This legislation is about
balancing that. Yes, we need to acknowledge and
support those families that play a significant role in the
lives of people with a disability, but as they get older
we must enable people with a disability to make
choices that suit them as active citizens in our
community.
The principles of this legislation talk about the needs of
children. Clause 5(3)(i) says we must:
have regard for the needs of children with a disability and
preserve and promote relationships between the child, their
family and other persons who are significant in the life of a
child with a disability.

Again it is about acknowledging the importance of
those relationships and how we must continue to foster
and assist families to support children with disabilities.
The principles of the bill underpin what we are trying to
do. I think it is very clear that we must acknowledge the
important roles of families and the distinct needs of
children with a disability.
I want to also focus on one of the changes in this
legislation — partly through having some experience of
this — and I refer to the improvements that the
government is making in providing for the stronger
protection of residential tenancy rights in community
residential units (CRUs).
I spent time as a community visitor in the Geelong
region. I acknowledge there are some fantastic CRUs,
but I can tell members there were also some pretty
terrible ones. It was a very challenging role. At the end
of those visits and in some cases I found it very difficult
to think I could continue in my role, but the reason I
continued was because people were continuing to live
in some of those CRUs. It is about us continuing to
improve the rights of people living in CRUs and
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ensuring that they are entitled to the same rights we
would have if we were tenants in the community.
Overall the process of this bill has been about: being in
the community; talking to people with a disability;
talking to people who work with people with a
disability; trying to get the balance right, and trying to
balance the differing views that exist out there about
how we proceed. That is going to happen next year or
in 10 years, and so it should. Governments need to
continue to review, update and improve the way we
respond to, deal with and support people with
disabilities in our community.
I am very pleased with and proud of the bill. The
people involved have done a fantastic job. I commend
those members of the community who work with
people who have disabilities. At the end of the day, we
will all look back and say that we have taken a step
forward in improving the ability of people with
disabilities to be active citizens in our community.
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — This is a large and
important bill. In my opening remarks on it I want to
say, firstly, that I do not doubt the sincerity of every
member in this place with regard to issues relating to
people with disabilities and legislation that impacts
upon people who have disabilities.
I am sure there is great sincerity on all sides of the
Parliament; I would be staggered if that was not so, and
I do not believe it is not so. I am sure everyone has a
considerable amount of sympathy and desire to do the
very best possible job they can. But what I find
staggering is the fact that the peak body for people with
disabilities — the Council of Intellectual Disability
Agencies (CIDA) — has said quite clearly on behalf of
all of the organisations it represents that the government
needs to stop, give further consideration to and have a
further look at the provisions in the bill.
The council has not said this lightly — it has been
looking at this legislation for some time. The member
for South-West Coast read into the record CIDA’s letter
of 21 March, which I am sure was sent to every MP. I
think it is important that some of its words of concern
need to be repeated. The letter states, in part:
While CIDA welcomes a number of aspects of the bill we are
deeply concerned that this time line does not allow adequate
time for significant flaws, deficiencies, anomalies and
shortcomings in the bill to be rectified. There is a real danger
that people with intellectual disabilities could be left worse off
in some important respects under the new legislation in its
current form. It is our very strong view that substantial
redrafting and further development is required.
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We are especially concerned by what we consider to be major
deficiencies in the sections of the bill which deal with
accessing services and individual planning. We are also
concerned by what appears be an inappropriate shifting of
responsibility from government onto non-government
disability services in those and other sections of the bill.
The introduction of the new legislation involves repeal of the
Intellectually Disabled Persons’ Services Act which has been
one of the most significant, progressive and farsighted pieces
of legislation enacted in this date. It has been crucial in
enhancing the lives and rights of people with intellectual
disabilities. It would be unforgivable to repeal that act with
anything less than absolute certainty that what replaces it will
be a more effective instrument for improving the lives, rights
and entitlements of people with intellectual disabilities. In our
view the bill before Parliament does not yet satisfy that test.

You cannot have anything much stronger than that.
Those words are very strong, are very direct, and a
government should listen to them. They are not words
that have been put there lightly and that have been
jumbled together in the heat of the moment; they are
words that have come from an organisation that
represents the best interests of people with an
intellectual disability in this state — and the
government should be listening to those words, but it
appears that it is not.
In my electorate is an organisation — it is also in the
electorate of the member for Nepean; in fact, its
headquarters are in that seat — which used to be called
Wongabeena but which recently changed its name to
Disability Opportunities Victoria. On 13 March this
year the Council of Intellectual Disability Agencies
wrote to Disability Opportunities Victoria and talked
about:
… the decline in state government funding for disability
services as a result of inadequate indexation over the past
three years.

It finishes off its letter of just over two pages by saying:
… concerns about funding inadequacies are shared by all
CIDA members and CIDA will also be further seeking to
raise awareness of these during the course of this year.

Then on 14 March this year Disability Opportunities
Victoria wrote to the shadow Minister for Community
Services, the honourable member for Caulfield. In its
letter it talks about the:
… inadequate funding provided by the state government
under the DHS NGO price index since its implementation in
2003.

Further on it says:
… we appreciate that there are many competing interests for
the state purse however we also advocate that funding for
disability services should not be in decline at a period when
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demand is increasing due to our ageing population and the
apparent state budget surplus is at such a significant level.

We heard the member for Bellarine and other members
on the government side talk about — allegedly — huge
increases in government funding for disabled services.
Yet the bodies that are out there at the coalface,
including the peak body, CIDA, are saying that this is
not true, that this is false. That should be setting off
alarm bells among those on the government benches
who are being fed information to the contrary. These
organisations are saying one thing, and the government
is saying the other.
The Liberal Party opposition is saying, ‘Let us stop for
a moment. This legislation is not due to be
implemented until July 2007; there is time to stop and
consider the things now being written by organisations
like CIDA and by Disability Opportunities Victoria’. I
repeat: these organisations do not have a political
agenda; their agenda is all about what is best for people
with a disability. That is what their agenda is about
wholly and solely. They do not care whether it is from
the Liberals, Labor, The Nationals, Callithumpians or
whatever. In the case of CIDA, it just wants to see that
people with an intellectual disability get the very best
possible deal out of government. It also wants to be
assured that what is being said by the government is
correct — and it doubts that very clearly and
unequivocally judging from the letters it has written to
every member in this place.
I again emphasise the fact that this legislation is not due
for implementation until July 2007, so there is an
opportunity for the government to stand back and look
at this again and say, ‘We are right and you are wrong’,
and to be able to prove it, or whatever, but to the
satisfaction of the bodies that are out there at the
coalface dealing with people with disabilities.
In 2003 on a couple of occasions in this place I raised
the question of the state disability plan. I note that part 4
of the bill, in clause 37, has a requirement that:
The Minister must ensure that a State Disability Plan is
prepared —

as well as a requirement, in clause 38, that public sector
bodies prepare similar plans and report annually on
their implementation. Fine words, but there is a state
disability plan already out there. It is a state disability
plan that was prepared for the years 2002–12. It
articulates its vision for people with disabilities over
that 10-year period. Consistent with that plan is the call
for people with disabilities to be treated the same as
people who do not have a disability.
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Wongabeena, which is now called Disability
Opportunities Victoria, in employing a lot of people
with a disability implemented a flexible 50-week
service model for its clients rather than the
school-based term employment program which was
being funded by the government. It asked the
government for additional funding to be able to employ
people in the same way as people who are fully able
bodied can be employed. It required the government to
provide additional funding of $90 000. What
Wongabeena wanted to put in place was in fact in
accordance with the state disability plan. What was the
reaction it got from the government in 2003? It would
not fund it — —
Mr Nardella — That is rubbish!
Mr COOPER — That is not rubbish.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for Melton will have the call later.
Mr COOPER — It had to go back to the
school-based program. It had to drop its 50-week
program, and it is now back to a program based on
school terms which it was trying to get out of to try to
implement something that was in accord with the state
disability plan. The government has the plan, but it will
not fund its plan. The government has to get fair
dinkum; rhetoric is one thing, but action is another.
Mr JENKINS (Morwell) — It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to rise in support of the Disability Bill, the
most significant change and improvement in disability
services legislation in this state for 20 years. The
minister and staff who have worked so hard and
consulted for so long on this bill and the other parts of
the government’s platform on disability services in this
state deserve to be congratulated. I have heard of some
members of the opposition who have over the last
couple of years been willing to work with the
government to try to make sure that as far as possible
we get it right at this juncture and that we continue to
make improvements. It is very disappointing that
people try to score political points when that is much
more important.
This is the first major legislative reform in 20 years. It
mandates disability action plans in government
departments. We are saying to government departments
that it is part of their primary function to make sure they
take into account people with disabilities. Government
departments, as we are often reminded by the
opposition, deliver and are responsible for many of the
services in this state. They employ many people in this
state and have an enormous impact.
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It is important for those government departments to
make sure they have mandated disability action plans
which include considerations for employing people
with disabilities, for providing services for people with
disabilities and for ensuring that the services they
currently provide are accessible and that their buildings
and physical structures cater for people with
disabilities. Those people have worked on the Victorian
State Disability Plan 2002–2012, which informs this
legislation.
It is disappointing that people on the opposition side
have taken the opportunity to try to score a few political
points instead of noting what this government has done.
It has put out for consultation and discussion a state
disability action plan that very clearly spells out where
the government feels we should be headed. The plan
has been out there for people to look at and consider
since 2000. The consultation for this legislation has
been taking place since 2003. Over time we will
continue to make the budgetary decisions that we need
to make as a government, and we need those people on
the opposition benches to support us to make sure the
federal government makes commitments to disability
services that are similar to our commitments.
But it provides the framework and requires and obliges
government departments and others to make sure that
we treat people with a disability like citizens and not as
names, not as numbers and certainly not by describing
them by the medical nature of a disability.
I know a number of families who are coping with
autism within their families, and they do not want to be
defined by autism. The full extent of autism disabilities
ranges from the relatively minor to the very severe. We
need to be able to help those people by giving them
every opportunity to function in the best possible way
they can. That is what this framework does: it makes
sure that people are treated as individuals and that their
disabilities do not define them, so that when we talk
about them we do not talk about people with cerebral
palsy, we talk about their individual abilities and
disabilities.
Let us not concentrate always on their disabilities. You
will not see in the legislation a raft of definitions of
‘cerebral palsy’, ‘spina bifida’, ‘Parkinson’s disease’
and ‘Down syndrome’, because that would take away
from our talking about individuals and about people
who need to be treated as individuals. That is what this
legislation does: it makes sure we as a government start
thinking about people with disabilities as individuals.
The care plans that have to be put in place by 2007
under this new way of working will require us to talk to
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those people and ask them and their families and carers
what is best for them and how they will make the best
contribution they can to our society and our common
wealth. They will invariably continue to make the sort
of contribution that a good friend of mine, Karlene
Plunket, is making at the moment to the Disability
Advisory Council. I grew up with Karlene — she is one
of the most intelligent, courageous and strong people I
know. She does not want to be defined as someone with
cerebral palsy and spina bifida and a range of other
things. She wants to be defined as a courageous woman
and an intelligent woman who has a great deal to offer.
What this legislation does is make sure it is not just
about us. Let us get away from talking about ‘the
responsible minister and ‘the responsible department’.
We are all responsible. The Department of
Sustainability and Environment and all those other
departments — I will not go through the raft of them,
because they keep changing their names — are
responsible for treating people who have disabilities as
individuals and for making sure they get an
opportunity.
No more should we have a minister responsible for
people with a disability, and no more should we have a
department responsible for people with a disability. We
are all responsible — all the departments are
responsible — and this legislation requires us to make
sure that they will be responsible. It will oblige every
department to make sure that it gives every Victorian
every opportunity. This legislation does not weaken in
any way the protections that are already provided for
people with an intellectual disability or any of the other
broad range of disabilities. It provides further protection
and further opportunities for those people to be treated
as individuals and to get access to services.
What it does not do is come up with the budget
allocations that we need to continue to make. We
should not rest on our laurels: we should not be
satisfied with increases of more than 70 per cent since
coming to government. I would hate to leave this place
in 10 years time saying only that we were better than
the Kennett government. It would be a sad indictment
of us, because that is a pretty low bar to be measured
by. We need to make sure that we deliver services for
people in Victoria regardless of whether they have a
disability, recognising that people with a disability need
the extra protection that will be provided by this
legislation.
I have the greatest respect for carers and families, and
in particular for people with a disability. They deserve a
government that is prepared to state their aims, as
members of this government have in the state disability
plan. They deserve a government that is prepared to
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legislate and recognise their needs as individuals, and
members of this government are prepared to do that.
They require and deserve a government whose
members are prepared to move forward when we
can — so when we can move forward, let us move
forward. Should we wait until we can run the
100 yards? No, we should not. Let us make the move
forward we can make now, and continue to move
forward.
Those people deserve and need not just a government
but a Parliament whose members are prepared to debate
the issues and not make snide political points, because
this issue is much, much more important than that.
What they need is a Parliament whose members are
prepared to accept their shortcomings and accept that
they can all do better. We can all do better when we
work together, as members of the government and
officers of the department have worked in preparing
this legislation.
Victorian people with a disability deserve the sort of
government that the Bracks government is. They
deserve even the partial step that the member for
Rodney took when he said, ‘Okay, let’s think about it
for three months’. He recognises that this is good
legislation, that it has great aims and is a great move
forward — as most of the people I have met do. I have
met and discussed the bill with a lot of people who are
impacted by the issue of disability. They recognise that
this is a great move forward. It gives me a great deal of
pleasure to commend the bill to the house.
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I am pleased to
speak on the Disability Bill and also to support the
reasoned amendment put forward by the member for
Rodney on behalf of The Nationals. In his presentation
the member for Mornington said that he was sure that a
number of the members of this house who have spoken
in this debate really do care about people with
disabilities. That is coming through in the passionate
speeches being made in this place. I am sure that
members do care about people with disabilities. We
wonder why, then, the legislation is being rushed
through when the peak bodies and the organisations
that support people with disabilities are saying, ‘Take a
breather. Let’s look at the legislation and let’s get it
right’. It is very important that we listen to those
organisations and take heed of what they say.
The member for Rodney’s amendment in effect asks
the government not to consider the bill:
… for a period of three months to give disability service
providers, non-government agencies, carers and clients the
opportunity to seriously consider the detail of the bill and its
implications and make their views known to the government.
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That is a sensible reasoned amendment and I hope the
government will support it.
When the bill was second read on 28 February in this
place, The Nationals asked for an extension of time but
we were not listened to. Again we seriously ask the
government to take heed of what the organisations that
support people with disabilities are asking and allow
them a bit more time to look at the detail of the bill.
We are told that the bill addresses barriers for people
with disabilities and ensures that disability services are
of a high quality. The government can do that now; it
does not need to have the bill passed. It can look at the
services it provides now and it can provide extra
funding, which it is not doing. Later I will cite a
number of cases of that. The bill does not have to be
passed; the government can provide quality services
right now.
The government also said that it consulted. The draft
bill was released during the Christmas period. This
government seems to do that a lot: it puts out draft bills
during the Christmas period, when people are very,
very busy. Their minds are not on consulting with the
community and considering how they can provide a
service. What they are thinking about is how they are
going to get together with their families and how they
will celebrate the Christmas season. The bill was
released in November last year and the closing date for
submissions was 23 December — two days before
Christmas Day! That is appalling! People were asked to
digest, consult, understand how the legislation will
affect their clients, carers and parents and write a
submission to be in two days before Christmas. That is
just appalling!
Disability organisations across Victoria were calling for
the draft bill to be made available as early as July or
August. That did not happen; we got it a few days
before Christmas. The government cannot expect
genuine, detailed, quality feedback in such a short time.
This is a complex bill of 240 pages. This is a very
important issue. The Minister for Community Services
says that it is the first major review of the state’s
disability laws in almost 20 years. Then let us get it
right! Let us not wait another 20 years; let us do it right
now. For the sake of a few more weeks or a few more
months, let us get it right this time. For the sake of the
parents, the carers and the people with disabilities let us
make sure we get it right.
Many service providers, parents and carers in my
electorate came to see me with concerns when the bill
was brought out. It was not that they thought it was a
particularly bad bill, it was just that they were not sure
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how it affected them. They did not feel they had enough
time to see and be sure about what was in the bill and to
respond. They were not saying it was a bad bill, they
were just saying, ‘Let us just see how it affects us’. A
number of parents were worried about whether it would
affect them disadvantageously.
An honourable member — That is a good word.
Mrs POWELL — That is a good word. They said
that they were not sure they wanted to oppose the bill,
but they wanted to know what was actually in it.
In fact there is no reason to rush the bill through; it does
not come into force until July 2007. This legislation is
going to be rushed through this house and rushed
through this Parliament but then lie on the table,
because it will not be coming into force until 2007. So
we have to ask, ‘Why the rush?’. A number of
members have read out a letter from the Council of
Intellectual — —
Mr Maxfield interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for Narracan is next on the list. He
should hold his breath until then please.
Mrs POWELL — That is okay, Acting Speaker, I
can ignore the member for Narracan.
A number of members have read out a letter from the
Council of Intellectual Disability Agencies (CIDA), but
it is such a relevant and important letter that it bears
reading again. I will just read part of it. It is from
Ms Sue Jackson, the executive officer of CIDA. She
said:
Whilst CIDA welcomes a number of aspects of the bill we are
deeply concerned that this time line does not allow adequate
time for significant flaws, deficiencies, anomalies and
shortcomings in the bill to be rectified. There is a real danger
that people with intellectual disabilities could be left worse
off, in some important respects, under the new legislation in
its current form. It is our very strong view that substantial
redrafting and further development is required.

She goes on to say:
We are especially concerned by what we consider to be major
deficiencies in the sections of the bill which deal with
accessing services and individual planning. We are also
concerned by what appears to be an inappropriate shifting of
responsibility from government onto non-government
disability services in those and other sections of the bill.
The introduction of the new legislation involves repeal of the
Intellectually Disabled Persons Services Act which has been
one of the most significant, progressive and far-sighted pieces
of legislation enacted in this state. It has been crucial in
enhancing the lives and rights of people with intellectual
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disabilities. It would be unforgivable to repeal that act with
anything less than absolute certainty that what replaces it will
be a more effective instrument for improving the lives, rights
and entitlements of people with intellectual disabilities. In our
view the bill before Parliament does not … satisfy that test.

Again, those comments have not come from members
of the opposition and The Nationals. They have come
from a peak body that deals with and supports people
with a disability. There are a number of disability
services in my electorate and they have a very
important role to play. I would like to talk a little about
two that I have been working with that the government
could actually support right now without the enactment
of this bill. One of them is in the residential services
area. This bill is supposed to provide greater protection
for the rights of people in residential services. It talks
about privacy issues, security issues and the
responsibilities of residents. It also talks about a number
of other issues.
Last year I received a complaint from a mother whose
22-year-old special needs daughter in residential care
kept absconding from the residence. Staff from the
residence phoned the mother and asked her to go out
and find her own daughter, and I subsequently raised
the matter in Parliament. Management at the residence
said that they could not go out and search because they
had limited staff. They could not leave the other tenants
in the residence. They had to ask the mother, who was
not caring for the daughter, to go out and find her.
This happened quite a number of times, and the mother
was getting really concerned. She said she found her
daughter in the main street of Mooroopna, which is in
the Shepparton district, near the public toilets with, as
she said, an unsavoury male hovering near. Her concern
was the safety of her daughter who had some special
needs, and I raised this matter with the government.
We need more residential accommodation, particularly
in country Victoria. Parents of children and adults with
disabilities are ageing and some of their children are
now maybe 40 or 50 years of age. Before they die,
these parents need to make sure that their children are
going to be looked after in an appropriate manner. We
have people with acquired brain injuries who are living
in some inappropriate facilities, such as aged care
hostels, and we need to be able to look after those
people.
I have been seeking extra funding for a regional service
organisation in my electorate for over 12 months. We
have been asking for funding to continue a
much-needed service with residents in a residential care
home. This facility provides a wonderful service, but to
be able to provide that service appropriately it has had
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to cut down on staff or be underfunded. I have been
asking the government to fund this service, and we
have been waiting 12 months for an answer. The
government does not need to have this bill passed to be
able to do that. If it wants to listen to its own rhetoric, it
can appropriately fund organisations that are now
caring for people with disabilities, and I think that is
really important.
The organisation I have mentioned also deals with men
who have certain strong behavioural care needs that
they are able to work through to make their lives better.
The Department of Human Services provides funding
to a number of agencies in my electorate, and I am sure
the local DHS cares about those agencies. However,
what we need to do is make sure that the funding is
additional.
I ask the government to take into account the
amendment proposed by The Nationals, which allows
three months for all areas of disability services —
providers, parents and carers — to have a look at the
bill and put some good thoughts to it so that we do get a
good Disability Bill.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — I rise to support the
Disability Bill. At the outset I want to thank not only
the minister, the parliamentary secretary and their staff,
but also staff in the Department of Human Services and
other government agencies right across the state. These
people have worked very hard and very solidly for a
number of years on this wide-ranging and sweeping
bill — a bill that will be able to drive us forward for
many years to come in supporting this sector.
I have been listening to some of the debate and I have
been disturbed by some of the things I have heard from
members of the Liberal Party and The Nationals. I have
been sitting here thinking that they would go through
the bill and point out their concerns and their problems,
but effectively all we have heard is a request for more
time without their articulating what those concerns
really are.
A good example is the Liberal Party. In terms of this
process, did its members make a submission? No. Did
they attend the workshops? No. Did they ask for a
briefing on this issue? No. Have they asked the minister
a single question in this house on the issue in the last
three and a half years? No. What did they do? When in
power they cut $28 million from the disability sector.
That is the sort of action they take. While we have been
going through this process, what have they done other
than champion their cuts to services? Have they really
engaged in this process over the last couple of years?
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Of course they have not! They have been absolutely
and utterly missing in action.
And what has the government done? During phase 1, in
May 2003, the government started the process by
issuing a discussion paper, and in the subsequent
three-month period it conducted public consultations
involving 1200 individuals and organisations. Phase 2
was the release of the Review of Disability
Legislation — Report of Recommendations in October
2004. After that came a period of further consultation
during which organisations and individuals had an
opportunity to provide feedback on the
recommendations. More than 500 people participated in
focus groups across Victoria, and 80 organisations
made submissions. The government then released an
exposure draft of the Disability Bill on 16 November
last year. Following recommendations from the review
conducted in 2004, 13 forums were held across the state
to provide further comment on the bill to support
people with disabilities.
The draft bill was out in November, and here we are
now at the end of March, effectively five months since
the draft came out. This whole thing about extra time
really puzzles me and has me feeling quite concerned
that in some way we have whipped out this bill and
rushed it through in an absolute hurry, but quite clearly
it is hard to imagine a bill that has had more discussion
and public comment than this bill has.
And on top of working through the bill in this sector,
this is a government that has increased funding by
73 per cent since coming to power. That means a whole
raft of services right across the disability sector have
been introduced, expanded, helped and built on by a
government that is committed to disability services. In
my own area beds have been opened and additional
support has been provided. Only recently we had the
wonderfully exciting opening of the $3 million
brand-new Warragul Special Development School. It is
a fantastic testament not only to the government that
supported them but also to the members of the local
community, who raised a lot of funds and contributed
$800 000 of their own money to an outstanding school.
I had tears in my eyes when we opened it, because it is
such a magnificent facility, and I urge anybody who
gets the chance to come to Warragul to see it. We are so
proud of all those who have worked to get these things
together. The wonderful thing about this government is
that it is working in partnership with these
communities.
The first thing the bill does is to put disability on the
agenda right across government. It mandates disability
action plans across all state government departments
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and statutory bodies and effectively mandates them in
local government as well, because this government
knows we do need to change the way we think about
disabilities. We need to stop thinking of specialist
services. Of course disability involves services, but it
involves a lot more. People with disabilities are entitled
to expect Victorian communities, with all their
infrastructure — buildings, jobs, schools, transport,
venues and events, goods and services — to be
accessible and relevant.
In the short time we have it is difficult to speak about
the bill in detail, but one of the strongest reforms is the
introduction of the disability services commissioner.
This is a great step forward that has been met with
enormous enthusiasm by people with disabilities and
their advocates. The commissioner will be able to
investigate and conciliate complaints about disability
services as well as initiate his or her own investigations.
The commissioner will report to Parliament. This is
something we should not underestimate. If government
were in the future not to act in the right way, not to
really respond to the needs of the community, here is
somebody independent of government who can step in
and act. This can only be described as a great step
forward in terms of protection for the future.
If there is another Liberal-National Party government
that once again starts to rip out funding and rip the
sector apart — and they will do it again if they get the
chance, just like they did last time — then we will have
an independent person who can act. I suspect that is
probably one of the reasons why they are objecting to
the bill, because they know it will strengthen the sector
and give it an extra arm to stand up for its rights. Of
course that will make it harder for members of a Liberal
Party government to steamroll over a sector as they go
in with their latest slash and burn effort. As we know,
they have their own agenda and plans. For example,
they want to cut tolls on the EastLink. They want to
halve the tolls, and now they have to work out what
services they will cut, if they get into power at the next
election, in order to do that.
What they do not want is to have these independent
bodies who can provide an effective voice against some
of the things they do, but the reality is that this is an
innovative bill. I understand there are people in the
sector who have concerns. Of course many in the sector
have come out with strong support for the bill, but some
do have concerns, and as a government we recognise
that and will listen to their concerns. Some of these
concerns are due to misunderstandings and confusion. I
am confident we have the framework in place to deliver
a really impressive outcome for our community.
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I mentioned a special school in my local area before,
but I also want to mention organisations like the
E. W. Tipping Foundation, which provides a wonderful
facility locally, not to mention some of the great staff at
the Department of Human Services houses. They put so
much work in — week in, week out. In the short time
available I want to comment on how grateful I am, as
an MP, to have organisations and groups in my area
that work so tirelessly for those with disabilities.
For example, there is a lobby group in Warragul that
grills me regularly, but it is made up of wonderful
people who are genuinely committed and have their
hearts in the right place. They do a great job in lobbying
for people with disabilities. They put me under
pressure, and rightly so. They make sure I squirm at
times as the government responds to issues and needs.
That is one of the reasons I am proud to be an MP. We
are here to represent the community; we are here to
listen to those in the disability sector. We will not put
this bill away and forget about it; this bill is part of our
ongoing support for those with disabilities, and we will
continue to work to assist those in the disability sector
right across the board. With great pleasure I
recommend this bill to the house.
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I am pleased to rise tonight to
speak on the Disability Bill. I have a genuine interest in
people with disabilities. I went down to Wonthaggi
township about eight years ago where there is a
wonderful organisation called Moonya. I was asked to
join its board, which I did, and that organisation has
given me a far greater insight into people with
intellectual disabilities and to the services that are
provided by the community and by the great staff in
Wonthaggi.
I also have an interest in an organisation called Outlook
in Pakenham. It too is an organisation for intellectually
disabled people. It tries to help them integrate into the
community, provides jobs for them and assists them in
any way possible so they can get on with their lives.
From that point of view, when this bill came forward I
thought, ‘This will be good. It will look at assisting
some of these people who I personally know and have
been able to help from time to time’. However, all
members of Parliament — certainly members on this
side of the house — have been inundated with concerns
that have been raised by different groups, organisations
and individuals. They have looked at the Disability Bill
and have raised concerns with us.
We have heard tonight of the three phases to the
consultation that has taken place throughout Victoria.
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Jean Tops, who is from my area, is from the Gippsland
Carers Association, which does not get any mention at
all in the bill as far as I can see. Jean has raised some
concerns with me about the lack of concern the
government has shown about carers. We talked about
these three phases.
She said that the phase 1 submissions were never made
publicly accessible. That is a concern — why were they
hidden away? Phase 1 submissions were selectively
quoted in the phase 1 report. Why? Why not make them
available on the web, so that people could have a look?
Certainly some people would have privacy concerns,
but their submissions could be selectively omitted. A
lot of people would have liked to have their concerns
made public.
The group says that extensive lobbying was required to
convince the Department of Human Services to release
and make public the exposure draft of the bill and
subsequently to get further submissions. There are no
reports on the sessions, forums, workshops or focus
groups, and it was a very well-chosen consultative
panel that was put in place. There were no public
hearings with transcripts taken, and there was no final
report on the review. This cannot be seen as being a
good thing.
We have heard tonight from members on the other side
that since 2003 they have met with and talked to
thousands of people and have all this information.
However, the fact is the government has not been
sharing it, and one has to think this piece of legislation
was introduced for the government and not for the
members of the community who have intellectual
disabilities or for the people who care for them.
A lot of people in our community are carers. I
understand about 93 per cent of supported
accommodation is provided by people from caring
families looking after people with intellectual
disabilities. There are 990 000 Victorian citizens who
have a disability — that is, 20 per cent of our total
population or one in every five people suffers from an
intellectual disability, and somebody has to look after
them. Approximately 315 000 people of all ages have a
severe or profound disability. They are people who
really need to be looked after and looked after carefully.
These are the people who are being bulldozed and are
not having enough input into this piece of legislation.
There is a potential population of approximately
165 000 for disability services. That is a lot of people
who have to be cared for within our community, and I
do not believe that this bill addresses offering that care
to these people. Why is there a rush? July next year not
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July this year is when this bill will be proclaimed. Why
rush it now? Why not listen to what people are saying?
Why not listen to what the carers are saying?
Mr Mildenhall interjected.
Mr SMITH — No, you have not, I am sorry — and
you are out of your place.
It is not right that we have to rush this bill through the
Parliament. We have had a couple of weeks to consult.
That is just not enough time. I think it was said before
that this bill has 270 pages. People only got a copy of
an exposure draft to look at just before Christmas. That
is a lot of legislation for people to look at to see how
they are going to be affected and whether the
government has addressed the problems they may have
raised when they have gone along to some of the
consultations that have been held.
We know what Labor Party consultations are about. It
is usually a matter of sending out to a meeting a few
bureaucrats who have already got a preordained
position that they are going to take. They sit down, do
not listen to what people are saying and then they go
back and print up what they already had printed out
before the consultation. We know it happens
everywhere under the Labor Party, and they have done
this to the disabled people within our community. It is
just not right that they should allow this to happen.
Let us think a little bit about the carers. What do we
have in the bill for carers? Can anyone on that side of
the house tell me what is in there for carers, the people
who look after those with an intellectual disability?
There is nothing in this bill that does anything to
address the problems of carers. The government should
be ashamed. It says it has had all this consultation. Do
not tell me that carers did not speak to the committee. I
hear nothing from the other side on that. They should
hang their heads in shame, because they should have
some thought for the people out there, the hundreds of
thousands of people with intellectual disabilities, who
have to be looked after. They should have some thought
about what they are going to do. Have they got jobs
they can go to? Are they able to get to their doctors?
Are they able to walk down the street? Where are they
going to sleep tonight? Who is going to look after
them?
What has the government done? Nothing. It has not
cared at all about carers.
Ms Beard — We have increased funding by 73 per
cent.
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Mr SMITH — No you haven’t. Have a read
through the 270 pages of the bill — there is nothing.
We have also had reports from the peak body, the
Council of Intellectual Disability Agencies. They are
people who care, who know and understand. They said
that the problem as far as this bill is concerned is that
real things have not been addressed. The government
has not addressed access to services. It has not
addressed proper planning. It has abrogated its key
responsibilities through inappropriate shifting of
responsibilities from government to non-government
sector organisations. It is handballing the
responsibilities to others who have to try to raise money
to look after people with intellectual disabilities, to go
out in their communities and beg, borrow and steal to
get the funds because the government has walked away
from its responsibilities.
What is put forward in the bill conflicts with the
interests of the Department of Human Services, and that
is wrong. The secretary of the department and the
Minister for Community Services have all the things
they wanted in this bill, but they are not the things that
people with an intellectual disability want. I say to the
government that the member for Caulfield has put
forward a reasoned amendment that asks for the bill to
be deferred for two months. On behalf of The Nationals
the member for Rodney has put forward an amendment
asking for a three-month delay. Either would still give
the government over 12 months to bring this legislation
in and combine all the acts of Parliament that will be
affected as a result.
The government has 12 months to start looking at what
it might be able to do for the carers as well.
Government members should give a damn about them,
because they really do matter. They are members of our
community. They could be members of your family, or
they could be future members of your family. There are
old people and young people, and there are parents who
are getting older who really do not know what their
kids are going to do when they pass away. Care about
them!
Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — I am delighted to
stand here tonight and contribute to the debate on the
Disability Bill, which will revolutionise the way we
support people with disabilities. I come from a
background in disability services, working firstly as a
volunteer and then in an early intervention setting for a
kindergarten with special needs children. I also worked
in that sector in 1992. Opposition members should
come and talk to me about how families felt when cuts
of 10 per cent were ripped from the system and about
how they struggled to survive. Some did not cope. They
were absolutely appalled by the Liberal Party and its
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behaviour. We have been working for years to rebuild
the system since the opposition when in government
ripped the heart out of that system.
These are the first real reforms in 20 years. There is
possibly more to be done: it is a work in progress, and it
cannot all be done at this time. But people are no longer
locked up in institutions and excluded from society.
Many people with a disability are living in community
residential units in my electorate, where I visit them
often. There are some great stories to tell about the
independence of people with disabilities who are living
full and happy lives and getting out into their
communities. You need to see the difference that some
of this has made; it is just outstanding. We talk about all
the criticism, but the 10 per cent cuts were something
that I do not think I will ever recover from, and I know
those families will not recover either. This bill shows
that we are committed to giving people with disabilities
a real chance of living a normal life in Victoria, which
is something they could not have done under a Liberal
government.
The member for Morwell talked about the legislation
making Victoria more accessible by mandating the
implementation of the state disability plan in all
government departments. This is a great reform. All
departments support and are conscious of the needs of
the people in our communities with disabilities. We
have put funding increases of 73 per cent into disability
services! When I sit here and listen to what is coming
from the other side I think of the hypocrisy involved. I
am so proud that we have given the same commitment
to this that we have given to education, to the police
and to everything else that was ripped apart under
former governments. As I said before, the community
residential units have been successful. I see many of our
local residents down at Chirnside Park shopping centre
loving their independent lives. It certainly means a lot
to them.
Another thing I can talk about is the companion card. I
have contact with many families who have children
with autism and special needs who want to get out into
the community. Their carers now have access to free
travel to support these young people — in particular,
teenagers — through organisations such as Interchange
so they can get out and participate and have access to
all the services that mainstream people have and do
everything that mainstream people do. That is so
important, not only to the person with the disability but
to their families and their carers. As a volunteer you
think you are going to give someone with a disability
something special and they are going to benefit as a
result, but I can tell you that the person who benefits the
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most is you — the carer — through what you get out of
that relationship and the friendships that are forged.
I spoke earlier in this house today about the
Commonwealth Games. Last week at the shooting
event in Lilydale I was so pleased to see many people
from Melba Support Services in Mount Evelyn
attending the games. There was easy access and
facilities for them so they could all partake in the
celebrations of the games. It absolutely warmed my
heart to see them enjoying the sports. They have access
to all of these venues. We are more conscious of that
now, as we should be.
I have talked about some of the groups in my electorate,
and in Mount Evelyn in particular. We are known as a
centre for excellence in disability services. We have the
Mount Evelyn Special Developmental School, where I
used to do a bit of volunteer work in early intervention
with young people up to 18 years of age. We also have
two campuses of Melba Support Services. One, which
is in the main street of Mount Evelyn, is a day centre
where there are young people as well as seniors. I
recently hosted seniors from Melba Support Services
for morning tea in my office. They were keen to
understand what I do as a local member of Parliament,
and when I see them in the street they are really happy
to come up and tell me about community events they
are attending. They attended all the pre-Commonwealth
Games celebrations. We also have Yarra View Nursery,
which gives people with disabilities the opportunity to
work in the nursery and provide services to our local
communities. They can follow the process right through
from propagating to selling the plants, and some of
them have received certificates. They are loving it, and
it is just fantastic to see.
Recently I attended a concert put on down in
Mooroolbark by the Melba people — —
An honourable member interjected.
Ms McTAGGART — Yes, the 10 by 10. They
actually presented me with a DVD, so you can see that
I am very proud that this bill is about recognising
everybody’s individuality as well as their place in the
overall community. I know that we hear about a lack of
consultation, but I can tell the house that as a member
of Parliament I have held open forums in my local
special developmental school calling on parents to say
what I can do for them, whether it be help with respite
or access to services.
Ms Buchanan interjected.
Ms McTAGGART — No, there was no
consultation when the 10 per cent was cut off the top.
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This Bracks government does listen, and I know that
this bill will go to providing a much better future for
and a framework that will support people with
disabilities. It will support the principles and objectives
of the state disability plan and the development of a
strong and stable disability sector that will be
sustainable into the future. As I said, it is a movable
feast, and there is certainly a lot more work to be done,
but it provides a more integrated approach to disability
and a fairer and more equitable system that supports
people with a disability. I am proud to contribute to this
bill. I congratulate the minister, the parliamentary
secretary and the government on the work they have
undertaken, and I wish this bill a speedy passage.
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — It is a pleasure to join the
debate on this bill. As I have listened in my office to the
debate on this bill today there seems to have been two
general themes to it. One is that members on this side
have been talking to the government about what the
sector has been saying to them, and I presume to the
government too. By ‘the sector’ I mean people who are
carers, peak organisations, workers in the field and
clients of the many services that are provided
throughout this state. The consistent message they are
giving us is that they are not happy with some of the
very basic themes in this bill and want more time to
consider it. They do not want the bill to go back to the
drawing board. They are fair, and they recognise there
are positive points in this bill, but they certainly want
more time to talk to the government about the many
things that concern them.
It is not us playing politics. I know some members on
the other side have said that we have been in here
playing politics. We have not been. This is what has
been told to us and what, I presume, has been told to the
other side, too. If government members are not going to
recognise what they have been told by people in the
sector, it is the job of opposition members in this place
to tell the government what people are saying to them.
As I think the member for Mornington said, the people
who are saying it to us are not being political. If we
were in government they would be talking to us in the
same sort of way. They are thinking about the system,
the place they work in and the person that they care for,
and they want that message to get across to the
government. As I said, they are not being political.
The theme from the other side has been the defence of
the legislation. Government members have talked about
the positive aspects of the bill as they see it. That is
fine; that is the government’s job to do that. But not one
government member has really mentioned, tackled in a
detailed way or refuted the arguments that have been
given to us — and to government members, I
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presume — by the many people in the sector and in the
peak organisations that have spoken to us.
As the member for Bass said, why the rush? If this
legislation is not going to be proclaimed until July next
year, why do we need this rush? There is plenty of time.
The government could quite legitimately delay this bill
and come back and say, ‘We had extra time. We spoke
to the people who were concerned’, and there would be
no argument there. Again, I have not heard the actual
argument as to why this bill has to be taken through this
place this week and through the upper house, I
presume, next week, and then — that is it! — put away
neatly until July next year. I have not heard the
argument as to why that has to happen.
Within my electorate I wish to pay special regard to
what was the Wongabeena Association — now called
Disability Opportunities Victoria (DOV) — and also to
the Kindilan Society at Red Hill. These are
unbelievable organisations, and organisations that I
think have been at the forefront of a large part of the
government’s disability plan that has been before the
sector for a couple of years now.
The people in these organisations really do believe in
individuals — their clients are individuals — and they
have wonderful interactions with the community and
with various community groups. For example, DOV
has a relationship with a cabinet-making factory in
Rosebud. It has a team that works in the hospitality
industry and has worked at RSLs and other
organisations that do their own catering. DOV has
another team that has a factory that does recycling and
specialises in that. It has another team that goes out and
does commercial garden maintenance and
lawnmowing.
A real problem for DOV is that the funding model does
not fit in with the reality in the business world and in
the communities they are operating in. Hospitality does
not run on the school term; cabinet-makers do not run
on the school term; and lawnmowing rosters and
garden maintenance do not run on the school term. This
organisation has had to beg, borrow, scrounge and
fundraise, and it has had to do all those sorts of things
because these wonderful programs that treat the
organisation’s clients as individuals with talents and
opportunities have not been able, under the current
funding model, to pursue that path. I am disappointed
that that has not been tackled in this bill.
Another issue which has been raised with me by both
organisations is transportation. Obviously as you get
further out from Melbourne there is less public
transport, and you are drawing clients from a wide
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region to these various training facilities and the
opportunities these places offer. Over the years it has
been a state government responsibility to pay not for
the running of the minibuses that are used but to pay for
the buses themselves. The government has now
withdrawn from that. Organisations such as DOV and
the Kindilan Society rely very heavily on their buses,
not just to take their clients out to the various programs
and into the community — and sometimes to bring the
community to the organisation — but to bring their
clients in. That is a huge cost, and huge distances are
travelled. Once again, that money has to be found
within the ordinary funding model of these
organisations.
If the government recognised this and did not treat all
organisations — especially those some way out of
Melbourne — the same way, and if it gave them
flexibility of funding and a special allowance in their
funding for these sorts of circumstances — —
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
It is time for me under sessional orders to interrupt the
business of the house. The member for Nepean will
have the call when the bill is next before the house.

ADJOURNMENT
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The question is:
That the house do now adjourn.

Infrastructure: freedom of information
requests
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — The issue I have is for
the Minister for Major Projects in the other place. The
action I request of him is to release documents that I
requested under freedom of information legislation in
July 2005. The documents are quarterly performance
reports for the years 2004 and 2005 of the cabinet
subcommittee of the Department of Infrastructure
(DOI).
The minutes of this committee show that this group
deals with major projects and a range of other issues,
but obviously I am interested in the reporting by the
department to the government on its performance in
major projects. The minutes clearly show that these
reports were submitted to the Department of Treasury
and Finance — that is, the department, not the cabinet.
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The department’s original reply to me came on
14 September 2005 wherein I was told that there were
four quarterly reports, which is interesting given that
two years are involved. Further, the departmental
officer indicated to me that:
The reports have been prepared with the specific purpose of
informing the whole-of-government report furnished to the
expenditure review committee of cabinet (ERC) by the
Department of Treasury and Finance. The reports contain
information that has been considered by cabinet.

Of course after this refusal I applied for an internal
review, and a response came to me on 6 October 2005.
Lo and behold, two additional quarterly reports have
now been found by the department! If they were
expenditure review committee reports to cabinet, I find
it interesting how two such important reports could
suddenly get lost. Nevertheless my application was still
denied, but the reasons have been changed. The reasons
are now as follows:
… a document is exempt if it is a copy or draft of, or contains
extracts from, a document referred to in section 28(1)(a), (b)
or (ba), which includes a document that has been prepared by
a minister or on his or her behalf or by an agency for the
purpose of submission for consideration by cabinet.

The letter then goes on to tell me:
The documents requested were prepared by DOI for the
purpose of preparation of reports for consideration by the
expenditure review committee of cabinet.

After having been told initially that the reports had been
considered by cabinet, the reason was then adjusted
with the claim that they were prepared for the purpose
of consideration.
The Victorian Civil and Administrative Tribunal case is
scheduled for June, but I point out to the house that the
DOI has previously been caught out trying to classify
documents the government does not want released as
cabinet documents. I refer the house to the decision in
the VCAT case, G435/2004, Louise Asher v.
Department of Infrastructure, which involved exactly
the same case — put simply, the title ‘cabinet
document’ was falsely whacked on. I call on the
minister to release this documentation.

Boating: Clifton Springs harbour
Ms NEVILLE (Bellarine) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for State and Regional
Development. The action I seek is for the minister to
provide funding for stage 2 of the Clifton Springs boat
harbour recreation area. I am sure the minister would
recall that during the 2002 election we gave a
commitment to contribute $200 000 towards the
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development of a recreational area at the Clifton
Springs boat harbour. That project included the
construction of a breakwater and a 80-metre-long beach
and recreational area, including walking tracks and an
improved stormwater management facility. The state
government in September 2004 announced a grant of
$200 000 to the City of Greater Geelong from the
Living Regions, Living Suburbs program, and the
Greater Geelong council provided $296 000 towards
the project.
This is a project that the local community has for many
years been asking for. The Clifton Springs foreshore
advisory committee had listed this as one of its major
priorities. This foreshore area is one of the most
beautiful areas. It has a north-facing aspect with views
across the You Yangs, but it is an area that has been
underutilised. This had been exacerbated by the closure
of the Dell area due to major erosion and cliff slippage.
The money has now been expended on the first stage of
the recreational area. Those funds were in addition to
the Marine Safety Victoria money that built additional
large and small boat ramps and a car park area. It is
important that the house know that recreational boating
continues to increase by about 10 per cent per year, and
the North Bellarine area is one of the most well-utilised
areas in the state. Certainly Clifton Springs is ideal for
accessing the outer Corio Bay and Port Phillip Heads
area.
The project that the $200 000 contribution funded is
now complete, and it is a fantastic facility. However, a
number of outstanding issues need to be resolved,
including the provision of barbecues and seating areas,
and the sealing of the access road. This area attracts a
lot of use by residents and people with boats. The issue
of the road being unsealed has caused major dust issues
particularly for those who live nearby.
As a result of these concerns I organised a meeting with
the City of Greater Geelong and Regional Development
Victoria to discuss funding options and possible
assistance from the government to improve the area. As
a result the City of Greater Geelong has put in a request
to Regional Development Victoria. This is a very
important project for the Clifton Springs and Drysdale
community. I again ask the minister to support the
request from the City of Greater Geelong for stage 2
funding of this important project.

Water: fluoridation
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I raise a matter for
the attention of the Minister for Health and, in her
absence, the Minister for Gaming who is at the table. I
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refer to the unsatisfactory announcement by the
minister late last year of the proposal to introduce
fluoride to the water supplies at Wangaratta and
Wodonga. The difficulty for the minister was that the
announcement was made without any contact with
anyone at the local level. As a local member I knew
nothing about it, the Rural City of Wangaratta had no
idea and of course the general public had no idea of the
announcement made by the minister.
Because of those concerns I wrote to the minister early
in December and again late in January. I raised the
matters again in February with the minister’s office and
spoke to the ministerial adviser on 2 March when
Parliament was sitting. I said I had not had a response
to my representations about the minister’s
announcement, which was made without any local
consultation.
The pros and cons of the introduction of fluoride are not
the issue as far as I am concerned. I am concerned
about the methods being used by the government in
making this announcement without appropriate
consultation with the local people. I had no response
from the minister and in taking it up with the ministerial
adviser I received no real response until a letter earlier
this week. That roused the people of Wangaratta. There
is a major group that has been set up to look at this. The
name of the group is the Wangaratta Anti-Fluoride
Action Group. They are really going to market on this
particular issue.
I presented a petition to Parliament with about
700 signatures, and a number of other petitions were
collected which were not received, so about
1700 people — —
Ms Campbell interjected.
Mr JASPER — You will get your turn in a minute.
In other words, a total of 1700 people signed a petition.
They are most upset about the way the issue has been
handled. The government has to come to Wangaratta
and arrange to meet with the people. Let us have a
public meeting and tell people what the issues are and
what the advantages are, and let them put their case. I
suggest to the minister that Dr Robert Hall, the chief
health officer, should be directed to come to
Wangaratta. We can very quickly organise a meeting
where the government’s representatives can address the
people and say why fluoride needs to be introduced.
The minister’s letter is quite detailed, saying that
information has been sent out and that people know
about fluoride and should be able to accept it — but
that is not the issue. The issue is about the government
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talking to the people. The minister has encouraged
people to look at the web site and contact various
people if anyone wants additional information. Yes,
there may be people who support and can put a strong
case for fluoridation. Many towns and cities have had
fluoride added to their water supplies for many years. In
this case the action I request is for the minister to either
come to Wangaratta herself or send Dr Hall to a public
meeting so the people can discuss the issue and clarify
the position.

AGL: privacy breach
Mr LIM (Clayton) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Attorney-General and, in his absence,
the Minister for Gaming, who is at the table. It concerns
a letter that has been sent by the energy company AGL
to concession customers in my electorate. I request the
Attorney-General to ask his department to investigate
whether AGL may be in breach of the Victorian
Information Privacy Act 2000.
I have received a number of complaints from
constituents who have received identically worded
letters from AGL requesting their permission to release
personal information held by AGL on behalf of the
Victorian government to either Centrelink or the
Department of Veterans Affairs. The purpose of this
release of personal information is stated in the letter as
being to ratify the customer’s entitlement to state
government energy concessions.
What has alarmed my constituents is that rather than
seeking the customer’s permission to release the
personal information AGL states that it will provide the
information to Centrelink or the Department of
Veterans’ Affairs unless instructed by the customer that
they object to this release of private information — in
other words, if the AGL customer does not act, the
information will be released. The customer has to take
positive action in order to prevent release of
confidential information. This means that if a customer
has not received his or her letter or misunderstood what
the letter means, the private information will be
released by default.
I note that under the Information Privacy Act an
organisation must not normally use or disclose personal
information about an individual for a purpose — a
secondary purpose — other than the primary purpose of
collection unless the individual has consented to the use
or disclosure. AGL’s letters would seem to me to be in
breach of this provision. I have copies of letters sent by
AGL to constituents that I would be only too happy to
pass on to the Attorney-General’s office, and I ask the
Attorney-General to investigate the matter accordingly.
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Port of Portland: finger berths
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I wish to
raise a matter for the Minister for Transport, who is the
minister responsible for ports. The action I seek from
the minister is to not waste taxpayers money building
unwanted finger berths off the trawler wharf at the port
of Portland.
I urge the minister to listen to the local community,
especially the local crayfishing fraternity, and to
reallocate those funds to the development of the
north-west corner proposal to provide proper facilities
for the commercial fishing fleet at Portland. The
Portland community and I welcome the allocation of
funding to upgrade and extend the trawler wharf. This
project should proceed as quickly as possible to provide
staff with adequate facilities for the Portland-based
trawler fleet.
However, the proposal to build finger berths off the
extended and upgraded trawler wharf for cray boats is
stupid, short sighted and absolutely contrary to the
interests of the fishermen and the Portland community.
It will crowd Portland Bay, it will be unsafe and it will
provide worse facilities than the crayfishers have in
their current situation. The proposal for finger berths is
opposed by all stakeholders — the Glenelg Shire
Council, the fishing industry, tourism bodies and the
local community. These finger berths would crowd the
beautiful vista of Portland Bay.
I am urging the minister not to build those finger berths
and to use the money that is saved from not building the
finger berths to work with the federal government, the
local community and the fishing industry to develop the
north-west corner proposal. This north-west corner
proposal has the opportunity to provide first-class
facilities for the fishing fleet, particularly the
crayfishing fleet. It will provide better access for the
growing number of recreational anglers in the Portland
harbour, particularly building a second boat-loading
facility or boat ramp. It will allow the fishing industry
to become a real tourist attraction, because it will be
alongside the Portland Maritime Discovery Centre and
will provide the opportunity for tourists and visitors to
get close and see personally how the fishing industry
operates with the unloading of crayfish, giant crabs,
squid and the other parts of the important fishing catch
in the commercial port of Portland.
The north-west corner proposal would improve the
vista of Portland Bay. From the shoreline you will be
able to see a commercial port, a trawler wharf, a
wonderful beachfront with a yacht club, an angling
club, a marina and then a fishing precinct nearby to the
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Portland Maritime Discovery Centre. I urge the
minister not to waste money on the finger berth
proposal off the trawler wharf. It is a short-sighted
proposal that is not in the interests of the industry. I
urge the minister to listen to the community and the
fishing industry, not to build the finger berths and to use
that money to develop the north-west corner proposal.

Aged care: Land Bank
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I raise a matter
for the Minister for Aged Care in the other place. I ask
that Land Bank be launched in my electorate of Pascoe
Vale to enable a not-for-profit provider to build and run
a nursing home and that the majority of the beds in the
nursing home be for high-care needs.
The Victorian government is committed to providing
decent aged care services in this state. I recognise that
residential aged care is primarily regulated and funded
by the commonwealth government, but the most recent
2005 figures show that in Moreland there is a shortage
of around 270 operational residential aged care beds.
There should be around 1497 beds, but there are only
1226. That is a shortfall of nearly 20 per cent on the
Howard government’s own planning rations. It is a
disgrace and very mean spirited, and people in
Moreland have to endure spending months on waiting
lists waiting for a residential aged care bed or move to
other areas.
I was pleased to see that last year in our government’s
statement, A Fairer Victoria, at page 28 the Minister for
Aged Care flagged the implementation of a Land Bank
policy to help facilitate the development of aged care
facilities in the not-for-profit sector. This is a policy I
have advocated for some time, and in our Public
Accounts and Estimates Committee (PAEC) report on
the 2004–05 estimates, which was released in
November 2004, we provide at page 293 a case for
such a Land Bank operation. Recommendation 68 on
the following page outlines it in greater detail. You can
see that our government has listened to the PAEC when
you look at the A Fairer Victoria initiative.
This is creative public policy. When you look at the
data presented in the PAEC report you can see that we
looked at assessments of the cost of high-care-need
aged care people in the state nursing home system. The
cost is running at $140 million per annum, simply
because those people cannot get into the appropriate
accommodation, which is nursing home beds. The fact
is that that is something that should not be a cost to the
state. Secondly, it is inappropriate, especially for those
people who require nursing home beds and whose
families would be more assured if they were getting the
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most appropriate care in such a nursing home as
opposed to their being left in acute care beds in public
hospitals.
The financial details of this Land Bank policy are yet to
be released, but I believe Moreland has a special case
and should be the launching pad for such a great
proposal.

Rural Ambulance Victoria: sexual harassment
case
Mr SAVAGE (Mildura) — I wish to raise an issue
for the attention of the Minister for Health, and in her
absence the Minister for Gaming, who is the minister at
the table. It concerns a substantiated sexual harassment
case against Rural Ambulance Victoria region 4
manager Geoff Thomson. The victim, Natalie Barrett,
was forced from her employment in the Rural
Ambulance Victoria Mildura office by the sexual
harassment of Geoff Thomson. Ms Barrett has since
been awarded financial settlements by RAV, yet Geoff
Thomson remains in his position as a regional manager.
I have a copy of the Stopline report compiled by Vicki
Fraser on these allegations, and it is quite
comprehensive. The behaviour of Geoff Thomson is
disgraceful and renders him unfit for managerial
position.
In October 2005 I wrote to the Minister for Health
asking for advice on these sexual harassment
investigations. I received a response dated 9 November
2005 indicating that the investigation was still pending.
This was puzzling, because the completed Stopline
harassment report is dated January 2005, some
11 months prior. Doug Kimberley, the chief executive
officer of RAV, stated in the Age of 23 March 2006:
Let me say, where there has been bullying and harassment,
we have taken decisive action, both in terms of discipline and
remedial action for employees.

It is now 14 months. Rural Ambulance Victoria
management has actually protected Geoff Thomson
over a long period of time. The action I seek is for the
Minister for Health to direct the chief executive officer,
Doug Kimberley, to publicly explain why Geoff
Thomson is still the region 4 manager after the sexual
harassment allegations have been substantiated.
This is not the first time that Geoff Thomson has been
investigated. Another mobile intensive care ambulance
paramedic was sexually harassed by Thomson and was
forced to relocate to Shepparton. In 2001 Thomson,
without authority, disposed of a trailer load of surplus
RAV equipment to a business associate of his, Jamie
Harwood. When quizzed by RAV employees as to the
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whereabouts of the missing equipment, he lied and said
that it was sold to Turkish second-hand dealers. When
this information was conveyed to RAV management,
they allowed Geoff Thomson some days grace to cover
his tracks and produce a cheque for $500 from
Harwood. When RAV finally interviewed Geoff
Thomson, Alan Pegg did so without interviewing
witnesses and obtaining statements.
There was a police investigation into this which was
killed off by RAV management. It was done by Senior
Detective McHugh. The ombudsman’s inquiry was
completely inadequate and was based on the RAV
investigation. Thomson lied and was dishonest in his
removal of this equipment, and he was only counselled.
A donation cheque for $250 sent to Thomson in 2000
went missing. It was later found in the station social
club. Doug Kimberley, Stephen Gough and human
resources manager Desiree Harker have protected and
condoned Geoff Thomson’s behaviour over a long
period of time.

Sewerage: Mernda
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I wish to raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Water. The action I
seek is for a date to be set for the connection of
sewerage to Mernda township. I have spoken before in
this place about what a great town Mernda is and my
concerns that it has not always received its fair share of
infrastructure and service spending. I raised with the
minister in November 2004 the need for sewerage to be
connected to the town. Septic tanks are smelly and
present a seepage danger to the nearby waterways like
the Plenty River. They also have the potential to
overflow into stormwater drain systems. Maintenance
of septic tanks is costly and, in areas with a wet soil,
they need regular pumping out, at costs of up to
$500 each time.
I, along with Mernda residents, was delighted in August
last year when the minister announced a $300 million
upgrade to the sewer system in Melbourne’s north.
Mernda residents have finally felt that their
infrastructure needs are being addressed. I was in
Mernda on the weekend and was pleased to see the
pipeline for reticulated gas being laid. However, today
David Peterson of Mernda contacted my office to seek
my help, as he has been waiting 10 years for sewerage
connection. He feels that Yarra Valley Water has
repeatedly deferred the work, with inadequate excuse.
I seek the minister’s support in giving Yarra Valley
Water the hurry-up. Dave Peterson and his family, and
all Mernda families, have waited too long. Gas is
almost connected, but what these families want and
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deserve now is a firm date for sewerage connection. I
will continue to work with members of this great
community and get them the infrastructure they
deserve. I look forward to the minister acting soon.

Tanti Creek: management
Mr COOPER (Mornington) — I have a matter for
the attention of Minister for Water. It relates to an issue
involving Tanti Creek in Mornington. Tanti Creek is a
waterway that predominantly runs between the Nepean
Highway and the beach. For a great many years — I
think ever since government existed — Tanti Creek
was looked after and controlled by the local
Mornington Shire Council, until amalgamations took
place. Since then it has been controlled by the
Mornington Peninsula Shire Council.
In November last year the government instructed
Melbourne Water to take control of the stream and
banks of Tanti Creek, and Melbourne Water obliged.
Since that time there has been a significant problem in
regard to maintenance. Melbourne Water has advertised
saying that people who have a problem should contact
it and it will take action. Officers of the Mornington
Peninsula Shire Council, along with local residents,
have been contacting Melbourne Water in regard of the
dumping of shopping trolleys and other rubbish in Tanti
Creek. It has been creating a significant problem and is
banking up water. The water is then eroding the banks
of the creek, so it is a significant problem. It is
unsightly as well, because people can walk along fair
sections of the Tanti Creek banks, and they look down
on this junk heap.
When these people, including those from the local
council, have contacted Melbourne Water, it has
acknowledged that it had responsibility and said that it
had a complaints line; but when other people have
contacted it Melbourne Water has said, ‘We do not
have any money to do this work’. I find that absolutely
extraordinary. The government has instructed
Melbourne Water to take control of the streams and
banks — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
Can the member ask for action?
Mr COOPER — Yes, I am asking the minister to
provide the funds and ensure Melbourne Water does
the job it has responsibility for. It is absolutely
ridiculous for people to be complaining to this body and
to be told there are no funds to do the work. It is not as
if it can be easily done, as the banks are steep and in
many instances the work requires cranes and other
equipment to get the stuff out of the creek. The
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government has demanded Melbourne Water take it
over but has not provided it with the funds to do the
work.

Environment: Mount Waverley wetland
Ms MORAND (Mount Waverley) — I also raise a
matter for the Minister for Environment. I ask the
minister to take action to ensure that the work on the
Mount Waverley wetland is completed by Melbourne
Water. The Mount Waverley wetland is adjacent to
Blackburn Road and covers 3.3 hectares. Over the past
two years the area has undergone significant work to
transform it from a retarding basin into a wetland.
The project has been undertaken with a lot of
cooperation from the Monash City Council, Melbourne
Water, local community and environment groups and
residents in the local area. This is a significant
investment in our environment: there is funding of
$1.8 million available to construct the Mount Waverley
wetland. The minister will probably recall visiting the
wetland when its construction first started in October
2004 and meeting with various environment groups at
that time.
Following damage from a storm last year the
restoration work has been undertaken and the final
stage of the project — the planting of native plants —
has yet to be done and is due to be undertaken. When
complete this wetland project will provide significant
benefits to the local environment as well as contributing
to the overall water quality of Port Phillip Bay. It is
going to treat the stormwater from Scotchmans Creek
and provide flood protection as well as creating a much
more diverse ecosystem there. It naturally treats the
stormwater, and the flow of pollution into local creeks
and eventually Port Phillip Bay is thereby reduced. It is
estimated that the wetland will contribute to reducing
nitrogen loads in the bay by about 1 tonne per year.
Finally and most importantly, it will also provide a
great local community recreational area. It will increase
the native bird population. I think you, Acting Speaker,
are well aware of an example further down Scotchmans
Creek where the wetland work was completed a
number of years ago. It really provides a lovely
recreational area which is well used by the local
community.
The wetland is adjacent to the beautiful Valley Reserve
in Scotchmans Creek. Valley Reserve is an area which
is well supported by a local environment group called
the Friends of Scotchmans Creek and Valley Reserve. I
think you, Acting Speaker, are also very well aware of
that group as it does work further down Scotchmans
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Creek. I had the pleasure of joining those members on
the site on Clean Up Australia Day. We all joined
together to clean up that site. Waverley residents
generally have a real interest in the environment.
Several environment groups look after different parts of
the electorate.
The commitment of my community to sustainability
and the environment was recently demonstrated by the
uptake by Waverley residents of green power. More
Mount Waverley residents are signed up for green
power than any other suburb or town in Victoria. Green
power reduces greenhouse gases. In conclusion, the
wetland project will provide tangible benefits locally
and broadly to Port Phillip Bay.

Responses
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The minister at the table — the Minister for Gaming —
is to respond to matters raised by the members for
Brighton, Bellarine, Murray Valley, Clayton,
South-West Coast, Pascoe Vale, Mildura, Yan Yean,
Mornington and Mount Waverley.
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Acting
Speaker, 10 matters have been raised for the attention
of government ministers tonight. There is only one
minister in the chamber. This represents a dereliction of
duty on the part of the government and contempt of the
parliamentary process.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
There is no point of order.
Mr PANDAZOPOULOS (Minister for
Gaming) — I am still waiting for replies from Kennett
government ministers on issues I raised when I used to
sit on the other side of the house!
Nonetheless, the member for Brighton raised a matter
for the Minister for Major Projects in the other place
about freedom of information requests made in July
2005 regarding performance reports. I will pass that on
to the minister.
The member for Bellarine raised a matter for the
Minister for State and Regional Development about
stage 2 of the Clifton Springs boat harbour recreation
area. I will pass that on to the minister.
The member for Murray Valley raised a matter for the
Minister for Health about the process involved in the
fluoridation of water at Wangaratta and Wodonga. I
will pass that on to the minister.
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The member for Clayton raised for the attention of the
Attorney-General what he argues are potential breaches
of the Privacy Act by AGL in relation to its concession
customers. I will pass that on to the Attorney-General.
The member for South-West Coast raised a matter for
the Minister for Transport, who is responsible for ports,
in relation to the proposed finger berth development at
the trawler wharf at the port of Portland. I will pass that
on to the minister.
The member for Pascoe Vale raised a matter for the
Minister for Aged Care in the other place in relation to
Land Bank being launched in her electorate and
associated issues.
The member for Mildura raised a matter for the
Minister for Health in relation to a sexual harassment
case in the Rural Ambulance Service. I will pass that on
to the minister.
The member for Yan Yean raised a matter for the
Minister for Water in relation to sewerage at the
Mernda township and the importance of that project. I
will pass that on to the minister.
The member for Mornington also raised a matter for the
Minister for Water in relation to Tanti Creek,
Mornington, and the need for funding for Melbourne
Water. I will pass that on to the minister.
The member for Mount Waverley raised a matter for
the Minister for Environment in relation to the
completion of the Mount Waverley wetland project, an
important project in her electorate. I will pass that on to
the minister.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The house stands adjourned.
House adjourned 10.31 p.m.
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Thursday, 30 March 2006
The SPEAKER (Hon. Judy Maddigan) took the
chair at 9.33 a.m. and read the prayer.

ACTING SPEAKERS
The SPEAKER tabled warrant nominating Ann
Patricia Barker, Christine Mary Campbell, Robert
(Robin) Fitzgerald Cooper, Hugh Francis
Delahunty, Craig Ingram, Kenneth Stephen Jasper,
Nicholas Kotsiras, Telmo Ramon Languiller,
Jennifer Margaret Lindell, Donato Antonio
Nardella, Antony Fulton Plowman, Russell Irwin
Savage, George Seitz and Kenneth Maurice Smith
to preside as Acting Speakers whenever requested
to do so by the Speaker or Deputy Speaker.

PETITIONS
Following petitions presented to house:

Housing: loan schemes
To the Honourable the Speaker and members of the
Legislative Assembly in Parliament assembled:
The humble petition of the following residents to the state of
Victoria sheweth the state government sponsored home loan
schemes under the flawed new lending instrument called
capital indexed loans sold since 1984–85 under the
subheadings: CAPIL, deferred interest scheme (DIS), indexed
repayment loan (IRL), home opportunity loan scheme
(HOLS), shared home opportunity scheme (SHOS), are not
fit for the purpose for which they were intended.
We the undersigned believe these loans are unconscionable
and illegal and have severely disadvantaged the low income
bracket Victorians the loans were meant to assist.
Your petitioners therefore pray that:

BUSINESS OF THE HOUSE

1.

the existing loans be recalculated from day one in a way
as to give borrowers the loans they were promised
‘affordable home loans specially structured to suit your
purse’;

2.

the home ownership be achieved within 25 to 30 years
from date of approval;

3.

the payments to be set at an affordable level (i.e., 20–25 per
cent of income for the duration of the term for all the loan
types;

4.

past borrowers who have left the schemes be
compensated for losses that have been incurred by them
being in these faulty structured loans;

5.

any further government home ownership schemes be
offered in a way as to be easily understood by
prospective loan recipients;

6.

the interest rate will be at an affordable rate (i.e., flat rate
of 3 per cent per annum or less for the length of the term
of the loan) geared to income;

7.

capital indexed loans be made illegal in this state to
protect prospective loan recipients;

Notices of motion: removal
The SPEAKER — Order! I wish to advise the
house that, under standing order 144, notices of motion
114 to 118, 231 to 234 and 346 to 348 will be removed
from the notice paper on the next sitting day. A member
who requires the notice standing in his or her name to
be continued must advise the Clerk in writing before
2.00 p.m. today.

NOTICES OF MOTION
Notices of motion given.
Mr BAILLIEU having given notice of motion:
The SPEAKER — Order! In relation to the notice
of motion given by the member for Hawthorn on wind
energy facilities, some of it is supporting evidence. The
last sentence will have to be removed.
Mr Baillieu — I invite the Speaker to explain why
those remarks might need to be removed.

We ever pray that we may lead a quiet and peaceable life in
all godliness and honesty.
And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray.

The SPEAKER — Order! If the member for
Hawthorn reads the fourth paragraph on his sheet of
paper he will see that the last sentence, which starts
with the words ‘The guidelines reflect government
policy’, really goes into the subject. The member
cannot get away with giving notice of a motion that
contains extensive quotes that are in fact supporting
evidence for the proposal he is intending to put to the
Parliament.

By Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) (10 signatures)

Racial and religious tolerance: legislation
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria draws to the attention
of the house that
1.

Religious freedom essentially includes the freedom to
teach, preach and propagate one’s beliefs, and to express
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opinions about other world views. This applies to all
religions, and certainly to the Christian religion where
Christ commands His followers to propagate their
faith — Matt 28:18–20.

2.

The Racial and Religious Tolerance Act 2001 aims to
outlaw vilification, but its enforcement places ‘an
intolerable curb on religious freedom’ and threatens free
speech itself.

In any case, the legislation is unnecessary in a community that
has always had effective mechanisms for correcting
intemperate or offensive statements (whether on religion, race
or any other topic) — namely public forums in newspapers,
open debate and discussion, talkback radio etc.
In view of the fact that the Australian constitution
forbids the making of any commonwealth law
‘prohibiting the free exercise of any religion’
(section 116), and
decrees that ‘when a state law is inconsistent with a law
of the commonwealth, the latter shall prevail …’
(section 109)
Your petitioners therefore request that the Racial and
Religious Tolerance Act 2001 be repealed.

By Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) (16 signatures)
Mr WILSON (Narre Warren South) (18 signatures)

Courts: sentencing
To the Legislative Assembly of Victoria:
The petition of the residents of Victoria requests that the
Victorian government takes action to ensure the community
of Victoria is adequately protected from habitual violent
criminals who commit violent sexual crimes, violent crimes
against children, or violent crimes against vulnerable elderly
people and calls on the Victorian government to impose
minimum jail sentences for these habitual violent criminals.

By Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) (7851 signatures)
Tabled.
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Shepparton be considered next day on
motion of Mrs POWELL (Shepparton).
Ordered that petition presented by honourable
member for Doncaster on 28 March be considered
next day on motion of Mr PERTON (Doncaster).

DOCUMENTS
Tabled by Clerk:
Consumer Affairs Victoria — Report for the year 2004–05 —
Ordered to be printed
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Ombudsman Act 1973 — Report of the Ombudsman on
Improving Responses to Allegations Involving Sexual
Assault — Ordered to be printed
Subordinate Legislation Act 1994 — Minister’s exemption
certificate in relation to Statutory Rule No 24
Surveillance Devices Act 1999 — Reports under s 37 from
the Chief Commissioner of Police and Department of Primary
Industries.

MEMBERS STATEMENTS
Rotary Club of Mont Albert and Surrey Hills
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — It was with great
pleasure that on 27 March I presented numeracy kits to
the children of Burwood Heights Primary School in
conjunction with the Rotary Club of Mont Albert and
Surrey Hills. The kits were presented to the pupils at
their school assembly. These kits represent over $1000
worth of maths aids that allow the children to think of
learning as a form of entertainment and is a fantastic
way of providing the essential building blocks of maths
for their future. Congratulations to the Rotary Club for
its fantastic support of schoolchildren in the Forest Hill
electorate and of our communities in general.

Vermont Primary School: Commonwealth
Games
Ms MARSHALL — Having been given the honour
of presenting schools in the electorate of Forest Hill
with Commonwealth Games flags, I think special
mention should be made of Vermont Primary School,
which had an opening ceremony to rival the real one.
Every student in the school represented one of
12 countries. They had even made flags to wave on the
day. They all wore clothing representing their nation’s
colours, and the school band played the national anthem
for every one of the 12 nations that were represented.
One of the kids had been told the Queen was coming to
Australia to open the games, and due to their fantastic
efforts within the school he misguidedly thought it was
me! I was thrilled to have been part of the day, and
congratulations to all involved for another impressive
event.
On a personal note, it was so wonderful to see each of
the schools that I was able to be involved with and the
sense of pride that they associated with the
Commonwealth Games, so congratulations once again.

Bakery Hill Distillery
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — David Baker, along with
his wife, Lynne, established Bakery Hill Distillery in
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North Balwyn in 1999. The distillery specialises in the
production of very high-quality single-malt whiskies.
Over the last seven years they have won numerous
awards in relation to their premium quality product. But
it is very interesting to note that this Australian
distillery is the only mainland distiller. There are three
or four distillers in Tasmania, and while there are a
number of other distillers commencing operation, they
have not yet produced a commercial product in the rest
of the mainland.
But recently Bakery Hill Distillery won the world’s
best small distillery whisky of the year award from
world renowned expert Jim Murray. It is with a great
amount of pride, being a whisky drinker myself — a
little dab occasionally — that I say the Bakery Hill
peated malt cask strength cask no. 14, which is a
particular cask, won the world’s best small distillery
award. I have actually had a sample of that whisky, and
I can certainly tell the house it is a wonderful product. I
have one unopened bottle; they are still very rare. But it
certainly leaves the Glenfiddichs, the Glenmorangies,
the Black Labels, the Blue Labels and the Green Labels
all in its wake. This is one hell of a whisky, and I invite
all honourable members — —
The SPEAKER — Order! I call the member for
Pascoe Vale.

King Island Imperial 20
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — The King Island
Imperial 20, the 32-kilometre coast-to-coast footrace
and walk from Naracoopa to Currie, was held on the
March long weekend. For many runners and walkers it
was as close to active participation in a major sporting
event as they have ever achieved. Congratulations to
the entire island and the 200-plus volunteers who
enabled the 243 competitors to participate. The depth of
community spirit on King Island was exemplified by
the Imperial 20 committee, ably led by its permanent
members, president Vernan Philbey, vice-president Ian
Allen, secretary Ann Honess, and treasurer — and
much, much more — Bernie Weitjens.
Congratulations to Brett Castle, who led the dozen
members of the erection crew, Peter Murray, who
organised the best lolly-drink-fruit stations imaginable,
first-aiders, masseurs, State Emergency Service, ambos,
handicappers, timekeepers, hall and bar workers,
community participants such as mums with prams,
ageing care, school students and day care, as well as
organisers of the Free Willie race, the Calcutta,
programs, memorabilia, souvenirs, gift bags,
certificates, photos, and, of course, the all-important
sponsors, to name just those I recall.
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If this house thinks Melbourne’s lord mayor received
the loudest cheer per head of population, it should have
heard the roar when the King Island erection crew was
thanked after the race. If King Island ever loses its
crayfish market there is always the chance that sales of
the replica of the crew’s T-shirts would more than
economically compensate. The King Islanders’ can-do
attitude and warmth of welcome were inspirational to
all who met them.
At the presentation night there was a quote from Skippy
which summed up the appreciation of the runners and
walkers: it’s harder to be — —
The SPEAKER — Order! The honourable
member’s time has expired.

Kangaroos: control
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I have previously
raised in this house the inevitable fact that from time to
time and because of favourable seasonal conditions
there will be large numbers of kangaroos that cause
damage to crops, pasture and fences, with consequent
losses to the farming community. In addition, excess
kangaroos cause death and injury to motorists, are
responsible for a considerable amount of damage to
motor vehicles and pose additional threats to life
because of the self-imposed speed limits that apply to
emergency vehicles in areas with large numbers of
kangaroos. Kangaroos also intrude into urban areas and
pose a significant threat to young children and the
elderly.
Some three years ago I presented a petition to this
house on behalf of 1800 residents of Heathcote
requesting the government to take action to control
kangaroo numbers. Nothing was done and subsequently
some 15 000 kangaroos were shot and buried by
commonwealth authorities at the Puckapunyal army
base. Many more were killed or injured on the roads
and others died because of a lack of food. The kangaroo
population has again increased and is again responsible
for significant loss and inconvenience to the
community. I again call on the government to follow
the lead of other states and authorise the commercial
harvesting of kangaroos as part of an overall
management plan to control kangaroo numbers.

East Timor: Commission for Reception, Truth
and Reconciliation report
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — The findings of the
report of the Commission for Reception, Truth and
Reconciliation in East Timor are shocking and heart
rending. The 2500-page report details the terrible
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abuses of power that occurred during the 24 years of
Indonesian military occupation of East Timor. These
include the systematic murder, rape and torture of the
East Timorese population and the forcible repatriation
of 250 000 people to Indonesian West Timor following
the vote for independence in 1999.
The report finds that 18 600 non-combatant East
Timorese were killed or disappeared and at least 84 000
more died as a direct result of displacement policies
during Indonesia’s 24-year rule. The evidence of
widespread and systematic rape and torture was
exhaustively documented during three years of hearing
evidence from thousands of witnesses and victims. The
evidence in the report also highlights the extensive
planning undertaken by the Indonesian military to
implement a scorched earth policy following the
independence vote. Under the policy over two-thirds of
the buildings were torched, the local population was
attacked, wells were poisoned and the rudimentary
telecommunications systems in villages were
completely destroyed.
As you would expect, Indonesia has rejected many of
the findings in the report. The question is: will the
perpetrators be brought to justice or will they escape
scot-free after committing some of the greatest crimes
against humanity? One of the key recommendations in
the report is that the United Nations Security Council
set up an independent tribunal to investigate these
crimes, and Australia should ensure that this happens.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member’s time has
expired.

Planning: Cairnlea estate, St Albans
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — On 8 August 2005 I
wrote to the Minister for Planning seeking assurances
about the environmental safety of the VicUrban
development, the Cairnlea estate, in St Albans. I did so
on behalf of a former construction worker who claims
to have suffered from the serious contamination of the
site. Despite a further letter in October last year, no
response was received until 22 March this year. That
delay was disappointing but perhaps not surprising,
given the part-time role of the minister.
More importantly the minister’s letter reveals a number
of things — firstly, that the site is known to have been
contaminated; secondly, that the required
environmental audit has not been completed; and
thirdly, that at least the area occupied by residents has
now been deemed to be safe following remediation.
However, the minister’s letter does not give conclusive
comfort to those who may be concerned, as it fails,
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despite the time elapsed, to deal with the safety of the
site prior to and during the remediation and
construction phase, and it concedes that construction
and development have proceeded without the
completion of the required audit.
I am not in a position to judge the claims being made
by the former construction worker, particularly with
regard to the medical problems that are alleged to be a
result of working with contaminated soil. I am also
aware that other members of the house have received
similar representations and will no doubt be equally
dependent on independent assessments. However, if the
minister were intending to put a lid on this matter, then
his letter has served only to raise other questions. I
therefore call on the minister to release the results of the
environmental audit and detail the extent of the audit
and the scheduling of the testing. I also call on the
minister to release the environmental management plan
undertaken by VicUrban in the course of the
remediation.

Cleanaway: Tullamarine landfill site
Ms BEATTIE (Yuroke) — I take this opportunity
to commend the work of the Terminate Tulla Toxic
Dump Action Group. These committed and
hardworking members of my local community are
engaging in a battle on behalf of all residents to have
removed from our community a waste facility that we
have tolerated for long enough.
To Ivon Tori, Kaylene Wilson, Gwen Wilson, George
Buscema, Nicole McIntosh, Janet McIntosh, John
Clifford, Peter Lafranchi, Paul Tartaglia, Prue Hicks,
Vanessa White, Cr Gary Jungwirth and Helen and Jos
Van Den Berg I say: I applaud you, support you and
urge you to continue the good fight. The members of
the Terminate Tulla Toxic Dump Action Group have
organised themselves efficiently and effectively, are
continually updating the local community on the
activities and are growing their support base on a daily
basis. I encourage them wholeheartedly to continue to
apply pressure to Cleanaway, which needs to clean up
its act and move on.
I take great pride in seeing my local community
harnessing so much energy and tackling this tough
issue head on. Of behalf of all the residents of Yuroke I
thank the members of the group for what they have
done so far and for their commitment to see this battle
through until the end. This is not a sprint, it is a
marathon, and the people of Yuroke will win this battle.
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Gaming: Queenscliff
Mr SMITH (Bass) — Last week I was in
Queenscliff and an issue was raised with me that gave
me great concern. On investigation I think it is
important that we look at condemning the Minister for
Gaming for letting the Victorian Commission for
Gambling Regulation blatantly allow the approval of
additional gaming machines in Queenscliff.
The problem is that it is going to raise the number of
machines per 1000 people to 18.5, which is far in
excess of the number of machines that it is desirable to
have in an area. The minister has recently appointed a
committee led by the member for Bentleigh to look at
caps in regional Victoria, and part of its charter is to
look at the number of machines per thousand head of
population and the socioeconomic index for areas
(SEIFA) ratings, which relate to the socioeconomic
position of a community. It is not as if there are not
enough venues in the area. In fact there are five venues
within a 10-minute drive of Queenscliff, a township
with a small permanent population that swells with
holiday visitors. It has a SEIFA rating of 6, which puts
it very near the top of the socioeconomic problem
areas.
What is this government on about? The council, a large
number of the population and the existing venue have
all objected. This decision has most certainly put at risk
a number of jobs.

Industrial relations: WorkChoices
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — This week we have
seen what can only be described as the start of a
massive attack on the rights of ordinary workers in this
country and this state. This vicious and vindictive
attack, which is designed to reduce the wages and
conditions of the lowest paid workers in this state, is
mean spirited.
Mr Smith interjected.
Mr MAXFIELD — It comes with 400 pages of
regulations designed to make it very difficult for small
business to survive.
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass
has had his turn.
Mr MAXFIELD — The red tape of the GST and
the red tape of 400 pages of regulations are making life
an absolute nightmare for small business. This is clearly
about the Liberal Party favouring its rich mates who
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own large companies at the expense of ordinary
workers and small business. We have seen an example
here today: the member for South-West Coast has
proposed that we force workers to work on Easter
Sunday.
Dr Napthine — What a lie! You’re an absolute liar!
Mr MAXFIELD — He knows that to take away
their rights to unfair dismissal — —
Dr Napthine — He’s a liar!
Mr MAXFIELD — To threaten them with the sack,
to take away their entitlements to basic conditions — —
Dr Napthine — He’s a liar!
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member for
South-West Coast to withdraw. He has used
unparliamentary language.
Dr Napthine — In deference to the Chair I
withdraw, even though he is a liar.
Honourable members interjecting.
Dr Napthine — Speaker, I apologise. I withdraw it.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
South-West Coast that if he behaves in that manner in
the future he will be suspended.

Courts: sentencing
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — This morning the
following petition bearing 7851 signatures was tabled
in my name:
The petition of the residents of Victoria requests that the
Victorian government takes action to ensure the community
of Victoria is adequately protected from habitual violent
criminals who commit violent sexual crimes, violent crimes
against children, or violent crimes against vulnerable elderly
people and calls on the Victorian government to impose
minimum jail sentences for these habitual violent criminals.

This petition is in response to community anger at the
horrific and brutal murders of 21-year-old Laura Irwin
and her 23-year-old sister Colleen on 28 January at
their home in Altona North. The prime suspect for the
murders was William John Watkins, who lived next
door. He was a convicted rapist and had a 20-year
history of violent offences. His final act of brutality was
against a Western Australian police officer who was
doing his duty.
Allan and Shirley Irwin, the parents of Colleen and
Laura, and Hugh and Di McGowan, the girls’ uncle and
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aunt, say there must be changes to the Victorian justice
system so that no other family has to go through the
devastation they are going through now and will go
through for the rest of their lives.
The girls grew up in Toolamba, a small town in my
electorate. The people there watched them grow into
beautiful, friendly and loving young women who went
to Melbourne to follow their careers and who were
killed, possibly by a man who many believe still should
have been in jail.
I thank Catherine McMillan of Toolamba, who initiated
the petition and worked tirelessly to distribute it. I also
thank the family and friends of Colleen and Laura as
well as many businesses and individuals for collecting
the signatures in just two weeks. The community hopes
that public opinion will effect change so that the
punishment truly does fit the crime.

Cheltenham Secondary College: student
leaders
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — I would like to
congratulate the 2006 student leaders from Cheltenham
Secondary College and give them my best wishes for
the year. The members of the students representative
council in year 12 are college captains Eloise Daff and
David Heffernan, Joe Watterman, Betul Kaya, Miranda
Millard and Devna Pankhania. John Mapleston, Sam
Rickard, Sameera Abdeen, Justin Summons and Ellie
Short are the year 11 members. In year 10 they are
Nadja Sehovic, Tim Russell, David Power and Aaron
Warner.
The year 9 middle school captains are Jason Kos and
Sujinyaa Sriskandan, and the middle school
vice-captains are Carl Roffey and Ashleigh Maughan.
In year 8 they are Emily Johnson, Hayri Ozaydin,
Mitch Campbell and Kassy McLean, and in year 7 they
are Ashlee Hickey, Brie McGaw, Tom Butcher, Kelsey
Cyril, Ben Wighton.
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Doncaster electorate: park security
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I rise to express my
concern about drug dealing in public parks in
Doncaster. I believe more police patrols are needed in
an effort to stop these illegal activities and to curtail the
hoonish activity which is frightening local residents.
The police and the Manningham City Council need to
devise a plan to ensure Doncaster residents are able to
enjoy their parks without fear.
Late last year I visited Boronia Grove Reserve in
Doncaster and was shocked at the open evidence of
drug taking occurring right next to a scout hall.
Obviously the secluded environs make it an ideal haven
for drug trading and drug taking. I noticed at least four
discarded syringes, one without a cap, lying in the grass
beside the hall. Residents who live nearby have taken
on the responsibility of regularly clearing the area
themselves as they do not want them lying around for
children to pick up. Neighbours complain about the
area being regularly used for hoonish activity late at
night with loud car noises. One said he had heard a
woman screaming but like his neighbours was too
scared to intervene for fear of being attacked. Nearby in
Doncaster East a concerned constituent gathered a
dozen syringes she found in a car park adjoining her
home and dumped them in my office in protest at being
ignored by local government and police on reporting
drug dealing.
It is clear Doncaster residents want a stop to this sort of
activity. More than 50 residents recently signed a
petition to Manningham City Council seeking the
installation of a gate across the entrance to Boronia
Grove Reserve, but their wish appears likely to be
denied as the council argues that the staff have not
collected any syringes this year. This is amazing.
Inactivity by council is justification for further
inactivity by council! See no evil, hear no evil —
nothing must be happening.

Bayswater electorate: netball

The house captains are Bec Maitland, Ben Manning,
Alex Akrivopoulos, Amy Lawson, Duygu Goksu,
Matthew Reid, Caitlin Lewis and Jack Murton. The
year 12 leaders are Rebecca Skinner, Mark Sparrow,
Emma Lawson, Gemma Shadbolt, Alex Hyland, Amy
Neave, Kim Sayers, Keshia Jacotine, Phil Carew,
Darryl Kell and Rowan Docherty.

Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater) — There are a
number of netball clubs in my electorate. Last week’s
Commonwealth Games showed that netball is a very
popular sport and the events were very competitive.
The final was hotly contested, but New Zealand won a
tight contest against Australia.

I went to the ceremony where the school leaders were
announced. They are a wonderful cohort of leaders, and
Cheltenham Secondary College is a great school. I wish
them all the best for the coming year, and I know they
will do very well in their leadership positions.

I am frequently approached to support local footy and
cricket clubs, and I am happy to do so. What is
noticeable is that I am approached to support male
sports much more than I am asked to support female
sports, so I have sought to redress the situation. I have
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Our Lady’s Netball Club, Southwood Netball Club and
Bayswater Netball Club as my main local clubs. I am
proudly sponsoring two of these clubs and I hope to add
more to my list. Southwood is ably run by Lynda
Spicer and her team of helpers, while Our Lady’s
Netball Club is capably run by Maxine Knott and her
team. Obviously my sponsorship is not a large amount
of money, but I hope I am setting an example for other
sponsors to follow. Women and girls need just as much
encouragement as men and boys.
Netball is a very popular sport and is played in a
number of countries. It has only been called netball in
this country since 1970, having previously been called
women’s basketball. Locally clubs play at H. E. Parker
Reserve in Heathmont or at the Knox Regional Netball
Centre in Ferntree Gully, depending on the competition.
The clubs cater for girls from age 5 upwards to adult.
They play weekly in their local competitions and play
two competitions each year — a longer winter season
and a shortish summer season.
As with other sports the younger children play an
abridged version of the game; Netta for 8 to
10-year-olds, or FunNet for 5 to 7-year-olds, and they
cater for both genders. Some junior competitions are
conducted without finals so that the children enjoy the
sport for its own sake without being competitive. I look
forward to the coming season with my local netball
clubs.

Commercial Road, Koroit: pedestrian crossing
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I wish to
raise the concerns of the Koroit community about the
safety of pedestrians who have to cross the very busy
Commercial Road in Koroit. I urge the government to
work with the Moyne shire to construct a safe crossing
in Koroit involving traffic lights and a traffic
light-controlled pedestrian crossing in Commercial
Road, which is the main street in Koroit. This street has
the central business area and includes a state school,
two hotels, a newsagent, a bakery, cafes, a milk bar,
restaurants, antique shops, bookshops, a supermarket
and a service station among other businesses in the
area. It is also the main thoroughfare for vehicles,
including heavy traffic, travelling between
Warrnambool and Hawkesdale, Penshurst and
Hamilton and beyond.
A number of trucks use that road regularly, including
quarry trucks and trucks travelling to Murray Goulburn
in Koroit, which is also on that road, and livestock
transporters. I am advised that approximately
3500 vehicles per day go through Commercial Road, of
which 1.1 per cent are B-doubles. Many members of
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the Koroit community have raised concerns with me
about their safety. One such person is Anthony Rowe,
who writes:
The issue is the real threat to the safety of not only my family,
but of all members of the public using the main retail strip of
Koroit, which is where my family and I live. At times, the high
volume of commercial and domestic vehicles using — —

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member’s time has expired.

University of the Third Age: Geelong
Mr TREZISE (Geelong) — On Friday, 24 March, I
had the pleasure of attending the annual general
meeting and 20th anniversary of the Geelong
University of the Third Age. As members would be
well aware, U3A is a terrific organisation whose
primary role is to provide ongoing education and
leisure activities for older people. In Victoria there are
currently 64 U3As with approximately 18 000
members. On the Friday I had the pleasure of having
lunch with the president of the Victorian U3A, Jean
Melzer, who would be well known to many members
of the Parliament, especially to members on this side of
the house.
The Geelong chapter of U3A is very much a thriving
and growing organisation with many hundreds of
members participating in numerous activities including
music, anthropology, the arts, history, creative writing,
politics, various discussion groups, science, languages,
calligraphy, Tai Chi, horticulture — the list goes on.
I take this opportunity to congratulate the outgoing
president, Mrs Lois Wade, who over the last three years
has done a magnificent job in leading Geelong’s U3A. I
wish the new president, Mr Les Smith, well in his
appointment, and I am sure he will continue Lois’s
work. I look forward to working with all at U3A in the
years to come to ensure the organisation continues its
important work within the community of Geelong.

Commonwealth Games: Seymour electorate
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I rise to
congratulate the many volunteers across the Seymour
electorate who ensured that our local community has
felt very involved in the Commonwealth Games. Right
across the electorate there were activities to help people
get into the spirit of the games, and the Getting
Involved committees for each of the shires ensured that
there were a number of great community events and
activities right across the towns in the electorate —
even to the smallest places like Tooborac and
Beveridge.
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The local municipalities of Mitchell, Murrindindi,
Nillumbik and Yarra Ranges ensured a great feeling
across each of the towns. I will give one example from
each of those areas, but it will not even scratch the
surface of the range of activities I would like to talk
about. In the Mitchell shire there was a community arts
project. Most of the towns in the shire received a
sculpture which was locally designed. I attended
Wallan for the unveiling of a quite amazing mosaic.
Tiles designed and made by all the children were put
into the mosaic. It was wonderful, and hundreds of
people turned up for that event.
In Nillumbik the Strathewen Primary School children
went to the Queen’s baton relay, and the shire ensured
that a medal was presented to each of the pupils. They
were rapt at that. In Yarra Ranges there was a fantastic
community event for the overnight stay of the Queen’s
baton relay. There was a great showcasing of local
Aboriginal talent and culture, local schools and the
whole community. In Murrindindi a community
infrastructure grant has been received to build a
boardwalk, thus increasing accessibility and the
amenity of the area, which is fantastic.

Frankston electorate: health services
Dr HARKNESS (Frankston) — Health is without
doubt a top priority of the Bracks government, as
evidenced by a number of recent announcements in
Frankston. I was pleased to be joined by the Minister
for Health and other local members of Parliament
earlier this month at the Frankston Hospital where a
new $3.4 million medical imaging suite housing
state-of-the-art equipment was unveiled. Families
across Frankston and the Mornington Peninsula will be
the big beneficiaries of a host of new medical services
thanks to this new equipment.
A new $850 000 fluoroscopy digital imaging machine
will be the centrepiece of the nearly completed suite
and will allow the best quality examination and
treatment of patients ever seen at Frankston Hospital.
This multimillion dollar upgrade and new equipment
will save people on the peninsula from having to hike
into the city for a range of treatments previously
unavailable in the area. The $3.4 million redevelopment
was funded by a Bracks government capital grant as
well as $500 000 in fundraising by the hospital
auxiliary. It comprises new areas for general X-ray,
nuclear medicine, ultrasound, computerised
tomography (CT) scans and reception and staff areas.
While visiting the area the minister also officially
opened the new $630 000 Seaford ambulance station, a
further sign of Victoria’s commitment to responding to
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accidents and emergencies in a growing community.
And at the grassroots level of community participation
in health care a $2500 grant from the Volunteer Small
Grants program will help the Mount Eliza Aged Care
Facility to recruit and train more volunteers.
The Bracks government has been steadily rebuilding
the health system in Victoria because it wants every
Victorian to have access to world-class health care
when and where they need it.
Substantial funding boosts have been directed toward
mental health services, ambulance services and public
health campaigns. There is no doubt about it —
Victoria is the best place live.

Churches of Christ Community Care:
OakTowers laundry
Ms BARKER (Oakleigh) — Last week I was very
pleased to visit the Churches of Christ Community
Care’s OakTowers aged care facility in Oakleigh to
view the state-of-the-art energy and water-saving
system in their laundry. The Bracks government has
provided $20 000 through Sustainability Victoria to
assist with the installation of this National Aeronautics
and Space Administration-pioneered ozone technology
into this commercial laundry — a first for Victoria. The
injection of ozone into the wash formula will cut
greenhouse pollution by 90 tonnes per year and reduce
energy and water use by half. Water savings will be
over 1200 thousand litres each year, the equivalent of
an Olympic-sized pool. Chemical use will be reduced
by around 9 per cent and productivity improved by
12 per cent.
I congratulate Ozone Laundry Systems for introducing
and supplying this sustainable technology into Victoria.
I was very interested to discuss with Shaun Petrie, the
director of Ozone Laundry Systems, how the system
worked. Ozone Laundry Systems is to be congratulated
for working with Churches of Christ Community Care
to put in place a system which allows it to pay off the
balance of the equipment cost over time directly from
the savings generated. Ozone technology has enormous
potential in Australia and provides a terrific opportunity
for other laundry businesses in many areas.
Congratulations again to Ozone Laundry Systems for
introducing this technology into Victoria and
congratulations to Churches of Christ Community Care
for adopting new technology which reduces the impact
on our environment. I also congratulate the
environment and water minister and Sustainability
Victoria for supporting this smart energy and water
saving solution for Victoria. This is good for business,
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and it has great outcomes for the environment and the
community.

Yarra Ranges Health: community advisory
group
Ms McTAGGART (Evelyn) — I pay tribute to the
Lilydale super-clinic community advisory group or, as
it is now known, Yarra Ranges Health. This dedicated
team has provided knowledge and support to both me,
as chair of the community advisory group, and to the
project. Their commitment not only to the original
terms of reference regarding the building, landscaping
and design but also to the range of services provided by
the facility has been absolutely outstanding. They
volunteer their time to provide an information and
discussion forum for local groups and to ensure that our
community’s views are taken into account in the overall
planning of the service.
The group is well represented with members from
across the Shire of Yarra Ranges, and I take this
opportunity to thank them for their valued efforts. I
thank Mel Gowing of Woori Yallock, a community
radio presenter and strong advocate for health services
in the region; Doseena Fergie, of Healesville, who
provides an indigenous perspective and experience to
the team; Vivian Blacker, of Macclesfield, who has
expertise in service planning and the delivery of health
services; Sophy Athan, from Monbulk, a carer and
volunteer in mental health and intellectual disability;
Sue Mann, a local identity from Warburton and strong
advocate for local services within her community; Ian
Warburton, of Tecoma, a community activist and
Country Fire Authority volunteer; Judy Kelso, of
Mooroolbark, an experienced health professional
committed to working with residents and stakeholders;
Alan Fincher, of The Patch, a former councillor, local
police sergeant and strong community advocate; and
Hamish Russell, of The Patch, member of the Shire of
Yarra Ranges public health advisory committee and
former citizen of the year.
I look forward to a continued strong working
relationship with this fantastic group as we strive to
deliver this state-of-the-art facility known as Yarra
Ranges Health.

Commonwealth Games: Burwood electorate
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — What a wonderful
Commonwealth Games! Marvellous Melbourne did
itself really proud. This was replicated all around
Victoria and certainly in my local area. All sorts of
events were held in Boroondara, Whitehorse and
Monash in preparation for the games or as part of the
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baton relay. In Boroondara a special exhibition has
been held at the Hawthorn town hall gallery entitled
‘Building community through sport’. I joined the mayor
of Boroondara, Jack Wegman, in opening the
exhibition, which was supported by a grant from the
Bracks government. On the Sunday I joined the mayor
again at the Glenferrie Oval for the Boroondara party,
which was also supported by the Bracks government as
part of the Getting Involved program in preparation for
the games. We joined with Telstra, the baton relay
sponsor, in honouring local baton relay carriers, and we
enjoyed the fun and games held in association with the
Hawthorn Football Club.
In the days leading up to the games I joined several
thousand locals in Monash in welcoming the Queen’s
baton to Glen Waverley. We were fortunate to be
joined by members of the English team who were
training locally. Later I joined the mayor of Whitehorse,
Sharon Ellis, and other councillors in welcoming the
baton to Box Hill and to Nunawading. Whitehorse also
welcomed the Sierra Leone team, whose members
clearly enjoyed their time in Nunawading, given the
rousing welcome they received. Now I know why they
stayed! The games — —
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member’s time has expired. The time
allocated for statements by members has expired.

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Mr BRUMBY (Treasurer) — I move:
That this bill be now read a second time.

The bill reflects the government’s interest in ensuring
that legislation relating to public finances is current,
effective and internally consistent.
This bill makes a number of important amendments to
the Financial Management Act 1994 (the act). The
purpose of these amendments is to:
update the act to reflect moves to accrual accounting;
clarify the powers of the Minister for Finance to
lease and license Crown land and premises; and
update the direction-making and regulation-making
powers in the act.
There are seven amendments in the bill. These are
mainly technical in nature and do not represent any
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change in policy, but rather seek to clarify
responsibilities and bring the legislation into line with
current financial management practice.
The first amendment is to section 8 of the act.
Section 8 — directions
The purpose of this amendment is to give the minister
effective principles-based power to give directions in
relation to public sector probity and financial
governance.
Currently, the minister’s power to give directions has to
be authorised by a regulation and is limited to matters
for which regulations may be made under a separate
section of the act.
Under the proposed amendment, the minister’s power
to make directions will be authorised directly by the
act — not by a regulation made under the act. However,
the scope of the minister’s direction-making power will
still be limited to matters for which regulations may be
made.
The next four amendments relate to the budget
management provisions of the act. These are required to
bring the legislation into line with current practice,
particularly the move from cash to accrual accounting
which has not been consistently reflected in the
wording of the act.
The first of these four proposed amendments is to
section 29.
Section 29 — appropriation of certain receipts
Section 29 currently does not reflect the move from
cash to accrual accounting principles. The section
applies to the receipt of cash, rather than the recognition
of revenue. This means that the section is out of step
with the accrual accounting and management
framework. The proposed amendment will align the
section with current practice by introducing accrual
rather than cash terms for provision of outputs,
commonwealth specific purpose payments and
municipal council specific purpose payments. It will
not apply to proceeds from disposal of assets because
under international financial reporting standards, this
could be interpreted as the net amount (that is the
difference between the carrying value and sale price of
the asset). This may reduce the incentive for
departments to use such proceeds for managing their
asset base. It may also have the undesirable
consequence of entitling departments to apply the
proceeds from disposal in the current year even where
the cash may not be realised until future years.
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The second proposed amendment to the budget
management provisions is to section 32.
Section 32 — unused appropriation
Under section 32, the amount of each department’s
unused appropriation (carryover) is required to be
determined by 30 June each year. These amounts are
also required to be published in the budget papers in
May, prior to the end of the financial year.
This is simply impractical. It is not possible to
accurately determine these amounts prior to end of year
‘wrap-up’, now that the budget is presented in May. It
is therefore necessary to amend the section so that
determination and reporting of ‘carryovers’ can be done
after 30 June when end of financial year performance is
known and departments can identify carryover amounts
with greater certainty.
As part of the budget process, an estimate of the
amount of the carryover will continue to be included in
budget estimates in May.
The third proposed amendment to the budget
management provisions is to section 24 and is
consequential to the proposed amendments I have just
referred to under section 32.
Section 24 — annual financial report
The annual financial report currently requires ex-post
reporting of ‘carryovers’ appropriated under section 32
for the preceding financial year and the application of
these carryover amounts.
In addition to current reporting requirements, the
amendment will also require carryover amounts in
respect of the next financial year to be included, thereby
providing ex-ante reporting and greater transparency
for these appropriation amounts.
The last of the amendments to the budget management
provisions is to section 40(2).
Section 40(2) — annual budget estimates
This is a minor amendment required to address a timing
issue and ensure the alignment of tabling requirements
for the annual budget estimates with parliamentary
procedure. Parliamentary procedure requires papers
(including the budget papers) to be tabled during
‘formal business’ — before the introduction of bills.
Current legislation requires the budget estimates to be
tabled when the appropriation bills are before the
house, which is inconsistent with order of business
requirements. The amendment proposes that the
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minister cause the statement of budget estimates to be
laid before each house of Parliament on or before the
day on which the second readings of the annual
appropriation bills for that year are moved, thereby
removing this anomaly.
The bill also amends part 7B of the act to update the
minister’s powers relating to land in order to support
decision making to obtain best value from portfolio
assets.
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Debate adjourned on motion of Mr CLARK (Box
Hill).
Debate adjourned until Thursday, 13 April.

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT
(AWARD ENTITLEMENTS) BILL
Second reading

Section 54(P) — licensing and leasing surplus
Crown land and buildings

Debate resumed from 8 February; motion of
Mr HULLS (Attorney-General).

To optimise the management of portfolio assets, the
minister requires the authority to license and lease
Crown land that is surplus to requirements.

Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — The Public Sector
Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill has its origins
in the government’s belief that it can adopt a course of
action that will protect public sector workers against the
so-called — and this is the minister speaking in the
second-reading speech — ravages of the WorkChoices
legislation.

Currently, the legislation empowers the minister to
grant a lease over, or a licence to enter and use, any
building or other structure on Crown land that is no
longer required for a public purpose. It is silent about
whether this power extends to the Crown land on or
around which the building stands.
The proposed amendment is intended to remove this
doubt and will clearly empower the minister to enter
into leases or licences for any Crown land, including
the Crown land on which a building or other structure
stands.
Finally, the bill proposes to update the regulation
making powers of the Governor in Council.
Section 59 — regulations
Earlier I referred to the scope of the minister’s direction
making power being tied to matters for which
regulations may be made. The bill proposes to update
these regulation making powers so that they reflect
contemporary financial management practice.
The current regulation making powers are an outdated,
narrow listing of matters about which the Governor in
Council may make regulations. For example, some of
the existing regulation making powers still refer to
receipts and expenditure reflecting a cash, rather than
accrual environment.
Under the proposed amendments, the scope of the
regulation and direction making powers will be updated
to reflect modern financial management.
The proposed amendments will support sound
governance and are in line with the government’s
commitment to responsible financial management.
I commend the bill to the house.

From the outset I say that no doubt there will be an
interesting time over the next few years as
WorkChoices plays out in the electorate and people
come to grasp its detail. Indeed it is long and turgid.
The federal act is now over 500 pages long. Its
explanatory memorandum runs to some nearly
400 pages and covers a variety of different regulations
which came into operation on Monday, and they are
very lengthy and detailed in themselves. The detail of
course is something that I have not got across — I am
not responsible for dealing with that legislation and
have other matters to deal with — but it is a very
difficult process to come to grips with what the act is
about.
Having known the federal minister for a number of
years, since I was a junior lawyer — in fact we were
both judges’ associates before we went to the bar —
there are a number of things that have to be said.
Whatever else, WorkChoices is not driven by the big
end of town. It is not driven by the H. R. Nicholls
Society. As we clearly saw, the H. R. Nicholls Society
is as critical of it as many members of the union
movement. The reality is that to suggest otherwise is a
complete fallacy. It is enabling legislation that provides
the opportunity for people to choose to get out of a
structured system such as an award system or even a
collective agreement. Although you can talk about
grandiose notions of productivity, people being able to
participate in that productivity and all those sorts of
matters, at the end of the day the primary thing as far as
I am concerned is enabling people to choose to remove
themselves from a collective agreement or award — or
indeed in Victoria a common-rule order.
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I give one example of what has happened in the
electorate of the Minister for Agriculture, who is the
minister at the table, up in Bendigo. I attended a
meeting at the time when there was a lot of angst
amongst employer groups about the reintroduction of
common-rule orders in Victoria — an understandable
angst when what is being considered is penalty rates in
an industry that for some 10 years had not had to pay
penalty rates in relation to weekend work or
otherwise — on the basis that some people were lowly
paid and were suffering the oppression of employers
around this state. I heard a number of employers on that
day criticise the state government’s proposal to
reintroduce common-rule orders. While it was a federal
act that implemented that, it was in fact an act that we
passed through this place, which the Liberal Party
opposed, that effectively drove an agenda that ensured
that it had to be passed by the federal Parliament. It was
the subject of negotiation over nine months to temper
down some aspects, but eventually it went through the
federal Parliament and implemented common-rule
orders.
As I said, a number of employers spoke against it, and a
Trades and Labour Council member got up and spoke
very much in favour of common-rule orders. With that,
a woman at the back of the restaurant we were in who
had been employed there for a number of years stood
up. I remember that she had bright red hair. She said, ‘I
am an employee in this place, and I have listened to
what you, the representatives of the union movement,
have said about what I should be doing about regulating
my affairs. You are telling me that I am doing the
wrong thing by working on a Saturday and a Sunday,
and you are telling me that my employer is doing the
wrong thing by employing me on a Saturday and a
Sunday. I am married, I have five kids and my husband
works full time. We need the money to ensure we can
pay our mortgage, we can have a second car and we
can go on a holiday once a year. I need to work, and
what is more, I enjoy what I do. I have been doing this
for 10-odd years in this place, and I want to be able to
work and to contribute to my family’. She said she had
five kids, two of them under the age of five.
An honourable member interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — Five kids! ‘You get them out of
bed, you get them dressed, you get them off to school
and you get them fed, and then you have to go along
and do your shopping and washing and all the other
household chores. Then you come back and you pick
them all up, bring them back home and quell all the
riots and the conflict between them. Then you have to
get them to bed’.
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An honourable member interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — This is not the H. R. Nicholls
Society talking, this is an employee speaking for
herself, exercising a right which you are denying her.
She is speaking for herself, and she says she does not
have the ability to work during the week. She sees her
work as part of her recreation. To use her own words,
‘On a Saturday my husband has to look after them all,
getting them to various sports all around the
countryside. I can go to work, and that is what I enjoy.
My friends work with me, and I enjoy what I do. Don’t
tell me I am doing the wrong thing by working
Saturdays and Sundays. That is when I choose to work,
that is when I want to work and that is when I am able
to work to contribute to the family’.
All WorkChoices is about is providing the opportunity
for those workers who want to opt out to do so, with the
agreement of their employer, and to not be part of the
collective. That is what it is essentially is about. Yes,
there can be productivity increases that are driven by
virtue of people opting out and making arrangements
that are in agreement with their employers and
everything else, but it is about enabling people to opt
out if they choose. If you want to be part of the
collective, you can be. If you want to be covered by an
award, you can be. I acknowledge that awards are now
limited in their scope because of the Fair Pay
Commission and the statutory minimum standards, but
for the first time statutory minimum standards have
been put into an act of Parliament, the very thing that
this government does not want to happen.
The point about all this is: if people want to opt out,
why should they not? We have seen many people
around this state choosing to opt out of collective
agreements for whatever reason — whether because of
convenience, because of a political belief or just
because they do not want to be told what to do.
When you empower people to make their own choices,
they love to make them. They do not need a patronising
government or a patronising tribunal or judge telling
them what is in their best interests, because often
people want to be able to make the choices themselves.
They want to be able to make decisions about what sort
of car they drive and where they go for their
holidays — whether they go to the Commonwealth
Games or to the grand prix. They want to be able to
say, ‘I can drive or catch public transport’. Yes, you can
change all those things, but the decision should be up to
them. This is what a Labor government does not
understand. There are many people who want to do
that — it does not have to be a majority, it can be a
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small number — and we as a Parliament, whether
federal or state, should be providing people with the
ability to make decisions for themselves.
That is the thing the Labor Party hates, because it
attacks its fundamental tenet, which is that you must be
part of the collective. If you are not part of the
collective, you are a nut; and if you are a nut, you have
to be penalised by having somebody else make
decisions for you. That is a fundamental ideological
difference between us and Labor. All the WorkChoices
legislation is about is enabling individuals to make their
own decisions. It is based on classic liberal doctrine,
which is that if you have all those individuals out there
maximising their own efforts to their own advantage,
then we are all made better off. The most important
thing is that that is what all this is about.
However, notwithstanding the fact that the Kennett
government referred all its industrial relations powers to
the commonwealth back in 1996, and notwithstanding
the fact that there was an election of a Labor
government back in 1999 that promised to revoke that
reference, what happened was that on day one Premier
Bracks worked out that it was of benefit to the
Victorian economy and to Victoria generally that
Victorians should be able to work under one, unified
system of industrial relations. The greatest and
strongest advocates for a unitary system of industrial
relations have been the Premier and the current
Minister for Industrial Relations. They have trooped
around this state and this country saying that being the
only state with a unified system of industrial relations
covering them has been of profound benefit to the
people of Victoria.
While we have had a bit of a revocation of a couple of
things — for example, the common-rule orders, which
had originally been excluded — this legislation is a
significant backward step as far as Victoria, the
government and this Parliament are concerned. We are
now getting a holus-bolus change of that unitary system
of industrial relations, because the Labor government
does not like people making individual choices for
themselves. If people choose to be part of the collective,
so be it; if they choose to be covered by an award, so be
it; and if they choose to have their own individual
arrangements to suit themselves and their employers, so
be it. We are now getting this dragging back, and the
most appalling thing about this is that it is being done
under a misconception. It has nothing to do with the
supposed disadvantages of any bill, because if you
describe as bad giving people choices and the ability to
make their own decisions, then we are really in for a
rocky ride — and that is exactly what the government is
saying. That particular part of the unitary system
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covering all public sector employees will now be
revoked, so we are going to have an individual system
for public sector employees and a different system
governing other private sector employees, and that will
create division and conflict in itself.
It is also very unclear how the removal or winding back
of the reference to public sector employees is going to
operate in practice, because in this particular
circumstance there is another real and significant
problem in relation to this matter. There are many
public sector employers defined by a variety of acts in
this state and included in this particular bill who might
be employees of statutory corporations within the
meaning of section 51 of the Australian constitution,
which refers to the corporations power that is being
used to govern or cover the field in relation to the
WorkChoices legislation.
I understand the Victorian government has now
challenged that. The reason for that is now clear,
because it wants to protect public sector employees.
The government is now revoking the reference in any
event, which makes the whole thing hypothetical, but
that particular challenge will go ahead and be heard in
May, and no doubt some time after that we will get a
decision by the High Court upon the constitutional
validity of that particular legislation.
As we know, there is nothing unusual or unclear about
the adoption of corporations powers — and the Trade
Practices Act is a case in point. It is a well-known and
well-tried piece of legislation which has adopted the
corporations powers and which has universal
application across all trading and financial corporations.
But there is a problem: in the event that the High Court
upholds the WorkChoices legislation, then
notwithstanding this particular legislation, which
purports to cover all public sector employees, those
statutory corporations may well be considered trading
corporations within the meaning of section 51, so you
will have the ambit of this bill whittled back, probably
to include only traditional, cardigan-wearing public
servants. We know, based on previous decisions by the
High Court, that hospitals, even public hospitals, are
considered trading corporations. Certainly schools are
not an issue: there is no doubt that schools are not
covered by the trading corporations provisions.
However, there is a real issue, for example, about
whether the police force is a trading corporation within
the meaning of the constitution. That will have to be
debated and discussed and will cause conflict over a
large number of years. Essentially this bill will create a
two-tier system between them and us. That will create
conflict. Regrettably, as we have seen, that is exactly
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what the union movement wants to create. The union
movement cannot exist without conflict — unless it has
something to fight against, something it has to say, a
conflict, it cannot exist. The union movement cannot
hack harmony. It cannot hack individuals making
choices and decisions for themselves. This bill will
create that disharmony and dislocation and a
them-and-us view of the world. That is a matter of real
concern.
I want to raise a matter with the Minister for Industrial
Relations; he has just entered the chamber and perhaps
he could deal with this matter. There is real concern
about this revocation of the reference insofar as it
implements the provisions of these designated
preserved awards and the idea that for the first time the
public sector will be a fair employer. The government
is the employer and one would hope and expect that it
would be a fair employer without needing legislation to
justify that. Apparently the government needs the
legislative framework to tell it how exactly it will be
fair and how that will be determined. However, even if
the government has this legislation there is a concern
that by revoking that part of the referral to the
commonwealth essentially the government is taking all
of those public sector employees out of the system
completely, to be governed by their own individual
awards and collective awards, which are not governed
by the federal system but are governed under the state.
Is there sufficient protection in relation to things like a
mechanism for resolving disputes on dismissal? I am
not even talking about unfair dismissal; I am asking
whether the government is really saying it is revoking
that part of the dispute resolution mechanism in relation
to determining wages and salaries, the fairness test and
all of those things. Is it so broad that it is the
government’s intention to revoke the reference in
relation to public sector employees completely? If so,
what is it going to do in relation to a dispute resolution
mechanism, for example, in dismissal procedures? Is it
just adopting the common law or is it going to have a
state-based mechanism of dispute resolution?
Again, it is them and us — two different tiers in the
system adding complexity and difficulty. This is
notwithstanding the minister in this place saying he
believes in the unitary system. The Premier has also
said he believes in the unitary system and they have
been entreating all of their state colleagues to support a
unitary system. This is a terrible bill because it destroys
that unitary system. It has been done on perception; it is
cosmetic. It is a self-righteous, feelgood piece of
legislation. Members opposite are sitting there
legislating for what should be their moral obligation as
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a government to be a fair employer. This government
needs a piece of legislation that says what is fair.
The government is not talking about determining in the
individual what is fair and just. Because it may not suit
it, because it may not suit a union movement, the
government is allowing the workplace arbiter to be the
arbiter of what is fair and what is not fair. That in itself
is completely wrong and reprehensible. At the end of
the day, this will necessarily have an adverse impact on
all workers — those who choose not to be part of the
collective and otherwise.
As I said, at the end of the day the whole idea of
industrial relations is something that should be
relegated to the dark ages. It should be about human
resources promoting and enabling all parties, whether
they are employers or employees. It is based on a
Dickensian model which is well and truly out of date. It
should be about empowering people to make their own
decisions. This philosophical argument belies the truth.
People are capable of deciding what team they barrack
for, what job they want to do and how they want to
structure their affairs. They should be able to do that
and they should not be penalised in any way for doing
so. Yes, there has to be a basic minimum standard, and
everybody accepts that. Indeed, the WorkChoices
legislation provides that minimum standard and draws a
line: last year’s national wage case has been adopted as
the minimum standard. For the first time this country
has an industrial relations system — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for Kew has the call.
Mr McINTOSH — The industrial relations system
has a line drawn under it that actually provides a
statutory safety net. Rather than something that is
determined by some obscure tribunal or a workplace
rights advocate set up here in Victoria, we actually have
a national piece of legislation that provides a safety net
under every single worker in this country.
What is really offensive is the number of people who
are pouring out of the system. This is a statistic worth
noting. In this country there are more people who
choose to conduct themselves as independent
contractors. Be they lawyers, be they doctors, be they
plumbers, be they carpenters, be they brickies, there are
more people choosing to be independent contractors in
this country. They are doing this for a variety of
reasons, whether it is taxation, whether they can all of a
sudden deduct large parts of the payments of their
mortgages or whether they can claim by way of tax
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deduction the second car or the telephone account at
home. It is all of those things.
There are more people now choosing to be independent
contractors in this country than there are trade union
members. The gap is growing as we speak, it is blowing
out. There are more independent contractors because
they are choosing to be independent contractors. That is
their absolute right. If they want to be an independent
contractor, so be it. If they want to be a trade union
member, so be it. That is their choice and no-one
should impose an obligation on anybody else.
In conclusion, to demonstrate just how bizarre the
approach to this bill is, I contacted the public sector
union and said legitimately that I wanted to talk to it
about this bill and get its views on it. The response was
a message left on my answering machine: ‘We have
nothing to say to you, Andrew McIntosh.’. So be it: be
it on their heads. The Liberal Party will oppose this
legislation.
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — This bill is
a sham. It is an exercise in grandstanding. It is a
throwback by the Labor Party to an era gone by. I
suppose philosophically it is an example of the divide
between the way Labor looks at the world and thinks it
should and does operate and the reality of what is
actually out there in people’s minds and the way people
want to shape their lives these days.
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am not speaking about the partners with whom I was in
partnership but people who worked for me in a variety
of ways. The very best way to have an appropriate
work structure with those people was to give them
ownership of what they were involved in and the way
they could best do the job they were doing. I have been
careful over the years to say in all forums that I do not
have people who work for me, I have people who work
with me. I have taken care to express things in that way
over the years.
All this is driven by the notion that we have to get away
from this fundamental principle which seems to drive
the Labor government, and indeed the Labor opposition
federally, that it is them and us, that employers are out
to get these people all the time. In fact, experience in
today’s world demonstrates that what the people who
are working want is flexibility in their arrangements.
They want the capacity to make choices about what is
going to best serve their particular needs and the needs
of their family and environment. They want the
maximum flexibility.

The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for Morwell can put his name on
the list if he likes. The Leader of The Nationals has the
call.

People are voting on this issue with their feet. The
member for Kew has just recited what is indeed the
fact. The statistics are clearly there, and they are that we
now have more independent contractors in this nation
than we have people involved in unions. The logic of it
screams out, for heaven’s sake: if the government’s
argument were right, the figures would be reversed and
the trend would be going the other way. Why is it going
in the way in which it is going? It is doing so because
what people want is the flexibility to be able to choose
their arrangements in concert with those with whom
they work to best serve the needs of the people
concerned.

Mr RYAN — Underpinning this ridiculous piece of
legislation from the government is the notion that
people are not entitled to run their lives as they choose.
Somehow Labor wants to perpetuate the myth that
employers are all crooks who are out to get the best
they can from their employees, who do the wrong thing
by them and generally look after their employees in a
manner which does them no justice, and for their part
employees are forever being milked by rampant
employers who are intent on being able to discriminate
against people in a manner which will best advantage
them. It is just such a myth. Employers well and truly
understand that the very best way to get the very best of
outcomes in relation to the work environment is to give
employees ownership of the business in which they are
engaged. That is the very best way to do it.

So this legislation is a throwback. It is an attempt to get
back into the Dark Ages before the referrals were made
out of Victoria by the previous government, and there is
just no need for it. Apart from anything else, what also
makes it a sham is that there is just no legislative barrier
to any employer providing pay and conditions above
the statutory minimum. This bill prescribes that awards
and enterprise bargaining agreements in place
immediately prior to the coming into operation of the
commonwealth amendments remain the minimum for
public sector employees. That outcome can easily be
achieved by a policy direction from the government. It
does not need legislation. We do not need this bill to do
what this government of its own volition can do. It does
not need to bring in this legislation. This is utter
grandstanding.

I employed people for many years, and not just
professional people in the firm with whom I worked. I

From the perspective of The Nationals, it is ridiculous
that this legislation is the subject of debate. The whole

Mr Jenkins interjected.
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thing is obviously anathema to the unions. They want to
maintain a prescriptive and complex system of awards
and conditions, giving them the maximum opportunity
to make life as difficult as possible for employers, and it
would enable them to deploy rank-and-file workers as
the cannon fodder for that sort of an argument. When
you look through this legislation you see that we are
now going to have a layer added to the process of,
importantly, enabling people who will be looking from
time to time to have improvements in their wages and
conditions. This additional layer of legislation will be
imposed on those people, and it will just be another
barrier to be hurdled before those increased pay and
conditions can be achieved.

shows our fundamental differences in philosophy, our
fundamental differences in attitude and our
fundamental differences in compassion towards the
work force in our community. In the face of these
outrageous attacks on the Australian and Victorian
work force, the instinct of the Bracks government is to
protect our work force and to look after it. Such is the
background of the bill before us. In the face of the
WorkChoices legislation in Canberra, our instincts are
to first of all look after our own and then be part of the
defence of living standards for families around the state
by dint of advocacy. This is certainly partly carried out
by our outstanding Minister for Industrial Relations and
many other advocates in the community.

The Nationals are not going to oppose the legislation.
This is simply because, I make it clear to the chamber,
we think this stunt — and it is just that — is designed
specifically to enable the Labor Party to do what I
anticipate it will be doing, having regard to the course
that has been indicated on behalf of the opposition by
the member for Kew. The Labor Party is going to go
out and belt the Liberal Party apparently for its
intention to oppose this legislation in circumstances
where this is meaningless rubbish. This legislation is
simply not needed, and when the government issues the
press releases it can leave The Nationals out of it,
because as we have said from the start of this whole
debate — —

Of course the attitude of the Liberal Party in particular,
as outlined in the house today, is very similar to the
instincts and the reactions we have seen in practice.
This is the case not only in respect of the contents of the
federal WorkChoices legislation. We also think back to
the time when the former Premier, Mr Kennett, had the
opportunity to practise what he preached. What did he
do? How did his government treat the public sector
work force? There were instant sackings and
dismissals, there was browbeating on a widespread
scale, there was the use of regulation to silence and
intimidate the work force, and there was a concerted
attempt to de-unionise the work force and to take away
its voice and to remove protections, particularly from
the more vulnerable.

Mr Crutchfield interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Mr Delahunty) —
Order! The member for South Barwon will have his
time.
Mr RYAN — This ridiculous sham is being seen
through by the people of Victoria, and indeed the
people of Australia; they see it for exactly what it is.
People have voted with their feet at a federal level in
relation to all of this, and I am sure that the sorts of
statistics I have already referred to regarding
independent contractors and union membership are also
going to continue. The reality is what the reality
portrays: people want to have the choice to have the
flexibility to deal with their lives in the way in which
they think best suits their interests. They do not want
some government operating on a Big Brother basis
coming in and conducting itself in the way that this
legislation indicates should occur.
Mr MILDENHALL (Footscray) — There are
many occasions in this house when the views of the
various parties are really quite similar and we just have
a bit of a difference of opinion about strategy, but on
this occasion we have one of those litmus test bills that

You can even hear those instincts and attitudes voiced
in this place — even the throwaway lines about our
work force being the cardigan wearers and that sort of
terminology. We also have another clear example of the
instinct outlined in an article in the Herald Sun this
morning, where the federal government is threatening
Victorian and Australian union members that they
should not strike or protest about the introduction and
implementation of the new legislation. If they do
individuals will be fined up to $6600 each and unions
will be fined $33 000 for unlawful protests. So there we
have the clear instinctive difference in reactions to these
changes and outrageous attacks on working conditions:
the Liberal Party supports those attacks, and Labor
seeks to protect the vulnerable, to protect its own work
force.
It is particularly important for me. In my electorate I
have many people who are employed in vulnerable
situations. A lot of people are employed in the cleaning
industry and the hospitality industry. They are workers
who stand to lose a lot. Once shift loadings, night-shift
allowances, overtime meal allowances, toilet cleaning
allowances, uniform allowances et cetera are removed,
someone on a cleaner’s wage could see a wage cut of
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up to $9600 a year. In the hospitality industry the
reduction in those award provisions can result in the
loss of wages of up to $7000 per year. These are direct
and highly significant, highly damaging impacts on the
incomes of the most vulnerable in the community, and
they are being perpetrated by Minister Kevin Andrews
and the Howard government.
As I say, the instincts and the reaction of the Bracks
government are to introduce the Public Sector
Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill to ensure that
employers in the public sector do not get up to the
tricks that are being encouraged by Howard’s
WorkChoices legislation. I am talking about the sorts of
tricks that we have seen already, the day after the
implementation or the coming into force of the
WorkChoices legislation: the sacking of nine unionists
at Triangle Cables in Port Melbourne, where there is a
strong suggestion in the two articles in the Age that the
company has been restructured to enable the new unfair
dismissal laws to be implemented by reducing the size
of the entity to less than 100 employees and thus
allowing for instant dismissals. It appears that those
who were instantly dismissed were those who had
taken an active role in union affairs and those who were
spared the sackings were those who signed letters on
10 January resigning from the union.
Now you would not have thought we would see this
sort of activity in this day and age in Australia. We
have also had reports, even as recently as yesterday, of
a nursing home in Traralgon, Bartling Place, where
16 division 2 nurses were offered redundancies but
were then offered to be re-hired at a new and much
lower rate. Fortunately the Australian Nursing
Federation was on the case and has managed to try to
hold that up, but this is the sort of activity promoted by
this legislation — a direct, punitive and damaging
attack on the living standards of Victorian and
Australian workers, and particularly the more
vulnerable.
Of course the laws were not needed. Australia’s work
force is among the most flexible in the world. It is
certainly the most casualised, outside of Spain, so it is
certainly hardworking, productive and flexible on world
standards. The Howard government has lost the plot in
terms of this economic agenda. It has taken the Bracks
government, with its proposed third wave of reform, to
point out that the real issue, the real challenge, is around
skills development, infrastructure investment and
restructuring. It is not about punishing your work force.
It is not about that H. R. Nicholls and Kennett
government attitude, ‘Let’s beat up on our staff. Let’s
beat up on our employees and intimidate them into
harder work’. That is not the Australian way, but,
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unfortunately, with this hard right-wing ideologically
driven federal government and its friends in Victoria
that is the world that we are working in at the moment.
This bill today is part of a fight-back. It is part of trying
to put the some protections around a significant part of
the Victorian work force. It is symbolic in a sense, but it
is part of the government’s advocacy to the wider
community that you can resist these dreadful attacks on
living standards, you can organise and get together, and
collectively the community will overcome this scourge.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — We are not
surprised that the government — a government without
any foresight, a government that is not interested in
economic reform and a government that only seeks to
engage in shameless revenue grabs like the new
congestion levy — is also hell-bent on disallowing the
transition of federal industrial relations laws that will
accommodate the greater demand for choice and
flexibility in our workplaces.
I take up one of the comments made by the retiring
member for Footscray, who said the Kennett
government unilaterally sacked thousands of public
servants. Not one of those public servants left without a
golden handshake. Ironically, what did a large number
of those public servants who left with their golden
handshake do? They went out and became small
business people. They went out into the real world, and
they discovered that it was difficult to employ people.
They discovered it was hard to make a quid. They had
their golden handshake — —
Mr Hulls interjected.
Mr HONEYWOOD — Wait for the book — the
manual! They had their golden handshake and they
went out and opened small businesses and they had to
employ people in many cases. They soon realised the
depths of despair they were put into by this
government’s shameless support for the trade union
movement.
Of course, not surprisingly, we now have a situation in
Victoria where there are more independent contractors
than there are union members, more people willing to
get out and make a quid on their own merit without
being entangled by the union constrictions that are so
damaging to productivity in the state’s economy. There
is little doubt that the federal WorkChoices legislation
contains big reforms. As noted by our Prime Minister,
the reforms proposed in the legislation are fair reforms
and they are all about securing the future prosperity of
Australian individuals and families. These changes are
necessary to secure the economic development of
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Australia as the WorkChoices reforms rest on the very
simple proposition that the best guarantee of good jobs,
high wages, high living standards and a decent society
is a productive and healthy economy.
The WorkChoices reforms are aimed at securing the
strong economy that Australia now enjoys because the
federal government recognises that now is not the time
to be complacent; it is not the time for the federal
government to slap itself on the back for a job well
done, even though we think it deserves it.
The Bracks government does not seem to understand
that no system of industrial regulation can ensure jobs
for working Australians or support higher wages, and
therefore a better standard of living, if our economy is
not going strong compared with other economies. This
is a basic lesson that has been repeated time and again
throughout Australia’s industrial relations history, but
the Labor Party has refused to learn it. Surely you
would think even members of the Labor Party would
recognise this after Labor’s recession that we had to
have — according to it — in the early 1990s. Surely
that bitter lesson showed the Labor Party’s economic
and industrial relations policies to be a complete failure.
During the Hawke-Keating period, when the minister at
the table, the Minister for Industrial Relations, was a
transitory backbencher, we had the accord syndrome.
This involved the union movement basically putting
forward ambit claims and the Labor government by and
large rolling over. The union accords were recipes for
entrenching the status quo and did not acknowledge the
need for genuine productivity improvements if we were
to remain competitive, particularly with other
manufacturing exporting countries. This nation cannot
move forward through the coming century while we
have governments like that made up by members
opposite, which fails to be innovative and, worst of all,
fails to learn from previous Labor Party government
mistakes.
The forward-thinking WorkChoices reforms offer more
choice and flexibility for both employees and
employers. At the same time the reforms ensure that a
fair and robust safety net of working conditions is
protected by law. That is right — a safety net of
working conditions will be protected by law under the
federal government reforms. The WorkChoices reforms
will set minimum wage standards by establishing the
Australian Fair Pay Commission. The AFPC will set
and adjust minimum and award classification wages;
minimum wages for juniors, trainees, apprentices and
employees with disabilities; casual loadings; and other
categories of working conditions. The WorkChoices
reforms will not compromise the current increase that
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was set during the 2005 safety net review by the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. Minimum
and award classification wages will not fall below this
level. Unlike the current system, the AFPC will take a
wider ranging and proactive approach to this issue,
which will involve comprehensive consultation that
will allow all those affected to have a say.
The Bracks government will try to tell the Victorian
community that the WorkChoices reforms will hurt the
average worker and that current working standards will
be reduced under the new laws. This is a complete
fabrication. In fact for the first time at the federal level
the Howard government will set in law minimum
conditions of employment. This includes annual leave;
personal leave, including sick leave and carers leave;
parental leave, including maternity leave; and
maximum ordinary hours of work. These conditions
will come together with the minimum and award
classification wages that are set by the AFPC to
establish the fair pay and conditions standards.
Any new workplace agreements will be required to
meet the fair pay commission’s standards throughout
the life of the agreement. Moreover, any award
provisions that deal with the previously noted
conditions of employment such as sick leave that are
more generous than the fair pay commission’s
standards will continue to apply for existing and new
employees covered by those awards. It is also important
to note that under the WorkChoices legislation the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission will
continue to play a role in dispute resolution as well as
continuing to contribute to the regulation of industrial
action, right of entry, unfair dismissal and registered
organisations.
The opposition we are seeing from the Bracks
government, while predictable, is designed to stop
forward-moving and fair workplace reforms that are in
the best interests of our nation and our families.
Currently Australia has more than 130 different pieces
of employment-related legislation, at least 4000
different awards and no less than 6 different systems of
workplace regulation. It is a nonsense. Most companies
now have interstate transactions and many have
factories across different borders. They should not be
too restricted by their human resource staff having to
focus on different systems of regulation that can then be
played off against one another. And of course this
causes massive confusion to any overseas company
wanting to invest in a meaningful way in employing
Australian workers.
We on this side of the house know that this ridiculous,
unworkable tangle of regulation fits in with the Bracks
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government’s spaghetti junction system of
government — a system of confusion, red tape and
inaction — but we also know something the spaghetti
government over there fails to understand: that such a
system places massive costs on employers and
employees alike. What the spaghetti government
opposite also fails to recognise is that Australia’s
economy is an integrated, national economy and that it
would be completely nonsensical to adopt workplace
relations laws that are not national in their focus.
We know the Bracks government would probably
prefer the complexity, inefficiency and confusion
created by six different systems of employment-related
legislation and over 4000 different awards, not to
mention the wasteful duplication of state and
commonwealth arrangements with ad hoc and patchy
coverage of the current commonwealth award system.
But those of us who wish to secure jobs, higher living
standards, flexible working arrangements, better
avenues for workplace negotiations and better
opportunities for Australian workers know that the
current system is not the way forward in achieving
these goals.
Since it took office the Howard government has been
overwhelmingly successful in creating jobs for
Australians. Even the government opposite could not
deny that. It has reduced unemployment to 30-year
lows, achieved fantastic real wage increases and
slashed working days lost to industrial disputes. The
following evidence cannot be disputed by the Bracks
government. Firstly, since March 1996 over 1.7 million
new jobs have been created, of which 900 000 have
been full time and 800 000 have been part time. Whilst
this inept state government is watching jobs march
across the border to other states because it is not doing
enough to ensure that employers have the flexibility in
the workplace that they need, other states — Peter
Beattie is doing a great job in Queensland that
regard — are poaching companies from us. At least the
federal government is responsible for creating these
extra jobs.
Secondly, in contrast, between March 1989 and
March 1996, 707 000 jobs were created, of which
188 000 were full time and 519 000 were part time.
Unemployment is presently at 5.1 per cent and has
remained steady at the lowest level seen in 30 years.
This contrasts dramatically to the disgraceful 10.9 per
cent unemployment recorded at the height of the early
1990s recession, when the Minister for Industrial
Relations was a federal Labor Party backbencher.
Real wages have increased by 14.9 per cent since 1996
compared to 1.2 per cent in the Hawke-Keating period
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between 1983 and 1996, during which time the ALP
and the Australian Council of Trade Unions joined
forces in a deliberate strategy to suppress real wage
increases. According to the Department of Employment
and Workplace Relations the minimum wage declined
by around 5 per cent in real terms in that time.
Nationally the record of the Labor Party is not good,
and we support the reforms set forward for the people
of Australia.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — I
certainly have great pleasure as a former firefighter and
public servant and a current member of the United
Firefighters Union of Australia in speaking on the
Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill.
It has galvanised public sector unions as one. There is
an unusual unanimity between public sector unions
about this bill. It is wrong to suggest public sector
unions endorse everything the Victorian Labor Party
does. We have our fair share of differences, as the
Minister for Industrial Relations, who is at the table,
would be well aware, but this is not one. This is
something about which all public sector unions are as
one, and rightfully so. The WorkChoices legislation has
created inherent unfairness that will be imposed on our
most vulnerable workers.
In Parliament back in August 2005 the Premier made a
commitment to protecting public sector unions, and this
bill goes down that track. It is interesting that members
of The Nationals have acknowledged that they are
supporting this bill. They can see which way the wind
is blowing. Federally their party and some members of
the federal Liberal Party have acknowledged that there
is some inherent unfairness in the WorkChoices
legislation, and The Nationals at a state level have said
that this bill is worthy of support. Some 10 000 people
in Geelong rallied against WorkChoices late last year,
and I was there along with all the Geelong
parliamentary contingent. It was an exceptional march
into Johnstons Park. The feeling was absolutely
extraordinary and was matched in Melbourne and other
regional centres as some 200 000 people around
Victoria marched against the WorkChoices legislation.
Following that rally I read in the Age of polling by the
Australian Council of Trade Unions in 14 marginal
federal seats, one of which was Corangamite in my
neck of the woods, which is held by Stewart McArthur.
The polls showed that nearly 60 per cent of people say
that WorkChoices will change their vote — and it is not
for the Liberal Party. This resonates in my electorate of
South Barwon, and it is something the Premier has said
we will campaign on.
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I want to point out a concern regarding tradies in
Geelong. A number of small business employers are
concerned about metropolitan contractors coming into
Geelong and undercutting them by paying their workers
less, which they can do under this federal legislation.
That is a concern for those workers and for many
people in my electorate, and I will continue to
campaign on this issue during the elections.
Dr HARKNESS (Frankston) — It is quite clear that
Victoria has entered a very bleak era of industrial
relations following the introduction of the Howard
government’s grossly unfair industrial relations regime.
These laws pose a real danger to working families,
particularly in Frankston. The federal government’s
500 pages of unfair regulations and 1200 pages of
unfair legislation are a massive con on Victorian
workers and seek to remove existing award
entitlements for public sector employees throughout
this state. But the bill before us today, the Public Sector
Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill, seeks to
preserve those entitlements. It will also maintain the
existing award safety net and the outcome of the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission’s family
provisions test case decision as the benchmark for the
no-disadvantage test for all future public sector
agreements.
The federal WorkChoices legislation — the so-called
work choices legislation — involves the most
significant threat to employment conditions for many
years. It is a brutal attack on the award safety net and
fair agreement-making and stands in very stark contrast
to the Victorian government’s support for cooperative
and productive industrial relations.
The Bracks government’s policy has always been to
support comprehensive award coverage for its
employees and for agreement-making with employees
and their representatives. This government, along with
many community groups, unions, churches and other
organisations has long campaigned against the federal
changes that became law this week. While the Liberal
Party seeks to destroy the rights of workers, the Bracks
government is continuing to work to protect the rights
of working families. I congratulate the Premier and the
Minister for Industrial Relations — a terrific
minister — who is at the table, for all their efforts so far
to do everything possible to protect public sector award
conditions.
Australia’s proud history of a fair go for workers and
their families is being destroyed by the commonwealth
government, and I am certainly encouraging Frankston
families to carefully examine their workplace
arrangements under this new regime. The tradition of a
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living wage and fair and reasonable conditions is one
from which many Australians have benefited, but that
tradition has come to an end, and now more than ever
workers need to know their current rights and
entitlements before entering into any new agreements.
For Victoria’s 254 000 public sector workers the
legislation before us today will protect current
entitlements to include the final test case findings by the
Australian Industrial Relations Commission. The
federal law is unfair. The Liberal Party does not care. It
knows that these laws are unfairly going to hit working
families in places such as Frankston. The bill before us
is a terrific piece of legislation, and I wish it a very
speedy passage through this house.
Mr LONEY (Lara) — I also welcome the
opportunity to make a few remarks on this piece of
legislation, which is indeed important legislation for
working families in this state and for those employed in
the public sector.
In one sense it is unfortunate that we have to have this
legislation, but we have to protect Victorian workers
from attacks by their own federal government — and
that is precisely what this legislation aims to do. It aims
to defend Victorian workers in the public sector from
attacks on their awards and conditions under the
so-called WorkChoices legislation, which has been
introduced by the Howard federal government as part
of its ideological war on workers in Australia. Having
listened to some of the contributions from the
opposition, all we seem to get in response to what is
going on here is some sort of smugly arrogant
ideological jargon about so-called choice. We keep
having this claptrap trotted out to us. I can say that for
the average worker there is absolutely no choice. There
is no commonality and no equality of bargaining
position in industrial relations given the way the federal
legislation has been introduced. This is simply an attack
on the right to organise, and it is purely ideological.
The Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements)
Bill is an attempt to at least in one part of the Victorian
work force redress the balance and ensure that workers
who are employed by this government will have decent
wages, conditions and entitlements, will suffer no
disadvantage to their current employment and in fact in
some respects will still be able to pick up entitlements
which were coming through in the last year or so but
which have not yet been applied to their award
conditions. Under this legislation Victorian public
sector workers will be protected. I hope this sends a
message to the broader community of employers in
Victoria. I hope they will take the lead from this and
decide to work with their employees in a cooperative
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manner rather than in the punitive environment which
the federal government wishes to impose on the work
force.
When you ask about the regime that the federal
government wants to impose on Victorian workers you
do not have to go too far back in history to find out
what it is. On 7 March — about three weeks ago —
Senator Nick Minchin appeared as guest speaker at a
H. R. Nicholls Society meeting, where he set out the
real agenda. What we found out is that the current
attack on workers is by no means the conclusion of the
war that has been imposed by the federal Liberal Party;
instead it is just the beginning. Senator Minchin told the
H. R. Nicholls Society that the real intention is to ‘tear
down the whole industrial relations edifice’. Of course,
he was strongly supported in that. His speech went over
very well, but it was never meant to get out. Fortunately
it was reported and those remarks did come out, and as
a result Victorian workers understand what is in store
for them as this progresses. It forced the Prime Minister
into retreating very quickly and denying that there was
any further agenda. But those remarks and the remarks
of Des Moore at the time about what should occur
made it clear.
The enthusiasm of members of the H. R. Nicholls
Society such as the federal Treasurer and others for
tearing down the industrial relations edifice is well
known. This is why this legislation is extremely
important. It will protect Victorian workers. It is
therefore a very good and worthwhile piece of
legislation that has my wholehearted support.
Ms LINDELL (Carrum) — It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to join the debate. In one sense I join it not
as a politician but as a parent and a person very
concerned about the rights and working lives of my
young adult children and their friends and all other
young people in Victoria.
I want to speak briefly on the bill, which results from
statements made by the Premier in August last year
when he announced that as an employer the Victorian
state government would be keeping the existing award
conditions and seeking by whatever means possible to
have those enshrined for the future as well — and that
is what we are doing here for public sector employees.
This bill is needed because of the federal WorkChoices
legislation and the gutting of any ongoing protection for
workers outside the public sector.
As many members in the chamber know, I have two
young adults in my family who have gone into the
work force and, by and large, have been pleased with
the treatment they have received from employers, but
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many of their friends have not had that good fortune.
We know there are employers who will abuse the lack
of knowledge of young people, and that took place
under the old regime. But with the new WorkChoices
legislation there is no choice at all. People are told,
‘This is the job we give you. This is the time you will
come. If you come and we have no work for you, we
will send you home. We do not really care that you
have spent an hour getting here and that it may have
cost you an extraordinary amount of money to get to
the workplace. It is not convenient for us now. Come
back tonight or tomorrow and maybe we will have
something for you. If that is not good enough for you,
then we do not really need you as an employee’.
Yesterday on radio 774 ABC Melbourne the federal
minister, Kevin Andrews, was asked by someone who
rang in whether he would work under the conditions
that he had forced on working families across Australia.
He pointed out that he could be sacked overnight once
every three years following an election campaign. Isn’t
that amazing? He has for himself — and other
politicians have it — a wonderful job where he faces
the music once every three years, but we have young
people going to work day after day faced with the
prospect of not having a job if they speak out in any
sense about injustice — and maybe not injustice they
have suffered but injustice one of their workmates has
suffered. If they speak out or say, ‘I do not want to
come back tonight at midnight to do my shift. You told
me yesterday to come at 10.00 a.m., so I am here now. I
am ready to work’, they can be told, ‘We do not want
you now. Come back tonight at midnight, and if that is
not good enough, do not come back at all’.
The legislation we are passing today is great legislation
that will protect the public sector workers of this state.
The WorkChoices legislation that was passed last year
by the federal government is demeaning, rude and
abusive and will not stand the test of time. It will do
nothing for Australia’s productivity, and it will impose
great stress on working families.
Debate adjourned on motion of Mr MERLINO
(Monbulk).
Debate adjourned until later this day.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORM
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 28 March; motion of
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and Training).
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Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I seek leave to make available to the house
the draft regulations relating to home-schooling.
Leave granted.
Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — South-West
Coast is fortunate in having great diversity in its
high-quality schools. There are high-quality state
primary and secondary schools, together with
high-quality Catholic and independent schools. There
are great teachers, excellent principals and good school
leaders supported by strong and active school councils
and local communities that love their schools. The area
is also well served by the South-West Institute of
TAFE, which has campuses in Warrnambool, Portland,
Hamilton and now at Glenormiston. Of course
Warrnambool is the home of the highly credentialled
Warrnambool campus of Deakin University, under the
dynamic leadership of Professor Rob Wallis. All those
organisations have a direct interest in and concern about
this legislation.
The legislation covers a range of areas, and given the
limited time available to speakers by agreement I just
want to quickly run through some of the issues that
have been raised with me by various members of those
school communities and people in the wider
South-West Coast electorate that needed to be put on
the record. I will deal with them in the order in which
they are raised in the bill.
In chapter 2 of the bill, headed ‘School education’,
clause 2.1.1. lifts the school-leaving age from 15 to 16.
We all understand that, wherever it is possible, students
who remain at school longer traditionally have a better
chance of long-term, secure employment and job
opportunities. However, some students have difficulty
learning in a school setting and benefit by leaving
school early and undertaking skills training,
apprenticeships and other opportunities to develop
themselves and their careers.
I ask the minister in her summing up to give an
assurance to the house and to the school community
that while the school-leaving age has been raised to 16
there will be clear opportunities for exemption where
students would benefit from leaving school early and
taking up those opportunities. I note that the minister is
nodding her head.
That clause also address the issue of home-schooling. I,
like other members, have been inundated with concerns
about home-schooling from overseas and in emails
across the local airwaves. Some of them are irrelevant,
but a number are very relevant to the local community.
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One was from Mr Peter Lim in Woodford in my
electorate. He said:
The role of the government in education should be to provide
the option of quality institutionalised education to parents
whilst reinforcing the parents’ right to choose institutionalised
or alternate methods for educating their children. The bill as it
stands shifts parental responsibility to ascertain what is best
for their children to the minister.

That reflects the views of a number of people involved
in home-schooling in my electorate, who are opposed
to what is in the bill. They are also concerned about
what is in the regulations, and on their behalf I say that
there should be greater choice and opportunity in
education. I am also concerned about the direction of
this bill with regard to the removal of choice.
The second issue I raise is part 2.2, in which the
government changes the names of schools from state
schools to government schools. I object to that, and
many people in the community object to that. These
schools are not instruments or creatures of the
government of the day. They are institutions of the state
of Victoria and they should remain as state schools.
State schools are not owned and operated by the
government of the day. I and many other people object
to that name change.
I am concerned that in clauses 2.2.4 and 2.2.5 the
government is positioning itself to charge those over
20 years of age fees for doing their Victorian certificate
of education (VCE). In an environment where we are
trying to encourage people into lifelong learning and
saying that people can have a number of career choices
in their life and that ongoing education and skills
development are important parts of that, it is a
retrograde step for the government to be sending a
message to people over the age of 20 that if they go
back to do their VCE they will be liable for fees and
charges.
Ms Kosky interjected.
Dr NAPTHINE — The bill provides for that,
despite the minister’s rhetoric across the table — but if
that is the government’s position, she should make sure
the bill reflects what the government is saying. There
should be no fees for those people, and the bill needs to
reflect that.
Clause 2.2.11 refers to religious instruction. I am
pleased this provision is in the legislation, because the
government’s original view was to ban religious
instruction and religious education in schools. There
was a very strong grassroots campaign by the
community, supported by Liberal members of
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Parliament, to ensure that religious education remained
within our schools, and I think it is fantastic.
I strongly support clause 2.2.12, which says that
students are to have ceremonies to acknowledge their
roles as Australian citizens, which means we will have
ceremonies involving the Australian flag and Australian
citizenship in our schools, and again I think that is
fantastic.
My other concerns relate to the Victorian Registration
and Qualifications Authority (VRQA) and are reflected
in an email I received from the principal of an
independent school, who said:
I think the biggest concern is simply the potential for the
independence of independent schools to be threatened — and
also the weight of potential administrative demands which
seem to me to be designed to make the sector more like the
government sector — which is precisely why so many people
have moved towards independence and away from the
government system! In particular, [there is] the whole process
of accountability and quality of reporting — the issue of
which I have no problems with either in fact — but there is an
implicit assumption in the bill that the independent sector
‘needs work’, whereas in reality they have led the field in
both capacities.

What I am concerned about with the VRQA is that it
gives the minister the power to fundamentally control
independent and Catholic schools, and that is
inappropriate. People should have choice. This bill is
anti-choice for both parents and students, and it is not in
the interests of good, free education in the state of
Victoria.
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — I am very pleased to
speak today in support of the Education and Training
Reform Bill 2006. Many of the provisions of the
current act of 1958 remain unchanged since 1872. The
act is a bit of a mish-mash of amendments and different
parts and is not really representative of our current
education system. This 2006 bill has been the subject of
widespread review and consultation, of which I have
been a part, and has had a lot of input from a lot of
different sectors. So I feel privileged to speak in support
of this bill today.
The new act reflects current education requirements and
the successful provision of quality education and
training for all. Education enables our citizens to reach
their full potential. It also enables us to maximise our
economic, social and cultural potential. As this is a very
large and complex piece of legislation that covers many
areas, I would like to focus on two main areas: the
provision of free instruction until year 12 or equivalent
in government schools and the new provisions for
school councils. I am particularly interested in both of
these areas. I would also like to make a short comment
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on the controversial areas of religious education in
government schools and the home-schooling
provisions.
I am particularly interested in the guarantee of free
instruction until year 12 or equivalent in government
schools or a guaranteed place in a TAFE institute or
other public training provider for the benefit of our
students with a disability. There has been a case in my
electorate at Parkdale Secondary College of a young
man with Down syndrome. His mother was particularly
concerned with his ongoing education through to
year 12 or equivalent because the school was worried
about the provision of funding. She came to my office
on a number of occasions and spoke to me about that
particular concern. It is a concern for parents of many
children with a disability, because they do not track
through the primary and secondary sectors according to
their age as other students do. It takes them longer, in
other words, to get to the point where they want to go.
Sometimes they are older than 18 when they come to
year 12. So I am very pleased that that has now been
guaranteed for these students up until the age of 20. I
would like to say, ‘Well done, Joanne, for fighting for
your son’. This provision, from my point of view, is for
you, so congratulations!
I would also like to make mention of the provision in
the bill regarding legal protection for school councils
and also the clarification of their roles and
responsibilities. Clause 2.3.32 headed ‘Indemnity for
school council members’ states:
The Crown must indemnify a person who is or has been a
member of a school council constituted under this Division or
section 13 of the Education Act 1958 as in force immediately
before the commencement of this section against any liability
in respect of any loss or damage suffered by the council or
any other person in respect of anything necessarily or
reasonably done or omitted to be done by the member or
former member in good faith —
(a) in the exercise of a power or the performance of a
function of a member; or
(b) in the reasonable belief that the act or omission was in
the exercise of a power or the performance of a function
of a member.

During my years as a school council member at
Mentone Primary School in my local area there was
always confusion and some concern about the rights
and responsibilities of school councillors, so this
clarification of those rights and responsibilities under
the proposed act will, I hope, facilitate the very
important work done by our school councils for our
schools and our local communities. The volunteers who
serve on the school councils do a wonderful job: they
put in many hours and really support our state school
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education system. So I would also like to congratulate
all those people in my local area who do that wonderful
work.
I would also like to quickly congratulate the Minister
for Education Services on her announcement of
$500 000 funding for the support of school council
members. That has been a great announcement. I would
also like to congratulate the Minister for Education and
Training for all her wonderful work in putting together
this legislation. It has been a big job, and I think it is a
wonderful result.
I turn briefly to the concern about religious education in
schools. I received many petitions, letters, emails and
visits, and I would like to put on the record that this bill
actually states that religious education will continue
unchanged in our schools. I hope that will be a great
comfort to the many people who have come to my
office with their concerns.
With regard to home-schooling, this bill simply brings
Victoria into line with other states of Australia, making
the regulations Australia-wide regulations. I would also
like to quickly say that the government focuses very
firmly on education, and it is a privilege to be part of
this government and to speak in support of the bill
today.
Mrs POWELL (Shepparton) — I am pleased to
speak on the Education and Training Reform Bill. The
Nationals will not be opposing the legislation, but will
put forward a number of amendments. As other
speakers have said, this is a large piece of legislation
which makes quite a large number of changes to
education, including vocational education, in Victoria.
Like other members, I would like to put on record the
great work of the fantastic government and
non-governments schools I have in my electorate as
well as that of the Goulburn Ovens Institute of TAFE. I
put on record the great work of the schools in my
electorate and the commitment of the teachers and the
school councils.
The Minister for Education and Training has stated that
this is the most significant education reform legislation
since the original act of 1872. That is fairly significant.
I have had a bit of criticism coming through my
electorate from mainly home-schoolers — or
home-educators, as I think they like to be called —
about the lack of consultation that they were given
before the bill came into this place.
The government released the exposure draft of the
Education and Training Reform Bill in December 2005
and closed submissions on Monday, 23 January, which
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allowed just over a month for the public to comment on
a 427-page document.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mrs POWELL — This was over the school
holidays. The schools were closed and the teachers and
parents were on holidays. When people return to
schools their minds are not on putting forward
submissions, they are thinking about getting their
children ready for the school year, so it was unfortunate
that that was the time it was open for submissions. I am
sure that a lot of people would have liked to put in a
submission on this piece of legislation.
As I understand it, there were also no public forums or
information sessions before the close of submissions. I
was made aware of a public meeting that was
advertised in the Herald Sun of 4 March. Members will
note that that was actually after the legislation was
introduced into Parliament. The meeting was with the
parliamentary secretary on Monday, 6 March, which
was two days later. It was held for people to learn how
the proposed laws would affect home-schoolers. There
has been a lot of criticism about that because not
enough notice of this particular meeting was given and
also because it was held during the day when not
everybody was able to attend.
I received an email from Robert Withall of Kyabram,
who attended the meeting. He said that they were able
to gather from the meeting that no research or surveys
on home-education or home-schooling were done for
data to be compiled to give the reason for the changes.
No reason was given for the changes. The member for
Rodney in his contribution pointed out that not one
parent has been taken to court for not giving a child
appropriate schooling in the last 16 years. That is
important in that it shows realistically that the data is
not there to support that home-schooling is not of
benefit to the children.
The bill establishes a new regulatory body, which will
monitor the standards for schools, training providers
and higher education providers, except the existing
universities. It will also monitor home-schooling. That
is one of the things that most angers the
home-schoolers, or home-educators. For many years
they have taught their own children, and they are saying
that while there is a need to register schools and
home-educators — and The Nationals do not disagree
with the registration of home-schoolers — what they
and we are saying is that those who wish to
home-school their own children should not have to
comply with the same standards that a school has to
comply with. The government says that these standards
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involve a light-touch approach, but The Nationals say
there should be a hands-off approach — —
Ms Kosky interjected.
Mrs POWELL — I have had no complaints. The
minister said that I will know what it is about the next
time I receive complaints, but I have had no complaints
about home-schoolers. In fact I have had no complaints
at all from anybody about children in schooling. There
is also no reference to neighbourhood houses, which is
a shame, because that is a lost opportunity. Preschools
now come under the Department of Human Services,
but I and the rest of The Nationals believe preschools
should come under the Department of Education and
Training. These children are educated; they are not
babysat, and we need to reflect that.
The bill provides that TAFE institutes and secondary
schools can jointly share in offering services to better
meet the needs of their local communities. That is a
good thing. If this can be done properly with the
schools being supported and funding by government,
we might be able to address the trade skill shortage that
we have, not only in country Victoria but right across
Victoria. A World Skills day will be coming up soon,
and I have asked the Minister for Transport to subsidise
some of the transport costs for the children to go to the
skills day, and I hope the government listens. Given the
limited time that we have, I will finish my contribution
by just saying that we do have some concerns about this
bill.
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — The provision of an
educational, or learning skills, environment that has as its
foundation principles the need for a stimulating,
interactive and non-judgmental environment, skilled and
supported teachers and trainers and accessibility from
both an affordability and environmental sense — to
name a few — is fundamentally a whole-of-community
and therefore a whole-of-government responsibility.
I am pleased to contribute to this debate and
acknowledge that for all bar one of the bill’s contents
there is bipartisan support. I totally support this bill
because its intent is very clear in supporting these
fundamental tenets. If one goes back and looks at the
objectives of the education legislation review, which
led to the legislation which is before us today, one sees
that the three key issues are ensuring the relevance of
the legislation to the contemporary education and
training environment; ensuring that the legislation can
facilitate the policy objectives of government; and
minimising the legislative obstacles to innovative
service delivery — and that is a key issue. I believe the
government has more than delivered on these
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expectations, both in the eyes of the community I
represent and also for those involved and interested in
ensuring that we provide the best possible environment
to secure the future economic, social and environmental
prosperity of this nation.
This bill provides that this government can be flexible
and responsible in the way it regulates and assures the
quality of the delivery of education and training relating
to all types of education and training Secondly, it will
provide a policy-based legislative framework that will
support education and training provision in the future. It
is a beacon for the future, as many members have
pointed out. Thirdly, it is the consolidation of those
12 education and training acts. There is one place to go
in terms of a reference document.
I focus on a few aspects of the bill I consider will have
a major influence on the future education and training
service provision across the Hastings electorate. The
first issue is school governance and, as the Minister for
Youth and Education Services stated recently, school
councils play a vital operational and governance role.
They play an important role in embracing the broader
school community, because we all know that schools
are the heart of any community. The very
comprehensive review undertaken, the outcomes of
which are now addressed in legislation, gives school
councils real clarity on roles, responsibilities and
relationships within the school community, providing
great support through sound governance practices. I
acknowledge the great principals, parents, teachers and
community representatives who do so much for their
communities in this respect. I also acknowledge
Elisabeth Murdoch College, the secondary college of
which I am a community reference member for the
school council.
I would like to also acknowledge the consultative
process that has been undertaken. I had great pleasure
of engaging every one of more than 30 schools in my
electorate last year, holding many forums for principals
and school council members and interested parents as
well. I want to acknowledge the great support I
received from Michael Kane who gave up hours of his
time to come and talk at these information sessions that
I initiated. The response from school communities,
whether state, Catholic or independent, was
overwhelmingly positive and it was good to have those
discussions and forward feedback to the department. It
was the first time for many of these schools that they
had been asked by their local member about anything
regarding future legislation.
I go on to relate some of the feedback to the key issues
for which there was overwhelming support, and that
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support was in the areas of free instruction, compulsory
attendance, secularity, democratic principles, choice of
school, access to information and the common
regulatory regime, particularly in relation to the
minimum standards issues. All those issues were well
supported.
This bill is a beacon to the future and it is also
addressed and handled so well. One of the greatest
challenges across the whole education and training
spectrum that we need to deal with now is the issue of
the context by which we — and I am considering
myself here as an information technology immigrant or
dinosaur — interact with and provide skills to the
current generation of IT natives, which is the
education-speak at this stage in time.
I finish with a reference to the issue of home-education,
an aspect of education provision that I have had great
interaction with and have been well acquainted with
over many years, having friends and neighbours who
have exercised their democratic choice to
home-education. I also want to acknowledge some of
the great home-educators I have had the opportunity of
meeting over the last 12 months. They have impressed
me with their commitment, innovation and dedication
to their children and to the broader home-educational
schooling community as well.
I also acknowledge the great work undertaken by the
parliamentary secretary, the member for Yuroke, in
terms of reiterating the light-touch approach being
taken. The overriding issue for me is that choice for
parents and guardians in the provision of education will
remain and, equally importantly, the issue of support in
whatever aspect of education is required is also
enshrined in legislation.
I also take time to acknowledge all of our educators and
trainers. I still have children in years 6 and 8, an elder
daughter doing a technical and further education course
and an adult daughter at RMIT doing a university
course. I see how well my children are being supported
by the educational communities that they interact with.
Whether the focus be on the realisation of either the
academic or vocational potential this bill supports the
great state programs already in place and allows for
innovation to be the prime driver in the future. If we are
going to give every Victorian the opportunity, as our
highest priority, to have good jobs and better economic
outcomes, which in turn provides for greater and
stronger capital, then it is through our investment in
quality education and training opportunities. I would
like to acknowledge the education minister and the
Premier for their great support and driving passion to
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deliver this, not only through the recent skills statement,
but through the bill before us today. I commend this bill
to the house.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to make a couple
of comments on the education bill, and I will confine
them to basically three areas Firstly, I want to support
the comments by the member for Nepean. It is
particularly important that the concerns of the
Association of Independent Schools of Victoria be
recognised, and the opposition’s amendments seek to
do that. The Victorian Registration and Qualifications
Authority should specifically include representatives
from the Catholic and independent systems and the
direct power of self-regulation should be given to
non-government schools. I acknowledge the number of
quality non-government schools in the electorate of
Brighton. These are legitimate concerns raised by the
association representing those schools and the
government should respond to our amendments in a
positive way.
I also touch on the issue of compulsory education in the
sense that the government then puts an overlay called a
‘zone’ on our schools. I take the opportunity provided
to me by this bill to make a couple of brief comments in
relation to zoning. It is all very well for government to
say education should be compulsory — and it should
be — but then to apply zonings that may not always be
logical in fact forces parents to send their children to
schools that may not be relevant to their community.
For example, and the minister is aware of this, I have
one constituent with three children attending Brighton
Beach Primary School and they are out of zone for
Brighton Secondary College. Oddly enough the school
to which they are zoned is Sandringham Secondary
College, which is slightly further away. That is not
logical, and again I hope the minister sees fit in due
course to review these zones.
I also have some grave concerns in relation to the
zoning for Gardenvale Primary School where the zone
boundary was clearly drawn by someone who has no
familiarity with the East Brighton area. Again, I have a
number of examples of constituents who will be forced
to take their children to schools much further away
when they can actually walk to Gardenvale Primary
School. I am more than happy, if I can be of assistance
with the minister’s bureaucrats, to assist with the
familiarisation of the Brighton East community to fix
that problem, if the minister sees fit.
I also acknowledge the terrific work done by the
government schools in the Brighton electorate. I only
have one secondary school which is Brighton
Secondary College and that has gone forward in leaps
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and bounds in recent years. I also want to
acknowledge — obviously these schools are visited by
me regularly — the stunning work done at Elsternwick
Primary School, Brighton Primary School, Gardenvale
Primary School, Brighton Beach Primary School,
Hampton Primary School, Moorabbin Primary School,
and Berendale School as well.
I also take the opportunity afforded to me via the debate
on the Education and Training Reform Bill to note with
interest the government’s $600 million-plus fund from
the sale of Snowy Hydro and the government’s stated
commitment that that funding will go to government
schools. The government schools in my electorate are
old and are in need of funding. Again, I acknowledge
that a number of schools in my area, and in particular
Hampton Primary School and Brighton Primary
School, have received significant government funding
in recent times, and I thank the minister for that. What
we have in my area are old buildings, old infrastructure,
old roofs and windows that need replacement; in some
instances roofs that needs repairs; and in one instance a
roof that needs replacement.
At Brighton Secondary College we have a difficult
circumstance where particular requirements have been
imposed on the school by Bayside City Council. Again
I would use the opportunity of this bill to request that
the minister consider funding a car park required by the
school to service sporting facilities so that the school
does not have to use its education funds to fund the car
park. I would also request the minister to release the
money she has already allocated for a noise attenuation
program. There is an impasse over this, and I use this
opportunity to once again formally request that the
minister release that money to Brighton Secondary
College to allow it to get on with its excellent work.
The Leading Schools program is a good one,
and $1.3 million would be of huge assistance to
Brighton Secondary School, the only government
secondary school in my electorate. That would enable it
to continue doing its good work. As we have an
agreement to be brief, I will conclude my comments on
this bill.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) —
Following on from that I will also agree to be brief. I
know there is something of a who’s who of people
wanting to speak on this bill. This bill is not something
that has been foisted upon us in the last few months.
There has been a discussion paper, a white paper and an
exposure draft. Many submissions have been received
by the minister, and I know individual members have
also received submissions, petitions and phone calls in
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relation to it. This has not been foisted on Victoria, and
it is not a surprise.
I want to comment on a rather bizarre full-page
advertisement in the Geelong Advertiser that took me
back to the 1930s. I do not know who put it in, but it is
certainly a reflection on the people who did so. The
advertisement contains comments about the lack of
consultation. Far from that being accurate, there has
been extensive consultation. I know that all parties in
this house are supportive of this bill, although some
issues have certainly been raised.
In the minute or so I have left I will touch on some
schools in my electorate. Oberon High, Grovedale and
Belmont have been recipients of significant upgrades in
recent years. Grovedale in particular is looking at a
stage 2 for its arts facility. Torquay Secondary
School council — as with all my school councils — has
been working very hard to get support, and I
congratulate the Minister for Education and Training,
who is at the table, on her recent announcement of
support for both training packages and web sites.
School councils have raised with me the issue of
training people to have the skills to run what is rather a
large business. Some of the secondary schools in my
electorate are booming businesses, and people’s skill
sets need to be broadened so they can support the
principals in their respective schools.
Finally I want to touch on the home-schooling issue. A
number of people have visited me and other members
in regard to religious education. Nothing has changed.
There is no intention of changing religious education.
We are very conscious of the need to have religious
education remain in schools of all colours. If there is a
salutary lesson to be learnt by people who want to
influence parliamentarians, this campaign provides an
example. It could not have been done more poorly.
Enlisting the support of extremists from overseas is not
the way to influence people in this chamber.
I congratulate the home-schoolers in Victoria who put
out an apology to parliamentarians in respect of one of
their more extreme members soliciting that response
from overseas, and I acknowledge that the vast majority
of home-schoolers are responsible. This is soft-touch
regulation in respect of home-schooling. It is about
finding out where the kids are. The vast majority of
home-schoolers are responsible and not flat-earthers.
Mr JASPER (Murray Valley) — I rise to support
the legislation before the house and indicate that over
the years I have been the member for Murray Valley I
have strongly supported the 33 government schools
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across the electorate, particularly on issues relating to
capital works programs.
In the last six months three major projects totalling
about $10 million have been completed in the electorate
of Murray Valley. The Minister for Education and
Training opened two of them, one at Wangaratta High
School and the other at Numurkah Secondary College,
and earlier this year the Minister for Education Services
opened facilities at the Yarrunga Primary School.
Those projects provide excellent facilities to students
within my electorate, but I want to indicate that you do
not get these projects overnight. We worked over a
period of about five years to get the Wangaratta High
School project, and an excellent result has been
achieved right across the board.
I want to thank the minister for supporting and signing
off this week on the merger between Wangaratta High
School and Ovens College at Wangaratta. This project
has been worked on for about 12 months, and the local
school councils and leading people within those schools
have worked hard with regional officers to come up
with a program which the minister was prepared to
accept.
I also congratulate the minister on selecting Wangaratta
for one of the new technical education centres.
Wangaratta has received excellent support through
technical education over a long time. The reduction of
services in years gone by at the Greta Road campus of
Ovens College was disappointing, as was the reduction
in services at the TAFE college. In recent years the
TAFE college has been expanded quite dramatically to
become part of the Goulburn Ovens Institute of TAFE,
and I congratulate the people involved in that. There is
no doubt that this $8 million project, one of four such
centres throughout Victoria, is going to be a great fillip
for education in north-eastern Victoria and within the
Rural City of Wangaratta.
The Nationals, as always, have carried out an
investigation of the legislation before the house, led by
a member for Gippsland Province in another place, the
Honourable Peter Hall, and by the member for Rodney
in this house. This is a major bill, a huge piece of
legislation which rewrites and brings together 11 acts.
A range of issues are discussed in the legislation. I will
not go into the detail because the member for Rodney
has covered the legislation extensively.
We had representations from a large number of schools
within the electorate, particularly from the
non-government schools and also from the people
involved as home-educators, and The Nationals have
proposed amendments to the home-schooling
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provisions — not major amendments, but amendments
nevertheless. However, I understand the minister has
come forward with some further information about
home-schooling registration as it relates to the
regulations. The minister has responded to the
representation from home-schoolers, a number of
whom are from my electorate of Murray Valley.
I took the opportunity to meet with the principal of
Cathedral College at Wangaratta, Mr David Everett,
who had extensive information from the
non-government school organisations, and I want to
read just one paragraph from his letter because I think it
encapsulates one of the major concerns his group had.
This is apart from the 13 recommendations put forward
by the Association of Independent Schools of Victoria
to improve the legislation.
I will read this particular paragraph from the letter from
Mr Everett from Cathedral College in Wangaratta. It
states:
We want to ensure that a non-government school established
for children of particular faith has the right to teach and
promote that faith. It is also important that the proposed
Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority consider
the independent nature and values of our schools when they
monitor minimum standards.

I am sure the minister will take on board the comments
that have been made. As I understand it, the legislation
appears to address the concerns raised by Mr Everett
and the other issues raised by the Association of
Independent Schools of Victoria.
From The Nationals’ point of view, we will be
supporting the legislation. I again pay tribute to the
work that has been done by the government to bring
this legislation forward and the responses I personally
have had from the Minister for Education and Training
and the Minister for Education Services in providing
facilities and education across the Murray Valley
electorate, in particular the approval for a technical
education service to be developed at Wangaratta in
conjunction with the Goulburn Ovens Institute of
TAFE.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — The Liberal Party will
be proposing several amendments to this bill, and if
those amendments are not accepted by the government,
we will be voting against the bill. However, within that
context, and noting the huge task in drafting the bill and
bringing together a number of pieces of legislation, I
would like to pay tribute to Michael Kane, Rebecca
McTernan and John Livi for their hard work in
consulting and drafting. Thanks too to the minister’s
chief of staff, who was very courteous in briefing me.
Clearly a large body of work has been done.
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When I examined the draft bill it brought to mind the
chorus of the 1960s song Is That All There Is?. The
Treasurer provided the answer when he referred to the
draft bill as ‘nothing more than a rewrite’.
However, a detailed reading, something it was obvious
the minister had not done when she released the draft
bill, indicates that there are a number of grave concerns.
The legislation is characterised as light-touch
legislation. That leaves open regulation of the education
sector by bureaucratic fiat, by ministerial fiat, by
regulation and by rules and other instruments. That is
why the home-schooling community and the
independent schools view this legislation with such
suspicion.
My colleagues have already covered the concerns of the
independent school sector. I pay tribute to Michelle
Green and her committee and team for analysing the
bill and providing excellent advice to the Liberal Party,
The Nationals and the Independents, and to the
government, although sadly the government has chosen
not to accept the recommendations of the independent
schooling sector.
The area I want to focus on today is home-schooling.
This is the community which has been strongest in its
advocacy on this legislation. The contemptuous words
used by the member for Barwon South in asking for an
apology from home-schoolers for exercising their
democratic rights is indicative of the attitude of
government members.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr PERTON — I have the Minister for Education
and Training and the Parliamentary Secretary for
Education yelling at me. The minister treats people with
courtesy in general, and I think she would have been
shocked by the letters written by the member for Ripon
and other Labor members when replying to
home-schoolers.
Allan Weatherall of Belgrave wrote to me and said this
in respect of the changes to home-schooling:
These proposed changes are an assault on our educational
philosophy, an intrusion into the sacred realm of our family
life, and for some families a violation of their deeply held
religious convictions to educate their children within the
safety and protection of their own home.

We have all had hundreds if not thousands of emails
from people concerned about these things. I would have
thought that is the way democracy works — —
Mr Maxfield — From America?
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Mr PERTON — Indeed! The member for Narracan
yelled out that they were from America. What is wrong
with people expressing their views globally? We want
our children to be able to work in a global world; I
think adults like the member for Narracan ought to have
a bit more capacity to receive advice.
I had the honour of meeting many home-schooling
families, including the Home Education Network. It has
been a privilege. I was not very expert in
home-schooling prior to the introduction of these
proposals and it has been very interesting and
productive to meet the range of people involved. Their
great concern is they will be buried in excessive
regulation and red tape, and I think they are right to
have that fear. School principals across the state
complain about the excessive regulation and
compliance burden in their work and I think this is very
likely to happen to the home-schooling community.
Brian Walters from the Victorian Council for Civil
Liberties, now known as Liberty Victoria, expressed his
valid concern as follows:
The current proposals to change the administration of
home-education are of concern because they authorise
administrative interference with home-educating parents
without specifying the nature of such oversight. Legislation in
any sphere should have clear guidelines and limitations on
administrative action, and should not authorise wide and
essentially unreviewable power of this nature. Such powers
are too frequently abused.

One should only inhibit democracy for a good reason.
My question is, what is the government’s reason for
introducing the regulation of home-schooling? The
government has not made a case for change. There is
no case for change given that the studies which do exist
have supported the success of this method of education
and the good educational outcomes home-schooled
children achieve. The home-schoolers make a very
valid point: why should they put their blind trust in a
government with a track record of one in five children
leaving the state system illiterate and one in four
innumerate. Victorian students’ literacy skills are the
worst in mainland Australia.
Mahatma Gandhi, the Indian spiritual and political
leader and humanitarian, said:
Freedom is not worth having if it does not connote freedom to
err. It passes my comprehension how human beings, be they
ever so experienced and able, can delight in depriving other
human beings of that precious right.

That is what this government proposes to do. It errs in
education but it wants to require higher standards for
home-schoolers than it requires for itself. As Friedrich
von Hayek said:
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A society that does not recognise that each individual has
values of his own which he is entitled to follow can have no
respect for the dignity of the individual and cannot really
know freedom.

The home-schooling community and the community in
general would be appalled that a rough draft of the
regulations has been dumped into the Parliament in the
past half-hour. When one looks at these regulations one
sees there are some on registration and access to
curriculum materials and other materials.
My speech is being wound up now because there is an
agreement that members from each party will speak for
5 minutes. On such a major piece of legislation, with a
proper necessity for the debate of regulations, the
government should hang its head in shame that debate
on this important piece of legislation has been
foreshortened in this way.
Mr MAXFIELD (Narracan) — It is with great
pleasure that I speak today in support of the Education
and Training Reform Bill. One of the things we as
members of Parliament strive to do is leave our
community a better place for us being here. There is no
doubt that this bill delivers on that. I want to start by
thanking all those in the education sector, the Minister
for Education and Training and the Parliamentary
Secretary for Education for their fantastic and
outstanding work in supporting education in this state
and supporting our students.
This is coming from a background of the seven dark
years where we saw schools closed right across
regional Victoria. We saw teachers sacked and we saw
funding withdrawn. At the same time we saw record
budget surplus after record budget surplus. What a
contrast we see today with thousands of additional
teachers and support staff across Victoria.
Mr Nardella interjected.
Mr MAXFIELD — The member for Melton says
there are 6000. Across our towns I see the support of
the Bracks government. In Traralgon, for example, we
are spending $4 million upgrading our secondary
colleges.
Mr Nardella — How much?
Mr MAXFIELD — Four million dollars, with the
very strong support of the member for Morwell. He is a
loyal and hardworking advocate for education in his
electorate and in Traralgon.
I move now to some of the points around the bill. It is
such a complex bill that I cannot talk about too many of
the issues but I want to talk about some of the general
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principles here. One of the issues is the raising of the
minimum school leaving age to 16 years. That is so
important given the education levels now required
within our work force. The bill reaffirms the principle
of free instruction in the eight key learning areas in
government schools. It is so important that free
education is a part of the education system in this state.
The bill also reaffirms the secularity of the government
school system, continues provisions for voluntary
religious education and makes it clear that government
schoolteachers can discuss religious issues and teach
subjects involving comparative religions.
On a personal level I want to say how important it is
that we have religious education in schools, and this bill
certainly reaffirms that. My own mother taught in the
state primary and secondary school systems until she
retired at the age of 65. She has also worked in a
voluntary capacity teaching religious education in
schools around Drouin, and at the age of 81 she
continues to do that. I have seen first hand the benefits
of religious education for those students. This bill
enables that to continue and supports free religious
education in schools in a way which can only be of
benefit to our community and to the students who
receive that education.
This bill makes it clear that the Victorian Registration
and Qualifications Authority (VRQA) will also be
responsible for the accreditation of Victorian education
and training qualifications and for approving providers
that offer courses to overseas students. It is so important
that we get our standards and our policies right.
I want to move on to the comments made by the
member for Doncaster about the draft regulations on
home-schooling. This is an issue that has generated a
lot of interest and a lot of publicity. I have had some
in-depth discussions with some people in my electorate
who engage in home-schooling and have talked them
through it. There is no doubt that what could only be
described as a scare campaign has been run, which has
made people involved in home-schooling worry
unnecessarily about this issue. The good thing about the
minister bringing the draft regulations relating to
home-schooling into the house today is that they make
it clear that the government’s comments about a light
touch are accurate. It is a correct and well-balanced
position, and I will certainly have great pleasure in
sending this draft regulation document to those in my
electorate who have contacted me on this issue, because
it clearly shows that this government is committed to
providing for home-schooling in an appropriate
manner.
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The worry people have is about these inspectors
keeping an eye on them, or whatever, but the bill says
that it is a condition of any registration that the VRQA
may review the program material or other records
relating to home-schooling when the authority has
reasonable grounds to suspect or believe that a student
registered for home-schooling is not receiving regular
and efficient instruction in the learning areas specified
in schedule 1. That really clarifies the issue, and I am
sure that when those involved in home-schooling read it
they will feel a lot more comfortable and relaxed
knowing that this is an appropriately light touch.
If we go to the provisions in the bill that deal with
additional support for home-schoolers, we see they tell
us that support will be made available to registered
home-schoolers; however, these provisions are a matter
of policy and are not relevant to the regulation powers.
Students registered for home-schooling with their
parents will be eligible to access a range of curriculum
and testing materials provided by the Department of
Education and Training, the Distance Education Centre
Victoria and the Victorian Curriculum and Assessment
Authority. Students registered for home-schooling with
their parents will be eligible to be partially enrolled in
neighbourhood government schools for specific
activities, as agreed by the school and the parents.
I think that clarifies the concerns of those involved in
home-schooling. I am sure that all those involved will
be very comfortable with the outcomes we have here
today, and I commend the bill to the house.
Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — I would like to
speak briefly, as other members are doing, on the
Education and Training Reform Bill. I do that from my
perspective as the member for Hawthorn, which is an
area that enjoys an enormous number of schools, be
they independent or government schools. That is why I
have said for a long time that Hawthorn is a centre for
learning and living. The nurturing of schools in the
Hawthorn and Boroondara area is dear to my heart and
to the hearts of other members who live in the area.
The opposition has proposed a number of amendments,
and I support those that the member for Nepean has
circulated. I trust that the government will pay attention
to them, and I hope that even if it does not in this house,
it will consider them further when the bill is between
houses.
I want to focus on some aspects of education which I
think need additional attention, and they are in the area
of physical education and sport. There has long been a
view on the government’s side of politics that physical
education and sport are things that can be dispensed
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with in schools, and from time to time Labor
governments have positioned physical education and
sport in such a way that they have become
non-compulsory. I believe that has led to a situation
where a lot of young people are facing an obesity crisis,
and I urge the government to tread very carefully in this
area. There are many established people in the sporting
arena who have long argued for compulsory physical
education and compulsory sport, and I support that
position.
In regard to schools more generally, I am very
conscious of the planning issues which arise with new
school buildings in the inner metropolitan area. Whilst
the government proceeds with the master planning of
schools and other development plans, there are many
instances where planning approval is not required.
Whilst local councils may be consulted, in those
situations there at least needs to be special consultation
with local residents, because in inner metropolitan areas
school buildings are becoming increasingly problematic
in terms of their relationships with their neighbours.
With the implementation of Melbourne 2030, with all
its flaws, and the increasing density of the inner
metropolitan area, I can say on behalf of the schools in
my electorate that we have increasing enrolment
problems. Most of the schools in Boroondara are
operating at capacity, and many calls for a change of
schools cannot be accommodated.
In terms of the standard of schools in Boroondara, I
acknowledge the work that has been done in recent
years at Camberwell High School, Camberwell South
Primary School and Swinburne Senior Secondary
College. I identify in particular the major works that are
urgently needed at Glenferrie Primary School,
including the maintenance of a heritage building, severe
major structural damage to foundations and walls,
cracking to internal rendered brick walls and cornices, a
desperate need for termite control, replacement of a
terracotta roof and the refurbishment of a multipurpose
room. There are also significant safety issues, grounds
issues with asphalt, toilet issues and after-hours care
issues with the maintenance and refurbishment of
buildings. Just on the maintenance cycle, there is a need
to spend nearly $1 million on Glenferrie Primary
School, and I urge the government to look
sympathetically at that.
But, with increasing enrolments, Glenferrie Primary
School and other primary schools in the area have
desperate needs for master planning and new building
works. The same can be said of Auburn Primary
School, with significant maintenance issues and a
desperate need for a consolidated master plan and
maintenance grounds issues and new buildings.
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Hawthorn West Primary School is undergoing some
transformation at the moment. It has enormous
enrolment issues, and indeed Camberwell Primary
School has enormous enrolment and space issues.
Auburn South Primary School also has issues which
need attention from the government.
When it comes to spending money from the Snowy
Hydro windfalls — I am inclined to think the
government is treating the Snowy as a bit of a magic
pudding — the ultimate question is, ‘Where is the
money coming from eventually?’. Clearly our
consumers and taxpayers will be paying that amount
long into the future. But I hope that money is spent
well, and Boroondara schools certainly need it.
Independent and special schools in my area include
Erasmus and Rossbourne. They have significant issues,
and I only wish some of that money could be available
for those schools as well. They have their concerns as
well. The points made by the Leader of The Nationals
in the last few days are significant.
I want to also note the concerns expressed by other
members that the regulations in regard to
home-schooling have only arrived in this chamber
within the last hour and there are precious few members
who have had an opportunity to scrutinise them. But I
trust the amendments will be supported by the
government.
Mr INGRAM (Gippsland East) — As a parent of
four lovely children I would like to point out to the
house that one of the most important jobs we have is
providing an education for those children, bringing
them up and providing them with the opportunity to
reach their full potential in life. So it is with great
pleasure that I rise to speak on the Education and
Training Reform Bill. It is a bill that has gained a bit of
interest in my electorate and that is one of the reasons
why I have circulated a number of amendments to the
bill which are in the hands of honourable members.
It appears that due to time constraints we probably will
not get the opportunity to go to the
consideration-in-detail stage on the bill and as such I
would like to briefly explain why those amendments
have come about. I know that amendments have been
circulated by the Liberal Party and The Nationals as
well as these ones by me. I have been requested by
home-educators in my electorate to move these
amendments. I looked in detail at doing similar things
to what The Nationals have done. I understand why
they have done that and support the concept that is in
those amendments.
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These amendments present, if you like, the compromise
position. They are saying, ‘Okay, we know there are
some concerns there’. These are basically the bottom
line in relation to the bill — the changes requested by
home-educators. Amendment 2 clearly is in relation to
truancy officers asking children to provide their name
and address. In this day and age, when we have stranger
danger campaigns, it is not necessary or acceptable for
a child to give their name and address to someone who
is not necessarily in a uniform. Basically they are asked
to provide those details to an officer. Once shown that
badge they are required to provide a name and address.
Many parents tell their children, ‘Do not provide your
name and address to someone who pulls you up in the
street’. This amendment is basically saying that in a
situation where a parent is available that parent can
answer for the child. That clears up something that is
arguable in the bill.
The other major amendment is something which should
have been considered by the government and which I
would like to think it would consider. It concerns
registration. I know a similar issue has been raised in
other amendments. It is to require that the government
must register when an application is made. I think those
are sensible amendments.
I met with the home-education groups in my electorate.
I would like to thank them for the input they have
provided. They are very passionate about the education
they provide to their children. I would like to point out
that two of the larger Home Education Network
equipment suppliers are from my electorate. I also have
a large number of home-educators in my electorate.
Some of them are here today and have listened to the
debate and have also presented information to members
in room K. I have been asked to present a couple of
papers to the parliamentary library — three papers in
particular — so there is a file that will now be in the
library for the information of honourable members.
One of the issues constantly raised is the quality of
education that people get within the Home Education
Network. It was mentioned today in the briefing, but
particularly one of the students from my area,
Antoinette, was mentioned by one of the presenters.
Antoinette successfully completed year 12 in 2004 and
she is now in her second year of medicine.
Home-educated students have a much greater difficulty,
in that whilst the education is being provided in a
friendly home environment, once they reach the
potential of going on to university, they then have to go
through an added level of complexity. They have to
undergo things like an assessment of studies and
aptitude tests and then they have to sit entrance
requirements for the universities to meet the
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requirements. I spoke with Antoinette at that meeting I
had with home-schoolers in Orbost and I wish her well
with her studies. But it is an example that illustrates that
home-education is an effective alternative for some
people. Not everyone is going to take it up. We have
the choice of a range of educational opportunities,
whether they be at independent schools, the public
school system or home-education. It makes it a lot
harder for the parents. They take on an added
responsibility over their children.
Much has been made of the free education provisions
within the education bill. I would like to point out a
particular case which probably underlines that that is
not necessarily correct. A parent came to my office
from the Lucknow Primary School. Her student has
mild autism, and because of the way the current aid
structure operates she did not qualify for full-time aid at
the school. Because of the level of disability or
impairment the school rejected that student’s
participation full time at school. If you read the bill, I
reckon you will see there is a conflict there, because the
parent is required to make sure the student attends
school full time.
I know that other members would like to speak on the
bill. I know my parliamentary colleague from Lowan
would love to get up and speak, but seriously there are a
few issues I would like to raise. There are some very
good things — —
Mr Plowman — This was not agreed.
Mr INGRAM — It is the right of members of this
place.
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr INGRAM — No-one approached me about the
agreement.
Mr Smith — You sold your soul in 1999 to this
government, and look what it is doing to you.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Barker) — Order!
The member for Bass should cease interjecting, and the
member for Gippsland East should continue his
remarks.
Mr INGRAM — One of the developments recently
is the rural learning campus at Marlo. The alpine school
is just on the edge of my electorate. It is a very, very
good model. The rural learning campus will be
established at Marlo. It is a leadership school for the
public education system. It is a great model. I think it is
something that the government should be congratulated
for developing. I think there are more of those going
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around. The member for Lowan would love to have one
of those as well. I would also like to point out the need
for funding for school facilities right across some of
those smaller schools particularly, and I also visited the
Maffra Secondary College recently, which was quite
disappointed at not receiving leading schools funding,
even though it is implementing the leading schools
curriculum at that site.
With those words I would like to say that I will be
supporting the bill. I think overall I would prefer to see
some of the amendments supported in relation to
home-education; I think that would be very important. I
commend the bill to the house.
Mr MULDER (Polwarth) — I rise to make some
brief comments in relation to the Education and
Training Reform Bill. The first issue I would like to
raise is in relation to rebadging of the schools from state
schools to government schools. Schools are the
property of the state. Schools are the property of the
Victorian public. I believe this is nothing more than a
grubby bit of spin on behalf of the government, because
the next thing you are going to hear is, ‘This is a Bracks
government school’. What will it come to next? Will
there be a bust of the minister or of the Premier at the
front gate of schools?
We do not say ‘government hospitals’; they are called
public hospitals, because they belong to the public.
They are an asset of the state. This is one of the
grubbiest exercises I have seen any government embark
on. We will have to get new signage for schools. Can
you imagine a school getting a brand-new sign fitted at
the front gate while there is paint peeling off the ceiling
inside and falling on top of the desks where kids are
trying to do their work? This is a total waste of money.
It is similar to Spencer Street station — a whole host of
money wasted on a renaming when it could have been
spent on other issues.
I will also briefly touch on the raising of the school
leaving age from 15 to 16. I find it quite difficult to
come to grips with this or to see why the government
would see fit to do it. I left school at 15. I am one of
those I call ‘early leavers’; others would say I am
uneducated. The Honourable John Vogels, my great
friend and colleague in the upper house, left school at
14. Yet we have been able to make our way through
life, have had a great education in the school of hard
knocks and have found our way to the one of the most
privileged positions in this state, being a member of
Parliament. School does not suit a lot of young people;
they are better off being put out into the work force if it
suits them.
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There are a lot of reasons people leave school young.
These are not just to do with their ability to cope;
financial circumstances sometimes direct that a young
person leave school early. I could name a host of people
who fall into that category. I believe one of the most
successful people in Melbourne, indeed in Victoria, is
my brother-in-law, David Marriner, who operated
theatres in the city. He is probably one of the best
entrepreneurs and businesspeople you could come
across, and he left the Colac tech school in form 4. Do
not think education is the be-all and end-all in terms of
a pathway in life, because it simply is not.
This brings me to the next issue, the matter of people
who are 20 or over having to pay to complete their
Victorian certificate of education. The government
party espouses claims that it represents blue-collar
workers, and it has always tried to hang its hat on
looking after the poor. I will explain to members what
this bill will mean. Somebody who comes from a very
large family and was forced to leave school early and
go into the work force to support that family will, for
their crimes, have to pay to complete their education
later on in life. What a dirty, grubby provision this is! It
discriminates against poorer people, against kids who
come from dysfunctional families or who have not had
any family support or who are battlers. Of the six kids
in my family, five fell into this category. The only one
who got an education was the baby; the rest of us were
pushed out to work at 14 or 15. That was because of
circumstances. We could not afford to stay at school; it
was as simple as that. The government says that people
who fall into this category will have to pay later on.
Mr Nardella — No, it doesn’t.
Mr MULDER — Yes it does, and you know it
does. You hate poor people — that is the problem with
you lot.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Polwarth will address his comments through the Chair!
Mr MULDER — Once again I fall into that
category. I went back to do my leaving certificate by
correspondence and through night school at 20 years of
age. Under the provisions of this bill I would have had
to pay for that. Because of a circumstance I had no
control over, I would have been punished in that way.
That is what will happen under this bill. I find it
extraordinary that the government would today take this
approach to people who find themselves in this
situation.
There are some great schools in my electorate that
require funding into the future. The Bannockburn
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Primary School is expanding rapidly and has very
quickly outgrown its area. Anglesea Primary School
and Lethbridge Primary School both need relocation.
Camperdown College wants to combine both its
secondary and primary campuses. Terang College also
needs work, along with Colac High School and Colac
College, which are currently working towards a joint
campus. On that note I take my seat.
Mr LONEY (Lara) — I welcome the opportunity to
join this debate. Before making some of the remarks I
want to make, I pick up a few of the things the member
for Polwarth just said. Firstly, we now have a Liberal
Party policy on education — and it is evidently to get
kids out of school earlier! Members of the Liberal Party
want the leaving age set at 14 rather than 16. The
change of age in the bill is about giving a lead to our
community by saying that we value education. We
want to see people stay at school longer; we want to see
people participate in education; we want to take
advantage of it. I say this to the member for Polwarth:
the fact that some succeed without the opportunity to
stay at school for a longer period is not an excuse to
denigrate education or say that people do not require it.
In fact the provision of good-quality education is the
greatest opportunity we can give to our young people.
We should never forget that. Because some have the
ability to succeed without it does not mean we should
demean it.
Secondly, much was made of the change of name to
‘government schools’ from ‘state schools’. I point out
to the member where this name change comes from. It
actually comes from the commonwealth legislation and
changes made by the Howard government to change
the name to ‘government schools’. What Victoria is
doing is bringing in consistency with the
commonwealth legislation and the practice in other
parts of Australia.
Mr Mulder interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Polwarth!
Mr LONEY — The member for Polwarth waxed
lyrical about a conspiracy to change the name to
government schools and its being some Machiavellian
agenda of the Bracks government. It is a pity he did not
look at where it came from.
Part of it is because historically across the states we
have had this confusion in terminology. In Victoria we
have always used the term ‘state school’; in New South
Wales they have used the term ‘public school’. ‘Public
school’ in Victoria has had a completely different
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meaning historically, and this bill brings us into line.
This change is one thing that has been picked up from
the Howard government’s commonwealth
legislation — so perhaps a bit of homework could have
been done there.
The Education Act of 1872 has been referred to, and
this is the first comprehensive revision of the act since
then, so it is a landmark piece of legislation in that
sense. It deals with all the provisions of education that
need to be dealt with. That clearly outlines the
government’s commitment to the underlying principles
of education in this state and in particular to free
education for all. The meaning of that has been
commented on by a few people. We got into
discussions about levies and what ‘free education’
means, including its applicability. I say this to those
opposite: to me, having education freely available to all
students does not mean you cut 5000 teachers out of the
education system. It actually means you provide
teachers — —
Mr Smith — What has that got to do with it?
Mr LONEY — Isn’t that an interesting comment!
The member for Bass says teachers have nothing to do
with education. It shows up the clear philosophical
difference between this side and the other. We actually
believe that you need to appropriately resource schools,
and that means having well-qualified, competent
teaching staff within our schools. That is very
important, and we will continue to provide it. That is
what makes education freely available and accessible to
all — the ability to go to good schools. The principle
underlining this government’s attitude is that
government schools should be world class, and to work
towards that we need to build our government schools
and provide real educational opportunities for all.
I finish by saying that I was very disappointed with the
attack by the Defence of Government Schools (DOGS)
council recently. We have government schools for all,
and I support this legislation.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — It is very important that
we understand exactly what the Liberal Party is seeking
to do with the amendments circulated by the member
for Nepean. I am very proud of all the schools in my
electorate. Indeed one of the reasons people move to
the Kew electorate is its government, non-government
and independent schools. There is also a range of large
and small schools. In fact Victoria’s largest single
school on one campus is in my electorate, as well as a
number of independent schools representing different
denominations from Baptist to Anglican and a number
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of large Catholic schools, including four Catholic
primary schools.
On top of that there are some unbelievably good
government schools of which I am enormously proud. I
have reflected on previous occasions, including recently
while handing out Commonwealth Games flags at Kew
High School and Balwyn High School, on what I have
seen, and the achievements of those two schools are
remarkable. I have often spoken in this place in an
attempt to get the government to deal with things such
as the purchase of land next door to Kew Primary
School. That was a unique opportunity to do something
that would have been of profound benefit to the
community, but it highlighted the government’s
persistence in maintaining its abomination at Kew
Cottages while the population increases smack bang in
the middle of the Kew Primary School catchment area.
Education is very important, but diversity in education
is also very important. There is a common goal
amongst all those schools, but they have different
approaches. One thing that concerns me is the approach
to religious freedom. The reasons people send their
children to denominational schools, be they Catholic,
Anglican, Methodist or Baptist, are matters for them.
The most important thing is that those schools should
be given the absolute right to choose how they structure
their affairs to meet parents’ needs and desires to
achieve educational outcomes. Choice ought to be the
fundamental basis upon which this bill is based, and it
ought to be fundamental to the way we educate our
kids.
Home-schooling is a matter of choice. While I have
chosen to have my own children go through the normal
schooling process, there are valid reasons why people
choose to home-school, and this ought to be recognised.
It ought not be imposed or restricted. I agree with the
member for Nepean that perhaps the whole system in
relation to home-schoolers needs to be rethought and
taken out of this bill completely. Home-schooling does
not have to be based on kookiness. As the member for
Doncaster pointed out in discussions last night, there
could be very valid reasons why a child with a certain
disability or otherwise may not cope in mainstream
schools, but where the disability does not warrant their
going to a special school they may be better off at
home. All those are matters of choice, and that should
be the fundamental basis of our education legislation. It
should be about choice of religion, about how schools
operate and about curriculums. Decisions on those
matters should be up to individual entities and should
not be overseen in an overbearing way by any form of
government.
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Choice is an important characteristic of our lives.
Everybody is much better off if they have the ability to
choose, and society is better off. There have to be some
limitations, but I am profoundly concerned that, for
example, the Victorian Registration and Qualifications
Authority has no representation from Catholic or
independent schools. In conclusion I am concerned
about all these matters. The fact that there is not a
representative of independent or Catholic schools on
the Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority
perhaps shows a blinkered view of the way education
services can be delivered in this state.
There needs to be a broadening of that authority to
include representation so that, as part of an education
program, schools have a choice, together with the
consent and desire of the parents, to have a religious
slant. That should be reflected in that particular
authority rather than its being a tad blinkered. In a
number of ways we have seen that that can be
inconsistent. For me the apotheosis of the way the
government has done this is the allocation of funds in
relation to its share from the sale of the Snowy
Mountains scheme, all of which is going to government
schools. That is no doubt worthwhile, but some money
should be given to Catholic and independent schools.
Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — It is a great privilege to
join the debate on the Education and Training Reform
Bill, which is 430 pages in length and the first review of
the act since 1872. Education is the Bracks
government’s no. 1 priority, and as most of my former
working life was spent as a primary teacher, it is also a
great priority of mine.
One aspect of the bill is the raising of the minimum
compulsory school-leaving age from 15 to 16 years.
We have heard some members say that they do not
think that is a good idea, but for the majority of students
going into a more competitive workplace in 2006 I
think it is a great initiative. Programs like the Victorian
certificate of applied learning are offered in Pembroke
Secondary College in my electorate and give a great
range of choices to students who want to continue that
kind of education.
The bill also reaffirms the principle of free education in
the eight key learning areas in government schools. I
suppose one of the controversial issues that members
have received most correspondence on and visits about
is the religious education issue. The bill provides for
voluntary religious education in government schools
and makes it clear that government schoolteachers can
discuss religious issues and teach subjects involving
comparative religions. That is the current practice, and
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it will continue. It is what people in our electorates told
us they wanted, and the government listened to them.
The other aspect that caused a great deal of interaction
with our electorates is the issue of home-education.
Today I was pleased to attend the briefing held in
room K in Parliament House to learn more about
home-education. For the first time this bill gives parents
the right to choose home-schooling for their children. It
is what the bill is about: providing people with choices.
I congratulate the home-educators on the wonderful
work they do with their children, including my
neighbours and very good friends, who chose that as
part of the education of their four children.
The government is committed to providing quality
education for all students. I congratulate all the schools
in my electorate. I have a wonderful relationship with
them, and just today I made an appointment for another
visit to discuss parliamentary business with them. I
congratulate the Minister for Education and Training,
the parliamentary secretaries and the department for all
the work that has been put into the drafting and
introduction of this bill. It gives me great pride to
support the bill and commend it to the house.
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — What this
legislation is really about is the possibility of restricting
choice, and clearly in education the one thing that is
paramount is the opportunity for people to make
choices. I am not a supporter of home-education. I have
not required it for my children or for my grandchildren.
But it is paramount that those people who want to
should have the opportunity. A case in point was a
woman who contacted me whose child had been
severely bullied. She took the child away from the
school and sent them to another school, but the bullying
continued. She took the child back for home-education,
got them through another three years and was then able
to take them back into the education system. The period
of home-education was invaluable for that child. So I
believe that choice is essential.
My contribution is really about small country schools,
which in so many cases get the rough end of the stick. I
have inspected many small country schools in my
electorate with Bill Tilley, who is passionate about the
future of education in country Victoria. The Middle
Indigo Primary School has a urinal in the boys toilet
which drains directly out into the soil in the playground
where the children play between classes. That is
primitive, Third World stuff. Bill Tilley has been very
vocal in the media about it, as have I, yet nothing has
happened about it. I believe that sort of thing is totally
unacceptable.
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Barnawartha Primary School, which is only a few
kilometres away, has a demountable classroom with a
leaking roof, paint peeling off the ceiling and a floor
that is not level. These are totally unsatisfactory
circumstances. This is putting off parents from moving
to a fast-growing area which is associated with the
development of Wodonga. Walwa Primary School
wanted to connect to the sewerage which was being
supplied to the bush nursing centre. Again it took a lot
of time, the persistence of the school council and the
tolerance of the board of the bush nursing centre to
achieve that.
I am concerned about those sorts of examples. This
legislation might contain a lot of changes which are
going to be better for education, but I firmly believe
that the smaller country schools in our community are
not being treated fairly. Although I do not believe in the
sale of Snowy Hydro and those funds going into the
education system — I think it is nothing short of a
rort — I hope that if the proceeds go into education at
least a fair percentage of them go to the smaller schools
that desperately need it.
Mr HERBERT (Eltham) — I will keep my
comments on the Education and Training Reform
Bill 2006 brief. I begin by thanking all those involved,
particularly the departmental staff who undertook the
extensive consultation and hard work around getting
this bill into Parliament, I refer in particular to the
excellent work of Michael Kane, who is sitting behind
me in the public gallery. As part of the consultation,
and as the senior department official, Michael came out
to my electorate to hold one of the many forums on this
bill and received substantive input from large numbers
of the community. I am pleased to see that some of that
input has found its way into this bill, and I congratulate
the department on that. In 30 years of being involved in
education I can honestly say that this is the most
substantive piece of education legislation I have seen. I
think it positions Victoria extremely well for the
demands of the 21st century in terms of producing a
knowledgeable society and people with the relevant
skills to compete.
However, I want to comment on one aspect of the bill
which has been commented on before, and that is the
registration and regulation provisions. Any piece of
legislation like this will receive opposition, and we have
seen opposition coming from home-schools in
particular. While I respect their views and acknowledge
that many of them do an absolutely excellent job, I
simply do not agree with them. I believe the provisions
in this bill for the registration and regulation of the
non-government sector are vital and long overdue. As a
society we need to guarantee that all young people
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receive a quality education regardless of which school
they attend and which sector that school belongs to —
and even whether they are educated at home. The state
should be accountable for this role. It has a
responsibility to our young people and to the future of
society, and it should not be abrogated.
It is simply untenable that governments should allow a
situation to occur where educational guarantees for
young people are valid only if students attend a
government school. When I look at the hastily cobbled
together amendments from the opposition, including
the proposals to remove any government oversight or
guarantee of educational opportunity for students
outside the public system, I am shocked. I think it is
disgraceful. Under the amendments young people
would not have to receive tuition; in fact, they would
not have to have any regular or efficient instruction at
all.
Virtually anybody could open a school. They could
teach out of the back of a truck; they would not have to
abide by any standards; and they would not even have
to ensure that their teachers were qualified. The most
rabid, narrow-minded members of our community
could quite easily open a school and indoctrinate young
people free from any educational requirement by the
state. That is not good enough as far as I am concerned.
Quite frankly, these opposition amendments which we
see before us, which restrict any state oversight of
education in non-government schools, are irresponsible.
They have not been sought by the Catholic or
independent sector, and they should be quickly put
aside. I commend the bill to the house, and I look
forward to its implementation.
Mr SMITH (Bass) — It is a pleasure to get up and
talk on the Education and Training Reform Bill. I will
just say for the record that because of the government
hit at democracy in this house most members have had
only something between 3 and 5 minutes to put across a
point, and I do not think the way the government has
gone about it has been good enough.
This is a real hit by the Labor government against
home-educators. I have visited people in their homes
and seen the classrooms they have set up for their kids
because they have made a choice to not have their
children educated at either a government school or a
private school. One has to ask why they do that. Are the
schools not good enough or not able to cope with their
children or are they unable to teach them properly in the
way the parents would like to see them taught?
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On one of my visits to see the home system the mother
was a former teacher who was teaching four kids aged
4, 10, 11 and 14. I sat down and had the opportunity to
talk to those kids and listen to what they had to say, and
I must say they were magnificent in their discussions
with me. I thought the standard of education they
seemed to have was terrific. I had worried a bit about
the teaching of some of the social activities and so
forth, thinking they did not have the opportunity to
meet other kids, but it was put to me by the mother that
they in fact meet regularly with other home-schoolers
and enjoy all the normal social activities that kids
would get at school.
I am disappointed that we are not in a position to speak
fully in this debate because there are a large number of
issues I would like to raise. I support the amendments
that have been put forward by the shadow minister for
education, the member for Nepean. We are very
concerned about what this government is trying to do
with regard to home-education. Could I say that for a
party that has closed more schools in the last 25 years
than the Kennett government did, it should really have
a look at itself.
Sitting suspended 1.00 p.m. until 2.02 p.m.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.

QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE
Rural Ambulance Victoria: administration
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — My question is to
the Minister for Health. I refer the minister to reports
that Rural Ambulance Victoria is racked with bullying,
corruption, low morale, low staffing levels, depleted
services, outdated communications and dispatch
equipment, inappropriate use of ambulances and sexual
harassment allegations, and I ask: is this the minister’s
idea of a world-class ambulance service?
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for Caulfield for her question. I think it is
staggering that members of the opposition, of all
people, want to raise the topic of ambulance services. In
fact I welcome the opportunity to have a conversation
in this place about ambulance services, because I do not
think it is very long ago that Victorian had an
ambulance service that was racked with controversy.
When we think about things like Intergraph and look at
bypass figures we know that a lot has changed in the
last six years. We are and remain committed to
ensuring that the people in rural and regional Victoria
have access to the highest quality ambulance services.
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In fact Victorians can be rightly confident that an
ambulance will arrive promptly and that it will be
staffed with highly trained paramedics.
I want to take this opportunity to put on record my
appreciation for the paramedics who staff the rural
ambulance service and continue to deliver very high
quality services to the people of Victoria. Any
allegations of bullying or harassment are, of course,
taken very seriously by this government. They are
serious allegations.
In a large organisation like the rural ambulance service
from time to time there will be staffing issues; there
will be allegations. What is most important is that these
things are dealt with appropriately. I am advised that at
every point when allegations have been made — and
they have been made in different places at different
times — the rural ambulance service has in fact
appointed an independent external investigator to come
in and look at what is happening, make a report and
assess those workplace claims. Of course there have
been claims, and we are all aware of those.
What I am very concerned about is that I think there is a
perception that the outcomes of some of these
investigations have not been satisfactorily addressed by
Rural Ambulance Victoria — I think that is the
perception. That is why I have asked the chair of the
RAV board, Mr Leigh Hocking, to prepare a report on
each of these matters. In fact I will be meeting with him
tomorrow to discuss this. I will be seeking from him his
assurance that RAV will continue to put in place
independent external investigations for specific
allegations and that when these reports become
available RAV will address the issues and follow them
up appropriately.
I think this is a very serious matter. We have an
excellent ambulance service, but we want to continue to
improve it, and we want to make sure that the public
continues to have confidence in it. That is why I have
taken these matters very seriously.

Medical practitioners: training places
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — My question is to
the Premier. I ask the Premier what action the
government is taking to secure additional medical
undergraduate places in Victoria, especially regional
Victoria.
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the member for
Seymour for his question. The last Council of
Australian Governments meeting discussed the matter
of higher education contribution scheme-funded places
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for the training of doctors around Australia. Whilst
there was no commitment to any particular sum of
money from the commonwealth for any training places
around the country, there was a commitment that
between the last COAG meeting and the next COAG
meeting, which will be held in June and July, there
would be a specified commitment to training places
around this country.

and I ask: will the Premier reconsider the proposal by
The Nationals to provide active volunteers in the
Country Fire Authority, the State Emergency Service
and the Australian Volunteer Coastguard Association
with the option of free personal vehicle registration
while also apologising to them for his outrageous
imputation that they would rort such a system if it were
introduced?

In order to prepare our case for that, we have today
announced that we will be committing infrastructure in
Victoria to assist with those new training places that we
need in this state. If you look at our current position, if
there is no change at all in federal university funding
for doctor training places, then at the current rate by the
year 2020 there will be 3 doctors trained for every
12 doctors departing the system. At a time when the
population is ageing, when the population is growing
more broadly, we need to move forward and have an
increased allocation of fully funded higher education
contribution scheme places in this state. The minimum
we need in Victoria is at least 240 places — in fact,
244.

Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
The Nationals for his question. I refute the imputation
in the second part of his question. That is his Liberal
political interpretation. He always wants a story
somewhere around the state. We know the technique of
the Leader of The Nationals: he asks a question and
then races out before the end of question time to call up
to try to get the story in the paper. It does not matter
what you say in response; it is the question that he gets
up — but the question is wrong. I can say in answer to
the Leader of The Nationals that the imputation in his
question is wrong.

In order to facilitate that, we announced today, along
with the Australian Medical Association and with the
major universities, some of which are aspiring to
provide fully funded higher education contribution
scheme places, that we will commit $30 million to
infrastructure development to assist in the preparation
for those places to come about. Obviously we will fund
some new opportunities, particularly in regional
Victoria, for those new medical colleges to develop.
This is not only saying that we want more places; it is
putting our money where our mouth is and saying,
‘Here is the money. Here is the $30 million to provide
the infrastructure for the new regional colleges for these
places in the future’.
The ball is now in the court of the federal government.
We have a commitment in the resolution of the Council
of Australian Governments that there would be more
places. What we want is specified places, fully funded
places, and we want a minimum allocation of 240 for
Victoria. We are matching that with the infrastructure
to deliver it, and I look forward to that being achieved
by the federal government to make sure we are not
disadvantaged in the future.

Emergency services: volunteers
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer to the government’s
willingness to reward Commonwealth Games
volunteers with Australian Football League tickets and
its plans for encouraging volunteerism in other areas,

In relation to the volunteers who have worked effectively
in this state over a long period of time to save people’s
lives and property, I want to congratulate them on the
support they have given the public broadly across
Victoria. We have provided and will continue — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRACKS — Okay, I mixed it up. It is a bit of a
tag team; they tag on their way out! I want to
congratulate the 10 000-plus volunteers who fought the
bushfires in January this year. They did a great job.
They saved the lives of Victorians and property and
assets in Victoria. They deserve our congratulations.
We are committed to resourcing our volunteers and our
volunteer services to unprecedented levels.
If you look at what we have done, with new fire
stations, new equipment, new resources and new
vehicles, you see an unprecedented injection of funds
and resources into our volunteer system in Victoria.
The biggest thing we can do for volunteers is resource
them properly. That is what this government has done,
and that is why it will continue to support our volunteer
system in this state.

Medical practitioners: training places
Ms MARSHALL (Forest Hill) — My question is to
the Minister for Health. I refer the minister to the
government’s commitment to making sure that all
Victorians can access a world-class health system, and I
ask the minister to outline for the house any threats to
this going into the future.
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Ms PIKE (Minister for Health) — I thank the
member for Forest Hill for her question. I am very
proud of the Bracks government’s investment in our
public hospitals.
Honourable members interjecting.
Ms PIKE — Given the chuckle from the new
Deputy Leader of the Opposition, I might add that
when you consider that her government took 15 per
cent straight out of the budget of every single public
hospital in this state, sacked 2000 nurses and closed
12 hospitals, you can only assume that the chuckle was
one of embarrassment. It was an embarrassed laugh,
because that is what people do when they know that a
contrast is so overt.
Over the last five years we have increased funding for
our hospitals by $2.4 billion, by 71 per cent. Every
single hospital in this state has had an increase in its
budget every single year under the Bracks government.
It is the largest capital works program in this state’s
history in health, with $2.4 billion and huge iconic
projects that we are all aware of. Since 1999 we have
rebuilt or are rebuilding 50 public hospitals and health
services. We have employed more than 6000 nurses,
1200 extra doctors and more than 650 paramedics. But
unless something is done now about the shortage of
medical students, there will be a devastating effect on
Victoria’s future health system.
This situation has arisen because of decisions by the
federal government. Those decisions have meant that in
recent years nearly all of the new
commonwealth-supported undergraduate places have
been given to other states at the expense of Victoria. Let
me explain what this means. By 2007 New South
Wales will have a total of seven medical schools and
693 commonwealth-supported students.
Dr Napthine interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member for
South-West Coast to be quiet. I ask the minister to
continue.
Ms PIKE — Queensland will have four medical
schools and 408 places. By comparison, Victoria has
only two medical schools with 353 students entering
each year. So Victoria is left at a significant
disadvantage in comparison to other jurisdictions. If
this situation continues and it is overlaid with the rise in
the population and the ageing of the population, it will
have a very detrimental effect on the health system. To
be very clear, since 2004 the commonwealth has
allocated 556 new medical places right around the
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country. Victoria has received only 10 out of 556 —
that is, 1.8 per cent of the new places allocated.
The government is very concerned about this, but we
are not the only ones who are concerned. Today the
Premier, the Treasurer and I had the great pleasure of
being joined by the Australian Medical Association, the
Rural Doctors Association of Victoria and the deans of
Melbourne, Monash, Deakin and La Trobe universities.
They all stood side by side, shoulder to shoulder, with
the government, and together we made a unanimous
call to the commonwealth government to fund at least
240 additional medical school places for Victorian
universities. This government has been investing
substantially over the last six years.
Mr Smith interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass
will not interject in that manner.
Ms PIKE — Every single budget has seen a
massive injection of additional funding and resources
into health, but unless the commonwealth government
does something to address the acute undersupply of
commonwealth-supported medical places, we will be
faced with significant medical work force shortages.

Police: corruption and organised crime
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — My question is to the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services. I refer the
minister to Simon Overland’s serious concerns about
the inability of the judicial system to deal with
gangland killings, corrupt police and drug traffickers,
and I ask: given that the Premier said two years ago,
‘Victoria is having a great deal of success in fighting
both police corruption and organised crime’, why have
serious failings of the system not been addressed by the
Attorney-General and him?
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is to the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services, so he can
answer that bit that relates to his portfolio.
Mr HOLDING (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services) — The disappointment on the face of the
Attorney-General is palpable in terms of his not being
able answer this ridiculous question! This government
has invested more than any government in Victorian
history in terms of responding to organised crime.
It spent $38 million to better resource Victoria Police to
respond to the challenge of organised crime and major
gangland killings. It has invested money to enable
Victoria Police to acquire the high-technology
resources that are required to tackle organised crime. It
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has invested resources to make sure that Victoria Police
has the specialists that are required. It has established
the office of the chief examiner, who has given
coercive questioning powers to Victoria Police to
enable major crime figures to be brought to justice.

opposition in terms of responding to this challenge. We
already have experts addressing this issue, and believe
it or not we do not intend to add the opposition to that.

We have put resources into updating the offence of
consorting to ensure that it now applies to organised
criminal figures. We have upgraded — —

Ms DUNCAN (Macedon) — My question is to the
Minister for Water. Will the minister advise the house
on the effect of recent federal government water
policies on Victorian farmers and country towns and
what action the government is taking to protect the
livelihood of country Victorians?

Dr Napthine interjected.
The SPEAKER — Order! I warn the member for
South-West Coast for the last time today. The
member’s behaviour in this house today has been
nothing to be proud of.
Mr HOLDING — We have also invested
$12 million to make sure that our correction system is
able to cope with major gangland criminals to ensure
that they can be appropriately secured. That money has
been spent not only in securing Barwon Prison but also
Port Phillip Prison and the Melbourne Assessment
Prison.
We have also invested in making sure that the criminal
justice system has the resources it requires to respond to
the challenge of organised crime. The Office of Public
Prosecutions has received more than $6 million in
additional resources. The criminal justice system as a
whole has received millions of additional dollars to
provide for increased court days and trial days to make
sure that significant trials can progress through the
system. This government believes that it is doing all
that it can to make sure that organised criminal figures
are brought to justice — —
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Speaker, a
number of years ago the Premier indicated that he
would require all ministers to answer questions directly.
This question asked a number of points in relation to
Simon Overland’s concerns, and to date the minister
has not addressed Simon Overland’s concerns.
The SPEAKER — Order! There is no point of
order.
Mr HOLDING — This government does believe it
is doing everything that possibly can be done to work
with Victoria Police, the justice system and the
corrections system to ensure that we respond as
effectively as possible to the challenge that faces our
community in terms of responding to organised crime.
There is one aspect of Simon Overland’s remarks with
which I do not agree, and that is that he called for the
establishment of a process that included members of the

Water: agricultural use

Mr THWAITES (Minister for Water) — I thank
the member for her question. It is important that I
advise the house of some recent announcements from
the federal government that could potentially have a
devastating effect on farmers and country towns.
Last month the National Water Commission wrote to
the Victorian government and said it was
recommending suspension of payments of millions of
dollars of competition policy money to Victoria on the
basis that Victoria was not trading water with New
South Wales. The Victorian government supports water
trading. Indeed we have entered an agreement with
South Australia for water trading, but New South
Wales has high exit fees and it has a distorted exchange
rate, which would mean that if Victoria simply started
trading water with New South Wales now, as the
federal government wants us to, billions of litres of
Victorian water would cross the border with little
prospect of return. That would have a devastating effect
on farms and on country towns.
But that is not all: just last week the Prime Minister’s
parliamentary secretary with responsibility for water,
Malcolm Turnbull, said that Victoria should use
irrigators water to supplement Melbourne’s water
supplies. As the Victorian Farmers Federation has said
about this, ‘What town in northern Victoria does
Mr Turnbull want to close down if this goes ahead?’.
We do — —
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Nepean! The minister!
Mr THWAITES — We do allow trading between
irrigators and regional towns like Bendigo, and that is
something — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr THWAITES — It shows how much you know
about water!
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The SPEAKER — Order! The minister, through
the Chair!

The SPEAKER — Order! The member for Bass! I
ask the member for Bass to withdraw that comment.

Mr THWAITES — I might say that that is
something that is supported by farmers in the
Campaspe as a very positive proposal, but we want to
protect our rural industries, we want to protect the north
of Victoria, we want to protect irrigation. Members of
the Liberal Party in Canberra and apparently here in
Victoria — unlike The Nationals in Victoria — who
seem to support Mr Turnbull’s proposition, will be
seeing a devastating effect on our farmers.

Mr Smith — I will withdraw it if he will stop
misleading the house.

Today we read extraordinarily that the federal
environment minister, Mr Ian Campbell, wants the
federal government to take over control of water from
the states. What a mess that would be. Not only does
the federal government want to hurt our farmers and
our country towns, but it cannot even reach agreement
on what water policy should be. What does the federal
agriculture minister, Mr Peter McGauran, say about the
federal parliamentary secretary’s policy for water.
Mr McGauran says it is ‘far fetched and as far from
government policy as Siberia’.
The Bracks government will continue to stand up for
country Victoria. We have shown that we are the party
of country Victoria. I have one question for the Leader
of the Opposition: is this another case where he is going
to be a Liberal first, or is he going to join our
government in opposing these plans that would
devastate country Victoria?

Seal Rocks Sea Life Centre: building report
Mr SMITH (Bass) — My question is to the
Minister for Environment. I refer the minister to his
pathetic answers yesterday regarding the damning
findings of the leaked Seal Rocks building reports. He
has spent hundreds of thousands of dollars on lawyers
in an attempt to keep secret its damning findings on his
and his department’s mismanagement. Why did the
minister not exercise his obvious duty of care to visitors
and workers and close the derelict complex two years
ago when he first found out about the dangerous
conditions at the site?
Mr THWAITES (Minister for Environment) — As
I said yesterday and made clear, the government has
invested more than $1 million in making Seal Rocks
safe and in improving that building. We will be
investing further funds this year in making the building
more accessible and further improving the building.
Mr Smith interjected.

The SPEAKER — Order! That is not an
appropriate withdrawal. I ask the member for Bass to
withdraw it without comment.
Mr Smith — I withdraw.
Mr THWAITES — And we will continue to
upgrade this building and fix the mess that was left by
the previous government.
The member accuses me of being misleading.
Yesterday in his question the member implied and in
fact stated that the secretary of my department had
personally intervened in the freedom of information
application. The true story of that is that the reason
Professor Lyndsay Nielson was involved is that the
member appealed his freedom of information decision
to the secretary of the department, as the legislation
provides for!

Planning: rural zones
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) — My question is to the
Minister for Planning. Can the minister update the
house on how the introduction and implementation of
new rural zones will support the ongoing prosperity of
regional Victoria?
Mr HULLS (Minister for Planning) — I thank the
member for his question. I am sure that all members of
this house want to support the ongoing prosperity of
regional Victoria. As we know, the agricultural industry
alone in this state produces billions of dollars worth of
food and employs thousands of farmers, and I would
hope everyone in this house would want to protect our
rural sector.
For the benefit of members I need to go back to the late
1990s, the dark days here in Victoria, when a new
planning system was introduced by the Kennett
government. That new system included standard zones
for land use right across the state, including the rural
zone which was applied to most farming land. It
quickly became apparent that the standard rural zone
allowed too many non-farming uses which led to a
conflict between farming activities and people who,
while they may have appreciated a decent view, had no
idea about the realities of farming.
When we came to government we took action and
appointed a rural zones review reference group in 2002.
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The new zones went through a very extensive
consultation process, including with the Municipal
Association of Victoria, the Victorian Farmers
Federation and many rural councils before they were
finalised. The new zones which were endorsed by the
VFF, the MAV and the majority of rural councils
I believe strike the right balance, provide a much wider
choice of zones and indeed give councils a clear
purpose. The VFF’s then president, Paul Weller, said in
2004 that the rural zones were a great achievement and
success for the VFF and for the Victorian government.
When I became minister, many rural councils which
supported the rural zones — —
An honourable member interjected.
Mr HULLS — I am going to get to that. They
informed me that they had limited resources, which
made it very difficult for them to implement the zones.
It was suggested to them that I as Minister for Planning
should conduct a straight translation, and I am pleased
to report widespread agreement. Again, I note the view
of the VFF, whose deputy president, Meg Parkinson,
said last year:
A direct translation avoids a lengthy and expensive
assessment and consultation process by council with its
ratepayers about where the zones are to be applied.

She went on to say:
This will be viewed as a positive opportunity for many rural
councils.

The new zones affect 65 councils across the state. I
noted the interjection before about how many have
been taken up. Seventy per cent of them have already
agreed to direct translations. Most of the remainder
have indicated that they want to undertake some more
strategic work before they are applied, and my
department continues to work with those councils to
resolve these outstanding issues.
Can I conclude by saying that these rural zones are a
positive for rural Victoria. There has been some
scaremongering around the place, particularly by the
honourable member for Hawthorn who cannot get a
question up, tragically. But just to make it clear, in
relation to the rural zones the government has ensured
that existing rights will continue to remain for
dwellings in the new rural zones. A property owner will
still be able to apply for a permit to build a home on lots
less than 40 hectares, will still be able to apply for a
permit for a second dwelling to a lot and will still be
able to apply for a permit to excise an existing dwelling
subject to a condition preventing further subdivision. I
encourage the member for Hawthorn and the opposition
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to get on board and support rural zones instead of living
in the twilight zone.

Emergency services: volunteers
Mr RYAN (Leader of The Nationals) — My
question is to the Premier. I refer to the Premier’s
comments reported in the Herald Sun of 7 March this
year when in response to The Nationals’ proposal for
free motor vehicle registration and insurance for
emergency service volunteers, the Premier said:
There would be many people in the country who will simply
sign up to get that exemption.

I ask: will the Premier now apologise for his appalling
imputation against country people while also
apologising to the house for having given a misleading
answer to my previous question?
Mr BRACKS (Premier) — I thank the Leader of
The Nationals for his supplementary question, and I am
grateful to him for clarifying his question where he
implied that I said the country people were rorted.
An honourable member — He did not.
Mr BRACKS — He did. That is what he said, and
that was the allegation — —
The SPEAKER — Order! Instead of having an
argument across the house about it, members can all
look at Daily Hansard tomorrow. I ask members to be
quiet to allow the Premier to continue.
Mr BRACKS — My very point has been proved,
that it is the question and the allegation that the Leader
of The Nationals is running on. The truth of the matter
has been explained — that is, of course many people
apply for these things. That does not allow the Leader
of The Nationals to imply the matters that he said
before. The reality is we are giving unprecedented
resources to our volunteers, which is the best possible
assistance you can give to volunteers to do the very task
they are required to do — to protect our community and
protect us from fire hazards in the future.

Rural and regional Victoria: infrastructure
Mr HELPER (Ripon) — My question is to the
Minister for State and Regional Development. Can the
minister outline to the house any recent announcements
which demonstrate the government’s commitment to
supporting regional infrastructure?
Mr BRUMBY (Minister for State and Regional
Development) — I thank the member for Ripon for his
question. Can I say at the outset that today there is more
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good news for country Victoria. Just over two weeks
ago — on 13 March — I released the bushfire task
force report in Halls Gap. I want to thank all members
who contributed to that — all the members of cabinet
and the Parliamentary Secretary for Regional
Development, who put in quite an extraordinary effort
in helping with the preparation of that report.
I announced on 13 March 10 projects under the Small
Towns Development Fund to help those
bushfire-affected areas. These projects are worth about
$1.4 million, and $2.1 million in terms of total projects.
Today I am pleased to announce a further $2.1 million
for around 20 projects under the Small Towns
Development Fund, which are worth an aggregate
$3.5 million in total improvements to small towns
across the state. I am pleased to say these projects are
distributed right across the state. For example, $250 000
to the Corangamite Shire Council towards a $460 000
upgrade of the Coast to Crater rail trail stage 1 from
Camperdown to Timboon. That funding was raised
when the cabinet was in Camperdown and it has now
been finalised. In Horsham we are providing $250 000
towards the $430 000 redevelopment of the Horsham
central business precinct. In the Alpine shire we are
providing $250 000 towards a new pathway from
Myrtleford’s Murray to the Mountains rail trail to the
town centre. These are great projects for country
Victoria.
The third bit of good news for country Victoria was the
Premier’s announcement earlier today of $30 million
towards more medical places in country Victoria. We
have been robbed of medical places. This $30 million is
the government putting the money up — —
An honourable member — Robbed?
Mr BRUMBY — We have been robbed. We have
had 10 places, Queensland has had more than 200. New
South Wales has had 200 places and we have had 10.
We have put the money up and we want to see more
medical places in country Victoria funded by the
federal government.
There is more good news. Earlier this week the
Building Commission released the February building
approvals data for Victoria. I know the Minister for
Planning was particularly pleased with this data
released by the Building Commission. It was
$1.3 billion — the highest level of building approvals
ever recorded in February. In country Victoria —
provincial Victoria as we call it now — building
approvals today are twice the level they were six years
ago. It has been stunning.
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The final bit of good news I want to finish with today,
because this is such a contrast to those seven dark years
back in the 1990s — those seven dim, dark, awful,
depressing years — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr BRUMBY — We remember. Last week the
Australian Bureau of Statistics released the final
2004–05 population growth figures. Every member of
the house can be proud of these figures because apart
from the fact that they showed record population
growth for regional Victoria as a whole — 1.3 per
cent — every statistical division used by the ABS in
Victoria in 2004–05 recorded a population increase.
You might ask what is significant about that. You
have to go back 15 years for the last time that
occurred. I can tell the house when it definitely did not
occur — when we had negative growth after negative
growth after negative growth across regions in
provincial Victoria during the dark years. It was
during that period from 1993 to 1999, those awful,
dim, dark depressing years. Who was the Minister for
Tourism? Who was the Minister for Small Business
back then?
Mr Thompson — On a point of order, Speaker, the
time for answering questions is 4 minutes. The Minister
for State and Regional Development has now exceeded
that time. I emphasise the point that we are in the
outrageous position where in the house this afternoon
members will be restricted to 3 minutes each to debate
one of the most significant reforms to education in this
state — 400 clauses and the minister is wasting the time
of the house.
Honourable members interjecting.
The SPEAKER — Order! The member for
Sandringham must not abuse the forms of the house by
attempting to raise matters of debate when he should be
raising a point of order. It is really not appropriate for
the member for Sandringham to behave in that manner.
I believe the minister has completed his answer. The
time for questions without notice has expired.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORM
BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed.
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I wish to contribute to the
debate on the Education and Training Reform Bill, of
which there are many good aspects. Given that there are
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nearly 50 schools in my area doing a fine job of
educating our children, sometimes under difficult
circumstances, I would like to make just a few
comments on the bill from our perspective.
The first is that the principles espoused in the bill are
very sound. However, they could be improved if the
principles applying to the You Can Do It program were
included, in particular working together and persistence
and resilience. I could also add the principle of taking
responsibility for your own actions.
However, this government has missed an opportunity to
incorporate kindergartens into the education system
with this bill. We applaud the recent agreement to apply
pay parity for kindergarten teachers but there are still
major issues with the costs and administration of
kindergartens, especially small, rural kindergartens
such as Moyhu and Whitfield in my area. There is
co-location with primary schools going on and
administration support from primary schools on a
voluntary basis in the area but that needs to be
encouraged. Funding for kindergartens must be
increased so parents do not have to work their butts off
merely to meet operating and maintenance costs.
The freedom to retain religious education in schools is
welcome. The school leaving age being raised from
15 years to 16 years is fine as long as the rules are
enforced; I acknowledge that the minister is providing
for exemptions in some circumstances. It is also
important to recognise school programs such as the
school-based traineeship program at Mansfield
Secondary College. Over 100 students at Mansfield are
taking advantage of being able to remain at school
while getting hands-on experience in a vocation of their
choice.
Another education institution which is not currently
addressed by this bill is neighbourhood centres. There
are many of these centres in the Benalla electorate.
They provide very valuable ongoing education
opportunities and life skilling. They remain chronically
underfunded, particularly centres such as Mount
Beauty.
The issue of home-educators has been raised by other
speakers. The key point seems to be the government
wanting to impose a prescriptive approach to
home-education — a continuation of its nanny state
mentality. I know that in my area we have many
wonderful examples of home-educators very
successfully educating their children. In particular, the
Lourenz family in Benalla has home-educated its six
children. The eldest has a degree in agricultural science
and a postgraduate qualification, the second eldest has a
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degree in veterinary science, the third eldest is doing
third-year medicine and the youngest three are still
being capably educated at home.
For education to be effective we must have adequate
funding in addition to the legislative framework. While
I welcome the upgrade of Bright P–12 in recent times,
there is still a significant demand for funding for basic
maintenance in many of the schools in my area. In
closing, I wish to support the amendments circulated by
the member for Rodney.
Mr THOMPSON (Sandringham) — I reiterate that
it is lamentable that the house has now been reduced to
the stage where one of the most important bills in the
state’s history in the education area is subject to a
debating time of 3 minutes per member. A number of
members in this chamber would have 20, 40 or even
60 schools within their electorates, and in the case of
the Sandringham electorate there are a number of
government schools about which there are important
points to be made. I trust that the minister will have the
opportunity to take cognisance of the needs of schools
in the Sandringham electorate.
The largest school in the electorate is Sandringham
College, where the majority of college buildings are of
light timber construction and 30 years beyond their
use-by date. There are rotting window frames, uneven
floors and a range of occupational health and safety
issues. The school is subject to flooding in heavy rain,
despite efforts to keep gutters clear, and there are other
items requiring constant maintenance. The instrumental
music space at the Highett campus of the college is full
of rot and either very cold or very hot, and the buildings
do not and cannot provide teaching spaces in keeping
with the type of teaching and learning central to the
government’s blueprint. There are poor student and
staff toilet facilities and a lack of adequate change
facilities, as well as broken and unsafe asphalt and
concrete, including external playing surfaces.
In relation to infrastructure the school has inadequate
heating and cooling services that are subject to
breakdown. Multicampus information and
communications technology (ICT) is not adequately
provided for, and the campus is reliant on a totally
inadequate microlink connection, again restricting the
type of ICR-rich learning environment flagship 1
describes. The fire services at the school are inadequate,
with a service on one campus being turned off because
of leaks. Plumbing is subject to breakdown and burst
pipes, and the electrical switchboards are in need of
upgrading.
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The cost of outstanding maintenance for Beaumaris
Primary School, according to the Department of
Education and Training’s physical resources
management system report from 2003, is $338 334. In
respect of Beaumaris North Primary School, the toilets
are very old, and according to a report in 2005 the roof
needs to be replaced, internal painting is needed and car
parking around the school is a problem that also needs
to be addressed. In addition, $97 000 of asphalting
work needs to be carried out. The school council at
Sandringham East Primary School describes the current
school environment as a ‘mish-mash of facilities’ and
says there are issues related to relocatables, an old
wooden classroom, a Bristol and an ageing core brick
building.
I would like to make some comments in relation to the
wider issues of the principles behind the bill. The
opposition is opposed to the regulation system and
seeks the power of self-regulation for non-government
schools and systems. It asks that the bill be amended so
that home-schooling parents are not required to
compulsorily register. Many home-schooling parents
do an outstanding job. They believe family factors
should decide the success or otherwise of the
educational outcomes for their children.
I am now precluded by an agreement from speaking
any further on this bill.
Mr JENKINS (Morwell) — It gives me a great deal
of pleasure to rise and speak in support of the Education
and Training Reform Bill, which consolidates
12 education and training acts into one. This bill is yet
another plank in the Labor platform of improving our
education system in Victoria, particularly in regional
Victoria, and it adds to the huge investment this
government has made in education and education
services. We have made huge advances to ensure that
we have sufficient teachers to deal with the
ever-improving regime we need to be putting in place
in the education system and to invest in infrastructure.
We are making sure — —
Mr Perton — What about reading and writing and
maths?
The SPEAKER — Order! I ask the member for
Doncaster to be quiet and allow the member for
Morwell to continue.
Mr JENKINS — He is loud, isn’t he! The bill will
make sure that the schools that have supported my
electorate and my students continue to do the wonderful
job they have been doing during all the time I have
been a member of this house and of course before that,
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when Keith Hamilton was a great member for Morwell.
Teachers have been supported by this government, and
today they are again being supported by the
introduction of legislation to ensure that their working
conditions are retained and to give them certainty of
employment so that they can continue to make an
investment in the education of our young people.
This legislation is part of the whole-of-government
approach that we need to have to the education of
young people and to supporting regional Victoria, and it
makes sure that that approach does not just apply to the
people who live near the tram tracks. The member for
Doncaster, who was interjecting, would be well aware
of the previous restrictions and the fact that the previous
government just did not understand what was going on
in regional Victoria.
This government cares about regional Victoria. It has
made an investment in education right across regional
Victoria. The minister and the staff in the minister’s
office who have undertaken the huge task of reducing
the 700 pages in those 12 pieces of legislation to 400
have been able to simplify and modernise the
legislation while at the same time ensuring consultation
and getting broad agreement from all the players. They
certainly have my congratulations, and I commend the
bill to the house.
Mr CLARK (Box Hill) — In this muzzled and
dumbed-down Parliament 3 minutes has been allotted
to me to speak on this bill, and in that time I want to
condemn the continued spin-doctoring and humbug of
the Bracks government as manifest in the bill. I refer in
particular to the grand principles set out at part 1.2 of
the bill and then contrast them with clause 1.2.3 of the
bill, where it says that nothing in the previous
provisions can be taken into account in any civil cause
of action. We have grand statements of rights such as
those in clause 1.2.1, which states in part:
(c) information concerning the performance of education
and training providers should be publicly available;
(d) parents have the right to choose an appropriate education
for their child;
(e) a school community has a right to information
concerning the performance of its school …

But then the Bracks government specifically legislates
in the following clause to contradict the so-called rights
it purports to give.
Not only is this humbug in the drafting of the bill, it
must be contrasted with the actual performance of the
Bracks government, where information concerning the
performance of education and training providers is
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frequently repressed. I refer in particular to its constant
refusal to make public the extent of the maintenance
backlog in this state. We need to contrast the humbug
of saying that parents have the right to choose an
appropriate education for their child with the rushed
and poorly explained registration system for
home-schoolers, where we have the minister tabling a
skeleton outline of proposed regulations at the last
minute when for many parents the future right that they
genuinely should have to provide a reasonable
education for their children is under threat.
Last but not least is the claim that the school
community has the right to information concerning the
performance of its school when, again, the information
the Bracks government makes available on that front is
extraordinarily limited. Thus there is a contrast not only
in theory but in practice.
I refer further to the experience of my own electorate,
where schools such as Surrey Hills Primary School,
Box Hill High School and Koonung Secondary College
have been waiting for years for major maintenance
funding for upgrades. Koonung Secondary College is in
desperate need of a science block. Surrey Hills Primary
School is on extraordinarily cramped premises, yet the
minister for education had the nerve to write to me
saying that no funding would be available to expand the
size of the campus because the money was all
committed to the outer suburbs of Melbourne.
What is desperately needed is not more spin-doctoring
as set out in part 1 of this bill but genuine action and
reform to make information available to school
communities and to parents about the performance of
their schools and about the educational attainments of
their children, as well as action to provide parents with
a genuine right to choose appropriate education for their
children in a publicly provided place, in an independent
or Catholic school, or in home-schooling.
Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — I am certainly
very pleased to speak to the Education and Training
Reform Bill. As we have heard, this bill is a significant
rewrite of the very aged and historic documents that we
have had up until now. It tries to recognise the
contemporary issues — the real issues — facing
education in this state into the 21st century, and it is
written in a contemporary way. As we have heard,
some of the key provisions in this legislation that need
to be applauded are: increasing the age of compulsory
schooling to 16 and also guaranteeing that every
Victorian under the age of 20 has the right to free
education at a state school or a TAFE college to
complete their Victorian certificate of education or
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VCE-equivalent subjects. I think it is very important
that we have that as a key focus in the legislation.
One issue that I wish to focus on, though, is one that
has attracted a lot of attention in my electorate office, as
it has in other areas, and that is home-schooling. As I
have been very pleased to explain to home-schoolers,
many of whom are in my electorate and for whom I
have a great deal of respect, the work of the minister
and the purpose of this bill is about recognising that this
government — and any decent state government — has
a role to play in ensuring that all students below the age
of 16 are being appropriately educated to proper
standards. It is inappropriate for any minister to try to
step away from that recognition.
We recognise that there are people who do not go to
formalised schooling but who are home-schooled by
well-intentioned parents, most of whom do a very good
job. It is not the intention of the legislation to stop that
from happening, but as the minister has tried to explain
in terms of the flow-on from this legislation, she will
continue to work with home-schoolers to establish
appropriate ways by which home-schooling parents can
demonstrate that their children are being appropriately
educated without requiring them to undertake an
arduous amount of work. It is simply an appropriate
position for any responsible government to take. The
minister has a responsibility to ensure that those who do
not come in front of the formalised school system have
an understanding that they are undertaking purposeful
education and that in the cases where they do not come
before the education authorities in some way or another
those issues can be followed up.
I support all the aspects of this legislation. I think it is
very sound and very sensible, and I am sure
home-educators would be assured by this.
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — In the short time that I
have available to me I would first of all like to place on
the record, particularly for those who have made the
effort to come and sit in the gallery and listen to this
debate, the fact that we have spent so much time on this
government’s self-congratulations on the
Commonwealth Games that we have allowed little time
for debate on two very important bills, this being one
and the Disability Bill being the other.
The other thing I would like also to place on the record
is the selfishness of the member for Gippsland East in
choosing to use up all of his time instead of sharing it
amongst the rest of us, as we have agreed to do.
I suppose the key issue with the consultation on this bill
is the time lines, which have already been talked about
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by other speakers. It comes down to what people
interpret as consultation. It is about whether you have a
meeting and say, ‘We are going to listen to you, but we
are not going to take any notice of you’, or whether you
actually and genuinely engage with stakeholders to
achieve a good outcome for everyone. As we know
with all legislation, the devil is always in the detail. The
detail in this case will be the regulations that are formed
after the legislation is passed. I hope, particularly for the
sake of the home-schoolers, who are very concerned
about what the regulations may or may not have in
them after this legislation is passed, that the minister
and the parliamentary secretary engage in genuine
consultation and genuine listening so those regulations
are a good outcome for both sides.
The other people I would like to commend are the
home-educators. If every bill that was introduced into
this house was as well read by people as this bill has
been by that particular group, I think we would have a
much better understanding in the community about
what we do in this place in forming legislation. So I
commend them for the effort they have made in reading
the bill and in keeping us informed of their concerns
regarding what is in it.
The other issue I would briefly like to touch on is
religious education. Quite a few members from the
government side have commented that there was never
any intention to change the rules around religious
education. But of all the issues I have dealt with since I
have come into this place, the threat of changes to
religious education has generated the most signed
petitions, phone calls and letters to my office on any
single issue. So it is something that has cut to the core
of the values of the people in my electorate. They were
concerned about what this government potentially
could have done to religious education in the schools.
One of the other two issues I would like to touch on
briefly is the opportunity lost on preschools. There is a
lot of research around that says good preschooling sets
up a child for the rest of their education. There was an
opportunity to bring the preschool system into the
education system. We face a constant challenge in
country electorates as to how we get enough money to
run our preschools and how we get teachers out there.
Finally, I put my hand up for the schools in the Swan
Hill electorate to make sure they get their fair share of
the Snowy Hydro sale money.
Ms ECKSTEIN (Ferntree Gully) — I am very
pleased to support this bill as well. I would like to
congratulate the minister for all the work she has done
and the departmental officers who have worked on this,
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particularly Michael Kane and John Livi, who I know
have put in an inordinate amount of work.
This is the first overhaul of the education legislation
since the original act of 1872. Today, more than ever,
quality education and training is one of the most
important things for a young person in our society. It
equips them with the skills and knowledge they need to
take their place in our society and to participate
effectively in its institutions, and it is a key factor in
conveying the core values of our society to future
generations.
This bill has done an excellent job in striking a balance
and in making some important reforms. I do not have
time today to go into those reforms in any detail. The
principles which have been outlined and which
underpin the act are absolutely outstanding. They
affirm the important core values that underpin
education, including education in government schools.
They include things such as that education ought to be
free, that it ought to be compulsory and that it ought to
be secular. Those things are absolutely essential, and
they are a key aspect of the bill.
The fact that instruction is free in the eight key learning
areas is very important. The provision for students to be
supported in education to the completion of year 12 up
to the age of 20 years is an important reform, as is the
increase in the school leaving age to 16 years, which is
to ensure that young people gain sufficient
qualifications and skills to access appropriate further
education and employment opportunities of their
choice.
Finally, I would like to briefly touch on an aspect which
is not in the bill and which I am very pleased is not in
the bill — that is, the clause prohibiting bilingual
education in non-government schools finally has been
excised from the legislation. I first sought to have this
done in about 1983, and I was only partly successful in
that the clause was amended. The provision was there
to prevent Lutheran schools in the Western District
from teaching in and through German during World
War I, because this was very seditious at a time when
Australia was at war. Bilingual education in
government schools was not prohibited, just in
non-government ones. I am very pleased that this
outdated clause is no longer in the legislation. I
commend the bill to the house.
Dr HARKNESS (Frankston) — This bill represents
a watershed moment for education and training in
Victoria. There has not been a major change to
education and training legislation in Victoria for
almost 50 years. We must ensure that legislation
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governing how and what our young people learn
remains completely relevant to the modern world.
These visionary reforms of the education system
provide the first complete rewrite of the state’s
education legislation since its inception in 1873. This is
a historic opportunity to update our education laws and
get the best results for students, families and the
economy.
Students in this new millennium enjoy an education
system that is vastly different from that of their parents.
Not only will they stay at school longer than any
generation before them, but they will also develop
high-technology and computer skills unheard of in the
past. These youngsters will be Australia’s front runners
in ensuring that we remain competitive with the rapidly
growing economies of Asia. Our current system is
increasingly characterised by broader curricula and
greater autonomy and competition for schools and
training providers. There is also a much stronger focus
on employment outcomes these days, which puts
demands on our teachers and trainers.
A key feature of these reforms is the creation of a youth
guarantee to encourage more students to stay in
education and training for longer. Not only are we
raising the compulsory schooling age to 16, but we are
also guaranteeing every Victorian under 20 years of age
free instruction to complete year 12 at a government
school or a place to study an equivalent qualification at
a local TAFE institute.
It is absolutely vital to our economy and future
prosperity that we give our workers the skills they need
for the future and encourage young people to stay in
education and training. Since coming to office the
Bracks government has invested very heavily in the
Victorian education system. It has been getting on with
the job of rebuilding the education system while also
keeping the economy strong. We are seeing lower class
sizes, more and better quality teachers and staff in our
system, and we are investing strongly in school
facilities.
This bill sets the legislative framework for the
foreseeable future and also provides a foundation that is
relevant to contemporary society, with a principled yet
flexible basis for improved education and training for
all Victorians. These changes to education and training
legislation represent an important and historic
opportunity. I too add my words of congratulations to
the two ministers with responsibility for education, the
Minister for Education and Training and the Minister
for Education Services, as well as the government. I
wish the bill a speedy passage.
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Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I have a brief time
to speak on this very important bill, the Education and
Training Reform Bill. We all know education and
training is vital for the continuing development of a
person, a community and this state. As parents it is our
greatest responsibility to give our children the best
opportunity in life — that is, to give them a good bit of
education. This is a large bill. It replaces 12 acts and is
429 pages long. Unfortunately I will not be able to go
through many of the issues I would like to raise. Most
of the things in the bill are acceptable to the community
I represent. The member for Rodney has circulated The
Nationals’ amendments, which I strongly support.
Two issues I have the time to cover relate to school
councils. There are 53 schools in my electorate, 14 of
which are non-government schools. The government
schools in particular have said that they want the
minister to be honest with respect to the role of school
councils.
School councils are entitled to set standards in relation
to uniforms but are not entitled to enforce them — in
other words, if a student does not stick to the standards,
they cannot be enforced. In relation to fees, the minister
often says all fees are voluntary. This is erroneous. The
schools want the minister to be up front and honest.
Many fees are necessary for materials, equipment and
the ongoing viability of schools. On other issues like
hair colour and body piercing, school councils can set
standards, but unfortunately they do not have the power
to enforce them. In relation to behaviour, school
councils are told they can set the standards, but when it
comes to enforcing them, they do not have what they
need. In an attempt to get a student to behave one of the
schools even talked about a rechargeable bond because
of damage being done to classrooms, but this was not
allowed.
The other issue I want to touch on concerns
home-educators. Like all members of Parliament we
have met with many home-educators. I met with eight
people in Horsham. I have had many calls, received
many letters and — like all members — many emails
about this matter which have highlighted that the school
system does not always achieve good outcomes. There
are many examples of people not having a good
outcome. Home-educators are concerned about red tape
and the Big Brother approach of this government which
could even make them out to be criminals. I want to
read quickly from an excellent letter from Michael and
Dorothy Cook:
Ten years ago one of our children was struggling in the public
school system, and it was having a negative impact on their
self-esteem. As an alternative we decided to undertake
educating our children at home. It is a decision we have never
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regretted. Two of our children are in the work force, one as an
aircraft maintenance engineer (Avionics) and the other as a
sales assistant. Our third child has just been offered a place to
study science at Melbourne University. All of our children
have enjoyed their home-based education, and we have seen
many benefits resulting from it.
Not all children do well in the school system, and it is
important to acknowledge individual differences not just
through lip-service but also by allowing educational
alternatives that are not overregulated.

I wish I had more time to go on, but with those few
comments I will leave it to the next speaker.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — I will make a very brief
contribution to debate on this groundbreaking review of
education legislation. I am very proud to be part of a
government that has introduced this legislation, which
sets a framework for education in the 21st century. It is
well overdue, being the first significant overhaul of the
legislation since 1872. It almost halves the number of
pages of applicable legislation, and I am proud that it
enshrines free, secular and compulsory education. My
electorate has welcomed the opportunity for high-level
consultation, which is consistent with this government’s
commitment to consultation. My constituency has also
welcomed our reiteration that religious instruction is
still able to be delivered in our schools and the
introduction of light-touch regulation in relation to
home-schooling.
Again I am proud to be part of a government that is
modernising our education system, reducing class sizes,
increasing teacher and support staff numbers, and
improving facilities such as those at Apollo Parkways,
Diamond Creek East and Epping primary schools and
Whittlesea Secondary College. This is a great set of
reforms, and as a parent I welcome these changes. My
son, who works in the system, thinks they are pretty
good. Increasing the school leaving age to 16 is also a
good reform.
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — It gives me
pleasure to speak ever so briefly on the Education and
Training Reform Bill. This major new legislation is
absolutely terrific and is welcomed by the vast majority
of people in my electorate, be they teachers, parents or
the general school community. If any children ever
bothered to read legislation, they would find this more
manageable than the previous 12 pieces of legislation
they would have had to wade through. The principle
that children are entitled to a free state education is
embodied in this legislation, and it is something that
each and every one of us supports.
Education is the top priority of the Bracks government.
We are proud of that fact, and so are parents, teachers
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and students. For the human person to fully develop, it
is essential that they have the opportunity to have
education experiences in a way that will enable them to
reach their full potential. There has been a fantastic
infrastructure rebuild in my electorate — more teachers
and greater numbers of students accessing smaller class
sizes.
Ms KOSKY (Minister for Education and
Training) — I would like to take the opportunity to
thank all honourable members for their contributions to
this debate. I wish in the very short time available to
respond to some of the issues that have been raised.
First of all, the member for Polwarth sees some devious
plot in the change from the name of ‘state’ to
‘government’ schools. I hate to disappoint the member,
but this was due to the change in commonwealth
legislation initiated by the Howard government, and in
the exercise of cooperative federalism we have ensured
consistency with the change of name.
A number of other members, including the member for
Nepean, while generally supporting the rationale in
lifting the compulsory school leaving age from 15 to 16
have expressed concern that some young people may
be better off at work or training at an earlier age. I wish
to assure members of the house that there will be a
capacity for exemptions where it is demonstrated that
individual students might be better off in a different
place, so those exemptions can be granted to particular
young people.
The member for East Gippsland raised a concern that a
school attendance officer could approach a child to seek
their name and address in relation to home-schooling.
The bill requires that the minister issue such an officer
with a photo ID card and that the officer produce this
on request, including on request of a parent. I have to
point out that the new provision is considerably less
onerous than the current provision in the Community
Services Act, which enables an officer to accost and
detain such a child in any street or other place. The new
legislation in relation to home-schooling takes a much
lighter approach.
A number of members have raised issues relating to
home-schooling. We believe as a government that
access to a quality education is a fundamental right, and
it is for this reason that we have compulsory education
enshrined in the bill. The bill explicitly recognises
home-schooling as an alternative to school education in
meeting the compulsory provisions. Given that we need
to ensure that all students are receiving a quality
education, whether they are educated at a government
or non-government school or being home-schooled, this
bill establishes the framework that will regulate all
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education and training providers. It would be
inappropriate to make an exception for home-schooling
and have no regulation of it.
I earlier circulated draft regulations which I believe
demonstrate that the government has no intention of
imposing onerous or intrusive regulations. They have a
light touch. I have said over and over again that the
regulations would be a light touch, and I believe they
demonstrate that. In the time available I do not propose
to run through those regulations again, but I believe
they demonstrate the commitment that I gave in the
second-reading speech.
The government will continue to consult with the
home-schooling community in the development of the
regulations to create a framework for home-schooling
that parents can happily work within. I would like to
add that, contrary to the member for Nepean’s remarks,
all the significant changes proposed in the bill were
outlined in the white paper, including the setting of
minimum standards for home-schooling.
I was interested to hear the member for Nepean state
that he believes parents of truant children should be
heavily penalised for not complying with the
compulsory education provisions while at the same
time wanting absolutely no regulations for
home-schooling. How does he propose to distinguish
between a child who is being schooled at home and one
who is both absent from school and absent from any
education, including in the home? This is precisely why
home-schooling is being supported through this bill as a
legitimate form of schooling, but truancy remains an
offence.
It is also interesting to note that the opposition’s
proposed amendments would exempt non-government
schools from the prescribed minimum standards for
schools and from the review procedures of the
Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority. It
suggests that, although non-government schools would
be registered by the new authority, this move would
leave them largely unregulated. Non-government
schools receive an enormous amount of public funding,
and I do not believe anyone in this house thinks that
non-government schools should be completely
unaccountable for that public funding as well as
unaccountable to the public. The public needs to be
assured that all students in all schools, both government
and non-government, are receiving a quality education.
I would add that this is being supported by the
independent sector. In its response to the discussion
paper the Association of Independent Schools of
Victoria said the independent sector appreciated that its
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schools are accountable to students, parents, the
community and the government.
Similarly Catholic Archbishop Denis Hart’s submission
in response to the discussion paper said that the
establishment of a single statutory authority is required
to ensure there is consistency in regulation and quality
assurance in government and non-government schools.
He said that this authority would provide a clear
framework by which to oversee school review and
improvement processes. I believe the regulatory
approach we are taking is supported across all the
school sectors. It will provide for those minimum
standards to assure the community that all our young
people are gaining quality education and training. It is
for these reasons that the government rejects the
opposition’s amendments, and for the reasons I set out
earlier the government will not be accepting other
proposed amendments relating to the home-schooling
provisions of the bill.
I would like to thank a number of people who have
been instrumental in developing this bill and bringing it
to the house. The member for Yuroke, who is also the
Parliamentary Secretary for Education, has been very
closely involved in this project and in leading many of
the consultations, and I thank her very much for her
involvement. The chief legal officer of my department,
John Livi, has worked tirelessly with parliamentary
counsel to produce a bill and supporting material of the
highest standard. He has put in an enormous amount of
work over and above what is ever expected, and I want
to thank him personally as well as thanking him on
behalf of this Parliament. I know he will be terribly
embarrassed, but I think everyone in this house is very
thankful for his work. The Scrutiny of Acts and
Regulations Committee wrote to me expressing its
appreciation of the quality of the explanatory
memorandum, which it said dealt in a transparent
manner with every potential issue the committee might
have raised as requiring further advice. I would also
like to thank John’s team.
Within the policy area of my department Michael Kane
has led a team comprising Rebecca McTernan,
Michelle Hill, Mark Rosenthal and Lesley Foster. They
have done all the research and documented best
practice throughout the world. They have kept me up to
date and very much supported me in the task of
bringing this legislation before the house.
I would like to thank my government colleagues for
their advice and counsel, particularly those members
who hosted consultative forums. I also thank the many
organisations that participated over a long period in
bringing this legislation before the house.
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I thank everyone in the house for their contributions,
both in the debate and also in their electorates by
raising issues and bringing information to my attention.
Together we have made legislation that not only meets
our state’s current needs and aspirations in the greatest
community enterprise of all — the education and
training of our people, particularly our children — but
will be the foundation of that enterprise well into the
future. I thank my personal staff, who have put in a
fantastic effort. I wish the bill a speedy passage.
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I will limit my contribution, because there is another
bill to be debated. It is unfortunate that time for debate
on this very important bill has been limited and that we
are rushing through this consideration-in-detail stage
because there are another five or six speakers on the
Disability Bill, which is the other major bill. So I will
limit my contribution to saying that clause 1.1.1 goes to
the general problems we have with this bill and the
reasons why we will be opposing it.

Motion agreed to.

Debate adjourned on motion of Mr LANGDON
(Ivanhoe).

Read second time.

Debate adjourned until later this day.

Consideration in detail
Clause 1.1.1
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — I move:
1.

Clause 1.1.1, page 2, lines 12 to 14, omit “and the
regulation of non-Government schools and home
schooling” and insert “and the registration of
non-Government schools”.

This first amendment goes to the crux of our basic
argument for opposing this bill. As the minister said,
no-one has any problems with one registering authority.
However, we have concerns about the make-up of the
authority and the influence it could have. We are asking
that there be representation on it from the
non-government sector. If the minister is able to accept
the amendment, we would be very happy with the
Victorian Registration and Qualifications Authority
(VRQA) and the job it does in demanding the
minimum standards of all schools.
No school, whether it is a government or
non-government school, has any problem with being
accountable and with accepting minimum standards.
But non-government schools have to rely on the
delegation of authority from the VRQA to do that. That
in-between step is the issue that has been raised with
my colleagues and with me by non-government
schools. They want to be accountable, and they will
accept the minimum standards. They just want to be the
ones to review their schools and enforce those
standards, not via the VRQA. I am sure the minister
will have a good range of people on it who will
represent their interests, but this minister may not be
there all the time and the parameters for membership
under this bill are still open, so there is still the
possibility that those schools may not be represented.
Even though that might be seen as something very
small, it says a lot about the recognition of
non-government schools.
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Second reading
Debate resumed from 29 March; motion of
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community Services)
and Mrs SHARDEY’s amendment:
That all the words after ‘That’ be omitted with the view of
inserting in their place the words ‘this house refuses to read
this bill a second time until full and proper consultation has
taken place with the disability sector over the impact of the
bill on the disabled’.

and Mr MAUGHAN’s amendment on the
amendment:
That all the words after ‘a second time’ be omitted with the
view of inserting in their place the words ‘for a period of three
months to give disability service providers, non-government
agencies, carers and clients the opportunity to seriously
consider the detail of the bill and its implications and make
their views known to the government’.

Ms BEARD (Kilsyth) — It gives me a great deal of
pleasure to speak on the Disability Bill. This bill repeals
the Intellectually Disabled Persons’ Services Act 1986
and the Disability Services Act 1991, both of which
were enormous achievements of the Cain and Kirner
Labor governments. The bill provides for a fairer and
more coherent approach to the provision of services in
Victoria for people with a disability. It focuses on
supporting the needs and aspirations of people with a
disability while providing the safeguards necessary to
protect their rights. The bill establishes a disability
services commissioner to provide an independent
complaints mechanism for users of disability services.
I thank and congratulate the Minister for Community
Services for the introduction of this bill, the most
significant reform of disability legislation in Victoria in
20 years. I would also like to pay tribute to the
parliamentary secretary, the member for Derrimut.
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The government has engaged in wide consultation,
providing workshops and exposure drafts. I will quote
from the Community Visitors Annual Review 2005,
which credits the Bracks government with consulting
widely in relation to the draft bill. The community
visitors commend the government for making a
significant commitment of funds to improve or replace
some of the worst houses in the state. If we are going to
be a more inclusive society, we need to move towards
achieving the very best outcomes for the disability
sector.
I also pay tribute to the Department of Human Services
workers in the electorate of Kilsyth. I would also like to
mention Scope, the E. W. Tipping Foundation, Melba
Support Services and the local Monkami not-for-profit
organisation providing outreach and residential services
in the electorate of Kilsyth.
The bill reflects a balanced and considered view of the
range of interests and perspectives across the whole
sector. This government is the only one which would
deliver additional rights and services for people with
disabilities, and this is evidenced by the 73 per cent
increase in funding since it came to office. In a way
bills like this define what the Bracks government is
about — protection and improved rights and services
for people with a disability and other groups in the
community who look to government for support. It is
with great pride that I commend the bill to the house.
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — The Disability Bill is
yet another display of this government’s willingness to
compromise the dignity of the individual in order to
achieve greater bureaucratic control. In the words of the
philosopher Friedrich von Hayek:
A society that does not recognise that each individual has
values of his own which he is entitled to follow can have no
respect for the dignity of the individual and cannot really
know freedom.

It is clear that this bill has been drafted by and for the
Department of Human Services. To support it would be
an insult to the disability sector and to the disabled,
whose needs and rights have been brushed aside to
promote the agenda of the Bracks government. It never
ceases to amaze me that members of the Labor Party,
including the member for Bellarine, convey such
contempt for the simple principles of democracy and
the rights of those with disabilities.
Over the last three months, peak organisations within
the disability sector have expressed their concern about
and dissatisfaction with many aspects of this legislation,
one being the extreme haste with which the government
has attempted to enact it. I find it difficult to believe
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that the government has undertaken any consultation in
the drafting of this bill. One might ask: why all the
haste; why disregard the wishes and concerns of the
disability sector, for which this legislation is intended?
This undemocratic piece of legislation seeks to expand
the power of the Department of Human Services while
decreasing its level of accountability. Under the new
provisions DHS will not only function as a service
provider but also assume the role of regulator and
arbitrator.
Key stakeholders fear the government will determine
not only their funding levels but also their fee levels.
They fear it will be able to intimidate the
non-government organisation (NGO) sector by holding
the whip hand over funding levels. Through controlling
expenditure the government will have the ability to
mandate staffing levels and structures. This will inhibit
development and innovation and restrict the capacity of
service providers to best meet their performance
requirements.
Another fundamental failure of the bill is its inability to
provide a clear and comprehensive administrative
framework for the disability sector. Under this
draconian legislation the senior practitioner responsible
for ensuring the rights of those using disability services
will be subject to the direction and control of the
Department of Human Services. Is there not a blatant
conflict of interest between DHS and the independent
service providers? The Council of Intellectual
Disability Agencies is concerned that certain sections of
the act:
… do not preserve the statutory right of people with
intellectual disabilities to a comprehensive plan which
addresses all major life activity areas.

They further complain that part 4.2 is an attempt to
exempt government accountability and is therefore:
… fundamentally inadequate and unacceptable in its current
form and requires substantial reworking and redrafting.

We are all restricted to 3 minutes to discuss this major
piece of legislation, so I will conclude with a quote
from Hubert Humphrey, an ideological friend, I would
have thought, of the Labor Party:
The moral test of government is how it treats those who are in
the dawn of life … the children; those who are in the twilight
of life … the elderly; and those who are in the shadow of
life … the sick, the needy and the disabled.

This government fails that test.
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — I am pleased to rise
in support of the Disability Bill and to offer my support
for these arrangements. This is about clear leadership in
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providing a better framework and a better service
system into the future for Victorians with a disability.
I wish to make mention of one element in the bill, the
creation of the disability services commissioner. This
has been long sought by people in the disability sector
in Victoria and is a great step forward. The
commissioner will have broad-ranging powers and will
be an independent means for handling any complaints
about services either provided or funded by disability
services and the Department of Human Services.
Importantly the work of that office will be reported to
Parliament. That is a great step forward, and as a
member of this government I am proud to be associated
with those reforms.
On the issue of consultation, the member for Caulfield
has moved a reasoned amendment claiming that
consultation has not been adequate. That is clearly
wrong. As with most of the arguments advanced by the
member for Caulfield, she is completely and utterly
wrong. There have been three phases of consultation
over three years to comprehensively bring the Victorian
community and the disability sector along with the
government on this important mission to lay a better
foundation for the future. The member for Caulfield has
views on these matters. She is very loud and proud
now, although she said nothing whilst in government
when very savage cuts were made to this sector. Those
were the most savage cuts that have ever been made to
this sector — 10 per cent right off the top in 1992,
doing untold damage to those who need these services
and those who work so very hard to offer these
services.
The member for Caulfield made no submission on this
bill. She had to be offered a briefing. She could not
even be bothered to seek one. She has never asked a
question of the Minister for Community Services on a
disability matter in three and a half years. She did not
make a submission, and she is an absolute bystander
when it comes to these matters. She is a voyeur when it
comes to these matters — an absolute voyeur.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — I say to honourable members
through you, Acting Speaker: forgive me if I am not
guided by the views of the member for Caulfield when
it comes to these important matters! I am guided though
by the views of others.
Mr Perton interjected.
Mr ANDREWS — I would like to read into the
record what Julian Gardner, the public advocate in this
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state, had to say about the process that led up to this
bill.
Mr Perton interjected.
The ACTING SPEAKER (Ms Lindell) — Order!
The member for Doncaster cannot simply continue to
interject in a constant stream.
Mr ANDREWS — Rather than listening to the
member for Caulfield and her ill-informed comments
on the process that has led to the introduction of this
important bill, I think it is appropriate to listen to what
the public advocate had to say:
I write to express my concerns about reports of calls to delay
the passage of the Disability Bill. There has already been
extensive consultation and the time has come to act.
The bill represents a significant progressive step in protecting
and promoting the rights of people with a disability. It is
therefore important to proceed as soon as possible so that the
valuable work on implementation can commence with
certainty …
I appreciate that some aspects of the bill will need to be
accompanied by work on practice guidelines and the like. The
need for this work should not delay the legislation: on the
contrary enactment of the bill will mean that the work can be
undertaken.

That is the view of the public advocate. I will take him
every day over the member for Caulfield. I wish the bill
a speedy passage.
Dr SYKES (Benalla) — I rise to speak on the
Disability Bill. People with intellectual disabilities, their
families and their carers are important constituents of
the electorate of Benalla, and I have the greatest respect
and admiration for them. Some of the groups that I
communicate with in relation to disability issues
include Mansfield Adult Autistic Services (MACCRO),
Mansfield Autistic Centre, Central Access Limited,
various support groups, the families and the carers.
They have raised with me a number of concerns — the
key ones being about the process of Clayton’s
consultation. This government will not take the advice
of the practical, experienced people; instead the
government implements prescriptive, impractical
legislation which fails to achieve the objectives which
are generally considered to be reasonable. The Bracks
government will not listen, will not learn and cannot
manage.
Another issue of concern to the local people is the
apparent exclusion of autism from the bill. This is a
major concern. Autism requires early diagnosis and
early intervention. We have programs being generated
by non-government organisations in our area, such as
the Wrap Around Kids program to ensure achievement
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of this essential early intervention. We also must ensure
ongoing adequate support for the autistic services, such
as the Mansfield Autistic Centre, particularly for its
travelling teacher and accommodation programs. We
also have to look after MACCRO and in particular
support the wonderful efforts of Joan Curtis.
Another issue of concern to my constituents is the
failure to address the needs of carers, especially in
terms of respite. Some of these carers have cared for
their disabled children 24 hours a day, seven days a
week and year after year, often with very little respite.
Another major concern amongst our carers is the
special needs of our ageing carers — carers who have
adult intellectually disabled children and who
themselves are approaching the stage of not being able
to care adequately. They wonder what the future holds
for their children when they, the carers, are not able to
look after them.
I also have a major concern with the ineffective
coordination of services. The placement of the onus on
the client to request services can be very stressful and
very inefficient. The service providers should instead be
working together. They should be highlighting to the
clients the services that are available and then working
together to efficiently deliver these services in the best
interests of the client. There is a clear message from the
disability sector: ‘Give us more time. We have
identified problems. We have offered solutions. Let us
help you to achieve what we all want — a fairer deal
for people with intellectual disabilities’. To this end I
support the member for Rodney’s reasoned amendment
to delay further debate on the bill for three months to
take advantage of the disability sector’s offer.
Mr WYNNE (Richmond) — I rise to support the
Disability Bill and commend this major reform package
of the Minister for Community Services, so well
supported by her parliamentary secretary, the member
for Derrimut. There have been three years of
consultation on this bill, including public meetings and
forums. The Liberal Party has been silent — simply not
in the game. This is a major reform package of this
government. As other speakers have pointed out, it goes
to some very fundamental reforms in the disability area.
In the very brief time that I have available I want to
highlight the sorts of support that we have been given
concerning this legislation from key disability groups. I
point particularly to VALID, the Victorian Advocacy
League for Individuals with Disability, and quote from
its letter:
We wish to stress VALID’s strong support for the proposed
legislation, the principles and framework it establishes. In
particular we congratulate the government for the
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establishment of the disability services commissioner and the
office of the senior practitioner.

There is a letter from another group, Leadership Plus,
and its director, Stephen Gianni, who is a good friend:
I am writing to you to commend you on the disability
legislation currently before Parliament. The last reforms of
this magnitude in Victoria for people with disabilities were in
the mid-1980s and the societal context for people with
disabilities has changed considerably.

There is further support from a person who does not
require any introduction to this house, Dr Rhonda
Galbally, AO, from the Disability Advisory Council of
Victoria:
I would like to congratulate the Victorian government on the
introduction of an independent complaints mechanism and
the creation of the disability services commissioner, the
disability services board and a senior practitioner. The
introduction of these new initiatives will ensure that there is
scrutiny of service provision and provide additional protection
for people with a disability with complex medical and
behavioural needs.

On and on the support goes. It includes support from
Lloyd Williams, the state secretary of the Health and
Community Services Union.
This is an excellent piece of legislation, a major reform
package from the Minister for Community Services.
She and her parliamentary secretary ought to be
commended for this excellent work. The bill ought to
be supported wholeheartedly by both sides of the house.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I wish to raise a couple
of issues of concern that have been drawn to my
attention by Bayley House, an organisation that
operates in my electorate. Bayley House provides
activities, training, employment, accommodation,
respite services and the like for over 130 adults. Its
principal concern is that the government does not
acknowledge the differing roles of government and
non-government providers. Bayley House has instanced
clause 41(3) as an area of concern, basically claiming
that the bill details how non-government providers
should operate their organisations and that this will
hinder its ability to operate. That is a legitimate claim,
and I hope the government takes it in into account.
An example of the second concern drawn to my
attention by Bayley House is found in clause 132,
which deals with the recording of visits by community
visitors and prescribes 5 penalty units for failing to
meet an administrative requirement. Bayley House
makes the legitimate claim that the bill embodies
extensive bureaucracy in putting up penalties for
administrative practice failure. Bayley House points out
that ensuring service delivery, the safety of clients,
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community inclusion and all those sorts of factors is
way more important than putting penalty units onto
administrative practices.
The concerns raised by Bayley House are legitimate.
Even at this late stage, with the opposition having
expressed grave concern about the way the government
is ramming this bill through the house, I ask the
Minister for Community Services to take into account
those considerations. They are legitimate and
reasonable, and they need to be taken account of.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — It is with great pleasure
that I join the debate on the Disability Bill before the
house. This bill is the culmination of an enormous
amount of consultation and discussion. I want to pay
tribute to both the minister and the parliamentary
secretary, the member for Derrimut, who gave a most
eloquent presentation on the work he has done on this
bill, with consultation extending over three years. It was
one of the most impressive performances I have heard
in my time in this place.
It is interesting that whenever we consult and talk to
people we are criticised by opposition members. They
never did that when they were in government — they
never treated people with respect — and even now they
say not to do it, but we will continue to do it. We are
going to proceed with it, as we should, because the
sector wants us to. People such as Julian Gardiner,
Rhonda Galbally and other respected people in the
sector have made comments, but I will quote David
Craig, the executive officer of Action for Community
Living in Northcote, who said:
We have long been dissatisfied with the current legislative
frameworks and find that our advocacy work with individuals
is constantly frustrated by the weakness of the current
legislation in ensuring accountability of service providers to
their clients, limited or no choice in where and how services
can be delivered, lack of an independent and robust
complaints resolution and arbitration mechanism, and a lack
of commitment at both federal and state government level to
ensure that access to disability support is an entitlement of
Australians with disabilities.
In respect to these concerns about the existing legislation, we
believe that this legislation introduces important and overdue
reforms that are geared to the interests and rights of people
with disabilities. Any delay in implementation of this bill will
defer access to a more robust and effective legislative
foundation that better supports rights and choices of all people
with disabilities. We applaud the government’s initiative in
this area and encourage implementation without delay.

The Victorian Coalition of Acquired Brain Injury
Service Providers has also added its support to this. I
commend the bill to the house.
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Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I rise to oppose this
bill. It is a disgrace and a sham by this government. The
government claims to be open and transparent and
claims that it consults, but it has not consulted. It has
not given the key stakeholders enough time to look at
the bill and provide advice. Those who have provided
advice have found that this government has ignored it.
It is a disgrace and a sham, and this government should
be ashamed.
A number of organisations have written asking me to
ask the government to postpone the bill. Unfortunately
this government is not paying attention. It is not
listening, because it wishes to shove it through the
Parliament. The Council of Intellectual Disability
Agencies said:
We would suggest that even the most favourable reading of
the submissions received in response to the exposure draft
does not support the contention that the disability community
wants the bill to go through as quickly as possible. Rather, the
dominant concern is to get right legislation that will affect
people’s lives now and for many years in the future.

Carers Victoria said:
If such delay means that the government’s legislative
program has to be revised in light of such strong views in the
disability sector, then surely this is a small price to pay.

The Equal Opportunity Commission said:
The time frame allowed for public comment about this bill is
inadequate.

The South Gippsland Carers Group said:
The response time to this document highlights the disregard
to family carers.

I urge the government to allow the key stakeholders to
have a say and to take them on board. Government
members can sit there and argue and tell us that they
have been going out to the community and talking to
the key stakeholders, but the reality is that they have
not. Every single one of the organisations that have
written to me is concerned about various aspects of this
bill, and I urge the government not to push this
legislation through the house today.
Ms BUCHANAN (Hastings) — This is one of the
most significant pieces of legislation to come before
this house in this term. I support this bill because its
intent is clear. By facilitating a whole-of-government
and whole-of-community approach it is enabling
people with a disability to actively participate in the life
of every Victorian community. As well as providing a
strong foundation for the provision and regulation of
high-quality support services for people with a
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disability, it strengthens the safeguards and rights of
people accessing these supports.
It is about greater accountability for all those who are
responsible for the provision of quality and expert
service. It is about enshrining the fundamental principle
that all involved should maintain a focus on ability
rather than disability. More importantly, it is about
strengthening the protection of human rights and, as the
minister stated previously, minimising the impact of
disability. It is about respect.
The content of this legislation went through an
extensive community consultative process as part of the
review of the Intellectually Disabled Persons’ Services
Act and the Disability Services Act. One of my first
actions as a newly elected MP was to go to a session in
early 2003 that was attended by more than 100 people,
and later on I attended a session when the draft
exposure document came out. Not once at these forums
did I see a member of the opposition, and that is
exceptionally disappointing.
Others have spoken about the range of reforms, which
include the establishment of a disability services
commissioner, access to services, enhanced service
planning and delivery, and greater tenancy rights for
those in residential care units. I will briefly talk about
residential care units, which are fantastic facilities, and I
wish there were more in the Hastings electorate.
However, when two were actually proposed to be put
up in the electorate an upper house Liberal member in
this Parliament actively campaigned against them. That
member opposed them on every ground, and
10 disabled people in Victoria missed out on homes in
the Langwarrin region of my electorate because of the
fear through ignorance that this upper house MP
perpetuated in the area. The member supported claims
that neighbours would be at risk of these people
jumping fences, raping their children and slashing their
throats. That was disgraceful behaviour, and I wish for
once the opposition would back up its actions and its
words, because that is not what happens.
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They include special accommodation units, sheltered
workshops and day centres for intellectually disabled
adults. One such centre, whilst not in my electorate, has
a president who is one of my constituents — David
Goldsworthy, who is the president of the Onemda
Association. Mr Goldsworthy has written to the
minister as follows:
As president of the Onemda Association, a day centre for
adults with intellectual disability — an organisation which
provides services to some 100 clients — I write to raise my
concerns about aspects of the Disability Bill before the house
and importantly the lack of time given for community
discussion of this important bill. Onemda’s concerns are
expressed in the presentation made to you on 16 March 2006
by CIDA.

In a letter to me Mr Goldsworthy stated:
Clearly there has been little time for public comment and
there are real concerns about access and the shift of
responsibility from the public to the private providers. As you
will be aware, the bill is before the house this week, and it
appears the government is digging in its heels on any
amendments or review of the bill and is also of the view that
it believes there is no general community concern. Quite the
contrary; my committee and carers do have real concern, and
we would appreciate your interest.

Kew Cottages are among the disability agencies in
Boroondara, now the Kew Residential Services site.
The way the government has treated residents there has
been contemptible, and if it were not for the Kew
Cottages Coalition that treatment would have been even
worse. The support of the Boroondara council,
particularly in its current interaction, has helped to
make what is happening there at least relatively
tolerable.
I also mention the Accessible Housing Taskforce and
its discussions and the failure of the government to yet
respond to Victorian Competition and Efficiency
Commission’s commentary and recommendations
about accessibility.

We had to stop these two projects. It was amazing,
because the local Liberal councillor representing the
riding there actually rang me the day afterwards and
wanted to buy the house that would have
accommodated the abandoned project. This bill will not
perpetuate that type of terrible behaviour. It will ensure
that all disabled Victorians are treated with respect,
protection and support. I commend the minister, and I
commend the bill.

Mr LIM (Clayton) — It is with great pleasure that I
rise to speak in favour of this important bill. As Sir
William Deane frequently reminded us, paraphrasing
Mahatma Gandhi, the measure of the greatness of a
nation is the way in which it treats the vulnerable and
the marginalised. I am proud to be a citizen of this great
nation of Australia, which shows enormous compassion
for the sick, the vulnerable and the disabled. But I am
even more proud to be a member of this Bracks Labor
government, which has shown in its every deed that it
cares for and cherishes the rights and dignity of every
citizen of Victoria.

Mr BAILLIEU (Hawthorn) — There are many
disability agencies in Boroondara and in my electorate.

I agree with Sir William Deane that caring for people as
individuals, cherishing and valuing their contributions
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to society, is a true mark of our civilisation. This
civilised attitude is in marked contrast to the policies of
despotic regimes such as Nazi Germany and the former
Soviet Union in which being disabled was discouraged,
to say the least.
This bill has been a long time in gestation. The ideas in
the bill first saw the light of day in 1999, as part of this
government’s community services policy. Following an
extensive consultation process the Victorian State
Disability Plan 2002–2012 was released three years
later. As part of this plan the government announced its
intention to review the legislation for disability in
Victoria. This commitment was reaffirmed in the 2002
Labor election policy, which promised a legislative
framework that included sound and meaningful
principles and objectives, and mechanisms to monitor
services and to protect the rights of people with
disabilities in Victoria.
There has been very considerable public discussion of
the bill in the years since then, and notwithstanding the
views expressed by the opposition and by some in the
community that the legislation is being rushed, I believe
adequate time has been allowed for everyone to have a
say in the bill’s provisions. The bill repeals the current
disability legislation. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr DELAHUNTY (Lowan) — I am thankful for
the time to speak on this very important bill, the
Disability Services Bill. Despite all the government’s
rhetoric and claims that it has widely consulted with
various stakeholders in drafting this bill, disability
service providers and particularly carers who care for
about 8500 Victorians with a disability are telling us a
different story.
I shall quote from a couple of letters I have received
from organisations that provide very important services
in my electorate. These people are very concerned.
Karkana Support Services said:
My primary concern with the new legislation is the additional
workload that service providers will have to endure,
presumably at our cost.

The letter goes on to say:
Another concern is government imposing staffing, financial
and other conditions on service providers.
…
It appears to me that there has been adequate time for
consultation. The problem appears to be that the minister is
not prepared to budge on several key issues.
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Others have mentioned concerns that have also been
expressed by the Council of Intellectual Disability
Agencies in the following terms:
We are also particularly concerned by what appears to be an
inappropriate shifting of responsibility from government onto
non-government disability services in those and other sections
of the bill …

One would not find a bigger organisation than CIDA
dealing with these problems, and it is raising the
concerns that many organisations and people in my
electorate have spoken to me about.
For those reasons I am strongly supporting the
amendment put forward on behalf of The Nationals by
the member for Rodney. I reiterate that many providers
in my area are concerned about the implications of this
bill.
Mr HUDSON (Bentleigh) — It is a great pleasure
to speak in support of this bill, and in this brief time I
will make a couple of comments. The first is that this
bill is a quantum leap forward in terms of policy,
because it basically places disability services in a
framework of rights and not in a framework of
disadvantage and deprivation.
I want to point to a few aspects of the bill. Firstly,
clause 89 requires a disability service provider to
provide a person receiving services with written
information about those services, and that is an
incredibly importantly thing that they are required to
do.
Secondly, the bill provides for an independent disability
services commissioner who will deal with complaints
about the provision of services. A significant feature of
the bill is that any person can make a complaint —
anyone. It can be a person with a disability, a friend, a
relative, a carer or a professional support person. The
commissioner can investigate any aspect of the
provision of services that affects the health and safety,
the welfare or the rights of the person using the
services.
Thirdly, the bill creates a whole regime of rights for
people with a disability living in residential units. I
want to congratulate the minister for this because it
creates a regime which enables a complex and sensitive
balance to be struck between recognising peoples’
rights and the difficulties of providing support services
and the meeting of duty of care requirements that
cannot be achieved under the residential treatment
order. I commend the bill to the house.
Mr PLOWMAN (Benambra) — I, like everyone
else in this house, have been bombarded by concerns
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from various agencies. In my own electorate the
Murray Valley Centre will be severely disadvantaged
by this bill. The decision to transfer the assessment to
the non-profit private providers is a clearly a case of
cost-shifting away from the government. More
importantly it is a case of responsibility shifting. It will
make it more difficult for these providers and it will
limit the service that they can provide.
A point that I want to get on record comes from the
submission of the Council of Intellectual Disability
Agencies which states that section 69 of the current act
provides that:
No civil or criminal proceedings lies against any person for
anything done in good faith and with reasonable care in
reliance on any authority or document apparently given or
made in accordance with the requirements of this Act.

There is no similar provision in the draft bill. This
means that there is an extraordinary responsibility now
placed on those non-profit private providers that all
members have in their electorates. I oppose the bill on
the basis of haste and the fact that there are issues like
this which need to be resolved.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — I want to thank my parliamentary
secretary, the member for Derrimut, my adviser, Ian
Parsons, and Arthur Rogers, the executive director, and
the reference group.
Business interrupted pursuant to standing orders.
The SPEAKER — Order! The time set down for
consideration of items on the government business
program has arrived, and I am required to put the
following questions. The minister has moved that the
bill be now read a second time; to this motion the
honourable member for Caulfield has moved a
reasoned amendment to omit all the words after ‘that’
with the view of inserting in their place the words
which are listed on the notice paper; and the honourable
member for Rodney has moved an amendment to the
reasoned amendment proposing that all the words after
‘a second time’ be omitted with the view of inserting in
their place the words which are also listed on the notice
paper. I will firstly put the question in relation to the
member for Rodney’s amendment to the reasoned
amendment. The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted from the amendment
stand part of the question.

House divided on Mr Maughan’s amendment
(members in favour vote no):
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Ayes, 58
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Dr
Herbert, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms

Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 24
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Mr Maughan’s amendment defeated.
The SPEAKER — Order! I will now put the
question in relation to the reasoned amendment. The
question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the
question.

House divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):
Ayes, 56
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr

Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
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Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Dr
Herbert, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms

Loney, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 26
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment defeated.
Motion agreed to.
Read second time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

DRUGS, POISONS AND CONTROLLED
SUBSTANCES (VOLATILE SUBSTANCES)
(EXTENSION OF PROVISIONS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from 28 March; motion of
Ms PIKE (Minister for Health).
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That this bill be now read a second time and a third time.

Question agreed to.
Read second time.
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Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

PUBLIC SECTOR EMPLOYMENT
(AWARD ENTITLEMENTS) BILL
Second reading
Debate resumed from earlier this day; motion of
Mr HULLS (Minister for Industrial Relations).
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That this bill be now read a second time and a third time.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 65
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Mr
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Dr
Herbert, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms
Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr

Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maughan, Mr
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Powell, Mrs
Robinson, Mr
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 17
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Thompson, Mr
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McIntosh, Mr
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Wells, Mr

Question agreed to.
Read second time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING REFORM
BILL
Consideration in detail
Debate resumed from earlier this day; further
discussion of clause 1.1.1 and Mr DIXON’s
amendment:
1.

Clause 1.1.1, page 2, lines 12 to 14, omit “and the
regulation of non-Government schools and home
schooling” and insert “and the registration of
non-Government schools”.

The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That the words proposed to be omitted stand part of the
clause.

House divided on omission (members in favour vote
no):
Ayes, 56
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Dr
Herbert, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms

Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr
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Noes, 26
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Savage, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Amendment defeated.
The SPEAKER — Order! The question is:
That clauses 1.1.1 to 6.1.3 inclusive and schedules 1 to 8
inclusive be agreed to and that the bill be agreed to without
amendment.

House divided on question:
Ayes, 58
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Dr
Herbert, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms

Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 24
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr
Honeywood, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs
Smith, Mr
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Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr
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Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Question agreed to.
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Honeywood, Mr
Jasper, Mr
Kotsiras, Mr
McIntosh, Mr
Maughan, Mr

Smith, Mr
Sykes, Dr
Thompson, Mr
Walsh, Mr
Wells, Mr

Question agreed to by absolute majority.

Bill agreed to without amendment.
Third reading
The SPEAKER — Order! As the required
statement of intention has been made under
section 85(5)(c) of the Constitution Act 1975, the third
reading of the bill is required to be passed by an
absolute majority. The question is:
That this bill be now read a third time.

Bells rung.

Read third time.
Remaining stages
Passed remaining stages.

JUSTICE LEGISLATION
(MISCELLANEOUS AMENDMENTS) BILL
Council’s amendments

Members having assembled in chamber:

Returned from Council with message relating to
amendments.

House divided on question:

Ordered to be considered next day.

Ayes, 58
Allan, Ms
Andrews, Mr
Barker, Ms
Batchelor, Mr
Beard, Ms
Beattie, Ms
Bracks, Mr
Buchanan, Ms
Cameron, Mr
Campbell, Ms
Carli, Mr
Crutchfield, Mr
D’Ambrosio, Ms
Delahunty, Ms
Donnellan, Mr
Duncan, Ms
Eckstein, Ms
Garbutt, Ms
Green, Ms
Haermeyer, Mr
Hardman, Mr
Harkness, Dr
Herbert, Mr
Howard, Mr
Hudson, Mr
Hulls, Mr
Ingram, Mr
Jenkins, Mr
Kosky, Ms

Langdon, Mr
Languiller, Mr
Leighton, Mr
Lim, Mr
Lindell, Ms
Lobato, Ms
Lockwood, Mr
Loney, Mr
McTaggart, Ms
Marshall, Ms
Maxfield, Mr
Merlino, Mr
Mildenhall, Mr
Morand, Ms
Munt, Ms
Nardella, Mr
Neville, Ms
Overington, Ms
Pandazopoulos, Mr
Perera, Mr
Pike, Ms
Robinson, Mr
Savage, Mr
Seitz, Mr
Stensholt, Mr
Thwaites, Mr
Trezise, Mr
Wilson, Mr
Wynne, Mr

Noes, 24
Asher, Ms
Baillieu, Mr
Clark, Mr
Cooper, Mr
Delahunty, Mr
Dixon, Mr
Doyle, Mr

Mulder, Mr
Napthine, Dr
Perton, Mr
Plowman, Mr
Powell, Mrs
Ryan, Mr
Shardey, Mrs

COMMONWEALTH GAMES:
ACHIEVEMENTS
Debate resumed from 29 March; motion of
Mr BRACKS (Premier):
That this house congratulates all those involved in making the
2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games the most successful
Commonwealth Games ever held and a credit to all the
people of Victoria, and specifically congratulates:
(1) the games volunteers, whose dedication ensured
the smooth running of all events and who put a
charming and helpful face on Victoria;
(2) the hardworking staff from organisations including
the organising committee, M2006, the Office of
Commonwealth Games Coordination within the
Department for Victorian Communities, Victoria
Police and transport operators, who were the
backbone of the games;
(3) the 4500 athletes from across the commonwealth,
who brought so much entertainment and joy
through their courageous and inspiring efforts;
(4) all those involved in the Commonwealth Games
cultural program, Festival Melbourne 2006, who
provided another element to the games, making it a
truly unique festival; and
(5) all the people of Victoria, who through their
unparalleled support and enthusiasm once again
showed to the world that Melbourne is simply the
best.

Mr HOWARD (Ballarat East) — As did other
members of this house, I, along with my whole family
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could not help but get caught up in the excitement of our
Commonwealth Games. Across the whole Ballarat East
electorate we had a great range of lead-up events
sponsored by the Bracks government in all municipalities.
I was pleased to visit all 40 schools in my electorate to
provide Commonwealth Games flags and to involve
students in a Commonwealth Games competition which I
prepared.

It was a great event all round. I congratulate the state
government and all those involved in organising the
volunteers, who were so important. What a great spirit
we developed over the time of the Commonwealth
Games! I hope we can work to ensure that that great
sense of community enjoyment and positive
community spirit can be continued for some time to
come.

But until the games actually began we did not realise
how exciting and infectious they could be. In Ballarat
not only did we host two days of basketball, but we
hosted one of the regional live sites. As well as
watching the large screen showing the sporting events
as they took place, those who attended were able to
enjoy a wide range of free but very good entertainment.
I was not able to attend the Killing Heidi concert,
because I took my family to the Melbourne Cricket
Ground (MCG) to attend the athletics on that day, and
we thoroughly enjoyed that occasion.

Dr NAPTHINE (South-West Coast) — I join with
other members in congratulating everybody involved in
the Commonwealth Games held in Victoria recently.
They have been a great success, and I would like to
pass on my special congratulations to Ron Walker and
his committee. I think Ron Walker has once again
demonstrated his ability to lead and to deliver excellent
major events for Victoria. The grand prix coming up
this weekend is probably getting towards the end of
Ron’s contribution in this area, and I want to place on
the record the enormous contribution Ron Walker has
made to Melbourne and Victoria over many decades
through his involvement in many major events. He has
been an absolutely outstanding Victorian, and he
deserves our praise and congratulations.

I did, however, attend the Ballarat live site to see the
University of Ballarat drama students perform Taps
Does Bollywood and to see the Indian dance group
which was a feature ahead of the closing ceremony. I
also went on other occasions to see African dance
troupes and many Ballarat performers entertain the
crowd that was there. As a family we were able to
enjoy a very euphoric night as we watched the opening
ceremony from the banks of the Yarra River, along
with thousands and thousands of others. We went back
to catch that great sound and light show, featuring the
now-famous fish, on several occasions after that.
Of course we were able to enjoy many other events of
the cultural festival, along with the thousands and
thousands of others who thronged along the Yarra
banks and other parts of the city over the time of the
Commonwealth Games. A great feature of the games
which I was so impressed by was the many free events
that were going on around the city of Melbourne, as
was the case with the regions, which so many other
Victorians and visitors to this state could enjoy.
I was able to catch some of the sporting events, as I
said, at one time attending the MCG and at other times
watching events on the screens live and on TV. I was
extremely excited to watch so many of those events,
particularly those involving our Victorian performers,
and particularly those from our region, including
Shayne Reese, Jared Tallent, Kathryn Mitchell, Victoria
Mitchell, Stuart Brehaut, Ashley Brehaut, Kellie Lucas,
Shane Nankervis, Erin Carroll, Shane Kelly and even
Russell Mark.

I would like to congratulate John Harnden and the team
at Melbourne 2006. I congratulate Jeff Kennett, who
along with Ron Walker helped get the games for
Melbourne. I would also like to congratulate the current
government for the way in which it conducted the
games. I recognise and congratulate the City of
Melbourne on the positive role it played, because
Melbourne was the host city for the games. It did an
excellent job, and I think the community has recognised
Lord Mayor John So for his leadership of the City of
Melbourne.
I would like to also pass on my congratulations to the
15 000 volunteers. I think the volunteers did an
outstanding job, and they certainly made the events run
smoothly and ensured everybody had a very good time.
When people had to line up, had to wait or had to be
directed somewhere, the volunteers did it all with a
sense of humour, a sense of purpose and a real love for
Victoria and the job they were doing. I particularly
acknowledge and recognise the volunteers from
country Victoria, because they spent their own time and
money travelling to and from training and rehearsal
programs. Their contribution was outstanding,
particularly those from my electorate of South-West
Coast. I know there were many, many volunteers from
south-west Victoria who were part of that magic aqua
army of volunteers, and I would like to pass on to them
my thanks and the thanks of the whole community.
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Congratulations go to the athletes, who put on a such a
great show. All the athletes who participated did their
level best, whether they were medal winners,
place-getters or finalists. But all of them, from whatever
country or whatever part of Australia they were from,
did an excellent job and put on an outstanding
performance. I would particularly like to acknowledge
Tayliah Zimmer, who was a finalist in the women’s
backstroke for 200 metres, 100 metres and 50 metres, in
which she finished third, gaining a bronze medal, which
is an outstanding achievement. Tayliah is from Koroit
in my electorate, and this was her first major games. I
am sure that will stand her in great stead as she
develops further. I am sure she will be a leading part of
the Australian swimming team in Beijing in 2008.
I would also like to congratulate those involved in the
Queen’s baton relay. The relay came through my
electorate in early March and spent a great night in
Warrnambool. There was an outstanding group of
speakers who welcomed the Queen’s baton to
Warrnambool, and then everybody had a great time the
next day in Port Fairy and Portland before the relay left
the electorate. But all those involved in organising it at
the local level did a great job, and members of the
community came out in their droves. I think it goes to
show how much the community got behind the
Queen’s baton relay and the games events themselves.
Finally I want to mention the fish. I thought they were
outstanding, and I want to strongly advocate for some
of them to be made available to municipalities in
south-west Victoria. When the fish were first offered by
the Lord Mayor, John So, I contacted my local
councils, the Glenelg Shire Council, the Moyne Shire
Council and the Warrnambool City Council, and urged
them to put their hands up to volunteer their areas to be
homes for some of them. I think all the fish are
outstanding, so there is plenty of opportunity for any of
them to come to our south-west coast.
However, I was disappointed to read in today’s Herald
Sun that Premier Bracks has now said that Victorian
councils will have to pay for the fish. That is an insult
to Victorian municipalities. These fish have already
been paid for in the organisation of the games through
our taxes. Surely the Premier of Victoria can be
gracious enough and generous enough to provide the
fish to councils throughout regional and rural Victoria
and pay for their transport and setting up in their new
locations. I urge the Premier to step back from his
comments that there will be a charge for the fish. As I
said, I think that is an insult to the people of country
Victoria, who have done so much to contribute to a
great games, and would leave a sour taste in the mouth.
Therefore, in conclusion I urge that the fish be allocated
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across Victoria, particularly to regional and rural
councils, which can put them to great use as tourist
attractions and a great reminder of the Victorian
Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games, which were
an outstanding success.
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — I will
keep my remarks brief, because I realise there is a host
of members wanting to speak on this motion. I want to
focus on Geelong, which had six athletes in the games:
Craig Mottram, in the 5000 metres and the
1500 metres; Neil Mottram, in the men’s basketball;
Nathan Deakes, in the 20-kilometre and the
50-kilometre walk; Louis Rowan, who also ran in the
5000 metres; Alex Harris, in the EAD swimming; and
Natalia Rahman, who comes from Winchelsea but
whom we will claim as our own seeing as she won a
gold medal in the skeet shooting.
Geelong athletes managed to accumulate four gold
medals and one silver, but they are not the criteria that
we judge the Commonwealth Games on. It is not
necessarily about the medals but about participation.
Certainly I have seen a list of volunteers from the
Geelong region, and the number was in the thousands.
They certainly responded in kind in terms of pursuing
the Commonwealth Games organising committee with
offers of their voluntary labour, whether as volunteers
or as officials.
I want to make special mention of two volunteers from
my electorate, Barry and Glenys Cashmore, who are
strong community contributors and who were part of
the volunteer crowd at the arena when the Australian
women played in Geelong, which was very well
received. We had the Premier, Minister Madden and
Minister Bachelor there on that particular occasion,
along with Karak, the mascot. Everyone seemed to
enjoy that small part of the Commonwealth Games
there in Geelong.
I also pay my respects to the municipalities of Surf
Coast and Geelong for their participation in the baton
relay. In addition the live site at the waterfront in
Geelong was embraced wholeheartedly not just by
Geelong and the region but by overseas and interstate
visitors who were enjoying the lovely vista and weather
on the Geelong foreshore. That was also the site for
Harmony Day, which many of us would have attended.
It was in front of the live site, along with a citizenship
ceremony. The games encompassed that cultural aspect
as well, and Geelong certainly played its role.
In conclusion I acknowledge Lee Troop, who did the
commentary for the athletics for Channel 9 and also
wrote for the Geelong Advertiser, which did a
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first-class job with its presentation of the
Commonwealth Games. I congratulate the newspaper,
and Lee Troop in particular. Lee had an injury-plagued
lead-up to the games and unfortunately could not
compete, but he will be back with a vengeance. I am
sure he will represent Australia in the very near future.
Mr WELLS (Scoresby) — There is no doubt that
the Commonwealth Games were an outstanding
success. It is time to put on the record the outstanding
work that the previous Premier, Jeff Kennett,
contributed to the holding of the games. I thought the
Bracks government would have at least had some role
for him in the Commonwealth Games so that he was
acknowledged in some way. I also put on the record the
work that Ron Walker did. He had an outstanding
committee around him and worked very hard. Once he
was put in charge of the committee, we knew the games
would be successful.
The police, the emergency services, the private security
organisations and the volunteers worked so well
together. There was a great rapport among all those
groups. They created a pleasant atmosphere for those
attending any sporting event or even just walking
around the city.
Before the games I met Kelly Stubbins. Kelly is a
former student of Rowville Secondary College in my
electorate. I visited the school on the day on which she
was inducted into the school’s hall of fame, and we had
a great chat. She is at university studying science. She
said she had no idea how she would perform at the
games, but she was part of the successful women’s
4 x 200 metres freestyle relay team. When you see
athletes standing up on the dais getting their gold
medals you forget the amount of training — hours and
hours every day — they have to do, as well as watching
what they eat and trying to squeeze in a university
course, and then there is the commitment of their
parents, who take them to and from training. Athletes
put in an enormous amount of effort, and the accolades
they receive from the public are well deserved.
I visited the opening ceremony festivities. I was down
at the Yarra with my family, and we followed the baton
along. It was really impressive. We went to the
weight-lifting, the boxing, the athletics and the closing
ceremony. After travelling around the city and seeing
the number of people out and about spending money, I
have no doubt it was good for the economy.
The only criticism I have relates to a certain amount of
frustration felt by people who are not Australian.
Someone in my family has close connections to South
Africa. If, for example, an Australian won the bronze,
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an Australian won the silver and a South African won
the gold medal, the cameras would cut away and you
would never hear the South African national anthem,
which caused a bit of frustration in my household. But
it was otherwise great. I do not know how many times
we heard the Australian national anthem. I thought it
was tremendous, but it was pointed out to me by the
person who lives in my household that they did not hear
any other national anthem. They said they only heard
an anthem if Australia won.
The Commonwealth Games established Melbourne as
the sporting capital of the world. We have the grand
prix for cars and bikes, we have outstanding football
and we have the Australian Open. It is a great credit to
all those who put in so much hard work, especially the
volunteers, the police and emergency services and Ron
Walker’s committee. It was a job well done.
Mr JENKINS (Morwell) — I appreciate the
opportunity to make a contribution to the debate on this
motion about what we know in Morwell as the Latrobe
Valley 2006 Commonwealth Games. In the Latrobe
Valley we have been living the moment for the last
three and a bit years — it has been a long moment!—
ever since the Bracks government promise to make a
significant contribution of $500 000 towards staging
rounds of the Commonwealth Games basketball in
Traralgon. It was a fantastic initiative to take the
Commonwealth Games to regional Victoria.
I personally thank the Minister for Commonwealth
Games in the other place, Justin Madden, and his
staff — particularly Nataly Kucan — for their hard
work in making sure that project came to fruition. They
continued to work in the face of unforeseen
circumstances, that being a requirement for a greater
investment than expected. The Latrobe City Council,
the state government and, importantly, the user groups
from the Traralgon sporting stadium collectively came
up with about $2 million to make sure we had a
world-class stadium in which to host the
Commonwealth Games basketball.
That basketball was extraordinary. I will admit I am
normally not a great fan of basketball, for reasons that
will become obvious to some, but when my wife got
the opportunity to watch Barbados play England she
apparently had new thoughts about basketball too and
wanted to go along. We saw that great event. It was
wonderful to watch the Australian women’s basketball
team — the best women’s basketball team in the
world — play India. India had a young team that got a
lot of support. We were a parochial crowd, but when
we saw how hard the young Indian women were trying
we supported them. That was a great outcome.
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Latrobe City Council also partnered Malta as our
second nation. There is a fantastic history of Maltese
involvement in the Latrobe Valley. Just to carry that
through to the nth degree, I really have to congratulate
one of my constituents, a resident of Morwell, Rebecca
Madison, who has dual Maltese and Australian
citizenship. She won for Malta the silver medal in
shooting at the Commonwealth Games. That is taking
adopting a second nation to a new level. It was a
fantastic effort and is the sort of thing you find Latrobe
Valley people doing every time we get a chance.
The live site was wonderful, with Latrobe Space and
Place and Killing Heidi. It was wonderful to see there
the Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs, who is
at the table, and I thank her very much for doing what
she did to organise those acts that some of the young
people could appreciate — very loud music, some of it.
Again on the Maltese theme, the last act at the live site
was Joe Camilleri. It was wonderful to have him
finishing off.
Ms Allan — A bit more your style.
Mr JENKINS — I could listen to that. It was old
people’s music. Of course we also had the Queen’s
baton. We have been living the moment in the Latrobe
Valley for three years, and we do not ever want it to
stop. I just got news from my daughter that they have
changed the names of their houses at her primary
school. Instead of blue, yellow green and red —
whatever they are — they will be Freeman, Landy,
Perkins and Fraser. We are still living the moment, and
we will for a long time to come.
Ms ASHER (Brighton) — I also wish to contribute
to the debate on this motion on the Commonwealth
Games. I particularly want to make mention of the
games volunteers. We all acknowledge that they did a
sterling job, and I want to make the additional point that
there are also other volunteers who should be
acknowledged in the course of this motion — for
example, regular tourism volunteers, people who work
at the visitor information centre. Those volunteers
worked additional hours throughout the course of the
Commonwealth Games, and they too should be
acknowledged by all of us in this place.
I would also like to thank the staff of the organising
committee and a range of other people. I particularly
want to mention John Harnden, who worked closely
with me when I was a minister. He is an outstanding
individual, terrific at running major events, and he did
an excellent job and should be commended. I obviously
want to congratulate the 4500 athletes. I do not want to
go through every individual event that gave a great
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degree of pleasure but to acknowledge their
contribution, both the winners and losers. Likewise
there were a range of additional programs, and the
government should be commended for having
successfully organised all of those.
There is one man I particularly want to thank, and that
of course is the man who secured the Commonwealth
Games for Melbourne. I would like to acknowledge the
fabulous work of the Honourable Jeffrey Kennett,
former Premier of Victoria. It was a pleasure to be
involved in the cabinet subcommittee, at his direction,
which secured these games — an outstanding man, an
outstanding individual, an outstanding former Premier.
He actually knew what could get this state ticking. I
also want to mention Ron Walker, who has continued
his major events role. Originally appointed by the
Honourable Joan Kirner, a previous Premier, he
continued working under the Kennett administration
and has offered to assist this government with its major
projects. He should also be commended for the role he
has played.
Melbourne will benefit from wonderful facilities that
came about as a consequence of the games, but I do
wish to make the point — and you would expect me to
make the point — that these facilities were all either
late or over budget or will cost Victorian taxpayers too
much more. For example, $77 million should have been
saved on the Melbourne Cricket Ground, and there will
be a case for compensation. Likewise the sports and
aquatic centre was $10 million over budget, all for a
gum tree. Of course it would be churlish of me to
concentrate on that; I simply want to support the motion
before the house.
Mr ANDREWS (Mulgrave) — I too want to add
very briefly to the comments of many other honourable
members in congratulating all those involved in the
running of the Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth
Games. The games were the best ever, and that is in no
small way due to the hard work, dedication and real
vision of so many people. Special tribute should be paid
to the organising committee and all the staff at M2006;
Justin Madden, the Minister for Commonwealth Games
in the other place, who did a great job, together with his
cabinet colleagues, who worked hard to deliver a
wonderful exhibition of sport and culture; the
volunteers, those 15 000 people who gave up their time
and did such a wonderful job to put the best possible
face on Melbourne; the Victoria Police; transport
workers; many public servants; and others who were
involved in providing excellent service to all who came,
both people who live here and attended the games and
those who came from overseas, and the athletes and
officials.
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I pay special tribute to those involved in the
competition and in organising events for elite athletes
with disabilities. It was a wonderful feature of these
games that those events were embedded in the broader
program and counted towards the medal tally. As we
have just finished debate on the Disability Bill, it is
important to note that. All those listed and many more
contributed to a remarkable sporting and cultural
program that will be of lasting benefit, especially — as
the member for Brighton just mentioned — in terms of
the physical infrastructure that we all as Victorians will
be able to benefit from for many years to come.
Finally, at the risk of singling out one athlete, I want to
congratulate Mulgrave local Travis Brooks, a member
of the gold medal men’s hockey team. In conclusion the
Mulgrave community, through the fine facilities at
Mulgrave Country Club in my electorate, hosted the
English lawn bowls team in the lead-up to the games.
All at Mulgrave Country Club should be very proud of
their fine facilities and the very generous hospitality
they extended to the English team. Again, well done to
all concerned in running the games that were simply the
best.
Dr HARKNESS (Frankston) — Games fever well
and truly hit Frankston and was no doubt helped by the
significant funding provided to assist the area to
celebrate the 18th Commonwealth Games. Frankston
certainly seized the chance to use the games as a way of
bringing people together, discovering other cultures and
strengthening local identity. Frankston City Council
should be commended on its efforts. It formed a local
organising committee to pull together all the various
ideas on how we were to celebrate the games, and this
team approach continued as the ideas were then put into
practice.
Schools, community groups, sports clubs and
businesses all had a role to play in bringing these
activities to life. The Commonwealth Games have been
the biggest event ever held in the state, and among
many other benefits they provided local students with a
great learning opportunity. I know local primary school
students had lots of fun and benefited from the unique
learning opportunity that comes from a
once-in-a-schooling-lifetime opportunity such as the
Commonwealth Games when they came to Melbourne.
Victoria successfully hosted the biggest event in its
history with athletes from 71 nations competing. As
other speakers have mentioned, this has been a unique
opportunity to further improve our infrastructure. Those
improvements are going to have lasting benefits,
particularly at places such as the Melbourne Cricket
Ground, the Melbourne Sports and Aquatic Centre and
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the State Netball Hockey Centre. The new pedestrian
bridge linking the MCG with the heart of the city has
given us a legacy that will last for a long time.
There were 253 Frankston residents selected as
Melbourne 2006 Commonwealth Games volunteers. I
congratulate all of those people on their volunteering
spirit and their efforts. I was delighted that they
received significant plaudits for their efforts. In the final
days of the epic journey of the Queen’s baton from
Buckingham Palace to Melbourne it visited more than
500 Australian communities including Frankston, and
eight Frankston residents were selected as
2006 Queen’s baton relay runners. It was a fabulous
opportunity for them to run with the message in the
baton. These people are local heroes who represented
their community as the eyes of the world looked on,
and they did extraordinarily well. The baton arrived in
Frankston with much fanfare on 3 March, and many
people came out to cheer on their local heroes and to
see the baton. Other celebrations included a welcoming
party and a departure ceremony for the baton.
The Commonwealth Games were a wonderful
opportunity, particularly for Frankston’s relationship
with Samoa as its paired commonwealth nation. A lot
of people in Frankston now know a lot more about
Samoa. I congratulate all of them for their marvellous
efforts.
Lastly, congratulations go to the Minister for
Commonwealth Games in another place, the
Honourable Justin Madden, the other members of the
cabinet and all the people who worked behind the
scenes to make sure these were truly the best games
ever.
Mr McINTOSH (Kew) — I too join with members
of this house to congratulate all the people involved in
such a successful Commonwealth Games, starting with
our volunteers, who did a terrific job. I had an
opportunity to attend the hockey, athletics, cycling and
Rugby and of watching free of charge the women’s
marathon on Sunday morning in Albert Street. It was a
terrific program. The McIntosh family attended all
those events and had a thoroughly enjoyable time. I
commend the government and the organising
committee for the cultural events on the Yarra River.
We were able to walk to the Melbourne Cricket Ground
across the William Barak Bridge and then had an
opportunity to go back and join in the festivities along
the Yarra at the conclusion of the athletics late in the
evening, which was tremendous.
As I said, the volunteers were pleasant and informed
and did a great job all around the different venues.
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Dating back from when the games were secured right
through to the delivery of the games, the organising
committee did a fantastic job. Like the member for
Brighton my congratulations go not only to former
Premier Jeff Kennett and the inspiration he provided in
driving an agenda and getting the government to back
the bid, but also to Ron Walker. How can you talk more
highly of such a great Victorian as Ron Walker, who
certainly delivered for Victorians in relation to these
games — indeed for the whole commonwealth! He is a
man not only of commonwealth stature but perhaps of
Olympic stature. He is tremendous.
I would also like to commend the Victoria Police. The
shadow Minister for Police and Emergency Services,
the Leader of the Opposition and I were briefed about
the security aspects of the games. It was a matter of
profound concern, but the police presence and the
security staff were obvious. It is a necessary evil, and
all of it was brought together in the lead-up to the
games and was outstanding.
I was interested in the transport for the games. My tram
was 2 minutes late again this morning, but I cannot
speak highly enough of the delivery — —
Ms Allan interjected.
Mr McINTOSH — I caught a tram in this morning.
Ms Allan — So did I!
Mr McINTOSH — Did you? It is good to see. The
minister caught a tram into work. It must be the first
time in a long time. I caught my tram in, and it was
2 minutes late. However, the transport for the
Commonwealth Games was tremendous. The
atmosphere on the train, particularly going from
Parliament station to Royal Park to watch the hockey
was quite invigorating and a lot of fun.
My involvement with the Commonwealth Games goes
right back to the day the Queen’s baton relay started. I
was in London at the time, courtesy of the
Commonwealth Parliamentary Association. I sat next to
the Minister for Commonwealth Games in another
place, the Honourable Justin Madden, to watch the
Chancellor of the Exchequer deliver his budget speech.
I said, ‘Why are you here, Justin?’. He said, ‘The
Queen’s baton relay starts tomorrow’. I was unaware of
the event, but I watched with interest as it unfolded.
My electorate is one of the few that the Queen’s baton
relay did not come through. It came very close down
Riversdale Road, Hawthorn, but it did not get to Kew.
But then again, it seemed to follow the Olympic route,
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and I was deprived of the Olympic torch when it came
through on its way to Sydney.
The Commonwealth Games were a terrific event. The
McIntosh family enjoyed it all, along with thousands
and thousands of other people. It was great testimony to
what the people of Melbourne and Victoria can do
when they turn their minds to it.
Mr PERERA (Cranbourne) — I rise to join other
members in support of the motion. The
2006 Melbourne Commonwealth Games have been the
greatest sporting event ever held in Melbourne, and we
may argue that it is the greatest one ever held in
Australia. At the games the crowds cheered all
participants irrespective of their country of
representation or their position in the games — whether
they were first or last. I am sure this highly impressed
our visitors to Melbourne. Melbourne will live on in the
hearts and minds of all our visitors and fellow colonial
nations of a one-time empire where the sun never set.
My electorate had the privilege of hosting the torch
relay through Cranbourne. Main areas like High Street
were crowded with residents standing shoulder to
shoulder cheering the baton relay through the heart of
Cranbourne. Monterey Secondary College students
gave a traditional Manu Samoa welcome to the
Minister for Commonwealth Games, the Honourable
Justin Madden, when he visited the college late last
year.
I take my hat off to the organisers of the Pines Pride
day, who held their annual celebration of the Frankston
North area and celebrated with Commonwealth Games
fever. It was a great opportunity for those who could
not get to Melbourne to see the action and celebrate the
event. The Bracks government supported the Pines
Pride day with a $2500 grant to assist with the costs of
holding this year’s event. I take my hat off to Stan
Doric, Daisy Sehic and Gwen Dearsley for their part in
organising this wonderful event.
At the Queen’s lunch held on the day of the opening of
the Commonwealth Games I had the pleasure of sitting
at a table with members of the Malaysian contingent
and the Singaporean sports minister. They had nothing
but good words to say about the games arrangements.
Some of them were very impressed with the facilities at
the Commonwealth Games village. In their view all the
facilities were far superior to the accommodation
offered at the Manchester Commonwealth Games.
The Adopt-a-Second-Team program linked every
Victorian municipality with at least one of the nations
in the Commonwealth. This was a very successful
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program. Some local communities have paired with
their adopted nations to build on existing relationships.
The members of the Sri Lankan contingent were very
pleased with their host councils, the City of Kingston
and the City of Maroondah, and I am sure that good
relationship will be maintained in the future. I also had
the opportunity to attend a number of functions
organised to celebrate the gold medal won by Sri
Lankan Chinthaka Vidanage for weight-lifting. These
functions raised many Australian dollars to promote
this young athlete’s career.
Everywhere I visited people were very impressed with
the way the games were being handled. The transport
and security, the minimal road blocks and the
celebrations across the city were the main areas which
highly impressed them. I congratulate the Bracks
government in general on a job well done, and in
particular I congratulate the Minister for Sport and
Recreation in the other place, the Honourable Justin
Madden, who took charge of the 18th Commonwealth
Games. I also congratulate all the medal winners,
including Lalita Yauhleuskaya from the city of Casey,
who won one silver and three gold medals for shooting.
Finally, I pay a tribute to all the volunteers, including
Dishella Fernando and Gavin Fernando of Carrum
Downs, and Glenn Schipp of Frankston North from my
electorate of Cranbourne, who contributed to the great
success of the Melbourne Commonwealth Games.
Mrs SHARDEY (Caulfield) — I would certainly
like to warmly congratulate the Commonwealth Games
committee, and in particular Ron Walker, on the superb
running of the Commonwealth Games. Unlike most
people in this place, I remember as a child going to the
Olympic Games in Melbourne and seeing Betty
Cuthbert win a race at the athletics, so it was my
pleasure to enjoy the courtesy and hospitality of the
Bracks government at the athletics last Tuesday night.
However, I have to say there is a big difference
between watching the athletics from a seat in the third
row from the front and watching sitting higher up in a
box. If you are down amongst the people it is a warm
and fantastic feeling. Certainly as a young child I
remembered that warm feeling watching an Australian
winning an athletics event. In any case I was very
pleased to attend and to lend my support.
I would of course like to congratulate the previous
government under former Premier Jeff Kennett on
securing the Commonwealth Games for Victoria. Ron
Walker is an amazing person who turns on
extraordinary events in this city. We shall all be looking
with great pleasure at the grand prix next weekend.
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I used public transport to get to the Commonwealth
Games, and I did it with great ease. I went with my son,
who is a keen supporter of athletics, and the atmosphere
on public transport, as some have said, was very
positive and warm. There was an absolutely huge
number of volunteers showing people where to go —
for example, people were told by loud hailer what
direction to take — and everything was extremely easy.
Some of my friends volunteered to help in the
Commonwealth Games, so I congratulate most
sincerely all the volunteers, who did this superb job. It
is something we should all be proud of. As the previous
shadow Minister for Housing I will be looking with
great interest to see how part of the Commonwealth
Games village is transformed into public housing and
what transpires during that process.
All in all, as Victorians we should all be proud, in a
very apolitical way, of what occurred.
Ms LOBATO (Gembrook) — I rise to speak very
briefly in support of this motion to thank and
congratulate all the participants in and organisers of the
games for creating the best Commonwealth Games in
history. Much commentary has been made on the
vibrancy of Melbourne and the areas surrounding the
regional games venues. People smiled more than usual
during those two weeks, and they showed a great deal
of courtesy to one another in the city streets. Much of
that pleasant and courteous manner was due to the
infectious smiles of games volunteers and their ever
present willingness to assist.
I took Archie and Ashleigh to the dress rehearsal of the
opening ceremony, and we were stunned by the level of
organisation displayed by the volunteers and
emergency services. I certainly did not expect the same
ease to be evident when Archie and I attended the
athletics. From the train ride in and the welcome and
directional instructions provided by the volunteers at
the station to the ease of entering the Melbourne
Cricket Ground, all went incredibly smoothly.
We also enjoyed the cultural displays and events along
the Yarra, while at Flinders Street station I overheard
several people talking about how well their visit had
gone, referring to the lively atmosphere of the city. I
want to congratulate every performer who contributed
to the spectacular opening and closing ceremonies.
Every Victorian school got involved, and we as local
members encouraged and shared in their participation
in games events. Congratulations to the councils, which
really created a lot of the awareness and encouraged
participation also.
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Finally, I wish to comment on the impact that the
games had on my son, Archie. Wherever he went
during the school holidays he ensured there was a
television so that he did not miss out on anything. On
Sunday night when he sat down to watch the closing
ceremony he was struck with the realisation that it was
all over. I certainly do not wish to embarrass my son,
and I hope he never reads this in Hansard, but he cried.
He was terribly miserable for quite some time on
Sunday night. I just wanted to share with members the
impact the games had on him. He loved it; everybody
loved it. Congratulations to the minister and to
everybody involved.
Mr HONEYWOOD (Warrandyte) — We have
3 minutes each — that is what we have agreed in the
chamber — to contribute to this debate on the motion. I
support the motion celebrating the Commonwealth
Games, and in doing so I pay particular tribute to Jeff
Kennett for winning the games for Melbourne. Of
course this is another example of how this government
has been able to trade in some of the incredible work
done by the Kennett government, of which I was proud
to be a minister.
I might add, just to show you how mean-spirited this
government can be, that when I announced my
resignation last week the first response from the
government’s official spokesperson was, ‘The only
reason why he waited until then was that he wanted to
use his accreditation to the games’. I would like to put
on the record for the benefit of the government
spokesperson that I never received any accreditation to
the games. I was invited to the rehearsal for the opening
ceremony.
So to the mean-spirited government members opposite
I say that my son and I very much enjoyed the rehearsal
of the opening ceremony. It was incredibly well done,
except for the duck, which we are still mystified by.
That was lost in translation! But everything else was an
absolute tribute to the volunteers, to the organising
committee and to all those who put in the time and
effort.
We should pay tribute to the fact that Melburnians and
indeed Australians display great innovation when it
comes to these types of games spectaculars. Many of
the 2000 Sydney Olympic Games team have
contributed towards the organisation of the 2008
Beijing Olympic Games, whether they are architects,
people working on the games, festival artists or
whatever. Equally from what we have been told, those
professionals, often Melbourne born or Australian born,
who contributed to the way in which the opening and
closing ceremonies came together and to all the other
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events surrounding the games, have already been
contacted to assist in New Delhi for the 2010
Commonwealth Games.
That is a tribute to the fact that we are able to grow our
own talent, not just on the sports or playing field —
where of course we do so much better, per head of
population, than any other country in the world — but
also when it comes to all the other professional
components that go into such a major event.
Melbourne is the centre for major events. This was the
philosophy or the vision of the Kennett government —
that is, to ensure that Melbourne was the major events
capital of Australia. The games were a testimony to the
success of that strategy.
Mr LOCKWOOD (Bayswater) — I, too, would
love to support this motion and congratulate all
involved: the participants, crowds, organisers,
volunteers, public transport operators and
performers — and everybody else involved. It was a
fabulous event. I went along to a number of events. I
went to the opening ceremony, to two lots of athletics
events and to the swimming and rugby 7s, although I
got sick and had to give away my tickets to the netball
and the weight-lifting. I was happy to pay for my
tickets. There were no freebies for MPs, so I am not
griping about any mean-spiritedness, unlike the
whinger from Warrandyte who likes to gripe. I was
quite happy to pay and go along with everybody else.
In terms of local events, the baton relay travelled
through Knox and Ringwood on 13 March. That was
warmly welcomed by heaps of people. Many crowds
along the way welcomed their local heroes carrying the
baton.
During the lead-up to the games MPs presented
Commonwealth Games flags. There are 22 schools in
my electorate, 17 of which are state schools, and I got
around to all of the schools, where the students were all
enthusiastic about the games and quite keen to see them
happen.
A number of the schools had local events. The Yawarra
Primary School, for example, had its own games day on
the day before the school holidays. The school was
broken up into various competing ‘countries’ and had
its own medal presentations. That was quite an
enjoyable day. Local councils also had their own
‘second’ or sponsored teams. Knox City Council
supported New Zealand. It had a local heroes display
and a Maori cultural event. In fact people dragged me
up onto a stage and persuaded me to try out the haka,
which was a bit embarrassing because they insisted that
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it be done with no shirt, shoes or socks. I was sure I
blinded them when I took my shirt off!
The council had its own opening night event to coincide
with the official games opening ceremony. Maroondah
City Council had Sri Lanka as its second team. It had
various functions and cultural celebrations, and it had a
number of team members out to the area on the day
before the opening ceremony.
One of the teams that was of interest to me was from
the Seychelles, because my wife was born in the
Seychelles. We saw a couple of athletes from the
Seychelles. On the night we went to the athletics we
saw Celine Laporte, winner of a bronze medal in the
long jump. It was good to be able to see her competing.
I could not help but note that with about 70 000 to
80 000 people in the Melbourne Cricket Ground — and
given that the population of the Seychelles is 70 000 —
she was performing in front of a crowd bigger than the
population of her country. She did quite well and was
just pipped at the post by not having had a good enough
second jump.
Another competitor from the Seychelles, Janet
Thelermont, won bronze in the 69-kilogram class
women’s weight-lifting after lifting a total of
205 kilograms. It was the fifth time that the Seychelles
have been in the Commonwealth Games. I got the
opportunity to meet the Seychelles sport minister at the
Queen’s lunch: she is also my wife’s sister. It was good
to catch up with that person at the games as my wife or
I had not seen her for many years.
All up, we loved the games; we enjoyed every minute
of it. It was great to have the Commonwealth Games in
Melbourne.
Ms ECKSTEIN (Ferntree Gully) — I too am
pleased to support the motion on the Commonwealth
Games. I would like to congratulate the Premier, the
Minister for Commonwealth Games and the organising
committee on staging the best ever Commonwealth
Games. The games were a spectacular success, and the
people were indeed united by the moment, embracing
the spirit of the games. In particular, the closing
ceremony, which I was fortunate enough to attend,
embodied the spirit of goodwill generated by the games
throughout the community. People in their thousands
attended the free cultural activities and sporting events,
with over 1.5 million tickets sold. That is a fantastic
record.
These games showcased Melbourne internationally and
will leave a lasting legacy of enhanced sporting venues
and facilities for the people of Victoria for years to
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come. In my electorate the international standard
mountain biking course at Lysterfield Lake Park will
attract future national and international competitions to
the area.
The Queen’s baton relay travelled through my
electorate on 13 March, and thousands of people lined
the route to see the baton and cheer on the runners,
whether they were locals or not. I would like to
congratulate the relay runners from my electorate who
carried the Commonwealth Games Queen’s baton:
John Simmonds from Boronia; Peter Gray from
Lysterfield; Kirsten Hetherington, Sarah Heib and
Allan and Daniel Stanfield-Porter from Rowville; and
Scott Gunther, Kevin Knox and Noel McNamara from
Ferntree Gully. They are all local heroes who make a
great contribution to our community.
I would also like to congratulate the thousands of
volunteers who did a fantastic job and ensured that
people had an enjoyable experience at the games. One
such volunteer from my local community is Mr Bill
Ireland. Bill was already a great volunteer in our
community and has long been involved with the Knox
Historical Society, the local Country Fire Authority and
the Puffing Billy railway. Bill was recognised as the
Knox council citizen of the year for 2006. Bill was a
volunteer driver for the Commonwealth Games, driving
VIPs and other dignitaries and delegations to and from
the various events and venues. I was pleased to be able
to ask Bill to accompany me to the Commonwealth
Games luncheon with the Queen at the Royal
Exhibition Building, which he enjoyed thoroughly.
Finally, I would like to congratulate all the athletes,
without whom the games could not have taken place,
particularly all the medal winners on their outstanding
achievements. But the winners could not have won
without all those other athletes who competed but did
not win a medal. They, too, made an enormous
contribution and sometimes had to put in an enormous
effort just to be here and compete. The Melbourne
Commonwealth Games were an enormous success, and
I again congratulate everyone involved on a job well
done.
Mr MERLINO (Monbulk) — I am very pleased to
rise in support of this motion. I was listening to an
interesting debate on radio earlier this week. They were
talking about whether we put too much emphasis and
spend too much money on sport and events like the
Commonwealth Games. I think it is a fair question; we
should always be careful and balanced about how we
spend public money on sport and sporting events. But
in my view sport is worth it. Sport is uplifting; it
captures our imagination, and as the Leader of The
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Nationals said in his contribution, sport unites us like
nothing else.
The Commonwealth Games was a fantastic success.
When I spoke to Victorians they talked about the pride
they had in their city and how successful and beautiful
it looked; pride in ourselves and how we welcomed the
guests from around the world; pride in our state — as
people have said, we had events in regional Victoria
and in the outer suburbs; and pride in the athletes who
represented this nation and all the nations of the
commonwealth. We love our sporting heroes; they
inspire us. We empathise with their struggle for
success, and we rejoice in their performances, which
we mere mortals could not hope to achieve. That pride
is not just in the household names, the superstars like
Jana Pittman, but also in the rising stars in our sport.
Like the member for Scoresby, I will talk about one of
them, Kelly Stubbins. I read prior to the games a great
local story about Kelly. She began her career when she
nearly drowned in her neighbour’s swimming pool.
Kelly’s pregnant mum, Rhonda, jumped in to save her
and then sent her off to have swimming lessons. Her
talent was quickly recognised, and she found herself
being coached at Haileybury Waterlions Swimming
Club. It is at that time in an athlete’s career that you can
see the commitment, dedication and sacrifice of not
only the athlete but also their family in that tough, often
lonely journey to the top. At 4.00 a.m. Rhonda drove
Kelly and her other daughter Nikki from Belgrave to
Keysborough, then off to school in Rowville and back
to the pool for an evening session. So strong was the
commitment to her daughters that Rhonda had to quit
her job, and her family had to survive on one wage. I
quote Kelly:
Mum had to give up full-time work to take me to the pool,
that was a big sacrifice … We had to cut out family holidays
because I had to be at training. My sister didn’t get to go on
holiday because I wasn’t allowed to go …
Dad used to take me to training on Wednesday mornings, and
he used to spend hours awake … and he obviously helped
with the financial support. They were always there, they
always gave me the option not to do any more if I didn’t want
to, and they never lost faith. I just kept going, I wanted to do
it, and I wanted to keep improving.

Kelly got into the 200-metre freestyle relay team. She
had to fight to get in. She performed a personal best to
get into the final, and then she broke her personal best
in the final and won gold. It is a great story. I extend my
congratulations to Kelly, all the athletes and all the
volunteers. Well done!
Mr MAUGHAN (Rodney) — I am very pleased to
support this motion, because the games were a
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spectacular success, as other members have said. I
attended the closing ceremony, I watched the marathon
as it went along St Kilda Road and I certainly watched
a lot of the events on television. I particularly enjoyed
the women’s marathon. Members of my family
attended regularly; my son attended a different event
every day of the games.
I was fortunate enough to attend the Olympic Games in
1956. These games were well in excess of that. It was a
great achievement. The organisation was superb, and
the volunteers were absolutely magnificent. They really
added to the flavour of the games: their welcoming,
friendly and helpful manner was a vital part of the
games’ success.
Melbourne looked magnificent. Even those of us who
live in country Victoria are very proud of this capital
city of Melbourne. It is a magnificent city and it was
shown at its best. The Yarra River came alive. I
attended a couple of events along the river, as did my
family and my grandchildren. It was a great success and
I really enjoyed being with a large number of people
who were out there enjoying themselves and having a
wonderful time and participating in the euphoria while
the games were going on in the various stadiums.
I offer my very sincere congratulations to Ron Walker
and the organising committee. Ron Walker has done an
outstanding job for Victoria with a whole range of
major events. I congratulate him, and I congratulate
sports minister Justin Madden in the other place. In
situations such as this there has been a lot of
self-congratulation on the government’s side but not
much in acknowledging that it was the previous
premier, Jeff Kennett, and Ron Walker who actually
secured the games. I think we are a bit churlish if we do
not give credit to those who participated in attracting
the games.
While on that theme I inform the house that, like others,
I was very pleased to give out the Commonwealth
Games flags. There were 35 schools in my electorate
and I went around every one of them.
Mr Kotsiras — Name them!
Mr MAUGHAN — I will name them all for the
member for Bulleen if he gives me sufficient time to
run through the lot. I would not have gone around them
all had we not prevailed upon the government to give
flags to the non-government schools. Initially the
government was going to give flags only to government
schools. I remind the house that one-third of the
community who choose to send their children to
non-government schools also pay taxes and want to
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enjoy the games, and I think it was churlish of the
government initially to exclude the non-government
schools. I had pleasure in getting around all those
schools, promoting the Commonwealth Games, and
promoting all the good things that come out of being
able to participate in and watch good sport.
The final thing I will say at almost 5.30 p.m. on
Thursday is that we have had a very heavy week in
dealing with two of the largest and most important
pieces of legislation, the Education and Training
Reform Bill and the Disability Bill, introduced into the
house. In debate on both bills members were restricted
to speaking for 3 minutes because we had spent so
much time speaking on the Commonwealth Games. It
is nice to have been able to have the games, but we do
not need to spend the time we have spent on
self-congratulation when members have been restricted
to 2 or 3 minutes speaking on very important disability
and education legislation.
Mr HARDMAN (Seymour) — I rise to support the
motion on the Commonwealth Games. The
Commonwealth Games were a great success and many
people deserve our heartiest congratulations and thanks.
I particularly mention the Minister for Commonwealth
Games in the other place, the Honourable Justin
Madden, who did a marvellous job working with the
organising committee, the staff, the volunteers,
departments and agencies, in bringing together a vast
range of events across the whole state, making sure that
everyone felt involved and proud of being a Victorian,
an Australian and a member of the commonwealth.
Many people I know from the Seymour electorate
played key roles in areas of security, the Office of
Commonwealth Games Coordination and working and
volunteering in a variety of roles all across Melbourne
for the Commonwealth Games. The games have left a
legacy of wonderful sporting venues in Melbourne, and
they have also left a legacy in the Seymour electorate in
the form of community sculptures, a wetlands board
walk in Yea and, of course, the great skills the
volunteers have picked up. I had the pleasure of being
at Super Sunday with my family to see the Melbourne
Cricket Ground and be part of the goodwill and the
spirit, with the disabled athletes giving top-class
performances. But I will never forget the moment when
Kerryn McCann came home to win the marathon. For
the last 2 kilometres we watched on the screen her
tussle with another competitor. We watched her enter
the stadium exhausted, and with everyone standing and
willing her on, we watched her push herself to the line.
Well done to all those involved. I have never heard
people speaking in such glowing terms of Melbourne.
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At every electorate event I attend, and every time I
walk down the street, people praise the free cultural
events, the organisation, the quality of the venues, the
cleanliness of the city and the friendliness and the spirit
of Melbourne. Congratulations!
Mr STENSHOLT (Burwood) — Melbourne
2006 — what a great place to be. Marvellous
Melbourne showed itself to the world and showed off
its best to the world. The excellent event has also left a
great legacy for the future. I want to thank everybody
involved: the Premier, Minister Justin Madden in the
other place, John So, Sam Coffa and the
Commonwealth Games committee, the games
organisers and 1000 staff, the athletes and officials who
did such a marvellous job, all the performers — there
were many performers at the opening and closing
ceremonies — and the volunteers. What a great job the
volunteers did — they showed Melbourne off at its
best. There were nearly 430 volunteers from the
suburbs in my electorate. I know the member for
Bulleen would like me to name all — —
Mr Kotsiras — Name them!
Mr STENSHOLT — There were 34 from
Ashburton, 20 from Ashwood, 22 from Box Hill South,
45 from Burwood, 102 from Camberwell, 23 from
Chadstone, 106 from Glen Iris, including my good
friend Vaughan Duggan, and 75 from Surrey Hills.
They all did a marvellous job as volunteers. I also
commend the baton relay organisers and all those who
carried the baton. I thank our local councillors and
residents who got involved in the games for the many
months beforehand, with many local activities in
Boroondara, Monash and Whitehorse.
The program of adopting a second country was also a
great initiative. Boroondara adopted Tonga, and the
local Tongan community became involved in many
activities. Whitehorse adopted Sierra Leone and took
them to their hearts with local businessmen donating
clothes and gear to the team because they came from
one of the poorest countries in the world, and many of
them, as we know, have stayed on! It was a great games
and a great effort by so many people.
Ms GREEN (Yan Yean) — It is with great pleasure
that I join this motion on the success of Melbourne’s
Commonwealth Games. I personally attended the
magnificent opening and closing ceremonies and got
square eyes watching many events on television. I
gained vicarious enjoyment from the many members of
my family who attended swimming, athletics, bowls,
basketball and much more. We watched as a family the
fantastic sound and light show with the fish on our
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wonderful Yarra River. I want to pay tribute to the
many people in my electorate who took the games and
our visitors into their hearts — in particular, in the
lead-up to the games, with the City of Whittlesea
adopting the Cameroon team and the Shire of
Nillumbik adopting Canada. It was just wonderful
getting to know the Canadians in the lead-up to the
games. I pay tribute to Ross Outerbridge, the chef de
mission, and all the Canadians who spent a lot of time
in our area and passed on some knowledge. There have
been lasting friendships made.
I also pay tribute to the over 300 volunteers. There is a
great culture of volunteering in my electorate, including
Bill Pritchard, who is a volunteer with me in the
Diamond Creek fire brigade, Cr Rex Griffin, who
acquitted himself very well dancing in the closing
ceremony, June Archer from Diamond Creek, a former
neighbour of mine, and many more.
The Queens baton relay passed through my electorate
in February, and it was just wonderful to see how the
local community participated and supported the baton
relay runners. It brought tears to the eyes seeing Rita
Mercuri walking along Plenty Road in the Whittlesea
township. Rita is an amputee, but she was able to get
out of her wheelchair for the day and see all those signs
from her family along the road saying ‘Go, Rita!’. Then
there was Gary Hammond, a Commonwealth Games
silver medallist in 1982, whose career was tragically cut
short by a horrific road crash just four days after he won
the medal. Just seeing the signs of support from his
family saying ‘Go, Daddy!’ was special.
One of the youngest baton relay carriers, Andrew
Buultjens, Whittlesea’s citizen of the year, carried the
baton in Mernda, and there were many others. From
Mernda the relay travelled to Hurstbridge, where there
was a fantastic festival welcoming the baton. The first
baton relay carrier was the wonderful principal of
Hurstbridge Primary School, Margaret U’ren, who
exercised fantastic leadership of the school during the
tragic fire two years ago. She was a real hero on that
day.
Also carrying the baton in the township was Jan
Crosswhite, a local resident and a fantastic
sportswoman in her own right who has now been
appointed to an international body of women’s sport.
Not only was Jan an elite athlete herself, she has
continued to contribute throughout her life. She is the
wife of Perry Crosswhite, a member of the M2006
board and also Australian team manager and an elite
athlete himself.
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It was a wonderful event overall. I want to pay tribute
to an Australian Opals medallist, Diamond Creek
resident Katrina Hibbert, and to Dellys Starr, a
mountain bike rider, who suffered a great tragedy in the
lead-up to the event, losing her brother the month
before. I know her parents enjoyed seeing her very
much, and she performed very well. The games were
great, and I support the motion.
Mr NARDELLA (Melton) — During the seven
long, dark years of the Kennett government there were
not many things I supported. But record this for
prosperity and put it in Hansard: I want to
congratulate — —
Honourable members interjecting.
Mr NARDELLA — Are you listening? I want to
congratulate the former Premier, Mr Kennett. I want to
congratulate the Honourable Louise Asher, the then
Minister for Tourism, and all the other people
involved — I know we are all falling about here — in
the Kennett government who got these wonderful
Commonwealth Games for Melbourne, for Victoria and
for Australia.
There is more. Members can read what I have said
about Ronald L. Walker in Hansard in the past.
Members on the other side of the house have talked
about Ronald L. Walker, and hopefully they might get
some of the fundraising money by mentioning him.
Maybe I could be lucky as well. But he also needs,
along with his committee, to be congratulated on the
great role he played in putting on these games. That is
another one for the record book!
At a local level I want to thank all the volunteers who
assisted in making the games such a success. They
include people I know personally, like Ann Woolf,
Sophie Ramsay and Chris and Marion Ingram, who put
in the time and effort to be volunteers.
The baton relay went through both Melton and
Moorabool, and we were assisted by the Moorabool
council. It was terrific to see the kids, the students and
older people get involved when the baton relay came
through. I also want to congratulate the regional sports
stars who were part of the Commonwealth Games and
who made history when they competed and won for
their community, for Melbourne, for Victoria and
finally for Australia.
These Commonwealth Games were terrific. Everybody
should be congratulated on such a terrific outcome. I
support the motion before the house.
Motion agreed to.
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Remaining business postponed on motion of
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community Services).

ADJOURNMENT
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The question
is:
That the house do now adjourn.

Point Leo–Frankston-Flinders roads: safety
Mr DIXON (Nepean) — I wish to raise a matter for
the Minister for Transport regarding the intersection of
the Point Leo Road and the Frankston-Flinders Road. I
am asking the minister to fund an upgrade of that
intersection. It is a very busy intersection and is
becoming more so. Point Leo Road runs from Red Hill
to Point Leo beach, and the Frankston-Flinders Road
carries a lot of tourist traffic from Flinders along the
coast to Hastings. Both roads have a speed limit of
100 kilometres per hour. Point Leo Road as it
approaches Frankston-Flinders Road is downhill with a
steep gradient and everything arrives at a very
dangerous intersection.
The Mornington Peninsula Shire Council has submitted
the intersection for black-spot funding. Until recently
there had been four deaths at that intersection; two
weeks ago there was a fatal accident which brought the
total number of fatalities to five, not counting the
serious injuries and other trauma associated with the
accidents. Just from those figures you can see it is a
very dangerous intersection.
That recent accident has really traumatised the small
Point Leo community; it was not just the victims of the
accident but its flow-on effects. A fatal accident like
that affects the victims, the family and friends of the
victims, and the whole community of the township. A
number of locals witnessed the accident or they
attended its aftermath. Those who treated the victims of
the accident were affected, too.
A constituent of mine, Murray Turner, raised the issue
with me. He is terribly frustrated by the lack of action
on that intersection because it has been dangerous for a
long while. He is prepared to tip in $500 of his own
money and collect other money from local constituents
and businesses to improve immediately the signage at
the intersection. That is a good interim measure, but my
constituents should not have to do that. That should be
a joint partnership between the shire and VicRoads to
immediately upgrade the signage. Major construction
needs to be done at the intersection to redesign it.
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A relevant issue in the electorate at the moment is that
the local shire is trying to talk to VicRoads about
lowering the speed limit from 100 kilometres per hour
on narrow country roads down to 80 kilometres per
hour. This accident illustrates the point that it is
something that needs to be seriously looked at. I hope
the minister considers my request and upgrades that
intersection as quickly as possible.

Commonwealth Games: sporting equipment
Mr CRUTCHFIELD (South Barwon) — My issue
is for the attention of the Minister for Commonwealth
Games in another place. I would like him to consider
providing some of the Commonwealth Games athletics
equipment to the Ocean Grove Barwon Heads Little
Athletics Club. A couple of days ago I had an email
from Pam Halnon, who is a constituent and lives in
Barwon Heads. Ocean Grove is in the member for
Bellarine’s constituency but members of the combined
athletics club train in the Barwon Heads village park.
The club has trebled in size over the last four years. It is
no surprise to people who know that neck of the woods.
Both Ocean Grove and Barwon Heads have expanded
considerably, particularly in the number of residents
with young families. It is no surprise that like the
football and netball clubs, the Little Athletics club has
trebled in its numbers over four years.
As the Deputy Speaker would be well aware, the Little
Athletics clubs compete at Landy Field. While
individual clubs may be requesting equipment, and I
am not about to suggest what the minister or Athletics
Victoria should do, it may be more appropriate to
allocate this equipment on a regional basis so Little
Athletics clubs anywhere in a region can utilise it,
whether it be at a regional centre like Landy Field or in
Swan Hill, Horsham or a metropolitan area of
Melbourne.
The member for Bellarine’s young son does Little
Athletics at Landy Field, and I have a number of friends
who have competed. In fact, I was a little athlete many
years ago and competed at Olympic Park as it was then.
Unfortunately Olympic Park is no longer there and I
cannot recall my very ordinary feats there.
In my view the Commonwealth Games have done
wonders for athletics in terms of the profile they have
given the sport. You will find that many young girls
and boys will aspire to follow their individual
champions. Whether they won a gold medal or not is
completely irrelevant. Hopefully many have been
inspired to compete like Nathan Deakes and Craig
Mottram, who is from down Geelong way. There are
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those among the Barwon Heads and Ocean Grove Little
Athletics constituency who may be a future Craig
Mottram or Nathan Deakes or the female equivalent of
those athletes — a Jana Pittman, for argument’s sake,
although she is not from Geelong. In conclusion, I urge
the minister to consider this request from the Ocean
Grove Barwon Heads Little Athletics Club.

Rural North West Health: management
Mr WALSH (Swan Hill) — I raise with the
Minister for Health community concerns about Rural
North West Health’s Warracknabeal campus. The
Warracknabeal community is deeply committed to its
health service and there has been an extraordinarily
high level of debate, discussion and angst in the three
years since the Warracknabeal Herald led with
‘Hospital outlines strategies to tackle financial deficit’
in February 2003, followed by a Wimmera Mail-Times
headline of ‘Health board faces the axe’ in April 2003.
As this house would be aware, Rural North West
Health has been without a board of management since
2003, and Ken Taylor has been managing the health
service as the sole director since that time.
Two weeks ago I hosted the Leader of The Nationals in
Warracknabeal as part of his visit to the Swan Hill
electorate. We were able to inspect and assess first hand
the vital need for the redevelopment of these facilities.
We also met with a group of community members who
explained their concerns about management and
staffing issues at the hospital and the processes
involved in assessing residents at Landt Hostel and
decisions about whether they needed to be relocated to
the nursing home. We detected a persistent fear that
there is still an agenda to merge Rural North West
Health with Wimmera Health.
In relation to yesterday’s ministerial media release
about the appointment of a new board for Rural North
West Health, I commend the minister for the calibre
and the quality of the people she has appointed to the
board. I am impressed with her adherence to the Axten
recommendation that the majority of board members
should be local, supplemented by people with medical
and financial expertise. On behalf of the Warracknabeal
community I ask for the minister’s vigilant scrutiny in
ensuring the full independence of the board as it
reviews and implements governance issues into the
future, especially in relation to the management team of
Ken Taylor and Lee Vause. I seek a reiteration of her
firm commitment to the community that Rural North
West Health will be maintained as a stand-alone health
service into the future.
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Chronic fatigue syndrome/myalgic
encephalomyelitis: clinical review
Mr ROBINSON (Mitcham) — I want to raise an
issue this evening for the attention of the Minister for
Health. It concerns the plight of sufferers of chronic
fatigue syndrome/myalgic encephalomyelitis
(CFS/ME). I am seeking from the minister her
agreement to have her department undertake a clinical
review of some guidelines which have been developed
in Canada and are designed to assist GPs in diagnosing
and treating CFS/ME. I am indebted to a Blackburn
resident, Mr Jim Chambers, for raising my awareness
of the debilitating impact of CFS/ME. He has a son
who has been living through what can be described
only as hell on earth for the last several years as his
body has been wracked by CFS/ME. I am aware from
him and from meeting other people of the tremendous
toll this illness takes.
I will give members some background information on
the disease. It has been formally classified by the World
Health Organisation as a neurological disorder in the
international classification of diseases since 1969. US
Centres for Disease Control research has found that
chronic fatigue syndrome patients are more sick and
have far greater consequent disability than patients with
chronic obstructive lung disease, cardiac disease,
osteoarthritis and depression, that some $9.1 billion in
earnings are lost annually in the United States due to
disability caused by CFS/ME and that fewer than
16 per cent of sufferers in the general population are
diagnosed and treated for CFS/ME.
It is important to understand that little is known about
CFS/ME. It is more or less a condition which is
recognised only by virtue of its not being able to be
classified in a much broader range of known conditions
after a protracted period of time. It is a perplexing issue,
and it is important that in Victoria we take note of
developments elsewhere in the world. There are some
guidelines that I think are being circulated in South
Australia for the benefit of general practitioners, but the
Canadian guidelines are probably the best going around.
They certainly have improved the ability of general
practitioners in that country to diagnose and treat
sufferers. The guidelines are contained in a document
that I will make available to the minister entitled Myalgic
Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome: A
Clinical Case Definition and Guidelines for Medical
Practitioners — An Overview of the Canadian
Consensus Document.
I think it would be in the interests of the many thousands
of Victorians who suffer from this terrible disease if we
could have this assessment done as soon as possible.
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Taxis: multipurpose program
Mr KOTSIRAS (Bulleen) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Minister for Transport. I ask the
minister to review and overturn the harsh decision by
the manager of the multipurpose taxi program not to
admit a constituent of mine into the program. Her
reference number is 1E-458222. In a letter responding
to this constituent’s application the Department of
Infrastructure said:
The program is designed to assist people with a permanent
disability which severely impairs their mobility, including the
ability to independently access public transport.
As your medical condition was described by your medical
practitioner as being moderate in nature, you do not qualify
for admittance to the program.
If your doctor is of the opinion that there is further medical
information which should be considered, I would be pleased
to review your application.

Brenda, my constituent’s daughter, wrote to me, and in
her email she said:
Mum is classed as ‘moderate’ Alzheimer’s. The doctor can’t
lie and say it is ‘severe’ … However the fact remains she
cannot leave the house on her own by public transport or
anything else. We can’t even leave her in the shops. Her GP
thinks she is severely affected but her Alzheimer’s is not
severe.
The receptionists in the doctor’s surgery have seen her in
action. She has not gone anywhere on her own except for
little walks in the street for the last two years. When she was
driving her car she didn’t use public transport.
That is the loophole they escape through. They assess people
on the basis of their disease category and not their degree of
functionality.

Brenda went on to say:
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Leadway Marketing Group: recruitment
process
Ms MUNT (Mordialloc) — The matter I raise today
is for the attention and action of the Minister for
Consumer Affairs in the other place. I have been
contacted by Ms Amira Ghatas concerning her
experiences on 6 March. She writes:
On Monday, 6 March 2006, I had a job interview with
Leadway marketing group at 501 Latrobe Street, Melbourne.
My interview was for 8.30 a.m.
I arrived at 8.10 a.m. and was asked to go straight in to the
interview. The interview consisted of information regarding
the companies and charity groups that Leadway represent. It
was explained to me that the interview is divided into three
parts.
Part 1, the initial interview …
… field experience …
… depending on the representatives’ report
recommendation … for a final interview …
I was introduced to a young lady and was told that I would be
spending a couple of hours with her so that she can report
back to the manager about my performance …
I then left the building with the rep. We walked a couple of
blocks. Then she mentioned that there was a car waiting to
take us to our destination. In the car there were two other reps,
a young lady and a male driver … I finally realised that we
were on a freeway and asked where exactly we were heading.
I was told that for the whole week field work was at
Geelong …
When we arrived at Geelong, we were dropped off at a
shopping strip where they had to try and change small
business owners over to a new electricity provider. I found a
public phone and called my mum … letting her know —

where she was —

My mother qualifies on all these criteria but because her
disease as yet is diagnosed on memory tests as moderate, this
is a walking obscenity …

After approximately an hour I mentioned to the rep that I
have to start heading back to Melbourne … to start work at
12.00 p.m. …

She asked that I request the minister to review her case
and overturn the decision taken by the department.

I also mentioned that I didn’t have enough money for a trip
home as I was not prepared for the day …

While I appreciate and agree that there have to be
guidelines and criteria, I think each application should
be handled on a case-by-case basis. Each person is
different, and unless you do that then some people will
be disadvantaged. I urge the minister to review this
lady’s case and to admit her into the multipurpose taxi
program because without this assistance she will be
unable to participate fully in our society.

The rep:
gave me enough for a ticket home.
When the driver arrived to pick us up he dropped the two
female reps at another strip of shops and continued to take me
to the Geelong North train station.
There was no-one at the station, only parked trucks. I finally
found a cleaner at the station and asked him about the time
when the next train was due and where I could buy a ticket.
He told me it was 12.20 p.m., the next V/Line was due at
1.33 p.m., and I could buy a ticket on the train. I could not
find a public phone so I had no way of letting anyone know
that I was safe and on my way home …
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This was a very scary experience for me.

I believe that the company has acted inappropriately
and placed this young woman at considerable risk and
caused her considerable distress — she had no idea she
was to be taken to Geelong. Then to leave her by
herself on Geelong North train station was just plain
wrong. I would appreciate the minister making
investigations on Ms Ghatas’s behalf to ensure that
other young people are not placed in the same position
by this company.

Seal Rocks Sea Life Centre: building report
Mr SMITH (Bass) — I wish to raise a matter for
the Minister for WorkCover and the TAC in another
place in regard to serious breaches of the Occupational
Health and Safety Act 2004 under section 21(1),
headed ‘Duties of employers to employees’; under
section 22(1)(b), headed ‘Duties of employers to
monitor health and conditions etc.’; under
sections 23(1) and 23(2), headed ‘Duties of employers
to other persons’; and under sections 26(1) and 26(2),
headed ‘Duties of persons who manage or control
workplaces’.
This matter relates to the dangerous condition of the
Seal Rocks Sea Life Centre at Point Grant, Phillip
Island. I am asking for a full and open investigation
and, if found substantiated, the laying of criminal
charges against the responsible minister and the
department secretary on the grounds that they ignored
the various reports commissioned by the government
and allowed employees and the general public to be
placed in a position where they may have been
seriously injured or killed.
As soon as they became aware of the various reports
that had been leaked to me the Minister for
Environment and the department secretary had a duty
of care to close not just the facility but also the site, as
recommended in the reports. The minister admitted that
he was aware of the safety issues when, in answer to a
question from me yesterday, 29 March, he said in part:
The works have been undertaken at Seal Rocks to make it
safe …

And further:
We have completed works to make that building safe.

In answer to a further question, also asked yesterday, he
said in part:
The government has had to make the buildings safe …

The various reports of respected consultants had been
prepared over 2003 and 2004, so the government has
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known of the dangerous condition of the building for at
least two years and has failed to act until the past couple
of months. A report says in part, under
‘Recommendations’:
Immediate actions
… to the best of our knowledge at this time there is a
significant level of deficiency in the structural adequacy of
major parts of the roof of this building when subject to wind
load events …
It is recommended that:
A management plan be implemented which (a) will
ensure closure of the building to the public and staff
during high winds and (b) which will ensure that no
significant —

loads are placed on the roof. It goes on to say:
The concern here is that a number of structural and
cladding elements for this building are prone to
significant movement under wind loads and as such the
adequacy of the fixings may be compromised.
No opportunity for the public or staff to use the building
for shelter purposes (either inside or outside the
building) during storm events …

I have also tried over the period since early 2005 to
obtain a copy of this report but have been denied access
by the department, and finally I was denied access by
the department head, Professor Lyndsay Neilson. I have
since taken the matter to the Victorian Civil and
Administrative Tribunal and await its response. The
government has fought access to this report tooth and
nail at taxpayers’ expense — and no wonder. This
report is damning in its findings and it damns the
government for its inaction in rectifying the building’s
dangerous conditions.

Disability services: government initiatives
Mr LANGUILLER (Derrimut) — The matter I
wish to raise is for the attention of the Minister for
Community Services. I ask the minister to take action
to consult and to work with the disability sector on the
implementation of recent reforms to disability services
provision. In saying this, and in asking for this action
from the minister, I wish to place on record my
appreciation of the opportunities the minister and the
government have given me in the last few years as chair
of the legislative review committee. I extend my
appreciation to the many colleagues with whom I have
worked in reviewing that legislation and recognise the
enormous contributions made in the process.
I have also acted and currently act as chair of the
Futures for Young Adults group, and again I wish to
extend my appreciation to the many people with whom
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I work whose partnership has ensured that this
government is in a position to bring about outcomes for
people with intellectual disabilities. In addition to that I
am currently the chair of the industry development plan
project reference group, which is concurrently and
similarly bringing about significant reforms to the
disability sector and for people with disabilities in the
state of Victoria.

are now even more expensive than purchasing the land.
In the last five years government-related charges have
increased by $54 000 in Melbourne, which equates to a
rise of 150 per cent, much more than an average
income. This is an impossible and unviable situation.
With the report indicating that costs will add between
$360 and $1445 per month in mortgage payments, it is
disaster for prospective home buyers.

I am very proud of the reforms this government has
brought about and I wish to take this opportunity to
commend the extraordinary stewardship of this
government and the minister in this area of disabilities.
They are significant reforms which I am sure will pass
the test of time and the reforms this sector has
experienced over the last 20 years.

I call on the government to rethink its policies on
infrastructure funding and development levies and
change the way it deals with land supply programs and
indeed deals with the costs associated with compliance.
If the government does not act now to reverse the
situation, the dream of new home ownership will be
further out of reach for a generation of Australians,
solely because of the inability of state and local
governments to properly assess the cost of the
increasing regulatory burden they place on people.
They do not give the building industry the opportunity
to offer cheaper, more effective and non-regulatory
means of meeting public policy objectives.

Housing: affordability
Mr PERTON (Doncaster) — I raise a matter for the
attention of the Premier, and that issue is the dramatic
impact of increased government charges on housing
affordability. The action I ask of the Premier is to
instigate an inquiry similar to the regulatory task force
convened by the federal government.
Generations of Australians have taken pride in home
ownership. This was recognised by Sir Robert Menzies
in his famous 1942 speech The Forgotten People,
which outlined his philosophies and those of the
nascent Liberal Party when he said:
The home is the foundation of sanity and sobriety; it is the
indispensable condition of continuity; its health determines
the health of society as a whole.
The material home represents the concrete expression of the
habits of frugality and saving ‘for a home of our own’.
National patriotism, in other words, inevitably springs from
the instinct to defend and preserve our own homes.

This dream of the quarter acre is fundamental to the
Australian psyche, yet here in Victoria it is under
serious threat. New research by the Residential
Development Council has found that housing
affordability is no longer based solely on consumer
confidence, interest rates and the concept of supply and
demand. Government costs now average a massive
25 per cent of new housing prices. A raft of
government-related charges, such as state infrastructure
levies, developer charges, local government fees and
compliance costs have increased dramatically and now
account for up to one-third of the price of a new
housing project.
Government taxes are now the second largest cost
associated with developing a new housing project and

I ask the Premier: why should this generation of
Australian new home buyers be penalised so severely
because of an inefficient and unnecessary government
regulation and compliance burden? What is the
government going to do about fixing this problem of
affordability to ensure that our children and our
grandchildren are able to have the most basic of
Australian democratic rights — that is, their own
home?

Cycling: Upfield shared pathway
Ms CAMPBELL (Pascoe Vale) — I raise a matter
for the attention of the Minister for Transport. The
action I seek is for him to ensure that VicRoads
seriously examines the Moreland City Council bid for
$600 000 in funding for the completion of the work on
the Upfield shared pathway north of Boundary Road to
Box Forest Road.
Today I was informed by Moreland City Council that it
has finalised its three important components of this
project — firstly, its survey of land between Boundary
Road and Box Forest Road; secondly, agreement with
the Fawkner Crematorium Memorial Trust; and thirdly,
all relevant information has been lodged with VicRoads
and Connex. Moreland council is ready to finalise this
section in the forthcoming financial year, and I want to
place on the public record congratulations to Nicholas
Elliot and Peter Brown, who have done a marvellous
job of pulling this project together. Patronage of the
Upfield shared pathway has increased dramatically over
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the last five years. Support from people on the council
has been indeed profound, and again I thank them.
With the government’s emphasis on non-vehicular
transport, cycling is a great alternative. It is healthy,
energy efficient and great for the environment. Any and
every effort to remove cyclists from Sydney Road will
only increase the number of cyclists on the pathway and
risks to safety. I thank those who provided supportive
letters for this project. I particularly want to mention the
Coburg Bicycle Users Group, including Laurie
Burchell, its founder, and members Ken McLeod, John
Pilla and Joe Zerillo. I also thank the Preston Bicycle
Users, particularly Richard Purcell, and the wonderful
Brunswick Bicycle Users Group.
I place on record my appreciation to Scott McKenzie;
Anthony Riddell; Russell Edis; Bruce McGregor;
Virginia Gough; Michelle Bennett; Frank Kinnersley;
Frans Timmerman; Justine Berndt; Anna Cavaleri;
Graeme Cross; Kelly Heffer; Ross Millward; Peter
Coombs; John Uscinski; Anna Strempel, the convenor
of the Brunswick Bicycle Users Group; Dan Price;
Fraser Brindley; Kelly Wickham, for her great role at
Sustainability Victoria; Anitra Nelson; Heather Gibbs;
Kelvin Thomson, our great local federal MP; Adrian
Cram; Chris Bydder; and Helen Jackson, the principal
of Pascoe Vale Girls Secondary College.
Moreland is providing the power, and I ask that
VicRoads and the minister provide the necessary
support and seriously examine this wonderful project,
because we are really looking forward to increasing the
number of cyclists in Moreland.

Responses
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — The member for Derrimut has asked me
about the implementation of the Disability Bill, which
we passed perhaps no more than an hour ago. He has
rightly pointed out that consultation has been a feature
of developing this bill and we have worked at that over
three years. I wish to assure him that consultation will
be a feature of the implementation as well.
One of the things we did in developing the bill was to
establish a legislation reference group, which included
28 people from right across the sector who worked with
us every moment along the way and have supported
this legislation and understood its details and issues. I
would like to place on record my congratulations and
thankyous to the member for Derrimut. He led the task
force and was at nearly every one of the forums. He
followed the debates and the issues with great skill and
dealt with the relationships with great diplomacy. He
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has passion and energy for the field, and he did a great
job. I thought his speech in the Parliament yesterday
was one of the best I have heard.
I also want to place on record my thanks to my adviser,
Ian Parsons, who has followed the issues and whose
understanding of them is unparalleled. I thank him for
his wise advice and for his great commitment to the
field. Two people to single out from the department are
Arthur Rogers, executive director of disability services,
and Carnal Bennam, who headed up the legislative
team. They did a great job and worked on this for many
years, as I have said.
This is a significant reform. The Disability Bill sets new
directions. It is about seeing people with disabilities as
citizens of the community and opening up new options
for them and their families. It does not just see them as
clients of a few limited services, but sees a whole new
range of choices opening up. It is also about
recognising that the whole of government has
responsibility to people with disabilities. The whole of
the community has a responsibility to support people
with disabilities. That is why we have put in place
disability action plans for government departments,
statutory authorities and local governments. That is also
why we have followed the state disability plan, with its
emphasis on the whole-of-government,
whole-of-community approach.
This means that service systems have to be more
outward looking, focusing not just on the person but
also on how they take their place in the community.
There will have to be more flexibility in how services
are planned and delivered. All of that means we had to
put in stronger accountability, greater protection and
greater safeguards. We have done that comprehensively
throughout the legislation as well, including new
features such as the disability services commissioner,
who will report to Parliament in an independent
capacity. This is a great way to strengthen the rights of
and protections for people with a disability.
The bill takes us in some new directions. Of course
there will be some apprehension about that, so the
implementation will need to be done as carefully and
consultatively as the development of the bill was done.
We can reassure disability services that it is about
increasing the accountability of government — and
other service providers as well — not diminishing it. It
is about increasing choices, not limiting them.
We have had strong support from most of the sector.
My colleagues were able to quote letters from various
groups, including the Victorian Advocacy League for
Individuals with Disability; Action for Community
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Living; the public advocate, Julian Gardner; the Health
and Community Services Union; the chair of the
Disability Advisory Council of Victoria, Dr Rhonda
Galbally; the Victorian Coalition of ABI Service
Providers; and, of course, from Leadership Plus. So it
has received very strong support. Most of these people
or groups also inquired about how we will implement
this legislation. There has been some nervousness about
some issues, but as we develop the policies, practices
and guidelines around these initiatives, I am sure that a
lot of that nervousness will disappear.
We are very proud of this legislation. We think it takes
us in new directions that will significantly change life
for people with disabilities, their carers and families
and, of course, for us in the community. We will be
implementing it very carefully.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The minister,
to respond to matters raised for the Minister for
Transport by the members for Nepean, Pascoe Vale and
Bulleen; for the Minister for Sport and Recreation in
the other place by the member for South Barwon; for
the Minister for Health by the members for Swan Hill
and Mitcham; for the Minister for Consumer Affairs in
another place by the member for Mordialloc; for the
Minister for WorkCover and the TAC in the other place
by the member for Bass; and for the Premier by the
member for Doncaster.
Ms GARBUTT (Minister for Community
Services) — I will undertake to raise these matters with
the relevant ministers and seek a response.
The DEPUTY SPEAKER — Order! The house
now stands adjourned.
House adjourned 6.07 p.m.
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Answers to the following questions on notice were circulated on the date shown.
Questions have been incorporated from the notice paper of the Legislative Assembly.
Answers have been incorporated in the form supplied by the departments on behalf of the appropriate ministers.
The portfolio of the minister answering the question on notice starts each heading.
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Police and emergency services: Beach Road, Beaumaris, speed camera fines
385.

Mr THOMPSON to ask the Minister for Police and Emergency Services with reference to speed
cameras operational in 2002–2003 which resulted in 2657 fines being issued following 195.77 hours of
operation and raising $403 864 — what were the comparable number of fines, hours of speed camera
operation and dollars raised in the same location for each of 1999–2000, 2000–2001 and 2001–2002.

ANSWER:
In 1999–2000, during 129.4 hours of operation, there were 1995 infringements at a value of $261 420. In 2000–2001,
during 76.3 hours of operation, there were 968 infringements at a value of $111 040. In 2001–2002, during 260 hours
of operation, there were 2247 infringements at a value of $304 290.

Police and emergency services: Bluff Road, Hampton, speed camera fines
386.

Mr THOMPSON to ask the Minister for Police and Emergency Services with reference to speed
cameras operational in 2002–2003 which resulted in 2522 fines being issued following 134.94 hours of
operation and raising $383 344 — what were the comparable number of fines, hours of speed camera
operation and dollars raised in the same location for each of 1999–2000, 2000–2001 and 2001–2002.

ANSWER:
In 1999–2000 there were zero hours of operation, therefore the value of fines issued was zero. In 2000–2001 during
260.9 hours of operation, there were 2037 infringements at a value of $233 825. In 2001–2002, during 107.3 hours
of operation, there were 836 infringements at a value of $113 810.

State and regional development: Victorian industry participation policy
638.

Ms ASHER to ask the Minister for State and Regional Development with reference to the Victorian
Industry Participation Policy report for 2003–04 tabled on 30 November 2004 — further to ‘Table 1:
Application of the VIPP since inception’ on page three —
(1)

What were each of the —
(a) 25 new projects that VIPP was applied to in 2001;
(b) 46 new projects that VIPP was applied to in 2001–02;
(c) 56 new projects that VIPP was applied to in 2002–03;
(d) 99 new projects that VIPP was applied to in 2003–04.

(2)

How many jobs were created from each of the —
(a) 25 new projects that VIPP was applied to in 2001;
(b) 46 new projects that VIPP was applied to in 2001–02;
(c) 56 new projects that VIPP was applied to in 2002–03;
(d) 99 new projects that VIPP was applied to in 2003–04.
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ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
This matter is not part of my Ministerial responsibility.

State and regional development: Victorian industry participation policy
639.

Ms ASHER to ask the Minister for State and Regional Development with reference to the Victorian
Industry Participation Policy 2003–04 report to Parliament — further to point 3f on page five —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Why did VIPP not apply to 23 projects.
How many projects had VIPP partially applied to and why.
How many projects had VIPP incorrectly applied.
Which projects had VIPP incorrectly applied.
Why did some projects have VIPP incorrectly applied.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
This matter is not part of my Ministerial responsibility.

Education services: ministerial trips
829(b).

Mr PERTON to ask the Minister for Education Services —
What overseas and interstate trips on ministerial business has the Minister undertaken since
16 September 2003 and what were the purposes of each such trip.

ANSWER:
Between 16 September 2003 and 11 August 2005, as Minister for Education Services I undertook the following
interstate trips:
– 7 May 2004 — Sydney — Future Summit 2004, Creating a Better World, where I was a speaker, and
– 12 July 2005 — Brisbane — a meeting with the Queensland Minister for Education and the Arts regarding the
State Government Resources program.

Innovation: consultancies
961(b).

Mr KOTSIRAS to ask the Minister for Innovation —
With reference to the Department and each agency and authority within the Minister’s administration —
what are the details of each consultancy commissioned since 1 January 2005, indicating —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Date.
Cost.
Purpose.
Name and address of consultant.
Recommendations made.
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Action taken in response to any recommendations.
Whether tenders were called.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
Details of consultancies over $100 000 are provided in the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional
Development’s Annual Report. The Government cannot justify diversion of the Department’s time and resources
required to provide the level of detail requested with respect to consultancies under $100 000.

Innovation: advertising
962(b).

Mr KOTSIRAS to ask the Minister for Innovation —
With reference to the Department and each agency and authority within the Minister’s administration —
what are the details of all advertising campaigns indicating the purpose and total costs of each campaign
since 1 January 2005.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
This is one of a number of questions seeking information with respect to advertising campaigns across Government
agencies and authorities.
The Government cannot justify diversion of the Department’s time and resources required to gather this
information and answer these questions.

Innovation: publications
963(a).

Mr KOTSIRAS to ask the Minister for Innovation —
What are the details of all publications produced by the Department since 1 January 2005 to date,
indicating —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Title.
Date of issue or distribution.
Cost of production.
Number printed.
Name of printer.
Details of distribution, including numbers and cost.
Purpose of production.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
This information forms part of the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development’s Annual Report
as additional information available on request. A list of publications is attached.
Details of DIIRD Publications
The Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development publications listed below are available for
distribution to clients.
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Publication
Child Employment General Information
Child Employment — Police Checks
Work and Family Balance
Workplace Excellence Awards
Common Rule Awards
Long Service Leave Provisions Discussion Paper
Quality Part-Time Work Report: Working Better for Everyone
Report to Inquiry-Owner Drivers and Forestry Contractors
Outworker information brochures (five separate brochures targeted at specific
stakeholders — general, manufacturers and contractors, outworkers, retailers, and
government agencies. The brochures for outworkers and manufacturers and contractors
are also available in Vietnamese, Chinese, Cambodian, Turkish, Korean, Laotian,
Arabic, Filipino, Greek, Bosnian and Thai).
Opening Doors to Export
Opening Doors to Export–Export Access China
Opening Doors to Export–Export Access America
Opening Doors to Export — First Step Exporter
Regional Revival — Shared Growth: Regional Infrastructure Development Fund
Regional Development Victoria Annual Report 2004/05
Jobs for Victorians Victorian Industry Participation Policy
Export Discussion Paper
Opening Doors to Export Plan
The Long Goodbye
State of Design Initiative
Risk and Reward Issue 14
Risk and Reward Issue 15
Risk and Reward Issue 16
Risk and Reward Issue 17
VEN
2005 Biotechnology Entrepreneur Program
RMIT Business Lecture Series Invitation
Risk and Reward Issue 18
Victorian Biotechnology Directory 2004/05
Biotechnology Strategic Development Plan for Victoria 2004
Victorian Biotechnology Industry report
Teacher Resource Kit for the Careers in Manufacturing strategy.
Defence Industry Capability
Aerospace Industry Capability
Victoria’s Naval Shipbuilding Capability
The Marine Manufacturing Industry
Professional and technical Services
Invest Victoria Flagship Brochure
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Type
Booklet
Brochure
Brochure
Brochure
Brochure
Brochure
Brochure
Brochures

Brochure
Brochure
Brochure
Flyer
Brochure
Report
Brochure
Booklet
Plan
Brochure
Brochure
Newsletter
Newsletter
Newsletter
Newsletter
Newsletter
Flyer
Brochure
Newsletter
CD-ROM &
booklet
Booklet
Booklet
Brochure
Brochure
Brochure
Brochure
Newsletter
Brochure
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Publication
Invest Victoria Sector Brochure — Automotive
Invest Victoria Sector Brochure — Aerospace
Invest Victoria Sector Brochure — Biotechnology
Invest Victoria Sector Brochure — Financial Service
Invest Victoria Sector Brochure — Food
Invest Victoria Sector Brochure — Service Centres
Invest Victoria Sector Brochure — ICT
Invest Victoria Postcard — Melbourne livable city
Invest Victoria Postcard — Access America program
Export Awards
DIIRD Annual Report 2004/05
RMIT Business Lecture Series Invitation–postcard
RMIT Business Lecture Series Invitation
Biotechnology e-bulletins (
One Biotechnology promotional BIO2005
Victorian Biotechnology Directory
Parkville Precinct Strategic Plan project in 2004/05
Infrastructure Grants Program 2005 (Round 3)
Infrastructure Grants Program outcomes Round One
Victoria Prize and Fellowships 2004
Call for Victoria Prize and Fellowships 2005 Applications
Call for Premier’s Award for Medical Research 2005 Applications
Premier’s Award for Medical Research
Australian Synchrotron: a Brighter Future
The State of Design: a snapshot
Koori Business Network
Under New Management (Winter Edition)
Small Business Newsletter
Track A Project — Making E-business your business
Better Business Access Leaflet
Small Business Counselling Leaflet
Better Business Access Leaflet
Starting a Business Booklet
Showcasing Small Business — Winter Newsletter
Small Business Counselling DL
Small Business Now Has a Big Voice 2nd edition
Grow Your Business
Under New Management Brochure
Under New Management Info Sheets — Buying a Small Business
Under New Management Info Sheets — Buying a Franchise
Under New Management Info Sheets — Selecting a Retail Location for Small Business
Under New Management Info Sheets — Signing a Retail Lease
Under New Management Info Sheets — Retail Leading in Shopping Centres
Under New Management Info Sheets — Selling a Small Business
Under New Management Info Sheets — Valuing a Small Business
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Type
Brochures

Booklet/flyer
Report
Postcard
Brochure
Newsletter
Brochure
CD-ROM
E-bulletins
Booklet
Brochure
Booklet
Flyer
Flyer
Booklet
CD-ROM
Booklet
Newsletter
Brochure
Newsletter
Brochure
Leaflet
Leaflet
Leaflet
Booklet
Newsletter
Leaflet
Brochure
Brochure
Brochure
Booklet
Booklet
Booklet
Booklet
Booklet
Booklet
Booklet
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Publication
State of Working Victoria Series: Report 1: The Challenge of Balancing Work and
Family Responsibilities
State of Working Victoria Series: Report 2: The Low-Paid in Victoria
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Type
Online research
paper
Online research
paper

Innovation: employment
964.

Mr KOTSIRAS to ask the Minister for Innovation to advise how many full-time equivalent, part-time
staff and casual staff are employed in each of the following areas —
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Business Development.
Business Support.
Economic Policy and Planning.
Invest Victoria.
Innovation Economy Advisory Board.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
I refer to Honourable Member to page 130 of the Department of Innovation, Industry and Regional Development
2004/05 Annual Report.

Employment and youth affairs: youth participation and access program
966.

Mr KOTSIRAS to ask the Minister for Employment and Youth Affairs — what is the total amount of
money that has been allocated as part of the Youth Participation and Access Program in 2005 and 2006.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
$4.1 million has been allocated to the Youth Participation and Access Program for the 2005–06 financial year.

Tourism: Commonwealth Games tickets
968.

Mr DIXON to ask the Minister for Tourism — as at 1 November 2005, how many Commonwealth
Games tickets have been sold to —
(1)
(2)
(3)

Overseas tourists.
Interstate tourists.
Visiting athletes’ families and friends.

ANSWER:
I am informed as follows:
The sale of Commonwealth Games tickets is not part of my Tourism portfolio responsibilities. This matter should
be directed to the Minister for Commonwealth Games.
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Health: illicit drug terminology
1005.

Mr THOMPSON to ask the Minister for Health with reference to the VicHealth web site where
extensive use is made of the expression ‘recreational drugs’ — is the expression ‘recreational drugs’,
which refers to illegal drugs in a recreational setting, a description which the Minister supports; if not,
what steps is the Minister taking to review such references from Government publications.

ANSWER:
I am informed that:
– It is possible that Mr Thompson is referring to the Victorian Government Drug Information Website
www.health.vic.gov.au/drugs where there are some references (although not extensive) to the term ‘recreational
drugs’.
– There has been much debate regarding the continued use of terms such as ‘recreational drugs’ and ‘party drugs’
which some believe glamorise drug use.
– The term ‘recreational drugs’ is widely used by researchers and professionals and refers to the ‘recreational
settings’ in which drugs such as amphetamines, ecstasy and GHB are used and does not in any way condone
drug use.
– The Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee (DCPC) Inquiry into Amphetamine and Party Drug Use in
Victoria (Final Report May 2004) investigated the appropriateness of terminology commonly used to describe
some patterns of drug use (such as ‘recreational drugs’) although they did not make any recommendations
regarding a review of this practice.
– The issue is not about the terminology but the ‘practice’ of using illicit drugs itself and the importance of
understanding the social context in which they are used.
– To find solutions to these problems it is necessary to use language and the terms the users are familiar with in an
endeavour to engage them.
– The Government will continue to monitor the use of this term and the settings in which it is used.
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Medical practitioners: training places, 760

HOLDING, Mr (Lyndhurst) (Minister for Police and Emergency
Services and Minister for Corrections)
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 660
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: security, 543
Minister for Police and Emergency Services: conduct, 543
Police: corruption and organised crime, 762

HARKNESS, Dr (Frankston)
Adjournment
Industrial relations: WorkChoices, 605
Bills
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 573

HONEYWOOD, Mr (Warrandyte)
Bills
Education and Training Reform Bill, 595
Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill, 739
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 792
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HOWARD, Mr (Ballarat East)
Bills
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 576
Education and Training Reform Bill, 769
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 784
Matter of public importance
Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians, 628
Members statements
Rail: Ballarat line, 556

Petitions
Water: fluoridation, 612

JENKINS, Mr (Morwell)
Bills
Disability Bill, 705
Education and Training Reform Bill, 768
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 787
Members statements
Industrial relations: WorkChoices, 613

HUDSON, Mr (Bentleigh)

KOSKY, Ms (Altona) (Minister for Education and Training)

Bills

Bills

Disability Bill, 780
Members statements
East Timor: Commission for Reception, Truth and Reconciliation
report, 725

HULLS, Mr (Niddrie) (Attorney-General, Minister for Industrial
Relations and Minister for Planning)
Questions without notice
Planning: rural zones, 764

INGRAM, Mr (Gippsland East)
Bills
Education and Training Reform Bill, 754
Business of the house
Program, 552
Questions without notice
Snowy Hydro Ltd: sale, 653
Rulings, 569, 571

JASPER, Mr (Murray Valley)
Adjournment

Education and Training Reform Bill, 744, 772
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: volunteers, 654

KOTSIRAS, Mr (Bulleen)
Adjournment
Taxis: multipurpose program, 799
Bills
Disability Bill, 778
Education and Training Reform Bill, 598
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 663
Matter of public importance
Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians, 629
Members statements
Templestowe Road: upgrade, 614
Statements on reports
Education and Training Committee: promotion of mathematics and
science education, 639

LANGDON, Mr (Ivanhoe)
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 678

Water: fluoridation, 715
Bills
Education and Training Reform Bill, 749
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 675
Members statements
Tarrawingee Primary School: site, 613
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Members statements
Jim Killender, 614
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LANGUILLER, Mr (Derrimut)
Adjournment
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Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: cultural events, 651

Disability services: government initiatives, 800
Bills
Disability Bill, 698
Members statements
Hogar Espanol International Festival Day, 618

LOCKWOOD, Mr (Bayswater)
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 792
Members statements
Bayswater electorate: netball, 728

LEIGHTON, Mr (Preston)

LONEY, Mr (Lara) (See also DEPUTY SPEAKER, The)

Bills

Bills

Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 578
Members statements
Preston: Creating Better Places program, 616

Education and Training Reform Bill, 756
Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill, 742
Members statements
Nathan Deakes, 613
Petitions

LIM, Mr (Clayton)
Adjournment
AGL: privacy breach, 716
Bills
Disability Bill, 779
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 576
Members statements
Victorian Volunteer Small Grants program: funding, 553
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: volunteers, 540

Education: home-schooling, 546
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: benefits, 544
Statements on reports
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee: strategies to reduce
harmful alcohol consumption, 642

McINTOSH, Mr (Kew)
Bills
Education and Training Reform Bill, 757
Interpretation of Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 580
Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill, 733

LINDELL, Ms (Carrum)

Commonwealth Games: achievements, 789

Bills

Members statements

Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill, 743

Bakery Hill Distillery, 724

Members statements
Commonwealth Games: Cleanevent, 559

McTAGGART, Ms (Evelyn)
Bills

LOBATO, Ms (Gembrook)

Disability Bill, 711

Commonwealth Games: achievements, 791

Commonwealth Games: achievements, 674

Matter of public importance

Members statements

Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians, 631
Members statements
Pharmaceutical industry: children’s health, 559

Yarra Ranges Health: community advisory group, 731
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 539
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MARSHALL, Ms (Forest Hill)
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 671
Members statements
Eight-Hour Day: 150th anniversary, 615
Rotary Club of Mont Albert and Surrey Hills, 724
Vermont Primary School: Commonwealth Games, 724
Petitions
Housing: loan schemes, 723
Retirement villages: residents rights, 611
Questions without notice
Medical practitioners: training places, 761

ASSEMBLY
Questions without notice
Planning: rural zones, 764

MILDENHALL, Mr (Footscray)
Adjournment
Maribyrnong College: sports programs, 606
Bills
Interpretation of Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 583
Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill, 738
Members statements
Commonwealth Games: cultural events, 555

MAUGHAN, Mr (Rodney)

MORAND, Ms (Mount Waverley)

Bills

Adjournment

Disability Bill, 689
Education and Training Reform Bill, 590
Business of the house
Program, 550
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 794
Members statements
Kangaroos: control, 725

MAXFIELD, Mr (Narracan)
Bills
Disability Bill, 708
Education and Training Reform Bill, 752

Environment: Mount Waverley wetland, 719
Bills
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 570
Members statements
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 554

MULDER, Mr (Polwarth)
Adjournment
Port of Melbourne: Footscray wharf, 607
Bills
Education and Training Reform Bill, 755

Commonwealth Games: achievements, 669

Commonwealth Games: achievements, 671

Members statements

Members statements

Industrial relations: WorkChoices, 727
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: youth, 652

Rail: regional links, 614
Points of order, 542
Questions without notice
Rail: regional links, 541

MERLINO, Mr (Monbulk)
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 793

MUNT, Ms (Mordialloc)

Members statements

Adjournment

Kalorama Park, 557
Selby Primary School: signage, 558
Petitions
Education: home-schooling, 611
Schools: religious instruction, 546, 612

Leadway Marketing Group: recruitment process, 799
Bills
Education and Training Reform Bill, 745
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Members statements
Cheltenham Secondary College: student leaders, 728

NAPTHINE, Dr (South-West Coast)
Adjournment
Port of Portland: finger berths, 716
Bills
Disability Bill, 700
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 568
Education and Training Reform Bill, 744
Business of the house
Program, 551
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 785
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PANDAZOPOULOS, Mr (Dandenong) (Minister for Gaming,
Minister for Racing, Minister for Tourism and Minister assisting
the Premier on Multicultural Affairs)
Adjournment
Responses, 719
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 676

PERERA, Mr (Cranbourne)
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 790
Members statements
Cranbourne and District Greek Senior Citizens Club, 617
Petitions
Racial and religious tolerance: legislation, 611
Rail: Cranbourne station, 611

Members statements
Commercial Road, Koroit: pedestrian crossing, 729
Fruit bats: control, 554
Petitions
Education: home-schooling, 546
Hazardous waste: Nowingi, 547
Points of order, 569, 680

NARDELLA, Mr (Melton)
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 796
Questions without notice
Australian Formula One Grand Prix: public transport, 655

PERTON, Mr (Doncaster)
Adjournment
Housing: affordability, 801
Bills
Disability Bill, 775
Education and Training Reform Bill, 750
Matter of public importance
Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians, 632
Members statements
Doncaster electorate: park security, 728
Petitions
Melbourne Youth Music: funding, 546

NEVILLE, Ms (Bellarine)
Adjournment
Boating: Clifton Springs harbour, 714
Bills
Disability Bill, 702
Members statements

PIKE, Ms (Melbourne) (Minister for Health)
Questions without notice
Casey Hospital: emergency alarm system, 654
Medical practitioners: training places, 762
Royal Children’s Hospital: financial management, 544
Rural Ambulance Victoria: administration, 760

Bellarine Agricultural Show, 615
Petitions
Education: home-schooling, 611

PLOWMAN, Mr (Benambra)
Bills
Disability Bill, 780
Education and Training Reform Bill, 758
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POWELL, Mrs (Shepparton)

SHARDEY, Mrs (Caulfield)

Bills

Bills

Disability Bill, 706
Education and Training Reform Bill, 746
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 661

Disability Bill, 680
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 549, 560
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 791

Members statements
Courts: sentencing, 727
Petitions
Courts: sentencing, 724

ROBINSON, Mr (Mitcham)
Adjournment
Chronic fatigue syndrome/myalgic encephalomyelitis: clinical
review, 798
Courts: interpreter services, 608
Members statements
Australian Political Exchange Council: Japan visit, 558
Lindsay Hewitt, 558

Points of order, 655
Questions without notice
Casey Hospital: emergency alarm system, 654
Royal Children’s Hospital: financial management, 544
Rural Ambulance Victoria: administration, 760

SMITH, Mr (Bass)
Adjournment
Seal Rocks Sea Life Centre: building report, 800
Bills
Disability Bill, 710
Education and Training Reform Bill, 759
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 664

RYAN, Mr (Gippsland South) (Leader of The Nationals)
Bills
Interpretation of Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 582
Public Sector Employment (Award Entitlements) Bill, 737
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 647

Members statements
Gaming: Queenscliff, 727
Public transport: Bass Coast, 556
Questions without notice
Seal Rocks Sea Life Centre: building report, 649, 652, 764

Points of order, 650
Questions without notice
Emergency services: volunteers, 761, 765
Snowy Hydro Ltd: sale, 540, 650

SAVAGE, Mr (Mildura)

SPEAKER, The (Hon. Judy Maddigan)
Absence of minister, 539
Acting Speakers, 723
Business of the house
Notices of motion: removal, 545, 611, 723

Adjournment
Rural Ambulance Victoria: sexual harassment case, 717
Business of the house
Program, 551
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 667

Rulings, 542, 543, 545, 650, 652, 655, 723, 762, 763, 766

STENSHOLT, Mr (Burwood)
Bills
Interpretation of Legislation (Further Amendment) Bill, 584

Members statements
Snowy Hydro Ltd: sale, 615

Commonwealth Games: achievements, 795
Members statements

SEITZ, Mr (Keilor)
Rulings, 680

Commonwealth Games: Burwood electorate, 731
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Petitions
Retirement villages: residents rights, 546

Seal Rocks Sea Life Centre: building report, 649, 652, 764
Water: agricultural use, 763

SYKES, Dr (Benalla)

TREZISE, Mr (Geelong)

Adjournment

Members statements

Bright: Easter trading restrictions, 609
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University of the Third Age: Geelong, 729

Bills
Disability Bill, 776
Education and Training Reform Bill, 766
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 668
Members statements
John Galvin, 556
Petitions
Education: home-schooling, 546
Lake Mokoan: decommissioning, 545
Statements on reports
Drugs and Crime Prevention Committee: strategies to reduce
harmful alcohol consumption, 642

WALSH, Mr (Swan Hill)
Adjournment
Rural North West Health: management, 798
Bills
Education and Training Reform Bill, 769
Members statements
Swan Hill: development, 616

WELLS, Mr (Scoresby)
Bills
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 573

THOMPSON, Mr (Sandringham)
Adjournment
Planning: Deauville estate, Beaumaris, 606
Bills
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 575
Education and Training Reform Bill, 767
Business of the house

Commonwealth Games: achievements, 787
Members statements
Police: Commonwealth Games, 557
Petitions
Education: home-schooling, 611
Questions without notice
Police: corruption and organised crime, 762

Program, 550
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 673

WILSON, Mr (Narre Warren South)

Matter of public importance

Petitions

Maintaining the Advantage — Skilled Victorians, 636

Racial and religious tolerance: legislation, 723

Members statements
Crime: Sandringham electorate, 616
Points of order, 543, 545, 652, 719, 763, 766

THWAITES, Mr (Albert Park) (Minister for Environment,
Minister for Water and Minister for Victorian Communities)

WYNNE, Mr (Richmond)
Bills
Disability Bill, 777
Drugs, Poisons and Controlled Substances (Volatile Substances)
(Extension of Provisions) Bill, 574
Commonwealth Games: achievements, 664

Commonwealth Games: achievements, 655
Questions without notice
Commonwealth Games: volunteers, 540

